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Comments from an appellant, Alaska Wilderness League.
 
From: Liz VanDenzen [mailto:Liz@alaskawild.org] 
Sent: Monday, June 23, 2014 1:07 PM
To: FS-comments-alaska-tongass
Subject: Big Thorne SIR Comments from Alaska Wilderness League Members
 
Forrest Cole
Forest Supervisor
Federal Building
648 Mission Street
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901
comments-alaska-tongass@fs.fed.us. 
 
Re:         Comments Regarding Draft Supplemental Information Report on Big Thorne Project
 
Dear Mr. Cole:
 
On behalf of the more than 11,000 Alaska Wilderness League members included in the attached file,
we urge you to halt the destructive Big Thorne timber sale.  Each person has sent you a simple
message:

 
“Now is the time to end industrial-scale old-growth clear-cutting in the Tongass National
Forest before most of the big trees are gone.”

 
The current Big Thorne Supplement Information Report shows that the Forest Service is
disregarding more than two years of in-depth scientific review by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
which concluded there is “substantial scientific or commercial information” suggesting that the
Alexander Archipelago wolf may have to be listed for protection under the Endangered Species Act,
in large part, due to the loss of old-growth habitat caused by decades of industrial logging and road
building in the Tongass National Forest. The Forest Service also disregarded the findings of retired
Alaska Department of Fish and Game biologist David Person, the world’s expert on the Alexander
Archipelago wolf.
 
For four years now, the U.S. Department of Agriculture and the Forest Service have been repeating
a commitment to transition out of old-growth logging in the Tongass, but your actions so far have
only served to undermine that commitment. Massive old-growth timber sales like Big Thorne are
destroying these ancient forests, along with the critical wildlife habitat, pristine watersheds and the
economies they support. The Big Thorne timber sale is bad for the Tongass and bad for the economy
of southeast Alaska.
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		first name		last name		address		city		state		zip		country		comment

		W.F.		NOBLE		150 Staniford St		Boston		MA		2114		United States		

		Greg		Vinson		1010 N 41st St		Seattle		WA		98103		United States		 

		Miller		Williams		1111 Valley View Drive		Fayetteville		AR		72701		United States		    Please help us save these trees!

		peter		ornstein		44 montgomery pl		brooklyn		NY		11215		United States		    YOU KNOW WHAT THE RIGHT THING TO DO
     SAVE THE TRESS!!!!

		Bonnie		Smith		533 n elmwood		traverse city		MI		49684		United States		   
    STUPID!  STUPID!  STUPID!
    

		Courtenay		Smith		470 Grandey Way NE		Renton		WA		98056		United States		   As a resident of Washington State I am well aware of the fallacy of timber being a renewable resource. Old growth forests require over five hundred years to regrow and with today's uncertain climate conditions their loss will not only contribute to the problems but may well be permanent. 
   All that aside, how is this timber harvest to be used? Is it going to feed lumber mills in Alaska to provide jobs for Alaskans or is this timber going to be shipped in the round to feed a world demand for wood products without American labor involved in the manufacturing process? I shouldn't need to remind you that America isn't a third world nation, a supplicant to the world market anxious to peddle its natural heritage for hard currency, but a world economic power that, through bad decisions, has lost much of it's ability to provide a living wage to it's citizens. This nation must stop this pandering to foreign greed for our natural resources and export only totally finished products. The rape of out forests and pla

		Vernon		C.Smith		2322 SE 44th AV		Portland		OR		97215		United States		   My grandfather was a logger in southern Oregon . My father , brother & sister all worked at one time or another in plywood mills . I have worked in sawmills as well .  theless , I support saving the little old growth left for future generations of people & animals .

		Cheryl		Kenney		355 Maria		St Paul		MN		55106		United States		   Please protect the Tongass National Forest, especially the trees, and the animals dependent on them. We do not want to lose this precious resource.

		Dawn		Robinson		#17 Gates Cooperative, Waldo Point Harbor		Sausalito		CA		94965		United States		   These wild guys need homes too...remember the Lorax book, by Dr. Suesse? Remember our kids, and the planet they need, the animals they need to actually see, rather than seeing them in pictures...thank you so much! Dawn from Mill Valley (a mom)

		Alita		DeMarco		2938 Washtenaw		Ypsilanti		MI		48197		United States		  All You will due is DESTROY OLD GROWTH AND DISTURB THE BALANCE OF NATURE !     YOU ARE FOOLS WITH NO CONCEPT OF NATURE  !

		Bernadette		Bailey		3768 Michael Blvd #101		Mobile		AL		36609		United States		  If we treat our own wildlufe inhumanely the ecosystem will worsen and we shall ALL pay.

		Barbara		Palmer		1649 Parnell Dr		Eugene		OR		97404		United States		  Now is the time to protect the old-growth timber.  We have all ready upset enough of the balance of nature.  Please preserve this valuable asset, which belongs to all the people of the United States, not to the Forest Service.  Be the guardians.

		Ida		Melby		6 Navajo Lane		Corte Madera		CA		94925		United States		  Please don't cut old growth trees! There are many products to take the place of wood. Nothing can take the place of a thousand year old tree. Don't cut just for profit. Think of the future.

		Rosemary		Mcdonnell		33757 Pioneer Ave		Aitkin		MN		56431		United States		  Think of the wildlife that depends on these forest. And us humans who enjoy these areas.

		Lonnie		Ward		PO Box 506		Nettie		WV		26681		United States		  USFS,
   Your mandate is to MANAGE the Forests for multiple uses,not just to cut,slash,and decimate!!

		B		McGuffin		4409 NE 106th St		Vancouver		WA		98686		United States		  Why does everything need to be chopped down at once?  Yes, it's easier, but easier is not always best.  We need to take care of our earth or it won't be there to take care of us.  Try something different that's not so destructive.  Make it work!!

		Nona		Ross		822 Road 19		Sedan		KS		67361		United States		 "Look deep into Nature, and then you will understand everything better".
Albert Einstein
The Tongass National Forest is more valuable left untouched than the
money earned by decimating it.

		Brian		Schiavo		305 East 24th St.		New York		NY		10010		United States		 a timber sale that could destroy so much old-growth forest it would jeopardize the delicate balance between the people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island. It could even put the Alexander Archipelago wolf on the Endangered Species List.

		Marlene		Vandyke		5345 East Vanburen Street		Phoenix		AZ		85008		United States		 – a timber sale that could destroy so much old-growth forest it would jeopardize the delicate balance between the people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island. 
please dont do this..

		Cate		Clark		1011 Lynch Ct NW		Albuquerque		NM		87104		United States		 clear-cutting is wrong, old-growth forests are precious, preserving them is a wise investment in our future.

		Peter		Ayres		25W640 Indian Hill Woods		Naperville		IL		60563		United States		 Does Forest Service mean that you serve the forest, or does it mean you serve the Forest to some other entity?  Not only people and animals need a place untouched, the earth, at this point, needs a large area that goes untouched. 

		Charlie		Cornwell		216 Smith Street		Lavalette		WV		25535		United States		 Don't do this, lets raise the tax and close some well needed loopholes ,don't destroy our forests

		Hollon		Hollon		2816 Overlake		Orl		FL		32806		United States		 Forest Service announced it is charging ahead with Big Thorne – a timber sale that could destroy so much old-growth forest it would jeopardize the delicate balance between the people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island. It could even put the Alexander Archipelago wolf on the Endangered Species List.


		Sue		Lesmond		Boise		Boise		ID		83725		United States		 Forest Service,  end old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone.
What you are doing is an international disgrace!

		Catherine		Buchanan		1001 Ironwood Drive		Las Vegas		NV		89108		United States		 I am appalled at the actions of the Forest Service to allow the removal of the old growth forest. The balance of the root systems to hold the soils in place took centuries to develop. The destruction of the trees root systems will destroy the water resources, the fisheries, the habitat for a variety of species, and put in danger, the people who survive on the resources of the area. The Forest Service needs to do its proper job of being stewards of the land, and stop being the ones who permit the destruction of our lands just so very few people could make a huge profit off of the bank of valuable resources. The taxpayers will then be forced to pay for any clean up activities, monitoring activities, restoration activities, which will cost an additional tens of millions of tax dollars, and more because of the destruction of the sustainable jobs that will no longer be there. 

		Suzanne		Kirby		15 Baldwin Dr		Sag Harbor		NY		11963		United States		 I am outraged  that the  U.S  Forest Service is planning to destroy then National Forest by cutting down all the old growth trees. It is so important we maintain old growth forest for a  healthy environment for  the  wildlife of the Prince of Wales Island and the American people.  This unique habitats  must be protected for both human and wildlife .  The destruction of this forest could place the Alexander Archipelago  wolf on the Endangered Species List as well as destroying precious  habitat   that  Americans   enjoy such as fishing, recreation, and tourism.   We need to  preserve  and protect this very special habitats for the future generations . 

		DeAnna		Brayton		5500 153rd ct nw		Ramsey		MN		55303		United States		 I don't understand any of you Loggers. Do you realize that by the time your children grow up, there will be nothing on this planet? You obviously don't care and are very self centered. And what of the animals that share this ground? I am quite sure you don't care about them either. As far as I am concerned, someone that has no compassion for children or animals, ought to be turned into one of those big trees when their being torn down. I'd even buy tickets!

		william		Haaf		1923 Marlboro Rd		Kennett Square		PA		19348		United States		 i vacation in  Alaska and the Magnificant trees are what i want to see.

		Jane		Hayward		221 S 15th St		Lewisburg		PA		17837		United States		 It is past time for humans to stop destroying the biggest and best on our planet.  There is no need to destroy an amazing ecosystem that can support so many people in so many ways.  Leave the trees.  It isn't just lumber and we can always grow trees on tree farms.

		Ford		Smith		1497 Walnut Hill RD.		Shapleigh		ME		4076		United States		 It is time to put a halt to reckless cutting. Wildlife and the environment before profit.

		Jan		Golick		1010 Alder St.		Eugene		OR		97401		United States		 It’s time for the Forest Service to get its priorities straight. The Tongass is valuable to Americans for activities like fishing, recreation and tourism. These uses of public forest lands preserve the forest, protect inhabitant wildlife, and provide sustainable income for locals.
The Big Thorne timber sale is inconsistent with these values.
Please end All old-grown logging plans NOW.

		Richard		Burnett		654 San Patricio		Sunnyvale		CA		94085		United States		 It's said "Tom Vilsack makes Bruce Babbit look like Edward Abbey,"
and this is just one monstrous example. 
 Clear-cutting old-growth in a remote, "out of sight, out of mind" ecosystem like Tongas is a criminal give-away of public resources to insider special-interests. 
 

		Richard		Burnett		654 San Patricio		Sunnyvale		CA		94085		United States		 It's said "Tom Vilsack makes Bruce Babbit look like Edward Abbey,"
and this is just one monstrous example. 
 Clear-cutting old-growth in a remote, "out of sight, out of mind" ecosystem like Tongas is a criminal give-away of public resources to insider special-interests. 
 

		Linda				5397 moore rd		williamsburg		MI		49690		United States		 Once gone, these natural national treasure will not come back. We need to reduce the use of lumber, not increase it by cutting old growth,

		Bethany		Bradshaw		1437 Greenwood St		Slidell		LA		70458		United States		 Please leave the forest as nature intended and stop cutting and removing the trees..
                                       Thankyou 

		Martha		Milne		1764 Braman Av.		Fort Myers		FL		33901		United States		 Plese stop  U.S. Forest Service ludicrous old-growth logging plans in the Tongass National Forest.  In spite objections from prominent scientists, the Forest Service  is going ahead with the Big Thorne  timber sale that could destroy so much old-growth forest it would jeopardize the delicate balance between the people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island. It could put the Alexander Archipelago wolf on the Endangered Species List. The Forest Service is planning the future of the Tongass, and it’s time for the Forest Service to get its priorities straight. The Tongass is valuable to Americans for so much more than just timber sales. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy, and so importantly, preserve this irrplaceable national treasure for the wildlife and forest it supports.

Please tell the Forest Service to end old-growth chopping sprees, and be stewards of o

		PERICLES		Tsombanis		5403 Rebecca Lynn Lane		Raleigh		NC		27613		United States		 PLZ SIR !!  SAVE THE TONGASSS TREES ....

		Diane		Kastel		1658 DOVER COURT		WHEATON		IL		60189		United States		 Recent U.S. Forest Service old-growth logging plans in the Tongass National Forest are ludicrous. Despite objections from prominent scientists, the Forest Service announced it is charging ahead with Big Thorne – a timber sale that could destroy so much old-growth forest it would jeopardize the delicate balance between the people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island. It could even put the Alexander Archipelago wolf on the Endangered Species List.

Right now, the Forest Service is planning the future of the Tongass, and it’s time for the Forest Service to get its priorities straight. The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

We are telling the Forest Service to end old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone.


		Shyamala		Moorty		362 Grand Ave		Long Beach		CA		90814		United States		 The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		Ange		Petrovic		9309 Lennex Ln		Fort Myers		FL		33919		United States		 The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		Alan		Langrall		1611 Bensington Ct		Normal		IL		61761		United States		 The temporary profit of the sawn wood can never really reflect the enormous value lost to the region forever.

		David		Teague		1349 Salola LN		Brevard		NC		28712		United States		 The Tongass forest is valuable to me and to most thinking citizens of the United States for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.
The Forest Service should end old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone.

		Elaine		Balgemann		2255 E Balsam Circle		Mesa		AZ		85204		United States		 The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber.
 Forest Service you MUST END old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone.

		Ruth		Pollack		PO Box 688		New Hampton		NH		3256		United States		 You have no right to give in to big business lumbering of our Forests. They belong to the natural life as well. If you keep this cutting up, your grandchildren won't know what an old growth tree was. Shame on you.
Ruth Mary Pollack

		Diane		Williams		304 Park Meadow Way		Coppell		TX		75019		United States		
 Save the trees and the animals that live in them!

		Amber		Greene		5100 Coe Ave		Seaside		CA		93955		United States		






		Janet		Cuenca		1333 Orchard View Dr.		St. Louis		MO		63146		United States		






		Alicia		Keys		10480 SW Eastridge #88		Portland		OR		97225		United States		

Pleases protect the Tongass’ big tree forest & keep the Tongass wolves off the Endangered Species List as well as any other wildlife that may be in danger. Oregonians are tired of scalped mountain tops, it's ugly & irresponsible forest management. Thank-you, Ms Alicia N Keys LMT

		Jon		Anderholm		1600 Niestrath Road		Cazadero		CA		95421		United States		
A very bad idea.... don't log....!!

		Miriam		Baum		6532 Peridot Ave.		Alta Loma		CA		91701		United States		
A*******, when are you people going to use your brains!!!!!!!Oh, that's right you get a paycheck compliments of the taxpayer, that makes you jack***es!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

		r		n		po box 1692		sag harbor		NY		11963		United States		
clear cutting with protected areas and then clear cutting that remainder later is a  profiteer's mentality that leads to a dead end

		Kathrine		Jason		680 Washington St		New York		NY		10014		United States		
No more destruction of the natural habitat!

		John		Myers		3760 Winfield Dr		Sumter		SC		29153		United States		
Please allow the few wild creatures that are left to keep their homes.

		Kim		Grunden		8869 Avila Ct		Hudson		FL		34667		United States		
Please protect the Tongass!!!!!

		Pat		Tobias		1927 Thayer Ave		Los Angeles		CA		90025		United States		
PRESERVE OLD GROWTH  FOREST---DON "T CHOP IT DOWN!!!
Pat Tobias

		Bette		Koetz		82168 Hanna Rd		Dexter		OR		97431		United States		
Show some respect for nature and stop raping the land 

		Edith		Neimark		17 Boxwood Dr		Princeton		NJ		8540		United States		
The Forest service is supposed to preserve forests, not sell them off for profit.  The trees removed, and all that depend upon it, can never be replicated.

		James		Swaney		1579 Jacob Rd		Estes Park		CO		80517		United States		"Big Thorne" is reminiscent of Reagan era give-aways of valuable public assets.  It is, as several prominent scientists have pointed out, simply stupid from a biological / ecological perspective.  When are you going to leave the 19th Century and join the 21st?

		K		Alexander		6110 Tyne Street		Houston		TX		77007		United States		"When one touches a single thing in nature, he finds it attached to the rest of the world."  ~~~John Muir

When the trees are gone the environment changes and the delicate balance of nature is seriously altered.  Consider alternatives and/or start  sustainable tree growing farms for wood sources.  

		Danita		Sorenson		PO Box 1725		Nevada City		CA		95959		United States		"When will they ever learn, when WILL they ever learn"!!!!

		Christina		Kolberg		299 1/2 Jackson St		Petoskey		MI		49770		United States		...Actually, most of the old growth IS gone, and that is why I passionately urge you to STOP cutting it. I live in Michigan and adore its wilderness, but I am painfully aware that ours are young forests: a mere handful of trees over 200 years old remain because Chicago went on a mad chopping spree after the Great Fire. Consequently, we contend with numerous odious invasive species that choke out biodiversity. Now, we scientists understand that biodiversity is important to the ecosystem, & so are big old trees. We didn't know what we had 'til it was gone, but for the Tongass Forest it is not too late. Please, I beg you not to waste the few remaining ancient trees, least especially in exchange for the most fleeting, symbolic, & empty of human tools: Money. (What backs our dollar these days? Not gold. Thanks, banks.) ....& Who Dares to Sell, Own, & Destroy another living breathing organism -Community of Organisms- that has Already outlived any of us petty, greedy humans Five Times Over? Not me, I just can't stoo

		Vance		Arquilla		4121 mildred ave.		los angeles		CA		90066		United States		...don't destroy what is left of our old trees...

		Corinne		Meehan		2423 Roosevelt Blvd		Eugene		OR		97402		United States		...I want the Forest Service to immediately create a plan that allows all Americans, and our wildlife, to benefit from the forest.
Thank you,
Corinne Meehan

		Chris		George		516 Stewart Ave. Apt#B		Ithaca		NY		14850		United States		..yes, that right stop clear cutting-and advise Alaskan/world contractors to switch to plastic metal and glass-for design/production work and leave the ecosytem to preservation. Thanks!

		Marguerite		Bouvard		6 Brookfield Cir		Wellesley		MA		2481		United States		80% of our forests around the world have been destroyed. They are the lungs of the earth and affect climate change. Think of the next generation and the human and wildlife cost of losing ancient trees.

		Deb		Hirt		209A LAKEVIEW RD.		Stillwater		OK		74075		United States		A National forest shouldn't be butchered.  It should be natural and pristine.

		Karla		Huard		PO Box 591		South Barre		MA		1074		United States		A national forest without trees? Let's not let it happen.

		Gerald		Neff		18144 242nd Ave		Pleasant Valley		IA		52767		United States		A standing timber is worth more to our country than a flattened woods.  Commercial logging in our national forests has been a money loser for decades. Most timber sales have been delayed or stopped because NEPA rules were not followed, choppers did not stay within boundaries of the sale.  Forest service builds roads for the loggers to destroy the trees.  Studies have shown that a standing forest attracts hunters and campers and hikers.  Fields of stumps and brush cause erosion and muddy water.

		Greg		Kelly		246 La Verne Ave		Long Beach		CA		90803		United States		A thinning of the "herd" is necessary in some areas, however there is enough unbalance going on in the wild from too much "thinning". This will just create another major problem, and a much bigger one if you decide to cut down these trees that are a part of the ecosystem that is necessary for sustainable and existing life. Thanks! 

		Peter		Smith		130 Washington Street		Newton		MA		2458		United States		a timber sale could destroy so much old-growth forest and would jeopardize the delicate balance between the people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island. It could even put the Alexander Archipelago wolf on the Endangered Species List.

		Betty		Nudelman		7404 Susan AVE		El Cerrito		CA		94530		United States		A timber sale must not take precedence over wildlife.

		Candace		Hollis-Franklyn		146 Stewart Dr		Tiburon		CA		94920		United States		A timber sale of old-growth forest is unthinkable...please stop this. Save the Tongass Forest.

		Michael		Ostrosky		354 Keystone Dr		New Kensington		PA		15068		United States		A timber sale that could destroy so much old-growth forest it would jeopardize the delicate balance between the people, deer, and wolves on Prince of Wales Island. It could even put the Alexander Archipelago wolf on the Endangered Species List. We must do everything humanly possible to save species and keep them from becoming endangered.

		Beth		Robinson		8705 Shone SW		Albuquerque		NM		87121		United States		A timber sale? This day and age, are we really that naive about our planet that we will continue to destroy our forests for the sake of what? It makes absolutely no sense.
Please, don't continue to destroy our forests! We must learn to recycle and we must start to respect our wildlife and our planet.

		George		Wortham		1212 Lake Ct		Pebble Beach		CA		93953		United States		A treasure is something you protect not destroy.

		Jeff		Darragh		396 Lafayette st		Wilmington		NC		28411		United States		A treasure to be cherished , not chopped . Old growth can't be replace 

		Nancy		Fifer		16077 Willow Creek Rd.		Lewes		DE		19958		United States		A tree lover and hugger!!!

		Carmen Sanchez		Sadek		3113 Malcolm Ave		Los Angeles		CA		90034		United States		¡¡¡POR FAVOR!!!   ¡¡¡MUCHAS GRACIAS!!!

		Chloe		Smith		18222 Flower Hill Way # 303		Gaithersburg		MD		20879		United States		“Only when the last tree has died, and the last river been poisoned, and the last fish been caught, will we realize we cannot eat money.” ~Cree Indian Proverb 

		Vickie		Cook-Casey		435 Pole Hill Road		Goodlettsville		TN		37072		United States		Absent a solid ecological and/or safety benefit (such as clearing old trees to help to prevent a future wildfire), there must be an overriding and valid justification why the US Forest Service would encourage or allow logging in any national forest.  Healthy old growth trees and forests are jimho pure natural history to be held in awe and reverence.  

		Deirdre		McDonald				San Geronimo		CA		94963		United States		Absolutely Sick!!!! 
Are you guys crazy? Or what?
PLEASE REALIZE WE ARE KILLING OUR MOTHER!!
just STOP!!!!!!!!!!!!

		Carl		Schwensohn		1915 Sheridan Ave N		Minneapolis		MN		55411		United States		Act before it becomes too late!

		Arnold		Levi		PO Box 701		SB		CA		93102		United States		act like you're serving the forest!

		LAURA		ADAMS		5150 Burnside Rd, Sebastopol, CA		Sebastopol		CA		95472		United States		Act now yo preserve these unique forests!  Save the old growth treesthst are still alive!  Stop this senseless destruction !  Please , do it now.

		Saran		Kirschbaum		1710 Bagley Ave.		Los Angeles		CA		90035		United States		Actions of old are no longer valid. You are barking up the wrong action when clear-cutting old growth. 


		Sandra		Hagen		613 Taney Ave		Frederick		MD		21702		United States		Actually, we should NEVER have allowed such clear-cutting in the first place.  You MUST act to preserve these forests,  Once gone there is nothing that can be done.   The Tongass is valuable for the world, and there is no sense in using these unreplacable  trees just for timber and profits for a few.    PLEASE  STOP all such destructive chopping sprees… The World cannot afford it, YOU MUST ACT TO STOP THIS STUPIDITY.

		Kathleen		Gill		76 Greenwood Park		Pittsford		NY		14534		United States		After just coming from a Native sacred site where I volunteer, when are we all going to realize these beings, these trees, forests, animals are our relatives and we cannot be killing them?

		michael		langlais		40 Curson St		West Warwick		RI		2893		United States		after this, what's next?

		Deborah		Merrill		P.O. Box 1022		Scarborough		ME		4070		United States		After what I witnessed when I lived near the redwoods in northern California, I urge you to let these old growth trees live.

Thank you

		Wayne		Johnson		232 S Buell Ave		Aurora		IL		60506		United States		Again, another case of the quest for money trumping nature. When will we ever have someone in a position of authority who isn't focused on dollars above everything else?

		Cory		trotter		1745 NW Patricia street		Roseburg		OR		97471		United States		Ah when will the politicians ever learn? Destroy the environment, destory ourselves. Do they not care about the habitat loss? The species going extinct? Is it all for profit? I feel very frustrated towards the USFS! Stop the ludcrious logging already. 

		Mark		Simpson		1313 Cota Street #9		Shelton		WA		98584		United States		Alaska has become the USA's last 'true' untouched wilderness, please don't disrupt the best example on earth of nature's perfection.

		Anthony		Bolton		14 Bitterwood Ct		The Woodlands		TX		77381		United States		Alaska is the last truly pristine state left in our union.  I was fortunate enough to have lived there when I was young.  Do not let greed turn it into just another "resource" to be exploited. 

		Pat & Dick		Cabe		19332 Evening Hill Dr		Huntington Beach		CA		92648		United States		Alaska's forests are already suffering from the results of climate change and these giant trees in the Tongass should be saved for the wildlfe and humans to enjoy.  We have enjoyed this area as tourists.
-Richard and Patricia Cabe, Huntington Beach California


		Pat & Dick		Cabe		19332 Evening Hill Dr		Huntington Beach		CA		92648		United States		Alaska's forests are already suffering from the results of climate change and these giant trees in the Tongass should be saved for the wildlfe and humans to enjoy.  We have enjoyed this area as tourists.
-Richard and Patricia Cabe, Huntington Beach California


		John		Chapman		799 Bolinas Rd		Fairfax		CA		94930		United States		All biodiversity must be protected for all life and humankind. Any corporation or individual tat takes actions against the better interest of a lll life should be prosecuted for crimes against the earth and humanity. There is no middle ground or justification for environmental degradation any longer on issues of ecosystem care. All governments and citizens should be acting in ways that restore ecosystems and biodiversity not destroying it!  The forest service is in service of whom and what? These days of mass corruption and land grabs show blood on the hands of the perpetrators. These broken individuals with personal agendas of destruction for personal profit are criminals that must be dealt with.

		Susan		Horlick		8496 Yashuntafun Rd		Tallahassee		FL		32311		United States		ALL Life is sacred.

		Wendi		Cohen		50 Glendale Road		Ossining		NY		10562		United States		All our wild places, lands, forests Etc. are very important & deserve to be respected & protected & not to be chopped down destroyed Etc. especially for human greed & selfishness & both animals & humans relay on these places to survive plus trees are good for our air so all this needs to stop thank you?!!! 

		kathy		krause		1040 foster st		Phila		PA		19116		United States		All over there is no more land to see with out homes, shopping malls,big company buildings.Let save are land....for use and the animals, a place we can go see wild life, and freedom ....to chill and take in life,,,,because we have to go back, and work.......please Iask you save this land before we trash what we have left.......

		Sandra		Kirkland		4202 Knob Oak Lane		Charlotte		NC		28211		United States		All the departments, especially the BLM, need to stop pimping for the big corporations. 

		Shannon E.		Peters				Newberg		OR		97132		United States		all the dollars in the world will not be enough to keep the Earth healthy enough to keep you alive. we all need this planet, healthy & alive, in order to live

		Duane		Benton		1706 Briery Rd		Farmville		VA		23901		United States		All trees must be protected in best conservation method possible.

		Michelle		Gibson		923 Franklin Ave		Winthrop Harbor		IL		60096		United States		All wildlife and humans need trees, not to mention our atmosphere so as to help prevent the ozone layer from depleting any further. Our children and other people with disabilities need trees for viewing so as to sooth their minds.  Beauty always helps those with stress and some mental diseases to help them be calm.  why tear, or should I say chop, down more trees when wood can be made. Even made to be stronger than some wood. Let's save what we still have for our future and for our good health. Create manmade wood, don't chop anymore trees down.  Not if we really don't have to.  Thank you.

		Lizette		Weiss		110 Lonne Way		Fort Bragg		CA		95437		United States		All woodland creatures are impacted by lumbering.  Some places should be off limits.  Tongass is one of them.

		Geraldine		Theobald		1844 evergreen ave		alton		IL		62002		United States		Allowing all this logging is blatant servitude of the lumber corporation. This is NOT proper care of forests to pass on to future generations. Americans do not need to wipe their butts with the softest toilet paper on the planet. 

		Jenny		Adams		16416 3rd Ave SE		Bothell		WA		98012		United States		Allowing the clear cut to continue gives a few people a short term gain and in the long term the loss of an irreplaceable resource.  You can't re-grow "old growth" forest.  You change the landscape forever, and alter the ecology.  Please reconsider this poor decision made by the Forest Service.  Thank you for your consideration. 

		Sandy & Jim		Oi		P.O. Box 501		Kurtistown		HI		96760		United States		Aloha Secretary Vilsack,

Please help to Protect Our Tongass I Forests And Wildlife!!!

Trees Take Centuries To Grow To To Tongass Size, Replenishing Our Earth's Precious Oxygen and Providing Homes and Habitats For Our Cherished Wildlife!!!

Without Them Our Survival Also Becomes Threatened! 
We Are The Caretakers Of Our Beautiful Earth!!!

Thank You,  Sandy And Jim Oi

		Gaia		Cole		20 Prospect AVE		Quincy		MA		2170		United States		Along with the creatures depending on them.

		Carol		Price		15B Vuelta Chamisa		Santa Fe		NM		87506		United States		Although the Forest Service has been a money maker, earning money from timber sales, it's time to rethink the meaning of this action.   Cutting old growth might being some cash into the agency, it will cost many more dollars to replace the what is lost.  it will take many years to see trees this tall and the people and wildlife will suffer.   The tourism, recreation, fishing that now exist will be lost.
Please rethink this decision.   

		Margaret		Louden		12403 Denley Road		Silver Spring		MD		20906		United States		Although trees area renewable resource, in this area they take so much time to grow. I have flown over denuded forests in the Tongass  that were cleared years ago and they are still bare.

		Luis		Sanchez		1314 Boston Ave		Bay Shore		NY		11706		United States		American being defaced for profit, is not the answer, keep our forest in the way mother nature has provided for us and the creature's who depend on its existence. 

		Greg		Pennington		798 Post St		San Francisco		CA		94109		United States		Americans chopped down 95% of the trees of North America is it possible we could save the few that are left.

		Kris		Wilson		2301Kootenai St.		Boise		ID		83705		United States		America's last frontier! And you may be it's last line of defense. Consider the legacy you want to leave in this decision please.

		Carolie		Booth		3069 Bewleytown Rd.		Fountain Run		KY		42133		United States		An ancient American Indian proverb states that we do not inherit this earth from our ancestors, we borrow it from our children.  Let our children keep what belongs to them and not big energy.

		Bobbi		Coleman		1219 singletary ave.		san jose		CA		95126		United States		An hint trees have no price tag. They  can never be replaced and belong to the world. Do not let them be cut down.

		Monte L.		Downum		14920 S.W. SW. 74th. Ave.		Miami		FL		33158		United States		And another hairbrained idea from the right wing!

		Carl		Williams		Box 2183		Petersburg		AK		99833		United States		And most of the salmon that support our local fisheries with them.

		Betty		Wakamatsu		2465 Micheltorena Street		Los Angeles		CA		90039		United States		And the Tongass National Forest looks like parts of Oregon where there is a thin line of tall trees along the highway and grassy bills bare of trees as far as the eye could see.

		John		Flinn		5526 SE 70th Ave		Portland		OR		97206		United States		And what kind of "service" is this for the forests and for mankind? Your organization was originally started to curtail this type of forest butchery.


		Ronald		Walters		610 Morehead Ave.		Greensboro		NC		27401		United States		And with the trees also goes the wildlife.

		Natosi		Johanna		6952 Redwood Ave.		Sebastopol		CA		95472		United States		Animals, plants, humans, microbes, etc., needs all the trees the earth grows. In fact, the entire planet needs all the trees it can grow.  

		Robert		Manus		205 E95		NEW YORK		NY		10128		United States		Any Rational human being who has stood beside one of these trees in an old growth forest knows they are irreplaceable and should not be cut down on a whimsy or for panels in a home or a table.Whatever is left of old growth should be cherished as a National Heritage beyond material useage.There are substitutes for anything they are to be used for except the ecological and evolutionary character of these monarachs. Don t allow them to be cut down.

Robert Manus
Business Owner
New York

		Mark		Sonderskov		728 Leonard St. #3R		Brooklyn		NY		11222		United States		Anything that can live and thrive beyond several hundred years should be saved and is part of humanities heritage as well as hopefully its future. These trees are our public trust and should be respected as such and not sold off. If that sale produces jobs and federal revenue that sale is still not justified. The whole system should be scrutinized and better standards and practices applied. There should only be sustainable harvest and that harvest should be categorized with the highest and most conservative standards. 

		BE		SILVERMAN		2930 Domingo Ave		Berkeley		CA		94705		United States		Are our Greatchildren and Great Grandchildren
not entitled to see and enjoy this extraordinary Gift?

		Karen		Eicholtz		388 Kingston St		Wyckoff		NJ		7481		United States		Are we just giving up and letting the idiots devastate the planet?
We should be promoting the use of waste wood rather than cutting down virgin forest. We should be recycling wood from buildings, houses, furniture, etc., rather than cutting down living trees. Our economy will go down the toilet when we run our of our natural resources; we won't be so worried about jobs at that point; we'll be worried about survival.
When will we wake up and stop the insantiy.

		Monika		Koestler		Zellerhornstr. 82a		Aschau		ID		83229		United States		Are we not going to stop destroying our Environment until there is nothing left to destroy?

		Simone		Morgen		38 West Tulane Road		Columbus		OH		43202		United States		Are we still doing this?  Haven't we learned anything?  Stop killing things before you know how they inter-relate.  Not everything is agri-business.

		Michael		Behrens				Alsip		IL		60803		United States		Are you kidding. Have we not learned anything about how we are destroying the Earth, the Earth that there is only one of, and the only place for us to live.

STOP these type of insane and senseless actions.

		Marshall		Dinowitz		2656 Belmont Canyon Rd		Belmont		CA		94002		United States		Are you not seeing what our environmental degradation is doing to the fauna and flora that are so interdependent and important? The short-term so-called economic justifications do not take into account the environmental costs, and long-term devastating impact. 

		Mercedes		Lackey		16525 E 470 Rd		Claremore		OK		74017		United States		Are you out of your minds?  Once these trees are gone, they are GONE FOREVER.  Scientists are protesting!  Get your priorities right!  The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		Sheila		Spencer		w speedway		tucson		AZ		85745		United States		Are you people CRAZY!!! who is paying you for this outrage.  Are you getting $$$$ on the cheat from timber sales... Do not do allow this abomination to take place.  Shame on you all for even considering it!!!!!

		Paula				3830 Canyon Way		Martinez		CA		94553		United States		Are you people insane?  really?  why in the world would you cut old growth?  Do you understand climate change? Do you realize all the creatures that depend on the forest?  Do you get it?!?!?!  STOP ravaging our earth!  STOP cutting!  STOP this idiocy!  STOP destroying everything!  

		Mitchell		Poulouin		84 Delvin Ter		Wilmington		DE		19805		United States		Are you serious???????????? Leave these trees alone!!!! Please!!!!!

		Sandra		Todd		202 S. Winnetka Ave.		Dallas		TX		75208		United States		Are you trying to destroy the earth!!!!!! Look at what you want to do.  CRIMINAL!!!!!

		Mary		Macvicar		3153 Bembridge Rd		Columbus		OH		43221		United States		Are you willing to leave any element of this earth free of destruction or will you continue to function as lackeys for the corporations.

		Mary		Aktay		9 Colonial Terrace		Pompton Plains		NJ		7444		United States		Aren't we supposed to preserve our wilderness and National Forests for future generations? Why do you want to destroy them? The Koch brothers do NOT need old growth timber for their Georgia Pacific paper products!

		rafal		preis				Concord		CA		94518		United States		As a Californian I have seen the devastation caused by cutting down old growth trees.  They are simply irreplaceable.  Please prevent this in Alaska from happening

		Katie		Herman		1368 Breda		St Paul		MN		55108		United States		As a Christian I am adding my strong objection to such wholesale destruction of God's creation and short-sighted action that serves the special interests of some to the detriment of the greater good.  

		Barbara		Resheske		po box 183		Lk. Nebagamon		WI		54849		United States		As a citizen,taxpayer and believer in God,we were commanded to be stewards of the land,to protect the vulnerable,to preserve the good.Cutting old growth forest,destroying habitat and homes for wildlife,and contributing to climate change is nothing short of evil.You will have to live with your poor decisions and someday all the devastation you have heaped upon the earth will come back to haunt you.Therefor,leave this land alone,pristine and beautful as it was intended to be.

		Edythe Ann		Quinn		903 County Hwy 3		Unadilla		NY		13849		United States		As a college professor teaching Environmental Relations, I appreciate the complex ecosystem of the old-growth forest, the Tongass.  You must STOP the Big Thorne timber sale.

		Pamela		Longobardi		1090 Standard Dr NE		Atlanta		GA		30319		United States		As a former employee of the Bridger-Teton Forest Service timber crew, I understand fully the function of timber sales and selective thinning.  But there are some places that should be simply off limits, places whose worth is in their pristine condition.  The Tongass is one of the last existing old-growth forests left on US soil, and it is one of these places.  It needs to be preserved, intact.  Some things are sacred.  Please stop the insanity of this logging now. 

		George		Matz		PO Box 15182		Fritz Creek		AK		99603		United States		As a former resident of Southeast who has hiked, kayaked, fished, and hunted most of Southeast, I can personally attest to the value of sustaining its old growth character.  It's time for the Forest Service to end privatization of the forest benefit just a few and work for the greater good.

		Robert		Beverly		PO Box 1198		Orange		TX		77631		United States		As a former USDA Forest Service employee I know clear cutting should never be allowed. 

		Greg		Swenson		8949 Dallas Lane North		Maple Grove		MN		55369		United States		As a former volunteer for Obama, I urge you to protect Alaska's trees!

		John		Bernard		56 Mildred St.		South Portland		ME		4106		United States		As a frequent visitor to Alaska (from Maine), I feel strongly that these trees must be preserved, along with the forest inhabitants that rely on them.

		elizabeth		witowski		14628 Edinburgh Ct		Homer Glen		IL		60491		United States		As a intelligent humans we need the nature in order to survive as well as be respectful to other living creatures on this earth  

		Arnold and Joan		Case		19785 Wildwood Dr		West Linn		OR		97068		United States		As a long  time resident of southeastern Alaska, I want to insure that the Forest Service will prevent destructive logging in the Tongass.

		Dorothy		Ring		2312 NE 75th Terrace		Gladstone		MO		64118		United States		As a National Forest it belongs to the people of the USA. How long before there are no old growth trees left if the Forest Service takes the right to have them cut down, and for what? Is it to make them into something that is more important than the life they sustain by living? Who will this benefit? Certainly not the people of the USA. How long does it take for anything newly planted to become 'old-growth'. Neither you nor I will live to see that. Please save the trees.

		Greg		Warner		133 Post Oak Rim		Bastrop		TX		78602		United States		As a native Alaskan Indian, the preservation of old growth trees is very important to me and my family. 

		Anita		Coolidge		1349 Caminito Septimo		Cardiff		CA		92007		United States		As a native of Washington State, I will never forget a trip my husband and I took in the '70s to the Olympic Peninsula where we stopped along the road to walk up a hillside where all the trees had been cut down. I started to cry, literally feeling the sadness of the energy there. Whether it was the spirit of the trees, the land, or the First Nation people close by, the grief was overwhelming. We need to honor and respect the land and the ones living on it. And spending time on Bainbridge Island as a child when it was mostly woods was so healing for me. Keep the woods natural and thriving -- we will all be grateful for generations to come.

		Kathleen		Williams				Tinley Park		IL		60477		United States		As a native-born Alaskan, this foolish, irrevocable mistake of a plan really concerns me. We must not destroy resources we cannot replace. And, it is incumbant upon us to preserve this habitat endangered species are dependent upon.

		Lt		Alan Gregory		222 Eastview Circle		Williston		VT		5495		United States		As a part-owner of the Tongass and advocate for America's natural heritage, I urge the Forest Service to leave the old-growth trees alone.
ALAN C. GREGORY
Lt. Col., USAF, Ret.

		Nancy		Barr		1010 S 219th St		Seattle		WA		98198		United States		As a person of faith and a member of the United Methodist Church, I believe it is our responsibility to take care of our world and its resources, including wildlife, for future generations. We need to look at long range effects on our environment and the best interests of us all, not make decisions for selfish short term gains for the few. 

		Brad		S		8887 Dallas Lane N.		Maple Grove		MN		55369		United States		As a Science Teacher and Environmental Educator I encourage you to end clear-cutting of old-growth forests in the Tongass. Support fishing, recreation and tourism to preserve the forest and boost the local economy.

		Susan		Patla		2840 Grandview Dr.		Tetonia		ID		83452		United States		As a wildlife biologist who has had the privilege to do goshawk surveys on the Tongass, I know the value of older age forests.  Accelerated mortality in the western US of older forests has decimated many areas.  Big trees of Alaska will not be replaced in your lifetime or in the lifetime of your grand children.  It is criminal to continue cutting when so many have been removed already.  The forests on Prince of Wales Island appeared decimated back in the 1990s when I was there.  It is time that conservation of remaining older forests become the goal of FS management rather than feeding the unending appetite of industry and politicians.  It is time to act wisely.  I hope you have the heart and soul to do so.  

		Chris		Marrs		157 haada laas rd.		port townsend		WA		98368		United States		As a wood worker for most of my working life I urge you to stop. The old trees are important in so many way more than dollars. So much has disappeared . Please stop now.

		Jerome		Ricard		6224 Cory St.		Simi Valley		CA		93063		United States		As an agency of our government, it is your duty to protect our forest from destruction & save it for future generations. If you & the others who work there are NOT doing your job, than you ALL need to resign. You DO NOT have the right to allow others to buy & destroy or just destroy our forest.

		Mark		Bloch		16010 Terracewood Ln		Anchorage		AK		99516		United States		As an Alaskan and as an American, please do the right thing and stop this decimation of our forests.

		Don		Muller		PO Box 1042		Sitka		AK		99835		United States		As an Alaskan, I ask that you stop ALL logging in the Tongass--old-growth, second-growth, young-growth, no matter what it is called.  Yes: no more logging.  Period.  

		Doug		Bullock		77 Benson St		Albany		NY		12206		United States		As an Albany County Legislator, I believe clear cutting depletes the forest, kills off vital oxygen these forests emit in the atmosphere and we can do much better forest management . 

		Sara		Avery		1329 Agape Way		Lafayette		CO		80026		United States		As an American citizen, the greatest value that this forest holds for me is as an intact ecosystem that continues to support the great variety of life that only an old growth rain forest can. 

		LaVonne		Otwell		2602 Twin Oaks Dr SW		Marietta		GA		30064		United States		As an avid camper (in my younger days), I am appalled by the destruction of irreplaceable old growth trees that our children and grandchildren will never get to see.  John Muir is spinning in his grave!  We do not need nor want this "lumber" that is so much a part of our history.  Shame, shame, shame that some people would sacrifice our history to make a buck.  STOP IT!









		Paul		Richey		4664 SW Fairvale Court		Portland		OR		97221		United States		As an example Douglas Fir trees in Oregon should be left for 220 year
growth cycles to insure plenty of future standing timber.  Greedy corporations not withstanding.  Much of the Tongass is delaminated timber growing in windy areas.  Special restrictions should apply.

		Naomi		Zurcher		161 Columbia Hts		Brooklyn		NY		11201		United States		As an urban forestry professional and an informed concerned citizen, I find it unacceptable that, in a time when we have a much better understanding of how to manage forests sustainably, that the USDA Forest Service is still hell bent on being the hand maiden of the timber industry.

The Tongass, because of it's unique environment, has much greater value locally AND globally, than just a timber resource. It is absolutely imperative that the Forest Service respond with its management strategies to much more than the demands of the Big Thorne Sale.

Destroying the Tongass is irresponsible and profoundly arrogant and, therefore, completely insupportable.

		Chris		Wolff		80 elm street		boston		MA		2129		United States		as nature goes, so goes man.

		Rory		Isbell		945 Lewis Ave.		Eugene		OR		97402		United States		As one of the large unfragmented stands of mature forest in the Pacific Northwest, the Tongass is unrivaled in its ecological value. It is also an important carbon sink that is all the more important as we enter an age of potentially catastrophic climate change. Please do not proceed with the Big Thorne timber sale to the detriment of the environment and our future.

		Patricia		Grames		4262 W Camino Pintoresco		Tucson		AZ		85745		United States		As someone who lived in Alaska for a few yeqars in the 1960s, I am appalled at your plans for destroying salmon habitat by cutting down old growth forest ,  With so much of Alaska logged out and burned over during the time the native Alaskans were being pushed out of their homes by all the settlers from the lower 48, I think all old growth forest should be saved.  Oil pipelines, oil drilling and oil spills and unwise development have already destroyed much of the beautiful state that I knew.  Please do not allow logging in the Tongass, for the sake of the native Alaskans and wildlife including salmon that depend on it for survital.  I live in Tucson, Arizona now and still have fond memories of the beautiful staate, clean rivers and streams, salmon fishing, glaciers and mountains.

		Caryn		Heilman		140 Charles St.		New York		NY		10014		United States		As the co-owner of an award-winning ultra eco B&B in the Berkshires of NW, MA, I can attest to the value to business/tourism of preserved natural wilderness.  Topia Inn located on an 11-mile bike trail that is one of the most beautiful in the country and in between two State preserves - Mount Greylock and Savoy State Mountain Forest.  Our guests come to the inn to hike, bike and swim in the pristine natural waters of the ponds.  We were able to reclaim an old run-down abandoned lodge in the center of a struggling old mill town and help to revitalize the area.  There used to be drugs, abandoned trailers and crime on our block, and now it hosts travelers from around the world.  There is a park where the trailer used to be, no more drugs and a few new restaurants in the area.  Nature is valued and brings in more revenue than clear-cutting.

		Anne		Williams		7981 ashton drive		Indianapolis		IN		46226		United States		As the earth warms and CO2 emissions increase, cutting forests seems like a stupid idea.  Compound the benefits of forests in our attempts to slow global warming with the fact that those forests are essential in preserving ecosystems already in jeopardy. It's agains the law to destroy the habitat of endangered species. Why not avoid the law suits and just do the right thing. No more old growth cutting.  

		Iris		Slade		605 WEST 11TH AVE		STILLWATER		OK		74074		United States		As the Indians would say man will destroy "GODS" earth. STOP, STOP, STOP.  You have taken to much from "GODS", earth and you have no ideal on what the outcome is going to be. When you go beyond your reach of "GODS" wilderness. Do not cry when the animals re-inhabitants what you have abraded taken from them in the beginning. NOTE YOU ARE CHANGING THE COURSE OF THE EARTH BALANCE BETWEEN ALL THINGS.

		Norma		Varga		3519 76th st		Jackson heights		NY		11372		United States		As the U.S. Forest Service your job is to protect gthe forests, not decimate them for money profit.  You need to focus on public land use in terms of fishing, recreation and tourism. All of which will spur the local economy.  You need to be on the side of the public's best interests.  The public' assets (trees, animals, land) need your protection.

		Elizabeth		Root		18 Prospect St Apt 2		Trumansburg		NY		14886		United States		As we are more than ever aware of the need to preserve biodiversity before it's too late, this is the kind of issue that is vitally pressing!

		Mary		Kelley		20007 S. Olsen Rd.		Beavercreek		OR		97004		United States		As you know, there are few old growth forest left in the world, and these forests support much animal and plant biodiversity. One of the last known habitats of the extinct Ivory - billed woodpecker was the old growth Singer tract of cypress in Louisiana.  There were many pleas to the Singer Sewing Machine Company, which owned the large acreage, to preserve this habitat of this rare bird.  These pleas fell on deaf ears, the old growth was harvested, the last major stand of old growth cypress in Louisiana, and the land was put into soybeans. Today, as far as can be determined,  the Ivory - billed woodpecker ' s raucous cry is heard no more. With examples such as this in mind, please work to end the clear cutting of old growth to save habitat for many species. Why give priority to the timber companies, whose only thought is for profit?  Thank you for reading this.

Mary J. Kelley, PhD
Zoologist


		Deborah		Heron		10811 Cross School Road		Reston		VA		20191		United States		As you know, trees are essential to the environment, and their growth and population must be encouraged to support wildlife and plant life.  Please outlaw chopping sprees.  Thank you.

		Steven		Handwerker		PO Box 880229		Boca Raton		FL		33488		United States		ASAVE OUR PRECIOUS AND FEW NATURAL SPACES!!!

		Julie		Spickler		1259 El Camino Real Pmb 163		Menlo Park		CA		94025		United States		At a time when climate change is wreaking havoc on our planet, cutting trees which sequester carbon is a terrible mistake.  The destruction of wildlife habitat is another horrible thing to do -- so don't let it happen!  

		Sundra		Allen		259 Wayne Ct		Salt Lake City		UT		84101		United States		At a time when scientists think that climate change may make pollution worse, what hope is there if not for trees?

		Fred		Ingram		4822 SE 47th Ave		Portland		OR		97206		United States		At the end of the day, what good will all that timber money be if  air sheds and ecosystems are weakened, crippled and destroyed? It presents raw capitalism in a most unpatriotic light - some kind of mindless urge that seals our own fate. C'mon, let's be smarter than that, let's have some depth to our national character, let's think about future generations. Just say no to greed.

		Bronwyn		Elko		2031 Dracena Dr.		Los Angeles		CA		90027		United States		At this crucial time in ecological history, we need natural spaces and the diversity they provide, more than ever.  Wolves, an apex predator, actually make rivers healthy in ways we are just beginning to understand.  Please stop Big Thorne from destroying this valuable habitat.  Sincerely, Bronwyn Elko

		Lucille		Chagnon		4176 Vivian St.		Chincoteague		VA		23336		United States		Attention Tongass National Forest Service:  Please protect the Tongass National Forest big trees before most of them are gone, and you will be also protecting the forest inhabitants that rely on them.

		Ray		Gellerman		12349 Moss Rock Lane		Custer		SD		57730		United States		ave the trees.  Thry are not harming us.

		Robert		Summers		185 Maple ST.		Burlington		VT		5401		United States		Avoiding this unnecessary waste & intrusion into one of the last large areas of old-growth forest & its inhabitants is a must!

		Maxine		Bogash		PO Box 467		Nassau		NY		12123		United States		Balance the ecology, not the profit margin.

		Ana		Coria		3452 CHARLEMAGNE AVE.		LONG BEACH		CA		90808		United States		BE A HERO. SAVE THE FOREST.

		Billy		Angus		604 North 2nd St.		Hamilton		MT		59840		United States		Be forewarned that if we lose our trees and other vegetation,
ALL life on Earth will eventually cease to exist and this
planet would be nothing more than an 
extinct, polluted, barren wasteland!
It would be wise to heed my prophecy!!
If you refuse to listen, then mankind will pay
the ultimate price for its own ignorance,
arrogance, selfishness, and greed!!

		Jake		Wolfhart		pob 1193		capitan		NM		88316		United States		be kind to our trees

		K		Kay				Sandy		UT		84092		United States		Be responsible and respectful

		Jess		Saucedo		10074 Fall Harvest		San Antonio		TX		78254		United States		Be wise and a good stewart.  

		Judith		Abel		4183 Wellman Rd		Mclouth		KS		66054		United States		Because of forests, humans and all other species may continue to breathe,

		Stephen		Missal		6255 E Earll Dr		Scottsdale		AZ		85251		United States		Before you do something that can't be undone, think. This isn't a policy issue. It is an earth issue. We forget, but nature doesn't.

		Kathleen		Findlay				Lebanon		OR		97355		United States		Before you make Alaska into Arizona, have a care for those who chose Alaska because it isn't Arizona. The Loss of the glaciers to global warming and the loss of the old growth forests to logging and the loss of wildlife to habitat destruction will soon make Alaska as barren as the polar ice caps. Stop this immediately.

		Elke		Hoppenbrouwers		152 Allison Way		East Haven		CT		6512		United States		Besides the point that we need all the trees possible to combat Climate Change, the old-growth in the Tongrass National Forest is the habitat for many different wildlife that should be protected.

		Gay		Boden		3870 Bell Road		Seville		OH		44273		United States		Besides the very important part trees play in our environment, they are also necessary to help maintain the survival of our wildlife!!!

		Lynee		McMillan		2835 dover dr		boulder		CO		80305		United States		big business is in too much control over our resources.  When they are gone they are hard to get back

		Zelma		Taylor		319 High Street		Petersburg		VA		23803		United States		Big old growth trees plan an important part in our eco system.  The trees cut must not be the old growth timber.  It is time for people to listen to scientists whose area of expertise in all parts of our eco system; those who know the consequences of disturbing that important system.

		Elaine		Peters		38 hollins road		hicksville		NY		11801		United States		Big old trees give us good air and save endangered animals. We need all of them

		Elyce		Brown		910 Corby Ave		Santa Rosa		CA		95407		United States		Big Thorne - How apt a name -  A painfully sharp attack on the ancient growth of the area and to the delicate balance of life it sustains.  Shame on those who conceived it-protect the earth-do NOT approve this insanity.

		Susan		Bannister		5418 High Tor Hill		Columbia		MD		21045		United States		Big Thorne is a timber sale that could destroy so much old-growth forest it would jeopardize the delicate balance between the people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island. It could even put the Alexander Archipelago wolf on the Endangered Species List.
The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service must support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.  Please end industrial scale old growth cutting now.  Stop the timber sale at Big Thorne, and protect our old growth forests.

		Gregory B		Gregory		1321 N 21st St		Milwaukee		WI		53205		United States		Big Thorne is a timber sale that could destroy so much old-growth forest it would jeopardize the delicate balance between the people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island. It could even put the Alexander Archipelago wolf on the Endangered Species List.

		Patty		Dennis		6542 Franklin Ave		Los Angeles		CA		90028		United States		Big Thorne is an ill conceived plan. Adopt a plan to keep the sensitive ecosystem of the Tongass National Forest intact. Instead of destroying these grand old giants, the Forest Service should support more eco tourism, protect wildlife, and boost the local economy. 

		Mary		Tuteur		1354 Oak View Circle		Rohnert Park		CA		94928		United States		Big Thorne is clearly a deep, sharp thorn in the side of the human, wolf and deer populations of Prince of Wales Island, not to mention the well-being of its irreplaceable old growth forest.  PLEASE STOP and turn your attention to protecting and supporting the wild community.  This is what you are there to do!

		Eden		Maxwell		9 Peaceful Way		Madrid		NM		87010		United States		Big Thorne is depravity. We must protect the trees and indigenous animal life. 

		Becky		Erickson		POBOX 496		Ashland		MO		65010		United States		Big Thorne Timber sale could destroy so much old-growth forest it would jeopardize the delicate ecological balance there. It’s time for the Forest Service to get its priorities straight. The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		Christine		DeAngelis		4120 Hutchinson River Par		Bronx		NY		10475		United States		Big Thorne will be a Big Disaster, please give some more thought to this before you go ahead with it, risk making another animal an endangered species, as well as disturb the well being of Prince of Wales Ialand.

		Ralph		Sanchez		P.O. BOX 406		Carmel Valley		CA		93924		United States		Big Thorne...a timber sale of old growth forest? Please, have a conscience, and do the right thing for the American people. Protect our irreplaceable natural resources.

		Jane		Beattie		520 1/2 Washington Ave		Ketchum		ID		83340		United States		Big trees are a national monument

		William		Peterson		4235 Glenwood Ave.		Los Angeles		CA		90065		United States		Big trees have the right to live their normal span. they are viktally important to the Tongass National Forest. Please do what you can to protect this most precious area.
With respect and urgency,

Bill Peterson 

		John		Mijer		1851 Shoshone Drive		Ogden		UT		84403		United States		Biodiversity of the old-growth forest is an irreplaceable component of this planet's ecosystem.  Old-growth forests have been sacrificed far too often, by thoughtless corporations. Their corporate gains being their only selfish interest, at the expense of wildlife, and of our children's inheritance of a healthy planet.  Please leave a thoughtful legacy to our future countrymen, not a short sighted corporate sacrifice, that only fattens  wallets at the expense of a true crown jewel of wilderness!  

		Susan		Onaclea		2150 laura st  #42		springfield		OR		97477		United States		Boost the local economy instead of destroying the balance and beauty.  It is time to stop using timber and pushing for other materials.

		Corde		Rea		3221 S. Lake Drive		St. Francis		WI		53235		United States		By all means, save those beautiful, valuable trees in the Tongas National Forest!!!

		James		Lee		240 Pinecrest St.		Many		LA		71449		United States		By cutting down old growth forest, that aids in the greenhouse effect because trees, and plant life, utilize CO2 and expell oxygen.  You people should be tried for murder.  You're intenmtionmally killing our race.

		Rose		Rosenbaum		20 Peterson Road		Hillsborough		NJ		8844		United States		By cutting down the Alaska wilderness we are destroying ourselves as well as all the life that lives there. We are destroying the las frontier. We are turning beauty to something ugly. Haven't us humans learned anything yet??

		Jtessman		Tessman		410 hoover ave		benton harbor		MI		49022		United States		By protecting the forest, you will also be protecting all of the forest  animals that live within it .

		Deanna		Knickerbocker		1846 Limetree Ln		Mountain View		CA		94040		United States		Can it be? No, no one could be this short-sighted. It must be a misprint.

		Joan and David		Seidel		1142 Ash Ave.		Cottage Grove		OR		97424		United States		Can the Forest Service be any more unaware of the need of all forests
then they are?  Old Growth areas have such diverse values. Such awful
destruction is only for more profit to a few companies, and can ruin life
for the people who live there.  Stop logging with Big Thorne!!!

		Nicholas		Checker		PO Box 153		Quaker Hill		CT		6375		United States		Can you clods ever get anything right!

		Hilary		Persky		66 linden lane		princeton		NJ		8540		United States		Can you kindly explian why you must do this? 

		Leo		Johnson		7875 Highland Ave		Citrus Heights		CA		95610		United States		Can you not stop destroying this earth so that the rich and get richer. Same on you. You took an oath to God to do what is right and the destruction of these trees in wrong. 

		Kathleen		Tobin		10226 S. Longwood Drive		Chicago		IL		60643		United States		Can't believe that the U.S. forest Service is so unaware of the importance of old growth trees! The plan to clear cut old trees in the Tongass National Forest is a misguided tragedy.Kathleen Tobin

		Pat		Orchard		PO Box 997		Blue Hill		ME		4614		United States		Can't get the tress back...for at least 100 years. Cannot anticipate the consequences except, heat, and catastrophe  when all forests have been clear cut. Go for a walk in the woods today--and consider these matters.

		Sharon M. Steele		M.		420 Park Dr		Bethalto		IL		62010		United States		Can't we just leave something alone.  Worry about Fukushima if you need something to do.  Clean up the plastic island in the Pacific.  Clean up the nuclear waste in Washington state snd New Mexico.

Sharo Steele

		Gail		Richardson		5263 Cimmeron Drive		Bozeman		MT		59715		United States		Can't you allow some natural processes on the Tsongas to continue? Corporate greed should not be allowed to jeopardize the last of this unique forest's precious old growth.

		Pam		Olsen		2376 Beech St # 2		Wantagh		NY		11793		United States		Can't you people leave our environment alone?  Once again the ecological system will be affected and humans will suffer too.

		Andre` J.		Phillips		7659 Henry Ave		Jenison		MI		49428		United States		cause I said so, that's why...

		Barbara		Dauerty		13419 Forum Rd		Universal City		TX		78148		United States		Chances are, we won't notice the loss of diversity and numbers of wildlife until we have a catastrophe on our hands. Let's do something innovative for theUSA. Let's think ahead more than a decade, envision the world we would like to live in in a century, and take concrete steps, building on a well-formulated plan to achieve the vision.

		Constance		Hodgkins		1000 Southern Artery		Quincy		MA		2169		United States		Change your priorities!!      Let's keep the old growth forests. . . .nature's
balance should  be respected . . .especially where there is conservation
balance re natural inhabitants. sincerely, constance f hodgkins, MA

		Phillip		Norman		1234 NE 118th Ave		Portland		OR		97220		United States		Cheap gas, cheap oil and cheap lumber make us evil wasters and polluters. Please protect life on Earth, by letting scarcity happen.

		Veroune		Chittim		P O Box 297		Selma		OR		97538		United States		Chopping down this old growth forest of temporary income puts wildlife
in permanent jeopardy and possible extinction. Please keep the Tongass a natural treasure - rather than a photograph of "what it used to be".  Thank You.

		John		Sinclair		15505 Russell Road		Chagrin Falls		OH		44022		United States		Clear cutting a remote national forest on such a grandiose scale speaks volumes about your neglect of duty and your willful anti-science ignorance.  Stop it, please.

		Ramona		Menish		25 Horseshoe Circle		Bellingham		WA		98229		United States		Clear cutting caused a huge landslide in Washington State which resulted in many deaths.Stop clear cutting EVERYWHERE!

		Julie		Cain		9505 Hwy 25 N.		Sturgis		MS		39769		United States		Clear cutting endangers the wildlife dependant on the area...They have no place else to go...they need that old growth forest.

		Eric		Nestor		1611 West Jackson Street		Painesville		OH		44077		United States		Clear cutting has no place in a protected area!

		Roger		Green		211 Green Road		North Waterford		ME		4267		United States		Clear cutting in an old growth forest is not needed, especially in the Tongass. Get your priorities right. R. Green

		Jefree		Anderson		465 Utah St		San Francisco		CA		94110		United States		Clear cutting is a reckless irresponsible way to harvest timber... please help stop this destructive practice.

		Jerry		Warren		1820 Ogden Drive		Burlingame		CA		94010		United States		clear cutting is a sin and always has been so.... 

		Bethanie		Petitpas		1 Kneeland Rd		Tewksbury		MA		1876		United States		Clear cutting is NEVER a good idea. Not for the environment. Not for the atmosphere. Not for each other. Please use good sense, and not greed, in determining the future of Tongass National Forest. 

		Christina		Polans		321 Woodmill Dr		East Windsor		NJ		8512		United States		Clear cutting is not only bad for trees, it's bad for all of us. Our water supply and also protection for forest inhabitants are both being damaged by this awful practice. 

		Kevin		Daley		PO Box 13199		Atlanta		GA		30324		United States		Clear cutting is not the answer., This is one of America's last old growth forests and the potential damage is immeasurable. I have lived through Louisiana logging and 20 years later the forests are only now starting to partially recover and the old growth cut will not recover for decades more. Please, use common sense and do not open up our natural heritage and inheritance to unconstrained commercial destruction.  

		Pamela		Brandt		314 19th		brooklyn		NY		11215		United States		Clear cutting is proven to be a wasteful method of logging and reduces the amount of profit over time. Additionally it is detrimental to watersheds and the overall ecosystem. Supporting clear cutting is foolish and wasteful. 

		TED		PRATT		8624 Cabot St SE		Olympia		WA		98501		United States		Clear cutting is the worst thing you could do to a forest. Beside cutting don EVERY tree,you are also clearing it of all the brush and undergrowth that cover the ground around the tree's. I used to work the second phase when it comes to clear cutting which was slash burning all the excess branches and shrubs layig on the ground before they replanted the area that was clear cutted. But then are they going to replant everything that was clear cutted ?  I don't think they will if they are not a big enough company to pay for replanting every tree that was cut down.
Another bad thing about clear cutting is that it gets rid of all the wildlife in that area for at least 15 years until anything grew back in that area.

		Robert		Stellato		3015-212 EAST BAYSHORE ROAD		REDWOOD CITY		CA		94063		United States		CLEAR CUTTING IS UNACCEPTABLE BECAUSE IT CAUSES EROSION!!!  DO YOU NEED ANY OTHER REASON TO PREVENT CLEAR CUTTING???

		Diane		Pease		84 bronson St		Littleton		NH		3561		United States		Clear cutting isI NEVER a good thing!

		Patrick		Lane		5814 Huntington Ave		Richmond		CA		94804		United States		Clear cutting lage sections of forest is way too destructive to be allowed on public lands.  This is particularly true with northern forest that grow so slowly.  It will take centuries to restore the forest even if substantial replaning is done.  This is in no way a sustainable practice and should not be considered for public lands.

		James		Massey ND		3310 SW Vista Dr.		Portland		OR		97225		United States		Clear cutting old growth or mass cutting in National Forest is not being the stewards of the land the American people want.  Why the U.S. Forest Service allows this industrial scale logging, at give away prices, is criminal and needs to be investigated.

		Roger		Nehring		200 E Stearns Ave		Chamberlain		SD		57325		United States		Clear cutting old-growth forest should be a crime. 

		Denise		Tatum		2510 S 35th St		Omaha		NE		68105		United States		Clear cutting only creates problems for a short term result.

		gordon		walker		6309 Tuckerman Ln		Rockville		MD		20852		United States		Clear cutting should be a long by-gone process. The little remaining old growth forests in the USA should be protected, not cut down for short term profit.

		Nathanael		Secor		2028 3rd ave N		Minneapolis		MN		55405		United States		Clear cutting these ancient forests is totally unacceptable. Do not be a collaborator in this plan of environmental devastation; protect these forests for all future generations of humans and the complex variety of lifeforms that depend on the Tongass forests existence. 

		Nancy		Hiestand		526 South Campus Way		Davis		CA		95616		United States		Clear-cutting  devastates thousands of years of growth.

		Nathaniel		Perry		400 Riverside Dr.		Shaktoolik		AK		99771		United States		Clear-cutting is a disgrace!

		Roidina		Salisbury		422 Avenida Castilla Unit E		Laguna Woods		CA		92637		United States		Clear-cutting is a poor way to sustain a forest. Selective cutting of trees has always been the way to maintain a healthy forest. Stop your unhealthy forest management now.

		Thomasin		Alyxander		10044 Brooks Road		Windsor		CA		95492		United States		Clear-cutting is a short-sighted economic solution that leaves more problems in its aftermath.

		William		Schoene		1519 Oak St		Santa Monica		CA		90405		United States		Clear-cutting is an environmental abomination that should NEVER have been permitted on any federal lands. Clear-cutting destroys most of the multiple values of a forest and takes many decades for it to recover any essential aspect. Old-growth forests should be logged sustainably through selective forestry, or not at all.  If resource extractors cannot make sufficient profits using sustainable processes, then let them stay out of public lands.

		Maria		Welsh		12250 High Valley Road		Clearlake Oaks		CA		95423		United States		Clear-cutting is NOT sustainable and the practice should be stopped!

		Brian		Shmaefsky		Lone Star College - Kingwood		Kingwood		TX		77339		United States		Clear-cutting needs to be replaced with sustainable means of obtaining timber resources. Our stubborn reliance on traditional tree harvesting is inhibiting the development of better resource practices. 

		Jeffery		Dorer		5818 Fayette St		Los Angeles		CA		90042		United States		Clear-cutting old-growth trees in pristine wilderness is not responsible management. Stop it now! 

		Ocean		Pellett		15 Forest St		Waterford		CT		6385		United States		Clear-cutting should be outlawed world wide in my opinion.

		K		Schroeder		W. 12th St		Tempe		AZ		85281		United States		Clear-cutting sucks! Please be reasonable and take only a percentage of the trees, leaving most for the birds and animals that depend on them. Humans can use metals and concrete to build. Aluminum studs work fine.

		Catherine		Bell		156 Columbia Dr		Amherst		MA		1002		United States		Clear-cutting the Tongass is greedy, short-sighted foolishness that will destroy money-making activities like fishing, recreation and tourism. Similarly, anything that destroys environmental systems costs money and lives down the line. Enough is enough, and the destruction of this irreplaceable National Forest has already gone too far. We, the taxpayers, fund this forest for our use. Stop giving it to private, for-profit entities to destroy.

		David		Saul		285 East 47th Ave		Eugene		OR		97405		United States		Clearcutting will squander an irreplaceable resource.

		Maryann		Roby		PO Box 109		Nunda		NY		14517		United States		Clearing of old-growth forest undermines the health of the envrironment which impacts all living creatures, including ourselves.

		Judith		Prowell		1914 165th Pl NE		Bellevue		WA		98008		United States		Climate change is here.  Our ecosystem is in trouble.  We must do everything we possibly can to keep our climate stable.  Cutting old growth certainly is not the answer.  Each thing is dependent on the other.  Destroy too much and see what happens.

		Jean		Wyman		3914 ne 75th		Portland		OR		97213		United States		Come to Oregon if you want to see the results of clear cutting! UGly!   

		Evelyn		Velez		36 Evergreen Ave		Fords		NJ		8863		United States		Conserve the wildlife and trees, whatever is left of it!

		Holly		McDuffie		11565 Erwin Street		Los Angeles		CA		91606		United States		Continuing to log old growth forests is just plain arrogant, irresponsible and unconscionable.  End it now.

		Eric		Staples		6926 Gammwell Drive		Cincinnati		OH		45230		United States		Corporate greed & ignorance has ruined this country! Time to reverse what damage can be reversed!

		Stephen		Sleeper		24716 Carnoustie Ct.		Bonita Springs		FL		34135		United States		Corporations are the enemy. DO NOT collaborate with the enemy!! ..Please leave alone and intact what little of the peoples "National Forest" land we still have. A corporate bottom line is not worth our losing it.!!

		Sharron		Helmholz		5011 Ponderosa Terrace		Campbell		CA		95008		United States		Corporations should not seek to make even more money at the expense of our irreplaceable old growth forests. The environment needs to trump the greed of business.

		Sharon		Osborne		P.O. Box 333		Union		ME		4862		United States		Correct me if I'm wrong, but you are the U.S. Forest SERVICE, not, supposedly, the biggest destroyer of old rgowth forest known to any of us now alive.  The ecosystem is unique, with many species totally dependent on the survival of this unique old-growth forest.  Please--do not cut the Big Thorne.  Money can NEVER replace a forest like this.  You should be in awe of it, not rushing to make a buck from its destruction.  Actions like this take the heart out of our citizens who have worked to preserve something of the grandeur beyond the small  actions of man.  The Tongass should be protected in perpetuity, not wantonly destroyed, with all the people, animals and birds the losers.    Please--be courageous and say no for all the right reasons.

		David		Reid		3005 East Saint Vrain Street		colorado springs		CO		80909		United States		Criminals!

		Markus		MacPherson		2600 bean creek rd		Scotts valley		CA		95066		United States		CUT IT OUT !!!

		Markus		MacPherson		2600 bean creek rd		Scotts valley		CA		95066		United States		CUT IT OUT !!!

		J		Hester		a		Morgan Hill		CA		95037		United States		Cut it out!  We need to keep all our old growth forests intact for posterity. The loggers are minions of the big lumber and paper companies, who care only for the immediate bottom line. Hemp would easily replace much of the fiber currently gottem from trees, and tree farms could replace the lumber needs. If they tell you that tree farms and hemp can't do the job, that means that they can't replace our consumption of natural resources. While that's not so, it also means that we will destroy all our old growth forests and be stuck with no replacement anyway. It's obvious that we need to switch our dependance to renewable resources now, BEFORE we denude our planet.

		Michael		Hurlbut		5214 N Shirley St		Ruston		WA		98407		United States		Cut today gone tomorrow.
Take the long view.

		Eileen		McDermott		2629 ne 32nd place		portland		OR		97212		United States		Cut trees in Georgia where they grow fast and are easily-replaceable.  Don't you want to leave some natural wonders for your children and grandchildren?

		J		Forbes		4037 N. Troy St.		Chicago		IL		60618		United States		Cutting "Old Growth" forests??? Cannot believe this is even on the table. President Theodore Roosevelt is doing flips in his grave.

		Rick		Clark		1911 Buttermilk Ridge Rd		Belington		WV		26250		United States		Cutting ANY old growth trees is insanity!!!

		Valerie		Burgess		106 Keystone Hills		Factoryville		PA		18419		United States		Cutting down forests is not sustainable or renewable in the sense that it takes many years for these trees to grow back and they are needed now, as habitat for many diverse animals including the Alexander Archipelago wolf that is sadly endangered.  I understand logging provides monetary help for the local economy, but I urge you to consider more eco friendly was to bring in money, such as tourism, fishing, and recreation geared toward education and preservation. I thank you for your consideration.

		Renee		Brinker		204 N Main		O'Fallon		MO		63366		United States		Cutting down majestic, life and health protecting is not a winning activity.  The lumber corporations have destroyed enough of our irreplaceable nature and wilderness as well as the animal life that need the existing nature.  We do not !

Sr. Renee Brinker

		Richard		Frichette		12 Pearl Pl		Sequim		WA		98382		United States		Cutting down old growth forests is not sustainable. We need to wean ourselves (immediately) off cutting irreplaceable trees and move directly to reliance on trees grown in areas already decimated by old growth destruction.

		David		Rockwell		31 Cienega Canyon Road		Placitas		NM		87043		United States		Cutting down old growth in Alaska while back here in NM closing down 70% of the roads and trails.       No plan No organization No multiple use
No public              of it makes sense!  

		Ann		McGarry		75 hillcrest avenue		rye brook		NY		10573		United States		Cutting down old growth trees in the Tongass is NOT acceptable and allowing it is a dereliction of your duty.  You are the Forest SERVICE, not a for profit lumber company.  These trees are vital to the area for animals, people and the environment.  YOU MUST NOT ALLOW THIS TIMBER SALE. IT IS OUTRAGEOUS.

		Sima		Hecht		P.O. Box 02-5635		Miami		FL		33102		United States		Cutting down old-growth trees would be a mistake because the people,
deer, wolves and other forest inhabitants depend on the forest habitat.
It would destroy the delicate balance of people, wolves and deer.
It could even put one of the wolves on the Endangered Species List.
The Tongass Forest is valuable for MORE than just timber.  The Forest Service should encourage tourism and recreation activities
that help boost the local economy.  The Alaskan Wilderness is one of
the LAST pristine places left for forest and wildlife and should definitely
be preserved.

		John		Hutchison		1760 High St. SE		Salem		OR		97302		United States		Cutting down the largest of trees, and the oldest of trees creates an ecosystem that has lost the genetics of the larger and older trees. Once these "large" genetics are gone, they are gone.

		Susan		Dorchin		7588 Mansfield Hollow Road		Delray Beach		FL		33446		United States		Cutting down these trees will impact greatly on the balance between people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island.  The Alexander Archipelago wolf could wind up on the Endangered Species List.  Please do not cut down these trees.  Once they are gone, there will be irreparable damage done to the ecosystem.

		Nancy		Salzer		47		Arlington		MA		2474		United States		Cutting is very short-term thinking and must be stopped now.

		Ginny		Griffin		PO Box 3004		Breckenridge		CO		80424		United States		cutting old growth anywhere in our nation should NOT BE ALLOWED!

		Bonnie		Roberts		1307 Wells Avenue		Huntsville		AL		35801		United States		Cutting old growth damages the eco-system that is in a fragile balance between human beings and wildlife.  Cutting old growth trees could also endanger the Alexander Archipelago wolf--we have enough wolf losses already!  The Forest Service needs to support activities that PRESERVE and PROTECT inhabitants, such and the wolf and the deer.  PLEASE stop chopping before the big old growth trees are gone.  

		Kris		Cordova		25768 Kellogg Street		Loma Linda		CA		92354		United States		Cutting old timber can't be as important as saving the Tongrass National Forest for the wildlife !   Please don't destroy wildlife habitant.

		Barbara		Wilson		12820 SW 20th Court		Beaverton		OR		97008		United States		Cutting old-growth forests is bad management practice.  What can a voter and taxpayer and environmentalist do about the industrial-scale logging in the Tongass National Forest?  I beg you for a policy that protects wildlife and the beautiful trees (and the ecology) of the Tongass Forest.  - Barbara Wilson

		Angela		Leventis		205 Adams Street		Philipsburg		PA		16866		United States		Cutting old-growth trees will be another huge hit for climate control. I can only assume that the Forest Service people have no children or grandchildren.....at least   that they care about.....

		Judith		Kasper		2916 22 1/2  Ave		Rock Island		IL		61201		United States		Cutting so much old growth forest will jeopardize the delicate balance between the people, deer and wolves on Prince Wales Island.

The value of the forest is more than just timber.  The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism  that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants , and boost the local economy.

		Diana		Saxon		4098 Market St NE Apt 23		Salem		OR		97301		United States		Cutting the big trees is causing our planet to lose oxygen production.

		Deena		Sherman		2533 Cambridge		Aurora		IL		60506		United States		Cutting these trees seems short-sighted and irresponsible. They should be there for generations to come.

		Dan		Colbert		26 Adelford Ave		Akron		OH		44310		United States		Cutting Tongass old growth is just insane. I cannot believe I even have to say that. Why must man destroy everything in his path?
No more ! Or we'll have to change the name to U.S. DeForest Service. 

		David		Cencula		9145 Cordoba blvd		Sparks		NV		89441		United States		Cutting trees in our National Forest should be limited to trees that are less than an average mans lifetime,to do otherwise you are robbing future generations of their rightful heritage.

		Marianne		Flanagan		1714 E. Forest Ave.		Des Plaines		IL		60018		United States		Cutting trees should be done responsibly to preserve the beauty of the area and, even more important, maintain the sustainability of the area. It is irresponsible to clear large areas in this forest without taking these more important things into consideration.

		Rosemary		Blanchard		1727 Los Jardines Pl., NW		Albuquerque		NM		87104		United States		Dear Forest Service, can you just cut it out!? Leave old growth alone. There are sustainable and economically viable ways to get wood without going after the Tongass.

		Judy		Smario-Johnson		1200 W. Winton Ave. Spc 27		Hayward		CA		94545		United States		Dear Forest Service. Please protect the Tongass’ big trees before they are gone – along with the forest inhabitants that rely on them.
Please think of the future of this area and not about profit today.


		Dexter		Hankel		2800 Northup Way		Bellevue		WA		98004		United States		Dear Mr. Secretary Vilsack, 
My family and I live in the Pacific NW on an Island and are not understanding the reasoning behind cutting the Tongass Forest. It is a last stand of the earths ancient forests and needs to be left to be enjoyed by generations of humans and animals. Please reconsider this action you need to be protecting not making lumber. 
Thank you, Dexter Hankel Family of Vashon Island, 

		Dexter		Hankel		9925 Sw burton drive		Vashon		WA		98070		United States		Dear Mr. Secretary Vilsack, 
My family and I live in the Pacific NW on an Island and are not understanding the reasoning behind cutting the Tongass Forest. It is a last stand of the earths ancient forests and needs to be left to be enjoyed by generations of humans and animals. Please reconsider this action you need to be protecting not making lumber. 
Thank you, Dexter Hankel Family of Vashon Island, 

		Anna		Roblin		192 Oakvale Blvd.		Buffalo		NY		14223		United States		Dear Mr. Vilsack,
 How could you cut down old growth trees. What could you possibly be thinking.  Choose love. It should be mandatory that the old growth not be cut.

Anna Roblin

		toby		gallagher		1027 a canyon rd		Santa Fe		NM		87509		United States		dear people who are making decisions fo the whole rest of the world that are based on money and other such silliness:  the earth is not disposable.  make wise decisions that you will b proud to share with your grandchildren.  make decisions that will ensure their lives are full of beauty and wonder and fresh air and clean water.
you have a power.  please use it well.

		Rein		and Jan		453 cr 5		ridgway		CO		81432		United States		Dear Secretary Vilsack - My wife, Jan, and I are concerned with the current forest service plan to log old-growth forest in the Tongass. We really thought logging these old-growth areas was a practice of the past and no longer under consideration with all the evidence showing how important these old-growth stands are for forest health and revitalization. 

Unless we're missing something in this plan, we would ask that the forest service come up with another plan for timbering that does not include old-growth logging. 

Thank you for taking our comment.
Rein and Jan van West
Ridgway, CO

		David		Edelman		1150 Middletown Rd		Andover		VT		5143		United States		Dear Secretary Vilsack, we don't know what climate change will bring.  It is unwise to exacerbate the situation by cutting down old growth trees.

		Robert		Dornaus		29 Lynn dr		Napa		CA		94558		United States		Dear Secretary Vilsack,
Now is the time to end the industry-scale old-growth clear-cutting in the Tongass National Forest before most of the big trees are gone. Please safe this forest and protect the creature a who inhabit it. 
Sincerely,
Robert K Dornaus III

		David		Lobeck		1191 Westside Rd		Hollister		CA		95023		United States		Dear Secretary Vilsack,
Once it's gone it's gone! Haven't we done enough? Cut down enough old growth? Despoiled enough land and beauty?
I urge you to make the right decision for our children and future generations. Please don't cut the old growth.
Thank you,
David Lobeck
Hollister, CA 95023

		arianne		miller		620 Jones St		San Francisco		CA		94102		United States		Dear secretary Vilsack,
Please help to protect our environment. Protect the trees in Tongass national forest. The trees cannot speak for themselves and they need your help. 

		lari		evangelinos		18248 challenge cut off rd		Forbestown		CA		95941		United States		Dear Secretary Vilsack.......have you all gone freakin' insane? Destroying one of the largest carbon sinks in the world for money, you short sighted fools should be made to live in a desert for a month before being allowed to make such a dire descision on behalf of the rest of us. DON"T EVEN THINK OF IT!

		Constance		Pennington		102 Arlington		Danville		IL		61832		United States		Dear Secretary Vilsack: 
We have to stop deforestation everywhere...IT is the destruction of a land when old growth is cut.  YOU have to power to stop this, and need to do it NOW~

		Smitty		Hagopian		25 N Wenatchee Ave Ste 207		Wenatchee		WA		98801		United States		Dear Secretary Vilsack: I enjoy our forests as much as I can here in WA state and I am lucky enough to have visited Alaska some years ago. I am thankful that the Forest Service exists. I am adding my request to you to continue to emphasize the "service" part of the name and truly serve the country, present and future generations alike. Clear cutting old growth is a practice that has outlived its time. Please stop clear cutting the Tongass.

Thank you,  smitty hagopian

		Aadrien		Short				Hanalei		HI		96714		United States		Dear Secretary Vilsack: Please help to save one of our planets LAST INTACT OLD GROWTH ECOSYSTEMS.  We need our Trees for For so much more than timber that won't last.  There are sustainable ways to harvest timber and we need to move forward in these areas and stop devastating our planet beyond repair.  These trees are hundreds if not centuries old and they like all the animals in this area need our protection they can't do it themselves.  It is a time in history that will be remembered by future generations do you want to be part of that greedy I don't care about anything type of person / company or do you want to be remembered as someone who had enough courage to protect our last wild areas on our poor planet that have already been so ravaged.  I pray for the health of our planet, and the health of our planet truly relies on these precious environments.  No Logging, No Drilling, and No Deforestation should be the motto for Alaska, America's last living treasure outside of Hawaii for Endangered Species.... Pl

		Mary		Crew-Greiner		103 Birch Ave		West Des Moines		IA		50265		United States		Dear Secretary Vilsack:
Please do not allow cutting of the old growth trees in the Tongass.  They are too valuable to chop down at will.  Please listen to the people instead of big money interests.  Once gone, they are GONE!
Thank you!

		Bruce		Aird		21505 Via Sombreada		Lake Forest		CA		92630		United States		Dear Sir or Madam,
The logging of old growth in U.S. forests and parks has simply got to stop. There is too much at stake here beyond mere logging jobs. And where is this timber going anyway? Likely overseas. It's just not worth it. Please take a stand for wildlife and stop logging the Tongass!
Sincerely,
Bruce A. Aird, Ph.D.

		Tyra		Compagnon		18 Pak Par Shan Road		Hong Kong				0		United States		Dear the US Forest Service,
Please do not cut down these tree's they are very benefitial to many animals. The animals need them, for example, deer would have less food because they get their food from these tree's, then more would die quicker and at a younger age, and since wolves eat deer there would be less food for the wolves, then the wolves and the deer could be endangered. Since this would happen that would leave a huge imbalance in the ecosystem maybe causing over population of some species, leading to endangered species because there are too many of the predator of that species, then because of that those predators also become endangered because they have almost no food. If this happened in the oceans, we would have no fish to eat. If this happened on land, the same thing would happen except for different animals. I'm 11 years old and I can see what would happen if you cut down all those trees, surely you responsible, adults can see that too. Don't you want to help the country by still having enough 

		Andrey		Slutskiy		45 Dora Lane		New Rochelle		NY		10804		United States		Dear US Forest, PLEASE SAVE OUR BEUTIFUL NATURE!!! Stop Forest Service Chopping Sprees Before the Big Trees Are Gone

		Pamela		Little		2817 Wendell St		Lenoir		NC		28645		United States		Dear Vilsack
God says all people are to portect the earth and everything on it. You are the one that can make sure it happens. I urge you to protect our world and climate.

		Randy		Johnson		1027 Nw 4th street		Gainesville		FL		32601		United States		Deforestation is the last thing we should be doing if we really care about tackling climate change. It's not about today's profits, it's about tomorrow's world. 

		Barbara		Moore		4652 Cheryl Dr.		Bethlehem		PA		18017		United States		Deforestation must end if we are to maintain the planet's water supplies from additional fill for oceanic life and fishing industries

		Patricia		Camacho		112 Martha Glynn Ct		San Antonio		TX		78213		United States		Deforestation of old growth is a big mistake. It is a short sighted for profit gain solution which doesn't take into consideration downstream in ruining biodiversity of the entire ecosystem it's a shame and mismanagement of The Tongas which support local fishing, tourism, and protection of the forest and it's inhabitants.

		Marie-Claude		Perigon		2819 N Park Avenue		Tucson		AZ		85719		United States		Deforestion contributes to climate change. we need to protect what we have left.

		K		Kumaroo		3441 S. Leisaure World Blvd, #84-2A		Silver Spring		MD		20906		United States		Deindustrialise and liv like human beings.........

		Waltraud		Usahanun		Treustr. 63 / 6 / 12		Wien		NY		12007		United States		DEMAND ALL INITIATORS ACTING IRRESPONSIBLY TO PAY REDEMPTION TO FUTURE GENERATIONS !

ENDLESS GREED FROM ECONOMY & HELPING AUTHORITIES HAS TO STOP ALL KINDS OF DESTRUCTION TO THE ENVIRONMENT & LIVING CREATURES BY APPLY STRONGEST JUSTICE TO THE RESPONSIBLES. 

NOT WILLING TO CARRY THE WEIGHT OF WORST CONDITIONS LEFT TO FUTURE GENERATIONS WHICH YOU ARE CREATING!

People need to vote unacting authorities acting irresponsibly to future generations and living creatures out of occupations once and for all!

ENDLESS GREED FROM ECONOMY & HELPING AUTHORITIES HAS TO STOP ALL KINDS OF DESTRUCTION TO THE ENVIRONMENT & LIVING CREATURES BY APPLY STRONGEST JUSTICE TO THE RESPONSIBLES.

DEMAND ALL INITIATORS ACTING IRRESPONSIBLY TO PAY REDEMPTION TO FUTURE GENERATIONS!
People need to vote unacting authorities acting irresponsibly to future generations and living creatures out of occupations once and for all!


		Deborah		Fobes		Lwr. Cranberry Meadow Rd.		Berwick		ME		3901		United States		Despite objections from prominent scientists, the Forest Service announced it is charging ahead with Big Thorne – a timber sale that could destroy so much old-growth forest it would jeopardize the delicate balance between the people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island. It could even put the Alexander Archipelago wolf on the Endangered Species List.

		D Rex		Miller		268 Appalachian Dr		Boone		NC		28607		United States		Despite objections from prominent scientists, USFS seems hell bent on the Big Thorne timber sale.  That sale could destroy significant amounts of old growth forest, upsetting the balance of nature and endangering the Alexander Archipelago wolf.  

USFS should support sensible recreational and tourism use of treasures like the Tongass National Forest.  This is an asset owned by the American public, not one  which government should sell so as to increase commercial enterprise profits.

		Michael and Amy		Roberts		367 Village Road		Steuben		ME		4680		United States		Despite the multiple-use mandate of USFS, it's necessary to protect special pristine or near-pristine environments as part of an enduring natural legacy, and the so-far unexploited Alaskan wilderness is prime among these "Refugia".

		Xyra		Angel		18579 Dettington Court		Leesburg		VA		20176		United States		Destroy our planet, and you destroy all chance of survival for EVERYONE, INCLUDING YOURSELVES!

		Basil		Abbott		223 bella vista circleBasil		royse city TX		TX		75189		United States		destroy theold growth forest and it will never come back and the devastation of other species will occur.

		Melvin		Taylor		6585 Calvine Rd.		Sacramento		CA		95823		United States		Destroy until nothing is left....."the song, O Beautiful" should be stricken and just leave the spacious skies....nothing else will be visible. 

		Patricia		Brendel		630 Pleasant Street		Canton		MA		2021		United States		Destroying old growth forests is pure folly.  We need those trees now more than ever before.  Depending on the type of tree, they clean our air, provide home and shelter for wild animals and birds and help to anchor the soil and prevent erosion, just to name a few.  Please stop cutting these trees down NOW!

		lewis		sikes				Grapeview		WA		98546		United States		Destroying the base for the fishing industry, hunting and tourism for the benifit of a minority does'nt make sense. 

		Cynthia		McPeak				Point Arena		CA		95468		United States		Destroying the environment isn't in the best interest of living creatures ~ ESPECIALLY HUMANS. This is "slow suicide" for our planet.

		april		Barcenas		106 northlite circle		sacramento		CA		95831		United States		Destroying the old growth forest is a crime. We will never see trees this old again if we keep killing the Earth. We trust you to safeguard our parks not exploit them. Save the Tongass trees!

		David		Handy		1017 Gibraltor Ave N		Fargo		ND		58102		United States		Destroying trees will have long term consequences that will kill us all

		William		Edelman		6538 Walnut Park Drive		Philadelphia		PA		19120		United States		Destroying vital habitat to satisfy corporate greed is an outrage.

		John		Quintana		116 bob st.		Santa Fe		NM		87501		United States		destruction of the photosynthics producting trees is the pathway to destruction of the planet.

		Marcia		Dale-LeWinter		Don't Mail Me		San Francisco		CA		94115		United States		Destructive forestry lumber practices in any national forest is a precursor to disaster. When the chain of reliance is broken the downstream effects make take years to identify and many lifetimes - if at all - to recover. Time to stop longterm damage caused by short-term thinking.

		Johannes		Littooy		6732 Alpine Drive SW		Olympia		WA		98512		United States		Did the Forest Service consider the long term effects and benefits of mature trees regarding Global Climate Change?

		Barbara		schlitz		1596 Molitor rd.		belmont		CA		94002		United States		Do all you can to save the Tongass from logging

		Jackie		Posey		1295 Co. Rd. 415		Town Creek		AL		35672		United States		Do it!

		Teresa		Matta		27145 Norton Grade Road		Colfax		CA		95713		United States		Do not allow this desecration of old growth forests in Alaska.

		Patricia		Rowell		1520 Grassymeade Lane		Alexandria		VA		22308		United States		Do not be known as the destroyer of a National Treasure!  Stop the destruction of the trees in Tongass National Forest now.

		Gerry		Collins		25222 madrin		Murrieta		CA		92563		United States		Do NOT clear cut the Tongass National Forest.
Protect  wildlife inhabitants like the wolf and deer and boost the local economy.

		Jennifer		Kelley		P.o. Box 689		Santa Margarita		CA		93453		United States		Do not cut

		Cheryl		Elsass		183 Kinkel Ave		Mansfield		OH		44907		United States		DO NOT CUT DOWN THOSE TREES, THESE MAGESTIC TREES DESERVE TO BE LEFT ALONE THERE CREATURES THAT DEPEND ON THEM FOR LIVING HABITAT ! PLEASE LEAVE THE TREES ALONE PERIOD !

		J		Banzhaf		10041 Greenwood Rd		Grass Valley		CA		95945		United States		Do not cut old growth forests, their diversity is irreplacable.

		Marilyn		Foss		2117 Paseo del Monte		Santa Fe		NM		87501		United States		Do not cut old growth trees in Tongass National Forest .  Once cut, there will never be trees like this again.  It would be another example of man changing the natural world for something worse and desolate.

		Cynthia		Gage		2712 SE 138th #31		Portland		OR		92215		United States		do not cut the Tongass Forest, an irreplaceable life form.
Cutting down this forest is like killing whales and stealing ivory, its 
unconscionable
Cynthia May Gage. 

		John		Kirk		108 South Broad Street		Penns Grove		NJ		8069		United States		Do not cut the trees!

		Norman		Hartz		14-D Stewart Place		Fair Lawn		NJ		7410		United States		Do not cut the trees, they can never be replaced!

		R		von Koch		8459 NW Ash Street		Portland		OR		97229		United States		Do not destroy old growth forests !

		Bobbe		Besold		302 Lomita St		Santa Fe		NM		87505		United States		DO NOT destroy our children's legacy!  A good planet is hard to find.

		Jon		Spar		1408 lobo ct ne		albq		NM		87106		United States		do not destroy the old growth and commit the Tongass wolves to potential extinction.
Quit pandering to the greedy!

		Felicia		Peters		565 Almanor St		Petaluma		CA		94954		United States		Do not destroy the old growth forests.The Tongass National Forest is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. Recreation,tourism and fishing are what should be supported by the forest service to boost the economy.

		Jennifer		Stedman		7599 Kent Road		Little Valley		NY		14755		United States		Do not destroy this forest as you have others.  

		Carolyn		Takhar		165 Rim View Rd		Ranchos De Taos		NM		87557		United States		Do not destroy this valueable eco system by clearcutting!

		Christina		Meyer		106 N. Oakdale Ave.		Salina		KS		67401		United States		DO NOT DESTROY TONGASS NATIONAL FOREST.  KEEP THE TREES - WE CANNOT AFFORD TO DESTROY OLD FOREST.  OUR CLIMATE AS WELL AS WILDLIFE DEPENDS ON THEM.

		Russell		Ziegler		22 W 61st St		Downers Grove		IL		60516		United States		do not do this

		Rich		Meier		2785 laguna way		sparks		NV		89434		United States		Do not export our last old growth forest, preserve it.

		Vincent		Gormley		835 S. Main Ave #4		Sioux Falls		SD		57104		United States		Do not let this be your legacy. We will remember.

		Sadikifu		Akina-James		1122 E Pike #1223		Seattle		WA		98122		United States		Do not let us loose this valuable resource. 

		Sally		Mylrea		422 C St.		Rainier		OR		97048		United States		Do not log this very special old growth forest.

		theresa		miller		1479 Paseo Del Mar		San Pedro		CA		90731		United States		Do not wait until it is too late.  This is a national treasure and should be preserved for its biodiversity and future (hopefully smarter) generations!

		Susan		Siens		51 Libby Hill Road		Unity		ME		4988		United States		Do people ever think of the future, or is the future just minutes away? And is it filled with fantasies of moving to another planet and destroying that one?

		Kevin		Oldham		21 Ormond Pl.		Shirley		NY		11967		United States		Do something to stop the destruction for profit business.

		Otto		Pisani		1070 Stonybrook Dr		Napa		CA		94558		United States		do the right thing for yourself and all future generations

		Shari		Norris		14419 Briarlake St		San Antonio		TX		78247		United States		do the right thing please.

		John		Schumacher		512 S. Lincoln Ave		Clearwater		FL		33756		United States		Do the right thing with the big trees. Don't lose your membership cards to the human race.......

		A		Mathews		1671 Highway 36 E		Milner		GA		30257		United States		Do the right thing...please

		Rex		Lee		77 Mutual St		Toronto		NY		12345		United States		Do these people ever think about how long it takes for what they destroy to grow back? If we don't stop this madness, every living thing, including us, will be extinct before long!

		Mike		Twiss		30 state st apt 6		portland		ME		4101		United States		do this right , no semi-clear cut,  I saw the so called balanced tree cuts in maine, was all bullsh** , no regulators, left all decisions to loggers a real joke prove to us that the FEDS any FEDS can do at least ONE thing right  THIS THING  stop embarrasing   yourselfs and get something right

		Patrick		Sennello		PO Box 862		Zephyr Cove		NV		89448		United States		Do we have to replace the entire Forest Service before citizens demands are listened to?

		Johnnie		Allen		132 St Thomas Ln		Cahokia		IL		62206		United States		Do we really need another logging operation destroying old growth trees!?  No!  Find a way to provide substantial foresting.  The German's have been doing it for centuries why not in the Americas.

		Michael		Smith		69 Steve Drive		Dyersburg		TN		38024		United States		Do what is right and stop industrial-scale old-growth clear-cutting in the Tongass National Forest.

		T.		Smith		226 Mckena Ln Sw		Tumwater		WA		98512		United States		Do you have grand children Senator? Or do you have a great friend who has grand children? These children will have grand children of there own and they will miss out on the beauty of this forest if you allow these trees to be chopped down.  Do your family, my family and many others a favor and just say no! Help to keep what little beauty this world has to offer!  Thank you for your time and your sincere thoughtfulness!

		Janet		Walls		1171 Chaparral Ct		Minden		NV		89423		United States		Do you know how long it takes for an "old growth" forest to grow??? Do you care about the balance of wildlife it supports??? You should!

		Suzanne		House		8802 Lagoon St		Tampa		FL		33615		United States		Do you know how long it takes to replenish an old growth forest?  Why are you destroying our environment?  Why does $ (greed) & convenience trump our very being?   

		Leylie		Aghevli		1825 peach rd ne		Rio Rancho		NM		87144		United States		Do you only care about money? Even at the cost of your own life/world? What it's wrong with you people? Greed and selfishness are not strong enough words. Good job aiding in making this world be unlivable. 

		Pat		Rollo		3147 southfield dr.		herndon		VA		20171		United States		DO YOU PEOPLE THINK AT ALL? THIS IS A REALLY BAD IDEA AND YOUR AGENCY SHOULD BE PROTECTING OLD GROWTH TREES. YOU SERIOUSLY NEED TO GET YOUR PRIORITIES STRAIGHT!

		Bettina		Barrett		128 W. Arrellaga, #D		Santa Barbara		CA		93101		United States		Do you really intend to destroy these trees? The result will be a very empty and naked piece of the environment, destroying all that once made it vital and alive and that helped all of us to breathe. There is a balance in this place that will be terribly wounded and destroyed. PLease do not plan to kill the beauty and aliveness of such places. Thank you.

		Dana		Hartman		PO Box 247		Pendleton		OR		97801		United States		Do your DAMNED JOB, once gone we'll never see these giants again.

		Jim		May		614 N Highway 101		Depoe Bay		OR		97341		United States		Do your job!

		Jeannette		Radford		54183 Eastview		Bristol		IN		46507		United States		Does it really NEED to be said that we can NEVER get back old growth forest?! Stop the cutting now!

		Laureen		Picciani		341495bwindingway		fort bragg		CA		95437		United States		does the forest service work for the citizens or only rich corporate interests-do your job and quirt the payola-DISGRACEFUL!

		Virginia		Bennett		1201 Wilder Ave. #1704		Honolulu		HI		96822		United States		Doesn't the term "National Forest" imply that the Tongass NATIONAL Forest belongs to the nation as a whole?? Why would the Forest Service allow ANY cutting of old growth trees on property, which belongs to ALL Americans?? 
Since money "is the root of all evil" I'm betting quite confidently that there are people in the NFS, who are getting BIG "kickbacks" for allowing such deforestation to take place. NFS: get rid of the crooks in your organization and forbid ANY cutting of trees in the Tongass!! 

		Chris		Scholl		514 Prospect Ave		Neptune		NJ		7753		United States		Don't  the big trees die on us!

		Diane R		Brown		5517 Terre Haute Av		Madison		WI		53705		United States		Don't allow any more tree cutting. There are many urban trees that need to be culled and the wood used in place of destroying forests. PLEASE stop ruining the wilderness!

		John		Goeckermann		Hugo Road		Grants Pass		OR		97528		United States		DON'T BE A SOLD-OUT CRIMINAL STOOGE WORKING FOR BIG LUMBER  - -  

		Fred		Crosby				San Francisco		CA		94112		United States		Don't be on the wrong side of history. Protect this unique ecosystem from foolish logging ventures that only yield a short-term gain.

		Fred		Crosby				San Francisco		CA		94112		United States		Don't be on the wrong side of history. Protect this unique ecosystem from foolish logging ventures that only yield a short-term gain.

		Fred		Crosby				San Francisco		CA		94112		United States		Don't be on the wrong side of history. Protect this unique ecosystem from foolish logging ventures that only yield a short-term gain.

		cind		marvin		pitney pl		Morristown		NJ		7960		United States		Don't be short sighted. 

		Ardys		Otterbacher				Las Vegas		NM		87701		United States		don't be stupid - there are other methods - you don't need to gobble up and destroy simply every part of the land you can.

		Gigi		Ray		1612 briarwood blvd		Arlington		TX		76013		United States		Don't chop big trees!

		Linda		todd		5010 rowena St.		austin		TX		78751		United States		Dont chop down this old-growth forest. Tourism and outdoor recreational activities are much better  for income , and more sustainable as well. 

		Anne		ODonnell		3110 N 39th St		Phoenix		AZ		85018		United States		Don't chop the old trees down please 

		Richard		Eng		3359 Roods Creek Rd.		Hancock		NY		13783		United States		Don't clear cut in the Tongass.

		Christiana		Brinton		3903 E 18th St Apt 9		Vancouver		WA		98661		United States		Don't continue or contribute to the ecocide of this planet! Nothing can replace these old growth forests and the creatures that rely on them. NOTHING!!!

		Bridget		Palecek		1665 Clairvllle Road		Oshkosh		WI		54904		United States		Don't cut down any more of our old growth forest in the Tongass National Forest.  These tress are irreplacable.  

		Katya		Stignei		627 Lakefair Pl N		Keizer		OR		97303		United States		Don't destroy animal habitats as humans are already doing so!!

		Arlene		Goodenough		1 Lakeview Drive		Peekskill		NY		10566		United States		Don't destroy in a few hours what took so many years to grow, that's sinful.

		Maria		Cybyk		7village greenl		budd lake		NJ		7828		United States		Don't destroy more of our planet.

		Jim		Kirwan		7050 Via Del Mar		Rancho Palos Verdes		CA		90275		United States		Don't destroy our land.

		Gretchen		Britton		1051 N County Line Rd e		Gosport		IN		47433		United States		Don't destroy our precious resources!

		Jennie		Richards		989 Stimel Drive		Concord		CA		94518		United States		Don't destroy the small remaining old growth trees and forests! Preserve them! It's not just about timber, profits, money, greed -- it's about nature, wildlife, conservation, people, preservation of what is left! 

Stop the madness!

		Judith		Smith		2712 Grande Vista Ave		Oakland		CA		94601		United States		Don't destroy what little there is left.


		Umair		Rashid				Bolingbrook		IL		60440		United States		dont do it!

		Kim		Pursell		181 4th St.		Hotchkiss		CO		81419		United States		Don't do this,it's just crazy destructive and completely unnecessary.This harms us all to enrich a very few,just don't do it! 

		Peggy		Disra		1006 Shorewinds Dr		Fort Pierce		FL		34949		United States		Don't do this.  The entire area is already in danger from Fukushima fallout.

		Tommy		Parker		112 crystal pines ct		beaufort		NC		28516		United States		Don't give away these trees and lands for short sighted profits for Big Timber. These should be kept for the future of the flora and fauna living there and the locals who depend on it as well as future generations of people to appreciate it. It's not 1950 anymore, is it?

		Ken and Donna		Bubb		7710 N. Napa St.		Spokane		WA		99217		United States		Don't go crazy and chop down those beautiful, ancient trees.  Use
your head and do what's right for wildlife, the lakes, the tourists and
the environment.  Caring for the Tongass is on your watch. Let it be
right and good.

		Deb		Hardin		1704 Llano St.		Santa Fe		NM		87505		United States		Don't kill trees.  Don't contribute to global warming.

		Martha		Shelley		9026 N Syracuse St		Portland		OR		97203		United States		Don't let corporations destroy our environment for short-term profit.

		Linda		Lee		3201 Henderson Mill rd		Atlanta		GA		30341		United States		Don't let loggers kill off all of the old trees, or cut down so many trees as to cause species of animals (or plants) to become extinct or endangered! The forests belong to ALL OF US! And the MAJORITY want to preserve the oldest, largest trees, and the species that live in the forests!

		Phil		Crabill		430 Copperas Trl		Highland Village		TX		75077		United States		Don't let our forests be destroyed for corporate profit!!!!!

		Joseph		Bevilacqua		51 Burchard Ave		Little Compton		RI		2837		United States		Don't mess with the Lord gave us!!

		Vicki		Bynum		3160 3rd St.		Boulder		CO		80304		United States		Don't mine all OUR resources. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		Judith		Asher		180 Riverside blvd		NY		NY		10069		United States		Don't miss the forest for the trees. If the big trees go it will be an irreparable loss to an already endangered ecosystem. Just say no!

		Rebecca		Stewart		966 Oak St		San Francisco		CA		94117		United States		Don't put old growth forest in danger.  Keep the balance between the people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island.  Please get your priorities in alignment with your job of protecting the forest.

		Sherrill		Brown		4820 Old Harrisburg Rd		Gettysburg		PA		17325		United States		Don't sell off the trees.  We need them and they need us.

		Linda		Taylor				Spring		TX		77381		United States		Don't sell out our heritage.

		Steve		Banyai		PO Box 94		Port Mansfield		TX		78598		United States		DON'T STEAL THE BEAUTY FOR PRIVATE PROFIT

		DoRi		Miles		2561 NYS ROUTE 9N		Crown Point		NY		12928		United States		DON'T THEY HAVE OTHER PRESSING WAYS TO KEEP BUSY WITHOUT DESTRUCTION OF OLD-GROWTH FORESTS?  CRITTERS NEED THEM, WE NEED THEM, LET THESE VALUABLE PUBLIC ASSETS STAND UNTIL NATURE SAYS THEY'RE READY TO JOIN THEIR NATURAL DESTINY.

		David		Ross		2150 Taylor St		San Francisco		CA		94133		United States		Don't turn the Tongass into another San Francisco Bay Area where thousands of acres of old redwoods were cut down, never to be replaced, leaving only the pathetically small Muir Woods to show what was once there.  Old growth trees took hundreds of years to grow, and can't be replaced in our lifetimes!

		Ron		Cushing		1401 Emporia St		Aurora		CO		80010		United States		Don't you dare permit more logging of old growth

		Jeanette		French		4217 S Covina Cir		Tampa		FL		33617		United States		Don't you have anything else to do other then destroy nature.  Will Animals be your next destructive project?  How do you sleep at night?  What is happening to America?  Where did we go wrong and forget that  our land is to be protected not traded off for money.  It saddens me to see this come to pass.  I hope my words will cause someone to think of the destruction that is planned and change the course of our forests.  i pray you will make the right decision for our COUNTRY and the ANIMALS that inhabit it. 

JEANETTE FRENCH

A TRUE AMERICAN

		Terry		Polis		314D Paseo del Pueblo Norte		Taos		NM		87571		United States		Don't you think that we've destroyed enough of what has been on planet Earth?  

		Carol		Lems-Dworkin		2305 Brown Avenue		Evanston		IL		60201		United States		Down with "Big Thorne," the timber sale seriously threatening the delicate balance of life in the Tongass National Forest!   

		William		Visscher		2440 8th Ave, Apt. 4		Oakland		CA		94606		United States		Due to the environment, these trees grow slowly.  It will take a much longer time for this forest to come back.  The world can not afford this kind of devastation.

		Michael		McLaughlin		1011 H Street		Eureka		CA		95501		United States		Due to the now-scientifically known capacity of old growth forests to sequester greater amounts of carbon than other land biomass can, and the urgent necessity to reverse atmospheric carbon content, NO MORE OLD GROWTH SHOULD BE SACRIFICED>

Due to the continually decreasing area of intact, unexploited ecosystems - in short, old growth forests and other unexploited landscapes, it has now become vitally necessary to completely protect the small percentage remaining on public lands: END ALL CUTTING OF OLD GROWTH FORESTS.

Due to the deleterious effects of ecosystem fragmentation on larger and rare species, NO MORE LOGGING OR DEVELOPMENT SHOULD BE PERPETRATED ON PUBLIC LANDS.

For these and other reasons, including the economic fact that logging sales on public lands is a revenue-losing practice, and PUBLIC LANDS MUST NO LONGER BE SACRIFICED FOR PRIVATE CORPORATE OR INDIVIDUAL PROFIT.

Please completely protect the National Forests under your jurisdiction from this corrupt loss of public funds for private

		Karla		McNamara		155 McCartney Lane		Baden		PA		15005		United States		Each tree alive is worth $200,000 in pollution control.  Stop the
insanity now.

		Stewart		Wiggers		419-A Atkinson Dr. #708		Honolulu		HI		96814		United States		Ecological Balance!

		Stephen		Weitz		2757 Best Ave.		Oakland		CA		94619		United States		Ecosystem repair takes time. Stop thinking only about lumber.  Think about the decades and centuries it takes to repair such large scale logging.  Please be more conservative.

		Neal		Baron		PO Box 2327		Fredericksburg		TX		78624		United States		Ecosystems at stake.

		Martin		Stadtmueller		2151 48th Ave		San Francisco		CA		94116		United States		End clear cutting in the Tongass!

		scott		Love		POB 5404		Chico		CA		95927		United States		End industrial-scale old-growth clear-cutting in the Tongass National Forest

		Scott		Smith		590 Rosemont ave		Salem		OR		97304		United States		End it Please.

		Kathy		Haverkamp		722 billsboro road		geneva		NY		14456		United States		end old growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone forever!

		Chris		O'Brien		801 Waddell		Key West		FL		33040		United States		End old growth deforestation now.  The Forest Service stop the Big Thorn sale that will destroy much of the old growth forest. These forests belong to the people of the United States and must not be sacrificed for corporate profits.  Stop it now.





		Sos		animali				trento		TN		38122		United States		end old-growth chopping sprees 

		Angela		Lyon		paopua loop		Kailua		HI		96734		United States		end old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone along with the wild creatures that rely on them.

		Jacob		Davis		18464 Barrett Ave		Sonoma		CA		95476		United States		End old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone!

		MF		Kite		1255 Llewellyn Rd		Mount Pleasant		SC		29464		United States		End old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone!  The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. 

The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.



		Michael & Kathryn		Kevany		615 Bennington Lane		Silver Spring		MD		20910		United States		End old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone.

		Diane		Blanchard		Box 403		Silverton		ID		83867		United States		End old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone.

		Elmer		Verguson		465 Collier rd		Mercer		PA		16137		United States		end old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone.

		Joe		Lilienthal		317 10th St		Santa Rosa		CA		95401		United States		End old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone.

		John		Pasqua		29572 lilac rd		valley center		CA		92082		United States		END THE CUTTING OF TREES THE EARTH NEEDS.

		Susan		Biggs		402 e van buren st		columbia city		IN		46725		United States		end the rape!!!

		Tim		Mccullough		9805 admiral Nimitz NE		Albuquerque		NM		87111		United States		Enough already STOP tHe CHOP! Thanks!

		John		Peterkin		902 N 6th St		Cottonwood		AZ		86326		United States		Enough already!

		Brenda		Lee		4217 Nelsonbark Ave		Lakewood		CA		90712		United States		ENOUGH ALREADY! QUIT SELLING OUT OUR WILDERNESS AND DESTROYING HABITAT FOR WILDLIFE! What is it going to take for you to LISTEN to the prominent scientists who object to these plans? If you don't have what it takes to PROTECT OUR WILDERNESS FORESTS AND WILDLIFE then RESIGN but DON'T SELL OUT OUR FORESTS!

		Bill		Keene		21311 Pugh Rd NE		Poulsbo		WA		98370		United States		Enough already. You guys won't be happy until you have all the old growth cut down. Save what remains.

		Harry		Sherzer		POB 101		Foster		RI		2825		United States		Enough is enough

		James		Gorman		1106 Neil St NE		Olympia		WA		98516		United States		Enough is enough stop deforestation.  We have enough tree farms to support our needs and then some leave the wild lands be.

		Gregory		Auriemma		pob 4520		brick		NJ		8723		United States		Enough is enough!

		Evan		Small		6135 Polo Club Dr		Yorkville		IL		60560		United States		Enough is enough! Biodiversity (or lack thereof) is becoming a huge problem. Forget about "economical gains" that could be achieved. We are on a seemingly endless path of destruction throughout the world and we need to prevent any more destruction. In addition, we need to reconnect to our natural ways by supporting nature and being one with it. This isn't some new age hippie theology, but simply a calling for us to change our ways. In case some were not aware, we are facing dramatic climate changes, due to many instances such like this. Clearly, giving in to corporations like this and maintaining broken habits is leading to an outcome we can already see. Death, destruction, and the possibility of extinction (including ourselves). Please consider my comment and prevent the plans to allow logging. Thank you. 

		Carlos		Martinez		2175 Sunnybrook Ln		Ferndale		WA		98248		United States		Enough is enough, and allowing the majesty of the world to be taken down and away for the sake of someone somewhere making money, the conversion of something living and vibrant to something dead, is wrong. Don't do it. These actions, along with many others, continue to endanger the survivability of our species and to place other species in tremendous peril, as well.

		Brian		Blassingame		2660 Campfire Rd		Hartsel		CO		80449		United States		Enough is enough, stop now!!!

		Carol		Burnett		1889 Filmore Dr		Medford		OR		97504		United States		Enough is enough.  We need to pass these old-growth trees down to our children and grandchildren.  They are part of their heritage too.

		peter		metzler		300 Hudson Ter		Piermont		NY		10968		United States		enough is enough.
It is time to let wilderness exist untouched and undamaged buy humans and our activities...no roads, no timber sales, no people.

LET IT BE!

		Dana		Graham		416 Quaker Rd		Sidney		ME		4330		United States		enough regulations

		William		Josephs		16661 Ventura blvd		Encino		CA		91436		United States		Enough with destroying oxygen producing bio-machines!

		David		Perk		842 NE 67th St		Seattle		WA		98115		United States		Enough with the timber sales already! It's time for the  Forest Service to  plant new forests, not sell off the old ones!

		Thomas		Tickner		6403 Karlson Dr NE		Albuquerque		NM		87113		United States		Enough!

		Joan		Hutton		1855 Bridgepointe Circle Suite 23		Vero Beach		FL		32967		United States		Enough!

		Susan		Ebershoff-Coles		PO Box 725		Danville		IN		46122		United States		Enough!  The old growth trees that are left belong to those of us who value them for what they are - NOT how much money we can make from cutting them down.  They also belong to the wild creatures who depend on them to survive.  LEAVE THE TREES ALONE!!!!.  The Timber industry has had FAR MORE THAN THEIR SHARE!!!

		David		Schrom		381 Oxford Ave		Palo Alto		CA		94306		United States		Enough, already! We need forests more than "wood products" made from old-growth. 

		Jerry		Greenstein		15 Briarwood Dr		San Rafael		CA		94901		United States		Enough...we're killing our planet .

		Donna		D'Fini		57 W.  Leyden Rd.		Colrain		MA		1340		United States		Even forests are endangered...this battle has been going on for many decades....cutting going on and on.  This old=groth is critcal to the balance...a chain reaction would be disastrous if any further cutting is permitted...yes damage already done'but no excuse to go totally beyond the ability to recover; please stop now.  Wood can be found many places...once this old growth is gone it will be the cause of destruction in ways we know and beyond...new beneficial symbiosis is constantly coming to light.

		John		Tovar		4305 Autumn Ridge Rd Unit 210		Cedar Falls		IA		50613		United States		Every American should be a good steward of this earth, we really need to quit destroying.

		Stephen		Tencer		701 William Bliss Drive		New Milford		NJ		7646		United States		Every ecosystem is a web of life.  Together they make the Earth habitable for humans.  As we continue to destroy them, we are signing mankind's death warrant or eviction notice.

		Karen		Christian		8435 Tumbling X Ranch		Vail		AZ		85641		United States		EVERY tree is important - without them we will run out of oxygen! 

		Veidre		Thomas		18461 Crownhill Dr.		South Bend,		IN		46637		United States		Every tree we cut in wilderness areas not only endangers many animal species but also creates even further forest fire danger. 

What natural lands shall we leave our children and grandchildren?

Please stop the U.S. Forest Service old-growth logging plans in the Tongass National Forest.

		Linda		Neering		13117 Osborne		Cedar Lake		IN		46303		United States		Every tree you remove affects us all.  These are all of our trees, in God's eyes.  They don't belong to the property owner.  Find an alternative.  "Father forgive them, so they know not what they do." and what about all of the flora, fauna, and wildlife YOU will be killing?

		Noris		Nunez		2555 JFK Blvd.		Jersey City		NJ		7304		United States		Every tree, every plant, every animal, every insect, the air quality make a complete healthy ecosystem.  Human beings are the ones that ruin and destroy is.  It is up to us to fix what we damaged.

		Karen		Maor		6611 Barnsdale Ct		San Jose		CA		95120		United States		Everyone knows we need old growth trees to combat 
Global climate change. Shame on you! Shame!

		Karen		Biesanz		215 Watauga Av		Corning		NY		14830		United States		Everything is connected so we must be careful not to disconnect.

		AJ		Averett		PO Box 468		Potsdam		NY		13676		United States		Evidently I've been confused for nearly sixty years, having believed that the Forest Service was responsible for safeguarding our shared national heritage -- not the supervision of its wonton destruction to line the pockets of corporate interests. Silly me (especially for thinking that there was a particle's worth of difference between Obama and his predecessor when it came to the environment). And I'm sure, Mr. Vilsack, that you sleep just fine at night; people with no conscience always do.

		patti		wynn		12602 SW 88 St		Miami		FL		33186		United States		Extinction is an ugly word.  We need to live with nature, not destroy it.

		Arlene		Malkin		1554 Quiet Creek		Beaumont		CA		92223		United States		Far too often, we proceed with actions that have 
Far reaching negative consequences. Let's have
The wisdom and vision to pause and meditate before
We cause irreversible damage.

		Melanie		Carver		1015 E. Citrus Edge		Azusa		CA		91702		United States		Federal greed should never drive care of our national forests.  This plan is ridiculous, and contributes nothing beneficial to the ecosystem.

		Edith		Borie		Friedrich Naumann Str. 109		Karlsruhe, Germany		NY		12561		United States		Fishing and recreation will bring more economic benefit than timber, and this benefit can only be realized if the forest is intact. 

		Teresa		Byrne		49 Morton St		Malone		NY		12953		United States		Fishing, recreation, and tourism are much better choices.

Thank you.

		Jennifer		Schally		1104 Creekside Circle		Stillwater		MN		55082		United States		Follow the SCIENTISTS NOT THE GREEDY BIG TIMBER corporations!  You follow science for your healthcare choices.  You follow what the doctors tell you to do, NOT some corporation.  You should do the same w/ the the Prince of Wales trees & the animals that live there.  STOP FOLLOWING CORPORATE CRIMINALS.  You're supposed to be working for the American people, NOT for some greedy CEO.

		Sara		Mauri		476 Clinton Ave		Brooklyn		NY		11238		United States		For a better world and future generations!

		Lisa		Johnson		Azores 613		Mexico,city				3300		United States		For all Americans, for all the creatures that rely on these ecosystems, for all the planet that creatures that relies on the clean air that trees and green areas provide... politicians and decision makers  are no differente from other creatures  and also receive the benefits; save what is left of the planet´s beauties..... 

		Shirley		White		25115 E. Broadway Ave., Apt. 3		Veneta		OR		97487		United States		For Americans, STOP the old-growth clear-cutting in the Tongass National Forest - we need the trees!

		Tiffany		Elkin		727 Bailey St		Napa		CA		94559		United States		For children and for a future please don't let these beautiful trees because it down.

		Glenda		Zahner		1901 S. Tilting T. Pl.		Tucson		AZ		85713		United States		For God's sake!  How many years of petitions must I sign to try to protect the Tongass from industrial logging!!!!  We have become a third world nation, selling off our natural resources. I don't even want to go to Alaska any more and see what has become of the Tongass National Forest and witness the extermination of wolves.  We have a culture of death, there, and I will not support it with my tourism dollalrs.

		Scott		woker		1011 BEYER WAY #13		SAN DIEGO		CA		92154		United States		for my children's sake.stop.

		Craig		Clement		Rather not say		Rather Not Say		MN		55410		United States		For our children please leave the trees where they have always been.

		Craig		Clement		Rather not say		Rather Not Say		MN		55410		United States		For our children please leave the trees where they have always been.

		Margaret		Waltershausen		404 Eliot Dr		Urbana		IL		61801		United States		For our future and for our children's future please do not allow the timber sale of old-growth forest.

		Gerald		Wilkins		525 broward ave		Greenacres		FL		33463		United States		For real? Why not cut down all trees? who needs them anyways! Put a parking lot where the trees are now so you can park your BMW!!!

Stop Forest Service Chopping Sprees! YES!!!

		Debbie		Sampson		4099 Sankin		Appling		GA		30802		United States		For so many obvious reasons!!!  Imagine a world without trees!!!  More than depressing....  Our earth is dependant on trees to survive as well.  Trees protect us from pollutants and provides clean air for us to breathe.  Clearly the list goes on and on and on.  If we cannot see what is so obvious, than what hope does this world have?

		Sarah		Peters		6070 California Circle Apt 308		Rockville		MD		20852		United States		For the sake of all Americans that want to continue enjoying this unspoiled wilderness, and for the sake of the wildlife that depend upon old-growth forest, I strongly urge you to cancel the Big Thorne sale immediately.

		Antoinette		Ambrosio		225 Hermosa Ave		Long Beach		CA		90802		United States		For the sake of our future, please re think destroying the forest and the animals because that's what happens every time you chop down those beautiful trees.

		Mary		Zeller		29 Knollcrest Ct		Normal		IL		61761		United States		For the sake of the earth, we must quit cutting down our old growth trees.  Humankind was given the earth to care for it, but instead we
are destroying it.

		Melissa		Epple		20 Village Lane		Santa Fe		NM		87505		United States		For the sake of the planet, please stop all cutting of old growth trees in the Tongass!

		Steve		Couche		4718 SE 31st Ave		Portland		OR		97202		United States		For the sake of the wildlife, fisheries, soils and water quality of the many Tongass streams end clear-cutting in the Tongass, especially of old growth trees.

		L		Wright		Larkin		San francisco		CA		94109		United States		Forest disservice please stop destroying our irreplaceable heritage. This is not what we pay taxes to support you for. 

		Mary Ellen		Sandahl		17 Shady Lane		Morristown		NJ		7960		United States		Forest ecologies depend on the presence of old trees as well as middle-aged and young trees. These woods are not expendable money-making machines for a few members of one species (us). Also, they have to be kept healthy so they can be the foundation for a much more dependable income base --  tourism, recreation, fishing -- for the people who live there. Nobody wants to take a vacation in a clear-cut wasteland.

		Ronald		Grenko		3518 Georgia St NE		Albuquerque		NM		87110		United States		Forest fires are decimating the forests here in the Southwest.  It is stupid for the U.S. Forest Service to aggravate global warning by destroying the forests in Alaska.

		Tom		Clarke		4648 Garth Dr		Salem		VA		24153		United States		Forest harvesting must be utilized by cutting forests that are self-sustaining and not old growth stands of timber.
We MUST preserve these vital habitats for all to use, not just for timber companies to gain profits.  They must look elsewhere for wood product replenishment.

		Howard		Beeman		1434 Indian springs rd		Grass Valley		CA		95949		United States		Forest Sdervice needs to protact old growth, not destroy it. Big Thorne should be abandoned. 
. The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy. 

		Steve		Zehring		141 N. Moyer Street		Annville		PA		17003		United States		Forest Service -  Please end old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone.


		Ruth		Carlone		300 Mt. Olive Road		Stafford		VA		22556		United States		Forest Service - You are not there as an organization to destroy old growth in the Tongass or elsewhere.  We are losing hundreds of acres a month to developers in Stafford, Virginia; our "stupidvisors" have done nothing to stop clear stripping although we are on lakes, streams, and rivers that need protection from fertilizer and pesticide runoff.  

		Juan		Calvillo		3438 Southeast Hill Road		Oak Grove		OR		97267		United States		Forest Service is supposed to protect the forest because it is our heritage, not simply to sell to be chopped and shipped.  Do your job!

		Ronald		Mincin		909 Curdwood Blvd		Nashville		TN		37216		United States		Forest Service please help  to protect the Tongass’ big trees before they are gone – along with the forest inhabitants that rely on them.

		Phillip		McLaurin		2011 Long Shadow Lane		Columbia		SC		29223		United States		Forest Service Stop Chopping Sprees Before the Big Trees Are Gone!

		Robert		Reed		16635 Alviso Court		Lake Elsinore		CA		92530		United States		Forest Service, get a clue

		Janet		Phillips		708 Don Felix St		Santa Fe		NM		87501		United States		Forest Service, it is a Service protecting the Forest. Once its gone, it will be irreplaceable. Be part of stopping the greed that is destroying our/your earth for generations to come.

		Phyl		Morello		984 Harrison Ferry		White Pine		TN		37890		United States		Forest Service?  Are you protecting trees & forests or BIG BUSINESSES?????

		Richard		Mayer		1203 Stewart St		Santa Rosa		CA		95404		United States		Foresters need to protect our wild lands and their inhabitants. We are running out of these places which can never be recovered.

		Pat		Stucker		34 Wisse St		Lodi		NJ		7644		United States		forests also help with protecting the environment 

		Jeff		Biss		392 Jefferson Ave		Elgin		IL		60120		United States		Forests are first and foremost wildlife habitat. Leave wildlife habitat alone.

		Kay		Godwin		1508 Oregon St		Ashland		OR		97520		United States		Forests are more valuable than ever, not only for their beauty and protection of wildlife, but because they also play a major role in combating climate change.

		Bonnie		Breckenridge		2885 55th St. #10		San Diego		CA		92105		United States		Forests are SO important for clean air and for retaining water supplies. Clear cutting of any kind causes erosion and terrible wildlife habitat loss! It seems to me, as a tax payer, that we pay the Forest Service to protect the national treasure of our forests. Please save this heritage instead of allowing its destruction.

		scott		samuels				Albany		CA		94707		United States		Forests are the lungs of the planet. 
Conservation works.
Stop cutting old growth. 
Scott


		Concesa		Stapp		1801 Ellisworth Pl		Henderson		NV		89074		United States		Forests are vital to the health of Mother Earth! Once these trees are gone, it will have a very severe and detrimental effect not only to the ecological system, but also to the wild life that rely on this habitat! Not to mention it's effect on weather and climate change!

		John		Grillo		3 Marsh Lane Apt. 21		Orono		ME		4473		United States		Four good reasons to preserve and protect our trees and forests. They are:

1. Trees are a "storehouse" that is, they absorb  fossil fuels and/or "greenhouse" gases produced by over development (excess industrialization and urbanization); and in the former, they  "slow" the abnormal phenomenon of "climate disruption" or "global warming", primarily attributable to human interference and disruption in Nature's climate and weather patterns. 

2. Trees emit that essential sustaining element "O" (Oxygen) that makes life possible for humans (and most living organisms) on planet Earth.

3. Trees (along with bushes, shrubs, and other vegetation) help to impede, retard, or reduce water "runoff" from raging flash floods and floods, descending on alpine and hillside slopes; due to heavy rains and thunderstorms, that would threaten human and animal life, and cause damage or destruction to property or building structures. 

4. Few people (if any), would deny the desirable aesthetic appeal of trees to the human eye
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		Ken		Zafren		10181 Curvi St.		Anchorage		AK		99507		United States		From an Alaskan who cares about our forests.

		Judith		Rosenstein		PO Box 25622		Albuquerque		NM		87125		United States		From an ecological standpoint, destroying old growth trees is foolish in both the long and short term.  Please save the trees and the environment and stop Big Thorne.

		Timothy		Gilmore		930 Post St. #14		San Francisco		CA		94109		United States		Funny, the abject greed and stupidity people will show when paid by private interests to destroy a beautiful part of America's heritage such as the Tongass National Forest.  They would think of nothing of prostituting their own children for money, so something as vital to American interests as the National Forests would get clear-cut at a moment's notice.

		Deborah		Crocker		3012 Darling Dr.		Alexandria		MN		56308		United States		GASP!!! WTF! Those are OUR trees and they better NOT be allowed to be chopped down!  More destruction from BIG money!
 I want to know who is paid off! Fire them and throw their  ass in jail!!!

		Silvia		Esch		römerstr.		schleiden		WI		53937		United States		Germany

		Jon		Andersen-Miller		4055 Lincoln Ave		Culver City		CA		90232		United States		Get a clue; it's time to draw the line and care about what's happening to our planet.  Stop the destruction of pristine wilderness.

		Andrew		Cohen		95 North Evergreen		Memphis		TN		38104		United States		Get it right, guys. Chopping down and selling off a lot of climax forest is a cocksure way to eliminate the forest. That's Forestry 101, and that's history. Ohio, New York, Wisconsin and Minnesota, parts of the Canadian Northwoods, bug stretches of Washington and Oregon are gone from overcutting, with resultant fragility of the regrowth and with adventitious species of plants and invertebrates standing in the way of eventual climax forests there.

		David		Atwood		10641 S Hale\		Chicago		IL		60643		United States		Get it right. You will not have another chance. When it's gone, it's too late.

		Gail		Dressel		361 sweet arrow lake rd		PINE GROVE		PA		17963		United States		GET IT TOGETHER QUIT DESTROYING OUR FOREST END OLD GROWTH CHOPPING SPREES BEFORE THE BIG ONES ARE GONE

		Elsie		Pope		3256 Thirteen Colony Mall		Memphis		TN		38115		United States		Get real people.  This is the right thing to do.  Now is the time to do it.

		Stephanie		Hundemer		3760 Harton Rd		Virginia Beach		VA		23452		United States		get the h*** off OUR old growth forests, 'US Forest Service", A joke right? 

		Malcolm		Moore		6085 Broadmoor Dr		La Mesa		CA		91942		United States		Giant Steaming Vilsack.

		Kate		Mabry		P.O. Box 903		Grenada		MS		38902		United States		Gifford Pinchot intended for our national forests to be for multi-purpose usage by the public and certainly to manage our forests sustainably.  You have the responsibility of being a public steward in managing our national forests as a public servant, by using common sense, scientific facts and public input in to all forest & recreation management planning aspects.  CLEAR CUTTING our old-growth forests is NOT sustainable.  Do not allow the forestry industry SPECIAL INTEREST groups & lobbies to affect your efforts in proper sustainable management of our old-growth forests.  They MUST be managed to allow for the PROTECTION of these magnificent old-growth areas so they will continue to provide habitat for specific wildlife species in which depend on them for their survival and for multiple recreational benefits and most importantly to be preserved for perpetuity so future generations can see & enjoy their numerous benefits!  

		Sharon		Rose		PO Box 1094		Soquel		CA		95073		United States		Global economy must include global stewardship of our forests, otherwise there will be no forests left, because there is always a need for more resources.  Trees can be obtained through tree farming of the lands that have already been cleared.  If you think about it, and do the research, the forests are more valuable to humanity and life on the planet than making money right now.  If we don't have the right quality air to breathe, or water to drink, or the right range of temperature,  or our world has too many poisons in it, and too much carbon dioxide and other chemicals, where do we live?  We have no where else to go.

		Barbara		Wollman		243 Alaska Place		Friday Harbor		WA		98250		United States		Go back to school!  You need to learn about interdependence.  This not a matter limited to trees.  There are other flora and fauna in a web of interdependence in this area.  Destroying the trees could destroy innumerable species.  Plus, who knows what will become a necessity later on: we tried to destroy the Navahos -- and then they provided one of the most important means of winning WWII.

		Marlene		Jaar		2250 NW 93 Ave		Miami		FL		33172		United States		God created a balance between man and animal & plant life, your agency wants to destroy this delicate balance of nature, please stop this project, its destruction at its worst.

		Caroline		Mead		728 Carriage Hill Dr.		Glenview		IL		60025		United States		God gave us nature and lots of trees.  Don't destroy this planet.  Leave the trees alone.  Don't kill trees and cause harm to all of the lives that need trees.  Save the environment before it's too late.  Save lives.

		Larry		Glover		29 Azul Loop		Santa Fe		NM		87508		United States		God's not making any more wild and pristine places. Do we not owe what little is left to our children?

		Linda		Stanton		842 Lehigh Road		Newark		DE		19711		United States		Going ahead with Big Thorne is the wrong choice for the wildlife and the ecosystem they depend upon! The Tongass is valuable for much more than timber. Stop it now! 

		MaryJo		Matheny		3738 N Denny St		Indianapolis		IN		46218		United States		Gone is GONE.  Not to be recanted or reclaimed at a later date.  Leave them for our children's children to enjoy  and the woodland's progeny to enjoy and thrive in.  Please save these trees. Don't chop.

		MaryJo		Matheny		3738 N Denny St		Indianapolis		IN		46218		United States		Gone is GONE.  Not to be recanted or reclaimed at a later date.  Leave them for our children's children to enjoy  and the woodland's progeny to enjoy and thrive in.  Please save these trees. Don't chop.

		Jerry		Halsey		359 Big John Road		Lyons		CO		80540		United States		Good Grief!! Do you care nothing for the future of the planet?  Between the fossil fuel people and now the forest service, we're looking at a bleak future for our children and grandchildren.

		Maria		Alvarez		5064 Lake Circle West		Columbia		MD		21044		United States		Goodness, what does it take for educated human beings to stop destroying everything on Earth!!!

		Chris		Thompson		420  CR  103		Hesperus		CO		81326		United States		Great,  what will you destroy after the wildlife is all gone,  trees are gone the earth and water is polluted.  What's next???
Is chasing the all mighty dollar going to be worth it after everything else is gone.  Come on people,  start thinking!!!!

		Stan		Woldtvedt		215 9th Ave S		Shelby		MT		59474		United States		Greater than stated, ecologies are being found to be very interconnected,with their place being stamped in time, decline with one  means decline for all.


		william		smith		12721 Karcher Rd		Nampa		ID		83651		United States		Greed is destroying our wilderness, if we don't learn to conserve nature it will disappear, and that's a tragedy.

		Arthur		Kennedy		6768 Sueno Road		Isla Vista		CA		93117		United States		greed never sleeps ...

		Gerard		Gaudin		P.O. BOX 191		Metairie		LA		70004		United States		Greedy Bastards (Corporations) really don't care if the rest of us die.  They merely require unlimited Profit so that they can move (1st Class) to the next area of devastation!!!!  Stop Them, Now!!!

		Ronald		Thompson		320 napa		Crescent		CA		95531		United States		Greetings All,
Not much left of real forest, even down here in Crescent City CA in the heart of the northern redwood country.  The future will value what is saved of the Tongass more than the few fleeting bucks made from logging it.   Suspect that as it is it is good mushroom hunting country.                 Sincerely, Ronald Thompson

		Joseph		Milanese		RT. 4, Box 217		Clarksburg		WV		26301		United States		Grow a conscience, or fake it.

		Matthew		Gray		6515 SW Barnes Rd		Portland		OR		97225		United States		Grow and cut wood sustainably in an area where you understand your impact on the ecosystem.

		Elizabeth		Davis		901 river st.		Honolulu		HI		96817		United States		Grow hemp instead. You shouldn't harvest something you can't replace in your lifetime!

		Diana		Lovejoy		85 S Whitman School Rd		Buckfield		ME		4220		United States		Grow hemp, it does everything a tree can do and more for building, fuel, food etc.. and is fast growing and very renewable.  Our trees aren't,

		genelle		mcdaniel		1215 rutledge st		Eugene		OR		97402		United States		Grow up.

		Van		Knight		2155 Carmelita Ave		Hillsborough		CA		94010		United States		Hands off old growth forests... hands off the Tongass!!!

		William		Voorhies		38 Clark Point Rd.		West Tremont		ME		4612		United States		Hands off our trees in the Tongass National Forest; they're NOT for cutting down!!!

		Howard		Brotine		3172 Lucinda Ln		Santa Barbara		CA		93105		United States		Hands Off The Tongass!! Keep It Wild!!

		Diana		Scott		3657 Wawona		San Francisco		CA		94116		United States		Hasn't the Forest Service heard about "climate change"?!!
As professional foresters, some professional development courses seem in order.

		Gemma		Barsby				Elk		CA		95432		United States		Have we not learned anything about the destructive effects of cutting down old growth? Much less how adverse clear cutting is upon the entire eco system.... NO More clear cuts!

		Nancy		Bibby		6033 Westbrook Dr		Citrus Heights		CA		95621		United States		Have you ever been to Yosemite and seen the devastation still around - 100 years later - because some of the oldest trees in the world were cut down just for the fun of it?  Please don't commit the same thoughtless actions again!  Leave the old-growth!  They will last longer than we will! 

		David		Peter		25130 S hwy 170		canby		OR		97013		United States		Have you forgotten old growth forest and rainforest protection are more effective  for holding and absorbing carbon , more than any other Clare change prevention measure.

		Wallace		Schultz				Las Vegas		NM		87701		United States		Have you heard of global warming?
We need to preserve all our old-growth forests to survive.
Short-term monetary gain is not the answer.
Love your mother!

		Lammy		Weisman		532 NW 41st St		Oklahoma City		OK		73118		United States		HAVE YOU LOST YOUR MINDS, OR JUST YOUR INTEGRITY?
THIS 'PLAN' MAKES NO SENSE WHAT-SO-EVER.

		Nancy		Nelson		614 1st Ave SE		New Prague		MN		56071		United States		Have you not heard of the destruction from other clear cuts over the  years? It causes erosion and landslides, which makes the rivers fill with mud and silt and too shallow to support life. Are your short term gains more important than the long range ramifications? YOU are literally changing the face of the earth and every day we are seeing the effects of the resulting climate change. In one week last year, we had millions of acres destroyed in forest fires, drought in large areas of the mid west with flooding and hurricanes in the east and south east.  How can you sleep at night knowing you are destroying land and habitat and animals who have been here for hundreds of years. 
We are supposed to be an intelligent and reasoning species. Please use your intelligence and give equal time to your conscience. Be a part of  humanity who wants and needs to live together and preserve what we have left of this beautiful Earth. I pray for your awakening and that you will become a part of the solution to protect our Ear

		Terry		Carlin		2545 Camino Canestro		Santa Fe		NM		87505		United States		Have you seen what denuded hillsides in Washington and Oregon look like?  What about the wildlife whose homes are being destroyed?  How would you feel about it if invaders came and destroyed your whole way of life?

		Dwight		Jenkins		9121 Waterside St		Middleton		WI		53562		United States		Haven't commercial interests gotten enough special consideration already ?  Harvesting old growth timber benefits the fewest possible number of people and damages the greatest number of ecosystems of any activity that can take place in this area.  DON'T DO IT !!!

		Doug		Westendorp		723 Washington St. NE		Minneapolis		MN		55413		United States		Haven't enough of the peoples' assets been handed over to private interests?

		Edith		Crowe		9 Condor Circle		Carson City		NV		89701		United States		Haven't we destroyed enough of this planet? It's time we became stewards of the Earth.

		Carolyn		Strachan		135 Hudson Street Apt. #1F		New York		NY		10013		United States		Haven't we destroyed enough?  Please protect what we have.

		Arlene		Flisik		4106 24 Ave. W.		Bradenton		FL		34205		United States		HAVEN'T WE LEARNED YET THAT CLEAR-CUTTING IS THE MOST DESTRUCTIVE THING WE CAN DO, AND ESPECIALLY WHEN IT INVOLVES ANCIENT OLD-GROWTH FORESTS WHICH HAVE EXISTED FOR CENTURIES, AND SHOULD STILL CONTINUE TO, FOR MULTIPLE NATURAL BENEFITS..

		gary		burt		po box 143		Marble		MN		55764		United States		Haven't you heard about climate change?  Don't you understand that the human population needs trees and water more than some individuals need money?  Are you going to say you're after you screw the world?  Isn't it time to wake up and smell the coffee?  Now?

		Lorraine		Priceman		21545 Erwin		Woodland Hills		CA		91367		United States		Having 15 more years of logging is not tenable. 

		randall		bell		314 Garcia St.		Santa Fe		NM		87501		United States		Having just been in a tiny remnant of the Appalachian Old growth-essentially the entirety of the Appalachian forest was cut, I can testify to the majesty of a virgin forest. It is essential that we preserve the few remaining Virgin North american forests for Posterity. 

		Gary		Small		1934 Meridian Blvd		Mammoth Lakes		CA		93546		United States		Having recently visited Muir Woods I cannot express how unbelievable, and rare, old growth forest is.  Please protect it!

		Scott		Britton-Mehlisch		2304 SW 10th St		Lees Summit		MO		64081		United States		Having seen the Tongass personally, I know it is an ecosystem worth preserving.

		Sara		Lazarus		87 Chestnut St		Millburn		NJ		7041		United States		Having spent much time in Alaska, it is disturbing to hear that the US Forest Service has logging plans to destroy old growth forests.  The balance between people and animals is delicate, and these plans could endanger species already on the list.  Get your priorities straight--save our forests and hence save life on earth.

		Susan		McNeil		15211 Mitchell Creek Dr.		Ft. Bragg		CA		95437		United States		Having travelled to Alaska to be in and with its pristine beauty on a number of occasions, I am truly saddened that this experience for myself and for future visitors could be compromised.  Please don't cut these forests.  They are irreplaceable.

		Verne		Huser		7106 Coors Trail NW		Albuquerque		NM		87120		United States		Having worked as a naturalist for Lindblad Expeditions for cruises in SE Alaska, I know the Tongass personally. It's wildlife and its people deserve protection from logging. Leave it alone. Logging will mar the landscape and threaten its communities, both human and wildlife.

		Karen		Turner				Seattle		WA		98105		United States		Having worked for the Forest Service before, I'm not surprised they are doing this.  Two words:  moose burns.
And they don't seem to learn.

		Bill		Mulvey		4408 surry ridge circle		apex		NC		27539		United States		Having worked for the Forest Service in the Tongass I know the timber being harvested is sold at a loss the U S Citizens that own it.  That loss is not only in dollars but ecosystems.  I urge you to reconsider any timber sales in the Tongass particularly on an island as damaged as POW by timber harvesting an the associated aftermath of hill slope erosion, sediment in anadromous fish streams, and loss of habitat for large predatory and non-predatory mammals.

		Sara		Dunne		1762 W Arthur Ave		Chicago		IL		60626		United States		Having worked in Alaska and now as a tourist, I know the value of the Tongass does not have a price tag on it.  Please don't sell out the people  of Alaska and all US citizens by endangering this national treasure.

		Eldon		Wedlock		1028 1/2 Virginia Ave..Apt.. 5		Indianapolis		IN		46203		United States		he Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		Vickie		Cook-Casey		435 Pole Hill Road		Goodlettsville		TN		37072		United States		Healthy old growth trees and forests must be held in awe and reverence.  Absent a valid reason to cut old trees to such as to help prevent a future forest fire, what reason does the US Forest Service have to cut or clear cut old growth trees and forest?    

		Robert		Smith		5840 s.e. morris st.		portland		OR		97206		United States		healthy planet before profit...plz/thx

		Jen		Dygert		3792 Onyx		Eugene		OR		97405		United States		Hello - I have worked as a tree planter, thinning inspector, and burned and mopped slash piles for the Forest Service in the Pacific Northwest, in several states. Please do what you can to save our old growth trees. They are a resource   of us will ever see again in our lifetimes. This is critical to the welfare of the planet and generations to come.

		Diane		Laskin		6400 Primrose Ave. 17		L.A.		CA		90068		United States		HELLO! What part of "National Forest" do you people not understand.
Cutting down The Tongass old growth is REPREHENSIBLE!

		Heidi		Smith		10723 edith ne		abq		NM		87113		United States		Hello!
I don't wish to leave an angry comment.
Only wish to say that we know that we cannot replace our old growth forests and all of the understory that they support, when we clear cut and replant.
Please seriously consider the devastating effects that cutting these forests has on the delicate balance of the ecosystem in the Tongass Rain Forest.
You folks are sitting on a national treasure!
Please protect it.
Thank you.
Heidi

		Kristi		Wrigley		2550 Wrigley Rd		Eureka		CA		95503		United States		Hello,
I live in far northern California on an apple farm which my family has owned and operated for over100 years. That is it was a producing orchard till Maxxam/Pacific Lumber decided to re-log at 10x the rate ever know in our upper watershed, the North Fork of Elk River. Now I no longer have a functioning orchard and have been in a 17+ year struggle to get our California Public Trust agencies, most specifically Regional Water Quality.to use their power to protect myself and my neighbors in the upper Elk River area...all to no avail. They want to have the Lumber Co. now Humboldt Redwood Company to just voluntarily do the right thing...Fat Cahnce there. Money is driving their engine and money alone and their control of government through politics is sickening. The loss to all of water quality for people, fish and other species is not in the public interest what so ever, yet the logging continues. The industry is so in love with their own understanding of how sparklingly good their logging is they can not se

		prosperity		israel		3510 Northwest Ave		Bellingham		WA		98225		United States		Help bring in the new ecomony, and stop these old irresponsible practices.
.

		Diane		Binder		11897 Bayless ST.		Moreno Valley		CA		92557		United States		Help forest sprees before the big trees are gone. Diane Binder

		NAWAL		TAMIMI		11 Shoreline Ct		Richmond		CA		94804		United States		HELP SAVE ALL THE ANIMALS BY NOT CUTTING DOWN THEIR HOMES

		Caren		Fine		11603 gowrie court		potomac		MD		20854		United States		Help.....stop this destruction before it's too late...Caren Fine

		Susan		Martin		32 Glen Ave		Oakland		CA		94611		United States		Here's my comment:  DO NOT LOG THE OLD-GROWTH TONGASS!!  DO NOT go ahead with the "Big Thorne" sale!

		Alexander		Greig		2054 E Lemon Creek Rd		Berrien Springs		MI		49103		United States		Honor the elders, I was taught.  This applied not only to our older relatives, but our communities' elders--not just people but the trees as well.  Please don't chop them down and deprive the rest of the living things and people on the earth of their presence!

		Kathleen		Kelm		1719 Harfield Trl		Annapolis		MD		21401		United States		Honor your duty to us, your countrymen. 

		Jeff		Crane		8335 Karl Ridge Road, Apt. 423		Lincoln		NE		68506		United States		How can a DEMOCRATIC administration be doing this??

		Myrna		Fisher		Connor St.		Salt Lake City		UT		84109		United States		How can a very short term gain possibly compensate for the many decades it would take to replace this old growth---and we both know there would be no replacement.  The little remaining old growth forests are irreplaceable and uniquely valuable.

		S		Meyers		367 E 11th St		Upland		CA		91786		United States		How can any young'in - maybe 20-60 years old dare to destroy these magestic elderly trees that have the knowleges of the ages within? Stop destroying the wonders of our beautiful only one Earth for corporate profit. Thank you for your consideration of thinking of the next & futute generations instead of only yourself and your money.

		Joya		Birns		118 Palmetta St		Santa Cruz		CA		95060		United States		How can anyone in good conscience put an end to the growth of a thousand year old tree? I really do not get it. Money/greed should absolutely NOT be a reason to destroy the planet!!!

		Barbara		Fleming		POB 609		Hyde Park		NY		12538		United States		How can the Forest Service possibly consider, much less, cut down... yea slaughter the magnificent, precious, life-giving forests ?? Unconscionable ! Stupid  !  No foresight !  Forests benefit all mankind and all  animals and fish .... all living things. How precious forests are in this world of concrete.

		David		Walker		907 Vista Del Rio		Santa Maria		CA		93458		United States		How can this insane policy of destruction even be contemplated?! Leave these forests alone to breathe for the our nation and the planet. Please DO NOT SELL OUT THIS PRISTINE ECOYSYSTEM so that a few greedy and unconscionable extractive industrial decimators can line their pockets and those of their diabolical ilk. This generation and the future ones will thank you for your foresight, prescience and perspicacity.  Thank you!

		Annie		Katzman		463 West St Apt C919		New York		NY		10014		United States		How can we have forest if there aren't any trees? Especially old growth... that is what is left of our national and natural heritage ... don't let industry destroy it, they really don't need these trees for their business.  

		Michele		Meyer		206 Illinois St		Vallejo		CA		94590		United States		How can we just clear-cut til there's nothing left out of pure greed. Let's preserve something for the future.

		Joyce		Stiles		145th Street SW		Edmonds		WA		98026		United States		How can you  cut down some of the most exquisite  treasures
On our planet?  Feel your Soul and stop  this.  Joyce Stiles

		Patricia		Parker		211 N. 2nd St		Lewisburg		PA		17837		United States		How can you clear cut trees that have been with us for centuries? Why? Profit isn't a good enough answer.

		Linda		Salamon		18 Shore Dr		Harwich		MA		2645		United States		How can you even consider felling these trees? They are part of our National Treasure and MUST be protected!

		Charlotte		Reitz		901 Irvin Ave.		Evansville		IN		47715		United States		How can your agency be called Forest Service?!! What service could you possibly be doing by cutting down valuable trees in the forest?!! Do your job and do the right thing!!

		Marion		Schmidt		640 winnetka mews, #406		winnetka		IL		60093		United States		How could anyone be AGAINST saving old-growth trees?  Insanity!  Marion Y. Schmidt

		Debra		Owens		38340 N Munn Rd		Lake Villa		IL		60046		United States		How dare anyone destroy old growth forest ! 

		Mary		Mendez		5708 Eastern Ave., SE #18		Albuquerque		NM		87108		United States		How do I get a copy of a mission statement for the Forest Service, US Wildlife and Fish Service, etc. etc. I'm interested in finding out how these government agencies which were implemented to PROTECT our lands, environment, and wildlife, can so easily sell OUR resources to private companies? If they are not there to protect our resources, Secretary Vilsack, what, please tell me are they there for? And, shouldn't their names be changed to "Forest Destruction Service?" These trees belong to the AMERICAN people!! Not to some ignorant, moronic, government agency willing to sell OUR properties for cash!! What exactly is the percentage that you all get?!?!? Destroying these forests, which have stood long before anyone of us was born, will spiral into destruction for ALL our resources. And when we no longer have these trees to give us oxygen, provide shade, and food for wildlife, what will become of man. Common sense beats brains anytime. Think before you sell our souls. 

		Lorraine		Seiji		642 Albemarle St		El Cerrito		CA		94530		United States		How do these people get into positions in the U.S. Forest Service where they can decide to destroy nature and endanger animals?  They should be their protectors.

		Gene		Sengstake		4000 NW 49th St.		Lincoln		NE		68524		United States		How do you stop these bastards - the forest service - the BLM - all of "them" that are part of the federal government?  A government for the people - by the people - and all that garbage - - -  The whole system - the whole country - is a joke - a sick joke.  Proud to be an American???  You have to be kidding - - -

		Brenda		Balanda		535 Mesa Rd		Point Reyes Station		CA		94956		United States		How does it feel to preside over such wanton destruction?

		Jeff		Thomas		10702 Kriserin Circle		Chester		VA		23831		United States		How is the Forest Service letting this happen being an advocate for protecting our forests and natural areas.  Have they been bought by big business and I just missed it in the news?  As a US citizen I am not ok with this and last time I checked you worked for the people, not big business.  Let's go back to doing the job you were created to do, not the opposite it.  

		Harry		Freiberg		610 Mardon Ct		Brookings		OR		97415		United States		How long does it take to replace a hundred year old tree? When they're gone, they are gone a very long time...

		Stephen		Nickels				Simpson		IL		62985		United States		How many lifetimes to replace these old growth forest?

		Dieter				18522 S. Holly Lane		Oregon City		OR		97045		United States		How much can the human race afford to deplete? What is left over after we’ve filled our pockets today? Close your eyes and imagine the world you want to leave behind for your children and grandchildren, now open your eyes and see what we are doing against our highest wishes and responsibilities. Now keep your eyes open to make the right choices to protect the perfect environment God provided, not only for human profit but for all his living creatures, for the generations to come. Thank you for making the right choices.

		Mark		Follett		11471 Kallgren Road NE		Bainbridge Island		WA		98110		United States		How much longer do we have to continue pleading with you and the Forest Service to stop clear cutting the Tongass National Forest?  The large majority of the timber from such "harvests" is shipped overseas, and does little or nothing to help the local economy.  Why are we sending our natural resources overseas rather than keeping them for our own use?  This policy makes no sense whatsoever. It's time to change!

		Joan		Payne		132 Dubois Av.		Sea Cliff		NY		11579		United States		How much more planetary destruction can we endure. Save everything
wild that's left including Old forests. Everyone should know and care about the planet and it's ancient wild places, and insist on preservation.

		patricia		bastian		30 ocean parkway		brooklyn		NY		11218		United States		How old are you  Secratary Vilsak ? Don't you want your live to have real meaning? Or do you intend to be the head of the Forrest DIS Service?Timber sales in the Tongass is a stupid irrereversible mistake and a betrayal of the American people.We waste more lumber in this country and around the world than nessicary.The  Tongass ecosystem is a national treasure your job is to defend it in it's entirety .

		Linnette		Van Dyke-Pearson		18555 Dearborn Ct		Tinley Park		IL		60477		United States		How sad this is being allowed to happen. Once the damage is done the environment is affected forever, the real damage caused may unlikely be reversible.

		David		Hereaux		306 Bankers Drive		Vadnais Heights		MN		55127		United States		http://news.discovery.com/human/genetics/animals-consciousness-mammals-birds-octopus-120824.htm

		barbara		Rosenblatt		10 summit Ave		metuchen		NJ		8840		United States		http://www.saveamericasforests.org/pages/educationcda.htm

PLEASE READ THE ABOVE LINK

how do you intend to protect the ecosystems that you will destroy by logging?   when the trees are a memory and tourists no longer come to alaska to fish, sightsee or discover plant and animal wildlife and alaskans have no income,  what will you allow to be chopped down next?  mount mckinley?  how about if we put the forest service on the endangered species list instead?

		barbara		Rosenblatt		10 summit Ave		metuchen		NJ		8840		United States		http://www.saveamericasforests.org/pages/educationcda.htm

PLEASE READ THE ABOVE LINK

how do you intend to protect the ecosystems that you will destroy by logging?   when the trees are a memory and tourists no longer come to alaska to fish, sightsee or discover plant and animal wildlife and alaskans have no income,  what will you allow to be chopped down next?  mount mckinley?  how about if we put the forest service on the endangered species list instead?

		Lupe		Jones		1133 Contempo Ct		Ontario		CA		91762		United States		https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4i0HDygKdLM 
The Music speaks. STOP exploiting and destroying our Earth and throwing our delicate eco-systems off balance! You CAN'T quite put a $ figure to OUR Natural Resources! Stop making The Endangered Species List larger already! 

		Kapun		F.		52 YONKERS TERR.		YONKERS		NY		10704		United States		HUMAN IS NOT CAPABLE TO LEARN FROM ALL THE MISTAKES THEY ARE MAKING FOR CENTURIES ! THE "GREED" DESTROY THE ECOLOGY ! AND THIS ORGANIZATION WILL BE RESPONSIBLE TO HUMANITY SELL OUT!!  DESTRUCTION FOR PROFIT!

		Christine		Schneebeli		ave des Amazones 6		Geneva		NY		12241		United States		Humanity and all live will end without forests, so STOP cutting it.

		Ioana		Datcu		2949 Victoria drive		Springfield		IL		62704		United States		Humans have no respect for the other life forms that share our planet.  

		Julia		Russell		1401 Wyant Way		Sacramento		CA		95864		United States		I agree with that...Poor those deer and wolves on Prince of Whales Island, and please put the Alexander Archipelago wolf on Endangered Species List. Thank you! 

		Barbara		Brownell		4131 Riverview Blvd		Bradenton		FL		34209		United States		I am a big fan of Prince of Wales Island and plan to be there this summer. I DO NOT want to see logging of the old growth that will jeopardize all the things I am going to see. I expect my government to be more responsible than this. 

		Virginia		Clarke		27560 Ruby Lane		Castaic		CA		91384		United States		I am a Californian, and have been to Alaska repeatedly, both for vacations and for business. I feel strongly that we must use the greater and permanent protections to stop cutting of precious forest lands in our National Forests areas there. Industrial logging is destructive to the habitat and the loss of old growth trees is intolerable. 

		James		Lazell		1140 Monroe St.		Jackson		MS		39202		United States		I am a professional conservation biologist.

		Anita		Hartmann		9697 N Parkwood Ave		Dunnellon		FL		34433		United States		I AM A REAL PERSON SENDING THIS MESSAGE!!!
DO NOT ALLOW THE CUTTING OF ANY MORE OLD GROWTH FORESTS.  THEY ARE A CRITICAL AND IRREPLACEABLE, TREASURED NATIONAL RESOURCE.  CHOOSING TO PROTECT THESE STANDS OF FOREST IS FAR MORE CRITICAL THAN SHORT TERM CORPORATE (OR EVEN LONGER TERM) PROFITS!!!
PLEASE DO THE RIGHT THING FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS.
THANK YOU,
ANITA HARTMANN
MOBILE: 303-356-0644 

		Rebecca		Baines		9101 Hendrix Rd NE		Albuquerque		NM		87111		United States		I am Alaska Native, including being part Tongass. I beg you not to allow this to happen! These resources are a part of my heritage and I want them to be preserved for future generations- as they exist and evolve naturally. 

Thank you!

		Timothy		Kelley		PO Box 205		Treadwell		NY		13846		United States		I am an outdoorsman. not a hunter, an outdoorsman. I wretch at what we call forests these days. They all look like over grown farmers fields to me. please, dear god, let our children see what the world once looked like.

		Susan		Swan		2907 Corte Celeste		Carlsbad		CA		92009		United States		I am counting on your leadership.

		Jon		Klingel		47 Star Vista Rd		Santa Fe		NM		87505		United States		I am framiliar with the Tongass country and the adjacent BC coastal country.  The destruction from the logging is extremely evident with whole mountain sides denuded of trees and soil down to bedrock.  Continued logging in that area, especially old growth, is an atrocity.  There are a number of wildlife species that depend on old-growth which will be heavily impacted by continued logging.  It is long past time for rational management of the Tongass.

		Carolyn		Nicklen		2200 Daniel Bray Hwy		Stockton		NJ		8559		United States		I am from NJ and we have 1 tiny plot of old growth trees left. Don't let Alaska go the was of NJ. Carolyn Nickeln

		Judy		Dufficy		4025 Dobson		Skokie		IL		60076		United States		I am heartsick that the massive destruction of these precious habitats and wildlife refuge could possibly go on during the Obama Administration.  I volunteered hundreds of hours and dollars for President Obama's election in 2008 and 2012--even across state lines.  I did not do this so that massive corporate destruction of our environment would be tolerated and condoned.  This is unthinkable and shameful!

Thank you.

		Julie		Martenson		513 E Schubert		Fredericksburg		TX		78624		United States		I am heartsick the way agencies such as the USDA, USFWS, and BLM are without regard failing the American people. Allowing the depletion, destruction of irreplaceable resources is a crime against humanity. I have never been so disenchanted with what each of the agencies are doing. How could the sale of old growth trees be justified. Trees we will NEVER replace? I am enraged!

		Tasha		Chenoweth		13712 Marin Pl		Grass Valley		CA		95949		United States		I am in agreement with the scientists that object to Big Thorne destruction of the valuable and necessary natural resource of the Tongass National Forest. Please reconsider destroying this vital and irreplaceable  forest.

		George		Brieger		181webster ave		Brooklyn		NY		11230		United States		I am in New Yorker from the Midwood section of Brooklyn. Conserving our natural resources is one of the most important issues facing the security of our nation today. Protecting old-growth and the environment is our number one priority as a nation.

		Rachel		McMillan		21 Forest Ln		Howard		CO		81233		United States		I am not living in Alaska at the moment, but Alaska is my home and I still own a house in the state.  Please, stop cutting the Tongass down.  It is an Alaska treasure and home to many of our fellow earth travelers. Stop chopping down large trees, the earth and all living beings need those trees and you don't need more profits.  There is no need to cut down any more trees so please, stop.

		Leila		Zai		2021 28th St		San Diego		CA		92104		United States		I am not only dismayed but astounded that we continue to violate and destroy the last of our wild and treasured places. Is there nothing more sacred than profit in our once rich and boundlessly beautiful land? Please stop the destruction of these irreplaceable trees and their unique ecosystem, if only for the sake of our children and grandchildren. They should matter more than a pocketful of cash.

		Clarence		Chaplin		1921 Lincoln Ave		St Paul		MN		55105		United States		I am opposed to cutting down old growth trees that have taken centuries to grow and are critical to maintaining the beauty and balance among people, deer, and wolves.

		Eric		Stordahl		1505 Garfield Ave.		Marquette		MI		49855		United States		I am opposed to this.

		Roberta		Paul		2461 Dover Center Rd		Westlake		OH		44145		United States		I am really sick and tired of greedy corporations using up all of our natural resources! Stop cutting our trees!!!!!!

		David		Swanson		1973 N Idylwild		Scottsdale		AZ		85255		United States		I am reminded of the first sentence of the Bible.  "In the beginning God created the Heavens and the Earth."  How is it that when we destroy something created by man it's called vandalism but when we destroy something created by God it called progress?  Please save these areas for future generations. 

		John		DDS		115 E Woodin		Dallas		TX		75216		United States		I am serious about this. 

		Nicoletta		Dipietro		215 Malts Ave		West Islip		NY		11795		United States		I am shocked and heart broken that the US Forest Service has plans to  cut down these majestic  trees that inhabit the beautiful Tongass area.  When will common sense and respect for nature prevail?  Please preserve this precious pristine area and the creatures  that inhabit and depend on it. Preserve the forest-encourage tourism and recreational activities such as fishing. please stop destroying that which only God could make!!!!


		Hal		Pashler		3521 Stetson Avenue		San Diego		CA		92122		United States		I am shocked that you would allow any continued logging of this precious and now very much diminished natural resource!

		sonya		Guidry		1205 Lurian St.		New Smyrna Beach		FL		32168		United States		I am so glad that i could at least visit this wonderful wilderness...just once!
Please leave the trees so others can at least visit this sacred place just once!

		Isabel		Cohen		1518 S. 32 Avenue		Omaha		NE		68105		United States		I am so tired of having to write to those who are supposed to have our best interests at heart, but don't. Please do you job and protect the few pristine places we have left!!!

		Diane		Vandiver		530 Princeton Dr		Bolingbrook		IL		60440		United States		I am stunned that you are antithetical to the purpose of tour agency and anti-environment in your short-sighted interests. 

		Timothy		Dunleavy		537 Cricklewood Dr		State College		PA		16803		United States		I am sure we can cull the less healthy trees and leave plenty for a viable forest. We do that in Pennsylvania and have thriving old growth forests as well as others in various stages of maturity. Our timber industry is satisfied.

		Richard		Nochimson		5020 Tibbett Ave.		Bronx		NY		10471		United States		I am the Lorax.  I speak for the trees.

		Don		Emond		109 Norwood Dr Unit 3		Miramar Beach		FL		32550		United States		I am very disappointed to hear of the planned massive clear-cutting of old growth trees in the Tongass forest.  Why?  Clearly this can only be bad for the environment and the wildlife.  Careful, selective cutting is the only responsible method of forest management that I know of.  Please stop this ill-advised clear-cutting approach before extreme damage to the eco-system  happens.

		Randy		Sailer		1018 cherry lane		beulah		ND		58523		United States		I am very much against this logging plan in the tongass national forest

		John		DDS		115 E Woodin		Dallas		TX		75216		United States		I am very serious about this.

		Paul H.		Kaminski		144 Scribner Ave		Norwalk		CT		6854		United States		I am willing to sacrifice whatever it takes to preserve our earth and its resources for the future generations. Are you?
Please help lead the way to a better future.

		Karen		Donaldson		PO Box 3215		Grass Valley		CA		95945		United States		I am writing to urge the US Forest Service to halt proceedings of the Big Thorne timber sale. It may appear to be a short-term fix from a financial perspective, however, it is also a long-term disaster in the making on many levels. Please think bigger and do better - for all our sakes - and provide the service your name implies. It's not too late.

		Louis		Sebesta		100 Grand Blvd. FL 2		Binghamton		NY		13905		United States		I appeal to you to save this critical pristine environmental paradise and habit for countless animals. Thank you.

		Paul		Lauenstein		4 Gavins Pond Rd		Sharon		MA		2067		United States		I appreciate big, old trees. Not just for their historical significance and the shade, habitat, and food they provide, but also for the carbon they sequester and their sheer beauty.

		James		Graley		5923 Dempsey Rd.		Conewango Valley		NY		14726		United States		I ask that natural resources, such as our old-growth forests, with trees that predate our colonization of this continent, be respected for what theystand for, as a testament to what was before, and what could be an everlasting habitat for species whose populations face relentless endangerment. The Tongass is a natural wonder, greater than ourselves and our financial interests, and provide valuable enrichment to the lives of those who pay a visit.
I urge you to let the forest stand, for future generations to witness not only their grandeur, but this generation's respectful regard.

		Brian		Klubek		2234 Clay St		Murphysboro		IL		62966		United States		I ask that the U.S. Forest Service abandon its timber sale plan in the Tongass National Forest.  Trees reduce global warming.  Inparticular, the Tongass is vital for wildlife survival, in particular the Alexander Archipelago Wolf.

		Alessandra		Valentini				San Francisco		CA		94110		United States		I ask you to stop the cutting of those trees

		Lorraine		Wright		1744 Larkin St		San Francisco		CA		94109		United States		I begi to think forest service is a synonym for loggers. Please leave something for our grandchildren

		Robert		Frith		PO Box 970		Blue Ridge		GA		30513		United States		I believe in protecting our natural resources, including our old-growth forests.  If we destroy them now because of our short-sightedness, we will only regret it in the future.

		Walter		Pinkus		2978 Foster Ave		Ann Arbor		MI		48108		United States		I believe that old growth forests are a natural feature that must be preserved BECAUSE THEY ARE OLD-GROWTH. Once "harvested" the cannot be replaced. 

		Kathryn		Everette		200 NC 54 West Bypass		Carrboro		NC		27510		United States		I believe that the Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		Thomas		Clarke		27704 E Ambassador PR NE		BENTON CITY		WA		99320		United States		I believe the forest service is making poor choice of forest service management and policies in the Tongass National Forest. 

I have observed the logging practices for fifty years in Inland Passage in 1960 from Juneau to  Queen Charlotte Straights, Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana, and California. It appears old growth has suffered, log size is diminished because of overharvesting. The area of concern is high rainfall and would suffer extensive damage by logging plus removing the seed stock base  and damage wildlife.

Tom Clarke   

		Richard		Godinez		4035 Abbey Oaks Ln NW		Kennesaw		GA		30152		United States		I call on you to leash the U.S. Forest Service and serve the people of this country, who want to protect these wonderful forests and the wildlife.  Please remember you and the rest of your team work for us..."the people of this country" and not greedy corporations or self serving entities.  I hope you will do the honorable and only right thing possible and protect these forests, once and for all!  Thank you.

		Diane		Tullis		265 N. Thompson Road		Madison		IN		47250		United States		I can see why you might cut diseased or dangerous trees but not healthy old growth.  We need the large trees to clean the air and provide habitat for native species.  They also cool the environment around you and provide so much beauty. Can you imagine a world 
Without trees? What would Alaska be without her beautiful forest?  Please don't let this happen.

































without trees?

		Mary		burrell		1515 n Ainsworth st		Portland		OR		97217		United States		I cannot believe that cutting down old growth forests, with all their benefits, Is even on the table.   THINK\FEEL for something beyond short term profits.  As E.O. Wilson would say;." it Is like burning a renaissance masterpiece in order to eat dinner."   We don't need to be that desperate, really.

		Phyllis		Price		3644 N. Brentwood Ave.		Indianapolis		IN		46235		United States		I cannot believe that the Forest Service will be cutting down old-growth trees in Tongass National Forest. What a short-sighted thing to do in this day and age when we are all trying to PROTECT old-growth forests. I beg you not to go forward with this.

		Daniel		Mingledorff		327 Ameno Dr W		Palm Springs		CA		92262		United States		I cannot fathom why you would agree to sell old-growth forest that is un der your care. There are many things more important than money. Especially considering that what you intend to allow would destroy trees that cannot regrow for many lifetimes. PLEASE do not do this.

		Kristin		Erman		2903 W 26th St		Joplin		MO		64804		United States		I cannot understand why the timber industry persists in wanting to log old growth forests.  Nor can I understand why the Forest Service continues to entertain such demands.  WE DO NOT WANT TO LOSE THESE CENTURIES-OLD TREES FOR SHORT-TERM COMMERCIAL PROFIT.

		Susan		Krumdieck		1015 Homestake Dr.		Golden		CO		80401		United States		I can't believe in this day in age of the last remnants of old growth all that is left, that the US Forest Service would even consider liquidating them for a few quick bucks. 

No No No to old growth timber sales. Old growth is not for "timber"

		Lori		Kegler		810 W. 27th St.		San Pedro		CA		90731		United States		I can't believe that you are allowing old growth clear cutting when climate change is the biggest threat to our planet's future. I want my granddaughter to inherit a planet that will be able to sustain her life. Please stop destroying Earth's capability to produce oxygen. Stop allowing forests to be cut down. Money won't help you or your progeny, when there is no clean air to breathe, or pure water left to drink.

		Hilary		Stamper		360 poplar st		half moon bay		CA		94019		United States		I can't believe the crazy decisions the government is making for our nation's Tongass. We are in a climate crisis and species extinction explosion. Outdated 18th century mentalities must be abandoned in favor of forward thinking conservation strategies that leave the little wild bits of our planet safe. 

		Katherine		Babiak		8350 Wooddy Rd		Port Tobacco		MD		20677		United States		I can't believe you are allowing this destruction of the old growth forest.  It is NOT replaceable and who wins?  The timber industry and no one else.  This is not fair to the American people or to our wildlife. 

		Walter		Pogwizd		2422 County Road D W Apt 1		Saint Paul		MN		55112		United States		I certainly agree the Tongass is more valuable than just timber, and it should not be exploited just for timber.

		Don		Richardson		577 Windover Dr		Brevard		NC		28712		United States		I consider this murder punishable by death. A decision has been made by influential but staggeringly ignorant interests to destroy life on planet Earth for quick profits at the sacrifice of their own children and grandchildren. 
STOP THIS ARBOCIDE!

		Kathleen		Kite-Powell		5912 Erlanger Street		San Diego		CA		92122		United States		I do not believe in clear-cutting. It may be easier for the loggers, but I would prefer forest environmentalist-led picking of trees that should go anyway, not logging of completely healthy trees. I do not think loggers should be looking for trees to fell on federal land, after they have exhausted lands they purchased. Federal land trees should be kept as working environmentally correct forests that have ecosystems that are not disturbed. this could mean leaving some dead trees as well, to support animals that depend on them. Biologists should make those decisions and loggers should be trained in alternative methods, as theirs are unsustainable due to efficiency and greed at hand. If they want to continue to have trees to log, they must learn other methods anyway. Public lands should not be profit centers for the government, either, at the expense of the future. Their main job is to have these conserved ecosystems that, in not being privately owned, can be maintained judiciously without decimation and ecodest

		Anne		Valdez		140 Bellevue Ave		Springfield		MA		1108		United States		I do not pay taxes for my government agencies to destroy what they are charged with protecting!

		C		Jacque		Lenox Ave		Miami Beach		FL		33139		United States		I do not support the cutting of old growth forests.

		Marcelle		Wilkins		3343 w 65th place		chicago		IL		60629		United States		I do not understand why the government continues to allow logging in our environmentally important areas. We can never replace what we have, and I have also read that many of these trees go overseas.
There must be less sensitive areas for this kind of logging.

		Joseph		Freeman		3639 E Stanford Dr		Paradise Valley		AZ		85253		United States		I don't believe ANY cutting should be done in what little remains of our old growth forests.  The 'mixed use' mantra is just a cover for special interest exploitation of public lands.  Stop cutting down our irreplaceable old growth forest!

		sandra		shand		617 N Webster St		Petaluma		CA		94952		United States		I don't know when the Forest Service began its disgraceful fall from its mission of integrity to protect the resources and animal habitat of our last wild places in their natural state and instead became an auxiliary of the timber industry.  So little old growth forest is left.  I used to live in Humboldt County, CA, rich with old growth redwood.   By the time I moved away to college, the redwoods had been reduced to a line of one or two layers deep beside the roads to fool us into thinking we still had this beautiful natural wealth.  But no, it was long gone, used up, profits spent, health and lungs of the planet trashed.  Please wake up and if you love and respect he Earth upon which we all depend, please protect these trees which help protect us rom global climate change.  WE live in a wasteful society so instead of recycling lumber, we trash it and then trash more trees, really because it makes some corporation richer in money for the next quarter, poorer in wisdom and harder on the people and animals to 

		PHOENIX		GIFFEN		76 Fair Dr		San Rafael		CA		94901		United States		I don't know why it is some humans do not understand the delicate balance of nature. We are not the only creatures on Earth but we tend to act like it with little regard for other life. There is a very special cycle that we all depend on. Part of that cycle includes trees and other animals among many other things. There are some animals on Earth that depend on trees for shelter, food, etc. We as humans depend on them for one of the most important things of all- THE AIR WE BREATHE. This careless cutting that continues to happen around the world must stop. Please do the right thing. Not just for us now, but for the generations to come.

		Chris		Bihler		3852 E Acoma Drive		Phoenix		AZ		85032		United States		I don't know why it's necessary to even have to explain why we need our trees.   We need to progress more quickly than we have.  We are a sad lot.

		Tina		Bailey		16270 Forest Mist Court		Alva		FL		33920		United States		I don't mean to sound like an idiot, but check out tree specialists via NPR.  I don't remember her name but she described why older trees should absolutely not be cut down.  I was truly swept away by her descriptions of how our older trees pass on strength, nutrients, etc., onto new growth.  Please, please, check it out.

		Debby		Long		23778 hwy 20		Philomath		OR		97370		United States		I don't understand how prominent scientists can have objections to the Big Thorne timber sale, and you Secretary Vilsack just ignore them, and how this could effect thousands of animals and their habitats. This makes people of the United States wonder what you get out of it. What's your kickback? It's time for the Forest Service to get it's priorities straight.

		Dara		Woodworth		8662 Oriole Dr		Carlisle		OH		45005		United States		I don't understand people who do nothing but destroy what mather nature has provided. Please, Please stop cutting down these tree's. It's time we started taking care of the earth and animals that coexist with us instead of the urban sprawl we continue to develop. We don't need anymore things than what we have now. It's time we changed our habits for the sake of future generations to come.Stop letting big corporations come in and strip away our nations beauty for the sake of a damn dollar.Sick of it all.


		Barbara		Apgar		1155 N. Miranda St. #H-2		LAS CRUCES		NM		88005		United States		I don't understand why it is deemed advisable to destroy all our old growth forests. There is no way we can replace them in this century.

		Nancy		Gercke		1895 Pine Cone Circle		Charlottesville		VA		22901		United States		I don't understand why timber from non-old growth trees can't be used instead. Why not support the tourist industry in a way that is more compatible with the natural environment?

		Richard		Andrews				Kihei		HI		96753		United States		I emphatically urge you to STOP the plan to begin harvesting trees on the Tongass National Forest.  I am actually shocked you would even consider this!  (My first thought is, could you actually be a Republican?!)  Yes, some people will make a lot of money, for awhile, if you do this.  But then the rest of us, and future generations, will be the losers.  DO NOT DO THIS... PLEASE!!!!!!!
Richard Andrews, M.D.
Maui

		Richard		Poole		150 Essex Dr		Longwood		FL		32779		United States		I got ten grand kids, think about them.

		Darrel		Rodekuhr		210 South 13th Street		Walker		MN		56433		United States		I guess government won't lament the loss of all big trees to voracious timber loggers until they are all chopped down, every last one. What a crying out loud shame!

		Judy		Saeger		5457 S. Arabian Dr		Sierra Vista		AZ		85650		United States		I guess we should all get some oxygen masks to prepare for the bad air we will be breathing when you cut all the big trees that are helping us live. Why don't you just go in, clear out the undergrowth and let the planet breath?

		Frances		Frainaguirre		1840 W 40th		Denver		CO		80211		United States		I have always believed that your job was to protect our forests. What's this all about? It doesn't make sense to clear cut old growth in the Tongass National Forest. Please stop this NOW.

		Michael		Felber		5413 State Route 20		Port Townsend		WA		98368		United States		I have been to Alaska 6 times to photograph grizzly bears.  Please stop cutting old growth forests.  The wildlife depends on these forests, and the wildlife will bring much more tourist money into Alaska than the lumber company ever will.

		Billie		Leonard		23584 N. Cone Crest Rd		Rathdrum		ID		83858		United States		I have been to the Tongass National Forest and it is one of the most beautiful pieces of nature ever created. There are millions of acres of other forests that are second growth or younger that are available in other parts of the United States. We do not need to sacrifice the last Old-growth timber in America besides the Sequoia and the Redwoods. We must start thinking of what kind of legacy we are leaving for our grandchildren. Once the forests are cut off it will be too late for them to regrow. It took hundreds or maybe thousands of years for them to grow.

		Kenneth		Johanson		72 Laurel Dr		New Providence		NJ		7974		United States		I have been to Tongass.  It is a national treasure that needs to be protected and preserved so that future generations can experience the same sense of wonder that I experienced when I visited the forest .  

		Lew		Warden		1225 Crestwood Dr.		Big Bear City		CA		92314		United States		I have camped in the Tongass Forest and know firsthand what a treasure it is.  This forest MUST be protected.  Find another way to make a living rather than destroying what can not be replaced!

		Maggie		Louden		PO Box 1704		Hedgesville		WV		25427		United States		I have flown over this area and seen the devastation caused by the Forest Service's policy. Trees don't grow back in this area at the rate they do in the lower 48. Forest Service should be for trees!

		Steve		Markham		8564 Garnet Lake Ave		Las Vegas		NV		89113		United States		I have grown up among these trees and I would l hope that future generations would have same chance




		Emily		Manning		4809 Ravenswood Rd		Riverdale		MD		20737		United States		I have hiked the great Tongass - I cant believe you do not value these huge old growth trees.  Please cutting them down.  They are a good part of our environment helping us evey day.  Stop destroying them.

		Gloria		Peck		410 Lawn Ter		Golden Valley		MN		55416		United States		I have kayaked in the Tongass.  It is beautiful.  I did notice areas that have been clear cut and it was sad to see those patches.  Please don't sell more of the Tongass trees.

		John		Furlong		204 countyline rd		trevose		PA		19053		United States		I have no respect for anyone who could possibly allow such devastation.  You are destroying beauty and necessary habitat that we will never again see.  It's wrong, criminally wrong.

		Michael		Hecht		81 Alexander street		Princeton		NJ		8540		United States		I have spent quite a lot of time in Alaska.  I know it as one of he few places in our country where large tracts of land remain in their pristine state.  The Tongass Forrest is a jewel in this realm, and we should be doing all we can to manage it in a way that maintains this area in a wild pristine state for generations to come.

Michael H. Hecht, Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistry  -  www.princeton.edu/~hecht
Master of Forbes College  -  www.princeton.edu/forbescollege
Princeton University,  Princeton, NJ 08544
   Phone: 609-258-2901   Email:   hecht@princeton.edu 

		Sue		Blanton		125 Fieldstone Rd.		Spartanburg		SC		29301		United States		I have to wonder what's in it for government agencies that are decimating all wildlife groups, trees, fish, mammals, wild herbs, etc., when their reason for being was always conservation.  Hard to respect the people who work the agencies with their death wishes in the forefront.

		J		Schlickman		1615 N Woodlawn St		Wheaton		IL		60187		United States		I have traveled in the Tongass on many occasions, and I know first hand the value it provides for fishing and recreation.  Maintaining the old growth forest is essential for these more appropriate activities.  Rather than continue business the old way, the Forest Service should focus on environmentally friendly and sustainable approaches that benefit all the citizens of the US. 

		Janet		Johnson		556 NE 20th Pl		Newport		OR		97365		United States		I have visited Alaska and live in Oregon.  I have witnessed the destruction of native forests in Oregon and the decimation of the environment and tourism.  Do not cut old growth!

		Cheri		Elliott		1550 E. Campbell Ave.		Phoenix		AZ		85014		United States		I have visited the Tongass National Forest.  Please end the cutting.  Thank you.

		Harriette		Phelps		45 Ridge Rd Unit N		Greenbelt		MD		20770		United States		I have visited the Tongass. It is a national treasure. Find another way to make more money and more chopsticks.  That needs our wise laws. 

		Dennis		Mann		577 S Pico Ave		San Jacinto		CA		92583		United States		I have watched and heard about clear-cuts in the Tongass since I was in college back in 1967, and it's almost always a case of spending 6 or 10 times the money made from the sale, to build roads to get to the timber.  Then, when it's sold, it turns out the market value of the sale is always less than it cost to actually cut and transport the timber!

The definition of insanity is doing the same thing over and over again, and expecting different results every time you do it.  That certainly applies to Forest Service efforts to log out the Tongass.  Please stop this folly NOW!

		Monica		DuBina		5991 South CR 700 E		Plainfield		IN		46168		United States		I have worked all of my adult life to try and make sure that my grandddaughter will know the wonders of this country.  In doing so, I have depended on organizations like the Forest Service to safe-guard wilderness areas for all of us.

		Janiene		Licciardi		2000 Harris Ave		Bellingham		WA		98225		United States		I hope that the Forest Service will reverse its decision on Big Thorne.    Old-growth forest is irreplaceable and invaluable.  Not value to corporations or others who will make money from it;  but value to humanity as a whole, and animals, birds, and plants.   Indeed, value to the earth as an entity.  Again, this forest is irreplaceable in any of our lifetimes.  Why old-growth cutting continues is beyond intelligent reasoning.  It's all about money.  This is 2014, hundreds of years after humans have begun decimating forests, and there is hardly any old growth forest left.  Cutting it needs to stop.

		Daniel		Wagner		64000 Easterday Rd.		Homer		ID		83843		United States		I implore you to look beyond these short-sighted goals of profit, and look at the big picture "eagle-view" of these issues. There are few old-growth forests left on earth, and they are key to the survival of our four legged friends and future generations of humans to come. Please do not let greed destroy such great beauty.

		Judith		Passmore		251 Court St		Middletown		CT		6457		United States		I just reread a book that began with a Cree Indian Prophecy: "Only after the last tree has been cut down.  Only after the last river has been poisoned.  Only after the last fish has been caught.  Only then will you find that money cannot be eaten."  I pray that your legacy to your grandchildren and mine is not that prophecy!  We need the air cleansed of carbon dioxide, the weather control, the animals, the pure food plants, the herbs and plants that science keeps discovering as means to cure another illness or infection......   THINK!  A tree is a part of our life system.  Find a way to recycle our garbage into building materials and leave what's left of our precious ecosystem to permit healthy, happy life for future generations.

		Ann		Hollowell		1915 Heather Oaks Ct		Draper		UT		84020		United States		I just visited Alaska and strongly believe the big trees and beauty need to be preserved.

		Violet		Sunderland		1031 SW Hayter St., Apt 1		Dallas		OR		97338		United States		I knew a number of loggers who left Oregon for Alaska in the 1950s and later married another who had been there for a couple of years. We went up to visit and sight-see before he died and it was still a special, gorgeous place in 1985. What's left deserves to be preserved and protected for the future. I'm sick of mankind depleting everything.

		Hope		Stanton		43005 Northfork Rd		Nehalem		OR		97131		United States		I know the world needs trees but there is no reason to clearcut old growth especially in the United States.

hope Stanton




		Jodi		Sherman		912 Campisi Way, Unit 308		Campbell		CA		95008		United States		I know you recognize what  is happening on our precious planet, eco and species wide. Please, take the reality of stewardship to heart and stop the clear-cutting of our old-growth trees. Truly must, in all good conscience. For the reality of nourishing, reclaiming and sustaining our planet and its creatures,  really must. 

		Linda		Carnine				Eugene		OR		97405		United States		I live in an old growth area in Oregon where the Forest Svs is doing much more sustainable practices of thinning, but not clear cutting and leaving all the legacy trees in tact.  Please learn how they do it on the Willamette Nat Forest near McKenzie Bridge.

		Kathy		OBrien		72 W Coast Rd		Redway		CA		95560		United States		I live in Northern California and when the lumber companies were going crazy and clear cutting all the redwood tree's it was the saddest thing ever to see these 1000 year old majestic trees on the back of a logging truck.  It should be against the law to cut down ANY old growth tree.

		m		enright		pioneer rd.		Brookings		OR		97415		United States		i live in southern oregon, i know the dangers of logging to the wildlife and all species! Fortunately the Redwoods here are protected! You need to do the same.


		Dave		Baker		9974 Mossy Knoll Dr.		Shreveport		LA		71106		United States		I live in the lower 48 and am the farthest thing from a tree hugger, but this seems wrong headed to me---please reconsider. Respectfully, Dave Baker

		Harriet		Hilll		1444 McFarlan St		Eureka		CA		95501		United States		I live in the redwood region and believe strongly that our old growth forests are too rare and precious to be harvested.  Please spare these trees for future generations!

		Marcia		Mulloy		9192 Cinema Drive #8D		Juneau		AK		99801		United States		I live in the Tongass. I am not a starry eyed nut from outside the state of Alaska. The Tongass, as it is, can provide everything needed for life. It is a complete ecosystem and I'd sure appreciate it if you would rethink plans as extreme as Big Thorne. I realize money drives these decisions, money or the lure of money. Destroy the Tongass and you have also destroyed the economic heart of Southeast Alaska. I can't imagine what would make it worth stealing the soul, the spirit, and the economic engine of a place all at once. You can only sell old growth timber once. Then it's gone. That's a serious waste of a resource that could provide so much more if you just leave it be. 

		Jill		Roberts		P.O. Box 121		Brevard		NC		28712		United States		I live in Transylvania Co., N.C., a county which is about 50% covered by National Forest. In this area the U.S. Forest Service carefully plans occasional logging in relatively small areas, but the whole of western North Carolina - with one exception - has been logged for over 100 years and is not virgin forest. Just this month my husband and I made our second trip into the exception - Joyce Kilmer Memorial Forest - which contains some of the last virgin timber in N.C. On a visit in 2010 the blight stricken Hemlock trees were in evidence and we returned to see the stark changes rendered by the NECESSARY take down of those Hemlocks which was accomplished in a way to protect the rest of the trees, wild flowers and wildlife. Though changed, Kilmer Forest is still a place of nature's beauty and wonder.

All of that leads me to ask: how can the U.S. Forest Service permit old-growth logging in the Tongass National Forest knowing the rarity of virgin forests; the delicate balance provided between people, deer, wolv

		MANUELA		FELKL		5716 RIDGE CT		SPRINGFIELD		OR		97478		United States		I LIVED IN ALASKA MOST OF MY LIFE AND UNDERSTAND WE NEED TO KEEP THE BALANCE FOR NATURE'S SAKE AND HUMANS

		Bryce		Hutchinson		PO Box 2100		Rogue River		OR		97537		United States		I logged, a cutter, or timber faller. The timber industry, Kochs included, will cut the very last  natural old growth tree for a profit. They would have the forest look like corn fields if they could, the h*** with wild life an eco systems. The BLM, blem, & forest service are complicit. 

		Linda		Jenkins		14380 Salt Creek Rd.		Dallas		OR		97338		United States		I look forward to visiting Alaska. It is always the natural beauty I hear so much about. Protect all that you have. An old growth forest is never really replaced, it is gone forever. A replanted forest is not the same for the plants and wildlife, or for us to enjoy.

		marie		cameau		2430 morado street		fort myers		FL		33901		United States		I love animal,donot destroy their habitat

		John		Law		2335 NW Raleigh #401		Portland		OR		97210		United States		I love the natural beauty of Alaska.

		John		Law		2335 NW Raleigh #401		Portland		OR		97210		United States		I love the natural beauty of Alaska.

		Paula		Denissen		0117 Wolcott Springs Rd		Wolcott		CO		81655		United States		I love the Tongass Forest.   Have been there many times.   Old growth is so important (even though it's hard to hike over those giant fallen trees)  An incredible ecosystem.   Please don't log it.

		Timothy		King		15261 County 38		Long Prairie		MN		56347		United States		I love the Tongass. Please take care of it.

		Anita		Scheelings		P.O. Box 214		Skull Valley		AZ		86338		United States		I may never set foot in the Tongass but I want it to stay pristine.

		Betsy		Galocy		6984 Alhambra Dr.		Tallahassee		FL		32317		United States		I often wonder what is the matter with the people who are supposed to be protecting our national treasures. How do you benefit by ruining our pristine wilderness? What kind of legacy are you leaving for your children? The environment should take precedence over Big Business. This is not the US I grew up in.

		Marvin		Dawson		23319 19th Pl W		Bothell		WA		98021		United States		I realize that people only living to about 75 are very short short-sighted in regard to things that are very long lived.
I also realize that it almost impossible for them to realize some things are more important than their own selfish interests.  I hope you will save these important  old growth forests and not sacrifice them for a short term gain for some.

		Susan		Dill		109 Lake Forest Drive		La Vergne		TN		37086		United States		I really want my grandkids to be able to see the deer and wolf, and not just in a picture.  This operation threatens their future.

		Robert		Christie		7 lucero Road		Santa Fe		NM		87508		United States		I recently visited the Tongass National Forest, and aside from the breathtaking beauty that should be preserved, there are so many ecological reasons for preserving this temperate rainforest resource that I'm sure you are aware of, that I need not enumerate them.  Old growth clear cutting is just unacceptable.  Preserve the balance in this national treasure.

		Lydia S.		Martinez		5802 Spring Dove		San Antonio		TX		78247		United States		I recently was in Alaska. I wondered why we are destroying it so readily, when we need to have it for the health/welfare of our planet.
Please save it for in doing so, you are saving all of us.

		Gail		Booth		4526 Pleasant Glade Rd NE		Olympia		WA		98516		United States		I shudder to think how long it will take to replace those trees.  It will not be in my life time or my grandchildrens lifetime.  They are irreplaceable.

		Carol		Follett		2605 Lakeridge Lane		Bellingham		WA		98226		United States		I simply cannot believe our U.S. Forest would even consider risking our old growth forest with the clear science that has been revealed about climate change and death of species. 

Alaska is our last bit of preserved land, water, and wildlife. After destroying and threatening the rest of our nation's resources, how could you endanger this precious area. No amount of money justifies ruining this ecosystem.
Do not continue with the Big Thorne timber sale. 

		Starling		Childs		100 Park Ave		New York		NY		10017		United States		I spent many summers working and researching in SE AK and seeing great parts of the Tongass from a distance and up close.  The tragic over harvesting on SEALASKA corp lands has left many parts of the once great coastal forest ecosystem depleted ot old growth structure not to mention the daceades of USFS sell off and clearcutting in the 1970's and before...IT iswell beyond time to rethink this strategy of management and evenaged silviculture, and yet, it appears no new mindset has settled in there. I cannot support the proposed cutting plans for the Big Thorne on the coastal slopes on Prince of Wales Island...Management and forestry in the Tongass is due for a rewrite and it  should begin to mimic natural disturbance regimes, not foolow the ongoing business-as-usual, industrial scale clearcutting of the past.  Get with the times....the old growth timber there is better left standing to protect the wildlife that depend on that forest structure and the watershed protection it affords as well as the scenic vistas

		Ronald		Messina		none		none		LA		70739		United States		I stand with the letter

		Irene		Mills		2174 NW Davis #402		Portland		OR		97210		United States		I strongly object to clear cutting in general and old growth tree removal in particular.

It’s time overdue for the Forest Service to get its priorities straight. The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.  This is public land – it belaongs to all Americans. Corporations are not citizens.

END old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone.  We don’t own this land – we just borrow it from our children.

		L. J.		Goe		3310 McDougal St		Port Angeles		WA		98362		United States		I strongly object to private individuals making a small fortune from harvesting and selling natural resources belonging to all American citizens.  We are being robbed blind by corporations who only serve the .01 percent.

		David		Mikkelsen		281 Jefferson Road		Princeton		NJ		8540		United States		I strongly support a transition away from industrial old-growth logging in the Tongass National Forest, but I am deeply concerned by your goal of a 10 to 15-year transition. The Tongass is our country's last, largely untouched rainforest, and clear-cutting its ancient groves -- at taxpayer expense -- is senseless and short-sighted. 

Please ensure that the transition from old-growth logging is completed as quickly as possible, far faster than 10 years.  While vast reaches of the Tongass remain pristine, more than a million acres have already been logged or developed.  As you know, this destructive legacy played a key role in the Fish and Wildlife Service's recent announcement that local wolves may warrant listing under the Endangered Species Act.  Please focus your efforts on a rapid transition, and stop preparing more old-growth timber sales, like the massive and highly ill-advised Big Thorne Project currently under consideration.

The Tongass still offers on a vast scale what we have lost of our natural

		Sigrid		Asmus		4009 24 Ave W		Seattle		WA		98199		United States		I strongly support a transition away from industrial old-growth logging in the Tongass National Forest, but I reject your present disastrous goal of allowing 10 to 15 years for that transition.

The Tongass is our country's last, largely untouched rainforest, and clear-cutting its ancient groves -- by unaccountable corporations and at taxpayer expense -- is senseless, short-sighted, and unacceptable.

I am writing you personally in order to urge you as forcefully as I can to act immediately to ensure that issuance of pending logging permits is refused, and that the transition from old-growth logging is stopped this year.

A million acres of the Tongass -- home to grizzlies, wolves and eagles -- have already been logged or roaded. To wait 10 to 15 more years to end massive, industrial-scale logging in the Tongass would mean you would be massively favoring the profits of unaccountable private corporations, when it is your mission to protect the Tongass.

As a National Forest it is among the rare remaini

		Sarah		Stout		1317 Luana St.		Santa Fe		NM		87505		United States		I strongly support this message.

		Kathy		Newman		8414 Timber Fair		San Antonio		TX		78250		United States		I strongly urge you to NOT destroy our natural national treasures, i.e., the old-growth forests. Humans should not destroy this precious planet, our habitat, as well as the habitat of our remaining wildlife!

		phillip		sandy		8900 Fortune Rd		Milton		FL		32583		United States		I suggest that you reconsider felling old growth forest. The ecosystem is dependent upon these trees in such a way that you cannot comprehend it. There is absolutely no need to do this and it is counter to all that is politically positive now in the main. Let me assure you Sect. Vilsack  should you conduct this type of activity there is strong likelihood that you will not be appointed for another term, and you current boss will not be elected for another term. We may have lost some of our most treasured  resources. We intend to make this very very publicized so that it will become a main topic point for discussion by the vicinage, so that they may become educated as to who they should support, financially and with their votes.
Respectfully in truth and liberty
Dr. Phillip Sandy Freeman

		Geoffrey		Stradling		4644 White Oak Place		Encino		CA		91316		United States		I support ZERO cutting of old growth trees in National Forest. If the logging industry wants to cut down trees, then they should grow their own.

		John		Hutchinson		601 Teakwood Dr		Lincoln		NE		68510		United States		I sure hope the US Forest Service will conserve our old growth timber, especially in the Tongass National Forest.  I know your part of the U.S Dept. of Agriculture but I hope you think bigger.

John Larry Hutchinson
Nebraska Fishery Biologist (retired)

		Kevin		Avery		115 Union Place		Ridgefield Park		NJ		7660		United States		I think even Gifford Pinchot would have said that sylva-culture has no place in the Tongass National Forest.

		Sonya		Yeager-Meeks		399 Blackbird Dr.		Bailey		CO		80421		United States		I think it is appaling that we are still cutting old-growth forest and urge you to end this practice in the Tongass National forest.

		Joshua		Asel				Sebastopol		CA		95472		United States		I think it's about time we all grew up and face the facts that we LITERALLY cannot live without wildlife and all around in general ecosystems.

		Shameka		Benjamin		103 Gray Log Turn		Piedmont		SC		29673		United States		I think its important that we preserve the integrity of our natural resources for future generations

		Esther		Knott		1601 Pontiac Ct		Orlando		FL		32808		United States		I think that I shall never see anything as stately as a tree. To cut it down enrages me!

		Heidi		Endres		4048 North Glenway Court		Wauwatosa		WI		53222		United States		I think that the Forest Service should leave the Tongass National Forest alone and not take any wood from it at all.  The animals need it as a habitat and tourists and residents enjoy it for its beauty and recreation..  An old-growth forest is a wonder and a rarity.  Once it's gone, it's gone.  

		Robert		OKroi		22825 s. Anna Dr.		Channahon		IL		60410		United States		I think the environment should be put in the category of our national security.  Defense of our resources is just as important as defense abroad.  Otherwise what is there to defend?  ~Robert Redford, Yosemite National Park dedication, 1985



		Karen		Carney		1685 Skyline Dr		Oriskany Falls		NY		13425		United States		I thought that the forest service was to protect our forests.  Please do  your jobs correctly and PROTECT our forests, not decimate them.

		Michele		Cornelius		PO Box 739		Homer		AK		99603		United States		I thought the Forest Service had become more progressive in protecting old-growth forest and am very surprised that this is moving forward.  With such little old-growth forest left, it should be protected to preserve the ecosystem.  Clear cuts are horribly destructive and only selective logging of previously logged areas should be considered.

		Frances		Whittington		713B E 24th St		Chester		PA		19013		United States		I thought the U.S. Forest Service was in the business of preserving national forests, not selling them off. Old-growth forest is just that, and those trees should be treated as national treasures---not for sale! The forests should be preserved, and in this case, the Tongass---not only for people to enjoy, but also for wildlife to have a home. 
Why don't you promote activities in the forests, like fishing, recreation, and tourism instead of "selling out?"  

		lonna		Richmond		45 Sunset Way		Muir Beach		CA		94965		United States		i thought we had already protected the tongass in perpetuity.  that doesn't mean until you can sell it off to the highest bidder---it means it is protected FOREVER. let it be. 

		James		Crowl		POBox 478		Arroyo Hondo		NM		87513		United States		I thought we had learned 30 years ago, how destructive clear cuts are because of the heavy rains which tear off the soil down to bed rock.   I worked as a timber cruiser in the 50's during the original timber inventory conducted by the FS.   The huge sale to the Japanese was a disaster then and a big clear cut now is a huge mistake. 

		Ron		Rodarte		38 Corniche Drive		Dana Point		CA		92629		United States		I traveled the Tongass in 1987 and saw the swath of clear cut catastrophe on the Alaska and British Columbia moonscape, left like devastation from warfare. Nothing excuses cutting old growth forage and habitat when the new planting trees can be managed so much better.
Don't cut the old growth Tongass!

		Lukasz		Lempart		3131 Homestead Rd. 4F		Santa Clara		CA		95051		United States		I understand that for a variety of reasons we need timber. But forests need to be managed sustainably, which means caring for their biodiversity.

		Jan		McDaniel		1108 Pepper Dr		Madisonville		KY		42431		United States		I urge you Mr. Secretary Vilsac please leave the National Forest to grow and house animals.Alaska is the one last frontier that is still thriving with animal and  so so much beauty once this is gone you can't get it back.So many are moving to this beautiful state and people live off the land and your native people love there untouched land.I do beg you to leave this beauty alne..                                                                    Mrs.Jan M McDaniel

		Grace		Holden		2501 N Ohio St		Arlington		VA		22207		United States		I urge you NOT to proceed with Big Thorne, and to refocus on really PROTECTING our old-growth forests, especially those of the Tongass National Forest.  Old-growth forests are precious and so important to a healthy environment. The interests of the American people and their health should be top priority in the management of these forests, not the profits of logging companies that benefit only their own bottom line from the destruction of this important national resource.. Thank you.

		Michele		Baier		5620 Meadowcrest Ln		Nashville		TN		37209		United States		I urge you to leave the Tongass National Forest as it is.  No Old growth logging.    It is imperative for future generations of wild life and future human species to keep Tongass National Forest in balance.

		Richard		Selleg		3824 Cattail Marsh Ct Apt 252		Palm Harbor		FL		34684		United States		I urge you to put a stop to any logging in the Tongass. 
Future generations will reward this generation for taking such an action. The planet is fragile and you have a direct role in taking this import step on stopping all logging.

		Sandra		Perkins		7 Sandia		Tome		NM		87060		United States		I urge you to stop old-growth logging and timber sales--for the sake of this special ecosystem.

		Joshua		Houdek		2820 37th Ave S		Minneapolis		MN		55406		United States		I urge you to STOP the Big Thorne sale and stop old-growth clear-cuts.

		Jim		Steitz		564 Esslinger Drive		Gatlinburg		TN		37738		United States		I urge you to withdraw the "Big Thorne" timber sale from Alaska’s Tongass National Forest. This logging project is contrary to the Obama Administration’s commitment to protect our roadless National Forests, and directly contradicts the Tongass transition plan announced in May 2010. It instead perpetuates the Bush Administration's effort to liquidate our last ancient forests on behalf of the timber industry. The "Big Thorne" logging project contradicts the Obama Administration’s commitment to uphold the protection of our national forests, and to move the Tongass toward a sustainable forest management program that does not depend on old-growth liquidation. Your approval of this sale is not justified on the grounds of economics, fiscal responsibility, or environmental stewardship. To allow a blatant violation of that commitment for the benefit of a narrow logging interest is a perversion of both the Forest Service charter and of an Administration's notion of the public interest.

The "Big Thorne" sale wo

		marla		erhart		7616 E Roundup Dr		Prescott Valley		AZ		86314		United States		I used to live in Alaska and believe me it is the most gorgeous place. So please dont destroy anything in Alaska thanks. It is really important to keep and take care of our wildlife and the environment. We need to protect what we have now so that we can save it for our future generations and to help them understand the importance of urgency of the wildlife and lands from destruction. Thank you for your time and understanding and to open your hearts up to realize the urgency and its importance.

		Cindy		Rose		4 Boston Court		Madison		WI		53711		United States		I visited there 5 years ago and hold the Tongass National Forest as something sacred because of its wild beauty. Please keep it there for my children and grandchildren to see. Please don't chop those beautiful old trees down! 

		Barbara		Waindle		1751 w. 95th place		Chicago		IL		60643		United States		I visted Alaska several years ago.  My main reason was to see what the lower  48 states looked liked before the industrial age.  Without the forested areas Alaska one day will look like the lower 48 industrial and large city.  Alaska is known for the wilderness and it can not be replaced once its gone.

		Pamela		Carter		125 Cluff Ln		Victor		ID		83455		United States		I vote for the environment.

		Randee		LaSalle		127 Linda Lee Dr		Rotonda West		FL		33947		United States		I want my children and my grandchild to have the possibility of seeing such magnificence in THEIR  lifetime. Logging is the last thing we want to consider in this wilderness area. 

		Morgan		Douglas		152 Kimber Dr		New Lenox		IL		60451		United States		I want the wolves and deer to live happy lives in the forests they call home, and I don't want them to be homeless. I love animals very much, and without the trees, animals who live in the woods could go extinct.

		Josephine		Satata		2632 Preescott Dr.		Mishawaka		IN		46544		United States		I want you to use your brain, and stop this sale of the old growth forest .  Greed has been driving big business to ignore our precious resources for many, many years, and it's time to stop this distruction now.

		Angelo		Festa		67 topaz wy		san francisco		CA		94131		United States		I was born and raised in Alaska. Too much old growth is gone from the face of the earth and we need to breathe and our creatures and eco system need them as well.  Keep the trees.
Thank you, Dallas L. Hansen, born in Fairbanks, AK

		Susan		McMillan		3105 Arrowsmith Rd		Wimauma		FL		33598		United States		I was excited when President Ovama chose you for this position because I thought you would do th right thing. Please don't let us and future generations down. 

		Donna		Hanson		1555 NW Leland St		Pullman		WA		99163		United States		I was fortunate to visit the Tongass many years ago.  I would hate to see the Forest Service reinstate old, antiquated logging practices in such a beautiful forest.  The wildlife and people in that region of Alaska deserve to have their environment protected.  Please reconsider the plan and try to find a sustainable method for both logging and preservation.  It can be done, but not by clear-cutting the forest.

		Hal		Weiner		250 W 100th St Apt 202		New York		NY		10025		United States		I was in Alaska a couple of years ago for a great vacation and
visited this forest. It would be a tragedy if it were allowed to be chopped up by timber interests and the ghost of Theodore Roosevelt will come back to haunt you forever. When he set aside the national parks and forests he meant to protect them from EXACTLY the people you are dealing with.

		Christine		Doolittle		3211 Skyline Dr		Montour Falls		NY		14865		United States		I was lucky to be able to go to Tongass National Forest in 2007 and I want it to be there and healthy for many many years to come!  Your shortsighted plan will kill tourism and the local economy not to mention trees and wild animals. 

		nancy		taylor		55334 quince Road		South Bend		IN		46619		United States		I was on a cruise ship two years ago and saw what looked like  some t clear cut areas....this was disgusting and sad.

		Leda		Zimmerman		7 Linmoor Ter		Lexington		MA		2420		United States		I was shocked to learn that the Big Thorne timber sale is going ahead.  It's time to end this kind of destruction of old-growth forests.

		Nicholas & Glen		Sabetto		Bear Valley Rd		Ft Loudon		PA		17224		United States		I will not spend my tourist $ to see a bunch of stumps.

		joseph		muranyi		3305 Waterford Dr		Joliet		IL		60431		United States		i wish to protest the cutting of the tongass treesin alaska

		Josh		Goldowitz		81 Lynnwood Dr		Rochester		NY		14618		United States		I worked for the US Forest Service in the Tongass for years doing survey work on Chichigoff Island. My opinion is well informed. Stop clear-cutting. I am not a liberal, and I am not a NIMBY. Clear-cutting in the Tongass does irreparable damage and should be stopped.,  

		Melissa		Warfield		700 E 9th Ave		Apache Junction		AZ		85119		United States		I would hate to see the old-growth forest being logged in the Tongass National Forest. Why destroy what is left in the old-growth forest? Logging would upset the delicate balance between people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island. I have never seen the Alexander Archipelago Wolf at all. I would not want to see this wolf being put on the Endangered Species List. nor any other animal. Please take into consideration what you would be doing to the old-growth forest.

		Elenara		Joubert		25 Liberty St Apt 6		Montpelier		VT		5602		United States		I would have thought that the people who are in the Forest Service are those who believe in saving old growth forests and not in decimating them.  It is a sad day indeed when everywhere I turn those who are supposed to serve in the public's best interest are instead in the pockets of big business, and greed is being allowed to run rampant even in the Forest Service.  

		William		Fast		10808 Dickinson Rd		Ozawkie		KS		66070		United States		I would like to be able to take my grandchildren into Old Growth  forests, so that they can enjoy them as I have.

		Oliver		Cift		32459 Eagle River Road		Eagle River		AK		99577		United States		I would like to take this moment to express to you my love for these precious and delicate forests that are part of the temperate rainforest. I have spend many years living on countries and across the U.S. were forest have been depleted and destroyed. I fell in love with our forest along the pacific coast of North America. I sometimes wonder why forest all over the place aren't similar to these remaining forests along the pacific coast! I decided that I want to study Environmental Sciences and specialize in forest ecosystems and wildlife. The U.S. Forest Service knows how to protect these valuable and life sustaining forests. It would hurt me to see you and your agency make the wrong decision by logging these very few remaining forests. I believe that the U.S. Forest Service can make a positive difference. We can often look at our National Park Service and be proud to have them take care of some of the most significant lands in this country. I know you can be part of it and save the lands that are just as val

		Edythe		Cox		3 Whiton Ave		Hingham		MA		2043		United States		I would like to think of you as something more than a blight on our environment.

		Edward		Goral		2533B Manhattan Ave.		Montrose		CA		91020		United States		I would LOVE to see the Tongass before I die (WITH the old trees).

		Theresa		Lopez		13411 Murphy Hill Dr		Whittier		CA		90601		United States		I would my children and their children to inherit the world I came into not just the left overs.  Please spare our trees.

		Jon		Norstog		624 w young st		Pocatello		ID		83204		United States		I would prefer to see smaller, selective-cut timber sales oriented to locally-owned logging operations, in the Tongass as in any National Forest.

		Patricia		Randolph		N328 3rd Avenue		Portage		WI		53901		United States		I write the Madravenspeak LIVING wildlife column for the Capital Times newspaper.  This is the fourth year of the column, exposing the atrocities state agencies inflict on our innocent wildlife because they are funded on killing licenses ( instead of democratic general public funds).

It is obscene that clear cuts of old growth forests continue in this death system, decades behind science.  Not only are old growth trees great carbon sinks, but they are essential habitat to our sacred wildlife.

Protect our forests.  Protect our wildlife.  Large mammals are being trophy extinguished from our planet by stupid greedy serial killers:
http://www.mysterium.com/extinction.html  The warnings are urgent:


UN: ACCELERATING BIODIVERSITY LOSS A "FUNDAMENTAL THREAT" TO "SURVIVAL OF HUMANKIND" (U.N./IPBES-- 2013)

UN: EARTH'S ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS PUSHED TO BIOPHYSICAL LIMITS-- SUDDEN, IRREVERSIBLE, POTENTIALLY CATASTROPHIC CHANGES LOOMING (CBS/United Nations-- 2012)

SCIENTISTS WARN EARTH'S ENTIRE BIOSPHERE N

		Patricia		O'Brien		PO Box 35451		Juneau		AK		99803		United States		I wrote Senator Begich, he will lose my vote for putting pressure on you to go forward with this sale. It will harm tourism and the wildlife tourists come to see. Tourism is much more valuable in Alaska in terms of jobs and $$ than logging. And I understand the lumber will go to other countries. The Alexander Achipelago wolf is awaiting review under the Endangered Species Act. I hear the cutting has already begun. Don't do this! It is not right for Alaska or the country.   

		Kenneth		Harris		5099 157th Street North		Hugo		MN		55038		United States		I'd love for my grandson and countless other children to be able to experience what's left of our natural gifts. Of course, we're told that corporations are people, too. But they don't care about things like the Tongass unless it turns a buck. Please stop this, Mr. Secretary. Thanks.

		Thomas		Morrison		97 Lord Rd.		Buxton		ME		4093		United States		idiots

		Kevin		Quail				Pine Valley		CA		91962		United States		Idiots.

		Kathryn		Fenley		3327 Blue Ash Lane		Indianapolis		IN		46239		United States		If everyone doesn't do our part TODAY to help protect the trees, forests, animals, nature, our earth....what will be left for our children, great grandchildren, etc.?  We are slowly destroying our earth. 

		Elaine		Phelps		17238 10th Ave NW		Shoreline		WA		98177		United States		If old growth trees could be replaced by "new" old growth, it would take about a thousand years, or around 30 human generations to re-create the oldest parts of these forests.  It's time to take the long view of of the consequences of such destruction instead of sacrificing our environment to present short-sightedness and private profit.

		Elaine		Phelps		17238 10th Ave NW		Shoreline		WA		98177		United States		If old growth trees could be replaced by "new" old growth, it would take about a thousand years, or around 30 human generations to re-create the oldest parts of these forests.  It's time to take the long view of of the consequences of such destruction instead of sacrificing our environment to present short-sightedness and private profit.

		Stephen		Carrillo		907 Adams St Apt C		Albany		CA		94706		United States		If scientists are opposed to destroying old-growth trees, it's time to heed their warnings. 

		Margaret		Moye		3648 Sailer Rd		Mount Vernon		IN		47620		United States		If the ecosystems of the earth go haywire, no billionaires nor no trillions can fix them.   Unfortunately, we don't know what destroying act will be "the straw that broke the camel's back".
              With prayers for the planet,           Margaret Moye


		Shirlee		Miller		2344 Copperstone Dr 1B		High Point		NC		27265		United States		If the Forest Service gets the chance to cut MORE trees, eventually there will no trees left. Give them an inch, they will take a mile! 

		Don		Dieckmann		4614 Wisteria Dr		Alton		IL		62002		United States		If the main reason for old-growth deforestation is for U.S. homebuilding materials, it's time to STOP using a material that can't withstand fire, wind, insects or mold to build houses, which is why I design and build without it! Better to use materials that are stronger and don't contribute to global warming! Can we get some type of legislation to that effect?

		Carolyn		Buhl		1128 SE 30th Ave		Portland		OR		97214		United States		If the Tongass is cut over, it will never grow back.  Conditions are too extreme.  All life that's there now will be decimated along with the trees.

		Ann		Brady		1238 Thomas Ave		Saint Paul		MN		55104		United States		If the Tongass is logged, there is nothing that can replace it. Sadly, because of climate change, we do not know if trees can grow to be as old as those in Tongass. Please think about tomorrow's generations before selling off our resources for a quick profit.

		Jose		Rosario		712 N. Castle Ct.		Tampa		FL		33612		United States		If we don't have these great wonders of the world we might as well as have no world.

		Kim		Muler		12813 ne 139th ct		Kirkland		WA		98034		United States		If we don't protect nature, we're only hurting ourselves. Stop killing trees!

		Rebecca		Gray		700 W. 1220 N.		Price		UT		84501		United States		If we intend to have a natural world we must defend the wild creatures
in the Tongass National Forest by not cutting timber. The trees protect the salmon hatcheries, and give the bears food.

		Linda		Saldana		136 7th St.		Findlay		OH		45840		United States		If you absolutely MUST have this timber sale, please, please use moderation! Once this old growth is gone, it can't be undone. We need to keep the ecological balance!

		Willow		Feigum		1030 E. Minnesota Ave.		Glenwood		MN		56334		United States		If you allow cutting trees in the Tongass National Forest you will be blamed for such backwards destruction when your job is PROTECTION of such valuable wild land.

		Steve		Ellsworth		850 Hammerle Rd.		Oxford		NY		13830		United States		If you cut old growth, there won't be any.

		Cynthia		Escamilla		2826 Diane Dr		Aurora		IL		60504		United States		If you damage those forests, you will become one of those killing our planet and people through gobal warming. 

		Linda		Tauer		909 1st Ave S		Sleepy Eye		MN		56085		United States		If you get rid of all that is beautiful and provides the balance this earth needs, what is left? This is the opposite of progress, it is ignorant, reckless destruction that is senseless.

		Jean		Robbins		3005 NE 181 ST		Lake Forest Park		WA		98155		United States		If you have ever seen the devastation up close you would have wanted to vomit. Clear cutting offers no hope to animals natives, our human integrity and the balance of life we need to preserve our climates globally. I personally will not trave to these areas anymore because they are so ugly and depressing

		Brenda		Troup		21 Meadow Road		Bolton		MA		1740		United States		If you kill the large old growth trees there will never be any there again, and all the wildlife and the human community will suffer greatly.  Stop being so backward-looking and preserve natural areas NOW, not when they've been reduced to rubble.

		Maryellen		Adams		21408 Ridgecroft Dr		Brookeville		MD		20833		United States		If you need wood, grow trees where there are  . And where there are no precious trees that have lived there for hundreds of years protected. And where there is no wildlife that depend on the proper surroundings.

		Sandifer		Sandifer		410 pecan tree dr.		Montgomery		AL		36109		United States		If your not there to protect our environment. What good is your office?

		David		Akana		3083 Kaohe Rd		Kilauea		HI		96754		United States		If your the forestry service what service are you doing by destroying the very thing you are supposed to be, or should be protecting? Stop destroying the natural beauty of our planet! Hasn't modern man yet realized that they are killing our planet! You people are pathetically ignorant! You should all be fired!, and people who are into CONSERVATION in stead of DEFORESTATION should have your jobs !

		Karen		Lew		15302 40th Ave W, #1-202		Lynnwood		WA		98087		United States		I'm a transplanted Alaskan living Outside, but I still love my home state and its natural and wildlife treasures. Leave the Tongass and its inhabitants alone. They are a marvelous tribut to the National Forest System as they are. 

		Karen		Lew		15302 40th Ave W, #1-202		Lynnwood		WA		98087		United States		I'm a transplanted Alaskan living Outside, but I still love my home state and its natural and wildlife treasures. Leave the Tongass and its inhabitants alone. They are a marvelous tribut to the National Forest System as they are. 

		Gloria		Levitt		35-15 HIGH ST		Fair Lawn		NJ		7410		United States		I'm appalled at what is going on under your leadership

		diana		restaino		4391 rundell dr.		dayton		OH		45415		United States		I'm asking the Forest Service to adopt a plan to keep the sensitive ecosystem of the Tongass National Forest intact. Instead of destroying these grand old giants, the Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism, protect wildlife, and boost the local economy. 

		Michael		Kitchen		9530 State Route 207		Argillite		KY		41121		United States		I'm implore you to please, on behalf of myself, my children, and their children to leave the Tongass National Forest as the Lord meant it to be. Untouched, and pristine. He left is as caretakers of all he created, not destroyers of it, for illgotten gain. Please Mr. Secretary, do the right thing, and take the steps to protect the last remaining old growth forests forever. Sincerely, Michael Kitchen


		kirsten		Underwood		936 N 85th St #2		Seattle		WA		98103		United States		I'm shocked that even now the loss of old growth timber and ecosystems are being destroyed. Thee is no ecxuse for it anymore. We know better now. Stop the greedy! They're taking our children's world away.

		Eleanor		Fox		406 E. 80th St.		New York		NY		10075		United States		I'm sick to death of the irremediable destruction of so much of my country by the corporations that care for nothing but their short-term profits -- and by the way government treats them as their paymasters.

		Barbara		Trypaluk		211 Circular St.		Saratoga Springs		NY		12866		United States		I'm strongly opposed to the Forest Service's plan to cut 6,000 acres of old-growth forest.  These are trees that are hundreds of years old and not only provide habitat for so many species, but sequester thousands of pounds of carbon, thus acting as climate-control for the planet. The Tongass is the crown jewel of our national forest, not just a stand of timber with a dollar value.

		Suzanne		Rogers		820 Atlantic Avenue		Knoxville		TN		37917		United States		I'm trying to imagine what on earth they are thinking when they come up with plans like this.  This may not impact them in their lifetime, but what about their children and grandchildren.  Do they think nothing of them at all?!

		Phil		Perisich		1602 Papago Drive		Chino Valley		AZ		86323		United States		imagine young people living without grandparents.  Regrowth in clear cut areas means trees all of one age.  Plus a healthy forest has 90% of the animal life living on the ground especially where old trees have fallen. 

		Carlotta		Marshall		1065 Park Ave		New York		NY		10128		United States		Important

		Mary		Snell		3004 Padre Ct.		Plano		TX		75075		United States		In 2013, my husband and I spent time in Alaska's Tongass National Forest , a place we found magnificent.  We learned about the wildlife that depends on that ecosystem.  Further, as residents of the lower 48 we've see clearing/destruction of natural lands in favor of  "progress".   

Please do NOT proceed with Big Thorne, the timber sale that could jeopardize the balance between people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island as well as possibly result in Alexander Archipelago wolves being placed on the Endangered Species List.

LARGE-SCALE, OLD-GROWTH TIMBER SALES ARE ARE A SHORT-TERM SOLUTION AND NOT WORTH IT.  PLEASE ACT RESPONSIBLY.

		Eva		Van Loon		1464 Lower Main St Ste 208		Wailuku		HI		96793		United States		In an ecology as sensitive to damage as Alaska, it is the height of foolishness to cut a forest that won't grow back until long after everyone alive on the planet today is dead. Think about that.

		Michael & Libby		Robold		3512 Red School Rd.		Kingsley		MI		49649		United States		In light of all the corporate power and greed that is so pervasive in our society, we hope that our government officials that have the authority to protect our most precious natural resources will consider the lasting value they have for future generations.

		Shelley		Coss		923 S Taylor St		Arlington		VA		22204		United States		In many lifetimes we CANNOT begin to replace these forests. It is madness, greed and or stupidity to do this.

		Linda		Yow		RR 1 Box 1650		GlenAllen		MO		63751		United States		In Missouri we tree farmers understand select cutting, but clear cutting is based on industrial greed.  Please remember there will be more money someday, but old-growth will be even harder to come by.  

Thanks for trying to take care of business, and I hope that will lead to no more clear cutting.

		Grace		Neff		800 SE 28TH		ALBANY		OR		97322		United States		In my opinion this is not the right way to be "managing" your piece of the planet.

		Jacqueline		Dern		9708 116th Ave NE		Kirkland		WA		98033		United States		In one of the few places in the world that has old growth why would we even consider cutting it? Let's do the right thing for the environment, wildlife, and future generations and preserve trees for their own sake.

		Malcolm		Walkr		2201 Chicago Ave.		Knoxville		TN		37917		United States		In the Bible, it is written in the first chapter Gen. that the earth was void and without form.  This is a statement that suggests human activity had done exactly what we are doing to it now.
Malcolm E Walker

		Sue		Leskiw		5440 Cummings Rd		Eureka		CA		95503		United States		In the early 1980s, I worked for the National Wildlife Federation and logging in the Tongass was an issue we fought back then! 

		Mary		Dandrea		2570 Flamango Lake Dr		West Palm Beach		FL		33406		United States		In the face of changes on our Earth that are increasingly more catastrophic, I am amazed that you would cause further disruptions and destruction to our natural enviornment.  Please! Please! Leave the timber intact in order that the local animal habitat will stay untouched and future generations may enjoy the remaining wonders of the natural world.  Thank you
Mary Dandrea

		Rita		Guidi		P.O. Box 2578		Wickenburg		AZ		85358		United States		In the face of global warming,  we need big trees and their oxygen. ...

		Charles		Fithian		704 Oak Dr		Dover		DE		19904		United States		In this day and time, this type of action in a national forest is absolutely irresponsible. I highly recommend that the Forest Service put a halt to  this immediately, and get back to basing decisions on science, not whatever it is that is behind this behavior.

		Hector		Lopez		208 Jelliff Mill Road		New Canaan		CT		6840		United States		Independence for Puerto Rico so that we can resolve our environmental and economic problems.

		Martha		Lyons		1650 Verde Vista Drive		Monterey Park		CA		91754		United States		Instead of destroying these grand old giants, the Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism, protect wildlife, and boost the local economy. 

		Joseph		Steiner		6931 Colonial Rea Court		Charlotte		NC		28226		United States		Instead of destroying these grand old giants, the Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism, protect wildlife, and boost the local economy. 

The Tongass is so much more valuable than timber alone. Tell the Forest Service. these large trees are protecting wildlife and are necessary. New seedlings will take too long to restore these trees in our lifetime. Protect this natural wonder 


		Anne		Carpenter		2200 Fuller Ct, 705-B		Ann Arbor		MI		48105		United States		Instead of just chopping down these old growth trees, think about what this would do! 

		Michael		Macchi		30 Hickok Ave		Bethel		CT		6801		United States		IRREPLACABLE.

		Arlene		Sanchez		110 Lomas NE		Albuquerque		NM		87102		United States		Is $$ worth more than the beauty of old forest &  animals that all of our children & grandchildren will never be able to see or experience?  Why do men insist on destroying everyrhing Mother Earth has given us? Allow the forest to live for all to experience! Theres serenity in it. Thats why we choose to leave the over populated cities & find tranquility in our forests.

		Arlene		Sanchez		110 Lomas NE		Albuquerque		NM		87102		United States		Is $$ worth more than the beauty of old forest &  animals that all of our children & grandchildren will never be able to see or experience?  Why do men insist on destroying everyrhing Mother Earth has given us? Allow the forest to live for all to experience! Theres serenity in it. Thats why we choose to leave the over populated cities & find tranquility in our forests.

		Patti		Martin		17249 Helen K Dr		Spring Hill		FL		34610		United States		Is anything sacred in this country anymore?

		JOANN		THOMPSON		2114 Third Ave. West		Seattle		WA		98119		United States		Is it possible for you to do the right thing and act in support of stewardship for our planet.  Perhaps it is useless to appeal to you since your pattern of behavior is to support the proftits of Mega Corporations like Monsanto.
If you consider the list of insults to our environment" fracking, toxic waste, stratospheric spraying of barium and aluminum filaments; nano experimentation; GMO- infused pesticides in our food and the action of gylphosate on living things, including bees... and that is the tip of the iceberg--any rational person might want to stop any further timber cutting action that would destroy old growth forests in the Tongass National Forest.  Will you allow the Forest Service to realize quick profits rather than provide long term protection of the area and its habitat balance.  Surprise me, won't you?

		Pauline		Harding		2S661 Angeline Ct		Warrenville		IL		60555		United States		Is it possible to preserve this old growth forest?  Please?

		Tahoe		Leigh		5 Shepway Court		Shepway		NY		12345		United States		Is it really worth losing all our Nature and Wildlife because of Man's Greed?

		Kelly		Pomeroy		59-148 Olomana Rd		Kamuela		HI		96743		United States		Is money the only green that is sacred on this earth???

		Edwin		Martin		13600 Grand Ave		Burnsville		MN		55337		United States		Is nothing sacred anymore from the greed of corporations who are willing to destroy almost everything for some short term profit.  

		Greg		Chester		6312 164th st		Cass Lake		MN		56633		United States		Is nothing sacred. Why cut the forest when we have no need for the wood?

		Ray		Jackson		592 Capitol Drive		Benicia		CA		94510		United States		Is nothing sacred?

		Deb		Richards		868 S 60SW		Greensburg		IN		47240		United States		Is nothing sacred?  Please think ahead before you decide.

		VE		Perkins		11151 E Grant Road		Franktown		CO		80116		United States		Is there no part of the planet we can exempt from our insatiable quest
to exploit natural resources???

		Margaret		Truman		623 Northcliffe Dr		Rockville		MD		20850		United States		Is this another example of "POWER CORRUPTS AND ABSOLUTE POWER CORRUPTS ABSOLUTELY?"  Please stand up to corrupting power and protect Tongass National Forest!

		Diane		Andrulonis		685 Rock Run Rd		Port Deposit		MD		21904		United States		Is this really necessary?  What is the Forest Service thinking, or rather is it thinking at all?  Did someone slide money under the table to someone?  That is what it seems, since the Service has no concern to the detrimental effects this logging will be doing.  I thought the Forest Service was just that, service to the forest.  What went wrong???

		Louise		Demirjian		540 Sandalwood Dr		Bay Village		OH		44140		United States		Is this really the best action to take?

		Paul		Skutches		17625 Route 5 Road		Sonora		CA		95370		United States		Is this timber sale more valuable than sustaining this ecosystem?

		Mary		Lombardi		1885 Phenix Ave		Cranston		RI		2921		United States		Is your job to protect nature.Do your job!

		Mary		Lombardi		1885 Phenix Ave		Cranston		RI		2921		United States		Is your job to protect nature.Do your job!

		JoAnne		Jacobs		955 Innes Ave		San Francisco		CA		94124		United States		Isn't anything sacred to you?  Why are you taking the life out of our earth?  The balance of nature is more important than any of your money schemes.

		Siegfried		Hellring		27 B Park Avenue		Dumont		NJ		7628		United States		Isn't it time the government started working for the people rather than the corporations which give money to politicians so they can plunder our public lands and hire government employees for huge salaries? What will it take to end the bribery and corruption? Our natural resources are irreplaceable!

		Brad		Thompson		7395 west stoney drive		delphi		IN		46923		United States		Isn't it time we started worrying more about our environment than corporate profit. 

		lisa		henderson				Grapeview		WA		98546		United States		It  is very irresponsible to destroy these environments just for the $$$ from the timber.  It seems like this country can only think about money and the rich without regarding the harm it is doing to these beautiful pristine areas.  Clear cut, really, really. Shame on you!

		Jim		Blickenstaff		2410 Talavera Dr		San Ramon		CA		94583		United States		It appears that the U.S. Forest Service  has allowed it's roll as manager and guardian of a priceless National Resource, for the betterment of the Nation; to be co-opted by a few powerful special interest - for THEIR benefit; And the detriment of the National Interest.
The abdication becomes even more offensive, when one realizes the Forest Service misuses taxpayer money, to bureaucratically - then physically - assist the exploitation by these special interests.
 MORE offensive still, when realizing that much of this priceless
Nation Resource will be sold to, and utilized by, Japan!  Please - while there is still time - return to your original, and noble, Mandate,
and minimize the destruction of the Forest; while  maximizing  it's long term protection, and enhancement.  In other words; Do your job [!] - to ensure long term protection of the NATIONAL Interest! 

		Diane		Neuman		73-4611 Kukuki Street		Kailua Kona		HI		96740		United States		It cannot be recreated....it's perfect the way it is...   Let's all enjoy the beauty for generations to come.

		Maureen		Mcfadden		945 Ward Drive		Goleta		CA		93111		United States		It doesn't make sense to continue this kind of deforestation - those trees are valuable assets to the earth's health.  The Forest Service is doing a DISSERVICE in this case -- think again. Please. 

		M		Salama		10185 Peregrine Cir		Fountain Valley		CA		92708		United States		It happened to other forests before, which are now no more.

		Carolin		Radcliff		4806 Myrtle Ave #7		Sacramento		CA		95841		United States		It has been discovered, that old trees hold the memory of Earth. They come along only once in our lifetime. Thus, they deserve to be left as a legacy for generations to come! We have a responsibility to preserve these living monuments! Please stop and prevent any more of these giants from being cut down! They are also the lungs of this planet! Because of all of the pollution that is around now, more and more trees are in jeopardy of growing up healthy. We need to keep the old growths to filter the air of the planet! 

		Grant		Campbell		2321 SW 44th St		Fort Lauderdale		FL		33312		United States		It is a profligate waste of a diminishing resource to cut old growth timber for toilet paper.

		Beaulah		Nel		16 Round The Green		Sunningdale Durban North		KY		40510		United States		It is a sacrilege to do this - These trees are God's creation especially designed & planted as a part of God's heavenly design & purpose...

		Elaine		Arellano		14509 Kingsdale Ave.		Los Angeles		CA		90260		United States		It is a terrible decision to even consider a timber sale that would cause the destruction of old-growth forest that would jeopardize the natural balance between the people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island.

		Laura		Peck		47-800 Madison #152		Indio		CA		92201		United States		It is absolutely beyond me why you want to chop down trees. We need every forest there is to ameliorate the atmospheric CO2, not to mention the wildlife who we are pushing  with loss of habitation, as well as the immidieate economic and quality of life advantages. 

		Alfredo		Kuba		500 W. Middlefield Rd.		Mountain View		CA		94043		United States		It is absolutely imperative that no more old-growth forest be cut down. This will have irreversible and catastrophic consequences to the environment and countless species.  

		Jaci		Stclair		3552 Slaven Rd		Cincinnati		OH		45245		United States		It is absurd for you to consider it. All elements there are irreplaceable.

		Hollis		Wood		706 Sosaya St		Santa Fe		NM		87505		United States		It is all too obvious that the Forest Service is in the service of Big business rather than working for the good of Nature and the health of the environment and the inhabitants. This is a corrupt organization, and should be chopped down and rebuilt with a focus on more appropriate goals.

		Franz		von Hirschmann MBA		14222 110th Ave Ct E		Puyallup		WA		98374		United States		It is appaling that the boundless gree of the few is allowed to wreck anything just line their pockets.  Stop this brainless orgy of grees. Protect the old-growth forest.

		Sybil		Schlesinger		22 Rockland St		Natick		MA		1760		United States		It is crucial to protect our forests, especially for the role they play in absorbing carbon dioxide.

		Theresa		Reiff		210 Stonybrook Drive		Norristown		PA		19403		United States		It is difficult to understand how a Service within the US Government can make such irresponsible decisions such as cutting old growth trees that sequester carbon dioxide when we are fighting carbon pollution and global warming. Time to wake up and see the big picture instead of business as usual. Thank you.

		Ed		Temple		422 8 th Street		Brooklyn,		NY		11215		United States		It is immoral in my opinion to destroy such a treasure.  Please don't do it.

Ed Temple

		christine		etapa				Chicago		IL		60625		United States		It is imperative that we preserve the habitat for animals already on the endangered list , so future generations may enjoy them, and not just from pictures in a book.

		Gretchen		Stallworth		7720 Secret Shore Dr		Las Vegas		NV		89128		United States		It is imperative to keep a vital ecology, not despoil it. Please protect these trees and the residents of this area.

		Louise		Denish		2017 5th Ave.		San Rafael		CA		94901		United States		It is imperative to save Tomgass National Forest' in support of the balance on Prince of Wales Island (and the wildlife that thrives there).


		John		Comella		1900 J F Kennedy Blvd, Suite 1624		Philadelphia		PA		19103		United States		It is important to protect old-growth trees in the Tongass National Forest.  We and the animals who depend on them will miss them greatly when they are gone.

		Maradel		Gale		239 Parfitt Way SW		Bainbridge Island		WA		98110		United States		It is incomprehensible to me that this sort of egregious behavior on the part of the Forest Service is still occurring.  I worked on the Gifford Pinchot way back in 1962 and 1963, and we were fighting the same battles -- trying to get the USFS to moderate plans for wholesale cutting.  When will you people learn that this is not acceptable?

		Aleta		Pahl		98 Miller Road apt 203		Rhinebeck		NY		12572		United States		It is insanity to destroy a precious ecosystem that has lived for centuries nurturing the wildlife there and today providing eco tourism...  The priorities of the Forest Service must in the hands of an idiot and someone in the pockets of Lumber Industry.  STOP this destruction that will remain destroyed for centuries to come... this is what you want to do??? really? 

		Ruth		Heller		1017 Center St		Harrison City		PA		15636		United States		It is irresponsible and short sighted to log in an old growth forest, especially when there is so little left to show what used to be.  Please end this destructive action immediately.

		Timothy		Dalton		p.o. box 57		rosburg		WA		98643		United States		it is ludicris that old growth trees are still being harvested , current logging rules are non sustainable, ask any knowledgable logger, please stop the insanity!

		Marianne		corona		245 Cherry Hill Road		Middlefield		CT		6455		United States		It is more important than a timber sale to preserve and keep the area for our generation and those yet to come. Everything including us as tourists along with the wolf, deer and other wildlife which help to boost the local economy should the goals not timber sales!!

		Andrea		Simmons		588 High Haro Dr.		Friday Harbor		WA		98250		United States		It is more than time to end old groth chopping, everywhere before we wind up in very serious trouble as a planet.

		Donald		Bingham		1725 Redwood Ct.		Allentown		PA		18104		United States		It is my understanding that U.S. Forest Service’s assignment is to protect our forests, not destroy them. This includes canceling your proposal for large-scale old-growth chopping in Alaska’s Tongass.

		Polly		Jackson		200 Nothanks		Albuquerque		NM		87108		United States		It is NOT okay that you are killing our planet, NOT OKAY!

		David		Preston		5400 Redman Rd.		Brockport		NY		14420		United States		It is not possible to justify sacrificing our resources for short term profits. National Forests belong to every citizen not to the lumber industry.

		Brent		Supperstein		3104 Leslie Dr		COS		CO		80909		United States		It is not possible to preserve an old forest by cutting it down to replace it with a new forest. 
Please preserve the few remaining old growth forests we have .

		Maureen		Pisani		4704 Surrey Lane		Richmond		CA		94803		United States		It is NOT your job to give public property to the timber interests -- IT IS YOUR JOB TO PROTECT IT!  Do your job or get out of the pool!


		Richard		Fischer		656 Molony Road		Bernard		IA		52032		United States		It is now time to leave the Tongass National Forest to heal, recover, and lay dormant for 50 to 100 years. In 2064 we can revisit our needs and decide if the forest should be subjected to the Big Thorne timber sale and the destruction of more old-growth land. 

		Scott		Whitener		21 Buffa Drive		Somerset		NJ		8873		United States		It is obvious that logging old growth trees is destruction of America. These trees cannot be replaced. When is the Government going to take this issue seriously; there has already been irreparable damage and loss. Monetary gain is short-lived. We have the responsibility to bequeath America intact to our children and grandchildren. We need principled action from our government NOW.

		Michael		Connors		772 Indiana Street		Ashland		OR		97520		United States		It is our DUTY to preserve the last great places on earth!!! Please protect our land and out heritage!
Thank you!!

		Elena		Peytcheva				Kula		HI		96790		United States		It is our responsibility to do what is in the highest and greatest good not just now but also for the generations to come. Thank you for doing what's right.

		Joan		Jones		7050 Talladay  Rd		Milan		MI		48160		United States		It is outrageous that industry is h***-bent on drilling in the Arctic, clear cutting magnificent National Forests, let alone polluting our air and water with coal and oil and fracking for gas.  One thing at a time, though, will you please protect our environment in Tongass National Forest by ending the clear cutting of old growth trees, to start with?

		M		Peck		cooley lake rd		commerce		MI		48382		United States		It is outrageous that there are people who could stop destroying  our most precious forests and indeed, the survival of all that we hold most precious, but don't.  Without our forests, the very air we breath is worse.

Please stop the plan to destroy the much needed Tongass National Forest.

m peck

		Lynda		Austin		4005 Adelheid Way		Sacramento		CA		95821		United States		It is painfully apparent the US Forest Service is not in the business of preservation.

		Carmen		Nichols		McQueen Rd		Chandler		AZ		85225		United States		It is past time to end old-growth logging.  We need to stop jeopardizing the balance between people, wild life and our Forest's.  We need to preserve what we have and stop destroying it.

		Pietro		Poggi		999 C St		San Rafael		CA		94901		United States		It is pathetic that it has come to this. Apparently, the Forest Service serves Big Timber and not the people of this country.

		Katherine		Russell		409 Sandhill Road		Savannah		GA		31410		United States		It is rephensible to slaughter old growth trees.

		Kamia		Taylor		PO Box 386		Preston		MO		65732		United States		It is ridiculous to kill old-growth forests, which sequester many times more carbon that transplants, and are completely irreplaceable.  What if someone decided you were too old and set about exterminating you, just to make a profit?  Bad policy, right?!

		Kenneth		Deed		107 PAYER LN		MYSTIC		CT		6355		United States		It is sickening to watch a Democratic administration carry out such an anti-American people, pro-predatory capitalist destruction of the people's lands, which are needed for preservation of the commonweal.  Doing this may be great for your wallets, but will also earn you the contempt of Americans with long memories.

		Edward		McDowell		206 Cartwright Dr		Bonaire		GA		31005		United States		It is simply the right thing to do for the native inhabitants of the island so please do it now!

		Barbara		Schumacher		207 Maple Ave		North Plainfield		NJ		7060		United States		It is so discouraging to have to write to the same person over and over.  You know, we want to hold on to the few remaining healthy spots in our country...so why come up with a plan to destroy much of the old-growth forest  in the tongass National Forest?

		Maya		Cain		498 Carl St		San Francisco		CA		94117		United States		It is so extremely depressing to read that even one of those trees might be cut. I cannot understand such blind raging greed that would kill such life and such beauty. Whatever the criminal loggers want to spend the money on from this death, could never begin to equal what would be  lost for all generations to come. This fits the scientific description of insanity.

		Elena		Mavros		10910 SW 27th St		Davie		FL		33328		United States		It is the Forest Service's job to protect old growth.

		Nora		Coyle		8066 E. Woodsboro		anaheim		CA		92807		United States		It is the job of people to care for all living things.  We must be their stewards and speak on their behalf.

		Christine		Zon		4648 Park Blvd		Oakland		CA		94602		United States		It is time for the Forest Service to get its priorities straight. The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. People admire it for beauty and we ought to respect it for the gift of nature it is. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation, and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		Karen		Quaritius		413 South Highland Avenue		Green Cove Springs		FL		32043		United States		It is time for the Forest Service to get its priorities straight. they're supposed to protect and "serve" (get it...forest SERVICE...) the forest, not facilitate it's destruction!

		Joanna		Beecher		1911 E Roy St		Seattle		WA		98112		United States		It is time for the people that inhabit this earth to start working with the earth and the animals on it and no longer against it.  It is imperative for our survival that we stop the mindset of more is better - it's not!  We need to make sure that everything that is naturally here, stays here and is well cared for by the people.  We know better, we know how, it is our responsibility.  Please be the leaders you need to be and show everyone how to conserve beauty in our wildlife, don't destroy it.

		William		Merline		86 Spruce Way		Black Hawk		CO		80422		United States		It is time the Forest Service starts to be a service to the Forest, and STOP being a service to the Timber Industry.  The Forest Service is a disgrace to this country.

		Cate		Teuten-Bohn		127 Jordan Blvd		Delmar		NY		12054		United States		It is time to adopt a plan to keep the sensitive ecosystem of the Tongass National Forest intact. Instead of destroying these grand old giants, the Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism, protect wildlife, and boost the local economy. 

		Olivia		Diaz		16914 Pasquale Rd		Nevada City		CA		95959		United States		It is time to create a plan that allows  recreation and tourism that preserves the forest, and protects inhabitants like the wolf and deer to improve the local economy instead of clearing out the old growth trees.

		Lois Ann		Smith		13225 Lenfant Drive		Fort Washington		MD		20744		United States		It is time to preserve some old growth trees for our grandchildren and great grandchildren to enjoy.  They will never believe the tales of these magnificent trees unless there are some left for them to see.  The lumber industry's greed has got to be checked.  There are plenty of trees to allow these wonderful trees to exist into the next thousand years.

Thank you.

		Paul		Schutt		310 south racine		Chicago		IL		60607		United States		It is time to preserve that which will be lost forever if we don't act now!

		Will		Cole		1210 Deer Canyon		Arroyo Grande		CA		93420		United States		It is time to put a stop to this harvesting our national birthrights.

		Curtis		Bash		3320 Oxford St		Des Moines		IA		50313		United States		It is time to quit destroying and start preserving.

		George		Metsopulos		7013 82nd Ave NW		Gig Harbor		WA		98335		United States		It is time to stop catering to the corporate interests and preserve our forests so that all Americans can enjoy them.

		Karen		Walter		68 Westminster Terrace		Bellow Falls		VT		5101		United States		It is time to stop.  Think of the future generations, think of the landslides, think of the wildlife, those trees are not for us to take they should die of old age and rejuvinate the forest.
STOP CUTTINMG!!!

		Zorina		Weber		111 So. Fullerton Ave.		Montclair		NJ		7042		United States		It is too sad that profit comes before the environment.  What will be left once we have destroyed our beautiful forests?  Please put an end to the clear cutting in Tongass National Forest.

		Ruth		Mendes		30 Peter's Lane		Pound Ridge		NY		10576		United States		It is totally beyond understanding how cutting old growth can benefit anyone but the loggers. Isn't the Forest Service supposed to be working to preserve forests and act on our behalf?

		Crystal		Schuh		730 Jellison Blvd		Duncanville		TX		75116		United States		It is truly time to stand up for what we have.

		Kurt		Cruger		2845 MARIQUITA ST		Long Beach		CA		90803		United States		IT is unacceptable to destroy trees in old growth forests!

		Jana		Castanares		PO Box 143		Mount Hood Parkdale		OR		97041		United States		It is unconscionable at this moment in environmental history that the old growth forest if the Tongass should be cut. The long term cost for exceeds any short term benefit. Please do not cut these trees. 

		Keith		Allen		PO Box 11		Cedar Grove		NC		27231		United States		It is utter foolishness to log old-growth forests for profit.  This isn't sound policy, it's patent, greed-driven insanity.

		Richard		Gawthrop		348 E. King St.		Franklin		IN		46131		United States		It is utterly senseless to destroy a unique and irreplaceable ecological system like the Tongass. Even in economic terms, it does not make sense, given the prospective tourist demand for visiting such beautiful places 

Please prevent it from happening!

Thank you!

		Sarah		Forbes		131 Branch Street		Mansfield		MA		2048		United States		It is very important to preserve the old growth forest.  The Forest Service must stand up to the businesses which would destroy the environment. 

		Craig		Gingrich-Philbrook		PO Box 6		Makanda		IL		62958		United States		It isn't unreasonable to want to protect what little we have left and insist on creating a business climate where the responsible thing to do for shareholders is develop genuinely sustainable products. It really isn't. We've had decades' worth of warning, and the peril of the planet is neither imaginary nor secret. 

		Laura		Bradford		10001 Renfrew Rd		Silver Spring		MD		20901		United States		It isn't worth the cost to destroy this Forest and these old growth trees. Please reconsider!

		Kate		Wilamska		207 N William St		Mount Prospect		IL		60056		United States		It make seem like a very small loss in the view of other clear-cutting monstrosities in which USA engages daily on the entire teritory of our country, but believe me - this is not about the trees or money or politically correct action. This is about our survival as the planet. Being on the top of so called food chain, or higher intelligence (ha!), gives us responsibility for the entire ecosystem.
Thank you for you time and consideration.

		Marcia		Harter		PO Box 280		Anahola		HI		96703		United States		It makes no spence and is a moral outrage to sacrifice a totally unique heritage of old growth forest few a few short sighted economic gains for a few greedy people. 

		Liz		Murphy		47 Crescent Place		Monroe		CT		6468		United States		It may take hundreds of years, if ever, to rebuild this precious ecosystem.
Please save the Tongass! Timber farms can suppy the wood we need. Preserve the ancient forests!

		Charlotte		Battin		6076 Acorn Drive		Columbus		IN		47201		United States		It seems nothing is sacred anymore.  We have a beautiful earth and need to protect it.  If we keep going at this rate, someday the beauty will be gone and we will be wondering what happened!

		Ruth		Zemek		3303 E. Clarendon		Phoenix		AZ		85018		United States		It seems obvious that we should do everything we can to protect old growth trees, habitat, and wiildlife, for our own sakes and for future generations.

		Kathleen		Franks		664 Forman Rd		Souderton		PA		18964		United States		It seems so easy and so obvious that we need to protect old growth forest. Live trees are a greater treasure and resource than timber. The only people who can not see this are those whose hands are in the till and they are stealing from everyone.

		Carol		Donnelly		1910 Delsea Dr.		Franklinville		NJ		8322		United States		It seems to me that all  government programs are designed to destroy our natural resources and inhabitants.  This needs to stop before all of us are not able to live in the "new" destroyed world!

		Debora		Tramposh		1525 SE 139th		Portland		OR		97233		United States		it should be a crime to clear-cut old growth, a felony!

		Lynne		Perry		PO Box 151232		Austin		TX		78715		United States		It should be a criminal act to rid the planet of something we will never get back.  It's too valuable to lose.

		Susan		Kierstead		Seaverns Rd		Amherst		NH		3031		United States		It sounds like someone is more interested in short term money rather than long term beauty. We need old growth forest more than the government needs money. I live in NH and travel often to Alaska, to see all the environmental assets.

		Sandra		Woodall		118 W. Hermine Blvd.		San Antonio		TX		78212		United States		It takes a hundred years to replace a hundred year old tree.  By that time it may be too late for the species that depend upon the old growth ecosystem.

		Marsha		Osborn		6241 S Wapato Lake Dr		Tacoma		WA		98408		United States		It takes a long time to grow a big tree

		Kate		McClure		217 E St SW		Auburn		WA		98001		United States		It takes hundreds of years to grow trees like that. There is nothing that can be gained from logging them that is worth their sacrifice. Nothing.

		Barbara		Dahms		10616 Debbie Ln.		Flint		TX		75762		United States		It takes many years fo achieve old-growch.  Can you stick around for another thousand years?  No? Then don't sell out our present old growth forests.

		Carol		Maghakian		6457 Sweet Gum Trl		Myrtle Beach		SC		29588		United States		It takes many years for a tree to grow and only a few minutes to destroy it.
Why?  What is so important that you sacrifice these majestic trees? It isn't only the trees, but the living creatures that inhabit the area that are in jeopardy.  Please do not continue with the timber sale.

		Vivianne		Mosca-Clark		3565 E. Fork Rd.		Williams		OR		97544		United States		It takes thousands of years to make a old growth forest.  And just a few hours to kill it.  Can we humans figure out a better plan please?   Some trees live for thousands of years, we cut them after they have lived for just a few years.  So they are really children.  We really need to think this all through.  

		Walker		Bennett		65 Verde Valley School Rd.		Sedona		AZ		86351		United States		It took several hundred years for most of these trees to grow and we're going too sell them to the Japanese?  I think NOT

		Marvin		Feil		69-75 Sparta Ave Apt 112		Newton		NJ		7860		United States		It will take centuries to replace them.

		Laura		Hendrix		5505 Trotter Ln		College Station		TX		77845		United States		It would be a travesty to cut down these trees. 

		Grace		Bowne		199 Wittenberg Rd		Bearsville		NY		12409		United States		It would be a wonderful place for hiking and camping . Those activities could go on for many years bringing in tourist dollars. Once the trees are gone there is no more $ from them.

		Patricia		Barclay		17465 Main St N		Blountstown		FL		32424		United States		It would be by far more economically advantageous to promote fishing/recreation and tourism than to destroy this forest. After all once these priceless trees are cut that's the end but with the promotion of renewable resources as named above the value goes on and on. It is a National Forest so please treat it as such don't  destroy it for the financial gain of only a few individuals. 
Thank you

		Belinda		Colley		PO Box 152		Azalea		OR		97410		United States		It would be so sad if they are all cut before people like me ever get to see and experience their majesty.

		Carole		Richmond		3003 Langridge Loop NW		Olympia		WA		98502		United States		It would be the height of irresponsibility and greed to turn the Tongass  NF into just another tree plantation. Please DO NOT go forward with the Big Thorne timber sale and end all old-growth logging immediately.

		Priscilla		Cobb		56 Dartmouth Street		Belmont		MA		2478		United States		It would be truly helpful if the government agencies tasked with protecting the wilderness would start doing that now rather than kowtowing to big business that stands to profit from such endeavors as clear-cutting old growth trees.  Stop using my taxes to destroy the environment and start paying attention..

		David		Harman		P. O. Box 468		Blowing Rock		NC		28605		United States		It would be unconscionable to allow this timber sale.  Have we no sense about continuing our assault on the natural world?  Does no one in the government understand that we depend upon the web of life remaining on the planet for our existence too.  We need it, but the web of life certainly doesn't need us.  Please, please do not allow this sale and cut to move ahead.  

		John		Ahearn		872 Mass Ave Apt 407		Cambridge		MA		2139		United States		it would jeopardize the delicate balance between the people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island. It could even put the Alexander Archipelago wolf on the Endangered Species List.

		Kate		Kenner		31 Woodman St		Jamaica Plain		MA		2130		United States		It would seem hat the role if the Forest service is to manage but mostly protect trees/forests. Cutting down the Tongass seems contrary to that idea so how is the massive cutting of old growth trees considered acceptable. They should be thinking of the effects on wildlife as well as the tress and in my mind they are not doing their job well if this arboreal massacre takes place.

		Patricia		Chang		1133 Stockton St.		Indianapolis		IN		46260		United States		It would seem that the US Forest Service and the Dept. of Agriculture under Vilsack, would sell Granny down the river for a bent nickel. Stop destroying our environment for big corporations.

		Wendy		Carney		1030 Westhaven Dr S		Trinidad		CA		95570		United States		Its a National forest what gives you the right to sell our national resources to an irresponsible plan. Old growth is most valuable when its still growing in terms of clean air, water, habitat and finally one day when it dies as timber. 

		Larry		Benvenuti		PO Box 501403		Marathon		FL		33050		United States		It's all about money and greed !
SAD !!!!

		Christopher		Panayi		15 Chambers street		NY		NY		10007		United States		It's all about the money, admit it. Shame on you!

		Bobbi		Ursino		911 Hylan Blvd		Staten Island		NY		10305		United States		It's always about the money.  Let it be about saving the forest and it's inhabitants. Keep the forest green with life. 

		Lisa Ann		Kelly		1724 Olive Ave		Santa Barbara		CA		93101		United States		It's amazing to me how myopic the Forest Service and the loggers are, when it comes to seeing the big picture.  Once those trees are gone, they're gone.  What is this determination to decimate our old growth forests?  Is the pay off so great and the hubris so out of control that we humans feel entitled to destroy trees that were here long before we were? Why can't we leave these forests alone, so that future generations can enjoy them, too?

		Sally		Mackey		2127  SW 162nd St/		Burien		WA		98166		United States		It's an entire ecosystem that must be preserved.
We must all change our ways to preserve the earth; to try to the clock back on Climate change for the sake our children and grandchildren.
Thank you.

		James		Dildine		412 willow ridge ct		grand junction		CO		81507		United States		It's astonishing to think that at this stage of human-over-development that a plan such as this is even being considered!

		Patti		Jordan		5593 Sandpiper Lane		Blaine		WA		98230		United States		It's hard to believe that the U.S. Forest Service is allowing this to happen. What are they thinking!! STOP IT now.  When the trees are all gone then what ? 

		Diane and Jerry		Tabbott		2280 Shepard Street		Jacksonville		FL		32211		United States		It's incomprehensible that clear-cutting proponents don't see how priceless these venerable giants are - and once they're gone, they're GONE. Forever. Please do the right thing and help us protect them!

		Shea		Hennessy				Palos Park		IL		60464		United States		It's interesting that some of those trees are probably older than all humans on earth, yet we still feel we have the right to destroy them for our brief convenience. 

		Tom		Williams		1655 State Road WW		Fulton		MO		65251		United States		It's not a good idea to cut the trees that create activities like fishing, recreation, and tourism that preserves the forest, protects wildlife, and boosts the local economy.
The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber.

		Mary Anne		Andrews		15 Cricket Lane		Lexington		VA		24450		United States		It's not necessary to cut every last old growth tree merely because we can. We must leave something for future generations to enjoy and hold in awe.

		Robin		Blier		1248 rt. 212		saugerties		NY		12477		United States		It's not right to destroy old  trees that took so long to grow to those heights.
It will take decades, if not centuries for new trees to reach those levels.  we all need the forests, especially those animals who call it their homes! don't clear cut any forests,especially the old ones!

		barbara		Rosenblatt		10 summit Ave		metuchen		NJ		8840		United States		it's obvious you don't plan to be around very long, but i sure do.  when i next visit alaska and spend my money there AGAIN,  i want to see the trees.   

		Marguerite		Bouvard		6 Brookfield Circle		Wellesley		MA		2481		United States		It's possible to make a sensible profit without killing the forest for the next generation. I believe in Capitalism, but also, as in Western Europe, climate preservation and the future.

		Renee		Locks		325 Richardson Way		Mill Valley		CA		94941		United States		Its sacred ground we walk along with every step we take.   Hop

		Beverly		Crocker				Seattle		WA		98105		United States		it's short sighted. Think about the future health of our planet.

		Elaine		Becker		2514 Sharmar Rd.		Roanoke		VA		24018		United States		It's takes a century to replace a BIG tree!

		Sacha		Biondi		3475 Maverick St		Las Vegas		NV		89108		United States		It's the old growth that not only ecologically, but economically, supports recreation and tourist activities that will continue to bring in revenue for years to come.  A 'fire' sale of old growth in Big Thorne is a disservice and betrayal to American citizens and travelers from around the globe.
Thank you for your time and consideration.

		Mark		Sullivan		3824 Bluffview Dr		Marietta		GA		30062		United States		It's time for us to regard old-growth forests as other than something to be destroyed for profit.

		Wanda		Gustafson		1383 Illinois St NW		Palm Bay		FL		32907		United States		It's time Man stops destroying this planet and starts working harder to  ensure our beautiful planet stays healthy for future generations.

		Jeff		Renner		19920 N.E. 30th Court		Sammamish		WA		98074		United States		It's time to make the Forest Service do what its' name implies-serve the country, not simply the forests products industry. We've seen the result of clear cutting in the Oso disaster and in the slide in Colorado.

		Joan		Squires		3825 Orange Way		Oceanside		CA		92057		United States		It's time to protect our forests by making wiser decisions with our logging practices!

		Charles		Mullen		6100 Ronald St. NW		Canton		OH		44718		United States		It's time to protect our natural resources. It's time for the Forest Service to get out of the back pocket of Corporate America and do its job.

		Tim		Price		66-905 Paahihi st		Waialua		HI		96791		United States		It's time to save what's left of our old growth forests.

		Michele		Chandler				Menlo Park		CA		94025		United States		It's time to set an environmental precedent for good stewardship, today that ensures that future generations can look forward to a sustainable and secure ecosystem. END OLD GROWTH CHOPPING SPREES! 

		James		Lindsay		257 Keith Avenue		Akron		OH		44313		United States		Its time to stop cutting what we have left of the old growth forests in this country. These ancient trees should be left for their beauty as well as the habitat they provide wildlife. That is the true value of these trees! 

		Jason		Berry		3206 23rd St. N		Arlington		VA		22201		United States		It's time we valued the trees more than a few bucks!!

		Denise		Kobylarz		313 Newark Pompton Tpke		Pequannock		NJ		7440		United States		It's unfortunate that the Forest Service is placing money ahead of people and the environment.  This just proves that anyone can be bought for the right price and apparently the logging association owns the Forest Service.  So sad.

		Toby		Dolinka		no		grand rapids		MI		49506		United States		It's very important to conserve whatever natural and historic environments and habitats that we can.  When these sites are gone, they are gone forever.  We must take better care of our planet.

		Linda		Layne		14403 Brook Drive		Woodbridge		VA		22193		United States		It's way past time to permanently protect the Tongass from logging. Far too much is at stake in this old growth forest to allow anymore logging.

		Sheila		Desmond		3148 Piper Court		Cameron Park		CA		95682		United States		I've been in the Tongass National Forest and am appalled the Forest Service would allow any form of clear cutting.  Stop destroying our most beautiful rain forest! 

		Edward		Auer		4685 E Heritage Woods Rd		Bloomington		IN		47401		United States		I've been many times to the Tongass. It is a holy and inspiring place. would be a TRUE CRIME to cut any of it down to make wood for nothing-special projects (tract houses, plywood etc) WE MUST SAVE THESE GORGEOUS FORESTS!!!!!!!!!!

		Ajax		Eastman		112 E. Lake Ave.		Baltimore		MD		21212		United States		I've been there and it was like entering a magnificent cathedral.  With so little of the original temperate rainforest left, I implore you to stop further timbering there.

		A.		Wolf		PO Box 358		Monroe		NY		10949		United States		I've been to the Tongass -it's magnificent, and a part of our national heritage that must be preserved for future generations.

		Chris		Tufty		452 mt. Washington Dr.		Los Angeles		CA		90065		United States		I've filmed the Giant Sequioas and believe we should preserve the big trees all over our planet!

		Jane		Moe		31064 190th St.		Starbuck		MN		56381		United States		I've seen so much go over my lifetime...can we start to SAVE something now? Lets not cut these trees down for ANY amount of money...they belong to the animals that live in them! Just like we are just borrowing the world from our children, let's leave them something...OK?

		Aaron		Grace		227 S. Taylor Ave.		Oak Park		IL		60302		United States		I've seen these trees and they are works of God unlike any I've ever seen. You must preserve what you can of them!

		MD		James KOSS		P.O. Box 70918		Point Richmond		CA		94807		United States		I've seen too many "cropped" islands in Alaska, from the air they all need toupees.  Stop this needless destruction.  It cannot be restored, just lost.

		B		Carmichael		2951 CPL		Santa Fe		NM		87505		United States		I've toured the Tongass National Forest and it is a national treasure that needs to be preserved forever. Such beauty is beyond compare any where.

		Diana		Boom				Lake Oswego		OR		97034		United States		Just because the Tongass is so remote that most Americans will never see its beauty doesn't mean we won't mind if it's destroyed by outdated and aggressive logging.  Stop the clean-cut.  

		Alfy		Calle		4503 E Mountain Vista Dr		Phoenix		AZ		85048		United States		Just because you can does not mean you should. The trees in this forest and many other naturally available forests that man has not had anything to do with building must be allowed to continue to evolve on their own without Human intervention. STOP CUTTING THE TREES DOWN NOW!

		Howard		McCoy		400 Indiantown Farm Lane		Centreville		MD		21617		United States		Just for a few dollars to add to the larder...Is it really worth logging the Tongass? Annihilating old-growth and jeopardizing the futures of the wildlife that depend on that forest. Are you so short-sighted, that you care so little for our landscape that you want to destroy forever such a beautiful gift to our nation? Those great old trees are awe inspiring. To cut them down and change the face of the land forever is criminal. Please reconsider such a short-sighted plan because once those trees are gone, they're gone!! 

		Garry		Taroli		15 South Franklin Street		Wilkes Barre		PA		18701		United States		Just for once, please don't side with the private, greedy interests that are never satisfied. Thank you.-GST.

		JOSEPH		OLONIA		2700 INDIANA NE		ALBUQUERQUE		NM		87110		United States		Just imagine what it would be like if your home was chopped out from under you and your family,a nd maybe you can epathize a little with the inhabitants of the forest.

		Nina		Coleman		249 Forrest Rd		Greenville		GA		30222		United States		Just leave them where God put them. Why do you always try to destroy our world by killing everything?

		Karen		Gruenberg		9551 Windwood Point		Centerville		OH		45458		United States		Just let the trees be. 

		A.G.		Flynn		6403 Bonner Dr		Vancouver		WA		98665		United States		Just say "NO" to your old resource harvesting habits.  
Be stewards of the old growth.  It cannot be replaced.

		William		Haegele		13032 townsend road		philadelphia		PA		19154		United States		Just stop already! WTF?
You don't give a DAMN but we do.

		Judith		Brown		2718 BAYONNE CT.		COLUMBIA		MO		65203		United States		JUST STOP IT!!!        JUDITH I. BROWN

		Julian		Begg		Pantigo Rd		East Hampton		NY		11937		United States		Just STOP it... now. For the love these wonderful friends called Trees...  keep them around because they've probably been here a LOT longer than we have! 

		Nancy		Wennrich		2302 W. Loop 289 #710		Lubbock		TX		79407		United States		Just stop! Please!!!

		Terry		Van Dien				Rociada		NM		87742		United States		Just to let the bozos at the Forest Service in on some vital information, Trees create O2 so we can breath. In the 1970s the world O2 level was 21 percent. Today in large Cities around the world the O2 level is 18%. You need 16% O2 to live. Need I say more?

		Wayne		Doucette		23 75th St. S.W.		Everett		WA		98203		United States		Keep old growth. This is not the 1980's when we stripped forests all over the place contributing to global warming. 

		Karen		Thaw		304 Newbury St, #375		Boston		MA		2115		United States		Keep our forests pristine along with habitat, wildlife and clean water.  Our open land and green forests keep the land vital.  Tearing down our old forests can only lead to dirty streams and land erosion.  Using our wood should be measured and regulated, similar to the fishing industry.  With the cutting of small portions of forest, new trees should be planted.

		Jessica		Charpentier		702 Gillespie Ave		Charlottesville		VA		22902		United States		Keep our trees alive! Our wildlife depends on then!

		Gerald		Lorenz		3522 Concomly Rd. S.		Salem		OR		97306		United States		Keep some of what is old to allow the birds and aanimalsthat thrive there remail and thrive themselves.

		CAL		Mendelsohn		80 Prospect		Nanuet		NY		10954		United States		Keep the environment pristine for future generations

		Irene and Thomas		Guaraldi		11002 Braes Forest Drive		Houston		TX		77071		United States		Keep the government out of micro-managing old growth forest!-you have messed up Washington,SC-let nature care for the forest!

		Linda		Burianek		3443 Clime Rd		Columbus		OH		43223		United States		keep the sensitive ecosystem of the Tongass National Forest intact.

		Anne		Johnson		989 Deerwander Rd.		Hollis		ME		4042		United States		Keep the timber for our future and our wildlife.  Stop cutting old -growth trees!

		Erin		Kennedy		PO Box 364-51 Abbott Brook Rd.		Kearsarge		NH		3847		United States		Keep the Tongass from wholesale deforestation at taxpayers expense!
The Forest Service has turned into the Timber Industry while collecting our American taxes to do their underhanded  shady dealings!

		Mark and Nancy		Wolfe		222 Maxwell Street		Pittsburgh		PA		15205		United States		Keep the trees. Use synthetic, human-made products instead.

		Marlene		Sarnat		350 Atlantic Dr		Rio Vista		CA		94571		United States		Keep these wonderful old-growth forest trees for generations to come.

		Joe		Lendvai		PO BOX 176		Brooklin		ME		4616		United States		Keeping old forests viable, whether in the Amazon or in Alaska, are essential to our common well-being. Please do not cut them. Please do not endanger our environment by destroying the very forests that help keep us alive and healthy.

		Louis		Goldstein		1431 Thornhill Ln		Winston Salem		NC		27106		United States		Killing old-growth trees?  Clear-cutting old-growth forest?  Please explain this to me; I am an intelligent person but I cannot muster any understanding of this proposal.

		Joseph		Breazeale		1759 Westwood Drive		Concord		CA		94521		United States		Laissez-faire, greed, ingnorance, arrogance, and population combine to produce this kind of exploitation all too often.  Let's rethink what kind of future we want.

		Mary		Sander		1613 White Oak		Costa Mesa		CA		92626		United States		Land management by the Forest Service has always been intended to mange the land for the people, for the citizens of this and future generations. It is time to quickly rethink how cutting old growth forests will change the future of the land not just the present demand for lumbar.  Please stop now before it is too late. Save our natural preserves as it was intended when the land was set aside and entrusted to the Forest Service. 

		Carol		Gibson-Kish		1422 Exeter Street		Baldwin		NY		11510		United States		Large scale destruction of old growth forests is a huge mistake that cannot be undone. Smaller scale selective cutting is the way to go.

		Carole				521 westgate		UCity		MO		63130		United States		Last old growth w/bring in tourists!!!!!!!!!!  Not to mention perhaps stop the end of life as we know it.  It's the count down people - wake up!

		Edward		O'Gara		49 Highfield Road		quincy		MA		2169		United States		leading to no more big trees for our grand children to see, what a shame

		CATHERINE		DASH		1215 EAST DUBAIL		South Bend		IN		46613		United States		Leave all the Old Growth trees alone. There are PLENTY of tree farms to pillage.

		Jane		Steinberg		35 Riverwalk Way		Lowell		MA		1854		United States		Leave an irreplaceable habitat. Once old growth is gone on this warming planet, it can never be repeated.

		Nancy		Orsetti		wynwyd dr		newark		DE		19711		United States		LEAVE BIG TREES ALONE. 

		Patrice		Cole		4355 Barnard Road		Waterford		MI		48329		United States		Leave everything you see in the wild. That includes trees and animals.

		Constance		Pennington		102 Arlington		Danville		IL		61832		United States		Leave it alone, the forest here is especially important.

		Margie		White		535 NW 17th St		Redmond		OR		97756		United States		Leave old=growth forest alone,,,,,there will never be old=growth trees, when they are gone.

		Pat		Metsinger		12020 W 92		LENEXA		KS		66215		United States		LEAVE OUR FORESTS AND OTHER WILDERNESS ALONE

		Sara		Heitz		600 Green Bay Rd		Glencoe		IL		60022		United States		Leave our remaining wilderness alone.  When it's gone, it gone.  Any short term gains from harvesting these natural resources, will not be worth the long term impacts to this rare wilderness, and the nature as a whole.
Sincerely,
Sara Heitz

		Bernard		Wotton		P. O. Box 1700		Collegedale		TN		37315		United States		Leave our trees alone.

		Karl		Clarke		4175 Ridgecrest Trail		Hiawassee		GA		30546		United States		Leave the "old growth" wood alone. This is just a profit driven clear cutting. There are many other choices, utilize them first.

		Frederick		Snowden		1275 Riley Road		Aurora		OH		44202		United States		Leave the ancients be, limit logging to new growth tree farms. Stop this destruction of this incredible national resource for all the greed of a few. 

		Linda		Huntimer		22400 skyline Blvd. #9		LaHonda		CA		94020		United States		Leave the beautiful trees. It is our forest.  You are in a position to protect the environment.  Do your job properly. Dr. Linda Huntimer

		Joanne		Przybylowski		4638 S Saint Louis Ave		Chicago		IL		60632		United States		Leave the big old trees alone.

		Susanne		Koch		p o box 93		Audubon		NJ		8106		United States		Leave the big timber alone - Have not you seen the Forest Fires ?

		Louise		smith		Girard ave		Culver City		CA		90232		United States		Leave the forests alone!

		Louise		smith		Girard ave		Culver City		CA		90232		United States		Leave the forests alone!

		Paul		Ramos		999 Jason Way		Solvang		CA		93463		United States		Leave the forests for the animals and our environment.

		Jim		Ulibarri		Po box 483		Chama		NM		87520		United States		Leave the old growth alone. There are plenty of tree farms with lumber size trees for industry.

		James		Rideout		19431 N Ponderosa Circle		Sun City		AZ		85373		United States		Leave the old growth along. Save our wildlife & our forests

		William		Crosby		146 francis street		new britain		CT		6053		United States		LEAVE THE OLD GROWTH FORRESTS FORFUTURE GENERATIONS.

		Charlotte		Smith		460 12th St.		Red Wing		MN		55066		United States		Leave the old growth Tongass alone--Who knows if in the grand scheme of things if the forest isn't actually more important than we are.

		Gwen		Morinaga-Kama		33 Puaina Pl		Makawao		HI		96768		United States		Leave the old growth trees alone! Listen to the people and fauna that live on Prince of Wales Island.  Subsistence is what it's all about in SE Alaska.  No more plans for old growth timber sales.

		Sally		Oliver		557 Valley Rd		Somerville		ME		4348		United States		Leave the old growth trees! For heaven's sake, we don't have a thousand years to sit around and wait for more of them to grow.  We have destroyed enough of the old forest the few dollars you'd receive for them is not as valuable as keeping them.

		ben		Dugger		42meadowlark trail		fairfield		PA		17320		United States		leave the old trees alone.

		Sandra		Bell		5519 sylvia ave		tarzana		CA		91356		United States		Leave the old trees alone.  They belong to ALL of us and must be preserved.  Plant your own trees.

		Chris		Jahrling				Waterflow		NM		87421		United States		Leave the older trees in the Tongass National Forest alone. We need to preserve as much of our nature as possible, and your decision to sell old timber from the forest could endanger animal and plant species throughout the Alaskan wilderness.

		Donna and Lonnie		Hanneken		315 N. 6th ST.		WOOD RIVER		IL		62095		United States		leave the only wild we have alone!

		Keith		Hall		Box 711		Guerneville		CA		95446		United States		Leave the Tongass alone, no more cutting there. enough.

		Karen		Lew		15302 40th Ave W, #1-202		Lynnwood		WA		98087		United States		Leave the Tongass and its inhabitants alone. They are a marvelous tribut to the National Forest System as they are.

		Norma		Nelson		402 hampshire		broomall		PA		19008		United States		Leave the Tongass Forect for ALL the people, not just big business

		Martha		Bushnell		502 Ord Drive		Boulder		CO		80303		United States		Leave the Tongass old growth forests as they are.

		erik		Olson		129 Kimberly Lane		Pleasant View		TN		37146		United States		Leave the Tongass out of your greed and ignorance

		Gwen		Straub		27 Magnolia Dr		Nebo		NC		28761		United States		Leave the Tongass Rainforest alone!  With climate change the biggest threat to humanity, how could you be planning to cut huge swaths of this old growth forest, a rare temperate rainforest.  Are you out of touch with reality?

		Barbara		Hargrove		22 Coolidge Street		Hammond		IN		46324		United States		Leave the Tongrass alone and let nature persevere in order to care for the people and the animals that live there.

		Patsy		Olive		1015 CR 217		WEIMAR		TX		78962		United States		Leave the trees alone please.

		Iva		Riddle		1406 Ruth St		Arlington		TX		76010		United States		Leave the trees alone!  Stop acting as if money is all that matters! 

		Elizabeth		Cheney		2318 14th Ave		San Francisco		CA		94116		United States		Leave the trees alone, they are our friends.

		Elizabeth		Cheney		2318 14th Ave		San Francisco		CA		94116		United States		Leave the trees alone, they are our friends.

		Mark		Greaves		108 Forest Ave		Roosevelt		NY		11575		United States		Leave the trees alone. This forest should be left untouched.

		Cindy		Curran		481 Ridge Rd		Bowdoinham		ME		4008		United States		leave the trees and help to save our beautiful planet

		Carl		Schlaikjer		11 Old Thomas St		Middleboro		MA		2346		United States		Leave the trees, the benefit will endure for many. Cut the trees, a few will benefit briefly, the many will lose greatly.

		Kit		Mason		1508 Sanford Rd		Silver Spring		MD		20902		United States		Leave the trees.  Leave the Tongass National Forest as what it is, wild growth that shelters animals.  Don't mess with this.  There is no good, honest or reasonable reason to do so.

		James		Miller		401 N Comstock Rd #11		Sutherlin		OR		97479		United States		Leave them for the children of the world!

		Mike		Kuntz		2822 SW 169th		Burien		WA		98166		United States		Leave them to grow!!!!!

		Peggy		White		431 Booth Ave		Owensboro		KY		42301		United States		Leave these old forest alone. It's a shame so much is destroyed so someone can make more money. What you propose will take away something so important and valuable to people, animals, the balance of nature. 

		Bidu		Tashjian		38 Esselborne road		cold spring		NY		10516		United States		Leave these old trees alone!!!

		Pat		Warstler		312 Queen St		Goshen		IN		46528		United States		leave things alone!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

		Peter		Beatty		2063 Begonia ST		Casper		WY		82604		United States		Leave this old growth alone.  Forest service is way wrong on this!

		Marcia		Denison		71115 Mauris Dr.		Rainier		OR		97048		United States		Leave this old growth forest of highest value to the people, wildlife, endangered wolves and ecosystems of the inside passage alone. You have regenerated forests to manage for timber products.

		John		Witte		4855 SE Tenino Court		Portland		OR		97206		United States		Leave this pristine area the f*** alone!

		Mercedes		Dunphy		6104 Allison St		Arvada		CO		80004		United States		Leave well enough alone! 

		Jeff		Ball		2436 Park Estates Dr		Sacramento		CA		95825		United States		Leave what's left of our old growth forests alone. Plant hemp!

		Philip		McMorrow		3612 East California mBlvd		Pasadena		CA		91107		United States		Let all Americans and our wildlife benefit from the Tongass National Forest.  Develop a plan that is science based and looks to a future where our children's children enjoy the beauty and balance of mankind and nature.  Please!

		Thomas		Baker		1221 W Lunt		Chicago		IL		60626		United States		Let it be clear that there will be generations to come and our choices today must respect the future balance, and we want it tipped in favor of restoration rather then exploitation.  

		Sadira		Tash		819 Marion Avenue		Highland Park		IL		60035		United States		Let the ecology of nature run it's course. Don't cut down trees just because they are older. Animals, botany, insects depend on one another for their well being. Keep the ecological system intact. 

		Audie		Dixon		2813 De Mel Ave		Louisville		KY		40214		United States		Let the tree's be.

		Jeanne		Turgeon		4139 19th Ave SW		Seattle		WA		98106		United States		Let this last bit od temperate rain forest stay uncut to remind us of all new have  LOST

		William		Mounts		295 West Rutherford Street		Athens, GA		GA		30605		United States		Let us be the generation that takes seriously the need to preserve our fragile planet, and move away from giving in to the lumber profiteers !

		Thaddeus		Szostak		200 Pomona Dr Ste A		Greensboro		NC		27407		United States		Let us keep our old growth forests.  Its important for our future to hold the line against big corporations who are more interested in making money than they are about our environment.  Its our environment after all.

		Omeera Anne		Harrison		1041 Boxelder Cir		Longmont		CO		80503		United States		Let us not create a Sahara in the North west part of our continent!

		Donna		Timlin		10539 Hillview Ave		Chatsworth		CA		91311		United States		Let us save for the future. 

		Leslie		Dee		14725 Natchez Ave		Savage		MN		55378		United States		Let's err on the side of CAUTION!  This eco system is a valuable natural resource that should not be sacrificed!  

		Shira		Fadeley		3210 Potter St		Eugene		OR		97405		United States		Let's keep what little old growth still exists.  There is plenty of 'farmed' timber land to keep the industry going, and no need to destroy an irreplaceable area.

		Jeff		Fellows		681 13th Ave NW		New Brighton		MN		55112		United States		Let's leave it.

		Michael		Laemmle		P.O. Box 11		Darwin		CA		93522		United States		let's leave something for our children and grandchildren.

		Britt		Kelch		15748 State Hwy 23		Davenport		NY		13750		United States		Lets leave something for the grand children and the animals that call it  home.

		Mildred		Barnet		523 Goodman Ave		Santa Rosa		CA		95407		United States		Let's leave the precious earth with all its beauty for the rest of God's children.

		David		Maclean		6422 Alloway Ct		Springfield		VA		22152		United States		Let's leave the Tongass as a wild virgin forest.

		Diana				2026 E. 8th		Davis		CA		95618		United States		Let's leave these beautiful trees for our children, grandchildren and forest inhabitants to enjoy!  Big trees prevent the growth of brush which stoke wildfires!

		Ben		Brannon		RR 1 Box 143G5		Dunmore		WV		24934		United States		Let's leave timber extraction out of areas with wilderness potential - the time to stop cutting in old growth forests is now!

		kira		Svirsky		1421 Massachusetts Ave NW		washington		DC		20005		United States		Let's love and respect our planet and the creatures that come with it.

		Gavin		Trowsdale		280 S Avenida Caballeros Unit 113		Palm Springs		CA		92262		United States		let's not completely ruin this planet, hmmm?

		Jane		Goebel		142 Morley Circle		Melville		NY		11747		United States		Let's not create a Tongass Desert.

		Marjorie		Streeter		2101 Shoreline Drive		Alameda		CA		94501		United States		Let's not destroy any more of our planet than we already have!

		Patricia		LoVerme		1624 Wayne Ave		South Pasadena		CA		91030		United States		Let's not get wise "too late."  Stop now.

		Tina		Tine'		414 n. forest park blvd. #725		knoxville		TN		37919		United States		Let's preserve our national forests and wildlife instead of selling them out.

		Fred		Kirsch		604 Colorado St		Fort Collins		CO		80524		United States		Let's promote agricultural alternatives to old growth such as Hemp and straw bale.  These materials can be used structurally to minimize timber needs.

		Patrick		Bosold		202 N. 5th St.		Fairfield		IA		52556		United States		Let's start generating the fiber we need from industrial hemp or kanaf. Great deal for Iowa and the Midwest, and we can leave the great trees standing in the Tongass, as we should.

		Roseann		Dudrick		491 Primevera Rd		Boulder Creek		CA		95006		United States		Let's stick these moron decision makers on a melting iceberg where their very survival depends on it not melting away. See if they get it then.

		Roseann		Dudrick		491 Primevera Rd		Boulder Creek		CA		95006		United States		Let's stick these moron decision makers on a nelting iceberg where their very survival depends on it not melting away. See if they get it the.

		anne		ehmann		2853 harbor road		Merrick		NY		11566		United States		Let's stop the destruction of our precious, delicate environment and the beauty it holds for those who appreciate nature and want to maintain the beauty and majesty of the Earth.


		Sandy		Loney		5730 birchdale rd		Brainerd		MN		56401		United States		Let's stop the old growth clear cutting!  It's out of control!!  We know better. 

		Martha		Anderson		11002 Snowheights Blvd NE		Albuquerque		NM		87112		United States		Let's take the long view which helps the present as much as the future.

		Randal		Stout		****		Sharpsville		IN		46068		United States		Let's use some common sense and save the old growth trees before it is too late.

		David		Eppelsheimer, Sr.		6507 Betsy Ross Pl		Wauwatosa		WI		53213		United States		Liberty!

		Sheila		Erwin		3490 Arbor Dr		West Linn		OR		97068		United States		Life on Earth is a precious gift, don't put our natural resources last.

		Jack		Seidel		14663 N 132nd Ave		Surprise		AZ		85379		United States		Like our Trees are't worth saving! Idiots!

		Tom		Adamski		17 Council Dr		Oxford		CT		6478		United States		Listen to scientists, not timber companies.

		Nancy		Matthews		75 bell rock plaza		sedona		AZ		86351		United States		Listen to the people!

		Sadie		Schrader		1654 Jefferson Ave.		St. Paul		MN		55105		United States		Listen to what EDUCATION and SCIENCE teaches.
Don't jeopardize life in order to get your logs.

		Linda		Gertig		310 Kouba Dr		Bellevue		NE		68005		United States		Living forests remove and hold carbon dioxide from the atmosphere.

		David		Arnson		5607 Corbett St		Los Angeles		CA		90016		United States		Living trees are better than felled trees!

		Diana		Roome		25 Allen Lane		Talent		OR		97540		United States		Living trees are essential to the balance of life everywhere. Please don't kill them. 

		Anne		Roda		8415 Island Dr S		Seattle		WA		98118		United States		Living trees are one of the planet's most valuable resources and old-growth trees can not be replaced.  If cut, they are an irrevocable loss. Let's be pro-active and far-sighted and stop this meaningless slaughter.

		Tim		Flewelling		608 se cascade ave		Redmond		OR		97756		United States		log the re-planted forest. loggers have been saying for years that with new plantings logging is sustainable. Prove it ! Cut your re-prod. and leave the old growth alone.

		Kirk		Francis		4750 goldsmith road		langley		WA		98260		United States		loggers grow back faster than trees!

		Thomas		Trengove		60 West 22nd st.		New York		NY		10010		United States		Logging in old growth National Forests is poor stewardship of our natural heritage. Their value as pristine ecosystems transcends their value as mere timber. We must stop regarding nature as property to be exploited.

		Donna		Myhre		16273-36th Ave. NE		Lake Forest Park		WA		98155		United States		Logging in Tongass should not be allowed. That should remain as it is for our children and grandchildren. It is the home of many animal species. Tongass must be saved for animals and people.

		Thomas		Davis		2563 Hanway Ave		Casper		WY		82604		United States		Logging of old-growth forest based on an industrial-scale, clear-cutting policy would violate the principle of multiple use, which in turn maintains the delicate balance of the ecosystem.  Instead, the Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism which protect  species such as the wolf and deer, while boosting the local economy.

		Marie		Justmarie		PO Box 1660		Warner Robins		GA		31099		United States		Logging simply doesn't belong in National Forests! There is a reason these areas are under the protection of the Federal government, and it's not so that they can be cut down!

		Wendy		Fast		8406 Green Rd.		Dansville		NY		14437		United States		Logging the Tongass National Forest makes as much sense as  killing the  the goose that lays golden eggs.

		Spencer		Mather		1404 Ridgely Ct		Naperville		IL		60540		United States		Long term ecological stability is more important than any current economic benefits. 

		Yovonne		Autrey-Schell		360 Duck Lake Dr NE		Ocean Shores		WA		98569		United States		Look at a recent satellite image of the area of the Tongass National Forest using a map program (Google, or some such).  You can see that some of the areas have already been clearcut in swaths so large you can see them from space, without zooming in.  If you look at areas in the lower 48, like Washington state, you can see a similar patchwork of clearcuts, most still bare and unplanted.  Please do not allow any further "harvesting" of the trees in the Tongass National Forest!  We MUST leave some of our wild lands for future generations!

		Carol		Laurich		2847 SE Colt Dr #404		Portland		OR		97202		United States		Look at the balance:  what would it hurt to leave these trees? what does it hurt to cut them? Leave the trees. Save humanity. Save the earth. Save the flora and fauna.

		Brian		Windsor		66 Porteous Ave		Fairfax		CA		94930		United States		Look,, I'm not going to waste my time explaining to you what you already know; that we need to stop cutting down the trees. There are numerous other options for materials besides wood for God's sake. This is an embarrassment to you and the Forest Service that you would do well to correct. 

		Greg		Goodmacher		7216 Wisteria Way		Carlsbad		CA		92011		United States		Maintain a healthy ecosystem in the Tongass. 

		Joshua		Pelleg		5 Marganit Str.		Omer				84965		United States		Maintain the forests

		MM		Henie		POB 66		Ashland		OR		97520		United States		Maintaining old growth forests vital to USA as a nation, as a model to the world for responsible care taking of natural resources, and simply because it's the right thing to do.  Living in the Pacific NW, I personally have seen what clear-cutting timber harvesting does to the land and that won't be healed in the next several generations if ever.

		Bonnie		McCartney		10249 Tartan Circle		Anchorage		AK		99507		United States		Make money in a different way. The old forests are not replaceable & we destroy much more by taking them is never realized in profit.  Leave the Tongas standing!  

		Mark		Rowe		4212 Rowell Ln		Abrams		WI		54101		United States		Making lumber companies rich is not what the Forest Service is for.

		David		Rauenzahn		4325 NE 125th Place Apt 262		Porltand		OR		97230		United States		Man has been usurping nature instead of living symbiotically with it for too long. Although it is merely a quantified amount of wood for lumber companies, it has an incalculable impact on the environment at large. Entire ecosystems are interdependent not simply upon the climate they inhabit and other nearby ecosystems, but have carefully developed an inner balance that is crucial in maintaining itself; these trees are the foundation of Tongass National Forest in many respects. They are majestic for the very same reason. Please reconsider. Thank you. 

		Kelly		Lyon		1069 Brook Road		Boulder		CO		80302		United States		Man has chopped down enough trees, we need to stop before we completely destroy our life support system. We need knew sustainable building practices and to cut down waste during remodels etc.

		Carolyn		Laberta		509 Lewis Rd		Harrison		ME		4040		United States		Man is destroying his own environment.  Stop cutting the trees or what will our children and there children have.  Is this our legacy to future generations?

		William		Ridgeway		842 N Sumner Ave		Scranton		PA		18504		United States		Man must destroy everything including himself and the planet.

		Daniel		Zoladz		11 Ling Rd		Rochester		NY		14612		United States		Man will not be satisfied until he kills everything !!

		Mary		Mardiros		26625 Dover		Redford		MI		48239		United States		Many animals depend on these trees.  Please donot cause these creatures harm.

		Kat		Morgenstern		Mitchell st		Ithaca		NY		14580		United States		Many man-made deserts have been created by deforestation. Please do not allow the Tongass National Forest to become another one. National Forests should be protected against logging!

		Ronald		Wyllys		1306 Belmont Pky		Austin		TX		78703		United States		Many members of my family enjoy hunting and fishing in National Forests.  As a great-grandfather, I want my childrens' children to be able to enjoy old-growth woodlands and the remarkable and beautiful biodiversity that they shelter.  Please stop the cutting of old-growth trees in the Tongass National Forest.

		Ginny		Hoyt		435755 E 360 Rd		Adair		OK		74330		United States		Material wealth has become our God.  It is high time we stopped destroying our environment for bucks.

		Paul		Ries		925 E. Agate Ave		Granby		CO		80446		United States		May the Forest Be With You.

		CHRISTOPHER		PHILLIPS		11172 Ridgepark Pl NW		Silverdale		WA		98383		United States		Me calling cutting of Old growth  a ''Tragic Mistake'' would be a understatement  to say the lest. 
 
When we drop a rock in Water it makes Waves we can see. 
So I ask you this - are we ready for the Wave's cutting Old Growth will make?!?

Sincerely   

                 Christopher  A.  Phillips.

		james		talbot		305		austin		TX		78704		United States		meanwhile, the rich just keep on sellin' their grandchildren's legacy to get a little richer...

		Brigit		Sunfllame		3306 S.E. Taylor		Portland		OR		97214		United States		Mine ancestral native country of England hath had much of its primeval forest chopped down from the Medieval period onward. PLEASE keep the Tongass forest's old growth intact.

		John		Clemmons		49824 SE 172nd St		North Bend		WA		98045		United States		Money, greed, and personal power seems to always come before our planet. Please do the right thing so we can enjoy are beautiful wilderness for centuries to come. Thank you!

		Rick		Harris		205 n.iowa st.		mineral point		WI		53565		United States		money, money, money, its all we know. 

		Wendy		Dart		PO Box 63		Maiden Rock		WI		54750		United States		More destruction will not make our lives, our economy or our future better!  Explain yourselves 

		Jeanne		Shelsky		PO Box 3442		Chico		CA		95927		United States		More emphasis should be on replanting multi cultures of forests. Stop taking the the old growth forests. 

		Noel		Eaves		18290 Stenberg Dr		Red Bluff		CA		96080		United States		More evidence that the EXPLOITERS are now in charge of most of our government.

		Walter		von Schonfeld		2002 Wilshire Dr		Durham		NC		27707		United States		More trees, less humans

		Nancy		Lowell		11717 North Dr		Tampa		FL		33617		United States		Most Americans value our wild places with their great forests and rivers, even if each of us may not be able to visit each one. Please think of us and make the decision to END the old-growth clear-cutting  in the Tongass. Surely there are other lumber sources we can access.

		Paul		Wilson		204 Monroe St. NE		Albuquerque		NM		87108		United States		Mother Nature bats last. And she's pissed.



		chris		prum		1310 S 7th St		Tacoma		WA		98405		United States		Mother nature should not be tampered with. It is part of natural life.

		ANTHONY		DEPIPPO		10041 Barbara Cir		Buena Park		CA		90620		United States		Mr. Secretary,
As you know, old grow forests are essential for a myriad of animals, plants and insects. This is the ONLY place they can survive. Please do what is necessary to protect this ecosystem.

		Walter		Taylor		2415 Baxter Court		Winter Park		FL		32792		United States		Mr. Secretary,
Keep the blade out of our old-growth forests and stop all clear-cutting. That is archaic management.

		Sophie		Jasson-Holt				San Francisco		CA		94114		United States		Mr. Visack,

Please don't cut these trees down, not any of them. We must be more creative in our approach to balance economics and environment.

		Ethel W.		Dick		920 Lilly Rd NE		Olympia		WA		98506		United States		Must we continue to destroy the planet? There's too much damage being done already without destroying something like the Tongass!

		Lisa		Jasay		2113 Bent Oak Ct.		Panama City Beach		FL		32408		United States		Must we destroy beautiful land for profit? Some people think that animals don't matter but they are God's creatures also. We must speak up for those who can't speak for themselves.

		Angelina		Orduno		1336 N. Citrus Ave.		Los Angeles		CA		90028		United States		Must we really decide to ruin this planet for generations to come? Once it goes, IT GOES! There must be some rational fixes to this atrocity! Please be on the right side of this, please!

		Candice		Ellis		100 Cummings Ctr Ste 335D		Beverly		MA		1915		United States		must you destroy everything?

		Rania		Bratberg		143 Greenmeadow Way		Palo Alto		CA		94306		United States		My family and I and many of our neighbors here in Palo Alto are aghast at the U.S. Forest Service's plans to go ahead with this timber sale in the amazing Tongass National Forest.  We urge you to reconsider this plan and consider how valuable this vast wilderness is to all Americans.  It is not just lumber but an entire ecosystem.

		Teresa		Waters		108 S Lauhoe Pl		Lahaina		HI		96761		United States		My family and I choose to care for the forests that gives us the air we breathe. To sell our breath for money is death! Time to revolt against the agencies that our tax dollars pay to take care of our well being. Shame and a slow death on those of you that sell out to a monetary system that is failing!

		CR		Maddy		7324 Donet Dr.		Rio Rancho		NM		87144		United States		My family and I have been fortunate to have travelled to Alaska several times. Very different from our beloved home state of New Mexico, Alaska’s terrain is vast and lush. The Tongass National Forest is truly one of the last places of wilderness left in our country. Please help protect the delicate balance among the people, the wildlife, and the fauna by promoting interests such as fishing, recreation, and tourism. These activities preserve the forest, protect the natural habitat, and boost the local economy. While cutting down the old-growth forest may provide immediate cash flow, it is short-sighted—both economically and environmentally. 
Thank you for considering my comments. 


		Bronwyn		Davis		133 South Rapetta Rd		Santa Cruz		CA		95060		United States		My family lives in Alaska so this is a personal issue for me.

		Harrison		Marshall		105 Spring Cove Drive		Cary		NC		27511		United States		My family timbered Washington Co, VA during the early 20th Century, with the Virginia Creeper Trail built in part on my great uncle's logging railroad bed.  I am not anti-timbering at all but I also do not believe in the environmental and habitat destruction associated with cutting old growth forests.  When my family did this there was a lot more of it and we didn't know any better.  Past ignorance does not justify new stupidity.

		Patricia		Jackman		42 Prospect St		North Brookfield		MA		1535		United States		My husband and I have just returned from a trip to Alaska.  Such beautiful country.  Please preserve it.  Don't destroy the habitat of precious animals.,

		Virginia		Yingling		673 Dorland Rd S		Maplewood		MN		55119		United States		My husband and I will be visiting SE Alaska and British Columbia in September, where we plan to hike, kayak, fish, and observe wildlife.  While we would love to see a wolf or bear, the real point is to experience the totality of the ecosystem.  It is the unique balance of all of the plants, animals, and microbes which makes this region special and it is our privilege and responsibility, as American citizens, to safeguard this ecosystem for future generations.  I do not oppose logging, if done in a sustainable manner, but industrial-scale clear-cutting is not forestry, it is slaughter.  It is time to end this type of logging in favor of timber management that respects all of the values of our forests and sustains them for generations to come.  This is the only real foundation for a stable economy in the region.

		Beverly		Dir		8025 Ospital Road		Valley Springs		CA		95252		United States		My husband, my daugther and I flew to Alaska from Sacramento to see the majestic beauty of Alaska.  Please preserve the Tongass National Forest as intended, not to use  a national environmental and natural treasure as a timber resource.

		Eileen		McCorry		35 W. 81 Street		New York		NY		10024		United States		National Forests are called "Nationall" because they belong to the nation, not timber companies. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		LINDA		TILLER		118 Caroline St		East Peoria		IL		61611		United States		National Forests are suppose to be protected.  How is distroying it protecting it?  Please stop the insanity. 

		Kate		MacDonald		12 Remington Street		Cambridge		MA		2138		United States		National treasures need protection. Please save the national treasures of Alaska.

		Diana		Spencer		933 Jamaica Ave		Sebastian		FL		32958		United States		Nature before greed. Save the forest.

		Clifford		Slayman		7 Briar Lane		Hamden		CT		6517		United States		Nature does it's own recycling; it doesn't need "help" from humans, especially from those with greed in their heads.   Cutting "old growth" is not making room for new young growth, but is filling already fat pockets AND opening the land to fresh waves of invaders.  At this desperate time in human and planetary evolution, preservation of Nature's way, not short circuiting it, is what the planet needs.  

		joan		johnson		1a buckingham dr.		lakewood		NJ		8701		United States		nature has provided us with beauty and a postive force in nature.  don't let ruthless, money making enterprises destroy our beautiful treasures.

		Georgia		Mattingly		412 Verdant Circle		Longmont		CO		80504		United States		Nature is our Mother.  We need to do all we can to protect Her.

		Christopher		Scott		519 W. Taylor St.		Santa Maria		CA		93458		United States		Nature requires balance.  Old-growth logging tips this balance negatively for local inhabitants, as well as  animals.  Please be sensible about allowing logging.

		Virginia		Mariposa		4708 Chandler St		Santa Barbara		CA		93110		United States		Nature's karma is already terrible; do we want to make it worse!  Don't chop trees that are older than your ancestors!

		Patricia		Meyer		522 Carmel Circle		San Mateo		CA		94402		United States		Never cut down trees unless they threaten to fall on your house

		Bill		Helton		13119 N. Dakota ST		Spokane		WA		99208		United States		No amount of monwy will bring back an old growth forest.

		Cary		Appenzeller		759 President St		Brooklyn		NY		11215		United States		NO CLEAR CUTTING OF THE TONGASS NATIONAL FOREST; PERIOD!!!

		Dan		Deans		43770 Laburnum Sq		Ashburn		VA		20147		United States		No compromise: we are demanding a complete ban. 

		Mary		Leon		5 Loop Street		San Antonio		TX		78212		United States		NO cutting down these trees!  They are home to wildlife and need to remain right where they are.

		Cheri		Langlois		PO Box 1286		Mendocino		CA		95460		United States		No cutting of ANY Old Growth... there is hardly any left and the animals need in far more than greedy companies do.

		Joy		Gibat		1721 S. Pickard Ave		Norman		OK		73072		United States		No Cutting, Please!!!!!!!

		Laurie		Zimmerman		115 Oak Terrace		Arden		NC		28704		United States		No cutting. No cutting. No cutting. I think that says it all.

		Douglas		Morgan		3702 So. Virginia #G-12203		Reno		NV		89502		United States		No destruction of old-growth forests, please!

		Jonathan		Rick		777 Bayshore Drive		Fort Lauderdale		FL		33304		United States		No forethought what so ever, Stop cutting the ancient trees!!!

		Maria		Henderson		19070 SE 70th Lane		Morriston		FL		32668		United States		NO LOGGING IN THE TONGASS NATIONAL FOREST!!!  HOW MUCH ARE YOU IDIOTS GETTING PAID BY THE POTENTIAL LOGGERS TO CUT DOWN ALL THESE OLD TREES????????

		Lee		Stanfield		6231 E 15th St		Tucson		AZ		85711		United States		NO MORE AUCTIONING OFF OF OUR NATIONAL FORESTS FOR THE SHORT TERM PROFITS OF LUMBER COMPANIES!

		Terri		Armao		812 s. adams st		arlington		VA		22204		United States		No more chopping down old growth trees in the tongass.  

		Gary		Myers		1792 Broadway St. NE		Salem		OR		97301		United States		NO more chopping spree!!

		Lois		Fenstemaker		1115 NW. Market St.#211		Seattle		WA		98107		United States		No more chopping, save the old growth forest for the environment  and wildlife it supports.

		Christine		Frank		115 2nd Ave S #714		Minneapolis		MN		55401		United States		No more clear-cutting of old growth forests!    I strongly urge you to save the trees, carbon storage, watershed, wildlife habitat, salmon runs, trout fisheries, genetic diversity, and other ecosystem services provided by the Tongass, the last great temperate rainforest in the northern hemisphere.  Save it all and don't allow what took Nature millenia to create since the last Ice Age to be destroyed for quick profit by money-hungry timber interests.

		Edh		Stanley		5206 Sitton Way		Sacraemento		CA		95823		United States		No more clearcutting, anywhere!  Especially where there are surviving ecosystems!

		Bernice		Fishstein		7234 Avenue M		Brooklyn		NY		11234		United States		No more cutting of old growth in Tongass National Forest.

		Mark		McCarthy		6990 Leytonstone Blvd		West Bloomfield		MI		48322		United States		No more cutting old growth!

		Jill		Stewart		PO Box 730		Fort Bragg		CA		95437		United States		No More Cutting!

		Diana		Bohn		618 San Luis Road		Berkeley		CA		94707		United States		No more logging!

		Winn		Adams		1305 W Clearbrook Drive #3		Bellingham		WA		98229		United States		No more old growth clear cutting please.

		Tim		Hayes		208 Cottonpatch Way		El Cajon		CA		92020		United States		No more old growth cutting for any reason.  When is enough enough?

		Terri		Devine		3553 Atlantic Ave		Long Beach		CA		90807		United States		No more old growth cutting!  

		Lea		Faulks		1810 Runnels St.		Big Spring		TX		79720		United States		No more old growth felling of trees. You know better, so do it.

		John		Dodge		Box 2532		Homer		AK		99603		United States		No more old growth forest should be cut. We need to preserve what is left!

		Michelle		Collins		3600 TRAVIS PL		TITUSVILLE		FL		32780		United States		No more old-growth deforestation!

		Russell		James		1845 Ramon Road		Wilmington		NC		28405		United States		NO MORE TIMBER SALES IN THE TONGRASS NATIONAL FOREST PLEASE!!!!

		Linda		Tabb		16442 Nordhoff St.		North Hills		CA		91343		United States		No more Tree Cutting in the Tongass National Forest!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

		barry		neumann				Albuquerque		NM		87123		United States		No old growth clear cutting on the Tongas National Forest.  Don't make me come up there.

		Joseph		Micketti		279 Liberty St		Ashland		OR		97520		United States		No old growth clear cutting. not now not ever again.

		Rob		Mosby		4705 McIntosh Rd		Sarasota		FL		34233		United States		No old growth cutting

		robert		hughes		7450 sharzad place		indianapolis		IN		46227		United States		No old growth cutting!  .

		Diane		Crummett		12 dogwood st. so.		soap lake		WA		98851		United States		no old-growth chopping!!

		Darby		Brown		308 Toke Lane		creede		CO		81130		United States		No Tongass No Rain  Climate Change   leave what few trees
the US has left     Look at a map of what forests the US used to
have to what we have left now   almost ZERO  we need trees
you will change the climate like it or not    I know you do not
care about the wildlife except for hunting and fishing    the only
good thing wildlife is to Alaska    KILL THEM  I am glad I am old
will not see the greatest extinction happen  but your children will
I never had children because I knew Humans would destroy this
planet one way or another  

		Phireak		Im		1480 Walnut Ave		Long Beach		CA		90813		United States		No tree, no life

		allan		yeninas		2965 avenue z		Brooklyn		NY		11235		United States		no trees no life for anyone else

		Lois		Hinn		1543 NW 58th St.		Seattle		WA		98107		United States		NO TREES NO WATER NO US

		Saundra		Crowell		4 NOwick Lane		Smithtown		NY		11787		United States		No wonder the earth is falling to pieces AND YOU ARE HELPING IT !!

		Susan		Harrie		1308 Chestnut St		Grand Forks		ND		58201		United States		NO!

		Dawn		Hill		1629 Henry Lane		McKinleyville		CA		95519		United States		NO!  Don't do this!  There's only a limited amount of old-growth forest in the world (even in Alaska), so please leave it in place.  You could wipe out or leave endangered some species that only live there.  You don't need these oldest of trees for any reason.  Don't log them, please.

		Beate		Nilsen		25136 Malibu Rd		Malibu		CA		90265		United States		No, No, No! Don't you know trees help us store carbon??? Help us Breathe? "U.S. Forest Service old-growth logging plans" is a non-sequitur: The Forest Service is supposed to THIN New Growth for healthy forests!

		Melvin		Frye		100 SW 195th Ave #57		Beaferton		OR		97006		United States		NO.  Do not approve timber cutting in the Tongass National Forest.

		Richard		Cooley		10343 Oso Grande Rd. NE		Albuquerque		NM		87111		United States		 

		Marcus		Murphy		1320 S. Florida St. Spc. 15		Borger		TX		79007		United States		 

		Nicole		Strathmann		1375 Swan Drive		Florissant		MO		63031		United States		 

		Joan		Daniels		192 grey eagle rd		stevensville		MT		59870		United States		 

		Derinda		Cantrell		PO Box 479		Holualoa		HI		96725		United States		 

		Sandra		Reeves		4904 Milam		Houston		TX		77006		United States		 

		Karen and George		Roberts		8329 E Floyd Rd		Rome		NY		13440		United States		 

		Heidi		Dahlin		4224hd		Minneapolis		MN		55407		United States		 

		Teresa		Collins		674 Wildrose Way		Louisville		CO		80027		United States		 

		Henry		Hamaker		14490 NW Germantown Rd		Portland		OR		97231		United States		 

		Bob		Steininger		100 Westridge Place South		Phoenixville		PA		19460		United States		 

		Carla		L		1135 E Promontory Way		Sandy		UT		84094		United States		 

		Dirk		Faegre		225 Ashville Rd		Gouldsboro		ME		4607		United States		 

		Thomas		Cannon		1662 Lake Dr		Haslett		MI		48840		United States		 

		Lisa		Annecone		551 Torrey Pine Lane		Santa Rosa		CA		95407		United States		 

		J. Howard		Cherry		377 S Winebiddle St		Pittsburgh		PA		15224		United States		 

		Ken		Burge		150 huguenot st.		new paltz		NY		12561		United States		 

		Judi		Poulson		1881 Knollwood Drive		Fairmont		MN		56031		United States		 

		Diana		Kliche		3351 ridge pk ct		long beach		CA		90804		United States		 

		V		Alexander		3504 Tulane Dr NE		Albuquerque		NM		87107		United States		 

		MP		Crosson		3452 Cabrito Dr.		El Dorado Hills		CA		95762		United States		 

		Susan		Thurairatnam		132 Cypress Dr.		Rincon		GA		31326		United States		 

		Jamie		Fillmore		18770 SW Lisa Court		Beaverton		OR		97006		United States		 

		C		McCoy		30359 Savannah Oaks Dr		Murrieta		CA		92563		United States		 

		Kerry		Burkhardt		182 Ferndale Ave		Kenmore		NY		14217		United States		 

		Susan		Rubin		2152 Beachwood Terrace		Los Angeles		CA		90068		United States		 

		K				432 w49 st		Ny		NY		10019		United States		 

		E		Robbins		32 Treaty Dr		Chesterbrook		PA		19087		United States		 

		Sally		Jacques		4620 Banister Lane		Austin		TX		78745		United States		 

		Christina		Tavares		3311 West 15th Ave		Eugene		OR		97402		United States		 

		Tracee		Allen		26921 la alameda		mission viejo		CA		92691		United States		 

		Elena		Rumiantseva		2312 16th Ave E		Seattle		WA		98112		United States		 

		Karen		Kirschling		633 Oak St		SF		CA		94117		United States		 

		Mary		tanoury		357 Rivard		Grosse Pointe City		MI		48230		United States		 

		Bonnie		Farmer		5913 Ambassador Way		Alexandria		VA		22310		United States		 

		Judy		Moore		352 Brayton Way		Florence		MT		59833		United States		 

		Chuck		Clarke		4604 Battleground Rd		Fayston		VT		5673		United States		 

		Emily		Gross		411 W. Gaywood Dr.		Houston		TX		77079		United States		 

		Steven		Prchal		733 S. Kenyon Drive		Tucson		AZ		85710		United States		 

		Walter		Sandell		301 3rd Ave		Haddon Heights		NJ		8035		United States		 

		April		jacob		8515 bergenline ave		North bergen		NJ		7047		United States		 

		David		Savige		5661 Craneybrook Lane		Portsmouth		VA		23703		United States		 

		Aerie		Youn		25486 Bayes St		Lake Forest		CA		92630		United States		 

		Karla		Stranger		942 Ridgewood Dr Apt. 12		Fort Wayne		IN		46805		United States		 

		James		Moran		8331 W MARLETTE AVE		Glendale		AZ		85305		United States		 

		Eleanor		Navarro		4158 e. boulder sprgs.		tucson		AZ		85712		United States		 

		Sally		Abrams		138 cortland		san francisco		CA		94110		United States		 

		Michael		Bordenave		951 n adoline		Fresno		CA		93728		United States		 

		Stevan		Brown		PO Box 565		Gloucester		MA		1931		United States		 

		Alan		Fiermonte		415 West 10th Ave.		Conshohocken		PA		19428		United States		 

		Janet		Moser		45 Kildare Road		Island Park		NY		11558		United States		 

		J		Angell		Ponderosa Rd		Rescue		CA		95672		United States		 

		Nora		Nelle		932 Woodlawn Ave		Phoenixville		PA		19460		United States		 

		Susan		Torres		26 Hillside Rd		Carmel		NY		10512		United States		 

		Dina		R.		3660 N LSD #3005		Chicago		IL		60613		United States		 

		Alexis		Grone		5141 E Elena Ave		Mesa		AZ		85206		United States		 

		Jennifer		Cuadra		10331 NW 9 STREET CIR APT 5		Miami		FL		33172		United States		 

		Carol		Collins		1935 Nault Road		Dover		DE		19904		United States		 

		Margaret		Walker		201 Cathedral Manor		Bardstown		KY		40004		United States		 

		Elsa		Petersen		264 Colonial Heritage Park		Doylestown		PA		18901		United States		 

		Jon		Kosiak		1014 devonshire cur		BLOOMINGTON		MN		55132		United States		 

		Bettemae		Johnson		1217 Kirby NE		Albuquerque		NM		87112		United States		 

		grace		chen		1647 Morgan Ln		Redondo Beach		CA		90278		United States		 

		Patricia		Wendell		3006 Augusta Lane		Jeannette		PA		15644		United States		 

		Lynn		Lang		1721 Polaris Court		Saint Cloud		MN		56303		United States		 

		Nancy		Crider		PO Box 16		Woodbury		CT		6798		United States		 

		Adam		Versenyi		205 Oleander Rd		Carrboro		NC		27510		United States		 

		Dave		Byrne		1311 Piedmont		Austin		TX		78757		United States		 

		Sandy		Struble		1483 Watch Hill		Flint		MI		48507		United States		 

		Lisa		Comfort		522 Charleston NE		Albuquerque		NM		87108		United States		 

		Jackie		Meyer		17825 Kings Park Ln Apt 856		Houston		TX		77058		United States		 

		Robert		Wallace		13712 Sunrise Dr.		Whittier		CA		90602		United States		 

		Jenny		Wells		1239 N. Dearborn		Chicago		IL		60610		United States		 

		Barbara		Scott		1400 S. Valley View		Las Vegas		NV		89102		United States		 

		Paul		Goyetche		70 Drury Ave.		Athol		MA		1331		United States		 

		Deborah		Walsh		1124 N 2nd street		Stillwater		MN		55082		United States		 

		Herbert		Cheeseman		75 PLEASANT STREET		WENHAM		MA		1984		United States		 

		Brian		Humphrey		170 S Hickory Blvd		Pleasant Hill		IA		50327		United States		 

		david		Wise		5 Brooks Rd		rockport		MA		1966		United States		 

		Nicholas		Cartabona		16 Schuyler Ave		Pequannock		NJ		7440		United States		 

		Terry		Kayser		12001 Retama Hollow		Live Oak		TX		78233		United States		 

		Roseanne		Hovey		3178 Cowley Way		San Diego		CA		92117		United States		 

		Michael		Lampi		2667 170th Ave SE		Bellevue		WA		98008		United States		 

		Robert		Shippee		13000 Trinity Ct		Richmond		VA		23233		United States		 

		Nayeem		As;lam		429 N Hamilton Ave		Villa Park		IL		60181		United States		 

		Kristin		Siess		2936 NE Everett St		Portland		OR		97232		United States		 

		Relf		Star		3442 1/2 Padua Ave		Claremont		CA		91711		United States		 

		Dawn		Chapdelaine		12112 Wilmont Turn		Bowie		MD		20715		United States		 

		Hilary		Byerly		55 Covered Bridge Road		Pequea		PA		17565		United States		 

		Michael		Kennedy		2718 Obelisco Ct		Carlsbad		CA		92009		United States		 

		Jean		Dascher		2700 Wissemann Drive		Sacramento		CA		95826		United States		 

		Justin		Mebane		Covey Lane		Wilmington		NC		28411		United States		 

		Beth		Bennion		1594 Railroad Avenue		McKinleyville		CA		95519		United States		 

		Carrie		Darling		18032 N 2nd Street		Phoenix		AZ		85022		United States		 

		Wayne		Kelly		1257 Siskiyou Blvd, #1133		Ashland		OR		97520		United States		 

		Dl		L		1a		albuquerque		NM		87123		United States		 

		Barbara		Edelstein-Zhang		108 Bowery		New York		NY		10013		United States		 

		Tony		Bell		5223 Mt Bonnell Rd		Austin		TX		78731		United States		 

		Deborah		Livingston		1901 Aggie Ln		Austin		TX		78757		United States		 

		Raymond		Gibson		2439 Hayes St.		Hollywood		FL		33020		United States		 

		S		Chapek		845 Euclid Ave Apt 4		San Francisco		CA		94118		United States		 

		Margaret		Wood		2921 Portage Street		Naperville		IL		60564		United States		 

		Brian		Battisti		27 Benefit St		Providence		RI		2904		United States		 

		Kellie		Sandberg		311 S. Mesa		Bayfield		CO		81122		United States		 

		R		Zierikzee		845 Euclid Ave #4		San Francisco		CA		94118		United States		 

		Jennifer		Head		12 Verde		Irvine		CA		92612		United States		 

		Kenneth		Anderson		825 N 800 E # 35-4		Hurricane		UT		84737		United States		 

		Julie		Sasaoka		1082 Tilley Circle		Concord		CA		94518		United States		 

		Samantha		Rich		13710 Burke Ave N		Seattle		WA		98133		United States		 

		Roberta		LaFrance		164 W. Broadmoor Blvd. #1		San Leandro		CA		94577		United States		 

		Jennifer		Armstrong		1309 Sloan Street #2		North Pole		AK		99705		United States		 

		Av		Harville		215 San Angelo Ave Ste B		Benbrook		TX		76126		United States		 

		Warren		Clark		PO Box 3328		Mammoth Lakes		CA		93546		United States		 

		Debra		Myers		2112 Michigan Rd		Wayland		NY		14572		United States		 

		Ellen		Domke		1301 Thorndale		Chicago		IL		60660		United States		 

		Victoria		Boucher		4101 Gallatin St.		Hyattsville		MD		20781		United States		 

		Patti		Blevins		Small Rd.		Phillips		ME		4966		United States		 

		Marilyn		Martin		6020 Loganwood Drive		Rockville		MD		20852		United States		 

		Julie		Clayman		17030 Cats Den Rd.		Chagrin Falls		OH		44023		United States		 

		Jo		Conaty		22 Botsford Ave		Milford		CT		6460		United States		 

		Al		Abrams		828 Beech Avenue		Findlay		OH		45840		United States		 

		Jennifer		Dunbar		619 N Wilderness Dr		Sanger		CA		93657		United States		 

		Susan		Garcia		2920 W Gelding Drive		Phoenix		AZ		85053		United States		 

		Linda		Jeffrey		8333 Lionsgate Run		Fort Wayne		IN		46835		United States		 

		Jenn		Keys		521 Larch Ave		South San Francisco		CA		94080		United States		 

		Janna		Piper		PO Box 15072		Portland		OR		97293		United States		 

		Wayne		Person		537 Norwood Rd		Mount Laurel		NJ		8054		United States		 

		Charlotte		Grillot		406 W 56th st 5E		New York		NY		10019		United States		 

		Camille		Gilbert		1923 San Andres St Apt F		Santa Barbara		CA		93101		United States		 

		Gemma		Geluz		2929 Juniper St.		Fairfield		CA		94533		United States		 

		Kitty		Vincent		PO Box 1162		Blackfoot		ID		83221		United States		 

		Pat		Audette		8742 Chatham St		Ft Myers		FL		33907		United States		 

		Linda		Waine		80 School St.		Taunton		MA		2780		United States		 

		Helen		Bacon		83 Chula Vista Dr		San Rafael		CA		94901		United States		 

		Rebecca		Orahood		PO Box 122		Young		AZ		85554		United States		 

		Lois		White		486 Tunnel Creek Rd		Grants Pass		OR		97526		United States		 

		Judith		Milburn		10101 Slater AVe		FV		CA		92708		United States		 

		Marty		Clancy		13085 SW Falcon Rise		Tigard		OR		97223		United States		 

		Bob		Weinstein		1202 Hill St		Belle Vernon		PA		15012		United States		 

		Anne		O'Brien		365 Martling Ave.		Tarrytown		NY		10591		United States		 

		Monica		Reynolds		52 Ironia Rd		Randolph		NJ		7869		United States		 

		E		C		do not send mail		Wayne		NJ		7470		United States		 

		Stan		Fitzgerald		8699 Lomas Azules		San Jose		CA		95135		United States		 

		Steve		Troyanovich		1 Pelle Court		Florence		NJ		8518		United States		 

		Rebecca		Rabinowitz		353 Huntington Dr.		Delran		NJ		8075		United States		 

		Juliann		Pinto		4438 Pennypack Street		Philadelphia		PA		19136		United States		 

		Sheila		Dempsey		600 West 239 st.		Bronx		NY		10463		United States		 

		Seema		Ardakan-Allen		4422 1st Ave NW		Seattle		WA		98107		United States		 

		Maria		Gabrielle		17 Condesa Rd		Santa Fe		NM		87508		United States		 

		Chris		Bihler		3852 E Acoma Drive		Phoenix		AZ		85032		United States		 

		Clare		Hooson		1203 Alameda De Las Pulgas # 3		Belmont		CA		94002		United States		 

		Janet		Corbin		416 S High St		Urbana		OH		43078		United States		 

		Jason		Steadmon		709 Yucca Street, Apt. A		Boulder City		NV		89005		United States		 

		Cary		Moy		1413-B North Harlem Avenue		Oak Park		IL		60302		United States		 

		Joshua		Cupriks		420 Donaldson St		Highland Park		NJ		8904		United States		 

		Frances		Harriman		PO Box 251		Petersburg		PA		16669		United States		 

		Beverly		Marrero		243 Hawthorne Street		Memphis		TN		38112		United States		 

		Beverly		Marrero		243 Hawthorne Street		Memphis		TN		38112		United States		 

		Murray		Grounds		1439 Auwaiku ST		Kailua		HI		96734		United States		 

		Frank		Brincka		82 Lower Unionville Road		Sussex		NJ		7461		United States		 

		Stacie		Charlebois		2829 Bay Village Ave		Santa Rosa		CA		95403		United States		 

		Audrkeleyrey		Hanson		2951 Derby St. #150		Berkeley		CA		94705		United States		 

		Kerin		Matthews		6386 SE North St.		Port Orchard		WA		98367		United States		 

		Tom		Wenzel		2063 Meadowbrook rd.		Prescott		AZ		86303		United States		 

		Rhonda		Kess		612 S Beachwood Dr.		Burbank		CA		91506		United States		 

		Dian		Berger		5639 E. Gateway Dr.		Boise		ID		83716		United States		 

		Russ		Berger		5639 E Gateway Dr		Boise		ID		83716		United States		 

		myrle		horn		6425 nw 107th terrace		parkland		FL		33076		United States		 

		Kathy		watt		9622 Kilarney Dr		Dallas		TX		75218		United States		 

		Adrian		Tafolla		129 S. Mt. Vernon Ave		San Bernardino		CA		92410		United States		 

		Anita		Scheelings		p.o. box 214		Skull Valley		AZ		86338		United States		 

		Ben		King		661 West End Ave		New York		NY		10025		United States		 

		Alan		Wojtalik		3723 Green Oak Court		Baltimore		MD		21234		United States		 

		Karen		Stickney		27 baril street		lewiston		ME		4240		United States		 

		Kris		Rivard		5110 Fox Hill Drive		Sterling Hgts		MI		48310		United States		 

		Karen		Kennedy		One Whispering Brook Road		Marlborough		MA		1752		United States		 

		Helen		Hays		18553 S Ferguson Rd		Oregon City		OR		97045		United States		 

		Daviann		McClurg		2036 Harold Ave		Salina		KS		67401		United States		 

		Lynn		Fischer		11605 NE 10 Ave.		Biscayne Park		FL		33161		United States		 

		Ewa		Piasecka				Spencer		MA		1562		United States		 

		Paul		Borcherding		3302 N COLUMBIA ST		La Grande		OR		97850		United States		 

		Erika		Whitton		207 Amys Walk		Auburn Hills		MI		48326		United States		 

		Brent		Gurtek		1873 Korkki Road		Duluth Twp.		MN		55804		United States		 

		Barbara		Levine		79 Cove Road		South Salem		NY		10590		United States		 

		Lee		Eames		3910 Hathaway Avenue #956		Long Beach		CA		90815		United States		 

		Don		White		6202 Hummingbird St		Houston		TX		77096		United States		 

		Walter		Denley		2546 oakwood trace		Smyrna		GA		30080		United States		 

		Matthew		Olds		PO Box 849		Dryden		NY		13053		United States		 

		STEPHENS		LYNCH		1030 RIVER ST., #308		SANTA CRUZ		CA		95060		United States		 

		Annie		Laurie		115 Sicard Ave		Dracut		MA		1826		United States		 

		Debra		Rehn		5130 SE 30th Av #9		Portland		OR		97202		United States		 

		Jennifer		Zeller		753 Chapala Drive		Pacific Palisades		CA		90272		United States		 

		Michelle		Sewald		1401 Wewatta St		Denver		CO		80202		United States		 

		Sue		Shulman		920 e old willow rd		prospect hts		IL		60070		United States		 

		Grace		Strong		E4635 Lake Road		Ironwood		MI		49938		United States		 

		Jim		Crowl		73 Sangre de Cristo Mtn Dr		Arroyo Hondo		NM		87513		United States		 

		Candace		Batten		2431 Altman St.		Los Angeles		CA		90031		United States		 

		Kerry		Rose		330 Goshen Turnpike		Middletown		NY		10941		United States		 

		Thomas		Gilmore		317 Parkridge Rd		Bellingham		WA		98225		United States		 

		Steve		Wilson		PO Box 4035		West Richland		WA		99353		United States		 

		Lorraine		Murphy		201 Wet Mall		Sacrametno		CA		90211		United States		 

		Ronit		Corry		3956 Calle Cita		Santa Barbara		CA		93110		United States		 

		Eileen		Bergan		389 Mariposa Dr.		Ventura		CA		93001		United States		 

		David		LaVerne		844 Lincoln Street		Dcikson City		PA		18519		United States		 

		John		Field		38 Monadnock View Drive		Jaffrey		NH		3452		United States		 

		Bill		Merrill		603 Summit St.  #1		Osceola		WI		54020		United States		 

		Matthew		Franck		119 Livingston Ave Apt 5G		New Brunswick		NJ		8901		United States		 

		James		Mlekodaj		712 S State St		North Liberty		IN		46554		United States		 

		Nancy		White		13311 E Forrest Ave		Spokane Valley		WA		99216		United States		 

		Jeffery		Gray Sr.		1255 26th Ave		Vero Beach		FL		32960		United States		 

		Sandrine		Coulon		rue de la Distillerie		Arc-sur-Tille		MD		21560		United States		 

		Julie		Elliott		2749 Stoner Ave.		Los Angeles		CA		90064		United States		 

		Michele		Temple		42-26 69th street		Woodside		NY		11377		United States		 

		Pete		Klosterman		372 Central Park West Apt 12A		New York		NY		10025		United States		 

		Robert		Obeid		477 George McKinney Rd		Bakersville		NC		28705		United States		 

		A		Saint-Romain		3809 Tonkawa Trl		Austin		TX		78756		United States		 

		Christine		Wordlaw		3004 Allister		Dallas		TX		75229		United States		 

		G		Trubow		300 N.State St.		Chicago		IL		60654		United States		 

		Jane		Vieira		75 Atlantic St		New Bedford		MA		2740		United States		 

		Paul		Henry		300 Park Dr		Stoneham		MA		2180		United States		 

		Maria		Gregory		634 14th st		west babylon		NY		11704		United States		 

		Cindy		Lewis		1885 Laguna Del Campo		Templeton		CA		93465		United States		 

		Janell		Smith		PO BOX 26		New Douglas		IL		62074		United States		 

		Lisa		Mazzola		1723 Followthru Drive		Tampa		FL		33612		United States		 

		Michael		Robertson		3206 N Lewisville Ln		Paragon		IN		46166		United States		 

		Bruce		Higgins		991 Dean Dr		Atlanta		GA		30318		United States		 

		Stephanie		Falkowski		107 Van Buren Rd Apt 9		Voorhees		NJ		8043		United States		 

		Sara		Gigliotti		104 2nd Street		Sausalito		CA		94965		United States		 

		John		Hendershot		8210 La Serena Drive		Tampa		FL		33614		United States		 

		Lisa		Neste		4437 Garden Club St		High Point		NC		27265		United States		 

		John		Crotty		1467 CHERRY CREEK LN		manchester		MO		63021		United States		 

		Marilyn		Flynn		2250 Little Peconic Bay Road		Cutchogue		NY		11935		United States		 

		Michelle		Lesmond		Boise		Boise		ID		83725		United States		 

		Rod		Davis		7906 Clover Court		La Vista		NE		68128		United States		 

		Sam		Asseff		6932 noble st		colo spgs		CO		80915		United States		 

		Jennifer		Gordon		1660 Boradway		Ann Arbor		MI		48105		United States		 

		Julie		Skelton		40900 Bemis Rd		Belleville		MI		48111		United States		 

		r		vanstrien		25 independence		Waren		NJ		7059		United States		 

		Michael		Alexander		78 10th street east		Saint Paul		MN		55101		United States		 

		Kimberly		Swenson-Zakula		4650 St. James Gate		Excelsior		MN		55331		United States		 

		Sammy		Low		709 W Wiser Lake Rd		Ferndale		WA		98248		United States		 

		Kookguma		Jack		2815 N Ash St		Spokane		WA		99205		United States		 

		Susan		McMullin		PO Box 94		Selma		IN		47383		United States		 

		Les		Roberts		1134 east lansing way		fresno		CA		93704		United States		 

		Dl		L		1a		albuquerque		NM		87123		United States		 

		Helene		Gasner		205 Front Ave		Brentwood		NY		11717		United States		 

		Margaret		Stein		1670 Entrada Dr		Cottonwood		AZ		86326		United States		 

		Jeanne		held-Warmkessel		110 Santa Anita dr		North wales		PA		19454		United States		 

		Michael		Abrams		340 MAIN ST		PARKESBURG		PA		19365		United States		 

		Polly		Stonier		300 Coral Cir		Phoenix		OR		97535		United States		 

		Bret		Polish		3637 Clarington Ave		Los Angeles		CA		90034		United States		 

		Aixa		Fielder		4749 West Washington Blvd.		Los Angeles		CA		90016		United States		 

		Gerritt and Elizabeth		Baker-Smith		338 Braeside		East Stroudsburg		PA		18301		United States		 

		Scott		Mahood		3530 se hawthorne blvd		portland		OR		97214		United States		 

		Kim		Newhart		234 W 44th Street #800		New York,		NY		10036		United States		 

		Armando		Garcia		16710 Orange Ave Unit F35		Paramount		CA		90723		United States		 

		Sandra		Hazzard		7909 thames lane		Riverview		FL		33578		United States		 

		Emily		Hauer		254 Carroll Pkwy.		Frederick		MD		21701		United States		 

		Naomi Beth		Gans		3630 Oxford Ave		Bronx		NY		10463		United States		 

		T		Cho		40 Glenwood		JC		NJ		7306		United States		 

		William		Murphy		PO Box 13381		Hayward		WI		54843		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Hegeman		100 riverside dr		New York		NY		10024		United States		 

		Michael		Dobbs		13102 Staton Dr.		Austin		TX		78727		United States		 

		Clyde		Williams II		7672 se Roots rd		Portland		OR		97267		United States		 

		Debbie		Evans		20609 NE 157th Street		Kearney		MO		64060		United States		 

		Lanelle		Lovelace		P.O. Box 342		Crestone		CO		81131		United States		 

		Carolyn		Massey		632 1/2 north 6th		quincy		IL		62301		United States		 

		Pedman		Moobed		4462 Jonquil Drive, San Jose, CA		San Jose		CA		95136		United States		 

		Kevin		Silvey		9263 78th Place North		Seminole		FL		33777		United States		 

		James		Marden		261 Whitehill St.		Lemont		PA		16851		United States		 

		Doug		Krause		31 battleford bay		fargo		ND		58108		United States		 

		Laura		Horowitz		6544 Darlington Rd		Pittsburgh		PA		15217		United States		 

		Kathy		Curtiss		3930 Williston Rd		Minnetonka		MN		55345		United States		 

		Dwight		Haynes		191 Silk Farm Rd		Concord		NH		3301		United States		 

		Melodie		Martin		2339 11th ave east		seattle		WA		98102		United States		 

		Joseph		Alfano		235 East 57th Street		New York		NY		10022		United States		 

		Phil		Lair		1955 Forest Ave.		Richland		WA		99354		United States		 

		Nick		Mouzourakis		23846 Lloyd Ct.		Dearborn		MI		48124		United States		 

		Kathleen		Luckie		1111 NE 64th Ln Unit 1806		Hillsboro		OR		97124		United States		 

		M.		Langelan		7215 Chestnut St.		Chevy Chase		MD		20815		United States		 

		W		Lynch		3562 Mandeville Canyon Rd		Los Angeles		CA		90049		United States		 

		Joline		Gitis		1517 E River Pkwy		Minneapolis		MN		55414		United States		 

		Alexis		Pagoulatos		15 Langtry Terrace		Long Branch		NJ		7740		United States		 

		Dody		H		po box 1201		Jacksonville		OR		97530		United States		 

		Dody		H		po box 1201		Jacksonville		OR		97530		United States		 

		Robert		Yancey		570 Sorento Ave		Sorento		IL		62086		United States		 

		Steve		Colton		755 luton dr		glendale		CA		91206		United States		 

		Paula		Thompson		4609 Bancroft St		San Diego		CA		92116		United States		 

		Mary		Reed		962 Darrow Rd		Duanesburg		NY		12056		United States		 

		Adina		Parsley		709 W Wiser Lake Rd		Ferndale		WA		98248		United States		 

		Jerome		Grunnagle		15 McMurray Rd		Pittsburgh		PA		15241		United States		 

		Sunny		Tabino		70056 Sanderson Road		Summerville		OR		97876		United States		 

		Todd		Patton		4512 Bracada Dr		Durham		NC		27705		United States		 

		Yvette		Irwin		427 H Street		Martinez		CA		94553		United States		 

		Lisa		Gosnell		24536 Marsh Hawk Lane		Georgetown		DE		19947		United States		 

		Doris		Munger		56 Horton Lane		New Canaan		CT		6840		United States		 

		Louise		Bikoff		14 Algonquin Drive		Huntington Station		NY		11746		United States		 

		Roger		Corpolongo		7819 Braile St.		Detroit		MI		48228		United States		 

		LeRoy		Smith		4597 Sunset Dr		Lockport		NY		14094		United States		 

		Shelby		Hood		500 Alexander Drive		Franklin		TN		37064		United States		 

		Bonnie		Brooks		84 Church St		High Bridge		NJ		8829		United States		 

		Jessica		murphy		9355 San Carlos St		Spring Valley		CA		91977		United States		 

		Karen		Mott		25 Fenwick St		Greenlawn		NY		11740		United States		 

		Daniel		Olson		21-51 27 Street		Astoria		NY		11105		United States		 

		Pauline		Kahney		777 Grove St		San Francisco		CA		94102		United States		 

		Catherine		Keim		10 Robertson Ct.		Morristown		NJ		7960		United States		 

		Virginia		De Vries		4260 Blackhawk Drive		willits		CA		95490		United States		 

		Michael		Murphy		168 East Lake Boulevard		Mahopac		NY		10541		United States		 

		Lorelei		Stierlen		2144 Ironside Drive		Plano		TX		75075		United States		 

		James		McIntosh		3945 Ridgmaar		Ann Arbor		MI		48105		United States		 

		Nancy		Hale		170 Emerson Ave East		West Saint Paul		MN		55118		United States		 

		Gerry		Rhoades		4820 Sanctuary Trail		Billings		MT		59101		United States		 

		Laura		Cuccia-Nilsen		3832 5th Ave S		Minneapolis		MN		55409		United States		 

		Rosemary		delPino		128 American Ave		Butler		PA		16001		United States		 

		Nancy		Carringer		13 Steinbeck St.		Tyngsboro		MA		1879		United States		 

		Michael		Klausing		624 Cross Lanes Dr Apt 11		Nitro		WV		25143		United States		 

		Mikki		Chalker		119 Prospect St		Binghamton		NY		13905		United States		 

		Aaron		Dukes		1767 12th St., #256		Hood River		OR		97031		United States		 

		Nancy		Moore		6225 Mineral Point Rd		Madison		WI		53705		United States		 

		Emily		Knorp-Brown		7 Monarch Dr		Wichita		KS		67220		United States		 

		Cheryl		Dare		108 N. Auburndale #721		Memphis		TN		38104		United States		 

		RG		Tuomi		1642 Orinda Ct		Thousand Oaks		CA		91362		United States		 

		Michael		Collier		4211 Mundy Mill Pl.		Oakwood		GA		30566		United States		 

		Amy		Wiesner		1544 Bedford St Apt 12		Stamford		CT		6905		United States		 

		David		Valentino		30 Falson lane		Morganville		NJ		7751		United States		 

		Crystal		Wolf		Thomas Ave		Santa Fe		NM		87505		United States		 

		Lorne		Beatty		573 N. Maxfield Road		Brighton		MI		48114		United States		 

		Jill		Chadbourne		4355 River Rd #C		Eugene		OR		97404		United States		 

		Lisa		Windland		27 Post Oak St.		Denison		TX		75020		United States		 

		Diane		Krassenstein		7617 Fillmore St		Philadelphia		PA		19111		United States		 

		Candy		LeBlanc		1525 Cold Springs Road SPC 52		Placerville		CA		95667		United States		 

		Sarah		Sercombe		403 Charlotte Ave		Royal Oak		MI		48073		United States		 

		Robin		Peterson		25734 ave 18 1-2		Madera		CA		93638		United States		 

		Jeannie		Finlay-Kochanowski		229 Majestic Drive		Toledo		OH		43608		United States		 

		Mary		Hood		7695 Cook Road		Plain City		OH		43064		United States		 

		Valerie		Trimarco		4036 204th Street		Bayside		NY		11361		United States		 

		Michelle		Lee		7614 Waterford Glen Loop 2423		Charlotte		NC		28226		United States		 

		John		Rokas		22168 Schroeder		Eastpointe		MI		48021		United States		 

		A		Frey		403 Stable Dr		Franklin		TN		37069		United States		 

		Brendan		Kane		1244 Morse Ln SW		Albany		OR		97321		United States		 

		Caryn		Cowin		317 Monterey Road Apt. 15		South Pasadena		CA		91030		United States		 

		Donna		Buscemi		2029 Mount Horeb Rd		Street		MD		21154		United States		 

		Arnold		Gatti		1597 De Soto Way		Livermore		CA		94550		United States		 

		Jeannie		Smith		POB 415		Allen		TX		75013		United States		 

		Austin		Boese		3100 Tamarack Pl		Wenatchee		WA		98801		United States		 

		Phil		Joyner		18211 64th ave ne		Kenmore		WA		98028		United States		 

		Misty		McIntyre		2043 Lincoln Ave Apt D		Alameda		CA		94501		United States		 

		Susan		Ellis		174 Benner Rd.		Red Hook		NY		12571		United States		 

		Simone		Schneegans		1502 Ellis Hollow Rd.		Ithaca		NY		14850		United States		 

		Suzanne		Hamer		17227 NE 195th St		Woodinville		WA		98072		United States		 

		Joe		Sevilla		555 Calle Dia		Carpinteria		CA		93013		United States		 

		Hannah		Freed		145 S. Holliston, Apt E		Pasadena		CA		91106		United States		 

		Marcia		Godich		115 Belleauwood Blvd		Trafford		PA		15085		United States		 

		Jean		Gladstone		1005 G Street		Eureka		CA		95501		United States		 

		Philip		Simon		box 9473		San Rafael		CA		94912		United States		 

		Bonnie		Beverage		4226 Brookside Ave.		Cincinnati		OH		45223		United States		 

		Mark		Waltzer		1509 Squire Lane		Cherry Hill		NJ		8003		United States		 

		Jean		Molenat		165 impasse du muscadet		Montpellier		VT		34090		United States		 

		Christy		Carosella		10720 107th Street		Ozone Park		NY		11417		United States		 

		Leonard		Koel		804 Desert Marigold Court		Bernalillo		NM		87004		United States		 

		Meryle		Korn		5256 NE 47th Avenue		Portland		OR		97218		United States		 

		Paul		Tipton		26209 ave 17		madera		CA		93638		United States		 

		michele		largman		2 oxford lane		hackettstown		NJ		7840		United States		 

		Patricia		Pruitt		1032 Randolph St		Oak Park		IL		60302		United States		 

		Dianne		Douglas		2723 E Valencia Drive		Phoenix		AZ		85042		United States		 

		Stephanie		Fairchild		6885 Sherrard Rd.		Cambridge		OH		43725		United States		 

		Judith		E.Embry		51 Blackstone Road		Florida		MA		1247		United States		 

		Joan		Pritchard		14 Northern Dr		Bridgewater		NJ		8807		United States		 

		Karen		Rogers		28029 133rd Ave SW		Vashon		WA		98070		United States		 

		Julia		Stefanich		100 E. Manor Ave.		Anchorage		AK		99501		United States		 

		maya		Gorina				Kensington		MD		20895		United States		 

		Anita		Gwinn		41600 NE Munch Rd		Amboy		WA		98601		United States		 

		Laurie		Puca		16 Thornwood Drive		New City		NY		10956		United States		 

		Sharon		Wakefield		501 Cheever Ave.		Geneva		IL		60134		United States		 

		Chey		Richmond		3009 E Lee St		Pensacola		FL		32503		United States		 

		Barb		Morrison		583 Suncrest dr		Aurora		IL		60506		United States		 

		Richard		Yerby		214 Westwood Drive		Grants Pass		OR		97527		United States		 

		Scott		Pace		2524 58th avenue		Greeley		CO		80634		United States		 

		Sharon		Gillespie		1103 Enfield		Austin		TX		78703		United States		 

		Rev		Yaroslow		111 N Center St		Redlands		CA		92373		United States		 

		Paul		Kenkel		11681 k4 hy		Ozawkie		KS		66070		United States		 

		Cindy		Murphy		3240 whistler dr.		pensacola		FL		32503		United States		 

		Dori		Cifelli		7426 Canvasback Dr		New Port Richey		FL		34654		United States		 

		Christa		Neuber		728 N. Doheny Drive		W.Hollywood		CA		90069		United States		 

		Dawn		Kosec		1895 Innwood Drive		Austintown		OH		44515		United States		 

		Dean		Peterson		1300 Dana Dr SE		Willmar		MN		56201		United States		 

		Karen		Kindel		5921 Freitag		Canton		OH		44718		United States		 

		Yolanda		Clay		74-5602 Alapa St., PMB 986		Kailua-kona		HI		96740		United States		 

		A		Zamudio		PO Box 544		St. John		IN		46373		United States		 

		Barbara		Lenarcic		318 Villa Dr		Villa Maria		PA		16155		United States		 

		Margaret		McDonald-Scarborough		12420 Creek Crest		Reno		NV		89511		United States		 

		Eric		Carlson		515 Bradbury Rd		Monrovia		CA		91016		United States		 

		Geoff		Leavell		10825 El Paso Ave		Fountain Valley		CA		92708		United States		 

		Leanne		Friedman		1576 Drake Dr.		Davis		CA		95616		United States		 

		Yvette		Tapp		1255 Avenida Morelia #204		Santa Fe		NM		87506		United States		 

		Richard		Geiger		1235 West 34th Street		Davenport		IA		52806		United States		 

		Deb		Lincoln		3542 Lancer Ave		Osage		IA		50461		United States		 

		Loretta		Olsen		9569 State Route 380		Wilmington		OH		45177		United States		 

		Beth		Anel		34 Country Lane		East Hampton		CT		6424		United States		 

		Jorge		Belloso		431 Metro Walk Way		Richmond		CA		94801		United States		 

		Pat		Benjamin		739 West Road		New Braintree		MA		1531		United States		 

		Zara		Nalbandian		P.O. Box 280550		Northridge		CA		91328		United States		 

		Peggie		Vincent		5225 W. Lazy C Drive		Tucson		AZ		85745		United States		 

		Cheryl		Hewitt		5002 Jeffries Ct		Lawrence		KS		66047		United States		 

		Jeanne		Parzygnot		Ellen Ave		San Jose		CA		95125		United States		 

		Dave		Delson		7651 w, country club blvd		boca raton		FL		33487		United States		 

		Cynthia		Hull		2415 Ciniza Drive		Gallup		NM		87301		United States		 

		David		Skryja		1500 University Drive		Waukesha		WI		53188		United States		 

		Sue		Duncan		1312 Essex Drive		Wellington		FL		33414		United States		 

		Barbara		Tucker		1312 Essex Drive		Wellington		FL		33414		United States		 

		Joyce		Crowley		2127 Elder Ave		Morton		PA		19070		United States		 

		John		Skuja		681 S Stage Rd		Medford		OR		97501		United States		 

		Debra L		Diegoli		1061 Route 5		Springfield		VT		5156		United States		 

		Ida		Carideo		7 Malke  Drive		Wayside		NJ		7712		United States		 

		David		Katz		6880 W 91st Court		Westminster		CO		80021		United States		 

		Kathy		White		128 Sylvan Ave		West Hartford		CT		6107		United States		 

		Kathy		Durrum		1818 s fundy wy		aurora		CO		80017		United States		 

		David		Goldsmith		609 West Dickens Ave.		Chicago		IL		60614		United States		 

		Bob		Haugen		5813 36th Ave N		Crystal		MN		55422		United States		 

		Lynda		Nesbitt		34950 W Miller Rd		Stanfield		AZ		85172		United States		 

		Michael		Morgan		501 Dennis St		Swannanoa		NC		28778		United States		 

		Andrew		Jones		5399 Chaison Road		Gladstone		MI		49837		United States		 

		Dave		Searles		410 23rd Street E		Brodhead		WI		53520		United States		 

		Tracie		McNabb		9908 New Carlisle Pike		New Carlisle		OH		45344		United States		 

		Kathryn		Donoho-Munro		8400 Menaul Blvd NE		Albuquerque		NM		87112		United States		 

		Robert		Burnett		P.O. Box 170		Crested Butte		CO		81224		United States		 

		Crystal		Delgado		900 Park Dr		el paso		TX		79902		United States		 

		Devin		Henry		PO Box 413		Nichols		NY		13812		United States		 

		Paul		Norup		1043 K St		Crescent City		CA		95531		United States		 

		Robyn		Walters		401 State Route 87		Montoursville		PA		17754		United States		 

		Laura		Bennight-Garza		618 E Nottingham Dr		San Antonio		TX		78209		United States		 

		Janys		Kuznier		48 Old Coach Road		Vernon		NJ		7462		United States		 

		Michelle		Palladine		471 E Tahquitz Cayon Way		Palm Springs		CA		92262		United States		 

		Christiane		Pistor		520 E 72 St		New York		NY		10021		United States		 

		Esther		Castillo		2292 S Memphis St		Aurora		CO		80013		United States		 

		J		Nielsen		1 tide way		Whitefish		MT		59937		United States		 

		Peter		Wood		PO Box 512		Cornwall		NY		12518		United States		 

		Michael		Bruck		Hapalmach 6/6		Maalot-Tarshicha		MD		21056		United States		 

		Carol		Jourden		8300 Clocktower Ct.		Romulus		MI		48174		United States		 

		John		Zawistowski		24 Old mill rd.		Jermyn		PA		18433		United States		 

		Paul		Macomber		2941 Timber Wood Way		Oak Hill		VA		20171		United States		 

		Joan		Dulberg		555 Pine Ridge Pl		Raleigh		NC		27609		United States		 

		Nancy		Brown		39 Full Moon Trail		Black Mountain		NC		28711		United States		 

		Brenda		Collins		16 Nine Elms Avenue Uxbridge Middlesex		London		NY		12345		United States		 

		Sherrie		Shown		2313 Creekwood Dr.		Dothan		AL		36301		United States		 

		Brandi		McCauley		6215 Woodland Road		Des Moines		IA		50312		United States		 

		Cindy		Trahan-Liptak		319 Main St.		Rutland		MA		1543		United States		 

		Ratner		Ronald		3700 S Westport Ave #3769		Sioux Falls		SD		57106		United States		 

		Jenny		Bramlette		5909 Estes Ln		Wesley Chapel		FL		33545		United States		 

		Jenny		Bramlette		5909 Estes Ln		Wesley Chapel		FL		33545		United States		 

		John		Livingston		2378 Waldon St		Redding		CA		96001		United States		 

		Keith		Thompson		284 Pelham Blvd		St. Paul		MN		55104		United States		 

		Bonnie		Thomas		2149 holly oaks river dr		jacksonville		FL		32225		United States		 

		Connie		Colvin		32-21 87th Street		Jackson Heights		NY		11369		United States		 

		Matthew		Lipschik		1780 E. 13 St.		B'klyn.		NY		11229		United States		 

		Tegwin		Moye		3310 69th st e		igh		MN		55076		United States		 

		Ellen		Koivisto		1556 Great Hwy #101		San Francisco		CA		94122		United States		 

		Alan		Johnson		1561 Ahihi St		Honolulu		HI		96819		United States		 

		Steven		Standard		13640 Bellflower Blvd.		Bellflower		CA		90706		United States		 

		Ellen		Atkinson		207 Arnett Blvd		Danville		VA		24540		United States		 

		Valerie		Anton		P. O. Box 1243		McMinnville		OR		97128		United States		 

		Devyn		Marseilles		PO Box 337		Los Olivos		CA		93441		United States		 

		Carlin		Freeman		637Jefferson St. NE		Albuquerque		NM		87110		United States		 

		Raul		Arribas		Havana 20		Barcelona		NJ		8014		United States		 

		Debra		Stark		1525 Bishops Lodge Road		Santa Fe		NM		87506		United States		 

		Scott		Species		1814 Minor Ave Apt 202		Seattle		WA		98101		United States		 

		l		sherwood		1550 sv		Bellingham		WA		98229		United States		 

		Virginia		Baird		322 N. 122nd St Seattle		Seattle		WA		98133		United States		 

		rob		Jansen		600 s collier boulevard		marco island washington		FL		34145		United States		 

		Michael		Evans		3731 S Sepulveda Blvd Apt 1		Los Angeles		CA		90034		United States		 

		Martha		Mattes		5305 E. 30th Pl.		Tulsa		OK		74114		United States		 

		Jim		Watkins		3300 Stormy Creek Drive SE		Kentwood		MI		49512		United States		 

		kevin		harrington				Portland		OR		97210		United States		 

		Brian		Larson		6553 25th Ave NW		Seattle		WA		98117		United States		 

		Katherine		Peck		PO Box M		San Rafael		CA		94913		United States		 

		Thomas		Nelson		105 Drexel Ave.		Lansdowne		PA		19050		United States		 

		James		Fitch		PO Box 26566		Overland Park		KS		66225		United States		 

		Richard		Tonsing		5945 Little Arrow Ct		Citrus Heights		CA		95621		United States		 

		Jeffrey		Bedrick		836 Goshen Road		Newtown Square		PA		19073		United States		 

		Sandra		Reynolds		1015 Ventana Drive		Windsor		CA		95492		United States		 

		Foster		Boone		25200 Sawyers Bar Rd		Etna		CA		96027		United States		 

		Nicola		Grobe		1043 K Street		Crescent City		CA		95531		United States		 

		Lea		Mac Leod		239 princeton ave.		amherst		NY		14226		United States		 

		Joy		Lincke		13732 SW MARCIA DR		Tigard		OR		97223		United States		 

		Nancy		Nelligan-McGarry		302 N Mildred Street		Charles Town		WV		25414		United States		 

		Martha		Land		1144 Marilyn Way		Concord		CA		94518		United States		 

		Michelle		Pavcovich		11351 20th Ave NE		Seattle		WA		98125		United States		 

		Gerald		Zedler		536S 10Th St		Oostburg		WI		53070		United States		 

		Andy		Twedt		498 North Street		St. Paul		MN		55130		United States		 

		Andy		Twedt		498 North Street		St. Paul		MN		55130		United States		 

		Andy		Twedt		498 North Street		St. Paul		MN		55130		United States		 

		Kevin		Tsui		western ave		seattle		WA		98121		United States		 

		David		Sherman		1923 Marin Dr		Santa Rosa		CA		95405		United States		 

		sue		spetter		6664 Cloverblossom Ln. N.E.		Bremerton		WA		98311		United States		 

		Rosemarie		Overstreet		5430 North  Delaware		Indianapolis		IN		46220		United States		 

		Lisbeth		Jaasko		14923 Leffingwell Rd		Whittier		CA		90604		United States		 

		Chris		Ocean		waldweg		berlin		CO		80001		United States		 

		Ronald		Maxson		2801 hauser bl		l.a.		CA		90016		United States		 

		C		G		sd		san diego		CA		92182		United States		 

		Joseph		Hoess		11183 Pottawatomie Trail		Walkerton		IN		46574		United States		 

		Vickie		Rozell		1603 Hess Rd Apt 3		Redwood City		CA		94061		United States		 

		Eloy		Santos		Ibiza 26		Madrid		NC		28009		United States		 

		Gary		Peterson		301 Dayton Ave. #5		St Paul		MN		55102		United States		 

		Anneke		Andries		POBox 7		Fountain		MI		49410		United States		 

		Marcia		Ouellette				Lafayette		IN		47905		United States		 

		Silvia		Bertano		corso rosselli 123/8		Torino		NY		10129		United States		 

		Donna				170 North Road		Harmony		ME		4942		United States		 

		Nurit		Dagan				Latham		NY		12110		United States		 

		Natalia		Arcila		617 58th Ave NE		St Petersburg		FL		33703		United States		 

		Heidi		Shuler		4708 NW Harney St		Vancouver		WA		98663		United States		 

		Carol		Johnson		28W141 Liberty St.		Winfield		IL		60190		United States		 

		Annmarie		Parmenter		201 Belleville Ave		Belleville		NJ		7109		United States		 

		Annmarie		Parmenter		201 Belleville Ave		Belleville		NJ		7109		United States		 

		Celeste		Hong		4758 Cromwell ave.		L.A.		CA		90027		United States		 

		Ed		Allan		8508 16th St.		Silver Spring		MD		20910		United States		 

		Murrietta		Lee		417 Rock Hill Drive		Rock Hill Ny		NY		12775		United States		 

		patti		ponka		203 Jackson Ave		Greenacres		FL		33463		United States		 

		Alex		Oshiro		1920 Kahakai Dr.		Honolulu		HI		96814		United States		 

		Wendy		Valdez		84-01 Main Street, Apt. 218		Briarwood		NY		11435		United States		 

		Mindy		Maxwell		12 chauncy st		Cambridge		MA		2138		United States		 

		Richard		Coleman		6 Duzine Rd.		New Paltz		NY		12561		United States		 

		Cynthia		Herndon		847 e moler ave		Martinsburg		WV		25404		United States		 

		marci		kelley		2261 blendon 2n		st. louis		MO		63143		United States		 

		Martha		Izzo		Kinney Creek		Evergreen		CO		80439		United States		 

		Marilyn		Waltasti		20117 N. Geyser Drive		Maricopa		AZ		85138		United States		 

		Adam		D'Onofrio		25118 Smith Grove Rd.		Petersburg		VA		23803		United States		 

		Linda		Hunt		44 Wheatley Rd		North East		MD		21901		United States		 

		Samantha		Sprague		49 Broughton Rd.		Marblehead		MA		1945		United States		 

		Susan		Cooney		27 Lemont Street		Bath		ME		4530		United States		 

		Beatrice		Clemens		100 Arundel Place		St. Louis		MO		63105		United States		 

		Steven		Carpenter		22091 oakwood		woodhaven		MI		48183		United States		 

		kenneth		evans		2501 Antonia Drive		Schenectady		NY		12309		United States		 

		Ed		Fiedler		12325 Limerick Ave		Austin		TX		78758		United States		 

		Jerry		Crawford		810 W Clayton Ave		Clayton		NJ		8312		United States		 

		Estelle		Maisey		625 Township Line Rd		Elkins Park		PA		19027		United States		 

		Felicia		Williams		4201 Mass. Ave. NW, #175		Washington		DC		20016		United States		 

		Courtney		Singleton		207 mariners row		columbia		SC		29212		United States		 

		Susan		Messerschmitt		70 Merwin Avenue		Rochester		NY		14609		United States		 

		Diane		Sparks		P.O. Box 675		Lillian		TX		76061		United States		 

		Richard		Johnson		PO Box 3138		Bellingham		WA		98227		United States		 

		Cheri		Dzubak		69 Elton Avenue		Yardville		NJ		8620		United States		 

		Peter		Curia		2048 N. 68Th Place		Scottsdale		AZ		85257		United States		 

		Sheri		Snyder		6201 Radom Avenue		Saint Louis		MO		63116		United States		 

		Kathy		Kinsey		3560 madison park		cincinnati		OH		45209		United States		 

		Shirley		Duke		6981 Olson Road		Two Harbors		MN		55616		United States		 

		Roberta		Shields		12 Birch lane		Morristown		NJ		7960		United States		 

		Greg		Collins		16850 88th Ave		Coopersville		MI		49404		United States		 

		James		Jeffrey		2508 Lower Greens Pl		Virginia Beach		VA		23456		United States		 

		Nick		Berezansky		123 Washington Pl.		Ridgewood		NJ		7450		United States		 

		Jeanne		Hobert		126 woodland dr		hurley		NY		12443		United States		 

		Karen		Vasily		306 Rogers Road		Norristown		PA		19403		United States		 

		Gabriel		Fidler		4033 Cave Mill Rd.		Maryville		TN		37804		United States		 

		Matthew		Eager		133 Merritts Pond Road		Riverhead		NY		11901		United States		 

		Alethea		Kazolias				Rhinebeck		NY		12572		United States		 

		Donna		Selquist		10530 SW Waterway La		Port St Lucie		FL		34987		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Enright		6222 E. Avalon Dr		Scottsdake		AZ		85251		United States		 

		Amy		Lauber		1004 Sussex Tpke		Randolph		NJ		7869		United States		 

		Corlinda		Slagt		tollensstraat		putten		AZ		38815		United States		 

		Robert		Petersen		975 Memorial Drive		Cambridge		MA		2138		United States		 

		Steven		Murray		23 Maple St		Broadalbin		NY		12025		United States		 

		RICHARD		ESPUGA		610 WILLOW AVE		ROSELELE PARK		NJ		7204		United States		 

		Victoria		Shields		36 Warren Street		Nutley		NJ		7110		United States		 

		Horace		Smith		1016 camino la costa		austin		TX		78752		United States		 

		C		Lum		7663 Sheffield Village Lane		Lorton		VA		22079		United States		 

		Russell		Burke		16700 Guernewood Rd		Guerneville		CA		95446		United States		 

		Jane		Wilson		603 N. 36 St.		Omaha		NE		68131		United States		 

		Suzan		Toma		Beethovenstraat		Sittard		NY		12345		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Kelson		29904 Lee Rd		Evergreen		CO		80439		United States		 

		Carol		Elliott		2601 Sweet gum		Hillsborough		NC		27278		United States		 

		Geoffrey		Hybel		84 Dingley Rd		Carmel		NY		10512		United States		 

		Arturo		Ibarra		402 Monroe Ave. Lot B		Purdy		MO		65734		United States		 

		Maria		Rua		56 Park Ave		Paterson		NJ		7501		United States		 

		Melissa		Katterson		P.O. Box 253		South Heights		PA		15081		United States		 

		Kimberly		Selvage		1941 Co Rd 228		Ashley		OH		43003		United States		 

		Jill		Shalabi		112 Creighton Rd		W. Lafayette		IN		47906		United States		 

		Milton		Davis		305 S Ash St		Springfield		GA		31329		United States		 

		David		Worley		805 North University Park Loop		Reno		NV		89512		United States		 

		J		Scott		9 Ailsa Place, Unit 48		London Springs		OR		97424		United States		 

		Amy		Schumacher		4127 middlebrook dr		beavercreek		OH		45440		United States		 

		Sharon		Bailey		1704 Baylor Drive		Richardson		TX		75081		United States		 

		Stacy		Bowman		2261 Dr Stitely Rd		New Windsor		MD		21776		United States		 

		Jennifer		Scott		15930 Bayside Pointe West #703		Fort Myers		FL		33908		United States		 

		Christine		B.		455 Argyle Road		Brooklyn		NY		11218		United States		 

		A		Dianich		42740 E Larch Mt Rd		Corbett		OR		97019		United States		 

		Leslie		Hamlin		2		Atlanta		GA		30342		United States		 

		Kristin		Walsh		3 Salisbury Pl.		Nyack		NY		10960		United States		 

		Robert		Cobb		821 view harbour rd		knoxville		TN		37934		United States		 

		Kathleen		Ruiz		P.O. Box 2361		Sun City		CA		92586		United States		 

		Barbara		Young		16059 E Alan Black Blvd		Loxahatchee		FL		33470		United States		 

		Celia		Kutcher		34681 Calle Los Robles		Capistrano Beach		CA		92624		United States		 

		Rosemary		French		238 River Flow Dr.		Reno		NV		89523		United States		 

		G		Tabish		993 Carnahan Circle		Murray		UT		84121		United States		 

		Rebecca		Marshall		731 Lindsay St		Gainesville		TX		76240		United States		 

		Eric		Portmann		POB 976		Twisp		WA		98856		United States		 

		Joseph		McCLAIN		1210 32nd st		BELLINGHAM		WA		98225		United States		 

		Sa		Re		state		ann arbor		MI		48109		United States		 

		Sa		Re		state		ann arbor		MI		48109		United States		 

		Samuel		Carter		333 N F St		Oxnard		CA		93030		United States		 

		Dan		Meier		924 West 12th Street		Cedar Falls		IA		50613		United States		 

		Mila		Salazar		PO Box 170261		San Francisco		CA		94117		United States		 

		Karen		Wessel		4744 Sabrina Rd.		Homer		AK		99603		United States		 

		Arnold		Gordon		7 Minuteman Court		Rockville		MD		20853		United States		 

		Karen		Wessel		4744 Sabrina Rd.		Homer		AK		99603		United States		 

		Raymond		Kalendek		10 Spruce St		Albany		NY		12205		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Mostov		315 west 90th street		NewYork		NY		10024		United States		 

		Jesse		Gennarelli		31 Home Place		Bergenfield		NJ		7621		United States		 

		vicky		sanders		1585 S Spruce St		Denver		CO		80231		United States		 

		Sawatdee		Sanlavun		4504 GRIDLEY RD		SILVER SPRING		MD		20906		United States		 

		Vic		Bostock		17 Cliveden Green		Altadena		CA		91001		United States		 

		Ellen		Smith		2735 Ripplewood Dr.		Dallas		TX		75228		United States		 

		Lisa		Hanckel		2890 Dartmouth Ave		Boulder		CO		80305		United States		 

		Gigi		Middlebrook		870 College Pky		Rockville		MD		20850		United States		 

		Jenny		Clark		1516 243RD PL SE		Bothell		WA		98021		United States		 

		Anthony		Mendousa		PO Box 126		Dillon Beach		CA		94929		United States		 

		Irina		Rutenburg		67-31 180 street		fresh meadows		NY		11365		United States		 

		Eva		Marks-Curatolo		420 Glen Ave		Scotia		NY		12302		United States		 

		Anne		Schreibe		14623 8th ave s w		Burien		WA		98166		United States		 

		Stephanie		Kob		135 W 96 St  9B		New York		NY		10025		United States		 

		Joel		Quaintance		131015th St. #11		Huntsville		TX		77340		United States		 

		BrANDI		Whitecloud		216 Emrose Drive		Penn Hills		PA		15235		United States		 

		Linda		Brebner		254 Highland Parkway		Rochester		NY		14620		United States		 

		T		Holliday		489 Lakepark		Orlando		FL		32765		United States		 

		Mark		Giese		1520 Bryn Mawr Ave		Racine		WI		53403		United States		 

		Lynnda		Strong		414 Hollywood Way, apt. Q		Sitka		AK		99835		United States		 

		Katy		Ryan		19560 Blue Lake Loop		Bend		OR		97702		United States		 

		Lisa		Daloia		406 Bedford Lane		New Castle		DE		19720		United States		 

		Nezka		Pfeifer		303 Lakewood Manor		Scranton		PA		18505		United States		 

		Timothy		Post		1108 NE Independence Ave Apt 1015		Lees Summit		MO		64086		United States		 

		Denise		Bell		1334 Union Street		Brooklyn		NY		11213		United States		 

		Melanie		Waggett		364 Patteson Drive #116		Morgantown		WV		26505		United States		 

		Rosalie		Clarke		110 west 11th street		USA		OR		97058		United States		 

		Nancy		Stamm		11885 Twin Creeks Drive		Fort Pierce		FL		34945		United States		 

		Meg		Griffin		3504 Adaline Drive		Stow		OH		44224		United States		 

		Kacy		Harnedy		300 2nd Ave		Needham		MA		2494		United States		 

		Karen		Chinn		134 Douglas Fir Circle		Cloverdale		CA		95425		United States		 

		Pamela		Baillio		PO Box 161410		Big Sky		MT		59716		United States		 

		Mary		Knox		5864 Heckert Road		Bakerstown		PA		15007		United States		 

		Gwen		Lambert		5639 Chimney Circle Apt 2D		Dayton		OH		45440		United States		 

		Dagmar		Grabsch		Klausingring 25		Berlin		FL		32085		United States		 

		Ilda		Johnston		7 papineau ave		worcester		MA		1603		United States		 

		Michael		Kennedy		UCSD, Scripps Inst. Oceanog, Geol. Sci. Res.		La Jolla		CA		92039		United States		 

		Steve		Sheehy		4727 Alpine Dr.		Klamath Falls		OR		97603		United States		 

		Sonja		Manning		1828 Faxon Ave.		Memphis		TN		38112		United States		 

		Ronnye		Davies		199 5th Ave.		Brooklyn		NY		11217		United States		 

		marilyn		Teplow		1805 Otis Dr		Alameda		CA		94501		United States		 

		Graciela				Humble		Houston		TX		77580		United States		 

		James		Brunton		12718 Forest Hills Drive		Tampa		FL		33612		United States		 

		Carol		Jagiello		91 wood pl		bloomingdale		NJ		7403		United States		 

		Debi		Bergsma		15376 Rockwell Ave		FONTANA		CA		92336		United States		 

		Ana		Herold		1021 Banyan Way		Pacifica		CA		94044		United States		 

		Hope		Millholland		Box 851		Amagansett		NY		11930		United States		 

		Bruce		Traficante		220 Castro Street		San Francisco		CA		94114		United States		 

		Pat		Cuviello		Box 2834		Redwood City		CA		94064		United States		 

		Yasiu		Kruszynski		1100 W Addison St		Chicago		IL		60613		United States		 

		Linda		Bescript		8882 E Maxwell Dr		Tucson		AZ		85747		United States		 

		Chris		Drumright		1434 E. Main St.  #26		Murfreesboro		TN		37130		United States		 

		Den		Socling		1854 Dutch Hollow Rd		Jersey Shore		PA		17740		United States		 

		Debra		Cunningham		908 Bonita Dr.		Encinitas		CA		92024		United States		 

		Paul		Emerson		814 Lamont Street NW		Washington		DC		20010		United States		 

		Brandie		Deal		301 225th St SW		Bothell		WA		98021		United States		 

		Patrick		Martin		1034 W Oak St		Fort Collins		CO		80521		United States		 

		Janell		Jenkins		1913 Ridgecrest		Garland		TX		75042		United States		 

		Lauren		Smith		11542 Montlake Dr		Garden Grove		CA		92841		United States		 

		Alicia		Salazar		3436 E. 2nd Street		Los Angeles		CA		90063		United States		 

		Barbara		Arlen		5055 NE Elliott Circle		Corvallis		OR		97330		United States		 

		Rob		Fursich		9 longfellow st		Hartsdale		NY		10530		United States		 

		Alix		Bjorklund		369 Montezuma Ave. #418		Santa Fe		NM		87501		United States		 

		Mike		McGinn		8645 S. Yarrow		Littleton		CO		80128		United States		 

		Miguel		Ramos		4663 fremont st		Bellingham		WA		98229		United States		 

		Ellen		Piascik		526 Princeton Road		Linden		NJ		7036		United States		 

		Sandy		Wallwork		859 - 18th Avenue		Sweet Home		OR		97386		United States		 

		Tracy		Ely		5114 Quartet Court		Soquel		CA		95073		United States		 

		Richard		Jorgensen		214 S 3rd Avenue		Albert Lea		MN		56007		United States		 

		Matt		Johnson		3243 Grand Ave S #1		Minneapolis		MN		55408		United States		 

		Cathy		Brownlee		2114 Mimosa Dr.		Paragould		AR		72450		United States		 

		Carol		Lipper		282 Longfield Road		Fincastle		VA		24090		United States		 

		Deborah		Spencer		12 Newport Drive		Billerica		MA		1821		United States		 

		Frances		Andrews		2459 Bucklebury		Davis		CA		95616		United States		 

		Patricia		Shields-Maher		4900 Barnett Ranch Rd		Shingle Springs		CA		95682		United States		 

		Brad		Miller		316 S Madison		Anthony		KS		67003		United States		 

		Bill		Herman		4546 Westridge Dr		Oceanside		CA		92056		United States		 

		Paula		Lepore		80 Berwick Rd.		Berwick		ME		3901		United States		 

		Sid		Jennings		2002 sw 24th place		Ocala		FL		34471		United States		 

		Ellen		Segal		1066 San Jacinto Way		Palm Springs		CA		92262		United States		 

		Jennifer		Miller		142 Benton Road		Stevensville		MD		21666		United States		 

		Robert		Thornberry		540 v. z. ctny. rd. # 3724		Wills Point		TX		75169		United States		 

		Wendy		Forster		150 Broadway		Manchester		NY		12345		United States		 

		David		Kozlowski		528 Calle Corvo		Santa Fe		NM		87501		United States		 

		Sandy		J.		253 w51 st.		New York		NY		10019		United States		 

		Sarah		Hafer		1401 Wyant Way		Sacramento		CA		95864		United States		 

		Brig		Larson		11682 sunset blvd		royal palm beach		FL		33411		United States		 

		Judy		Fairless		76 Liberty Corner Road		Warren		NJ		7059		United States		 

		Dan		Struble		512 E Weber Rd		Columbus		OH		43202		United States		 

		Gloria		Prate		1330 byberry road		hunt valley		PA		19006		United States		 

		Jana		Brown		269 Stony Hill Road G2-102		Wilbraham		MA		1095		United States		 

		Jl		Angell		Ponderosa Rd		Rescue		CA		95672		United States		 

		Kristen		Lightbody		RR6 Box 6431		Saylorsburg		PA		18353		United States		 

		Claire		McDougald		18 Depot Road		Falmouth		ME		4105		United States		 

		Sheila		Mccahey		15362 Upwind Dr		Bonita Springs		FL		34135		United States		 

		William		Mahoney-Watson		15127 Quarry Rd		Lake Oswego		OR		97035		United States		 

		Donny		Seals		1713 Village Green Blvd Apt 77		Jeffersonville		IN		47130		United States		 

		Andrea		Sreiber		5 Nassau Avenue		Schenectady		NY		12304		United States		 

		Joy		Santillo		1 Tall Oaks Drive		Jackson		NJ		8527		United States		 

		Jason		Gibson		130 N. Michigan Ave. Ste 4		Pasadena		CA		91106		United States		 

		Ronald		Drahos		3805 Woods Edge Bend		Bloomington		IN		47401		United States		 

		Thomas		Swoffer		32607 SE 341 St		Ravensdale		WA		98051		United States		 

		Jennifer		Crum		5405 Baltimore Dr		La Mesa		CA		91942		United States		 

		Ginger		Koerner		611 27th st nw		Rochester		MN		55901		United States		 

		Jeannie		Park		2601 NW 57th St		Seattle		WA		98107		United States		 

		marguery		Zucker		1966 Orchard St.		Eugene		OR		97403		United States		 

		Lee		Basnar		1900 Kachina Trail		Sierra Vista		AZ		85650		United States		 

		Christina		Manetti		PO Box 99097		Lakewood		WA		98496		United States		 

		James		Sams		2875 Cowley Way Apt 615		San Diego		CA		92110		United States		 

		Jennifer		Smtih		1402 Richmond Ave Apt 306		Houston		TX		77006		United States		 

		Sandy		Levine		974 North Holliston Avenue		Pasadena		CA		91104		United States		 

		Richard		Stern		11 Riverside Drive		New York		NY		10023		United States		 

		David		Barnett		1774 W Ainslie St		Chicago		IL		60640		United States		 

		Gerlinde		Morris		952 Kumukoa St.		Hilo		HI		96720		United States		 

		Stephen		Appell		15 Wellington Court		Brooklyn		NY		11230		United States		 

		Sharon		Mylott		P O Box 816		Charlestown		NH		3603		United States		 

		Lorenz		Steininger		waldstr.		stafford		VA		22554		United States		 

		Lorraine		Hartmann		10627 Durland Ave. NE		Seattle		WA		98125		United States		 

		Maura		Buckley		332 East 51st Street		Indianapolis		IN		46205		United States		 

		Julie		wade		3810 Antioch Cir		Carrollton		TX		75007		United States		 

		James		Mulcare		1110 Benjamin St		Clarkston		WA		99403		United States		 

		Joseph		Vincent		509 Third Avenue		Harvey		LA		70058		United States		 

		Gigi-		Penn		PO Box 1052		Olympia		WA		98507		United States		 

		David		Henning		9352 Eisenhower		Marshfield		WI		54449		United States		 

		David		Henning		9352 Eisenhower		Marshfield		WI		54449		United States		 

		David		Henning		9352 Eisenhower		Marshfield		WI		54449		United States		 

		Laurie		Cook		1908 1/2 Lead SE		Albuquerque		NM		87106		United States		 

		Del		Domke		16142 N.E. 15th. Street		Bellevue		WA		98008		United States		 

		Velma		Kelly		261 Bramble Street		Verona		PA		15147		United States		 

		Elaine		Alfaro		424 Gold Avenue		Felton		CA		95018		United States		 

		James		Angerer		9355 E Center Ave		Denver		CO		80247		United States		 

		Jan		Trypaluk		211 circular st saratoga spr. NY		Saratoga Springs		NY		12866		United States		 

		Kirsten		Holmquist		505 C Porpoise Bay Terrace		Sunnyvale		CA		94089		United States		 

		Jennifer		Lake		6013 S. Redwood Rd.		Taylorsville		UT		84123		United States		 

		Julia		Stancliffe		30335 310th St		New Hartford		IA		50660		United States		 

		Teresa		Iovino		4669 Dunn Ave		Memphis		TN		38117		United States		 

		Sherry		Knoppers		3450 9 Mile Rd NW		Sparta		MI		49345		United States		 

		Dianne		Bailey		46089 Allegheny Court NW		Albuquerque		NM		87114		United States		 

		Barbara		Hermann		110 Evergreen Ave		Hopatcong		NJ		7843		United States		 

		Eleanor		Friedl		35 Willow Dr.		Randolph		NJ		7869		United States		 

		Mir		Bahmanyar		6708 Aldea Ave		Van Nuys		CA		91406		United States		 

		Marc		Santora		506 Philadelphia Ave		Takoma Park		MD		20912		United States		 

		Casee		Maxfield		apt 213 1737 north sycamore ave		los angeles		CA		90028		United States		 

		Judy		Landress		242 Montclair		Corpus Christi		TX		78412		United States		 

		Lorraine		Martinez		251 James Gordon Outlaw Rd		Indian Mound		TN		37079		United States		 

		Ue		Davies		p.o. box 630		philo		CA		95466		United States		 

		Leland		Long		1380 Detroit Street #130		Denver		CO		80206		United States		 

		MElanie		Fedr		381 Sunshine		Philomath		OR		97370		United States		 

		R		Sharp		private		boulder		CO		80302		United States		 

		David		Modarelli		3125 Vermont Pl		Akron		OH		44312		United States		 

		Olga		Abella		12129 N 675th St		Robinson		IL		62454		United States		 

		Gerald		Wambach		51871 169th Ave		Bemidji		MN		56601		United States		 

		Donna		Bookheimer		91 Mansfield Dr		Macungie		PA		18062		United States		 

		Alba		Wejebe		15 Stardust Ln		Sedona		AZ		86336		United States		 

		Martha		Utz		1118 Allston Ct		San Jose		CA		95120		United States		 

		Liana		Moran		8331 W MARLETTE AVE		Glendale		AZ		85305		United States		 

		David		Smith		59 Harvey		Irvine		CA		92617		United States		 

		Laura				3327 Edgewater Bend Lane		Pearland		TX		77584		United States		 

		Roy		Siegmund		4715 cleveland		kansas city		KS		66104		United States		 

		Lacey		kammerer		7554 N Trellis		Fresno		CA		93720		United States		 

		JIMMIE		LARSON		2320 Saddle Club Rd		Hoboken		GA		31542		United States		 

		Adam		Loomis		1156 East Venice Road		Locke		NY		13092		United States		 

		Richard		Rothstein		8415 Whispering Woods Court		Lakewood Ranch		FL		34202		United States		 

		Yvette		Dominguez		1904 Vascones Dr		Hacienda Heights		CA		91745		United States		 

		Marcel		Liberge		144 S. CYPRESS ST.		MANCHESTER		NH		3103		United States		 

		Brian		Thompson		328 N 3rd St		Grover Beach		CA		93433		United States		 

		Cindy		Lewis		1885 Laguna Del Campo		Templeton		CA		93465		United States		 

		Jamie		Louis		PO Box 269		Pearl City		HI		96782		United States		 

		Corey		Olsen		W334S724 Cushing Park Rd.		Delafield		WI		53018		United States		 

		Angelita		O'Connor		1602 20th St		Galveston		TX		77550		United States		 

		Hiedi		Tan		722 Andover Blvd		Knoxville		TN		37934		United States		 

		Jerry		Rees		2016 W 92 St		Leawood		KS		66206		United States		 

		Dana		Doliber		52 Walnut Brook Rd		Sanford		ME		4073		United States		 

		Kyle		Chidester		1206 Fell St		San Francisco		CA		94117		United States		 

		Goran		Abramić				Valpovo		GA		31550		United States		 

		Jenny		Heinz		215 west 88 Street		NEW YORK		NY		10024		United States		 

		Wesley		Wolf		77 Waterview Ct		Lake Barrington		IL		60010		United States		 

		James		Noordyk		4538 Cass Street		San Diego		CA		92109		United States		 

		Gina		Pantier		37632 26th Dr S		Federal Way		WA		98003		United States		 

		James		Noordyk		4538 Cass Street		San Diego		CA		92109		United States		 

		Pamela		Scott		167 Teilh Dr		Boulder Creek		CA		95006		United States		 

		Rusty		Simpson		112 Galewood Rd.		Baltimore		MD		21093		United States		 

		Andrew		McLaughlin		92 Bittersweet Way		Warwick		NY		10990		United States		 

		Enid		Rosenblatt		4 E Close		Moorestown		NJ		8057		United States		 

		Michael		Letendre		92 Cass St. #1		Portsmouth		NH		3801		United States		 

		Mary		Foley		1290 hickok drive		el dorado hills		CA		95762		United States		 

		Al		Steiner		1299 cornwallville rd.		Cornwallville		NY		12418		United States		 

		Alicia		Hecht		1706 E Commonwealth Ave Unit 103		Fullerton		CA		92831		United States		 

		Connie		Johnson		1527 S Wilson Ave		Mason City		IA		50401		United States		 

		Patricia		Chelmecki		4N696 Council Ct		Elburn		IL		60119		United States		 

		Caroline		Fairless		8 whispering pine road		wilmot		NH		3287		United States		 

		Andrew		Frey		85 N Holliston Ave #12		Pasadena		CA		91106		United States		 

		Sabrina		beck		55 Corte Real #8		Greenbrae		CA		94904		United States		 

		Donna		Carr		1201 Sidonia Street		Encinitas		CA		92024		United States		 

		Christopher		Riff		2930 N. Commonwealth Ave., Apt. 404		Chicago		IL		60657		United States		 

		John		Niendorf		508 Kelsando Circle		Friday Harbor		WA		98250		United States		 

		Paul & Helen		Baumgartner		1214 Pine Pointe Curve		St. Peter		MN		56082		United States		 

		Marjorie		Ivey		28 Godwin Lane		St. Louis		MO		63124		United States		 

		Jan		Weaver		5217 Mill Wood Drive		Corpus Christi		TX		78413		United States		 

		jaedra		luke		577 NW Greyhawk		Bend		OR		97701		United States		 

		David		Meade		115 N Pennsylvania Ave		Apollo		PA		15613		United States		 

		Steven		Lefkow		20 Cartwright Road		Stony Point		NY		10980		United States		 

		Jeanne		Huebner		207 McDowell		Delavan		WI		53115		United States		 

		Albert		G.		4333se104th Ave.#2		Portland		OR		97266		United States		 

		Albert		G.		4333se104th Ave.#2		Portland		OR		97266		United States		 

		Jack		McCarron		229 Dory Dr		Ocean City		NJ		8226		United States		 

		Natalie		Aharonian		5343 Lexington Ave		Los Angeles		CA		90029		United States		 

		yvonne		Pratt		2 frank St		Patchogue		NY		11772		United States		 

		Elaine		Eudy		2501 Romain Way		East Point		GA		30344		United States		 

		Lauren		Basalla		22818 Talford St		Novi		MI		48375		United States		 

		Michael		Dorer		4869 Pardee Ave		Fremont		CA		94538		United States		 

		Bonnie		Long		8456 So. Hoyt Way 207		Littleton		CO		80128		United States		 

		Thomas		Dorsey		79 Hillside Ter		Belmont		MA		2478		United States		 

		Marjorie		Angelo		1223 n. oceanshore blvd.		Flagler Beach		FL		32136		United States		 

		Peter		Poanessa		36 Dickinson Rd		Keene		NH		3431		United States		 

		Gill		Brown		33		Jefferson.		AR		71920		United States		 

		Cynthia		Molinero		po box 440274		aurora		CO		80044		United States		 

		Eileen		Putman		29251 Rankert Rd.		North Liberty		IN		46554		United States		 

		Harriette		Frank		3603 Westover Road		Durham		NC		27707		United States		 

		Xavier		Petit		le sirand		massieu		MS		38620		United States		 

		Cathy		Marsh		2307 Orchard View Lane		Escondido		CA		92027		United States		 

		Christine		Harris		17567 N Laurel Park Dr		Livonia		MI		48152		United States		 

		Juha		Cantori		4915 Galen Rd		Wolcott		NY		14590		United States		 

		Anneliese		Emerson		6407 Bridge Rd, #201		Madison		WI		53713		United States		 

		INGRID		STOCKTON		29555 Paso Robles Rd		Valley Center		CA		92082		United States		 

		Herald		Johnson		10733 Prospect Ave NE  Apt A		Albuquerque		NM		87112		United States		 

		Michael		Miller		1512 Spruce St., Apt 809		Phila		PA		19102		United States		 

		Tiffany		Nicol		1002 36th St SE		Rio Rancho		NM		87124		United States		 

		Karen		Keating-Secular		6361 99th Street		Rego Park		NY		11374		United States		 

		Mark		Heald		PO Box 284		Pleasant Hill		TN		38578		United States		 

		Kimberly		Leeper		4742 - 42nd Ave. SW, PMB 379		Seattle		WA		98116		United States		 

		J		Walby		E 51st street		Brooklyn		NY		11234		United States		 

		John		Seeburger		8 lakeside club sw		lakewood		WA		98498		United States		 

		Jillian		Fiedor		1312 4th St West		Billings		MT		59101		United States		 

		Sandy		Sobanski		358 Est 19th Street, 4R		New York		NY		10003		United States		 

		Mary		Strote		475 Stunt Road		Calabasas		CA		91302		United States		 

		Wesley		Banks		P.O. Box 73		Vancouver		WA		98666		United States		 

		Patricia		Bougan		1518 WHITCOMB AVE		DES PLAINES		IL		60018		United States		 

		David		Nielsen		6228 N. Sprinkle Drive		Jacksonville		FL		32211		United States		 

		Jeff		Hopkins		69 amber court		Lindenhurst		IL		60046		United States		 

		Michelle		MacKenzie		2607 Graceland Ave		San Carlos		CA		94070		United States		 

		Candace		Jarrett		8450 Campana Dr		Las Vegas		NV		89147		United States		 

		Tony		Marra		42 Terrapin Trail		Crawfordville		FL		32327		United States		 

		Douglas		Cooke		19 Marine Ave, Apartment C3		Brooklyn		NY		11209		United States		 

		Francine		Ungaro		639 Andrews Street		Southington		CT		6489		United States		 

		William		Stone		6308 Shoal Creek Blvd		Austin		TX		78757		United States		 

		Gilbert		Wald		534 Foothill Rd		Bridgewater		NJ		8807		United States		 

		Casey		Schnaible		2230 College Way		Medford		OR		97504		United States		 

		Joe		Coco		9 Cloverdale Ct		Buffalo Grove		IL		60089		United States		 

		Joel		Masser		5327 Romford Drive		San Jose		CA		95124		United States		 

		Lynn		Acton		2299 Shirley Rd		Berkshire		NY		13736		United States		 

		Jim		Edelson		415 NE Mirimar Pl		Portland		OR		97232		United States		 

		Bronwen		Evans		210-130e15thave		vancouver		WA		98101		United States		 

		Claudete		Showalter		31 S. Washington St. P.O. Box Number 475		Riverside		IA		52327		United States		 

		Gerald		Shaia		8103 San Fernando Road		Sun Valley		CA		91352		United States		 

		David		Daniels-Lee		PO Box 1027		Ocean Shores		WA		98569		United States		 

		Katherine		Iosif		1134 Finnegan Way Apt 202		Bellingham		WA		98225		United States		 

		Denise		Abel		25822 Berryhill rd		Eagle River		AK		99577		United States		 

		Marsha		Lyon		4460 Georgia St		San Diego		CA		92116		United States		 

		Harry		Hochheiser		5742 Woodmont St		Pittsburgh		PA		15217		United States		 

		Beverly		Poncia		P.O. Box 971		Lower Lake		CA		95457		United States		 

		Jessica		Landon		5907 Saturn St		Los Angeles		CA		90035		United States		 

		J		Beverly		803 Shurts Street		Urbana		IL		61801		United States		 

		Wilma		Bradbeer		130 Stribling Ave		Charlottesville		VA		22903		United States		 

		carol		kaplan		182 john st		englewood		NJ		7631		United States		 

		Esther		Garvett		10431 sw 143 ave		Miami		FL		33186		United States		 

		Natalie		Van Leekwijck		4555 SW Main Ave		Beaverton		OR		97005		United States		 

		Denise		Parks		414 W Park Ave		Savannah		GA		31401		United States		 

		William		Castle		3603 Kingmont Court		Loomis		CA		95650		United States		 

		Suzannah		Bray		244 Best Ave		San Leandro		CA		94577		United States		 

		Philip		Madruga		1216 W. 6th St.		Hanford		CA		93230		United States		 

		Floyd O'Brien		O'Brien		33 W Alder St		Stockton		CA		95204		United States		 

		Alice		Fichandler		4520 Greene St.		San Diego		CA		92107		United States		 

		Andrea		Baer		Kihei Rd		Kihei		HI		96753		United States		 

		K		Arnone		1770 Bay Ridge Parkway		Brooklyn		NY		11204		United States		 

		Sue		Nightingale		Allen St		Amherst		MA		1002		United States		 

		charlie		burns		29 Van Buren Ave		Norwalk		CT		6850		United States		 

		Laura		Cornetta		28 Concord Greene		Concord		MA		1742		United States		 

		Christopher		Lee		1343 West Touhy Avenue, Ste. 2S		Chicago		IL		60626		United States		 

		Martha		Shogren		1860 Bloomfield Rd		Sebastopol		CA		95472		United States		 

		Tracey		Smallwood		1322 Harwich Dr.		Waldorf		MD		20601		United States		 

		Shirley		Smith		P.O. Box 9383		Longview		TX		75608		United States		 

		Satya		Vayu		4418 SE Harrison		Portland		OR		97215		United States		 

		Patrick		De La Garza Und Senkel		2036 South 5th Street, #11		McAllen		TX		78503		United States		 

		Katherine		Wright		225 S. Houghton		Milford		MI		48381		United States		 

		Jitka		Mencik		box 81		springerville		AZ		85938		United States		 

		Jeffrey		Courter		2844 Alexander Cres		Flossmoor		IL		60422		United States		 

		Jelica		Roland		Sv. Martin 96		Buzet				52420		United States		 

		Christine		Sehnert		11684 NW 120th St		Whitewater		KS		67154		United States		 

		Shelva		Wood		1016 acadia-		plano		TX		75023		United States		 

		Guillermina		Aguirre		7307 Eliot Street		Westminster		CO		80030		United States		 

		Maxene		Posman		209 Harbor View Dr		Port Washington		NY		11050		United States		 

		Christine		Harvey		3555 OLINVILLE AVE		Bronx		NY		10467		United States		 

		Betty		Brooks		123 2nd Ave. So.		Hailey		ID		83333		United States		 

		Kathy		Chaney		POB 513		Pendleton		OR		97801		United States		 

		Steve		Holzberg		105 Winchester Ct		Folsom		CA		95630		United States		 

		Paul		Vesper		1601 Berkeley Way		Berkeley		CA		94703		United States		 

		Barbara		Bonfield		1570 Highpoint Dr		Newark		OH		43055		United States		 

		Helene		Rosen		92 Grandview Dr.		Ivyland		PA		18974		United States		 

		Lori		Erbs		PO Box 50		Acme		WA		98220		United States		 

		Maria		White		18880 SW Hart Rd		Beaverton		OR		97007		United States		 

		Mary		Kelley		939 York Street		San Francisco		CA		94110		United States		 

		Christy		Mazrimas-Ott		3518 Randolph St		Lansing		IL		60438		United States		 

		Kevin		Rolfes		14006 N Green Hills Loop		Austin		TX		78737		United States		 

		Lloyd		Canfil		3682 Mississippi St.		San Diego		CA		92104		United States		 

		Joel		Perkins		3117 Cedar Hill		Denton		TX		76209		United States		 

		Kellee		Herington		104 Jacaranda Way		Parrish		FL		34219		United States		 

		Joan		Zentarski		250-16 Summer St.		Plantsville		CT		6479		United States		 

		Joan		Ward		234 Henry Cowgill Rd		Camden-Wyoming		DE		19934		United States		 

		Robert		Gabriel		3125C 36th Ave NE		Olympia		WA		98506		United States		 

		Melanie		Goldman		31078 Mesa Crest Road		Valley Center		CA		92082		United States		 

		Kelley		Scanlon		281 Norwood Avenue		Syracuse		NY		13206		United States		 

		Roth		Woods		312 koch		ann arbor		MI		48103		United States		 

		Maria		Torgesen		6238 Cortelyou		Cincinnati		OH		45213		United States		 

		Donna		Tanner		35 Grove Street		Concord		MA		1742		United States		 

		Phillip		Bucknell		104 Tall Trees Ct		Sarasota		FL		34232		United States		 

		Littlebird		Parks		Hwy 83		Bigfork		MT		59911		United States		 

		Gail		Winter		1816 Arcturus Ave.		Racine		WI		53404		United States		 

		Stu		Lips		Arthur		Eugene		OR		97402		United States		 

		Jewels		stratton		2233 Powell St		San Francisco		CA		94133		United States		 

		Frank		Wilsey		2702 Whitney Ave		Baltimore		MD		21215		United States		 

		Alejandra		Morales		raymundo belao 20		piraqura		AK		83300		United States		 

		Alejandra		Morales		raymundo belao 20		piraqura		AK		83300		United States		 

		Claudia		Chaffin		2415 Southwestern Blvd		Georgetown		TX		78626		United States		 

		Lisha		Doucet		274 Dowdy Drive		Red Feather Lakes		CO		80545		United States		 

		Sharon		Donovan-Sheridan		9 West Keller St.,		Mechanicsburg		PA		17055		United States		 

		Irene		Siwik		121 St. Marks Pl.		New York		NY		10009		United States		 

		Pamela		Evans		PO Box 644		Kemp		TX		75143		United States		 

		Mark		Donaldson		1548 Croftwood Drive		Melbourne		FL		32935		United States		 

		John		Cevasco		596 millers falls rd.,p.o.box 78		Northfield		MA		1360		United States		 

		Manuela		Wolter		Villareal-Tamarindo		san.jose		IA		50309		United States		 

		Tika		Bordelon		1400 Hubbell Pl.		Seattle		WA		98101		United States		 

		Linda		Bauer		5124 Moody Dr		Kingsport		TN		37664		United States		 

		Jody		Gibson		317 E. Wall Ave.		Des Moines		IA		50315		United States		 

		Michael		Seager		8253 Westmoor Road		Mentor		OH		44060		United States		 

		Julie		Takatsch		67 Schoolhouse Rd		Port Jervis		NY		12771		United States		 

		Sandra		Chu		4000 calle de estrellas		las cruces		NM		88012		United States		 

		Sandra		Chu		4000 calle de estrellas		las cruces		NM		88012		United States		 

		Karen		Slote		4310 Beach Ridge Rd		Pendleton		NY		14120		United States		 

		Bonnie		Oliver		1265 W Roger Rd		Tucson		AZ		85705		United States		 

		Irene		Mehle		6634 Covington Cv		Canfield		OH		44406		United States		 

		Karen		Burchett		1800 Grismer Ave		Burbank		CA		91504		United States		 

		Maureen		O'Neal		9100 s.w.. 80th ave.		Portland		OR		97223		United States		 

		Larry		Smith		15 Coronado Ct		Walnut Creek		CA		94596		United States		 

		Rosanna		Martella		504 Beverly Cir S		Magnolia		NJ		8049		United States		 

		Robert		Hicks		2999 E Ocean Blvd, #1740		Long Beach		CA		90803		United States		 

		G		Daily		4119 N 110th St		Wauwatosa		WI		53222		United States		 

		Genevieve		Miller		11580 Cedar Chase Rd		Herndon		VA		20170		United States		 

		Andrew		Kurzweil		P.O. Box 290601		11229-0601		NY		11229		United States		 

		Paul		Caputo		527 East 8th Street		South Boston		MA		2127		United States		 

		Dana		Wullenwaber		2442 California Street		Redding		CA		96001		United States		 

		Barbara		Oleksa-Reiss		179 Brynteg Lane		Lexington		VA		24450		United States		 

		Elisabeth		Price		2809 Carolina NE		Albuquerque		NM		87110		United States		 

		Dick		Reiss		179 Brynteg Lane		Lexington		VA		24450		United States		 

		Tina		Brenza		419 N. Mulford road #5		Rockford		IL		61107		United States		 

		Rachel		Herbener		1229 Dewey Ave		Evanston		IL		60202		United States		 

		Susan		Imker		309 Elizabeth st SW		Isanti		MN		55040		United States		 

		Lis		Farrell		Hardy House, Ushirika Road, Langata, Nairobi, Kenya		Nairobi				100		United States		 

		Nadine		Appel		S Country Ct		Tomahawk		WI		54487		United States		 

		dalt		wonk		813 Ursulines St		new Orleans		LA		70116		United States		 

		Lila		Williams		1319 Bellevue Ave		Richmond		VA		23227		United States		 

		Becky		Anderson		2043 Ponderosa Ct		Bellingham		WA		98229		United States		 

		Charles		Arnold		PO Box 1672		Manchester		NH		3105		United States		 

		Timothy		Wampler		6039 S. Harding St.		Indianapolis		IN		46217		United States		 

		Brittany		Wheeler		6642 E Indigo St		Mesa		AZ		85205		United States		 

		Lisa		Patton		818 50th St SE		Auburn		WA		98092		United States		 

		Lauren		Richie		524 9th Ter		Pl Grove		AL		35127		United States		 

		Karen		DeBraal		935 B St		Springfield		OR		97477		United States		 

		Jamee		Warfle		30 Ocala Street		Arden		NC		28704		United States		 

		Roth		Woods		312 koch		ann arbor		MI		48103		United States		 

		JB		Waters		PO Box 26347		Tempe		AZ		85285		United States		 

		Tobin		Jacobson		7294 Lugano Drive		Boynton Beach		FL		33437		United States		 

		Patricia		Logan		3455 SW Sunset Trace Cir		Palm City		FL		34990		United States		 

		Julija		Merljak		18 Rooibekkie St.		Fairplay		CO		80440		United States		 

		Jerry		Mylius		1702 Fawn Drive		Austin		TX		78741		United States		 

		Barbara		Harpe		1744 257th St		Lomita		CA		90717		United States		 

		Gary		Usinger		1290 Punta Gorda Cir		Winter Springs		FL		32708		United States		 

		Johnson		Johnson		1334 R St NW		Washington		DC		20009		United States		 

		Mike		Antone		316 Gewho Rd		Sacaton		AZ		85147		United States		 

		Doris		June		17395 S Hallbacka Ln		Mulino		OR		97042		United States		 

		Herman		Diaz		48 brooksdale rd		brighton		MA		2135		United States		 

		Jose		Diaz		15e hunns lake rd		stanfordville		NY		12581		United States		 

		Linda		Ellsworth		PO Box 577		Eastsound		WA		98245		United States		 

		kelly		Kramer		11431 kathy ln		garden grove		CA		92840		United States		 

		Marilyn		Savitt-Kring		2732 Tramway Circle		Albuquerque		NM		87122		United States		 

		Joshua		Wallman		410 E 6th st		NYC		NY		10009		United States		 

		Ruth		Dick		3560 Redwood Ave		Los Angeles		CA		90066		United States		 

		Sharon		Paltin		PO Box 18		Laytonville		CA		95454		United States		 

		Athena		Anderson		330 1900th St.		New Holland		IL		62671		United States		 

		Raeann		Scott		1201 Scenic Avenue		Lummi Island		WA		98262		United States		 

		Athena		Anderson		330 1900th St.		New Holland		IL		62671		United States		 

		Lori		Conrad		3031 Bryant Place		Davis		CA		95618		United States		 

		George		Schneider		2029 Tulip St		San Diego		CA		92105		United States		 

		Myra		Berariio		28791 meadowgrss		castaic		CA		91384		United States		 

		Barbarabarski		Barbara		Godehardstr.7		Frauenau		CA		94258		United States		 

		Constance		Griffin		PO Box 86		San Jose		NM		87565		United States		 

		Andrea		Giolli		20631 E. Cornell Pl		Aurora		CO		80013		United States		 

		Kevin		Schmidt		5186 New Sweden Road NE		Bainbridge Island		WA		98110		United States		 

		John		Steponaitis		910 Geary 20		San Francisco		CA		94109		United States		 

		Valentin				64.5 Oak street		Boynton		FL		33426		United States		 

		Terri		David		825 C Merrimon Ave., #235		Asheville		NC		28804		United States		 

		Tim		Maurer		8528 E Canyon Vista Dr		Anaheim		CA		92808		United States		 

		Marc		Draper		2589 E. 3020 So,		Millcreek		UT		84109		United States		 

		Tanya		Arguello		41 S. Eaton St.		Lakewood		CO		80226		United States		 

		Louise		Simone		2700 Upton Street, NW		Washington		DC		20008		United States		 

		Michael		Haskell		7 Sweetbrier Lane		Scarborough		ME		4074		United States		 

		Mary		Baier		2930 Geneva St.		Dearborn		MI		48124		United States		 

		Kicab		Castaneda-Mendez		112 Rhododendron Ct		Chapel Hill		NC		27517		United States		 

		Audra		Burroughs		1580 royal oaks. drive		apopka		FL		32703		United States		 

		April		Aubin		12 Academy St Apt 3		Saranac Lake		NY		12983		United States		 

		Stacey		Rohrbaugh		15900 Ridgeview Rd		Willits		CA		95490		United States		 

		Romina		Maja		Mine Peza		tirana		IL		12271		United States		 

		Lisa		Hill		4185 Eldorado Way		Melbourne		FL		32934		United States		 

		Roberto		Gandara		208 W 119th Street		New York		NY		10026		United States		 

		Lauren		Ford		668 Westminster Avenue		venice		CA		90291		United States		 

		Karen		Paradiso		1253 Cottonwood Ct		Carmel		IN		46033		United States		 

		Kate		Stant		6052 English Creek		Egg Harbor Twp.		NJ		8234		United States		 

		Chere		High		6311 riverwalk lane		jupiter		FL		33458		United States		 

		Lori		Moldovan		7270 sw 113 st		Miami		FL		33156		United States		 

		Michael		Price		PO Box 580578		Pleasant Prairie		WI		53158		United States		 

		Walker		Everette		13 Cornelison Ave		Nyack		NY		10960		United States		 

		Margaret		Peeples		3705 edwards mill		Raleigh		NC		27612		United States		 

		Heidi		Sandmeier		13670 Valley View Rd. #219		Eden Prairie		MN		55344		United States		 

		Jean		Colombo		3349 Esters Rd		Irving		TX		75062		United States		 

		Susan		Thompson		23516 Shannondell Dr		Audubon		PA		19403		United States		 

		Nicholas		Page		5720 windgate drive		Ferndale		WA		98248		United States		 

		Deborah		Dobski		PO Box 7		Haines Falls		NY		12436		United States		 

		Deborah		Dobski		PO Box 7		Haines Falls		NY		12436		United States		 

		Steve		Olson		115 Valencia Avenue		Aptos		CA		95003		United States		 

		Joanna		Stalker		1411 NW 65th Terrace		Margate		FL		33063		United States		 

		Dottie		Sachs		504 Cranford Rd		Cherry Hill		NJ		8003		United States		 

		Christi		Dillon		175 Forest Ridge Rd		Mooresville		NC		28117		United States		 

		Marion		Tidwell		3330 W 78th Place		Merrillville		IN		46410		United States		 

		Lynne		Coleman		47114 Scarlet Dr. S.		Novi		MI		48374		United States		 

		Lori		Weber		116 Spring City dr.,#46		Johnson City		TN		37601		United States		 

		Cathy		Gianikos		510 Bailliere Dr.		Martinsville		IN		46151		United States		 

		Mary		Mathews		1111 Waukegan Rd		Lake Forest		IL		60045		United States		 

		Julia		Adkins		359 S Jefferson St		Napa		CA		94559		United States		 

		Kathy		Oppenhuizen		8135 Olive Trl		West Olive		MI		49460		United States		 

		Dominick		Falzone		745 S. Normandie Ave. Apt. 108		Los Angeles		CA		90005		United States		 

		Melissa		Allen		8405 SW 156 Street		Palmetto Bay		FL		33157		United States		 

		Judith		Melvin		481 Standish Steel Road		Bedford		IN		47421		United States		 

		Douglas		McCormick		23602 Via Paloma		Trabuco Canyon		CA		92679		United States		 

		Andy		Mudd		9400 Baptist Church RD SE		Elizabeth		IN		47117		United States		 

		Douglas		McCormick		23602 Via Paloma		Trabuco Canyon		CA		92679		United States		 

		Linda		Rudman				New York		NY		10025		United States		 

		Brook		Heimbaugh		11202 Alhambra Dr.		Austin		TX		78759		United States		 

		Adrienne		Kligman		447 Foxen Drive		Santa Barbara		CA		93105		United States		 

		Twyla		Meyer		244 Hickory Ave.		Pomona		CA		91767		United States		 

		Sharon		Wushensky		1659 Waterglen Drive		West Chester		PA		19382		United States		 

		Brian		Yanke		3145 MUIR FIELD RD		MADISON		WI		53719		United States		 

		Barbara		Lafaver		4479 Silverberry Ct		Concord		CA		94521		United States		 

		Barbara		Tonsberg		220 Sky Oaks Dr		Angwin		CA		94508		United States		 

		Victoria		Brandon		9311 Bianca Avenue		Northridge		CA		91325		United States		 

		Kevin		Vaught		505 Oak Forest Circle		Antioch		TN		37013		United States		 

		Jonathan				3 edgewood ave		GLEN HEAD		NY		11545		United States		 

		Irene		Martinez		17604 Klamath Falls Drive		Round Rock		TX		78681		United States		 

		O		Ruiz		Normandy Road		Clifton		NJ		7013		United States		 

		Susan		Davenport		2041 Avenida Placida 4		Simi Valley		CA		93063		United States		 

		Donna		Sharp		26110 Bud Ln		Veneta		OR		97487		United States		 

		Jaen		Lawrence		11703 Taylorcrest Rd		Houston		TX		77024		United States		 

		William		Tuck		2340 Castlebridge Rd		Midlothian		VA		23113		United States		 

		Nicole		Fortunato		2070 Las Palmas Drive		Carlsbad		CA		92011		United States		 

		Molly		Huddleston		PO Box 1119		Santa Rosa		CA		95402		United States		 

		Frank		Andrews		247 D St. #104		San Rafael		CA		94901		United States		 

		Deborah		DeSimone		142 Beaver Meadow Rd		Cooperstown		NY		13326		United States		 

		Ronald		Kestler		2101 Challedon Way		Louisville		KY		40223		United States		 

		Marilyn		Caston		2710 Broderick St		San Francisco		CA		94123		United States		 

		Amy		Elepano		7619 Clarendon Bend Lane		Richmond		TX		77407		United States		 

		Robin		Vogler		958 Blue Lake Ln		Bigfork		MT		59911		United States		 

		Caryn		Graves		1642 Curtis St.		Berkeley		CA		94702		United States		 

		Vivian		Burgess		4184 VT Route 100		Granville		VT		5747		United States		 

		Judy		Krach		3517 Bordeaux Court		Hazel Crest		IL		60429		United States		 

		David		Walker		2125 N 123rd Drive		Avondale		AZ		85392		United States		 

		Joyce		Overton		5618 Highgate		Rowlett		TX		75088		United States		 

		Urmila		Padmanabhan		42629 Queens Park Ct		Fremont		CA		94538		United States		 

		Zoe		Simon		2236 N Cahuenga Blvd		Los Angeles		CA		90068		United States		 

		Henry		Weinberg		835 Puente. Dr.		Santa Barbara		CA		93110		United States		 

		Arthur		Gregorian		3906 Linwood Ave		Oakland		CA		94602		United States		 

		Diana		Podorsky		202 S Riverside Dr		Winamac		IN		46996		United States		 

		Laura		Berry		1371 Breckenridge Dr		Blacksburg		VA		24060		United States		 

		Katherine		Werner		354 Hastings Rd		Waitsfield		VT		5673		United States		 

		Ashley		Pierson		402 NW Uptown Terrace Apt 4B		Portland		OR		97210		United States		 

		Dave		Frank		1214 NW Cedarwood Drive		Ankeny		IA		50023		United States		 

		Martin		Horwitz		1326 23rd Avenue		San Francisco		CA		94122		United States		 

		Nicholas		Martin		143 Albany St		Cambridge		MA		2139		United States		 

		Matt		Kroner		1805 Horseshoe Drive		Quincy		IL		62305		United States		 

		Lenore		Sivulich		47 Gloucester Hill Rd		New Gloucester		ME		4260		United States		 

		Elise		Tollner		12 Charles St. #5-C		New York		NY		10014		United States		 

		Richard		White		46 Florence Drive		Syosset		NY		11791		United States		 

		Linda		Moore		8110 Mission Blvd #38		Riverside		CA		92509		United States		 

		Renee		O'Neill				Columbia		SC		29229		United States		 

		James		McVey		1098 Eldorado Ave.		Nederland		CO		80466		United States		 

		Lim		Yean		17, Jalan LP 3/7,		Seri Kembangan				43300		United States		 

		Wrenn		Reed		100 Naples Rd.		Brookline		MA		2446		United States		 

		Manuela		Mantoiu		nr 10		dubai		OK		73030		United States		 

		Joe		Myers		1146 N Azusa Ave		Azusa		CA		91702		United States		 

		John		Papandrea		110 west 90 street		new york		NY		10024		United States		 

		Inara		Powers		2453 Kilimanjaro Dr NE		Cedar Rapids		IA		52402		United States		 

		Rita		Iacarella		2139 Violet Ln		New Brighton		MN		55112		United States		 

		William		OBrien		12520 SW Gem Lane #202		Beaverton		OR		97005		United States		 

		Jessica		Wolfe		699 Gravenstein Hwy North Apt 24		Sebastopol		CA		95472		United States		 

		Janet		Neihart		6751 Geneva Ave. So.		Cottage Grove		MN		55016		United States		 

		William		OBrien		12520 SW Gem Lane #202		Beaverton		OR		97005		United States		 

		Scott		Brown		3218 NW Market St		Seattle		WA		98107		United States		 

		Sandra		Cobb		3880 Ellendale Road		Moreland Hills		OH		44022		United States		 

		Paul		Leyva		149 Central Ave		Ridgefield Park		NJ		7660		United States		 

		Michelle		Siekerman		1470 Rugg St		Cincinnati		OH		45231		United States		 

		Barry		Kaufman		936 N. Keystone St.		Burbank		CA		91506		United States		 

		Michael		Terry		5		Santa Monica		CA		90402		United States		 

		Barry		Kaufman		936 N. Keystone St.		Burbank		CA		91506		United States		 

		Debra		Berlan		39 malcolm ave		garfielf		NJ		7026		United States		 

		Marian		Cooley		1400 N. Woodridge		Muncie		IN		47304		United States		 

		Herschel		Flowers		5916 NW Walnut Creek Dr		Kansas City		MO		64152		United States		 

		Irish		Carlisle		806 N. Bancroft		Indianapolis		IN		46201		United States		 

		Gracie		Campbell		5230 SE Rural St		Portland		OR		97206		United States		 

		Tom		Pitman		1913 1/2 Magnolia blvd.		Burbank		CA		91506		United States		 

		Heather		Drees		2463 S. 42nd St. Apt. #104		Grand Forks		ND		58201		United States		 

		Wendy		Eckert		148 Garland St., Apt. 3		Bangor		ME		4401		United States		 

		Steve		Robey		548 Wildcat Canyon Road		Berkeley		CA		94708		United States		 

		Sandra		Hutchinson		14705 Lake Forest Dr		Lutz		FL		33559		United States		 

		Kari		Wilson		14116 N Creek Dr		Mill Creek		WA		98012		United States		 

		Kathleen		Wolfe		28701 6th Pl S #201		Des Moines		WA		98198		United States		 

		Lisa		Hughes		1713 21st Street		Galveston		TX		77550		United States		 

		Martha		Chambers		3112 Tanglewood Trail		Fort Worth		TX		76109		United States		 

		John		Pinezich		4617 Highland Drive		Longmont		CO		80503		United States		 

		Loralee		Clark		3616 Nelms Lane		Williamsburg		VA		23185		United States		 

		Joe		Phillips		P. O. ox 282		Colfax		NC		27235		United States		 

		Caitlin		Burke		110 Hudson Avenue		Ridgefield Park		NJ		7660		United States		 

		Michael		Caufield		3717 SW Henderson St		Seattle		WA		98126		United States		 

		Martha		Spencer		988 Henry Mountain Road		Brevard		NC		28712		United States		 

		Dianne		Carrell		991 Camino Rizo		Santa Fe		NM		87505		United States		 

		Judy		Moran		6109 N STAR DR		Panama City		FL		32404		United States		 

		Dale		Kashner		313 Claremont Dr		Seven Valleys		PA		17360		United States		 

		Barbara		Burton		235 Guadalupe St.		Kerrville		TX		78028		United States		 

		andrea		feig		396 Vineyard Pt. Rd.		Guilford		CT		6437		United States		 

		Keri		Stout		32280 Loki Rd # 3		Soldotna		AK		99669		United States		 

		Barbara		Sundberg		785-8 Tramway Lane NE		Albuquerque		NM		87122		United States		 

		Keri		Stout		32280 Loki Rd # 3		Soldotna		AK		99669		United States		 

		Susan		Schneller		911 White Pine Circle		Lawrenceville		NJ		8648		United States		 

		Joe		Weis		1551 W. Flora		Reedley		CA		93654		United States		 

		Julie		Squire		6605 Claremont Ave		Raytown		MO		64133		United States		 

		Ian		Shelley		50 SW 97th Ave		Portland		OR		97225		United States		 

		Ed		Loosli		1647 Skycrest Drive		Walnut Creek		CA		94595		United States		 

		Connie		Wilkinson		229 Palisade Ave		Pismo Beach		CA		93449		United States		 

		FRANK		ESPADA		508 Monterey Rd		Pacifica		CA		94044		United States		 

		Beth		Prudden		1656 Brys		gpw		MI		48236		United States		 

		Rob		Stonecipher		3601 N 5th Ave		Phoenix		AZ		85013		United States		 

		Paul		Schmalzer		2829 Mourning Dove Way		Titusville		FL		32780		United States		 

		Mark		Trapchak		21417 parker		farmington hills		MI		48336		United States		 

		Karen		Kalmenson		maple		allenwood		NY		11021		United States		 

		Shalise		Graw		618 Springfield Circle		Roseville		CA		95678		United States		 

		mitchel		pilipovic		5905 diamond lake lane		Minneapolis		MN		55419		United States		 

		Rudy		Ramp		370A California Ave.		Arcata		CA		95521		United States		 

		Mal		Gaffney		801 W Ocean Ave		Lompoc		CA		93436		United States		 

		Harold		Meyer		13 juniper meadow road		Washington Depot		CT		6794		United States		 

		Gina		Coviello		2556 Ridge Road		Ontario		NY		14519		United States		 

		Twik		Simms		1415 W Chevy Chase Dr		Anaheim		CA		92801		United States		 

		Paul		Moss		1849 Whitaker St.		White Bear Lake		MN		55110		United States		 

		Ken		Gibb		PO Box 11616		Zephyr Cove		NV		89448		United States		 

		Tom		jackson		1535 Franklin St 9B		Denver		CO		80218		United States		 

		Gina		Griffith		2718 Lakeview Dr		St. Albans		WV		25177		United States		 

		Donald		Smith		PO Box 1344		Capitan		NM		88316		United States		 

		Linda		Drescher		9 S. Holman  Way		Golden		CO		80401		United States		 

		Jennifer		Cunningham		504 N. Elmwood Dr.		Aurora		IL		60506		United States		 

		Bridget		Irons		16 W. Southampton Ave.		Philadelphia		PA		19118		United States		 

		mika		stickford		172 spring street		ny		NY		10012		United States		 

		Gary		Hurst		POB 5242		Fair Oaks		CA		95628		United States		 

		Keefe		Nghe		1213 Cardigan Ave.		Ventura		CA		93004		United States		 

		sean		McFeeley		116 Chestnut street		Brooklaen		NJ		8030		United States		 

		Lance		Kammerud		20815 State Road 78		Blanchardville		WI		53516		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Fowler		Ventura Street		Richmond		CA		94805		United States		 

		Richard		Reynolds		909 N 9th St		Ozark		MO		65721		United States		 

		Diane		Huber		8230 E Otero Cir		Centennial		CO		80112		United States		 

		Dave		Wilson		17705 Lakespring Ave		Palmdale		CA		93591		United States		 

		Vita		Cox		935 N. Halifax Ave  #801		Daytona Beach		FL		32118		United States		 

		Lionel		Ortiz		2820 Graham Rd		Bayside		CA		95524		United States		 

		John		Kaminski		1517 Wellington Pl		Aberdeen		NJ		7747		United States		 

		Dave		Loiselle		402 English HIll		Hillsborough		NC		27278		United States		 

		Ron		Kutch		1279 ashcroft ln		san jose		CA		95118		United States		 

		Jean		Zalek		279 Davidsons Mill Rd		Jamesburg		NJ		8831		United States		 

		Theresa		Campbell		29656 Spoon Avenue		Madison Heights		MI		48071		United States		 

		Asano		Fertig		11 Virginia Gardens		Berkeley		CA		94702		United States		 

		Jorge		Andromidas		780 Dexter St. #11		Denver		CO		80220		United States		 

		A		Todd		PO Box 41783		Eugene		OR		97404		United States		 

		Laura		Levey		24 West Lake Court		Somerset		NJ		8873		United States		 

		Ira		Abrams		5441 S. Kenwood Ave. Apt. 3		Chicago		IL		60615		United States		 

		Kathie		Kingett		807 West Road		La Habra Heights		CA		90631		United States		 

		Melissa		Hillen		po box 437		Romney		WV		26757		United States		 

		Sharon		Davis				Ridgeland		MS		39158		United States		 

		Carolyn		Eden		7254 NE New Brooklyn Rd		Bainbridge Island		WA		98110		United States		 

		Ken		W		34-15   72  St.		Qns		NY		11372		United States		 

		Gregg		Oelker		3285 Crestford Dr.		Altadena		CA		91001		United States		 

		William		Dearstyne		48 Derby street		Salem		MA		1970		United States		 

		Nick		Hutchinson		2754 Dayton St		Denver		CO		80238		United States		 

		Heide		Coppotelli		383 Seldon Emerson Rd		Cedar Mountain		NC		28718		United States		 

		Cheyne		Cumming		995 Humboldt St #309		Denver		CO		80218		United States		 

		Stephen		Comer		taborton rd		sand lake		NY		12153		United States		 

		Stephen		Comer		taborton rd		sand lake		NY		12153		United States		 

		Stephen		Comer		taborton rd		sand lake		NY		12153		United States		 

		Stephanie		Stone		689 Fort Washington Ave		New York		NY		10040		United States		 

		Donald		Francis		260 Mott Ave		Lawrence		NY		11559		United States		 

		Ross		Balcom		633 N. Dwyer Dr.		Anaheim		CA		92801		United States		 

		Ross		Balcom		633 N. Dwyer Dr.		Anaheim		CA		92801		United States		 

		Barbara		Tountas		20407 30th Ave NE		Shoreline		WA		98155		United States		 

		Virginia		Wenzel		2063 Meadowbrook Rd		Prescott		AZ		86303		United States		 

		Molly		Hogan		6366 Commerce Blvd #299		Rohnert Park		CA		94928		United States		 

		Harry S.		Dill		1720 Hurricane Road, Lot 19		Cottondale		AL		35453		United States		 

		Lynne		Gordon-Watson		427 E 83 St., #1B		New York		NY		10028		United States		 

		William		Herzberg		6971 Cramer rd		Finland		MN		55603		United States		 

		Shelley		Dahlgren		4449 242nd Ave. S. E.		Issaquah		WA		98029		United States		 

		Patricia		Cachopo		2337  Harrison St		Santa Clara		CA		95050		United States		 

		Robert		Helm		12491 N Westshore Dr.		Portland		OR		97217		United States		 

		Ralph		Guay		429 So. Sanders St.		Helena		MT		59601		United States		 

		Fran		Watson		9734 Jamacha Blvd		Spring Valley		CA		91977		United States		 

		Sam		Catron		182 Wet Springs Rd		Chilhowie		VA		24319		United States		 

		Marcia		Corbin		PO BOX 9312		Aspen		CO		81612		United States		 

		Rhonda		Marrone		939 Somerset Dr.		Charleston		WV		25302		United States		 

		Destine		Robertson		19574 Silver Ranch Road		Conifer		CO		80433		United States		 

		William		Vinett		5320 Village Way		Nashville		TN		37211		United States		 

		Eric		Eng		12312 Hartwick Ct		Raleigh		NC		27613		United States		 

		Nancy		Lengel		906 Cedars Dr		McPherson		KS		67460		United States		 

		Adrian		Smith		110 Jones St		Moncure		NC		27559		United States		 

		Leland		Chambers		2884 S. Raleigh St.		Denver		CO		80236		United States		 

		Jamie		Burks		8542 Trumbauer Dr.		Wyndmoor		PA		19038		United States		 

		Faith		Conroy		P.O. Box 8031		Calabasas		CA		91372		United States		 

		Georgeanne		Samuelson		47525 Perkins St		Oakridge		OR		97463		United States		 

		Cynthia		Torelli		445 31 ave n		St. Petersburg		FL		33704		United States		 

		Tara		Huber		4909 Walkingfern Dr		Rockville		MD		20853		United States		 

		Catherine		Melina		173 Pleasant St.		Cambridge		MA		2139		United States		 

		Michele		Belin		9 shalag street		tel aviv				63574		United States		 

		N		bybee		6839 7TH AVENUE		KENOSHA		WI		53143		United States		 

		N		bybee		6839 7TH AVENUE		KENOSHA		WI		53143		United States		 

		Andy		Berkvist		15 Bright Avenue		Northampton		MA		1060		United States		 

		Joan		Coughlin		PO Box 1212		Sykesville		MD		21784		United States		 

		Christina		Babst		728 N. Doheny Drive		w.Hollywood		CA		90069		United States		 

		Patrick		Scarry		9 treeline dr.		o'fallon		MO		63366		United States		 

		Catherine		Williams		2249 E 2nd St		Tucson		AZ		85719		United States		 

		Gail		Linnerson		719 9th Ave SE		Minneapolis		MN		55414		United States		 

		Jennifer		Johnson		628 Buchanan St		Belvidere		IL		61008		United States		 

		Brenda		Michaels		15617 258th Pl. SE		Issaquah		WA		98027		United States		 

		Jodi		Rodar		230 forest park ave		Springfield		MA		1108		United States		 

		Hannah		Banks		107 Garland Rd		Newton Centre		MA		2459		United States		 

		Mari		Smet		7420  91  ave		New York		NY		11421		United States		 

		Nancy		Carey		1541 NW Harvey Ave		Roseburg		OR		97471		United States		 

		Stephen		Evans		161 Spring Lane		Paramus		NJ		7652		United States		 

		Leslie		Sweeney		PO Box 31734		Bellingham		WA		98228		United States		 

		Charlene		Root		8634 Friends Avenue		Whittier		CA		90602		United States		 

		Tracy		Ouellette		14078 MacTaggart Ave		Bow		WA		98232		United States		 

		Wendy		Chrisman		272 E 4th Ave		Columbus		OH		43201		United States		 

		Jesse		Gore		2411 Chapel Ave		Nashville		TN		37206		United States		 

		Timothy		Voeltz		2045 Sanctuary Ct		Gulf Breeze		FL		32563		United States		 

		Greg		Stawinoga		1247 E 168th PL		South Holland		IL		60473		United States		 

		Jack		West		3914 SE Licyntra Ln		Milwaukie		OR		97222		United States		 

		Guy		Cargulia		11828 Paeo Lucido		San Diego		CA		92128		United States		 

		Don		Hon		3135 Arthur St.NE		Minneapolis		MN		55418		United States		 

		Susan		Lefler		8701 Bear Creek Drive		Austin		TX		78737		United States		 

		Andra		Heide		2653 Tulip Hill Road		Pace		FL		32571		United States		 

		Joyce		Niksic		7429 Woodmar		Hammond		IN		46323		United States		 

		Connie		Raper		Durham		Durham		NC		27705		United States		 

		Lynn		Elliott		2614 Woodmont Dr		Durham		NC		27705		United States		 

		M K		Wiebe Keogh		22015-A 76th Ave W		Edmonds		WA		98026		United States		 

		Salvatore		Cento		2043 east 41 street		brooklyn		NY		11234		United States		 

		Salvatore		Cento		2043 east 41 street		brooklyn		NY		11234		United States		 

		Kimberly		Lewis		450 Highway 99 N B		Eugene		OR		97402		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Hurlbut		790 Indian Trails		Carmel		IN		46032		United States		 

		Eleni		Papakonstandinou		ath		ath		PA		17501		United States		 

		M		Leszczynski		1535 Lincolnshire Dr		Lapeer		MI		48446		United States		 

		Kathi		Ridgway		600 Banningway Dr.		Columbus		OH		43213		United States		 

		Cheri		Moore		116 Falls of Venice Circle		Venice		FL		34292		United States		 

		Andrea		Chisari		720 Walker Road		Titusville		FL		32780		United States		 

		James		Kloscak		4104 E.Broadway rd.		Mesa		AZ		85206		United States		 

		m		Cavanagh		643 President st.		Brooklyn		NY		11215		United States		 

		Norman		Bishop		4898 Itana Circle		Bozeman		MT		59715		United States		 

		Maria		S.T. Whitaker		4315 65th Street, NW		Albuquerque		NM		87120		United States		 

		Edward & Anne		Wardwell		192 Kendal Dr		Oberlin		OH		44074		United States		 

		Stanley		Scheller		130 Pearl St Apt 402		Denver		CO		80203		United States		 

		Shani		Schulman		1601 Avenue V		Brooklyn		NY		11229		United States		 

		Teena		Wildman		2150 Center Ave		Fort Lee		NJ		7024		United States		 

		Margaret		Beck		445 Moran		Grosse Pointe Farms		MI		48236		United States		 

		Nancy		Fomenko		110 El Caminito Ave.		Campbell		CA		95008		United States		 

		Wendy		Li		8885 18th Avenue		Brooklyn		NY		11214		United States		 

		Helen		Anderson		180 Delaware Ct.		Portland		ME		4103		United States		 

		holly		lake		4534 s.e. roethe rd #83		Milwaukie		OR		97267		United States		 

		Charlotte		Vardan		1418 N. Tamarind Ave. Apt. 1		Los Angeles		CA		90028		United States		 

		John		Lundquist		520 N. Central Ave.		Phoenix		AZ		85004		United States		 

		Lillith		Lascoue		1345 Carmel Ct.		Denver		CO		80020		United States		 

		Robert		Graver		860 Sooy Place Rd		Vincentown		NJ		8088		United States		 

		Tex		teixeira		252 will green rd		marshall		NC		28753		United States		 

		Wedow		Wedow		228 N. Middleton		Palatine		IL		60067		United States		 

		Beth		Raynis		1537 Warbler Dr		Naperville		IL		60565		United States		 

		Kim		Dickey		16328 River Rd		Leavenworth		WA		98826		United States		 

		Sharon		Moss		7108 Horner C-6		St. Louis		MO		63117		United States		 

		Beth		Raynis		1537 Warbler Dr		Naperville		IL		60565		United States		 

		Gerald		Gouge		110 segrest circle		athens		GA		30605		United States		 

		George		Neste		4437 Garden Club Street		High Point		NC		27265		United States		 

		Terry		Tedesco-Kerrick		3042 E Squaw Peak Circle		Phoenix		AZ		85016		United States		 

		Joel		Bernstein		81 Alfred Road East		Merrick		NY		11566		United States		 

		Don		Parsons		498 Christine Dr		Las Vegas		NM		87701		United States		 

		Keelan		Smith		8818 Powderhorn Ln		Indianapolis		IN		46256		United States		 

		Linda		Fowler		13862 Stone Mill Way		Tampa		FL		33613		United States		 

		Greg		Rosas		4353 Edwards Ln		Castro Valley		CA		94546		United States		 

		Judith		Groleau		1753 Apache Pass		Traverse City		MI		49686		United States		 

		Tanya		Field		1224 3rd St SW		Albuquerque		NM		87102		United States		 

		Kirk		Bails		35221 Brittany Pk Dr. #305		Harrison Twp.		MI		48045		United States		 

		Lori		Visioli		4301 Archstone Ave		Tewksbury		MA		1876		United States		 

		Lisa		Acher		27 Colonial Square		Peterborough		NH		3458		United States		 

		Bob		Douse		11 Hampstead Court		Kingsley		CT		6026		United States		 

		Lloyd		Lutterman		na		Cynthiana		IN		47612		United States		 

		Wayne		Harris		7642 49th ave e		Bradenton		FL		34203		United States		 

		Linda		Benda		5124 Oak Center Dr.		Oak Lawn		IL		60453		United States		 

		Madeleine		Bateman		185 NE 156th Ave		Portland		OR		97230		United States		 

		Joyce		Schwartz		486 Northwestern Ave		Altamonte Springs		FL		32714		United States		 

		Raymond		Bissonnette		143 Dahlia Street		Mahtomedi		MN		55115		United States		 

		Cheryl		Miller		10020 Johnson Circle		Bloomington		MN		55437		United States		 

		Laura		Napoleon		252-30 58 Ave		Little Neck		NY		11362		United States		 

		Deborah		Dahlgren		17 Kirby Road		Cromwell		CT		6416		United States		 

		Susan		Bullen		29 Guy Pl Apt A		San Francisco		CA		94105		United States		 

		Jay		Sullivan		7710 61st Ave Nw		Gig Harbor		WA		98335		United States		 

		Brian		Florian		8828 Clifton Way		Beverly Hills		CA		90211		United States		 

		Steve		Wignall		General Delivery		Ninole		HI		96773		United States		 

		Kathy		Gruber		275 Cedar Glen Drive		Avon		IN		46123		United States		 

		Janice		Phillips		5380 Brittainywood Road		Kernersville		NC		27284		United States		 

		Lori		Snyder		962 Centennial Rd.		New Oxford		PA		17350		United States		 

		Heather		Files		47 East St		Stratford		CT		6615		United States		 

		I		Engle		605 Bosque St.		Village 0f Tularosa		NM		88352		United States		 

		Philip		Reibman		9823 branchwater ave		charlotte		NC		28277		United States		 

		Patricia		Munn		19 Somers Ave		Seaville		NJ		8230		United States		 

		Patricia		Munn		19 Somers Ave		Seaville		NJ		8230		United States		 

		Louise		Wallace		9201 Christopher Street		Fairfax		VA		22031		United States		 

		Louise		Wallace		9201 Christopher Street		Fairfax		VA		22031		United States		 

		andrea		Lewis		177 Sparrow Drive		Hamilton		NJ		8690		United States		 

		Gilda		Carrington		Manhattan		New York		NY		10021		United States		 

		Deborah		Aoki		3711 Managua Dr.		Westerville		OH		43081		United States		 

		Phyllis		Chavez		2112 Ocean Park Bl., #5		Santa Monica		CA		90405		United States		 

		Christopher		Lawrence		19 East 32nd Avenue		Spokane		WA		99203		United States		 

		tia		Pearson		PO Box 861697		Wahiawa		HI		96786		United States		 

		a		L		3361 parker		Avoca		NY		14809		United States		 

		L		Ward		22 Carver Road		Newton		MA		2461		United States		 

		Cristina		Novelo		Rafael Garcia Auly 64		Veracruz		CA		91910		United States		 

		Steve		Trammell		10137 Bryan		Meeker		OK		74855		United States		 

		John		Harris		PO Box 5410		Bay Point		CA		94565		United States		 

		Steve		Adams		268 Cedar Springs Rd		Lexington		NC		27292		United States		 

		Jennifer		Shriver		3205 Arrowwood Lane		Boulder		CO		80303		United States		 

		Debbie		Fox		143 Council Circle		Newark		DE		19702		United States		 

		daniel		cohen		209-83 18th. ave.		Bayside		NY		11360		United States		 

		Sherry		Nolan		8357 BEARD ROAD S		BLOOMINGTON		MN		55431		United States		 

		Tara		Verbridge		1345 Wescot		Windsor		MI		48004		United States		 

		John		Barfield		5000 Old Shepard Place		Plano		TX		75093		United States		 

		Marco		Pardi		2195 Sandown Court		Lawrenceville		GA		30043		United States		 

		Linda		Bishop		9970 SW 764 PVT. RD.		EL DORADO SPRINGS		MO		64744		United States		 

		Jesse		Dubinsky		Rolling Way		Peekskill		NY		10566		United States		 

		Megan		McKay		849 56th St		Sacramento		CA		95819		United States		 

		Louis		Asher		4525 Birch Ridge Road		Vadnias Heights		MN		55127		United States		 

		Robert		Foley		33 Water Street FL 2		Attleboro		MA		2703		United States		 

		Kimberly		Wiley		72 Chimney Hill Rd		Rochester		NY		14612		United States		 

		Aleksandra		Biedron		237 New Jersey Ave		Union		NJ		7083		United States		 

		Lenny		Cavallaro		201 Washington Street		Groveland		MA		1834		United States		 

		Herbert		Jeschke		38 Aberdale Rd		Bala Cynwyd		PA		19004		United States		 

		Kelcie		Welter-DuBin		PO Box 5151		Eugene		OR		97405		United States		 

		Dawn		Albanese		156 Basswood Dr.		Elk Grove Village		IL		60007		United States		 

		Karin		Margolis		3916 Avondale St		Minnetonka		MN		55345		United States		 

		Gloria		Maldonado		131 Alameda de las Pulgas		Redwood City		CA		94062		United States		 

		Donna		Bonetti		1170 B Monroe Dr		Boulder		CO		80303		United States		 

		Saliane		Anderssen		7140 N. Guthrie Rd		Tucson		AZ		85743		United States		 

		Lise		Susi		161 mclain street		mt. kisco		NY		10549		United States		 

		Don		McKelvey		765 East 236 St		Euclid		OH		44123		United States		 

		Barbara		Bacon		6317 Mendius Ave. NE		Albuquerque		NM		87109		United States		 

		Joan		Beldin		10223 N.Hudson St.		Portland		OR		97203		United States		 

		Lara		Lorenz		8312 21st Ave NW		Seattle		WA		98117		United States		 

		Lynne		Jeffries		24792 Eaton Lane		Laguna Niguel		CA		92677		United States		 

		Heather		Clough		7187 Lemur St.		Ventura		CA		93003		United States		 

		Jacqueline		Wolfe		54840 tecumseh rd		calumet		MI		49913		United States		 

		Jill		Nicholas		45 Oak Hill Ter		Penfield		NY		14526		United States		 

		Ingrid		Rochester		13310 Halleluiah Trail		Elbert		CO		80106		United States		 

		Mark		Feder		822 Wooddale Rd		E.Stroudsburg		PA		18302		United States		 

		Anne		Barker		417 Woodland Ave.		San Rafael		CA		94901		United States		 

		Evelyn		Och		803 s negley ave		Pgh		PA		15232		United States		 

		Ronald		Harden		3125 Elevado Court		Loveland		CO		80538		United States		 

		Barry		Simon		1030 Kinzua Rd		Warren		PA		16365		United States		 

		Angela		Bellacosa		5511 University Way NE, Apt. 1		Seattle		WA		98105		United States		 

		Antonia		Matthew		1307 S. Grant St.		Bloomington		IN		47401		United States		 

		Steven		Kranowski		816 Montgomery St		Blacksburg		VA		24060		United States		 

		Donna		Austin		12 Queen Anne Lane		Hingham		MA		2043		United States		 

		Karen		Bearden		1809 Lake Park Dr		Raleigh		NC		27612		United States		 

		Betsy		Ruhe		4553 Southern Parkway		Louisville		KY		40214		United States		 

		Carolin		Schellhorn		119 E. Montgomery Avenue, Unit 8		Ardmore		PA		19003		United States		 

		Esther		Weaver		47 Hawleys Corners Road		Highland		NY		12528		United States		 

		Stacey		Ward		12 Bravo Rd.		Los Lunas		NM		87031		United States		 

		Jerry-Evans		Evans		3099-highway-58south		kinston		NC		28504		United States		 

		Sean		Corrigan		2/9 Lae Street		Trinity Beach		CA		90005		United States		 

		Jennifer		Zielinski		6 Farmington Way		New Providence		PA		17560		United States		 

		Edward		Hanson		Leyden Lane		Commerce City		CO		80022		United States		 

		Charlene		Cooper		246 Plank Rd.		Poestenkill		NY		12140		United States		 

		Bert		Greenberg		6166 Montgomery Pl		San Jose		CA		95135		United States		 

		John		Leinen		14205 St. Croix Trl N		Stillwater		MN		55082		United States		 

		Isabel		Fuica		222 Grace Church  - 302		New York		NY		10573		United States		 

		Maureen		Lynch		3482 rt 488		cliton spriings		NY		14432		United States		 

		Maureen		Lynch		3482 rt 488		cliton spriings		NY		14432		United States		 

		Jennifer		Formoso		3419 Suter St		Oakland		CA		94602		United States		 

		Debe		Judah		125 S Kalanchoe Ave		Broken Arrow		OK		74012		United States		 

		Robert		Honish		1230 S. Quivas St.		Denver		CO		80223		United States		 

		Linda		Smyth		54 somers road		enfield		CT		6082		United States		 

		Donna		Logan		452 Clokey Ave		Pittsburgh		PA		15228		United States		 

		Kathleen		Helmer		23125 Dolorosa Street		Woodland Hills		CA		91367		United States		 

		Chris		Hazynski		12 cypress ct.		bordentown		NJ		8505		United States		 

		Summer		Kozisek		10210 215th Ave E		Bonney Lake		WA		98391		United States		 

		Janeth		Mallory		1422 1/2 Cedar Ave		Lewiston		ID		83501		United States		 

		Sara		Keesling		12730 River Rd		Chesterfield		VA		23838		United States		 

		Pat		Hanbury		8510 Corrigan Way		Reno		NV		89506		United States		 

		Dameon		Hansen		139 s water # 2		idaho falls		ID		83402		United States		 

		Sharma		Gaponoff		14104 Retrac Way		Grass Valley		CA		95949		United States		 

		Dominique		ryba		1593 Jonathon St.		Vista		CA		92083		United States		 

		Elke		Romer		30 Hettys Path		Farmingville		NY		11738		United States		 

		Bill		Ferguson		120 e. northwood ave		Columbus		OH		43201		United States		 

		Lisa		Dancing-Light		0171 Handy Dr.		Carbondale		CO		81623		United States		 

		Jennifer		H.		2312 St. James Pl.		Modesto		CA		95350		United States		 

		Linda		Petrulias		23 silvia drive		cazadero		CA		95421		United States		 

		Michael		Ripberger		1977 Cerro Crest Ct NW		Los Lunas		NM		87031		United States		 

		Ed		Pool		51643 Big Creek		Myrtle Point		OR		97458		United States		 

		Patricia		Vazquez		Taller 791, Edif. 7 apt. 402 - Jardin Balbuena		Mexico City				15900		United States		 

		Rhonda		Lawford		50 lake st		south wilmington		IL		60474		United States		 

		Michael		Ripberger		1977 Cerro Crest Ct NW		Los Lunas		NM		87031		United States		 

		Eilis		Keely		121 Devoe St. NE		Olympia		WA		98506		United States		 

		Brittany		Smith		4701 S Washington St		Englewood		CO		80113		United States		 

		Sally		Purbrick-Illek		255 West Vista Ave. S.		Salem		OR		97302		United States		 

		Jean		Durbin		7125 mayfield ave		cinti		OH		45243		United States		 

		Harriet		Shalat		102-42 62 Dr.		Forest Hills		NY		11375		United States		 

		Kathleen		hatton		17320 wooster rd		mt vernon		OH		43050		United States		 

		Ed		gruver		325 bracken dr		Lancaster		PA		17601		United States		 

		Kathleen		hatton		17320 wooster rd		mt vernon		OH		43050		United States		 

		Lanette		Norris		PO BOX 840558		Houston		TX		77284		United States		 

		Linda		Gazzola		236-B Edgewater Park		Bronx		NY		10465		United States		 

		Cathy		Hardymon		11562 Garnet St		Garden Ggg		CA		92841		United States		 

		Gabriel		Sheets		1620 Shirley St		Merced		CA		95341		United States		 

		Scott		Crockett		PO Box 810		Florence		OR		97439		United States		 

		Angie		Aldebol		14 Reinsway Cir		Westford		MA		1886		United States		 

		Angie		Aldebol		14 Reinsway Cir		Westford		MA		1886		United States		 

		Lascinda		Goetschius		13-21 6th Street		Fair Lawn		NJ		7410		United States		 

		Rosemary		Caolo		1512 E. Gibson St.		Scranton		PA		18510		United States		 

		Ai		McCarthy		15807 NE 49th St.		Redmond		WA		98052		United States		 

		Alla		Sobel		600 Hudson Str Apt 3A		Hoboken		NJ		7030		United States		 

		William		Toner		9 highland ave		Mc Graw		NY		13101		United States		 

		Candy		Bowman		4361 Turnbridge Dr		Sacramento		CA		95823		United States		 

		Hillary		Demetropoulos		942 Bergen Street		Brooklyn		NY		11238		United States		 

		Krystal		Weilage		835 15th St		Butte		MT		59701		United States		 

		Ginger		Hill		PO Box 226		Lyman		SC		29365		United States		 

		Cigy		Cyriac		11491 Brambleberry Ln		Draper		UT		84020		United States		 

		Jason		Bowman		1525 Cold Springs Rd SPC 52		Placerville		CA		95667		United States		 

		Sarah		Steel		1597 Tiffany Ct		De Pere		WI		54115		United States		 

		Lynne		Rosenfield		709 e. Main St		Aspen		CO		81611		United States		 

		Carolyn		Chris		1016 Prague Street		San Francisco		CA		94112		United States		 

		Anna-Lina		Levi		1308 Alameda Avenue		Clearwater		FL		33759		United States		 

		Kathryn		Richardson		PO Box 638		Eagar		AZ		85925		United States		 

		Ryan		Davis		250 N. First St. #425		Burbank		CA		91502		United States		 

		Marilyn		Jesmain		PO Box 1935		El Prado		NM		87529		United States		 

		Joanna		Schoenenberger		ca		Breno				6937		United States		 

		Sissy		Wallach		PO Box 5635		Palm Springs		CA		92263		United States		 

		Jim		Apriletti		11 Virginia Gardens		Berkeley		CA		94702		United States		 

		Missy		Hargraves		115 Cpw		Nyc		NY		10023		United States		 

		Brendan		Lee		650 N.W. Irving St.		Portland		OR		97209		United States		 

		Rebekah		Roberts		3476 Cooper St		Stone Ridge		NY		12484		United States		 

		Jessica		Blagen		10386 Rich Rd		Minneapolis		MN		55437		United States		 

		Paula		Rusterholz		2787 Marion St		Roseville		MN		55113		United States		 

		Jared		Cornelia		125 Denn Place		Wilmington		DE		19804		United States		 

		Misty		Sorrelles		62 Joyce Drive		Hartwell		GA		30643		United States		 

		Rosalie		Sable		885 Mindy Sue		Medford		OR		97501		United States		 

		Jacqueline		Salomon		12 East 88 Street		New York		NY		10128		United States		 

		Lora		Bele		Dvorakova 10.B		Maribor		DC		20001		United States		 

		Amy		Harlib		212 West 22nd St. #2N		New York		NY		10011		United States		 

		Amy		Harlib		212 West 22nd St. #2N		New York		NY		10011		United States		 

		Lee		Stark		1811 s salida cir		aurora		CO		80017		United States		 

		Brad		Cornell		PO Box 155		Wolcott		VT		5680		United States		 

		Margaret		Vernon		115 Keller Dr.		Fonda		NY		12068		United States		 

		Saskia		Santos		2844 Burney Drive		Columbia		SC		29205		United States		 

		Patti		Pettit		33828 Snickersville Tpke		Bluemont		VA		20135		United States		 

		Miryam		Bachrach		8717 Airdrome Street		Los Angeles		CA		90035		United States		 

		Kate		Skolnick		545 Washington Ave Apt 704		Brooklyn		NY		11238		United States		 

		Priscilla		Drake		3701 Willett Rd.		Penn Yan		NY		14527		United States		 

		Tova		Cohen		4374 Bedford Ave		Brooklyn		NY		11229		United States		 

		Christina		Dickson		109 Tabernacle Rd		Black Mountain		NC		28711		United States		 

		Heike		Feldmann		1 Irving St		San Francisco		CA		94123		United States		 

		Les		Roberts		1134 E LANSING WAY		Fresno		CA		93704		United States		 

		Adrian		Shanker		1818 Jennings St		Bethlehem		PA		18017		United States		 

		Jennifer		Hill		106 N West St		Westerville		OH		43081		United States		 

		William		Horvath		6009 Santa Margarito Drive		Fort Pierce		FL		34951		United States		 

		Patricia		Phillips		487 Wolcott Ave		Kent		OH		44240		United States		 

		Pat		Deming		901 E. Blooming Street		Iowa CIty		IA		52245		United States		 

		Ellen		Halbert		46454 Cherryfield Ln		Drayden		MD		20630		United States		 

		Isabella		Cooper		403 Holmes Ct., NW		Vienna		VA		22180		United States		 

		Sharon		Chang				Marrero		LA		70072		United States		 

		Donna		Knipp		60 Seaman Ave., #2E		New York		NY		10034		United States		 

		Linda		Langmacher		614 S. Carnegie St.		Carnegie		OK		73015		United States		 

		Linda		Langmacher		614 S. Carnegie St.		Carnegie		OK		73015		United States		 

		George		Stadnik		24-66 44 Street		Astoria		NY		11103		United States		 

		Michele		Chartier		212 Pole Hill Rd		Bethany		CT		6524		United States		 

		Martha		Burton		11015 bullrush terrace		lakewood ranch		FL		34202		United States		 

		Shondelle		Luba		180 Red Star Road		Greenfield Park		NY		12435		United States		 

		Michele		Chartier		212 Pole Hill Rd		Bethany		CT		6524		United States		 

		Francis		Mastri		87 jones st		west haven		CT		6516		United States		 

		Robert		Lombardi		1465 E 64 St		Brooklyn		NY		11234		United States		 

		Dawn		Turner		2940 Old Elk Neck Rd		Elkton		MD		21921		United States		 

		Kyle		Collins		111 Annes Ct		Athens		GA		30606		United States		 

		Marian		Scena		179 Highland Ave.		Somerville		MA		2143		United States		 

		Jennifer		Griffith		315 Obie Dr.		Durham		NC		27713		United States		 

		Roger		Adams		444 High St		Spencer		WV		25276		United States		 

		Heidi		Ahlstrand		1580 state ave. nw		owatonna		MN		55060		United States		 

		Heidi		Ahlstrand		1580 state ave. nw		owatonna		MN		55060		United States		 

		Christopher		Lish		PO Box 113		Olema		CA		94950		United States		 

		Charles		Love		12661 Charron Ln		Redding		CA		96003		United States		 

		Susan		Carey		150-33 20th road		whitestone		NY		11357		United States		 

		Kristin		Sykes-David		4739 Columbus Ave		Bellingham		WA		98229		United States		 

		Fletcher		Cossa		622 East 20th Street		New York		NY		10009		United States		 

		Joe		Salazar		610 Cherrywood Dr.		Santa Rosa		CA		95407		United States		 

		peter		treasure		2909 1/2 sandra ave		grand junction		CO		81504		United States		 

		Thom		Peters		7725 Riverveiw Road		Snohomish		WA		98290		United States		 

		Cheryl		Watters		600 shady oaks dr		palm coast		FL		32164		United States		 

		Kathleen		Doyle		607 Cascade Drive		Golden		CO		80403		United States		 

		Gail		McDonough		1010 Yale Ave		Wenatchee		WA		98801		United States		 

		Lynne		Glaeske		3945 S. Uinta St.		Denver		CO		80237		United States		 

		Cynthia		Livingston		212 Shenandoah Rd		Hopewell Junction		NY		12533		United States		 

		Candy		Rocha		651 Echandia St.		Los Angeles		CA		90033		United States		 

		C		Worrell		10 W. Judith Dr.		Hammonton		NJ		8037		United States		 

		Jennie		Long		508 N 5th St		Bellevue		ID		83313		United States		 

		Karin		Boixo		10529 Grand Wash Court		Las Vegas		NV		89129		United States		 

		Roberta		Vandehey		20481 Winlock Lane		Fossil		OR		97830		United States		 

		Roberta		Vandehey		20481 Winlock Lane		Fossil		OR		97830		United States		 

		Whitney		watters		24 riberia st		st augustine		FL		32084		United States		 

		Lisa		Maragon		455 Steele St		Denver		CO		80206		United States		 

		Joanne		Wagner		4601 WindigoTrail		Madison		WI		53711		United States		 

		Paul		Schiappa		8 Ketcham Pl.		Melville		NY		11747		United States		 

		Avery		Chase		181 Barrett Hill Rd		Mahopac		NY		10541		United States		 

		Todd		Gross		13212 Executive Ridge Drive NE		Albuquerque		NM		87112		United States		 

		Chad		Van Dam		3533 Main Ave Unit B		Durango		CO		81301		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Pirsch		1307 Duke St		Alexandria		VA		22314		United States		 

		Alisa		Adobajor		Lenin st		Moscow		AK		10715		United States		 

		Alisa		Adobajor		Lenin st		Moscow		AK		10715		United States		 

		Jose		Avetikyan		Boytsovaya ulitsa		Moskva				10715		United States		 

		Jose		Avetikyan		Boytsovaya ulitsa		Moskva				10715		United States		 

		Van		Castle		1213 Norman St. # 3		Anchorage		AK		99504		United States		 

		John		Kelly		232 Hickory Dr.		Crystal Lake		IL		60014		United States		 

		Cassandra		Browning		2170 Raynor St.		Salem		OR		97302		United States		 

		Becky		Marek		8413 Selway Dr		Austin		TX		78736		United States		 

		John		Badila		582 3rd Ave		Salt Lake City		UT		84103		United States		 

		Linda		Klein		1257 E. Maple Ave.		El Segundo		CA		90245		United States		 

		Robert		Johnson		1257 E. Maple Ave.		El Segundo		CA		90245		United States		 

		Joseph		Wenzel		33 Larpenteur Ave. E		Maplewood		MN		55117		United States		 

		Ed		Dunn		4055 Lasher Rd		Drexel Hill		PA		19026		United States		 

		Diane		Berliner		2160 Laurel Canyon Blvd		Los Angeles		CA		90046		United States		 

		Ricki		Newman		617 Prince Dr.		Newburgh		IN		47630		United States		 

		Peter		Mulshine		23 Hudson st		Phillipsburg		NJ		8865		United States		 

		Linda		Webb		9401 Shoshone Rd NE		Albuquerque		NM		87111		United States		 

		Denise		Cameron		4357 Vireo Avenue		Bronx		NY		10470		United States		 

		Marcia		Bernstein		2212 East 26 Street		Brooklyn		NY		11229		United States		 

		Virginia		Rojo		2120 16 st. NW		Washington Dd		DC		20009		United States		 

		Grace		Bergin		216E.Scribner Ave.		Du Bois		PA		15801		United States		 

		Kelley		Scanlon		281 Norwood Avenue		Syracuse		NY		13206		United States		 

		Peter		Sweeny		92 Stephen Dr.		Pleasantville		NY		10570		United States		 

		Sylvia		Baldwin		152B North Kalaheo Avenue		Kailua		HI		96734		United States		 

		Soretta		Rodack		310 East 6th St. #15		New York		NY		10003		United States		 

		Terry		Vaccaro		Corbet		Plainfield		NJ		7060		United States		 

		Janelle		Floyd		333 W 3rd St		Connersville		IN		47331		United States		 

		Steve		Hopkins		6 peck ave  #62b		rye		NY		10580		United States		 

		Duane		Gustafson		9245 Burris Drive		Cook		MN		55723		United States		 

		Sun		Cho		1207 estates lanes		bayside		NY		11360		United States		 

		Amy		Reger		752 7th Street SE		Washington		DC		20003		United States		 

		Rosita		Aranita		1440 Randolph Ave. #305		St. Paul		MN		55105		United States		 

		Angus		Macdonald		PO Box 111		Elkwood		VA		22718		United States		 

		Dennis		Morley		104 Throckmorton Lane		Old Bridge		NJ		8857		United States		 

		Courtney		Stefano		210 Pelham Rd		New Rochelle		NY		10805		United States		 

		Terrie		Williams		850 Laura Lane		Vidor		TX		77662		United States		 

		Mike		Vanlandingham		6012 Larsen Ln.		Shawnee		KS		66203		United States		 

		Stacey		Streett		1822 N. Greenleese Dr.		Frederick		MD		21701		United States		 

		Amanda		Salvner		119 E Davis Ave		Ann Arbor		MI		48104		United States		 

		Chris		MacWaters		211 n sherwood st		Fort Collins		CO		80521		United States		 

		Aron		Thomas		1310 Clayton St		San Francisco		CA		94114		United States		 

		Carol		Garber		502 Milner Dr.		Red Lion		PA		17356		United States		 

		mark		scibilia-carver		5065 cold springs rd.		trumansburg		NY		14886		United States		 

		Karolina		Johnson		2910 Barlow Street		Madison		WI		53705		United States		 

		Rebecca		Canright		8 Deboer Farm Ln		Asbury		NJ		8802		United States		 

		Alex		DiRenzo		4873 State Route 45		Bristolville		OH		44402		United States		 

		Paula		Hartgraves		5050 Hacienda Drive, Apt. 1937		Dublin		CA		94568		United States		 

		Mark		Lopes		16 Clark Ave		Rutherford		NJ		7070		United States		 

		Drew		Hempel		14929 Old Guslander Tr N		marine		MN		55047		United States		 

		Carol		Ohlendorf		22205 Deer Pte Xing		Bradenton		FL		34202		United States		 

		Carol		Ohlendorf		22205 Deer Pte Xing		Bradenton		FL		34202		United States		 

		Victoria		Woshner		7106 Card Lane		Pittsburgh		PA		15208		United States		 

		Michael		Jensen		2029 Ashland Av		Evanston		IL		60201		United States		 

		Rita		Meuer		1422 wheeler Road		Madison		WI		53704		United States		 

		Marilyn		Snyder		5121 Lindell Rd Unit 206		Las Vegas		NV		89118		United States		 

		Suzanne		Dunham		518 S. Blackhawk St.		Janesville		WI		53545		United States		 

		Lucy		Gibson		1610 Angel Crest Way		Madison		WI		53716		United States		 

		Carolyn		Davis		30556 Greenland		Livonia		MI		48154		United States		 

		Tim		Rose		6125 Old Ct Rd		Boca Raton		FL		33433		United States		 

		cheryl		fala		1157 Bloomfield Cir		Lansdale		PA		19446		United States		 

		Ilene		Mandelbaum		PO Box 89		Lee Vining		CA		93541		United States		 

		Henrietta		Gomez		507 marcia lane		rockville md		MD		20851		United States		 

		Kevin		Hughes		4 Newfield Ln		Newtown		CT		6470		United States		 

		Jan		Modjeski		4315A Lotus Court		Murrells Inlet		SC		29576		United States		 

		Anita		Bryant		2110 NE Park Rd		Seattle		WA		98105		United States		 

		Beth		Doherty		4224 Garnet Drive		Middletown		MD		21769		United States		 

		Ashlee		Davis		1742 Champa Street, 2A		Denver		CO		80202		United States		 

		jordan		hon		202 ocean house rd		Cape Elizabeth		ME		4107		United States		 

		Nancy H		Brown		2020 N Lincoln Park West #13D		Chicago		IL		60614		United States		 

		Beverly		Linton		25 Udine St.		Arlington		MA		2476		United States		 

		Howard		Masin		813 Bordeaux Ct		Manchester		MO		63011		United States		 

		Katrina		Child		24th st		san francisco		CA		94110		United States		 

		Elaine		Fischer		2514 Sharmar Rd.		Roanoke		VA		24018		United States		 

		Juli		Shields		699 Powers Road		Conklin		NY		13748		United States		 

		Franklin		Platizky		3117 Cedar Hill		Denton		TX		76209		United States		 

		Gregory		Kendall		10844 jubilee circle a		lakeville		MN		55044		United States		 

		Hank		Bourscheidt		11570 Chase Way		Westminster		CO		80020		United States		 

		Norene		Bailey		250 Edgrace Lane		Santa Cruz		CA		95062		United States		 

		S		hyman		345 8th ave		New york		NY		10001		United States		 

		S		hyman		345 8th ave		New york		NY		10001		United States		 

		Tone & Edward		Gaglione		1017 Stanton Lebanon Rd. Box 64		Stanton		NJ		8885		United States		 

		Judy		Mazowiecki		P.O. Box 5001		Snowmass Village		CO		81615		United States		 

		Phil		James		PO Box 2333		Bloomington		IN		47402		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Stange		1308 W. 59th St.		La Grange		IL		60525		United States		 

		Cathy		Scott		7708 SE Grand St.		Portland		OR		97215		United States		 

		Lenore		Dowling		2253 Moreno Dr.		Los Angeles		CA		90039		United States		 

		Carla		Williams		1490 Jason Lee Ave.		Cottage Grove		OR		97424		United States		 

		Lois		Schreur		2544 N 61 st		omaha		NE		68104		United States		 

		Lindsay		Mugglestone		3023 Deakin St.		Berkeley		CA		94705		United States		 

		Ernest		Thayer		580 Roosevelt Way		San Francisco		CA		94114		United States		 

		Peter		Linback		2122 February Ct.		San Diego		CA		92110		United States		 

		Patricia		Cole		1000 Sutter Street		San Francisco		CA		94109		United States		 

		Franziska		Eber		Hellmskamp 7		Oldenburg		MD		26125		United States		 

		Sanja						New York		NY		10090		United States		 

		Elsy		Shallman		17294 37th Place North		Loxahatchee		FL		33470		United States		 

		Art		Sweeny		82 Clipper Way		Chestertown		MD		21620		United States		 

		Linda		Gilbert		89 Frances Drive		Manchester		CT		6040		United States		 

		Andrew		Moreno		844 Broadmoor Ave		La Puente		CA		91744		United States		 

		Marj		Waite		95 O'Connell Dr		East Hartford		CT		6118		United States		 

		Laura		Regan		5413 N. Cloquet Rd.		Duluth		MN		55810		United States		 

		Vernon		Cullum		2751 N Prescott East Hwy		Prescott Valley		AZ		86314		United States		 

		Vernon		Cullum		2751 N Prescott East Hwy		Prescott Valley		AZ		86314		United States		 

		Donna		Dilla		126 HEREFORD DR		OAKDALE		PA		15071		United States		 

		Stanley		Charles		442 Farm Branch Drive		fort mill		SC		29715		United States		 

		Kathleen		Morris		181 E. Beechwold Bvd.		Columbus		OH		43214		United States		 

		Susan		Dameron		1245 NORTH HILL DRIVE		LINCOLNTON		NC		28092		United States		 

		Chris		Byknish		Custer Orangeville		Masury		OH		44438		United States		 

		Barbara		Apt		10 phyllis place		randolph		NJ		7869		United States		 

		Mike		Albar		251-4B Gemini Drive		Hillsborough		NJ		8844		United States		 

		Sharon		Tozzi		61 Frederick Avenue		Yardville		NJ		8620		United States		 

		Dan		Dickinson		1916 Harris Ave		Bellingham		WA		98225		United States		 

		Jessalyn		Timson		1808 Bank St.		Baltimore		MD		21231		United States		 

		Tricia		Mattiello		118 Long Hill Dr		Stamford		CT		6902		United States		 

		Scott		Dance		606 tracy street		utica		NY		13502		United States		 

		Annick		Baud		po box 49		malden		NY		12453		United States		 

		Kathleen		Carlson		31 Forge RD		Negaunee		MI		49866		United States		 

		Geraldine		Dickel		190 Nicoll St		New Haven		CT		6511		United States		 

		jim		chyle		13211 hwy 17		Park River		ND		58270		United States		 

		Erika		Alicea		45 Driftway Rd		Howell		NJ		7731		United States		 

		Jim		Miller		63 Howard Ave		Freeport		NY		11520		United States		 

		Scott		Gibson		120 Riverview Drive		Saint Albans		WV		25177		United States		 

		Kimberly		Hurtt		1325 Harvard Park Way Apt 101		Garner		NC		27529		United States		 

		Kimberly		Hurtt		1325 Harvard Park Way Apt 101		Garner		NC		27529		United States		 

		Maria		Rodriguez		1530 SW 20th St		Miami		FL		33145		United States		 

		Carole		Biang		2770 Sandpiper Trail		WEST CHICAGO		IL		60185		United States		 

		Diane		Ethridge		335 S. Rivershire		Conroe		TX		77304		United States		 

		Scott		Logan		1001 Brickell Bay Dr		Miami		FL		33131		United States		 

		George		Chianese		6112 Wissahickon ave		Philadelphia		PA		19144		United States		 

		Laurie		Todd		3756 SE Stephens St.		Portland		OR		97214		United States		 

		Victoria		Lockwood		5891 sypes rd		Bozeman		MT		59715		United States		 

		Kim		Springer		6145 Wise Rd.		Hermitage		PA		16148		United States		 

		Debi		Bergsma		15376 Rockwell Ave		FONTANA		CA		92336		United States		 

		Jeffrey		Rattner		91 Schwarz Boulevard		Lake Hopatcong		NJ		7849		United States		 

		Shayna		Bailey		11400 Cuervo Way		Atascadero		CA		93422		United States		 

		Lisa		Graham		23560 oneida st		oak park		MI		48237		United States		 

		Diane		Cline		15 Boeing Road		New Cumberland		PA		17070		United States		 

		Dave		Bruker		1275 S Longwood Dr		Bloomington		IN		47401		United States		 

		Jason		Kemple		610 Sigsbee Ave Apt 7		Alpha		NJ		8865		United States		 

		Heather		Clough		7187 Lemur St		Ventura		CA		93003		United States		 

		Darynne		Jessler		4408 gentry ave		Valley Village		CA		91607		United States		 

		Katherine		Laise		3316 e 36th		Spokane		WA		99223		United States		 

		Marianna		Como		2026 22nd Ave NE		Minneapolis		MN		55418		United States		 

		Julia		McGovern		4631 Maile Road		Waimea		HI		96796		United States		 

		Kathleen		Slattery		1250 W Glenlake Ave		Chicago		IL		60660		United States		 

		Stephanie		Cuellar		43-06 46St. Apt. 2D		Sunnyside		NY		11104		United States		 

		Deborah		Boomhower		10 Richards Drive		Albany		NY		12205		United States		 

		Jeanne		Lebow		PO Box 1295		Gautier		MS		39553		United States		 

		Margaret		Keene		7536 Gladstone Avenue		White City		OR		97503		United States		 

		Camila		Cossio		1522 haven lock dr		houston		TX		77077		United States		 

		Aileen		Campbell		4202 Calle Real #337		Santa Barbara		CA		93110		United States		 

		S		Etheton		504 E. 63rd Street		New York		NY		10065		United States		 

		Gloria		Cameron		109 Crestwood Dr.		New Castle		PA		16101		United States		 

		Kimberly		Locke		11707 Fence Post Trail		Austin		TX		78750		United States		 

		David		Pinckard		2415 Yale		Martinez		CA		94553		United States		 

		Keith		Fabing		4816 S. Alaska Street		Seattle		WA		98118		United States		 

		Blythe		Clark-McKitrick		7475 SW 90th Ave		Portland		OR		97223		United States		 

		Carrie		Williams		7300 Cedarpost Rd. Apt. JA		Liverpool		NY		13088		United States		 

		Mark		Reback		1606 N. Avenue 55		Los Angeles		CA		90042		United States		 

		Cheryl		Allen		65 Pinon Heights Road		Sandia Park		NM		87047		United States		 

		Martha		Rivas		PO Box 45		Aztec		NM		87410		United States		 

		Kristyn		MacPhail		9236 W Euclid Ave		Littleton		CO		80123		United States		 

		Erin		Yarrobino		84-23 109 AVE		OZONE PARK		NY		11417		United States		 

		Eric		Pash		1252 cheese run road		indiana		PA		15701		United States		 

		Scott		Smith		672 42nd st		Oakland		CA		94609		United States		 

		Eric		Pash		1252 cheese run road		indiana		PA		15701		United States		 

		S		Williams		12707 Murphy Rd., #70		Stafford		TX		77477		United States		 

		Robb		Horstmeier		1019 Driftwood Trails		Hazelwood		MO		63031		United States		 

		Marsha		Adams		2201 MAPLE VALLEY HWY APT 82		Renton		WA		98057		United States		 

		Harold		Denenberg		833 Persimmon Ln.		Langhorne		PA		19047		United States		 

		Michael		Rosa		160 westmont		west hartford		CT		6117		United States		 

		Michael		Rosa		160 westmont		west hartford		CT		6117		United States		 

		Greg		Sells		3300 Parker Ln. Apt. 258		Austin		TX		78741		United States		 

		Suzanne		Hodges		F Street		Sacramento		CA		95819		United States		 

		Anna		Camarata		1080 Kewannee Trail		Maitland		FL		32751		United States		 

		Elvira		Skurdal		p o box 329		jacksonville		OR		97530		United States		 

		Cynthia		OByrne		4045 Sagan Ct		Lompoc		CA		93436		United States		 

		Audra		Soulias		299 Cardinal Drive		Bloomingdale		IL		60108		United States		 

		Martin		Bernard		55505 Fursman Ave.		Fort Worth		TX		76114		United States		 

		Jody		Hansell		8 Captain		Emeryville		CA		94608		United States		 

		Kat		Shield		PO Box 6		Santa Anna		TX		76878		United States		 

		Tana		Hemingway		P.O.Box 16318		Las Cruces		NM		88004		United States		 

		Terence		Travis		91-999 La'aulu St.		Ewa Beach		HI		96706		United States		 

		Basey		Klopp		1808 NW Vicksburg Avenue		Bend		OR		97701		United States		 

		Michael		Morellino		3443 Halbrite Avenue		Long Beach		CA		90808		United States		 

		Judy		Boone		4800 Dorsey St		Forest Hill		TX		76119		United States		 

		Sandy		Kuhns		1380 SW Scott Street		Corvallis		OR		97333		United States		 

		Grace		Johnson		3792 Crete Street		San Diego		CA		92117		United States		 

		Molly		Schminke		1121A Chaucer St.		Berkeley		CA		94702		United States		 

		Linda		Mooney		7730 Rain Valley Road		Flagstaff		AZ		86004		United States		 

		John		Varga		21331 Veleta Circle		Huntington Beach		CA		92648		United States		 

		Bev		DeSomber		9 Wigwam Road		Ten Sleep		WY		82442		United States		 

		Amanda		C		86		Washington		PA		15355		United States		 

		Brett		Snyder		290 Overhill Drive		Chambersburg		PA		17202		United States		 

		Vincent		Rusch		1090 4th st,Schenectady, NY		Schenectady		NY		12303		United States		 

		Lourdes		Acevedo		5305 Hyde Park Ave.		Orlando		FL		32808		United States		 

		MJ		Mills		16 Tiburon Court		Annapolis		MD		21403		United States		 

		Teresa		Earp		1326 1/2 Estes Ave, #3S		CHICAGO		IL		60626		United States		 

		Debbie		Brush		1565 Willow Oak Rd		Castle Rock		CO		80104		United States		 

		Milva		Deluca		266 silver hill lane		stamford		CT		6905		United States		 

		N		Refes		67 E 2 st		NYC		NY		10003		United States		 

		Carolyn		Schueppel		1016J N. Sunnyvale Lane		Madison		WI		53713		United States		 

		Michele		Kurtz		45 Sprucewood Blvd.		Central Islip		NY		11722		United States		 

		Linda		Fighera				Rhinebeck		NY		12572		United States		 

		Ellen		Koivisto		1556 Great Hwy #101		San Francisco		CA		94122		United States		 

		Lori		Montgomery		4 Fox Run Dr		East Hanover		NJ		7936		United States		 

		Linda		Prostko		PO Box 54		Caledonia		MI		49316		United States		 

		Therese		Ryan		37310 36th St. E		Palmdale		CA		93550		United States		 

		Greg		Nielson		19194 Hunt Rd		Strongsville		OH		44136		United States		 

		Joanne		Tioran		4001 Green Lake Rd.		W. Bloomfield		MI		48324		United States		 

		Jennifer		Harris		5509 Brookdale Drive North apt 207		Minneapolis		MN		55443		United States		 

		Lindsey		Densing		7806 Jade Falls Ct.		Houston		TX		77095		United States		 

		Meg		Walling		5845 state highway 23		south new berlin		NY		13843		United States		 

		Katherine		Lorber				San Rafael		CA		94913		United States		 

		Robert		Jenks		195 Indiana Rd.		Landisburg		PA		17040		United States		 

		Junko		Card		241 S. Orange Ave.		Exeter		CA		93221		United States		 

		Stacy		Cornelius		270 Cliff Dr Apt 9		Laguna Beach		CA		92651		United States		 

		Ana		Salinas		10309 Wildwood Hills		Austin		TX		78737		United States		 

		Christopher		Wheeling				Middletown		NY		10940		United States		 

		Ann		Bartell		3810 Fairhaven Dr		West Linn		OR		97068		United States		 

		Naomi		Hood		212 Range Road		Repton		AL		36475		United States		 

		Rebecca		McDonough		455 San Mateo Drive		Menlo Park		CA		94025		United States		 

		Jeffrey		Sbonek		box 16		Point Baker		AK		99927		United States		 

		Dorothy		Reichardt		47 Kendal Drive		Kennett Square		PA		19348		United States		 

		Sara		Colton		59 w 10th st.		ny		NY		10011		United States		 

		Alicia		Caraballo		112 Argus Place		Sterling		VA		20164		United States		 

		Stephen		Delgrosso		229 N Meldrum St		Fort Collins		CO		80521		United States		 

		Tanya		Aguirre		2439  W Flournoy		Chicago		IL		60612		United States		 

		Walter		Worden		10 Turfler Terr.		Middletown		NY		10941		United States		 

		Raphael		Milio		8621 Fluttering Leaf Trl		Odenton		MD		21113		United States		 

		Corine		Legendre		87 av st augustin		nice				6000		United States		 

		Nikki		Wojtalik		3723 Green Oak Ct.		Parkville		MD		21234		United States		 

		Janet		Duran		13 w 4th st		New York		NY		10012		United States		 

		K		Danowski		15 bower hill 801		pittsburgh		PA		15228		United States		 

		Beth		Walters		1281 Oak Spring Road		Libertyville		IL		60048		United States		 

		Aron		Shevis		302 Windsor Pl		Brooklyn		NY		11218		United States		 

		Jerry		Persky		859 princeton street		santa monica		CA		90403		United States		 

		Diana		Dee		12814 Victory Bl		North Hollywood		CA		91606		United States		 

		Darryl		Slavin		20462 Cedarcreek St		Canyon Country		CA		91351		United States		 

		Carol		Patterson		1421 Cr 323		Eureka Springs		AR		72632		United States		 

		John		Schmid		2241 Minneapolis Ave		Mpls.		MN		55406		United States		 

		Sherwood		Inderlied		PO BOX 161		CLAYTON		NJ		8312		United States		 

		Edith		Coleman		2600 Frederick Avenue		Wilmington		DE		19805		United States		 

		David		Snowberg		1486 Greenbriar Blvd		Boulder		CO		80305		United States		 

		Ann		Craig		3830 Roxbury CT		Colorado Springs		CO		80906		United States		 

		Jackie		McFarland		15850 N Thmpsn Pk Pkwy		Scottsdale		AZ		85260		United States		 

		John		Schmid		2241 Minneapolis Ave		Mpls.		MN		55406		United States		 

		Angelique		Fehr		9505 Hwy 25 N		Sturgis		MS		39769		United States		 

		María		Tello		VILLA CAROLINA 187-16  520 ST.		CAROLINA		PR		985		United States		 

		Barbara		Danese		3026a Lewis St		Placerville		CA		95667		United States		 

		Mike		McGinn		8645 S. Yarrow		Littleton		CO		80128		United States		 

		S		Nam		165 Bennett Avenue, #4L		New York		NY		10040		United States		 

		David		Gardner		2525 Beverly Ave		Santa Monica		CA		90405		United States		 

		Ingrid		Boehl		4 James Court		Hackettstown		NJ		7840		United States		 

		Melanie		Mangels		1625 NE Clubhouse Dr,#302		North Kansas City		MO		64116		United States		 

		Henry		Jones		1000 Urlin Avenue, Unit#1209		Columbus		OH		43212		United States		 

		Brian		Paradise		13 Arbor Club Dr. # 315		Ponte Vedra Beach		FL		32082		United States		 

		Sarah		Gillmore		3234 Atwood Ave		Madison		WI		53704		United States		 

		Pam		Eastwood		1712 Sequoia Ave.		Las Cruces		NM		88005		United States		 

		Douglas		Estes		629 Arguello Blvd. #303		San Francisco		CA		94118		United States		 

		Michelle		Buerger		50 Schroeder Court #104		Madison		WI		53711		United States		 

		Katlin		Harwood		6243 Case Ave.		Grand Blanc		MI		48439		United States		 

		&		N.Huff		4918 Nevada Avenue		Fort Wayne		IN		46815		United States		 

		&		N.Huff		4918 Nevada Avenue		Fort Wayne		IN		46815		United States		 

		Kristy		Halterman		369 lee highway		Verona		VA		24482		United States		 

		Lorrie		Edmonson		5605 Aldama St.		Los Angeles		CA		90042		United States		 

		Christy		Fermoile		4602 Canyon Ridge Ln.		Reno		NV		89523		United States		 

		Cindy		Adams		17 E Main St		Walnut Bottom		PA		17266		United States		 

		Daniel		Beck		3863 Williams Rd		Girard		PA		16417		United States		 

		Sylvia		De Baca		718 Via Los Santos		San Dimas		CA		91773		United States		 

		Sharron		Foster		515 Valencia SE Apt 5		Albuquerque		NM		87108		United States		 

		Christine		Hayes		1534 Fairwood Way		Upland		CA		91786		United States		 

		Maryann		LaNew		12 Corte Loarre None		San Clemente		CA		92673		United States		 

		James		Aldrich		6730 Landover Cir		Tallahassee		FL		32317		United States		 

		Frank		Kuziel		28 Paseo de San Antonio		Placitas		NM		87043		United States		 

		Emilia		Boccagna		via francesco acri 95		catanzaro				88100		United States		 

		Carl		Lechner		5290 State Route 534		Windsor		OH		44099		United States		 

		John		Saul		14212 73rd Avenue NE, C202		Kirkland		WA		98034		United States		 

		Albert		Tahhan		65 Sea Avenue		Quincy		MA		2169		United States		 

		Jennifer		Nitz		802 Front		Missoula		MT		59802		United States		 

		Klaus		Steinbrecher		P.O. Box 517		Angel Fire		NM		87710		United States		 

		Dianne		Douglas		2723 E Valencia Drive		Phoenix		AZ		85042		United States		 

		Kath		Glatz		1780 S Raritan St		Denver		CO		80223		United States		 

		Amanda		Withrow		2940 1/2 Elm Street		Los Angeles		CA		90065		United States		 

		Demelza		Costa		28626 Ridgeway Rd.		Sweet Home		OR		97386		United States		 

		Erline		Towner		49 Quarry Circle		Milford		NH		3055		United States		 

		Cheryl		Lussier		142 E Mountain Rd		Newport		NH		3773		United States		 

		Audrey		Tillinghast		5337 Cucumber Branch Rd.		Snow Camp		NC		27349		United States		 

		Harley		Pierce		411 N Miller St		Paw Paw		MI		49079		United States		 

		Marylee		Ramsay		1036 Coolidge Ave.		Wichita		KS		67203		United States		 

		Christine		Andrews		605 S Alu Rd		Wailuku		HI		96793		United States		 

		Denise		Lytle		73 Poplar St.		Fords		NJ		8863		United States		 

		Elisabeth		Haynes		25 Trinity Ave		Grafton		MA		1519		United States		 

		Steven		Barrett		2040 Gill Port Lane		Walnut Creek		CA		94598		United States		 

		Sam		Ford		996 Hibiscus Ln		San Jose		CA		95117		United States		 

		Karen		Berger		4412 Ocean View Blvd		Montrose		CA		91020		United States		 

		Nanette		Leaman		1462 Arnold Rd		Oak Harbor		WA		98277		United States		 

		John		Brattin		105 e 24		New York		NY		10010		United States		 

		Craig		Dawson		3885 Utica St		Denver		CO		80212		United States		 

		Blaine		Converse		927 Newsome Court		Goochland		VA		23063		United States		 

		Tiffany		Rapplean		4528 W 110th Cir		Westminster		CO		80031		United States		 

		Mary		McAuliffe		6051 Selma Ave		Los Angeles		CA		90028		United States		 

		Lori		Sinclair		802 Pinesap Dr.		Houston		TX		77079		United States		 

		David		Modarelli		3125 Vermont Pl		Akron		OH		44312		United States		 

		Michael		Ribordy		413 N Blaine St		Wellington		KS		67152		United States		 

		John		Hammel		312 McBrien Rd. Apt 338		Chattanooga		TN		37411		United States		 

		Alistair		Jones		1813 South Blvd		Houston		TX		77098		United States		 

		Kathryn		Macbride		1 La Campana		Orinda		CA		94563		United States		 

		Alexander		Vaughn		355 Riverbend Pkwy Apt 78		Athens		GA		30605		United States		 

		Donald		Walsh		323 Buchanan St		Alexandria		VA		22314		United States		 

		Kristina		Fukuda-Schmid		11250 Garfield AVe.		Culver City		CA		90230		United States		 

		Monique		Musialowski		44474 Bayview Ave #17113		Clinton Twp		MI		48038		United States		 

		sandra		schomberg		3475 NE Manchester St		Corvallis		OR		97330		United States		 

		Craig		Officer		7121 S Paxton Ave		Chicago		IL		60649		United States		 

		Betty		Santos		1337 Pisgah Dr		Canton		NC		28716		United States		 

		Ann		Sandritter		3 Ashwood Mall		Old Bridge		NJ		8857		United States		 

		Rev		Lewis		7 N Stead Ct		Catonsville		MD		21228		United States		 

		olivia		yacoub		3614 Maunalei Ave		Honolulu		HI		96816		United States		 

		Jimmy		Doty		461 Golf Blvd		Daytona Beach		FL		32118		United States		 

		David		Carafiol		5545 Ashboro dr		Cottleville		MO		63304		United States		 

		R		Williams		4000 N. Hills Dr. #34		Hollywood		FL		33021		United States		 

		Antonio		Buensuceso		12901 Francine Terrace		Poway		CA		92064		United States		 

		Jonathan		Mitchell		109 Cove Pointe Way		Madison		AL		35757		United States		 

		Karla		Ortiz		6439 Casper Rdg		El Paso		TX		79912		United States		 

		Tricia		Hart		10941 Bright Fox Dr		Indianpolis		IN		46234		United States		 

		Anita		Kasbarian		178 Boulevard		Kenilworth		NJ		7033		United States		 

		Leanne		Abbott		8231 Fox Trail		Yucca Valley		CA		92284		United States		 

		Larry		George		27965 Crossley Ln		Eugene		OR		97402		United States		 

		John		Doerich		82 Dolman Drive		Rochester		NY		14624		United States		 

		stephen		palius		807 Rock Rose Ct		Louisville		CO		80027		United States		 

		Lawrence		Cromwell		12303 Beechnut Ct		Woodbridge		VA		22192		United States		 

		Terry		Dycus		1291 Holmgrove Dr.		San Marcos		CA		92078		United States		 

		Tina		Martin		108 Congress Ave.		Rochester		NY		14611		United States		 

		Rebecca		Muzychka		2105 S. Miami Road		Fort Lauderdale		FL		33316		United States		 

		Carol		Consolantis		1683 York Avenue		Memphis		TN		38104		United States		 

		Laura		Francis		PO Box 1171		Bastrop		TX		78602		United States		 

		Craig		Brown		2908 Southbrook Drive		Bloomington		MN		55431		United States		 

		Henry		Schlinger		708 Country Club Dr		Burbank		CA		91501		United States		 

		Tia		Triplett		3959 Berryman Avenue		Los Angeles		CA		90066		United States		 

		Monica		Brown		1327 W Granville ave		Chicago		IL		60660		United States		 

		David		Ford		2055 Milan Av		South Pasadena		CA		91030		United States		 

		Donald & Judy		KADIDLO		611 old mill rd.		hudson		WI		54016		United States		 

		James		Viney Md		900 Donner Way Apt 201		Slc		UT		84108		United States		 

		Mike		Hlat		11 sand street		BUFFALO		NY		14218		United States		 

		Kate		Mazurek		9530 Davis St		Franklin Park		IL		60131		United States		 

		Vince		Sherlock		38 Lincoln Street		Middletown		NY		10940		United States		 

		Joseph		Rugloski		1319 Dalton Dr		Eugene		OR		97404		United States		 

		Will		Everett		1055 W 27th Ave		Anchorage		AK		99503		United States		 

		Anka		Jhangiani		2071 Golf Course Dr		Reston		VA		20191		United States		 

		B.		Malter		Catalina St.		Burbank		CA		91505		United States		 

		James		Scieszinski		7201 Curtiss Ave 2F		Sarasota		FL		34231		United States		 

		Carol		Laitinen		1945 Korando Ave		St. Louis		MO		63114		United States		 

		Barbara		Folse		617 Espanola St. NE		Albuquerque		NM		87108		United States		 

		Rita		Raftery		99 Hobart St		Ridgefield park		NJ		7660		United States		 

		Deborah		AbdulRahim		16204 Oakhill Road		E. Cleveland		OH		44112		United States		 

		Barbara		D'Emilio		1325 Madison St. NW		Washington,		DC		20011		United States		 

		Ruth		Anne		141 PIckpocket Rd		Brentwood		NH		3833		United States		 

		Deborah		Gandolfo		127 10th Ave		Kirkland		WA		98033		United States		 

		Karen		Boehler		33 Mark Road		Roswell		NM		88201		United States		 

		Jen		stevens		13608 Cradle hill rd		midlothian		VA		23112		United States		 

		Mickie		Flanigan		250 W Main St.		Charlottesville		VA		22902		United States		 

		George		Hamilton		8 Bowline Court		Savannah		GA		31411		United States		 

		Linda		Ghelfi		1010 25th St NW Apt 307		Washington		DC		20037		United States		 

		Karen		Lampke		3307 Kittery Court		Fort Collins		CO		80526		United States		 

		Sara		Taylor		48 pinkham rd		lee		NH		3861		United States		 

		Jon		Martell		62 Spring St.		Westerly		RI		2891		United States		 

		Sara		Miller		1226 Trail Ct.		Mukwonago		WI		53149		United States		 

		Debra		Pleasant		8051 Darlington Cir		Lakeland		FL		33809		United States		 

		Klay		Baur		4959 Chambers Dr		Barrington		IL		60010		United States		 

		Klay		Baur		4959 Chambers Dr		Barrington		IL		60010		United States		 

		Karen		Giles		127 Fernwood Dr		Portage		PA		15946		United States		 

		Karen		Thompson		6547 Claremont Ave		Richmond		CA		94805		United States		 

		Cathy		Revis		66 Brandy Lane		Wappinger Falls		NY		12590		United States		 

		Kathy		Mullins		7 Pine Grove Dr		South Hadley		MA		1075		United States		 

		Maria		Faisal		7234 W. north Avenue		Elmwood Park		IL		60707		United States		 

		Deborah		McElroy Pool		13588 Railroad Street		Glen Ellen		CA		95442		United States		 

		Sam		Koentopp		4732 n Kilpatrick		Chicago		IL		60630		United States		 

		Charles		Fornia		PO Box 12503		Everett		WA		98206		United States		 

		Bryan		Lilienkamp		4240 N Capitol Ave		Indianapolis		IN		46208		United States		 

		Brian		Garofalo		27624 Soltero		Mission Viejo		CA		92691		United States		 

		Alice		Swan		POB 1077		Eastsound		WA		98245		United States		 

		John		Koperczak		11233 so nagle		worth		IL		60482		United States		 

		Janis		Thompson		5243 Cochise Trl		Las Cruces		NM		88012		United States		 

		Larry		Olivier		168 Lynda Circle		Chattanooga		TN		37405		United States		 

		Elizabethh		Weidlich		10900 Los Alamitos Blvd		Los Alamitos		CA		90720		United States		 

		Patricia		Crimmins		PO BOX 1686		Key West		FL		33041		United States		 

		Arianna		Dutter		5691  canadice hill rd		springwater		NY		14560		United States		 

		Arianna		Dutter		5691  canadice hill rd		springwater		NY		14560		United States		 

		Arianna		Dutter		5691  canadice hill rd		springwater		NY		14560		United States		 

		Arianna		Dutter		5691  canadice hill rd		springwater		NY		14560		United States		 

		Arianna		Dutter		5691  canadice hill rd		springwater		NY		14560		United States		 

		Arianna		Dutter		5691  canadice hill rd		springwater		NY		14560		United States		 

		Arianna		Dutter		5691  canadice hill rd		springwater		NY		14560		United States		 

		Arianna		Dutter		5691  canadice hill rd		springwater		NY		14560		United States		 

		Arianna		Dutter		5691  canadice hill rd		springwater		NY		14560		United States		 

		Arianna		Dutter		5691  canadice hill rd		springwater		NY		14560		United States		 

		Arianna		Dutter		5691  canadice hill rd		springwater		NY		14560		United States		 

		Arianna		Dutter		5691  canadice hill rd		springwater		NY		14560		United States		 

		Karisha		Kirk		3231 S Bradshire Court		Bloomington		IN		47401		United States		 

		Alan		Carlton		2208 Pacific Ave,		Alameda		CA		94501		United States		 

		Chilton		Gregory		1104 Marquette PL NE		Albuquerque		NM		87106		United States		 

		Alaina		Johnson		721 Dunne Court		Brooklyn		NY		11235		United States		 

		Bill		Nave		9 Turkey Lane		Winthrop		ME		4364		United States		 

		Sylvia		Duncan		1117 Orlando Drive		Plano		TX		75075		United States		 

		Robert		Dash		20789 Kaya Ln		Indianola		WA		98342		United States		 

		Robert		Gammon		4107 Clagett Road		University Park		MD		20782		United States		 

		Elaine		Rizzo		309 Kedzie		Evanston		IL		60202		United States		 

		Mary		Harrison		34 La Canada Rd		El Prado		NM		87529		United States		 

		Roy		Adsit		PO Box 6494		Portland		OR		97228		United States		 

		Bruce		Adamson		619 Harvey Ave		Greensburg		PA		15601		United States		 

		Jerry		Ravnitzky		124 Hill Street		Mahopac		NY		10541		United States		 

		Gail		McMullen		1734 N Kingsley Dr  #4		Los Angeles		CA		90027		United States		 

		Frieda		Rusert		157 2nd Ave		Daly City		CA		94014		United States		 

		Donald		Beardshear		1528 River Oak Drive		Fort Collins		CO		80525		United States		 

		Carma		Forgie		5550 South Shore Drive		Chicago		IL		60637		United States		 

		Carma		Forgie		5550 South Shore Drive		Chicago		IL		60637		United States		 

		Maureen		Primerano		1745A Croner Ave		Menlo Park		CA		94025		United States		 

		Donna		Butler		8438 Mississippi Blvd NW		Coon Rapids		MN		55433		United States		 

		Srikanth		Rao				Naperville		IL		60564		United States		 

		Cindy		Kerekes		2 Lewis St		Wharton		NJ		7885		United States		 

		Kathy		Kesterson		70 Everett Road		Petaluma		CA		94952		United States		 

		Steven		Kostis		7 Fox Hill Drive West		Warren		NJ		7059		United States		 

		Ben		Farrell		1817 se morrison st		Portland		OR		97214		United States		 

		Martina		Victoria		65 Juniper Ledge		Yarmouth		ME		4096		United States		 

		Dennis		Keenan		5613 SE 56th Ave		Portland		OR		97206		United States		 

		Eva		Aschenbrenner		Hertogenlaan 131		Geldrop		NC		28463		United States		 

		Donna		Nothe-Choiniere		176 Williamsville Rd		Hubbardston		MA		1452		United States		 

		Janice		Hayne		15535 100th St N		Stillwater		MN		55082		United States		 

		Herve		Glon		38 Alexander Ave		San Rafael		CA		94901		United States		 

		Liz		Galst		2 Washington Square Village, Apt. 6O		New York		NY		10012		United States		 

		Marjorie		Nafziger		335 Park Ave		Broadway		VA		22815		United States		 

		Amanda		Clark		70090 McKenzie Canyon Rd.		Sisters		OR		97759		United States		 

		Scott		Metcalf		110 Old Farm Road		Richmond		KY		40475		United States		 

		Janet		Blake		159-12 86 street		howard beach		NY		11414		United States		 

		Michelle		Menzer		8808 Aubrey Ave		Glendale		NY		11385		United States		 

		Montita		Rungswang		434 4th Ave		San Francisco		CA		94118		United States		 

		Paul		Naylor		3508 Manford Drive		Durham		NC		27707		United States		 

		Stanley		Hix		5212A Deerhaven Dr		Raleigh		NC		27606		United States		 

		Becky		Lippmann		3962 Somerset Dr NE		Albany		OR		97322		United States		 

		Cynthia		Knight		P.O. Box 2013		Acworth		NH		3601		United States		 

		Dan		Perdios		775 N Plaza Amigo		Palm Springs		CA		92262		United States		 

		Sheila		Cunningham		4572 lake ave		White Bear Lake		MN		55110		United States		 

		Elise		Caplan		29 Hummingbird Hill		Grantham		NH		3753		United States		 

		Jeff		Fasano		101 West 85Th St		Ny		NY		10024		United States		 

		Lois		Wilson		1201 Vallejo Ave		Novato		CA		94945		United States		 

		Stanley		Swart		3315 Pickwick Drive South		Jacksonville		FL		32257		United States		 

		Irving		Lee		20 Confucius Plaza apt.43A		New York		NY		10002		United States		 

		Asher		Atchick		11111 valley forge circle		king of prussia		PA		19406		United States		 

		Patricia		Fiedler		27 Stream Ln		Levittown		PA		19055		United States		 

		Patricia		Hewitt		1001 Williams Rd		Palmersville		TN		38241		United States		 

		Mark		Daniels		3571 Fox		Flagstaff		AZ		86001		United States		 

		Thomas		Fields		4538 Aztec Trail		Fitchburg		WI		53711		United States		 

		Ben		Battat		1244 Canyon Way		Wellington		FL		33414		United States		 

		Laura		Book		40 Quincy Court		Goldens Bridge		NY		10526		United States		 

		Beverly		Wright		7518 Locust Ave.		Gary		IN		46403		United States		 

		Galen		Davis		9114 8th Ave NE		Seattle		WA		98115		United States		 

		Barbara		Martin		2780 Bromley Dr		San Carlos		CA		94070		United States		 

		Debi		Berry		262 Reed Ave.		Syracuse		NY		13207		United States		 

		Douglas		Pickarts		4001 E Douglas Avenue #4		Wichita		KS		67218		United States		 

		Tony		Menechella		1431 Stage Coach Rd		Frankfort		KY		40601		United States		 

		Regina		Castro		8019 SE Lafayette St		Portland		OR		97206		United States		 

		Taryn		K		0		Brooklyn		NY		11209		United States		 

		P		PERRON		6517 Valley View Dr NW		Gig Harbor		WA		98335		United States		 

		Robert		Brown		1443 Edwards Avenue		Fircrest		WA		98466		United States		 

		Zoe		Folger		644 14th Ave		Santa Cruz		CA		95062		United States		 

		hannah		wasserkrug		6350 Red Cedar Pl. Apt. 102		Baltimore		MD		21209		United States		 

		Karen		Liao		1995 E Coalton rd 5-301		Superior		CO		80027		United States		 

		Lolly		Ward		1753 w. rte. 113		Kankakee		IL		60901		United States		 

		Kris		Karrick		14207 SW Teal Blvd		Beaverton		OR		97008		United States		 

		Scott		Williams		814 Wolf St		Syracuse		NY		13208		United States		 

		Scott		Morrison		123 Any St		Any City		NJ		7087		United States		 

		Simone		Mason		404 E 10th St		Wilmington		DE		19801		United States		 

		felicia		kandel		123-33 83rd Ave.		Kew Gardens		NY		11415		United States		 

		Michael		Horton		156 S. Spruce Ave., Ste 213,		South San Francisco		CA		94080		United States		 

		Dave		Lambert		1459 Keyes Ave		Schenectady		NY		12309		United States		 

		Karen		Spradlin		307 Wilson Dr. SW		Jacksonville		AL		36265		United States		 

		John		Champine		4179 Palau Dr		Sarasota		FL		34241		United States		 

		William		Baker		2256 October Ridge Dr		Columbus		OH		43223		United States		 

		Ray		Gordon		3020 Bridgeway		Sausalito		CA		94965		United States		 

		David		Clark		138 E Antietam St Apt 204		Hagerstown		MD		21740		United States		 

		Rachel		Scott		335 N. Cherry St.		Whitewater		WI		53190		United States		 

		Richard		Reichmann		16 Bayard St Apt 1		Allston		MA		2134		United States		 

		Andrea		Bloom		3309 Porter St. NW		Washington		DC		20008		United States		 

		Shamus		Nicholson		716 County Rt. 41		Mexico		NY		13114		United States		 

		Paul		Russell		842 Elting Road		Rosendale		NY		12472		United States		 

		David		Tasker		21036 Shearer Ave		Carson		CA		90745		United States		 

		Charlene		Kerchevall		533 South Nevada Street		Oceanside		CA		92054		United States		 

		Elaine		Priday		3879 SW Reif Road		Powell Butte		OR		97753		United States		 

		Jerry		Voss		1837 S 13th ST W		Missoula		MT		59801		United States		 

		Carole		Spencer		115 E. N. Third St.		Georgetown		IL		61846		United States		 

		Nancy		Wheeler		2cWymas Drive		Santa Fe		NM		87506		United States		 

		Henrik		Fallian		1935 Alpha Road, #222		Glendale		CA		91208		United States		 

		Julie		Parcells		4706 Woodland Rd		Ellicott City		MD		21042		United States		 

		Lex		Nell		487 Humboldt St		Brooklyn		NY		11222		United States		 

		Diana		Snow		702 Magnolia St		Oregon City		OR		97045		United States		 

		Lynn		Ingemi		678 Carlene Drive		Bridgewater		NJ		8807		United States		 

		J		Froiland		98 Estrella		Rohnert Park		CA		94928		United States		 

		Alice		Petersen		4302 Foxglove Rd.		Toledo		OH		43623		United States		 

		Anita		Scheunemann		5101 Hattiesburg Ave NW		Albuquerque		NM		87120		United States		 

		Lis		Perlman		1315 SE 44th. Avenue		Portland		OR		97215		United States		 

		Quida		Jacobs		1220 Marseille		Miami Beach		FL		33141		United States		 

		Kim		Adams		330 Sabrelilly Lane		Columbus		NC		28722		United States		 

		David		wicker		6942 Phillips pkwy		Jacksonville		FL		32256		United States		 

		Joan		Hearing		867 S K St		Livermore		CA		94550		United States		 

		Jonathan		Piper		1308 Alameda, Ave.		Clearwater		FL		33759		United States		 

		Joseph		Lawson		29 W 65th St., Apt 1G		New York		NY		10023		United States		 

		Richard		Mcgowan		4436 Latimer Ave		San Jose		CA		95130		United States		 

		naython		williams		4001 Thaxton Ave SE		Albuquerque		NM		87108		United States		 

		Tim		Rolle				Dayton		OH		45440		United States		 

		Janet		Forman		351 west 24 street		New York		NY		10011		United States		 

		Valerie		Guinan		22330 Homestead Rd. APT 211		Cupertino		CA		95014		United States		 

		Mary		Mikesell		12064 E 141st St		noblesville		IN		46060		United States		 

		Rick and Sharon		Norlund		PO Box 162		Durham		CA		95938		United States		 

		Erik		Roth		225 W. 15th St. #412		Minneapolis		MN		55403		United States		 

		Patricia		Marlatt		3863 Fredonia Dr.		Los Angeles		CA		90068		United States		 

		Fiona		Hatfield		PO Box 3082		Santa Fe		NM		87502		United States		 

		Richard		McCombs		204 Sea Crest Place		Otter Rock		OR		97369		United States		 

		Jim		McKnight		930 Louisa St		New Orleans		LA		70117		United States		 

		Dean		Thompson		3950 Timberidge Dr.		Irving		TX		75038		United States		 

		Julio		Aviles		319 Cedar St.		Jenkintown		PA		19046		United States		 

		Dan		Rathmann		219 North LieuAllen		Moscow		ID		83843		United States		 

		Fred		Brodsky		2855 NE 26 Place		Ft. Lauderdale		FL		33306		United States		 

		Rebecca		Smyth		202 1/2 Utica St		Ithaca		NY		14850		United States		 

		Morgan		Clark		203 Academy St		South Orange		NJ		7079		United States		 

		Morgan		Clark		203 Academy St		South Orange		NJ		7079		United States		 

		Patrice		Beck		668 S King St		Seattle		WA		98104		United States		 

		Justin		Healey		32/3 Oxgangs Avenue		Edinburgh		NY		12345		United States		 

		Robert		Moore		5 ermine court		manchester		NJ		8759		United States		 

		Paul		Ludgate		2136 newporet blvd		costa mesa		CA		92627		United States		 

		Benjamin		Lindwall		4331 Irving Ave N		Minneapolis		MN		55412		United States		 

		Frank		Coppel		265 Riverside Drive		Woodland		CA		95695		United States		 

		Susan		DeFreitas		4022 SW Corbett Ave.		Portland		OR		97239		United States		 

		Michael		Hopper		44 Stearns St		Cambridge		MA		2138		United States		 

		Julia		Amsler		586 E Tar-Kiln Rd		Clarion		PA		16214		United States		 

		Carl		Binder		2151 Bridgewood Road		Rocky Mount		NC		27804		United States		 

		chris		salido		west hillsdlae blvd		san mateo		CA		94403		United States		 

		Woody		Thomas		1060 Sans Souci Way		Clarkston		GA		30021		United States		 

		Eileen		massey		5924 Herzog St		Oakland		CA		94608		United States		 

		Fay		Vale		12 Fell St.		Wakefield		MA		1880		United States		 

		Denise		Romesburg		7326 N 21st Ave		Phoenix		AZ		85021		United States		 

		Joshua		Angelus		67 Hillside Avenue		Waterbury		CT		6710		United States		 

		Teos		Abadia		708 NW Skyline Crest Rd		Portland		OR		97229		United States		 

		Rebecca		LaGesse		26 Woodland Avenue		Elgin		IL		60123		United States		 

		Gene		Gossett		1030 NE 102nd Avenue No. 31		Portland		OR		97220		United States		 

		Ann		Spooner		668 D St		Blaine		WA		98230		United States		 

		Ann		Spooner		668 D St		Blaine		WA		98230		United States		 

		Frank		Sabatini		119 Aster Ct		Exeter		PA		18643		United States		 

		Patricia		Gump		5 North Washington Street		Masontown		PA		15461		United States		 

		Therese		Cross		143 Washington Ave		Albany		NY		12210		United States		 

		Michael		Friedman		490 Pebble Dr		El Sobrante		CA		94803		United States		 

		Maggie		Haller		1240A Tamm Ave		Saint Louis		MO		63139		United States		 

		Deborah		Wertz		631 Perrin Avenue		Lafayette		IN		47904		United States		 

		Paul		Densmore		3435 Colfax Ave S #102		Minneapolis		MN		55408		United States		 

		Kerri		Stroupe		4574 Irving street		Denver		CO		80211		United States		 

		Dan		DeGooyer		20 Foskett St., #3		Somerville		MA		2144		United States		 

		Ann		Holt		2505 Makiki Heights Dr.		Honolulu		HI		96822		United States		 

		Patricia		Cimino		799 Vaughn Avenue		Toms River		NJ		8753		United States		 

		Tammy		Jennings		3349 River Rd		Cuero		TX		77954		United States		 

		Erin		Creel		305 West End Way, Apt. 101		Albany		CA		94706		United States		 

		Katha		Seidman		18 Elba St		Brookline		MA		2446		United States		 

		Adam		Flogel		5031 northwestern ave.		Mount pleasant		WI		53406		United States		 

		Pam		Lynn		9 Longwood Lake Rd		Oak Ridge		NJ		7438		United States		 

		Walter		Wiszowaty		4402 Yerba Santa Dr		San Diego		CA		92115		United States		 

		Elaine		Pierce		1262 Hampshire St		San Francisco		CA		94110		United States		 

		Julie		Levine		20569 Cheney Dr		Topanga		CA		90290		United States		 

		Wendy		Roberts		977 Verona Avenue		Livermore		CA		94550		United States		 

		Courtney		Daniels		14542 Greenleaf St		Sherman Oaks		CA		91403		United States		 

		Jane		Murphy		PO Box 19, 57 South State Street		Ripley		NY		14775		United States		 

		Alan		Stapelman		13 Burlington Pl		Fair Lawn		NJ		7410		United States		 

		Gaius		Poehler		476 Herschel St		St. Paul		MN		55104		United States		 

		Lowell		Huber		900 N. Riverside Dr.		Cornell		WI		54732		United States		 

		Susan		Roberts		1500 Lake Park Dr SW		Tumwater		WA		98512		United States		 

		Amanda		McNeill		224 N Ash St		Cortez		CO		81321		United States		 

		Richard		Arthur		2209 W Gambit Trail		Phoenix		AZ		85085		United States		 

		Yvonne		Lynott		10773 Alcott Way		Denver		CO		80234		United States		 

		Chuck		Donegan		106 Empire St.		Yonkers		NY		10704		United States		 

		Mary		Johnson		25 Stewart Place		Mount Kisco		NY		10549		United States		 

		Laurie		Stephey		1140 Jenifer St. Apt. 1		Madison		WI		53703		United States		 

		Harriet		Jernquist		195 Main St Apt 5C		Millburn		NJ		7041		United States		 

		Adrianna		Aylard		926 Hancock Street		Columbia		SC		29205		United States		 

		Paul		Jimerson		865 Monterey Ave		Capitola		CA		95010		United States		 

		Meg		Clark		717 Noe Road		Larkspur		CO		80118		United States		 

		Jennifer		Odegard		PO Box 4022		Breckenridge		CO		80424		United States		 

		Sarah		Hamilton		9087 Tioughanack Rd.		Canastota		NY		13032		United States		 

		Ellen		Scherer		32241 16th Ave SW		Federal Way		WA		98023		United States		 

		Dalya Miri		Ralston				Seal Beach		CA		90740		United States		 

		Diane Z.		Clark		4115 Castleford Dr		Colfax		NC		27235		United States		 

		Marie		Wakefield		3054 Highway 20		Newport		OR		97365		United States		 

		Michael		Meagher		10541 Whitman Ave N		Seattle		WA		98133		United States		 

		Sandy		Lynn		7631 Lynn Ave		St. Louis		MO		63130		United States		 

		richard		riger		1029 nashville		Alb		NM		87105		United States		 

		John		Occhipinti		429 Smith St		Dunmore		PA		18512		United States		 

		Norma		Corey		740 Mediterranean Ln		Redwood City		CA		94065		United States		 

		Kathy		Musser		328 Harahan Blvd		Paducah		KY		42001		United States		 

		Aaron		Ucko		2817 Woodley Road, NW		Washington		DC		20008		United States		 

		Mike		Peale		5 Worth Hill Lane		Aston		PA		19014		United States		 

		williamm		kick		307 washington st		Boonton		NJ		7005		United States		 

		Jason		Chin		0614 SW Nevada Street, Unit F		Portland		OR		97219		United States		 

		Jeanne		Walker		3411 S C St		Oxnard		CA		93033		United States		 

		Lana		May		300 S. Edward St.		Mount Prospect		IL		60056		United States		 

		Claude		McDonald		6633 Mt. Forest Dr		San Jose		CA		95120		United States		 

		Tenaya		Egbert		18701 Stratford Rd Apt 337		Minnetonka		MN		55345		United States		 

		Lisa		Taylor		PO Box 686		Waldport		OR		97394		United States		 

		Jim		Geear		2211 Spring Street		Medford		OR		97504		United States		 

		Melinda		Arndt		406 E Washington Ave		Fairfield		IA		52556		United States		 

		Melinda		Arndt		406 E Washington Ave		Fairfield		IA		52556		United States		 

		Tom		Gazik		6803 Forest Ave		Parma		OH		44129		United States		 

		Daniel		Balogh		3804 Walsh St		Jacksonville		FL		32205		United States		 

		Sandra		Lawing		120 W Ann Dr		Longview		TX		75601		United States		 

		Cathleen		Lindsay		2025 NE 100th St		Seattle		WA		98125		United States		 

		Ingrid		Oscarsson		1740 W Foster Ave Apt 1R		Chicago		IL		60640		United States		 

		Alan		Hansen		1955 Ulster St 406		Denver		CO		80220		United States		 

		Constance		Hamann		9501 Heath Rd		Colden		NY		14033		United States		 

		Willa		O'Connor		227 Cambridge Ave		Kensington		CA		94708		United States		 

		Elinore		Krell		3811 Canterbury Rd		Baltimore		MD		21218		United States		 

		Ray		Fox		8012 Burke Ave N		Seattle		WA		98103		United States		 

		Reed		Oliver		6200 S Clippinger Dr		Cincinnati		OH		45243		United States		 

		Janet		Hendricks		333uphillrd		milford		MI		48381		United States		 

		Linda		Heinen		2107 Elysian Fields		Austin		TX		78727		United States		 

		Penny		Dixon		po box 106		pomerene		AZ		85627		United States		 

		alexis		hendrickson		3219 west 44th street		Minneapolis		MN		55410		United States		 

		Susan		Gottfried		619 Cricklewood Drive		StateCollege		PA		16803		United States		 

		Barclay		Hauber				Kansas City		MO		64112		United States		 

		DeniseThomas		Thomas		100 Imperial Dr W #301		West St Paul		MN		55118		United States		 

		Dorothy		Reed-Inman		225 E Sky Hi Dr		Pinetop		AZ		85935		United States		 

		Johnny		Fifles		525 S. Millward		Jackson		WY		83001		United States		 

		Melissa		Gutierrez		1622 E Campbell Ave		Phoenix		AZ		85016		United States		 

		Paul		Wagner		97 Snyder Road		Ghent		NY		12075		United States		 

		Julius		Anderson		P.O. Box 180179		Brooklyn		NY		11218		United States		 

		William		Mc Guire		258 9th Ave		San Francisco		CA		94118		United States		 

		Erik		Fredrickson		205 Dartmouth Dr. SE		Albuquerque		NM		87106		United States		 

		Gaetano		Andrea		garibaldi		agrigento		AL		92100		United States		 

		Richard		Waldo		4916 S 525 W		Riverdale		UT		84405		United States		 

		Hitomi		K		4867 Ashford Dunwoody Rd		Atlanta		GA		30338		United States		 

		Benedict		Barstys		1765 W 6th St.		Reno		NV		89503		United States		 

		Dewey		Fish		206 Apollo Street		Gretna		LA		70056		United States		 

		Diane		Mongno		338 MC 7001		Flippin		AR		72634		United States		 

		Karen		Murphy		324 Woodbrook Run		Newport News		VA		23606		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Darovic		2140 David Ave		Monterey		CA		93940		United States		 

		Kevin		Roberts		1724 17th Ave		Seattle		WA		98122		United States		 

		Logan		Johnson		3214 Tuberson Ave		Savannah		GA		31404		United States		 

		Kelly		Pasholk				El Prado		NM		87529		United States		 

		Nancy		McNamara		5745 SE 17th Ave		Portland		OR		97202		United States		 

		Peter		Smith		2385 Healdville Rd		Belmont		VT		5730		United States		 

		Crystal		Boles		2608 N 41st Ave apt 12		Phoenix		AZ		85009		United States		 

		Carolyn		Haupt		51 Villa View Dr		Staunton		VA		24401		United States		 

		Ginger		Ikeda		3320 15th St		Boulder		CO		80304		United States		 

		Brian		Cronin		6524 Briargate Dr		Downers Grove		IL		60516		United States		 

		Raymond		DiCarlo		6350 Lee Rd.,South Apt.24		Maple Heights		OH		44137		United States		 

		Lu		Wiggins		PO Box 2292		Fairfield		IA		52556		United States		 

		Daniel		Samek		9404 San Rafael Av., N.E.		Albuquerque		NM		87109		United States		 

		Jesse		graziano		221 springdale lm		bloomingdale		IL		60108		United States		 

		Jesse		graziano		221 springdale lm		bloomingdale		IL		60108		United States		 

		Lisa		Clark-Kahn		84 E Main St		Stony Point		NY		10980		United States		 

		Lisa		Shroyer		104 Center Ct		Berea		KY		40403		United States		 

		Paula		Huffman		1988 Bookbinder Dr		Las Vegas		NV		89108		United States		 

		Carlos		Navarrette		1329 Cordon Dr		Los Angeles		CA		90063		United States		 

		Thea		Wallace		287 Stoney Robby Road		Oswego		NY		13126		United States		 

		Daniels		SOULAS		115 rue godard		BORDEAUX   FRANCE		AK		33200		United States		 

		Alicia		Butscher		765 Scott Blvd		Decatur		GA		30030		United States		 

		Marie		Jones		1 Battle Drive		Newark		DE		19702		United States		 

		Melissa		Cokas				Chester		CT		6412		United States		 

		Charlotte		Ruiloba		1009 Kiska St NW		Albuquerque		NM		87120		United States		 

		Jackie		Pomies		1271 - 38th Avenue		San Francisco		CA		94122		United States		 

		Suzanne		Pinto				San Rafael		CA		94901		United States		 

		Earl		Stutes		5156 Elrose Avenue		San Jose		CA		95124		United States		 

		Ed				625 Kruger Ave		Cameron		WI		54822		United States		 

		Nancy		Davies		30 central way		Purdys		NY		10578		United States		 

		Teresa		Dougherty		711 Stonebridge		Frankfort		IL		60423		United States		 

		Christopher		Galton		106 Black River Road		Myrtle Beach		SC		29588		United States		 

		John		Massman		42861 Janette		Antioch		IL		60002		United States		 

		Julie		Beer		334 College Ave. Apt. E		Palo Alto		CA		94306		United States		 

		Dennis		Merz		2330 Schirm Loop Rd NW		Olympia		WA		98502		United States		 

		Matthew		Smith		127 Dove Cote Court		Whitehouse Station		NJ		8889		United States		 

		Alan		Rosa		Valley Oaks Dr		Gilroy		CA		95020		United States		 

		Charlotte		Edwards		9639 S Carousel Cir		Summerville		SC		29485		United States		 

		Kathi		Fotinos		703 Falling Star Dr		Martinez		CA		94553		United States		 

		Dan		Osterman		249 A Street		Boston		MA		2210		United States		 

		Dara		Engel		925 Judah Street		San Francisco		CA		94122		United States		 

		David		Less		6475 Cat Rd		Twin Lake		MI		49457		United States		 

		Nancy		Knipe		4342 Saint Clair Ave		Studio City		CA		91604		United States		 

		Jalee		Fifer		1676 Jonathan Creek Rd		Sullivan		IL		61951		United States		 

		Rose		Menard		460 South Batavia Street		Orange		CA		92868		United States		 

		dave		gliva				Joliet		IL		60436		United States		 

		Lora		Kirk		1615 Greenleaf Street		Evanston		IL		60202		United States		 

		Richard		Blakemore		5650 Buckskin Rd		Mariposa		CA		95338		United States		 

		Doraine		Shipley		286 Droke Ln		Jonesborough		TN		37659		United States		 

		Arden		Dockter		183 Lake Rd		Berne		NY		12023		United States		 

		Eric		West		3943 S. Peninsula Dr.		Port Orange		FL		32127		United States		 

		Elyette		Weinstein		5000 Orvas Ct SE		Olympia		WA		98501		United States		 

		Gregory		Bender		2834 NE 64th Ave		Portland		OR		97213		United States		 

		Kevin		Krywko		140 Equestrian Ct		San Marcos		CA		92069		United States		 

		Tony		Farago		7011 Casa Loma		Dallas		TX		75214		United States		 

		Michael		Dotson				Carterville		IL		62918		United States		 

		Randall		Rose		655 South Alton Way Unit 9B		Denver		CO		80247		United States		 

		Mary		TRUE		PO BOX 1020		Pepe'ekeo		HI		96783		United States		 

		Lena		Halfmann		310 Chick St		Council Grove		KS		66846		United States		 

		Annette		Bork		4505 Sandburg Way		Irvine		CA		92612		United States		 

		Lola		Schiefelbein		611 Cottonwood Drive		Richland		WA		99352		United States		 

		Katherine		Myskowski		1155 Arnold Dr		Martinez		CA		94553		United States		 

		Dean		Monroe		5301 Cleon #4		No. Hollywood		CA		91601		United States		 

		Ron		Torretta		200 Centner Court		Canon City		CO		81212		United States		 

		Jennifer		Rocco		13 Harding Road		Morristown		NJ		7960		United States		 

		Gessika		Rovario-Cole		226 S Rosemont Ave		Martinsburg		WV		25401		United States		 

		Gustavo		Argueta				Antioch		CA		94509		United States		 

		Terry		Gorby		41 Woobly Road		Bolton		MA		1740		United States		 

		James		Kendall		2111 Wharton St		Pittsburgh		PA		15203		United States		 

		Mike		Evans		7 Hearst Avenue		Berkeley		CA		94720		United States		 

		Daniel		Piser		538 West Ellet St.		Philadelphia		PA		19119		United States		 

		Anna-Marie		Soper-O'Rourke		1331 N. Crossing Dr., NE		Atlanta		GA		30329		United States		 

		Carol		Wyndham		36 Union St		Peterborough		NH		3458		United States		 

		Shampayne		Thompson		5450 Ensenada Ave		Atascadero		CA		93422		United States		 

		Wanda		Salyard		3084 Ivy Glen Dr.		Eugene		OR		97402		United States		 

		Cathy		Lakoff		1505 Woodland Rd.		West Chester		PA		19382		United States		 

		Bruce		Kuechmann		27194 San Marco Dr		Punta Gorda		FL		33983		United States		 

		John		Richkus		206 Congress Street		Jersey City		NJ		7307		United States		 

		Ed		Cvolburn		238 west falls road		west falls		NY		14170		United States		 

		Ed		Cvolburn		238 west falls road		west falls		NY		14170		United States		 

		Christopher		Evans		Hearst Avenue		Near Byton Hand		CA		94720		United States		 

		AniMaeChi		Drabic		405 N Arnaz St		Ojai		CA		93023		United States		 

		Hannah		Taylor		21453 Cheri Lane		Bristol		IN		46507		United States		 

		Alan		Liechty		766 Filip Rd.		Los Altos		CA		94024		United States		 

		Joe		Renneke		8138 132nd St W		Savage		MN		55378		United States		 

		Monika		Burke		70 Rancoas Rd		Mt. Holly		NJ		8060		United States		 

		Scott		Cady		5652 Pillsbury Ave S		Minneapolis		MN		55419		United States		 

		Chad		Townsend		3513 N. Oakbury Circle		Tucson		AZ		85712		United States		 

		Michael		Allison		3709 W G St		Bremerton		WA		98312		United States		 

		Denise		Martini		10215 Renae Nicole Ct		Las Vegas		NV		89183		United States		 

		Cheryl		Carrington		2 Big Dipper Rd		Tijeras		NM		87059		United States		 

		Rita		Tobachnik		47 Westwood Road		Yonkers		NY		10710		United States		 

		Leslie		Hamlin		270 Lakemoore Dr.		Atlanta		GA		30342		United States		 

		Carollina		Kormann		oliveira, 65		florianopolis		NM		88056		United States		 

		Patricia		Corshia		353 Carver Rd.		Plymouth		MA		2360		United States		 

		Benjamin		Pines		314 W Kenwood Dr		Bloomington		IN		47404		United States		 

		Sherri		Ault		PO Box 147082		Edgewater		CO		80214		United States		 

		Richard		DeFazio		639 Brown Ave.		Erie		PA		16502		United States		 

		Matt		Gluchman		331 E Jefferson Ave		Hampshire		IL		60140		United States		 

		Judith		Eaddy		62 Dinwood Cir		Columbia		SC		29204		United States		 

		Raymond		Romano		125 Gillooly Dr		Warwick		RI		2888		United States		 

		Carolyn		Knoll		1171 Uluopihi Loop		Kailua		HI		96734		United States		 

		Maria		Williamson		17107 Cutter Way		Crosby		TX		77532		United States		 

		Renee		Threatte		37 1/2 St Marks Place		New York		NY		10003		United States		 

		Richard & Jo		Heaning		12 Seneca Dr.		Massapequa		NY		11758		United States		 

		Elena		Carleo		393 Crestview Ch Rd		Asheboro		NC		27205		United States		 

		Sheila		Chaffins		109 Seneca Drive		Burnet		TX		78611		United States		 

		Caitlin		Schneider		98-30 67th Ave, Apt. 5C		Rego Park		NY		11374		United States		 

		Robert		Ertner		4 Donalli Lane		Chico		CA		95926		United States		 

		David		Bullard		Clark Rd		Gansevoort		NY		12831		United States		 

		Peter		Bedard		5515 Marmion Way		Los Angeles		CA		90042		United States		 

		Debra		Atlas		731 South St		Redding		CA		96001		United States		 

		Miriam		Oberbruner		1837 Kenilworth Pl		Aurora		IL		60506		United States		 

		Alfred		Jonas		918 NE 119th St		Biscayne Park		FL		33161		United States		 

		James		Bochenek		226 Diamond Hill Rd		Delmar		NY		12054		United States		 

		Erma		Lewis		1736 63 Street		Brooklyn		NY		11204		United States		 

		kenneth		Moyer		4 GreenBriar Lane		Cinnaminson		NJ		8077		United States		 

		David		MacDonald		266 Grsndview Terrace		Hartford		CT		6114		United States		 

		Sherilyn		Coldwell		247 Hermine Blvd.		San Antonio		TX		78212		United States		 

		Laurie		Bounsall		P.O. Box 572		Calistoga		CA		94515		United States		 

		Errin		Heyman		45 weepingwood		Irvine		CA		92614		United States		 

		Robert		Booth		14051 E Quinn Cr		Aurora		CO		80015		United States		 

		James		Wolcott		527 N Green River RD		Evansville		IN		47715		United States		 

		Brandi		Hudson		345 21st St		Brooklyn		NY		11215		United States		 

		David		Wilson		11544 Quirk Rd		Belleville		MI		48111		United States		 

		Michael		Neubeck		1712 N Prospect Ave Apt 2		Milwaukee		WI		53202		United States		 

		Lloyd		Hedger		224 N G St. #405		TACOMA		WA		98403		United States		 

		Anna Kay		France		27 Brantford Pl		Buffalo		NY		14222		United States		 

		sam		feuss		15 Whippany Ave.		West Paterson		NJ		7424		United States		 

		Arnold		Schwertman		490 bending tr		rockwall		TX		75087		United States		 

		Ed		Kraynak		1563 S Roslyn St		Denver		CO		80231		United States		 

		Don		Lloyd		PO Box 159		Point Reyes Station		CA		94956		United States		 

		Joe		green		Box 235		Farley		MO		64028		United States		 

		beppe		debandi				Grover		NC		28073		United States		 

		Marcia		Frazee		898 W 300 N		Anderson		IN		46011		United States		 

		Mark		Swoiskin		655 Redwood Hwy., Ste. 255		Mil Valley		CA		94941		United States		 

		Melissa		Grant		4763 Biltmore Drive		Roanoke		VA		24017		United States		 

		Rox		Petoskey		6691 E. Broomfield Road		Mt. Pleasant		MI		48858		United States		 

		David		Lopez		8220 Valley view circle		Westland		MI		48185		United States		 

		June		Manners		1091 N Wilson Ave		Pasadena		CA		91104		United States		 

		Maria		Gonzalez		8445 W Bryn Mawr Ave - Apt 1N		Chicago		IL		60631		United States		 

		Jean		Datah		606 Smith St		Los Angeles		CA		90010		United States		 

		Greg		Bunker		1631 27th Ave N		North Myrtle Beach		SC		29582		United States		 

		Rick		Wood		PO Box 803		Burdett		NY		14818		United States		 

		Omar		shah		83 lester drive		columbus		OH		43215		United States		 

		Linda		Neuy		5253 N Lovers Lane Rd		Milwaukee		WI		53225		United States		 

		Jason		Kruse		2118 main st unit b		santa clara		CA		95050		United States		 

		Jannice		Colon		20 Tennis Rd		Lake Hopatcong		NJ		7849		United States		 

		Mina		Loomis		4412 Sinclair Ave		Austin		TX		78756		United States		 

		William		Jastromb				Northampton		MA		1060		United States		 

		Ben		Mouch		1156 Ponce De Leon Ave NE		Atlanta		GA		30306		United States		 

		Kelly		Warner		281 Ross Hollow Rd		Bigelow		AR		72016		United States		 

		Melissa		Martin-Schwarz		1918 cruz dr		rapid city		SD		57702		United States		 

		Nancy		Hendrickson		140 Main St.		Rockport		MA		1966		United States		 

		Tess		Fraad-Wolff		375 E 10 St		NY		NY		10009		United States		 

		Jordann		Wine		8500 Meadowlark Lane		Bethesda		MD		20817		United States		 

		Allen & Carol		Fromowitz		24718 Siena Drive		Lutz		FL		33559		United States		 

		Joan		Hughes		4088 Utica Ave		Minneapolis		MN		55416		United States		 

		JoAnn		Polley		18570 State Hwy 305		Poulsbo		WA		98370		United States		 

		Mary Lou		Muldowney		147-09 G.C. Parkway		Kew Gardens		NY		11435		United States		 

		Douglas		Schneller		321 North Union Avenue		Cranford		NJ		7016		United States		 

		Howard		Scott				Milton		WA		98354		United States		 

		Patricia		Tripi		118 Sunshine Drive		BUFFALO		NY		14228		United States		 

		Chuck		Oatman		Fishing Crk Hollow Rd		Drumore		PA		17518		United States		 

		Candace		McCaffery		1841 NE 8th St.		Gainesville		FL		32609		United States		 

		Scott		Levine		23-19 31st Ave., 2R		Astoria		NY		11106		United States		 

		Jason		McCullough		520 S Murtland St		Pittsburgh		PA		15208		United States		 

		Edward		Tang		1907 41st Ave		San Francisco		CA		94116		United States		 

		Krystal		Harris		10442 Scotts Bluff Dr		Peyton		CO		80831		United States		 

		Charles		Jetty		5413 Purcell Dr NE		Albuquerque		NM		87111		United States		 

		Michael		Bondoc		5 Kewaunee Court		Madison		WI		53705		United States		 

		Robert		F		212 Hill Road		Ithaca		NY		14850		United States		 

		Mary		Quimby		1301 S Atlantic Blvd #207A		MP		CA		91754		United States		 

		Virginia		Guevara		408 Burchett St Unit 7		Glendale		CA		91203		United States		 

		Steve		Oslund		3219 se tibbetts		portland		OR		97202		United States		 

		Jeffrey		Bains		1721 Myrtle Beach Drive		The Villages		FL		32159		United States		 

		james		hartman		1311 G St		Eureka		CA		95501		United States		 

		Ken		Schefter		13876 S. Mullen Ct.		Olathe		KS		66062		United States		 

		laura		alskog		1015 Aoloa Pl		Kailua		HI		96734		United States		 

		Stephen		Mudrick		1015 Prospect St.		Columbia		MO		65203		United States		 

		Takako		Ishii-Kiefer		21 Thistledown St		Tinton Falls		NJ		7753		United States		 

		Don		Margeson		439 Tennessee Ave. NE		St. Petersburg		FL		33702		United States		 

		Philip		Winkels		PO Box 2032		Laytonville		CA		95454		United States		 

		John		Steinbach		30 Hopkins Rd Apt 5		Liverpool		NY		13088		United States		 

		Donna		Day		17930 SOUTH US HWY 377		DUBLIN		TX		76446		United States		 

		Pamela		Joseph		24 Bermuda Rd		Westport		CT		6880		United States		 

		S.		Dwyer		51265 Streamwood Dr.		Granger		IN		46530		United States		 

		Mara		Eisenstein		3566 University Ave		Highland Park		IL		60035		United States		 

		Bobby		Belknap		2128 Pilgrim hwy		Frankfort		MI		49635		United States		 

		David		Cooke		1111 Longford Cir		Southlake		TX		76092		United States		 

		Bev		Habada		7963 Riggs Road		Adelphi		MD		20783		United States		 

		Meryl		Pinque		Odlin Rd		Bangor		ME		4401		United States		 

		Jemille		Hardy		1054 Corte Descanso		Santa Paula		CA		93060		United States		 

		Karralena		Castaway		6 vernon ave		Limestone		ME		4750		United States		 

		Judy		Savard		5138 spruce sy		Laona		WI		54551		United States		 

		Christian		Damerow		327 West 18th Street		New York		NY		10011		United States		 

		Mary		Kopcha		65 Carlton Avenue		Jersey City		NJ		7306		United States		 

		Peter		McCumber		3 Millan Street		Westover		WV		26501		United States		 

		Douglas		Coffman		1445 Elkay Dr		Eugene		OR		97404		United States		 

		Robert		Silverstein		32 Pine Drive		Roosevelt		NJ		8555		United States		 

		Tom		Behrendt		869 Orange St		New Haven		CT		6511		United States		 

		Andrew		Woitkoski		35 kensington ave		Pittsfield		MA		1201		United States		 

		Dennis		Kroll		720 First St.		Hudson		WI		54016		United States		 

		Noelle		Marquis		334 Cascade Dr		Fairfax		CA		94930		United States		 

		Brenda		Perkins		14226 Morning Frost Dr		Orlando		FL		32828		United States		 

		Thomas		Clark		245 S Serrano Ave #214		Los Angeles		CA		90004		United States		 

		Ronald		Thomas		404 N Huron St		Ypsilanti		MI		48197		United States		 

		Deborah		Brandt		1197 BUNKER DRIVE APT. 211A		BARABOO		WI		53913		United States		 

		Florence		Sandok		1516 13th Ave. N.E.		Rochester		MN		55906		United States		 

		Eddie		Havoc		18 Ronan Rd.		Glen Cove		NY		11542		United States		 

		Al		Blazo		1830 Price Rd.		Y-Town		OH		44509		United States		 

		Irini		Res		170 W 89th St		New York		NY		10024		United States		 

		Michael		Webb		1805 Yellow Pne		Amelia		OH		45102		United States		 

		Rosemary		Ryan		3660 White Oak Ave		New Orleans		LA		70131		United States		 

		Virginia		Johnston		520 Eagle Drive		Elk Grove Village		IL		60007		United States		 

		Elise		Cleva		943 N. Liberty St.		Arlington		VA		22205		United States		 

		Ruth		Mak		418 W Lee Ave		Florence		AL		35630		United States		 

		Cathy		Rowan		766 Brady Avenue, Apt. 635		Bronx		NY		10462		United States		 

		Steve		Daigneault		1390 V St NW 3223		Washington		DC		20009		United States		 

		Joan		Borame		145 Colusa Ave		El Cerrito		CA		94530		United States		 

		Sonia		Goldstein		321 W 24 St.  #13H		NY		NY		10011		United States		 

		Christina		Williams		2350 Belmont Rd		Arnoldsville		GA		30619		United States		 

		James		Rizzolo		910 NW 11th Terr.		Stuart		FL		34994		United States		 

		Rebecca		Carvalho		1419 County St		Fall River		MA		2723		United States		 

		Mary		Gill		734 San Rafael		Stanford		CA		94305		United States		 

		Dan		Bernard		35 Winding Way		Peaks Island		ME		4108		United States		 

		Donna		Gordon		P.O. Box 140		Cloudcroft		NM		88317		United States		 

		eric		biemuller		272 ward avenue,apt.22D		Bordentown		NJ		8505		United States		 

		Jonelle		Reynolds		PO Box 910459		Saint George		UT		84791		United States		 

		James		Amory		63 Cheddar lane		LeRaysville		PA		18829		United States		 

		Melany		Telleen		418 Fifth Street		Wilmette		IL		60091		United States		 

		Tracy		Schroepfer		224 Shato Lane		Monona		WI		53716		United States		 

		Judith		Scott		26698 County Road 137		O Brien		FL		32071		United States		 

		Glen		Venezio		176 Calle San Jorge Apt 2A		San Juan		PR		911		United States		 

		Diane		Tirado		6607 Elmer Ave		North Hollywood		CA		91606		United States		 

		Arlyne		Zwyer, Esq.		555 Kappock St., #24S		Bronx		NY		10463		United States		 

		Bob		Applebaum		3229 Lake Albano Circle		San Jose		CA		95135		United States		 

		John		Eckler		175 Everett Street		Lakewood		CO		80226		United States		 

		Kristina		Schubert		1941 Judah St		San Francisco		CA		94122		United States		 

		Stamatios		Varias		321 Attig Rd		Selinsgrove		PA		17870		United States		 

		Michael		Riley		20 Canton Rd		Quincy		MA		2171		United States		 

		Willis		Hamilton		205 Meadowlark Ln		Southlake		TX		76092		United States		 

		Steven		Lee		4034 Sewall Dr SW		Huntsville		AL		35805		United States		 

		Laura		Wolfson		244 Riverside Drive apt 5E		New York City		NY		10025		United States		 

		Ed		Ward		2100 Rosewood Dr		San Bruno		CA		94066		United States		 

		Meredith		Peppers		3866 pine village place		loganville		GA		30052		United States		 

		Richard		Shook		9 Lake Ave		Niantic		CT		6357		United States		 

		Sandy		Wilder		711B Wind Rivers		Grafton		IL		62037		United States		 

		Alan		Socol		1245 S Norton Ave		Los Angeles		CA		90019		United States		 

		Jen		Sal		6 Naugatuck		Norfolk		MA		2056		United States		 

		Carol		Dubovick		1455 Galindo St. #2457		Concord		CA		94520		United States		 

		e Uprichard				33 nordhoff		sf		CA		94131		United States		 

		Michelle		Unger		132 NE 75th Avenue		Hillsboro		OR		97124		United States		 

		Sue		Willis		14 lawes lane		Garrison		NY		10524		United States		 

		Suzanne		Schellenberg		4950 Fulton St Apt 205		San Francisco		CA		94121		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Cook		175 partridge lane		prescott		AZ		86303		United States		 

		Carrie		Mack		16340 Wayne		Livonia		MI		48154		United States		 

		Eric		Fisher		204 W University Ave Ste 5		Gainesville		FL		32601		United States		 

		JoAnne		Knowles				Portland		OR		97202		United States		 

		Thomas		Clark		245 S Serrano Ave #214		Los Angeles		CA		90004		United States		 

		Karen		Sewell		316 1st ave NE		West Bend		IA		50597		United States		 

		Marsha		Addington		249 Big Oak Dr.		Manchester		TN		37355		United States		 

		Dwight		Allbee		403 1st Ave NE		Waverly		IA		50677		United States		 

		Joy		Bunton		512 Madison St.		Oak Park		IL		60302		United States		 

		Susan		Dunaway		2139 Haviland Dr.		Grants Pass		OR		97527		United States		 

		Sharon		Pederslie		525 14th Ave E Apt 1004		Seattle		WA		98112		United States		 

		Eugene		TeSelle		1925 19th Ave S		Nashville		TN		37212		United States		 

		John		Meserve		60 dwelley st		Pembroke		MA		2359		United States		 

		Roxanne		Rice		6428 St.Josephs Ave N.W.		Albuquerque		NM		87120		United States		 

		Barbara		Ryland		69 Kaler Rd		South Portland		ME		4106		United States		 

		Valerie		Capezzuto		173 Fairview Avenue		Rutherford		NJ		7070		United States		 

		Wendy		Ross				Rivesville		WV		26588		United States		 

		Gordon		Burghardt		3513 Maloney Rd		Knoxville		TN		37920		United States		 

		Mary		Arlin		623 Utica Street		Ithaca		NY		14850		United States		 

		Dina		Morena				Maspeth		NY		11378		United States		 

		Sarah		Ganong		28 N College		Carlisle		PA		17013		United States		 

		Frank and Bonnie		Cune		5631 SW 78th St. # 3		Miami		FL		33143		United States		 

		Dennis		Grier		402 Hill St.		Lagrange		GA		30241		United States		 

		Rima		Rosenthal		8 Bruce Rd		Mamaroneck		NY		10543		United States		 

		Ellen		Poist		9701 Germantown Ave		Philadelphia		PA		19118		United States		 

		Diane		Stewart		18 Parkview Ter		San Pablo		CA		94806		United States		 

		Mary		Wheeler		1455 North Sandburg Terrace, Unit 202		Chicago		IL		60610		United States		 

		James		Dixon		206 W. Washington Ave.		Terra Alta		WV		26764		United States		 

		Holly		Kukkonen		1607 Burns Ave.		Iowa City		IA		52240		United States		 

		Janet		Harris		5099 157th St n		Hugo		MN		55038		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Hunter		1125 W. Willetta St.		Phoenix		AZ		85007		United States		 

		Tim		Herbstrith		914 W 36th St		Minneapolis		MN		55408		United States		 

		Ralph Angelo		Pagano		1043 Steiner St		San Francisco		CA		94115		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Phipps		220 Blake Rd		Standish		ME		4084		United States		 

		Catherine		Elgin				Lexington		MA		2421		United States		 

		nancy		stegmann		1121 e. jackson blvd.		elkhart		IN		46516		United States		 

		Tamara		Matz		5308 1/2 Village Grn		Los Angeles		CA		90016		United States		 

		Michalina		Wasung		po box 14		townshend		VT		5353		United States		 

		Gay		Leedie		58 Ashford Dr		Ashford		CT		6278		United States		 

		Carolyn		Haupt		51 Villa View Drive		Staunton		VA		24401		United States		 

		Caroline		Oliveira				Red Bank		NJ		7701		United States		 

		Katie		Scozzafava		116 Hoyts Hl		Bethel		CT		6801		United States		 

		Howard		Abraham		50 n harrison ave suite 3		congers		NY		10920		United States		 

		Colleen		Romanelli		302 W Fremont Ave		Elmhurst		IL		60126		United States		 

		Greg		Burnet		3608 S Wenonah		Berwyn		IL		60402		United States		 

		Barbara		Franck		1128 Allengrove Street		Philadelphia		PA		19124		United States		 

		Mary		Guard		453 Rockledge Rd		Friday Harbor		WA		98250		United States		 

		Bryan		Ruff		3457 Ramstad Dr		San Jose		CA		95127		United States		 

		Joan		Green		700 Port Street		Easton		MD		21601		United States		 

		Gay		Leedie		58 Ashford Dr		Ashford		CT		6278		United States		 

		Kristin		Green		PO Box 767		Sault		MI		49783		United States		 

		James		Cook		2 Silver Lake Dr.		Waterloo		IA		50702		United States		 

		jana		walder		27106 204th Ave SE		Covington		WA		98042		United States		 

		Patti		Weizel		80 Wild Currant Way		Port Angeles		WA		98362		United States		 

		Lawrence		East		316 Richlands Ave Apt. 5		Jacksonville		NC		28540		United States		 

		Carol		Steinhart		104 Lathrop St		Madison		WI		53726		United States		 

		Chanda		Vad		Park Place		San Mateo		CA		94403		United States		 

		cherie		dionne west		370 W Tree Frog Ln		Shelton		WA		98584		United States		 

		Tom		Linell		97 Hanover St. Apt. 204		Lebanon		NH		3766		United States		 

		J Russell		Tyldesley		43 E Via Plaza Nueva		Santa Fe		NM		87507		United States		 

		shawn		johnson		po box 4017		Beaverton		OR		97076		United States		 

		Natasha		Seaman		366 Arborway		Jamaica Plain		MA		2130		United States		 

		Elaine		Barnes		33831 Belts Dr		Harrisburg		OR		97446		United States		 

		Andrea		Kalvesmaki		1123 5th St NE		Washington		DC		20002		United States		 

		Anthony		Ricciardi		783 Harold Ave SE		Atlanta		GA		30316		United States		 

		Nancy		Grossi		5625 Ventura Canyon Ave		Van Nuys		CA		91401		United States		 

		Kathleen		Moraski		7611 teal bay		Woodbury		MN		55125		United States		 

		Sheila		Arnold-Swanson		106 West Jefferson		Rock City		IL		61070		United States		 

		Becky		Butela		11 Union Ave NE		Grand Rapids		MI		49503		United States		 

		Victoria		Webb		1100 Three Cabins Ln		McKinleyville		CA		95519		United States		 

		Kim		Kahl		1033 NW Newport Ave		Bend		OR		97701		United States		 

		Maria		Peteinaraki		theodosiou diakonou 9 str		heraklion city creta		MN		71305		United States		 

		Sally		Berman		18734 Bambi Ct.		Grass Valley		CA		95949		United States		 

		Rachel		Berzack		2900 Northwind Drive		East Lansing		MI		48823		United States		 

		Meredith		Needham		815 Burg Street		Granville		OH		43023		United States		 

		Johnny		Mims		1430 165th Ave NE		Bellevue		WA		98008		United States		 

		Renell		Gonsalves		27735 Long		Livonia		MI		48152		United States		 

		Carol		Thompson		2874 Amy Drive		South Park		PA		15129		United States		 

		Dennis		Feichtinger				Brownstown		MI		48183		United States		 

		Linda		Smith		PO Box 1903		Rogue River		OR		97537		United States		 

		Saul		Hirschhorn		11406 Exposition Blvd Apt 306		Los Angeles		CA		90064		United States		 

		Janis		Carney		9 Monadnock St		Troy		NH		3465		United States		 

		Steven		Wilson		4026 east state road 258		seymour		IN		47274		United States		 

		Melissa		Smith		13 Upper Pinch Est		Elkview		WV		25071		United States		 

		Amy		Huebner		115 Wendell Ave.		Pittsfield		MA		1201		United States		 

		Rafael		Johnson		322 Lake St. Apt. 307		Excelsior		MN		55331		United States		 

		Jon		Singleton		Postcolonial Freedom		New York		NY		10118		United States		 

		Edward		Hubbard		231 Village At Vanderbilt		Nashville		TN		37212		United States		 

		janet		Moncure		8055 Rural Point Road		Mechanicsville		VA		23116		United States		 

		Christopher		Lima		6213 Paseo Encantada		Camarillo		CA		93012		United States		 

		Gladys		Guzman		2873 Walnut Blvd		Walnut Creek		CA		94596		United States		 

		Joanne		Hartigan		11209 Camas St		Boise		ID		83709		United States		 

		Carlos		Nunez		18009 Victory Blvd		Reseda		CA		91335		United States		 

		Tammy		Job		4029 EGYPT RD		SNELLVILLE		GA		30039		United States		 

		John		Fabris		2 Soule Rd		Orinda		CA		94563		United States		 

		Katrina		Cox		1930 New Hampshire Ave NW Apt 33		Washington		DC		20009		United States		 

		Linda		Bassett		15690 Malberg Rd.		Cabool		MO		65689		United States		 

		Susan		Ballinger		8857 Grey St		Graton		CA		95444		United States		 

		nick		evans		168w.hayden park		santan valley		AZ		85143		United States		 

		Daniela		Rossi		Via Roma, 15		Pomezia (Roma)		ID		83210		United States		 

		tina		chang		6453 Pinehaven Rd		Oakland		CA		94611		United States		 

		Jaimie		Gowatsky		Second St		Clifton		NJ		7011		United States		 

		Candidus		Dougherty		851 Crum Creek Road		Media		PA		19063		United States		 

		S		Prazenka		81 Baldwin Lane		Mahopac		NY		10541		United States		 

		Karena		Wells		99 Clinton St		Brooklyn		NY		11201		United States		 

		Gwyn		Wahlmann		1002 west adams		kirkwood		MO		63122		United States		 

		George		Kormendi		17 Chittenden Ave, #3-D		New York		NY		10033		United States		 

		Carol		Hale		2200 Hwy 98, #4-112		Daphne		AL		36526		United States		 

		Cheryl		Chase		322 Greenoch Way		Stockton		CA		95210		United States		 

		Edwardf		Bautista		250 Twinlake Dr		Sunnyvale		CA		94089		United States		 

		Betty		Stewart		2 Eton Cove		Newport News		VA		23608		United States		 

		Dan		Miner		7815 Texhoma Ave		Northridge		CA		91325		United States		 

		John		Stallone		1294 Mildred Ave		San Jose		CA		95125		United States		 

		Nancy		Simon		321 D Anacapa St.		Santa Barbara		CA		93101		United States		 

		Diana		Kennedy		902 36th Ave		Seattle		WA		98122		United States		 

		Ohmar		Sowle		143 Natalie Dr		Moraga		CA		94556		United States		 

		Sheila		Taintor		10 Dexter St		Newburyport		MA		1950		United States		 

		Janice		Gloe		3100 Guido Street		Oakland		CA		94602		United States		 

		Cori		Bishop		PO Box 61663		Honolulu		HI		96839		United States		 

		Hans		Wiegert		113 Rainwood Dr.		Simpsonville		SC		29681		United States		 

		OM		Publishing		P.O.Box 2349		Redway		CA		95560		United States		 

		Beverly		Bradshaw		305 Hamilton St		Fredericksburg		VA		22408		United States		 

		Charles		Olmsted		5200 W.54th Street Road		Greeley		CO		80634		United States		 

		Esther		Harris		58 Eastmont Ln		Sicklerville		NJ		8081		United States		 

		Maria		fernnadez		6141 Broadway #3E		Bronx		NY		10471		United States		 

		Eileen		Downard		911 Oakwood Dr		South Abington Township		PA		18411		United States		 

		Judith		Little		123 Barley Lane		Arcata		CA		95521		United States		 

		Julie		Ozias		2097 Highfield		Waterford		MI		48329		United States		 

		Peter		Geidel		418 17th Avenue		Paterson		NJ		7504		United States		 

		Ray		Bellamy		509 vinnedge ride		Tallahassee		FL		32303		United States		 

		Cindy		Moczarney		2314 N. 76th Court		Elmwood Park		IL		60707		United States		 

		Mary		Price		107 Foxcroft Ln		Durham		NC		27713		United States		 

		John		Dierig		610 Carrington Place 207		Loveland		OH		45140		United States		 

		Sandy		Dumke		807 Executive Circle		Crooks		SD		57020		United States		 

		Harriet		Cohen		238 E. 30th Street		New York		NY		10016		United States		 

		Ron		Melsha		1638 Westland Rd NE		Solon		IA		52333		United States		 

		Robert		Komorous		2094 Limestone Ln		Carpentersville		IL		60110		United States		 

		Nancy		Rominger		235 Chesapeake Dr.		Salisbury		NC		28147		United States		 

		Janet		Blair		20 Orlando Lane		Attleboro		MA		2703		United States		 

		Jean		Cheesman		1111 Garcia Rd		Santa Barbara		CA		93103		United States		 

		Bill		Waring		152 Berrywood Dr		Severna Park		MD		21146		United States		 

		Susan		Anduskey		401 S. 350 W.		Valparaiso		IN		46385		United States		 

		Elisabeth		Archer		6050 44th Ave NE		Seattle		WA		98115		United States		 

		Robert		Mitchell		123 Sherman Ave		Lexington		KY		40502		United States		 

		Mary		Long		620 S 1st St		Austin		TX		78704		United States		 

		John		Wyatt		46 Kaler Street		Winterport		ME		4496		United States		 

		Yefim		Maizel		5025 Diamond Heights Blvd		San Francisco		CA		94131		United States		 

		Bret		Smith		PO Box 2824		Santa Cruz		CA		95063		United States		 

		Maria		de Almeida		Hearst Avenue		berkeley		CA		94720		United States		 

		Kathleen		MacLaughlin		818 Walton Avenue		Mamaroneck		NY		10543		United States		 

		Susan		Hathaway		5107 Passons Boulevard #313		Pico Rivera		CA		90660		United States		 

		Robert		Van Epps		7398 NW 20th Court		Sunrise		FL		33313		United States		 

		Lisa		MacMillan		201 n lakeshore dr		Minneola		FL		34715		United States		 

		Susanna		Brelsford		92 Drew St		Houston		TX		77006		United States		 

		Trent		Block		P.O. Box 5823		Incline Village		NV		89450		United States		 

		Charlie		McCullagh		311 River Rd		Red Bank		NJ		7701		United States		 

		Ed		Goldberg		3524 78th street		jackson heights		NY		11372		United States		 

		Marie		D'Anna		516 Russell Ave		Ridgefield		NJ		7657		United States		 

		Jean		Kozel		207 River Brook Circle		Eagleville		PA		19403		United States		 

		Andy		Martinez		1940 County Farm Rd.		Pueblo		CO		81006		United States		 

		Lynette		Ridder		4822 Eagle Way		Concord		CA		94521		United States		 

		Gloria		Picchetti		3920 N Clark		Chicago		IL		60613		United States		 

		Craig		Figtree		1906 N Bissell St		Chicago		IL		60614		United States		 

		Barbara		Kozlowska		18221 Andrea Circle North		Northridge		CA		91325		United States		 

		Nora		Lawson		1008 Pierce Ave		Salisbury		MD		21804		United States		 

		Julia		Howlett		1055 N 2nd St		San Jose		CA		95112		United States		 

		Tracey		Schavone				Anahola		HI		96703		United States		 

		William		Mitchell		5511 Fernhoff Road		Oakland		CA		94619		United States		 

		John		Tetel		6401 14th St. NW Apt A-4		Washington		DC		20012		United States		 

		Scott		Coahran		220 West K St.   Apt #1		Los Banos		CA		93635		United States		 

		sherry		glass		po box 91198		Henderson		NV		89009		United States		 

		Pamela		Waterworth		Franklin St.		Seabrook		MD		20706		United States		 

		Kenneth		Schwarz		124 Hearthstone Drive		Berlin		NJ		8009		United States		 

		Laurie		Leland		872 Maluniu Ave.		Kailua		HI		96734		United States		 

		todd		schellenberg		12265 urbank st ne		Blaine		MN		55449		United States		 

		Max		Magbee		715 Drehr Ave		Baton Rouge		LA		70806		United States		 

		Hector		Correa		1336 Downing Ct		Wheaton		IL		60189		United States		 

		Jan		McCall		278 Vine		West Bend		WI		53095		United States		 

		P		Bowen		109 kamakoa		bastrop		TX		78602		United States		 

		jan		CONLEY		7177 E lake blvd		lake nebagamon		WI		54849		United States		 

		Erika		Palombo		89 Route 376		Hopewell Junction		NY		12533		United States		 

		Harvey		Picker		209 Walden St		West Hartford		CT		6107		United States		 

		Jim		Lieberman		36660 Annapolis Rd		Annapolis		CA		95412		United States		 

		Lisa		D'Ambrosio		356 S Meadow Rd		Lancaster		MA		1523		United States		 

		Loretta		mento		6 sunset ave		linwood		NJ		8221		United States		 

		Michelle		Powell		3612 Meadow Park Dr.		Round Rock		TX		78665		United States		 

		Cynthia		Raha		5 Tudor City Place		New York		NY		10017		United States		 

		Cricket		Blanton		1408 Windward Drive		Melbourne		FL		32935		United States		 

		Shehan		Prull		129 Sam St		Santa Fe		NM		87501		United States		 

		Lisa		Gilles		34114 Gail Dr		North Ridgeville		OH		44039		United States		 

		Nathan		Haley		6219 NE Circle Dr		Oakview		MO		64118		United States		 

		Phil		Vanasse		16 Colonial Ct		High Bridge		NJ		8829		United States		 

		Caitilin		Kane		612 E. 4th St.		Dell Rapids		SD		57022		United States		 

		Judith		Turner		PO Box 12112		Marina del Rey		CA		90295		United States		 

		Diane		Wynne		1431 Wilmington Ave		Dayton		OH		45420		United States		 

		Brent		Reitze		15210 Endicott Dr.		Bowie		MD		20716		United States		 

		Jeannine		mendrola		14 Willowbrook Rd		Broomall		PA		19008		United States		 

		Susan		Gregersen		3513 Westshire Cir		Delavan		WI		53115		United States		 

		sylvia		mccune		Ferryboat Ct		Loveland		CO		80537		United States		 

		Rick		Cook		22340 S Deal Ave		Channahon		IL		60410		United States		 

		stephen		lysasght				Orinda		CA		94563		United States		 

		Charles		Wirth		605 Judson Ave		Hurley		SD		57036		United States		 

		Debra		Oliver		620 1/2 Alto Street		Santa Fe		NM		87501		United States		 

		Mallory		Sanford		1500 Prater Way		Sparks		NV		89431		United States		 

		Merrill		Johnson		PO Box 93		Chimacum		WA		98325		United States		 

		Howard		Lazzarini		12105 51st Ave SE		Everett		WA		98208		United States		 

		Tatyana		Eckstrand		295 Tunxis Ave.		Bloomfield		CT		6002		United States		 

		Nathan		Pundt		300 Channel St		San Francisco		CA		94158		United States		 

		Barbara		Moffitt		407 W 6th Ave		Lexington		NC		27292		United States		 

		Yvonne		Irvin		31 Mattingly Ave		Indian Head		MD		20640		United States		 

		David		Fellner		5642 Carlos Ave. #1		Richmond		CA		94804		United States		 

		Louise		Mann		10201 River Road		South Chesterfield		VA		23803		United States		 

		Eric		Schmidt		25 Dowd Dr		Charlestown		RI		2813		United States		 

		pat		wilkins		437 blossom street		Fitchburg		MA		1420		United States		 

		Duane		Finley		1215 Vega St		San Diego		CA		92110		United States		 

		Cynthia		Crittenton		1186 Castlemere Ct		Simi Valley		CA		93065		United States		 

		John		Deddy		11676 SW 91 TERRACE		MIAMI		FL		33176		United States		 

		Maria		Kolena		3501 Elmwood Dr		Alexandria		VA		22303		United States		 

		Gill		Fahrenwald		PO Box 2323		Olympia		WA		98507		United States		 

		Francois		de la Giroday		4646 LOS FELIZ BLVD		LOS ANGELES		CA		90027		United States		 

		Anna		Wright		10 APPLE TRAIL		OAK RIDGE		NJ		7438		United States		 

		Carol		Banever		944 N Martel Ave		Los Angeles		CA		90046		United States		 

		Mark		Axen		1639 17th dr		douglas		AZ		85607		United States		 

		Sandy		Moffitt		1005 Primrose Ln		Normal		IL		61761		United States		 

		Linda		Rose		1753 Vineyard Ave		Saint Helena		CA		94574		United States		 

		Greg		Blevins		12 Small Road		Phillips		ME		4966		United States		 

		Jean		Phillips-Calapai		17 Sherwood Drive		Milford		MA		1757		United States		 

		Stephanie		Sarich		10511 Cedar Lake Road		Minnetonka		MN		55305		United States		 

		Elin		LaBreck		1458 Cleveland Ave		St. Paul		MN		55108		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Guthrie		944 Summitville Drive		Webster		NY		14580		United States		 

		Andrew		Dunne		809 Lower Kimo Dr.		Kula		HI		96790		United States		 

		Steven		Mull		325 Fordham Rd.		Manhattan		KS		66503		United States		 

		Mary		Rushlau		447 cedar street		jenkintown		PA		19046		United States		 

		Michaeline		Hade		16231 Laurel Oak Dr		Crest Hill		IL		60403		United States		 

		Laurie		Schick		703 W 13th St		Tulsa		OK		74127		United States		 

		Fran		Divine		15 Turtle Rock Ct		New Paltz		NY		12561		United States		 

		Roseanne		Yerges		3125 Whispering Oaks		Woodridge		IL		60517		United States		 

		Dennis		Zerbo		PO Box 2561		Petaluma		CA		94953		United States		 

		L.D.		Hieber Jr.		13034 Sager Rd		Chelsea		MI		48118		United States		 

		Cheryl		Rauch		2808 Elizabeth St.		Metairie		LA		70003		United States		 

		Donna		Daniel		718 Arbutus Ave		Chico		CA		95926		United States		 

		kathleen		stettner		86 Macfarlane Dr		Delray Beach		FL		33483		United States		 

		W		Cassetta		PO Box 445		Concord		NH		3302		United States		 

		Michele		Langston		2127 Hairston		Conway		AR		72034		United States		 

		Karen		Birner		909 Tijeras Ave NW Apartment 226		Albuquerque		NM		87102		United States		 

		E		Schorr		8731 NW 19th St		Pembroke Pines		FL		33024		United States		 

		Harlisa		Asumen		92-608 Malahuna Loop		Kapolei		HI		96707		United States		 

		a		jhangiani		2071 golf couse dr.		reston		VA		20191		United States		 

		Nelson		Baker		40410 Fitzgerald Rd		Bethesda		OH		43719		United States		 

		Paula		Brennecke		540 County Road 2521		Bonham		TX		75418		United States		 

		Darrel		Joseph		9659 Whittington Dr		Jacksonville		FL		32257		United States		 

		Gudy		Terenzio		Juan Terrades		Elda		DC		3600		United States		 

		Al		DeRoy		94 Ridgecrest Drive		Pittsburgh		PA		15235		United States		 

		Fred		Fawcett		221 Canyon View Dr.		Lafayette		OR		97127		United States		 

		Gerald		Brookman		715 Muir Avenue		Kenai		AK		99611		United States		 

		Deb		Stanton		P.O. Box 5742		Santa Barbara		CA		93150		United States		 

		Kimberly		Seger		11373 US Route 422		Kittanning		PA		16201		United States		 

		Cyrus		Appell		3532 Meridian Ave N		Seattle		WA		98103		United States		 

		Tracey		Coddington		43984 Fern Creek Road #115		Caspar		CA		95420		United States		 

		Linda		Martinez		2857 Farrington Street		Roseville		MN		55113		United States		 

		Sonja		Hauter		10 Ruth Street North		St. Paul		MN		55119		United States		 

		Becky		Kurth		1039 center rd		Ozark		MO		65721		United States		 

		Dollie		Spinks		1273 Detroit Ave., Apt. A		Concord		CA		94520		United States		 

		Barry		Williams				San Francisco		CA		94117		United States		 

		Richard		Starling		3216 Hubbard Rd		Charlotte		NC		28269		United States		 

		Ramon		Trumbull		464 Doris NE		Grand Rapids		MI		49505		United States		 

		Sherry		Owens		1274 Sunvalley Cove		Memphis		TN		38109		United States		 

		Maris		Bennett		3401 Dimaggio Way		Antioch		CA		94509		United States		 

		Deenie		Tallant		710 Duvall Blvd		Highland Village		TX		75077		United States		 

		M		W.		Tillson		Tillson		NY		12486		United States		 

		Mary Margaret		Flynn		24 Sunnydale Ave		San Carlos		CA		94070		United States		 

		Laura		Taffany		475 Camino Don Emilio		Santa Fe		NM		87507		United States		 

		Henry		Martini		2442 Bluffton Dr W		Jacksonville		FL		32224		United States		 

		Troy		Tackett		3327 Haneys Branch Rd		Huntington		WV		25704		United States		 

		Bonnie		Faith-Smith		290A Washington St		Cambridge		MA		2139		United States		 

		Mary		Englerth		1036 Fairfield Rd		Gettysburg		PA		17325		United States		 

		Nona		Weiner		14238 Lucian Ave		San Jose		CA		95127		United States		 

		leslie		spoon		1298 Ramona Ave		Los Osos		CA		93402		United States		 

		Allan		Bouley		2900 Abbey Plaza		Collegeville		MN		56321		United States		 

		Robb		Mottl		S49W36869 Pine View		Dousman		WI		53118		United States		 

		Gunbo		Bob		#47 7571 Sun Tree Circle		Orlando		FL		32807		United States		 

		Grayson		Henry		451 Bethlehem Pike		Colmar		PA		18915		United States		 

		Karen		Bonatti		19 Wilkins Rd		Braintree		MA		2184		United States		 

		Anna		Balatsos		56079 Navajo Trail		Yucca Valley		CA		92284		United States		 

		Maritza		Cabezas		3809 Rock Hampton Dr		Tarzana		CA		91356		United States		 

		Carl		Pflug		14 Highland Boulevard		Keansburg		NJ		7734		United States		 

		Frank		Boeheim		1839 S Main St Apt 210		Los Angeles		CA		90015		United States		 

		Aimee		Abalo		RR St		Girardville		PA		17935		United States		 

		James		Stark		1915 El Dorado Ave		Berkeley		CA		94707		United States		 

		James		Gonsman		PO Box 125		Occidental		CA		95465		United States		 

		Robert		Janusko		1329 Eaton Ave		Bethlehem		PA		18018		United States		 

		Dominic		Libby		63 Middleton Rd.		Milton		NH		3851		United States		 

		James		Crowden		114 Bob-O-Link Dr.		Berea		KY		40403		United States		 

		Melinda		Arnett		835 Abbot drive		fairfield		OH		45014		United States		 

		Patricia		Sobel		15506 Bond Mill Road		Laurel		MD		20707		United States		 

		Sylvia		Brown		1115 Grosvenor Rd		Grass Lake		MI		49240		United States		 

		Wayne		Lensu		1309 East Ave		Berwyn		IL		60402		United States		 

		Elaine		Tokarski		2687 Roundtree Dr.		Troy		MI		48083		United States		 

		Josette		Le Beau		140 Oxonia Ave		Neptune		NJ		7753		United States		 

		Mary		Leitch		526 Reed st		Phila		PA		19147		United States		 

		Tim		Tolbert		107 Puesta Del Sol		Los Gatos		CA		95032		United States		 

		Mary		Hoadley		7255 S. Merrybrook Dr.		West Bloomfield		MI		48322		United States		 

		Chip		Phillips		3069 Knob Dr		Los Angeles		CA		90065		United States		 

		Jeff		Hummel		3814 Sunnyside Ave N		Seattle		WA		98103		United States		 

		Steve		LeVine		71 Ocean Parkway- Apt. 1D		Brooklyn		NY		11218		United States		 

		Mary		Englerth		1036 Fairfield Rd		Gettysburg		PA		17325		United States		 

		Alice		Neuhauser		1466 11th Street		Manhattan Beach		CA		90266		United States		 

		carla		gomora		242 Antler Dr		Marysville		PA		17053		United States		 

		Jamie		Greer		10 Highland Place		West Orange		NJ		7052		United States		 

		Jan		Ackerman		15781 Hayes Trail		Apple Valley		MN		55124		United States		 

		Simone		Pisias				Mendocino		CA		95460		United States		 

		Emily		sagovac		14913 paddock drive		Wellington		FL		33414		United States		 

		David		Bacon		369 Montezuma		Santa Fe		NM		87501		United States		 

		Georgia		Guida		1244 e 35th St		Brooklyn		NY		11210		United States		 

		Arnold		Lippin		175 Adams Street		Brooklyn		NY		11201		United States		 

		Thomas		Conroy		1466 11th Street		Manhattan Beach		CA		90266		United States		 

		Virginia		Douglas		133 Brandtson Ave.		Elyria		OH		44035		United States		 

		Burt		Greenspan		6 Almond Ct.		Novato		CA		94947		United States		 

		Joe		Carrera		61 Beacon Ave		Layton		UT		84041		United States		 

		Eleanor		Dowson		2007 Mill Pointe Dr SE		Mill Creek		WA		98012		United States		 

		Robert		Anderson		155 Elmgrove Ave		Troy		NY		12180		United States		 

		Thomas		Renninger		1005 Sheldon Drive		Newark		DE		19711		United States		 

		Kermit		Brooms		P.O. Box 99024		Emeryville		CA		94662		United States		 

		Chris		Gebert		731 Plummer School Road		West Newton		PA		15089		United States		 

		Chris		Simpson		1420 Acorn		Downers Grove		IL		60515		United States		 

		Martha		Miller		440 Fulton St.		Saint Paul		MN		55102		United States		 

		Robert		Kolodny		64 W 89th St.		New York		NY		10024		United States		 

		Sarah		Lanzman		1784 Simmons Gap Rd		Dyke		VA		22935		United States		 

		Terrence		Ward		14530 kildare		midlothian		IL		60445		United States		 

		Richard		Perl		67-71 Yellowstone Blvd. #6-C		Forest Hills		NY		11375		United States		 

		miki		ta		1924 E Denny Way		Seattle		WA		98122		United States		 

		Steven		Bergman		16 Main Street		Metuchen		NJ		8840		United States		 

		Joe		Buhowsky		83 Tahoe Court		San Ramon		CA		94582		United States		 

		Andrea		O'Shea		225 Newcastle Rd		Syracuse		NY		13219		United States		 

		Rosemary		ONeill		135 Charles Street		New York		NY		10014		United States		 

		Sharon		Skirbunt		1375 E 9th St		Cleveland		OH		44114		United States		 

		Marjorie		King		3275 W Co 17th St		Somerton		AZ		85350		United States		 

		Bob		Carroll		733 Brown Ave		Evanston		IL		60202		United States		 

		Nancy		Rosenberg		1880 White Oak Drive #116		Houston		TX		77009		United States		 

		Sylvie		Plazza		885 Tenth Ave, Apt 2D		New York		NY		10019		United States		 

		Allen		Arronson				Torrance		CA		90504		United States		 

		Ann		Brady		1238 Thomas Ave		Saint Paul		MN		55104		United States		 

		Jonah		Rank		315 So. Oyster Bay Rd.		Syosset		NY		11791		United States		 

		Marek		Pruski		4202 Arizona Circle		Ames		IA		50014		United States		 

		Cari		Woolcott		4627 Perham Road		Corona del Mar		CA		92625		United States		 

		Katherine		Murdock		PO Box 38		Greenland		AR		72737		United States		 

		Margaret		Silvers		404 Manor Ridge Drive		Carrboro		NC		27510		United States		 

		Sean		Cullinane		10508 Woodleigh Ct.		Beltsville		MD		20705		United States		 

		Steven		Marshall		2627 Saint Vincent Ave		Saint Louis		MO		63104		United States		 

		Donald		Dimock		543 E. Clay St.,  Unit 5		Monmouth		OR		97361		United States		 

		Thomas		Warner		3161 golden ave		cincinnati		OH		45226		United States		 

		MaureenMehler		Mehler		415 Avenida Castilla		Laguna Woods		CA		92637		United States		 

		Laraine		Lebron		6522 Stage Road		Utica		NY		13502		United States		 

		Marianne		Hoffman		5005 Alpenglow Dr NW		Bremerton		WA		98312		United States		 

		Barbara		Benzwi		5253 Harbord Dr.		Oakland		CA		94618		United States		 

		John		Young		5 Park Ln		East Stroudsburg		PA		18301		United States		 

		clarence		vigil				Espanola		NM		87532		United States		 

		Iris		Lubitz		191 E El Camino Real Spc 205		Mountain View		CA		94040		United States		 

		Joel		Blumert		PO Box 445		Salisbury		CT		6068		United States		 

		Deborah		Richards		3932 Antelope Meadows Dr		Burns		WY		82053		United States		 

		s		browning		geiger ave		kensington		MD		20895		United States		 

		Wayne		Gibb		8690 Trenton Road		Forestville		CA		95436		United States		 

		Kaileen		Reynolds		531 W. Orange Grove Rd.		Mission		TX		78574		United States		 

		Bruce		Donnell		11 Camino Crosby		Santa Fe		NM		87506		United States		 

		Maryanne		Preli		9 West St		Windsor Locks		CT		6096		United States		 

		Christina		Dyson Farrell		58 157th Ave SE		Bellevue		WA		98008		United States		 

		Jaime		Couch		1029 Coolidge St		Bridgeville		PA		15017		United States		 

		Elliot		Mason		524 N. Jefferson Ave.		Loveland		CO		80537		United States		 

		Kristin		Kavanaugh		19655 NW Pondosa Ct		Portland		OR		97229		United States		 

		John and Janice		Hahn		159 West Shore Road		Shohola		PA		18458		United States		 

		Steven		Kostis		261 W. 28th St. Apt. 2C		New York		NY		10001		United States		 

		Rebecca		Ramirez		376 95 street		Brooklyn		NY		11209		United States		 

		Michelle		Tirado		70-42 6th Place Apt. 2L		Glendale		NY		11385		United States		 

		Diane		Vigilante		907 River Road		Fair Haven		NJ		7704		United States		 

		Arleen		Weiss		715 bockman rd		San lorenzao		CA		94580		United States		 

		jeffrey		brzyski		293 wheeler street		Tonawanda		NY		14150		United States		 

		Doris		Lehr		5813 213 St		Bayside Hills		NY		11364		United States		 

		Rachel		Leip		1921 Chicago Rd		Jefferson City		MO		65109		United States		 

		Marcia		Hansen		17420 W Lake Desire Dr SE		Renton		WA		98058		United States		 

		Brian		Schwartz		13 Barkalow Ave.		Freehold		NJ		7728		United States		 

		Bridget		Hedison		2940 Trudy Drive		Beverly Hills		CA		90210		United States		 

		Brenda		Smith		41550 Comptche Ukiah Rd		Mendocino		CA		95460		United States		 

		Nanette		Cronk		11499 Glen Rd		Truckee		CA		96161		United States		 

		Lowell		Allen		1750 W Peterson Ave #316		Chicago		IL		60660		United States		 

		carol		himmelman		765 Emerson Ave		elizabeth		NJ		7208		United States		 

		Dennis		Hebert		850 E 38th Ave.		Eugene		OR		97405		United States		 

		Susan		Browning		geiger ave		kensington		MD		20895		United States		 

		Holiday		Houck		192 Commonwealth Ave.		Boston		MA		2116		United States		 

		George		Klales		702 Appleblossom Cir		West Chester		PA		19380		United States		 

		Melissa		Bishop		24 Church St.		Deposit		NY		13754		United States		 

		Onno		Koelman		41 Madrone Ave		San Anselmo		CA		94960		United States		 

		Rebecca		Ramirez		376 95 street		Brooklyn		NY		11209		United States		 

		Tracey		Lall		35-25 9th St		Astoria		NY		11106		United States		 

		Darrell		Roller		PO Box 408		Pea  Ridge		AR		72751		United States		 

		Marli		Garcia Cucharero		135 west napa street		Sonoma		CA		95476		United States		 

		Suzanne		Wynn		735 Oasis St		New Braunfuls		TX		78130		United States		 

		Barbara		Hartshorn		2585 Palomino Ct		West Linn		OR		97068		United States		 

		Justin		Manley		775 N Village Dr N		St. Petersburg		FL		33716		United States		 

		Odilia		Leal-McBride		805 Old Orchard Dr		Lufkin		TX		75901		United States		 

		Karen		toyohara		4242 woodland drive		La Mesa		CA		91941		United States		 

		Derin		Dacey		CSU 3831 PO Box 8793		Williamsburg		VA		23187		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Birmingham		5B Mine Avenue		Bernardsville		NJ		7924		United States		 

		Nicolas		Leggatt		4522 W Mockingbird Ln		Dallas		TX		75209		United States		 

		Gloria		Hatrick		3 1/2 Dunning Street, Apartment 2		Brunswick		ME		4011		United States		 

		R Winslow		Dennis		24 4th Place		Brooklyn		NY		11231		United States		 

		Leslie		Comstock		5502 Poinsett Ave		El Cerrito		CA		94530		United States		 

		Sarah		Clevenger		717 S. Henderson St.		Bloomington		IN		47401		United States		 

		Lori		Mulvey		1084 10 Mile Rd NE		Comstock Park		MI		49321		United States		 

		Mason		Arion		1750 N. Mohawk St 303		Chicago		IL		60614		United States		 

		Aimon		Bustardo		18321 Wood Thrush Cir		Lake Oswego		OR		97035		United States		 

		ELizabeth		Jacks		7202 NE William Rogers		Indianola		WA		98342		United States		 

		Robert and Paula		Lund		16358 Co. Rd. 25		Brainerd		MN		56401		United States		 

		Derek		Meyer		3103 Circle Hill Road		Alexandria		VA		22305		United States		 

		Stephan		Laurent-Faesi		3965 Carrollton Ave		Indianapolis		IN		46205		United States		 

		Tristan		Sophia		box 736		Absarokee		MT		59001		United States		 

		Ralf		Schuetz		2543 Scenic Pl		Longmont		CO		80503		United States		 

		Karen		Sewick		4133 Saratoga		Downers Grove		IL		60515		United States		 

		Terri		Winter		1917 Sheep Ridge Road		Fairplay		CO		80440		United States		 

		Richard		Sherman and family		1916 Los Angeles Ave.		Berkeley		CA		94707		United States		 

		James		Gray		263 Hoke Avenue		Oceanside		NY		11572		United States		 

		Edison		Farmer		45 Highwood Place		Louisville		KY		40206		United States		 

		Rusty		West		1622 NE Perkins Way		Shoreline		WA		98155		United States		 

		Jared		Katsiane		671 Mass. Ave.		Boston		MA		2118		United States		 

		elizabeth		wince		5189 chillicothe rd		chagrin falls		OH		44022		United States		 

		Michael		Seckendorf		16 Towners Road		Carmel		NY		10512		United States		 

		Frank		Herda		6982 Maplewood Rd		Parma Heights		OH		44130		United States		 

		Cassandra		Treppeda		9 N Hillside Ave		Elmsford		NY		10523		United States		 

		Duane		Baker		4677 Houston Pond Drive		Powell		OH		43065		United States		 

		Robyn		Reichert		6916 Stoney Creek Circle		Lake Worth		FL		33467		United States		 

		Lilia				benito juarez 500		toluca				52000		United States		 

		Jonathan		Sirotek		PO Box 132		Ouray		CO		81427		United States		 

		Mitchell		Stout		2704 9th St S		Arlington		VA		22204		United States		 

		Elena		Ilina		NA		Redmond		WA		98052		United States		 

		Peter		Harris		4046 20th St		San Francisco		CA		94114		United States		 

		Sharon		Osolnik		1354 N. Harper Ave #210		West Hollywood		CA		90046		United States		 

		Russell		Foszcz		7301 W Burgett Rd		Richmond		IL		60071		United States		 

		John		Schwerdtle		447 North Park Ave.		Easton		CT		6612		United States		 

		Betty		Ford		12603 Dawnridge Ct.		Midlothian		VA		23114		United States		 

		Daniel		Slade		588 Sutter St		San Francisco		CA		94102		United States		 

		Roy		Boyd		739 N Wells St		Chicago		IL		60654		United States		 

		Anna		Srebro		1152 Arnold Ct		Des Plaines		IL		60016		United States		 

		Karen		Bunch		510 S. 5th Pl.		Broken Arrow		OK		74012		United States		 

		Beatrice		Kozak		142 East 27th Street		New York		NY		10016		United States		 

		Jonathan		Monsen		36 Cotswold drive		North Salem		NY		10560		United States		 

		Ben		Ostermeier		508 Thistle Ln		Swansea		IL		62226		United States		 

		Lisa		Hey		114 RUGGBROOK RD		WINSTED		CT		6098		United States		 

		Joseph		Groden		143 Massachusetts Ave		Boston		MA		2115		United States		 

		Paul		Buckley		715 Brooklyn Mountain Road		Hopatcong		NJ		7843		United States		 

		Delainie		Hanson		315 Cherry Valley Drive		Huffman		TX		77336		United States		 

		Terry		King		PO BOX 910		GUALALA		CA		95445		United States		 

		Heather		Seaman		130 Grove Ave		Corte Madera		CA		94925		United States		 

		Valerie		Sherrill		210 Washington Blvd Apt 2		Boardman		OH		44512		United States		 

		Gregory		Caravelli		130 E Circle Dr		New Lenox		IL		60451		United States		 

		Greg		Pelham		712 Bunker View Dr		Apollo Beach		FL		33572		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Mcgovern		10 Mayfair St		Worcester		MA		1603		United States		 

		Gosia		Mitros		3112 Creekbend Ct		Sachse		TX		75048		United States		 

		Nilanjana		Jayaraman		24218 SE 9th St		Sammamish		WA		98075		United States		 

		Heather		McLaren		450 W. Melrose St. #538		Chicago		IL		60657		United States		 

		Blair		Kangley		2531 W Dravus St		Seattle		WA		98199		United States		 

		Karolyn		Burdick		25293 Highway 112		Clallam Bay		WA		98326		United States		 

		William		Nusbaum		2916 Gettysburg Avenue South		Saint Louis Park		MN		55426		United States		 

		John		Diamond		49 Patton Dr		Newport News		VA		23606		United States		 

		Lana		Holmes		3323 Whitmore Ct		Acworth		GA		30101		United States		 

		Ashley		Beckworth		1714 Beaver Pond Ct.		Bryan		TX		77807		United States		 

		Arthur		Seligman		770 Paseo de Florencio		Santa Fe		NM		87501		United States		 

		Alan		Batterman		PO Box 728		Monsey		NY		10952		United States		 

		Neil		Freson		26 Bitternell Lane		Henrietta		NY		14467		United States		 

		Gene		Hilleass		12 oriole lane		reading		PA		19606		United States		 

		Jack		Dove		266 67th St. #3C		Brooklyn		NY		11220		United States		 

		Brenda		Johnson		5875 Glacier Hwy #26		Juneau		AK		99801		United States		 

		sumari		jones				Taos		NM		87571		United States		 

		Daniel		Livingston		429 Marswen Ct.		Simpsonville		SC		29680		United States		 

		Daniel		Livingston		429 Marswen Ct.		Simpsonville		SC		29680		United States		 

		Barbara		Scheinman		22862 Orense		Mission Viejo		CA		92691		United States		 

		Maria		Gritsch		8854 lookout mountain		los angeles		CA		90046		United States		 

		Cheryl		Robison		3601 W. Pikes Peak Ave		Colorado Springs		CO		80904		United States		 

		Phyllis		Tholin		824 Ridge Ter		Evanston		IL		60201		United States		 

		Sheila		Dunleavy		101 east oak street a-1		oakland		NJ		7436		United States		 

		Kim		Dieter		2 Beaumont Lane		Devon		PA		19333		United States		 

		Bobbie		Flowers		418 West 17th Street, Apt. 22A		New York		NY		10011		United States		 

		John		Lynch		136 Lincoln Road		Lincoln Road		MA		1773		United States		 

		Joanna		Welch		2945 Lowell St		Eureka		CA		95501		United States		 

		Amanda		Smock		469 Eastern Parkway		Brooklyn		NY		11216		United States		 

		Hubert		Steed		1 Washington Square Vlg Apt 9A		New York		NY		10012		United States		 

		Gerry		Schneeberg		2401 Pennsylvania Ave.		Philadelphia		PA		19130		United States		 

		Blaise		Brockman		370 Campus drive		Arcadia		CA		91007		United States		 

		Marci		Taylor		9330 SW Julia Place		Tigard		OR		97224		United States		 

		Margaret		Alpert		3003 Plyers Mill rd		Kensington		MD		20895		United States		 

		Jayson		Beem		210 w simcoe st		Lafayette		LA		70501		United States		 

		Hedda & Ray		Haning		1031 Forest Road		Charleston		WV		25314		United States		 

		Helen		Pitton		2464 Pierce		Cambria		CA		93428		United States		 

		Steve		Clough		972 Chestnut ridge road		Manchester		MO		63021		United States		 

		Suzanne		Bores		22 Robinwood Rd		Trumbull		CT		6611		United States		 

		Paul		Johnson		3215 38th St Apt 2		Long Island City		NY		11103		United States		 

		Judy		Allen		6320 US Highway 17 N		Vanceboro		NC		28586		United States		 

		Sharalynn		Rocha		5196 East Iliff Avenue		Denver		CO		80222		United States		 

		Will		Morel		148 Weirfield St Apt A		Brooklyn		NY		11221		United States		 

		Autumn		Sweeley		31 Lincoln Ave		Jersey Shore		PA		17740		United States		 

		Gary		Hansford		477 Kay Mar Way		Santa Rosa		CA		95401		United States		 

		Michael		Balsai		350 East Willow Grove Avenue		Philadelphia		PA		19118		United States		 

		Manuela		Kowitt		8802 BONDS GROVE CH RD		WAXHAW		NC		28173		United States		 

		Gregory		Neel		2515 Spring St		New Castle		IN		47362		United States		 

		K.		Youmans				Roslyn		WA		98941		United States		 

		Joyce		Mullen				Albuquerque		NM		87109		United States		 

		stan		souza		2024 Cooper Drive		Santa Rosa		CA		95404		United States		 

		Robert		Rosas		550 W 22nd Street  #4103		Georgetown		TX		78626		United States		 

		Lynn		Flanagan		37 Jaipur Land		Saratoga Springs		NY		12866		United States		 

		patrick		hickey		5212 painted pebble street		north las vegas		NV		89081		United States		 

		Michele		Leschi		9531 Olive St		Temple City		CA		91780		United States		 

		Mitch		Dalition		350 Broderick St Apt 415		San Francisco		CA		94117		United States		 

		John		Dalla		3452 Monte Carlo Drive		Las Vegas		NV		89121		United States		 

		Kristina		Cliff-Evans		621 Wadsworth Ave		Philadelphia		PA		19119		United States		 

		Raul		de la Rosa		1312 11th CT SW		Olympia		WA		98502		United States		 

		Beverly		Kontney		762 Inverrary Ln		Deerfield		IL		60015		United States		 

		Jeff		Stromgren		711 W. Lake St.		Minneapolis		MN		55408		United States		 

		Timothy		Raymond		45-1/2 Marshall St		Rochester		NY		14607		United States		 

		Marilyn		Smith		4530 Mendocino Ct		Los Angeles		CA		90065		United States		 

		Kelly		Hibbert		1527 SE Jackson St		Roseburg		OR		97470		United States		 

		Ron		Gary		6321 N. Greenview Ave 2N		Chicago		IL		60660		United States		 

		Mike		Alexander		6525 83rd ave se		snohomish		WA		98290		United States		 

		Mary		Moore		271 sellars road		wingo		KY		42088		United States		 

		S		Logan		1001 Brickell Bay Dr		miami		FL		33131		United States		 

		mike		ebbert		666nw fairmont		prineville		OR		97754		United States		 

		Mara		Seer		Kincaid Street		Eugene		OR		97405		United States		 

		Cynthia		Liss		901 80th Street		Brooklyn		NY		11228		United States		 

		Jean		Padilla		PO Box		Hopewell Jct		NY		12533		United States		 

		Robert M.		Jones		9858 Madera Ct		Rancho Cucamonga		CA		91730		United States		 

		Lana		Andrea		5331 Beverly Hill St.		Houston		TX		77056		United States		 

		June		Hurst		215 E 95th St Apt 9H		New York		NY		10128		United States		 

		Stephanie		stone		238 Petaluma Way		Petaluma		CA		94954		United States		 

		Roger		Rochefort		32 Gramercy Park South		New York		NY		10003		United States		 

		roy		k				Portland		OR		97236		United States		 

		Jan		Harrison		34 Hunter St.		Kingston		NY		12401		United States		 

		J		Alexander		2 Tudor City Place		New York		NY		10017		United States		 

		Jim		Smith		1213 Meadowview Dr		Central Square		NY		13036		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Cole		761 Acacia Ave.		Burlingame		CA		94010		United States		 

		Joe		Wilford		616 Swisher View Dr SW		Swisher		IA		52338		United States		 

		virginia		garrett		57 Quarterdeck		New Bern		NC		28562		United States		 

		Bernard		Garner		1336 Paris Ct		Lakewood		NJ		8701		United States		 

		Audrey		Shepard		4208 Rancho Alegre Rd NW		Albuquerque		NM		87120		United States		 

		Suzanne		Steel		8328 Fawn Cres		Blaine		WA		98230		United States		 

		CLS		George F.Klipfel II		67380 Garbino Road		Cathedral City		CA		92234		United States		 

		Mark		DiMaria		9037 W 24th St		Los Angeles		CA		90034		United States		 

		Rhonda		Green		21505 E. 39th Ave		Denver		CO		80249		United States		 

		Melissa		Dobson		21635 Green Hill Rd		Farmington Hills		MI		48335		United States		 

		Terri		Ottengheime		1569 E New York Drive		Altadena		CA		91001		United States		 

		Alastair		Green		368 Browning Ave SE		Salem		OR		97302		United States		 

		Samuel		Speciale		14 Trevors Trl		Asheville		NC		28806		United States		 

		Hal		Rager		10321 W. 59th Ave, Apt # 2		Arvada		CO		80004		United States		 

		Charles		Warner		12020 Sherwood Court		Fontana		CA		92337		United States		 

		Drew		Shiner		5713 Seton Dr		Margate		FL		33063		United States		 

		Lynn		Godmilow		1520 Spruce Street		Philadelphia		PA		19102		United States		 

		Deanne		O'Donnell		137 Ron Drive		Derry		PA		15627		United States		 

		Kelvin		Hobson		4 Crosswall Ct		Nottingham		MD		21236		United States		 

		Bernard		Lubka		3010 new hope road		Hendersonville		TN		37075		United States		 

		Igor		Tandetnik		110-55 72nd Road		Forest Hills		NY		11375		United States		 

		L		Knutson		Avenue L		Brooklyn		NY		11210		United States		 

		Kathleen		Williams		136 Sloop St		Jamestown		RI		2835		United States		 

		Kevin		Cheli-Colando		4514 Valley West		Arcata		CA		95521		United States		 

		Bev		Kelly		248 La Verne Ave		Long Beach		CA		90803		United States		 

		Laurie		Schneider		9503 norell avenue		stillwater		MN		55082		United States		 

		Anne		Vosler		680 Fawn Dr		San Anselmo		CA		94960		United States		 

		Abby		Wagman		1412 Summit Ave		Seattle		WA		98122		United States		 

		Linda		McCalister		115 Del Loma Court		Vacaville		CA		95687		United States		 

		Michael		Dotson		102 Anderson St		Carterville		IL		62918		United States		 

		Neil		Barbee		438 cherokee ave		atlanta		GA		30312		United States		 

		james		balder		2124 Freeland Rd		Freeland		MD		21053		United States		 

		Greg		Youmans		43056 S Loon Lake Rd		Loon Lake		WA		99148		United States		 

		Ann		Rider		4711 S Warner St		Tacoma		WA		98409		United States		 

		Joel		Shoner		16 Royal Rd		Brookline		MA		2445		United States		 

		Valerie		Hildebrand		Marioncliff Drive		Parma		OH		44134		United States		 

		Stephen		Saunders		123 Main St		Walton		KY		41094		United States		 

		Shana		Gerwens		19401 Red Sky Court		Land O Lakes		FL		34638		United States		 

		Rebecca		Mathis		1475 Mount Holly Road, Unit O-10		Edgewater Park		NJ		8010		United States		 

		Fern		Schlesinger				Bronx		NY		10453		United States		 

		Bernard		Garner		1336 Paris Ct		Lakewood		NJ		8701		United States		 

		Stefano		Gaudio		33 Miramonte Dr		Moraga		CA		94556		United States		 

		Norma		Itule		5215 E Alberta Dr		Tucson		AZ		85711		United States		 

		Michael		Abler		99 Frederick Street		Santa Cruz		CA		95062		United States		 

		Michael		Lahey		1504 W Farwell Ave, #3		Chicago		IL		60626		United States		 

		Johnny		Wilson		1503 NW 4th Street		Gainesville		FL		32601		United States		 

		Carol		Treacy		13 Wallace Ct		Petaluma		CA		94952		United States		 

		Thomas		Cranston		114 Long Hollow road		Elgin		TX		78621		United States		 

		Thomas		Jackson		26601 NW Bacona Road		Buxton		OR		97109		United States		 

		Victor		Chieco		1000 Frank Hill Rd		Ashland		OR		97520		United States		 

		Will		Gorenfeld		481 Georgetown Ave		Ventura		CA		93003		United States		 

		Rodney		Paige		4399 Rolling Hill Rd SW		Atlanta		GA		30331		United States		 

		Peter		Mathews		3530 H. Hudson Parkway  apt 9N		Bronx		NY		10463		United States		 

		Lenore		Sheridan		631 Hermitage St		San Jose		CA		95134		United States		 

		Scott		Clements		1214 Menlo Drive		Davis		CA		95616		United States		 

		Lisa		Stewart		532 47th St. South		Birmingham		AL		35222		United States		 

		Kathy		Duke		608 E 49th		Austin		TX		78751		United States		 

		Debra		Jaranowski		527 fawnborough ct		rock hill		SC		29732		United States		 

		William		Mullen		po box 593		Wheeler		OR		97147		United States		 

		Doug		Morse				New York		NY		10012		United States		 

		Nancy		Brenner		37258 Huckaby Lane		Murrieta		CA		92562		United States		 

		Leslie		Howells		2711 14th Ave S		Seattle		WA		98144		United States		 

		sheryl		Gillespie		50 south clarkson		Denver		CO		80209		United States		 

		Kim		Heinrich		2020 222nd Ave SE		Sammamish		WA		98075		United States		 

		William		McGunagle		1727 e olympic		Spokane		WA		99207		United States		 

		Tim		McCabe		2906 Normandy Dr		Philadelphia		PA		19154		United States		 

		Link		Van Cleave		1117 Tapadera Dr		Santa Rosa		CA		95407		United States		 

		John		Lemmon		154 Cumberland Gap Road		Nederland		CO		80466		United States		 

		Trevor		Southlea		111 Breckenridge Rd		Mahopac		NY		10541		United States		 

		Lee		Margulies		32 Glenridge Ave		Stony Brook		NY		11790		United States		 

		Michelle		Hartman		498 Richard Pl		Wyckoff		NJ		7481		United States		 

		Nancy		Gregory		5717 Wagonwheel Trail		Castle Rock		CO		80104		United States		 

		Mark		Richmond		1611 N. Paseo de Onate		Espanola		NM		87532		United States		 

		Tina		Littleman		1511 W Weston Trail		Flagstaff		AZ		86001		United States		 

		Amber		Lopez		1130 Glenda		Reno		NV		89509		United States		 

		Sara		Hallor		8 Choate Rd.		Belmont		MA		2478		United States		 

		J L		Fry		1033 Susan Way		Novato		CA		94947		United States		 

		Johanna		Simmons		1122 Santa Margherita Way		Brentwood		CA		94513		United States		 

		Daniel		Hulseapple		647 County Highway 78		Middletown		NY		10940		United States		 

		Kathleen		Welsh		14170 S 64th Ave E		Lynnville		IA		50153		United States		 

		Chetan		Kumar		4600 S Verbenia Ct		Chandler		AZ		85248		United States		 

		Diane		Carson-Huff		306 S Enid Ave		Azusa		CA		91702		United States		 

		Barbara		Byron		10472 Creston Glen circle		Jacksonville		FL		32256		United States		 

		Tina		Risley		Meggs Street		Westfield		IN		46062		United States		 

		Kate		barker		643 Lavenham Ct		Timonium		MD		21093		United States		 

		charles		myers		14751 Solaridge Rd		Guerneville		CA		95446		United States		 

		Bob		Lichtenbert		5307 W. Nelson St		Chicago		IL		60641		United States		 

		Charles		Frantz		174 Washington Street		Rocky Hill		NJ		8553		United States		 

		Carmen		Cordero		520 Second Ave. Apt. 14B		New York		NY		10016		United States		 

		Joseph		Zilligen		2033 Nottingham Lane		Wheaton		IL		60189		United States		 

		Elysse		Heller		543 French Ave		North Babylon		NY		11703		United States		 

		Maggie		Landis		19 Stuyvesant Oval		New York		NY		10009		United States		 

		Trina		Cooper		2239 sw 331st st		federal way		WA		98023		United States		 

		HERBERT		KORN		9 Henderson Rd		Lexington		MA		2420		United States		 

		June		Rosenberg		33755 Tin Barn Rd		Cazadero		CA		95421		United States		 

		Latika		Young		1009 N ADAMS ST		Tallahassee		FL		32303		United States		 

		Mark		Perun		1466 Lynnfield Dr		Kettering		OH		45429		United States		 

		Brenda		Laskoskie		16213 N. 65th Place		Scottsdale		AZ		85254		United States		 

		Jeffrey		King		4037 Berenice Pl		Los Angeles		CA		90031		United States		 

		Diane		Burket		7437 Whisperwood Dr		Warrenton		VA		20187		United States		 

		Kevin		Snook		6608 154th Pl SE		Bellevue		WA		98006		United States		 

		Frederica		Steller		1401 W Holmes Rd Apt 306		Lansing		MI		48910		United States		 

		Marion		Mahn		745 Paiute Place		Franklin Lakes		NJ		7417		United States		 

		Sophie		Weck		2016 Stemler Rd		Columbia		IL		62236		United States		 

		Mark		Hallett		6430 E State Rd 45		Bloomington		IN		47408		United States		 

		Monica		Moody		1460 North Sandburg Terrace		Chicago		IL		60610		United States		 

		Anne		Phillips		17600 Sylvester Rd SW		Burien		WA		98166		United States		 

		Dennis		St.Pierre				Forest Knolls		CA		94933		United States		 

		Dave		Lindblom		210 S 400 W		Mt Pleasant		UT		84647		United States		 

		Don		Thomsen		1106 S Woodfern		Spokane		WA		99202		United States		 

		Linda		Friedman		855 West End Avenue/ 2A		new York		NY		10025		United States		 

		Teri		Solomon		11338 Bolas St		Los Angeles		CA		90049		United States		 

		Jessica		Deal		2105 Sedgefield Dr		Mount Laurel		NJ		8054		United States		 

		Patricia		Raven		9 Greenwood Place		Swansea		NY		12345		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Horvath		98 Hickorywood Dr.		Crawfordville		FL		32327		United States		 

		William		Conger		4247 Sharpe Rd		Anacortes		WA		98221		United States		 

		Dennis		Marceron		8435 Seward Park Ave S		Seattle		WA		98118		United States		 

		Gary		Clontz		79 Vista Drive		Clyde		NC		28721		United States		 

		James		Mulder		28 Sachson Pl		Wappingers Falls		NY		12590		United States		 

		Phylis		Logsdon		6425 Victoria Pl S		Mobile		AL		36608		United States		 

		Heinz		Remold		197 Clinton Road		Brookline		MA		2445		United States		 

		Rainbow		Benedetto		7708 Waldon Drive		Austin		TX		78750		United States		 

		Viola		Freeman		1325 chapala st		santa barbara		CA		93101		United States		 

		ann		despont		25 corey lane		Mendham		NJ		7945		United States		 

		Michael		Beato		171 Brookside Dr		Elgin		IL		60123		United States		 

		George		Ordal		708 West Vermont		Urbana		IL		61801		United States		 

		Sheilagh		Creighton		285  Scenic  Rd		Fairfax		CA		94930		United States		 

		Mark		Cox		2200 W.Esther St.		Long Beach		CA		90813		United States		 

		John		Whitford		2827 Glenn Lakes Ln		Missouri City		TX		77459		United States		 

		Diana		Napoli		425 California St		San Francisco		CA		94104		United States		 

		ME		Salazar				Santa Cruz		NM		87567		United States		 

		Candace				103 twisted oak		Durham		NC		27705		United States		 

		Analisa		Crandall		815 shady grove ln		Adkins		TX		78101		United States		 

		Catherine		Griffin		568 B Hv		Southbury		CT		6488		United States		 

		deiby		arias		W4850 Correction Ln		Medford		WI		54451		United States		 

		Tami		Palacky		8005 BETHELEN WOODS LN		SPRINGFIELD		VA		22153		United States		 

		james		bernard		3803 se 33rd ave		portland		OR		97202		United States		 

		Ray		Bulson		26034 Wildflower Cir		Eagle River		AK		99577		United States		 

		Nik		Kripalani		5104 Greenwillow Lane		San Diego		CA		92130		United States		 

		Evelyn		Haas		7832 Lister St.		Phila.		PA		19152		United States		 

		Viola		Freeman		1325 chapala st		santa barbara		CA		93101		United States		 

		Andra		Addis		6041 N TALMAN AVE		CHICAGO		IL		60659		United States		 

		Johanna		Lang		4219 Tanager Ter		Fremont		CA		94555		United States		 

		Audrey		Zorger		25831 Pecos Rd		Laguna Hills		CA		92653		United States		 

		JIll		Knecht		3435 Winners Circle		CAnfield		OH		44406		United States		 

		sara		goolsby		817 37th St		Richmond		CA		94805		United States		 

		Lynn		Thompson		2475 W Pecos Rd		Chandler		AZ		85224		United States		 

		Karhleen		Grossman		225 Shadow Creek Lane		Anderson		SC		29621		United States		 

		Eithne		Cunningham		344 S Church St.		Grass Valley		CA		95945		United States		 

		Joe		Sanders		1185 winton rd		rochester		NY		14618		United States		 

		Mathew		Vipond		109 Douglass Street, Apt. D		San Francisco		CA		94114		United States		 

		Ruth		Darden		900 University St Apt 401		Seattle		WA		98101		United States		 

		Pat		LeBaron		2368 Amaryllis		medford		OR		97504		United States		 

		Alan		Oresky		15620 Aitcheson Lane		Laurel		MD		20707		United States		 

		John		Breckenridge		954 White-Smith Road		Pittsboro		NC		27312		United States		 

		richard		ostrosky		2123 Village Rd		Effort		PA		18330		United States		 

		Julie		Glenn		8741 Garfield		Whitmore Lake		MI		48189		United States		 

		Dorothea		Cappadona		23 Watch Way		Huntington		NY		11743		United States		 

		Steven		Nelson		608 Chardonnay Lane		Crystal Lake		IL		60014		United States		 

		Mike		lyons		12 wood ave		sewaren		NJ		7077		United States		 

		Lisa		Zarafonetis		5836 Goliad		Dallas		TX		75206		United States		 

		Michael		Petkovic		1936 E. Libra Drive		Tempe		AZ		85283		United States		 

		Selene		Aguayo Gisholt		192 Adams Ave		Newton		MA		2465		United States		 

		Perry		Smith		15 Charles Plaza		Baltimore		MD		21201		United States		 

		Marcus		Sellers		5259 Trout Run Ln		Spruce Creek		PA		16683		United States		 

		Lawrence		Friedrich		4643 Beaumont Dr		Simi Valley		CA		93063		United States		 

		John		Sutton		1100 Chantilly Rd.		Los Angeles		CA		90077		United States		 

		Zorana		Celan		Put Kotlara 22		Zadar		AL		23000		United States		 

		Steven & Susan		Mayes		16 Mesa Pino		Santa Fe		NM		87508		United States		 

		John		Lamb		159 w. Montecito Ave Apt3		Sierra Madre		CA		91024		United States		 

		TE		KOHL		10724 191st St		Mokena		IL		60448		United States		 

		Benjamin		Craft-Rendon		1209 Herkimer St. Apt 5		Houston		TX		77008		United States		 

		Allan		Levy		14 Boat House Ct		Gaithersburg		MD		20878		United States		 

		Remy		Goglio		1685 134th Ave SE		Bellevue		WA		98005		United States		 

		Loret		F		6167 70St		Mv		NY		11379		United States		 

		Dawn		Lee				Tierra Amarilla		NM		87575		United States		 

		Martha		McNamee		14 Center Ct		Walnut Creek		CA		94595		United States		 

		Beth		Levin		3043 NE 51st Avenue		Portland		OR		97213		United States		 

		Martin		Basher		108 Franklin St		Brooklyn		NY		11222		United States		 

		Joan		Budd		48-6 Foxwood Dr		Pleasantville		NY		10570		United States		 

		Charles		McRae		P O Box 669		Marion		SC		29571		United States		 

		David		Ellenberger		3010 Webster Street		Wheat Ridge		CO		80033		United States		 

		m		mck				Bremerton		WA		98310		United States		 

		Linda		Skisak		15415 S Douglas Pkwy		Lockport		IL		60441		United States		 

		William		Winstanley		4018 Squilchuck Rd		Wenatchee		WA		98801		United States		 

		m		schaefer		1050 W 5th Ave		Eugene		OR		97402		United States		 

		Keitha		Hudson		741 Taylor Bottoms		Blountsville		AL		35031		United States		 

		Carol		Held		3804 Bunker Hill		Middleton		WI		53562		United States		 

		Merv & Marilyn		Carse		4137 Ann Arbor-Saline Road		Ann Arbor		MI		48103		United States		 

		Jim		Lee		8072 Ranch Rd 1051		Uvalde		TX		78801		United States		 

		Catherine		McNamara		2152 Torchwood Drive		Orlando		FL		32828		United States		 

		Michael		Bay		446 Beech St		Saint Marys		OH		45885		United States		 

		Timothy		Shanahan		10470 Falcon Avenue		Fountain Valley		CA		92708		United States		 

		Peter		Beatty		2063 Begonia ST		Casper		WY		82604		United States		 

		tana		silvestri		138 Terrace Ave		Kentfield		CA		94904		United States		 

		Robert		Anger		929 Idaho Avenue		Santa Monica		CA		90403		United States		 

		William		Stewart		4615 37th St. N.		Arlington		VA		22207		United States		 

		Nancy		Otto		863 Elizabeth St		San Francisco		CA		94114		United States		 

		Heather		Creely		202 Cheshire Lane		Lafayette		IN		47909		United States		 

		Mully		Music		PO Box 1422		Easton		MA		2334		United States		 

		Michael		Wechter		8 flycatcher way, unit 201		Arden		NC		28704		United States		 

		Robin		Pascal		58 Moriarty Rd		Edgewood		NM		87015		United States		 

		Teresa		Scherzer		197 Banks St		San Francisco		CA		94110		United States		 

		Vafa		Ansarifar		25 terri road		framingham		MA		1701		United States		 

		Pamylle		Greinke		P.O. Box 456		Peconic		NY		11958		United States		 

		Garey		Mills		626 Albemarle St		El Cerrito		CA		94530		United States		 

		Sue		Moon		1300 Lake Washington Blvd S		Seattle		WA		98144		United States		 

		Taffy		Palenski		12 Golf View Dr		Nantucket		MA		2554		United States		 

		Gerald		Vertrees		36249 200th Ave		Pleasant Hill		IL		62366		United States		 

		Carol		Gorecki		23 Anderson Road		Orneville		ME		4463		United States		 

		John		Cort		7483 Spy Glass Ct		Boulder		CO		80301		United States		 

		Darlene		Purcell		17920 Meadowlark Ln		Lake Oswego		OR		97034		United States		 

		Jayna		Williams		407 East Pasadena Street Apt 2		Pomona		CA		91767		United States		 

		Alyson		Shotz		248 Creamer Street		Brooklyn		NY		11231		United States		 

		John		Viacrucis		3002 17th St. S Apt. 206		Moorhead		MN		56560		United States		 

		Tod		Orblych		161 Eldridge St		New York		NY		10002		United States		 

		kim-giam		huynh		9175 Kiefer Blvd		Sacramento		CA		95826		United States		 

		Fred		Copithorn		47 Rural Dr		Mount Solon		VA		22843		United States		 

		Lynn		Snyder		6550 n.w. 6th court		margate		FL		33063		United States		 

		Russell		Archer		2715 n russet st		portland		OR		97217		United States		 

		Mike		Clipka		1151 SHERRIE CT.		LATHROP		CA		95330		United States		 

		Keith		Augusto		7135 Rebecca Road		Las Vegas		NV		89131		United States		 

		Elena		Chernysheva		3091 Brighton 3rd street, apt 2A		Brooklyn		NY		11235		United States		 

		Cathy		Holden		PO 254733		Sacramento		CA		95865		United States		 

		Carol		Loo is		1515 N. Ainsworth St. #37		Portland		OR		97217		United States		 

		Ryan		Meczkowski		305 S. St. Asaph St.		Alexandria		VA		22314		United States		 

		Daniel		Fousek		23212 SE 15th Ct		Sammamish		WA		98075		United States		 

		Wayne		Perg		4919 S Apache Ave		Sierra Vista		AZ		85650		United States		 

		Suzanne		La Burt		63Blueberry Hill		Greenwood Lake		NY		10925		United States		 

		Judy		Staiano		611 50th Pl		Western Springs		IL		60558		United States		 

		Rachel		Lahn		P.O. Box 323		Comptche		CA		95427		United States		 

		Susy		Poole		2390 Scarlett Walk		Stone Mountain		GA		30087		United States		 

		FORREST		RODE		1616 Summit Ave		Seattle		WA		98122		United States		 

		Susan		Waterman				Marshfield Hills		MA		2051		United States		 

		Melissa		Brown		189 E 3rd St Apt 9		New York		NY		10009		United States		 

		Susan		VanMeter		Rt 1 Box 175B		Paw Paw		WV		25434		United States		 

		Gina		Fries		460 john hurd road		Harrington		DE		19952		United States		 

		Richard		Lamb		2505 E Lake of the Isles Pky		Minneapolis		MN		55405		United States		 

		Catherine		Trogani		4 Donross Dr		Westerly		RI		2891		United States		 

		Lexia		Christante				Indianola		WA		98342		United States		 

		Robert		Marshall		9 Palmer Ct		Sterling		VA		20165		United States		 

		lenore		sorensen		672 Coventry Rd		Kensington		CA		94707		United States		 

		martha		vest		63 fairview avenue s		Saint Paul		MN		55105		United States		 

		Mari		Mennel-Bell		1524 Bayview Drive		Fort Lauderdale		FL		33304		United States		 

		Melissa		Paquette		6030 SE 89th Ave		Portland		OR		97266		United States		 

		thomas		andrae		985 kains ave. apt. 4		albany		CA		94706		United States		 

		Mark		Tolpin		256 Glen Ave		Millburn		NJ		7041		United States		 

		Lisa J.		Barczak		5117 Mesa del Oso Rd NE		Albuquerque		NM		87111		United States		 

		Natasha		Salgado		5 maynard ave		toronto		MD		21122		United States		 

		Zrinka		Kiel				Riverside		IL		60546		United States		 

		Sesame		Fowler		1269 Cr 626		Gardner		CO		81040		United States		 

		John		Simons		1574 MacKinaw Rd SE		Grand Rapids		MI		49506		United States		 

		John		Katz		62 Grange Road		Bernville		PA		19506		United States		 

		Kate		Piersanti		2868 Flannery Rd		San Pablo		CA		94806		United States		 

		Nelly		Valla		226th ave		salem		WI		53168		United States		 

		David		Ramirez		4144 greystone way		sugar land		TX		77479		United States		 

		Joe		Lecroy		704 s charlotte st		lombard		IL		60148		United States		 

		Patrick		Murphy		11712 Providence Circle, Apt B		Reston		VA		20190		United States		 

		Tom		Barron		3737 SW 117th Ave Space 33		Beaverton		OR		97005		United States		 

		jared		collins		527 s third st		goshen		IN		46526		United States		 

		Wendy		Ruggeri		83 Johnson St.		Naugatuck		CT		6770		United States		 

		hilary		capstick		6720 Johnstown Loop		Tallahassee		FL		32309		United States		 

		Jim		Porter		155 Old Bridge Road		Danville		KY		40422		United States		 

		Sue		Loesch-Fries		1204 Chenoweth Lane		West Lafayette		IN		47906		United States		 

		Gina		Wood		119 E 25th St		Minneapolis		MN		55404		United States		 

		Becky		Heil		1125 W 29		Erie		PA		16508		United States		 

		Elise		Stengle		40 Hernandez Ave		San Francisco		CA		94127		United States		 

		Mark		Williams		6848 Yellow Church Rd		Seven Valleys		PA		17360		United States		 

		Dorian		Rivas		7476 Goode St		San Diego		CA		92139		United States		 

		Tim		Keating		PO Box 298		New York		NY		10008		United States		 

		John		Loder		143 Bryant St		Buffalo		NY		14222		United States		 

		Joe		Rogers		PO Box 2509		Austin		TX		78768		United States		 

		Alessandra		Manca		511 Aurora Ave		Naperville		IL		60540		United States		 

		Judith		Bohler		220 Meadowlark Drive		Ephrata		PA		17522		United States		 

		Kathy		Bockelman		720 Edenbridge Dr		Chesapeake		VA		23322		United States		 

		Heidi		Wagner-Thomas		1046 Calle del Cerro		San Clemente		CA		92672		United States		 

		Sarah		M				Shepherdstown		WV		25443		United States		 

		David		Brockett		3135 Corydon Rd.		Cleveland Heights		OH		44118		United States		 

		Daniel		Cottle		113 W. Brown St.		Nicholasville		KY		40356		United States		 

		Carmen		Cordero		510 Second Ave.LB#13		New York		NY		10016		United States		 

		Kathe		Garbrick		2944 Keats Ave		Manhattan		KS		66503		United States		 

		Robert		Orndorff		2238 nw 12th st		oklahoma city		OK		73107		United States		 

		Monika		Sloan		256 Joan Avenue		Richmond		VT		5477		United States		 

		Donna		Lewis		12921 Oxnard St		Van Nuys		CA		91401		United States		 

		Lindsay		Keilers		2000 Crystal Springs Rd		San Bruno		CA		94066		United States		 

		Richard		Grillotti		1430 Olive St		Eugene		OR		97401		United States		 

		Maya		Markovich		2302 Columbia St		Palo Alto		CA		94306		United States		 

		Erika		Tucker		6835 SE 144th Ave		Portland		OR		97236		United States		 

		Anthony		Maista		v		c		NJ		8108		United States		 

		Sharon		Teagardin		1121 S. Senate Avenue		Indianapolis		IN		46225		United States		 

		Carleton		Hoffman		723 Peralta AVe.		San Francisco		CA		94110		United States		 

		Michelle		Geiger		7245 N Bergen Rd		Bergen		NY		14416		United States		 

		Edward		Finnegan		70 wooster street		new york		NY		10012		United States		 

		Jason		Teeple		13 Franklin Street		Morristown		NJ		7960		United States		 

		Tony		Diaz		372 Mountain View Rd		Benton		TN		37307		United States		 

		Kathryn		Leech		3605 SW Canby St		Portland		OR		97219		United States		 

		Patrick		Sullivan		115 Westhampton RD		Florence		MA		1062		United States		 

		Michelle		Carter		44 Montgomery St		San Francisco		CA		94104		United States		 

		Louis		Kelley		12593 Route 37		Marion		IL		62959		United States		 

		Charis		Caldwell		70 Sage Meadow Rd		Glenwood Springs		CO		81601		United States		 

		Nina		Pilgrim		4919 SW 324th Pl		Federal Way		WA		98023		United States		 

		Mary		Lawien		3301 S 57th St		Milwaukee		WI		53219		United States		 

		Paul		Morrill		390 New Hampshire Ave		Lakewood		NJ		8701		United States		 

		Beverly		Edwards		41 Twillingate Rd		Temple		NH		3084		United States		 

		Matthew		Genaze		3901 Clausen Ave		Western Springs		IL		60558		United States		 

		Hilary		Emberton		191 Lucas Lane		Grass Valley		CA		95945		United States		 

		Joe		Balsamo		4648 Bison St		Boca Raton		FL		33428		United States		 

		Ex		Candidate		4 Crome Rd		Syosset		NY		11791		United States		 

		Peggy		Fugate		6685 Stillwell-Beckett Road		Oxford		OH		45056		United States		 

		Barbara		Nagy		1728 Elm Avenue		Torrance		CA		90503		United States		 

		Cheryl		Fahlman		9224 Sandy Lake Cir		gaithersburg		MD		20879		United States		 

		Bill		Both		145 Highland Drive		Leesburg		FL		34788		United States		 

		Christopher		Crouse		8419 Walkup Rd		Waxhaw		NC		28173		United States		 

		Margery		Race		6008 Club Terrace		Austin		TX		78741		United States		 

		Charles		Ruas		347 West Broadway		New York		NY		10013		United States		 

		Craig		Coelho		50 Colony Rd		Riverside		RI		2915		United States		 

		Catherine		Lowry		10209 Menlo Ave		Silver Spring		MD		20910		United States		 

		Wilford		Vaulx-Smith		31 Hoyt Drive		Indiana		PA		15701		United States		 

		JR		Summers		3318 Maplewood Ave		Richmond		VA		23221		United States		 

		Trisha		O'Keefe		3205 Schumacher St NW		Albuquerque		NM		87120		United States		 

		Chandra		Paetsch		1542 Ash Ave		Cottage Grove		OR		97424		United States		 

		Allison		Alberts				Green Lane		PA		18054		United States		 

		bill		sutton				Urbana		IL		61801		United States		 

		Sally		Harvey		3433 E Waltann Ln		Phoenix		AZ		85032		United States		 

		Michael		Iltis		601 S. Orchard St. #2		Madison		WI		53715		United States		 

		Sean		Price		1013 26th St SW		Rio Rancho		NM		87124		United States		 

		Larry		Lima		209 Alice Ave		Campbell		CA		95008		United States		 

		John		Beamer		5679 N Opfer-Lentz Rd		Curtice		OH		43412		United States		 

		Mark		Rainha		1965 sw 13th ave.		Portland		OR		97201		United States		 

		Willy		Aenlle		573 Alameda St		Altadena		CA		91001		United States		 

		Nicole		Maurone		HC 78 Box 8		Hinton		WV		25951		United States		 

		Paul		Netusil		9 Lachmund Ct		Old Tappan		NJ		7675		United States		 

		Roger		Horn		32 Barber St		Clarion		PA		16214		United States		 

		Beverly		White		14917 108 Ave. E.		Puyallup		WA		98374		United States		 

		Terri		Levine		343 Soquel Avenue, Suite 317		Santa Cruz		CA		95062		United States		 

		Beth		Brenneman		PO Box 781		Laytonville		CA		95454		United States		 

		Linda		Kane		56 S 75th Pl		Mesa		AZ		85208		United States		 

		Albert		Wilson				Brookings		OR		97415		United States		 

		Roland		England		300 N Main St.		Boonsboro		MD		21713		United States		 

		Hiroshi		Suzuki		29438 Mammoth Ln		Canyon Country		CA		91387		United States		 

		patty		Bracey		16600 Lehn U-Trail		Brandon		MN		56315		United States		 

		Gregory		Martin		4301 Ledgestone Trl		College Station		TX		77845		United States		 

		Isabella		La Rocca		1918 Grant St. #3		Berkeley		CA		94703		United States		 

		Omar		Beqaj		4716 46th		Sunnyside		NY		11377		United States		 

		Ann		Kotary		8495 New Floyd Rd.		Rome		NY		13440		United States		 

		Bernard		Richter		pob 224		hyampom		CA		96046		United States		 

		Jeanne		Davenport		6103 E Monlaco Rd		Long Beach		CA		90808		United States		 

		Gilia		Humrich		9887 Hillside Dr		Forestville		CA		95436		United States		 

		Jessica		Lederman		54 village green		budd lake		NJ		7828		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Bryant		632 W Elias St		Meridian		ID		83642		United States		 

		Ilana		Bar-David		510 48th Avenue		San Francisco		CA		94121		United States		 

		Karen		Stoffers		4297 Tiffany PL. NE		Keizer		OR		97303		United States		 

		Doreen		Trevino		1321 West Wheatridge Drive		Tucson		AZ		85704		United States		 

		Douglas		Sedon		19935 Beallsville Raod		Beallsville		MD		20839		United States		 

		Julia		DeNiro		1926 Wyandotte Rd		Columbus		OH		43212		United States		 

		Dottie		Butler		2401west bay isle dr se		st Petersburg		FL		33705		United States		 

		Shelly		Young		PO Box 5		Coaldale		CO		81222		United States		 

		Kevin		Charnas		3597 Silsby Road		University Heights		OH		44118		United States		 

		James		Keats		27 Jeffrey Rd		Springfield		MA		1119		United States		 

		Sally		Hurst		3303 Cascadia Ave S		Seattle		WA		98144		United States		 

		E.C.		PHILLIPS III		103 Morris St		Sebastopol		CA		95472		United States		 

		Christopher		Key		1571 H Street #201		Bellingham		WA		98225		United States		 

		Karen		Bryner		1701 Schertz Pkwy Apt 704		Schertz		TX		78154		United States		 

		Joseph		Westfall		160 Barger Street		Putnam Valley		NY		10579		United States		 

		Bozana		Gasic		855 Hinman Ave		Evanston		IL		60202		United States		 

		Daniel		Chase		503 W. High St.		Portland		IN		47371		United States		 

		Sandy		Becker		1320 North St		Santa Rosa		CA		95404		United States		 

		clifford		Parsley		3061 Harrison St		San Francisco		CA		94110		United States		 

		Mo		Kafka		Livingston Ave.		New Brunswick		NJ		8901		United States		 

		Donna		Murphy		3005 Taft St		Wall Township		NJ		7719		United States		 

		Edward		Colley		2540 Robbins Rd		Ellensburg		WA		98926		United States		 

		Jubilith		Moore		2251 46th Avenue		San Francisco		CA		94116		United States		 

		David		Rider				Olympia		WA		98506		United States		 

		Keith		Burney		2105 E Washington Avenue		Madison		WI		53704		United States		 

		Lynn		Lesko		180 N. Farview Ave		Paramus		NJ		7652		United States		 

		Helen		Hays		18553 S Ferguson Rd		Oregon City		OR		97045		United States		 

		Stuart		Cotton		16 Saybrook Rd		Framingham		MA		1701		United States		 

		Mona		Milford		877 Haight St		San Francisco		CA		94117		United States		 

		William		Solomon		271 Marietta Lane		Shipman		VA		22971		United States		 

		Donna		Aira		3467 N. Knoll Dr.		Los Angeles		CA		90068		United States		 

		Peggy S.		Collins		21310 Lathrup St.		Southfield		MI		48075		United States		 

		Debolina		Dutta		690 Shotwell St		San Francisco		CA		94110		United States		 

		Paul		Carmi		4516 Mattis Rd		Saint Louis		MO		63128		United States		 

		Leuise		Crumble		252 N Hamlin Blvd		Chicago		IL		60624		United States		 

		Vicki		Word		600 General Goodwin Rd		Cerrillos		NM		87010		United States		 

		David		Blair		1414 E. 59th. St.		Chicago		IL		60637		United States		 

		William		Van Buskirk		17283 Kingfisher Dr.		Bend,		OR		97707		United States		 

		janet		bernson		5530 allott ave		Van Nuys		CA		91401		United States		 

		Richard		DeSantis		73647 Sun Lane		Palm Desert		CA		92260		United States		 

		Laureen		Mitchell		951 Keniston Ave.		Los Angeles		CA		90019		United States		 

		Cody		Rudow		2300 Kramer Pl		Gering		NE		69341		United States		 

		Janice		Hallman		5355 Anderlie Lane		St. Paul		MN		55110		United States		 

		Joyce Antila		Phipps		1200 Martine Ave		Plainfield		NJ		7060		United States		 

		Carol		Laurencell		232 S Hale St		Palatine		IL		60067		United States		 

		Laura		Ackerman		3118 S. Windsor Rd.		Spokane		WA		99224		United States		 

		Karen		McChrystal		846 4th St.		Santa Monica		CA		90403		United States		 

		Lindsay		Beron		3358 Peppermill Dr.		West Lafayette		IN		47906		United States		 

		Warren		Gold		300 Monte Vista Ave		Mill Valley		CA		94941		United States		 

		Jeff		Freels				Olympia		WA		98502		United States		 

		Margaret		Nordeen		p.o. box 1853		chico		CA		95927		United States		 

		Tracie		Zdeb		Countryside Ln		Orchard Park		NY		14127		United States		 

		Ronald		Huerta		13534 delano st.		van nuys		CA		91401		United States		 

		Robert		Johnson		2228 Sun Cliffs St		Las Vegas		NV		89134		United States		 

		Ramona				Peace Lily		Highland Springs		VA		23223		United States		 

		Craig		Blacklock		P.O. Box 344		Moose Lake		MN		55767		United States		 

		Julius		Salinas		95 Stillmeadow Road		Esko		MN		55733		United States		 

		Martin		Englander		3535 E Spruce St		Seattle		WA		98122		United States		 

		Billy		McLean		15230 W. Fish Lake RD		Maple Grove		MN		55311		United States		 

		Anthony		Capobianco		101 Keystone CT, Ste 203		Bethel Park		PA		15102		United States		 

		Alice		Brody		250 W 94 St		New york		NY		10025		United States		 

		Yolanda		MacLean		3336 Libby Rd NE		Olympia		WA		98506		United States		 

		Susanna		Nylander		Malminiityntie16C122		Vantaa		MA		1350		United States		 

		John		Seidman		215 Hidden Valley Rd		Kingston		NY		12401		United States		 

		Stanley		Becker		370 West Broadway, Apt 3C		Long Beach		NY		11561		United States		 

		Alberto		Begue		1629 Columbia Road		Washington		DC		20009		United States		 

		Ben		Arnold		6716 NW 62nd Street		Tamarac		FL		33321		United States		 

		Nina		Ortiz		4180 Hutchinson River Pkwy E. Apt 12-D		Bronx		NY		10475		United States		 

		Margaret		Quentin		3830 NE 64th Ave.		Portland		OR		97213		United States		 

		Susan		Sarwark		108 Price Avenue		Columbusw		OH		43201		United States		 

		Jeff		Deal		247 Old Bristol Road		Boone		NC		28607		United States		 

		Martha		Vennes		1015 2nd St NE  #214		Hopkins		MN		55343		United States		 

		Neil		Marchionni		24 S Pine Ave		Congers		NY		10920		United States		 

		Dean		Shrock		PO Box 775		Yachats		OR		97498		United States		 

		Kris		scarci		13944 river rd		Pensacola		FL		32507		United States		 

		Zachary		Nelms		3753 SE Grant St		Portland		OR		97214		United States		 

		Robert		Nadler		85 Lake St.		Englewood		NJ		7631		United States		 

		Robert		Adams		3237 Kittery Ct		Ft Collins		CO		80526		United States		 

		Sophia		Savich		33106 Timber Ridge Rd.		The Sea Ranch		CA		95497		United States		 

		Skot		McDaniel		1457 Pastel Ln		Novato		CA		94947		United States		 

		Heather		cross		259 Kingsland ave		Brooklyn		NY		11222		United States		 

		Colleen		Sheahon		179 The Courtyard		Boone		NC		28607		United States		 

		Carl		Young		941 Belhaven St		Jackson		MS		39202		United States		 

		Irwin		Hoenig		PO Box 5292		Laurel		MD		20726		United States		 

		Kathleen		Galligan		4501 Patterson St		Bridgewater		NJ		8807		United States		 

		Timothy Sean Payne		Hills		93 Makalani Pl		Makawao		HI		96768		United States		 

		Jane		Herron		3986New Hwy 96 West		Franklin		TN		37064		United States		 

		Oliver		Yourke		525a 6th Avenue		Brooklyn		NY		11215		United States		 

		Ben		Ruwe		10272 Lomita Ave.		Felton		CA		95018		United States		 

		Andrea		Zinn		629 East 24th Street		Brooklyn		NY		11210		United States		 

		Kathy		Tobey		3000 Hillsboro Rd Apt 56		Nashville		TN		37215		United States		 

		Neal		Steiner		2706 Castle Heights Pl		Los Angeles		CA		90034		United States		 

		Stephen		Courim		1600 Brooks Ave.		Brownwood		TX		76801		United States		 

		chris		schwab		865 lincoln lake avenue se		lowell		MI		49331		United States		 

		Margaret		Beattie		663 Canyon Road		Santa Fe		NM		87501		United States		 

		Edward		Ragan		294 Hunter Ave		West Islip		NY		11795		United States		 

		Earl		Smith		420 N Dean Rd Apt 211		Auburn		AL		36830		United States		 

		David		Harralson		3629 Lankershim Blvd		Studio City		CA		91604		United States		 

		Robert		Goodlett		32 east washington		Indianapolis		IN		46204		United States		 

		Georgia		Shankel		1748 N. Albany Avenue		Chicago		IL		60647		United States		 

		Dennis		Trembly		880 West 1st Street, #301		Los Angeles		CA		90012		United States		 

		William		White		1047 Windsor St		Salt Lake City		UT		84105		United States		 

		Ric		Levendosky		16690 S. Pam Dr.		Oregon City		OR		97045		United States		 

		Debra		Polansky		1415 Bald Hill Rd		Auburn		CA		95603		United States		 

		Catherine		Hall				Point Reyes Station		CA		94956		United States		 

		Paul		Deardorff		12 Paradise Rd		Golden		CO		80401		United States		 

		Bill		Rosenthal		2557 Hot Springs Ct.		Colorado Springs		CO		80919		United States		 

		Elizabeth		DOKKEN		4201 Parklawn Ave.		Edina		MN		55435		United States		 

		Brant		Kotch		12302 Cobblestone		Houston		TX		77024		United States		 

		Chris		O'Connell		5344 N. Paulina		Chicago		IL		60640		United States		 

		Marie		Henderson		572 Hidden Hills Ct		Marietta		GA		30066		United States		 

		Dianne		Selwood		2833 Kenny Rd.		Franklin		IL		62638		United States		 

		Ruthe		Rugh		17416 95th Ave NE		Bothell		WA		98011		United States		 

		Lynn		Erckmann		26 Bridlewood Cir		Kirkland		WA		98033		United States		 

		Ted		Cheeseman		20284 Bear Creek Rd.		Los Gatos		CA		95033		United States		 

		David		Gibson		7307 Garland Ave		Takoma Park		MD		20912		United States		 

		Sue		Evans		523 W Rose Hill Ave		Kirkwood		MO		63122		United States		 

		Joan		Zawaski		2883 MacArthur Blvd.		Oakland		CA		94602		United States		 

		Trudy		Gerlach		6907 Wyalusing New Albany Rd		Wyalusing		PA		18853		United States		 

		Tom		Tripp		3839 Bonneymooe Drive		Fort Collins		CO		80524		United States		 

		David		Smith		382		cliffside park		NJ		7010		United States		 

		Nina		Tatlock		1413 Beach Club Ln		Apollo Beach		FL		33572		United States		 

		Melinda		Burgess		10156 Wisner Avenue		Mission Hills		CA		91345		United States		 

		David		Gilbert		103 Grandview Avenue		Nanuet		NY		10954		United States		 

		Linda		Schmid		2632 Marine Way		Mountain View		CA		94043		United States		 

		Mary		Barnard-Garcia		221 Silverwood Way		El Paso		TX		79922		United States		 

		Richard		Leighton		44-140 Mui Place Apt.2		Kaneohe		HI		96744		United States		 

		Barry		Adler		7502 Farmingdale #301		Darien		IL		60561		United States		 

		Robert		Braunwarth		105 E Palmer Ave		Collingswood		NJ		8108		United States		 

		Mara		Sokol		1317 Elk Grove Road		Benton		PA		17814		United States		 

		Cindy		Oliver		470 Santana Lane		aptos		CA		95003		United States		 

		Franz		Sigg		115 Valley View Dr		West Henrietta		NY		14586		United States		 

		Jakob		Kaiser		591 23rd Ave		San Francisco		CA		94121		United States		 

		Sandi		Vare		306 Summerwood Drive		American Canyon		CA		94503		United States		 

		catherine		murty		2261 Market St		San Francisco		CA		94114		United States		 

		Todd		Corbett		10815 Hubbard Creek Rd		Umpqua		OR		97486		United States		 

		Jack		Becker		628 Pierce St		Port Townsend		WA		98368		United States		 

		brianne		bryant				Raleigh		NC		27613		United States		 

		AJ		Frye		110 Red Dog Rd		Acme		PA		15610		United States		 

		Robert		Greenlaw		960 Kings Hwy		Fredericksburg		VA		22405		United States		 

		Alice		Mechler		312 N Pearl St		Mart		TX		76664		United States		 

		Allan		Yorkowitz		49 Albemarle Rd.		Colonia		NJ		7067		United States		 

		Kris		Lacy		15103 Craggy Cliff St		Tampa		FL		33625		United States		 

		Pauline		Bedford		7084 Hillview Rd		Joshua Tree		CA		92252		United States		 

		Kathy		Hurling		51 N Willow St		Montclair		NJ		7042		United States		 

		Robert		Jehn		180 South Atlanic Ave.		Cochranton		PA		16314		United States		 

		Rebecca		Dries		826 Church St. Apt. 3		Decatur		GA		30030		United States		 

		susan		harmon		67 south oxford street		Brooklyn		NY		11217		United States		 

		Kathy		Hurling		51 N Willow St		Montclair		NJ		7042		United States		 

		Larry		Etscovitz		143 Manson Avenue		Kittery		ME		3904		United States		 

		Elaine		Bachman		7515 N. Winchester		chicago		IL		60626		United States		 

		john		keller				Tamaroa		IL		62888		United States		 

		Mariana		Vanderburg		25595 Motte Cir		Romoland		CA		92585		United States		 

		Cynthia		Neville				Lagunitas		CA		94938		United States		 

		suzanna		davis		1220 woodrow lane		Medford		OR		97504		United States		 

		Misti		Reif		280 10th Avenue 2		San Francisco		CA		94118		United States		 

		Michelle		Jordan		723 Reiten Dr.		Ashland		OR		97520		United States		 

		Ruth		Darden		900 University St Apt 401		Seattle		WA		98101		United States		 

		Carol		Broll		242 Bartron Road		Tunkhannock		PA		18657		United States		 

		Virginia		Ferriero		15346 Floral Club Rd		Delray Beach		FL		33484		United States		 

		Ann		Tagawa		2210 Mariposa Ave.		boulder		CO		80302		United States		 

		Dg		van Arsdale		117 PARK ROAD #206		BURLINGAME		CA		94010		United States		 

		BRYANT		SCHOENICK		1420 Tainter St		Menomonie		WI		54751		United States		 

		Karen		Wible		4210 ne 130th circle		Vancouver		WA		98686		United States		 

		Tommy		R.Drew		4410 S.E.64th Ave		Portland		OR		97206		United States		 

		Becky		Burdick		2 seldom seen rd.		bradfordwoods		PA		15015		United States		 

		Tommy		R.Drew		4410 S.E.64th Ave		Portland		OR		97206		United States		 

		Ellen		Wolfe		160 Claremont Ave.		New York		NY		10027		United States		 

		Donna		Leavitt		22415 85th Ave W		Edmonds		WA		98026		United States		 

		Dan		Sherburne		6810 Pershing Ave		Saint Louis		MO		63130		United States		 

		S		T		Address		City		CA		95404		United States		 

		Gerry		Rosenberg		6825 Harold Ave.		Golden Valley		MN		55427		United States		 

		Mark		Scheingold		199 Rock Road, Apt. 88		Hawthorne		NJ		7506		United States		 

		Jennifer		Coute				Oakland		CA		94611		United States		 

		Chris		Robinson		6045 Frank Ave NW		N Canton		OH		44720		United States		 

		Dena		Schwimmer		1227 S. Genesee Ave.		Los Angeles		CA		90019		United States		 

		Shelby		Evans		29932 3rd Ave S		Federal Way		WA		98003		United States		 

		Diana&Steve		Beatty		4005 Holland St		Wheat Ridge		CO		80033		United States		 

		Liz		Field		16 Windingwood Lane		Acton		MA		1720		United States		 

		Leslie and Mark		Slouka		20 Prospect St		Brewster		NY		10509		United States		 

		Genie		Harden		85240 Chezem Rd		Eugene		OR		97405		United States		 

		stephan		Derout		13240 Wallace RD SE		Olalla,		WA		98359		United States		 

		Dianna		Miller		25519 e moffat rd		Newman lake		WA		99025		United States		 

		Mary		Derbick-Johnson		1930 N. Harlem Ave.		Elmwood Park		IL		60707		United States		 

		diane		marie				Marmora		NJ		8223		United States		 

		Barbara		Mezeske		481 Timberlake		Holland		MI		49424		United States		 

		David		Drewry		17 White Way		San Anselmo		CA		94960		United States		 

		Kenneth		Boyle		501 SW Diamond Dr Apt 13		Bentonville		AR		72712		United States		 

		Phil		Miller		1446 northfield park blvd.		Warrensburg		MO		64093		United States		 

		Elyse		Ashton		8998 Norma Pl		West Hollywood		CA		90069		United States		 

		Patricia		McKelvie		54 S. Nome St.		Aurora		CO		80012		United States		 

		Chris		Lazarus		302 S.E. 105th Ave		Portland		OR		97216		United States		 

		David		Burkhart		Sunnyside Road		Salem		OR		97306		United States		 

		Barbara		Rosen		25 Parade Place, 1B		Brooklyn, New York		NY		11226		United States		 

		June		Cattell		200 Pineview Road		West Columbia		SC		29169		United States		 

		Susan		Savia		9876 Red Fox Run SE		Winnabow		NC		28479		United States		 

		James		Wiley		137 NW 74th St.		Seattle		WA		98117		United States		 

		Jahnavi		Stenflo		2831 20th Street		Boulder		CO		80304		United States		 

		Marianne		Pendleton		2741 Bayside Lane		Flushing		NY		11358		United States		 

		Madeline		Polzer		570 W Bay Ct		Green Lake		WI		54941		United States		 

		Gloria		La Fleur		5628  Katherine		Dearborn Heights		MI		48125		United States		 

		Sandy		Williams		530 S. Stewart Dr.		Covina		CA		91723		United States		 

		Dick		Jacke		9411 177th Pl NE Unit 1		Redmond		WA		98052		United States		 

		Mirela		Prada		Calea Manastur nr.91 ap.18.		Cluj-Napoca, Romania		KY		40068		United States		 

		Barbara		Mendenhall		1856 Castro Way		Sacramento		CA		95818		United States		 

		Sara		Williams		9634 Oak Glen Road		Cherry Valley		CA		92223		United States		 

		Erwin F.		Sawall Jr.		3351 Holland Loop Rd		Cave Junction		OR		97523		United States		 

		Adolfo		Lopez		4996 field st		San Diego		CA		92110		United States		 

		Christian		Sweningsen		18 Riverview		Stuyvesant		NY		12173		United States		 

		Jim		Koppensteiner		463 chukker ct.		wheeling		IL		60090		United States		 

		Tom		Brown		40 oak street		keansburg		NJ		7734		United States		 

		Susan		Porter		1870 Newport Ave		Pasadena		CA		91103		United States		 

		Sterling		Showers		619 N Hartley St		York		PA		17404		United States		 

		Mike		Turano		508 New York Ave.		Brick		NJ		8724		United States		 

		Maria		Phipps		3723 BOMBASTIC CT		LAS VEGAS		NV		89147		United States		 

		Dominic		Marino		3 Greenhurst Road		W Hartford		CT		6107		United States		 

		John		Pedersen		1725 E. Lewis Lane		Nampa		ID		83686		United States		 

		Deborah		Lancman		293 william ave		bronx		NY		10464		United States		 

		Mary		Riblett		11260 Overland Avenue		Culver City		CA		90230		United States		 

		Susan		Kalan		293 East Main St		Orange		VA		22960		United States		 

		Gary		Gilardi		1132 8th Street		Hood River		OR		97031		United States		 

		Yseult		Biwer		23143 Canzonet St		Woodland Hills		CA		91367		United States		 

		Donna		Crane		1610 Shasta St.		Anderson		CA		96007		United States		 

		Tim		Nolan		3940 Barryknoll Dr		Los Angeles		CA		90065		United States		 

		John		Light		1138 N. Taylor Street		Arlington		VA		22201		United States		 

		Maia		Pavlova		197 Fox Squirrel Run		Summerville		SC		29483		United States		 

		Jan		Salas		28 Fern Rd		Kentfield		CA		94904		United States		 

		Donna		Ream		1026 11th Street N.		St. Petersburg		FL		33705		United States		 

		Dorothy		Heaphy		14303 Fenton Ln		Sugar Land		TX		77498		United States		 

		sharon		lacy				Sebastopol		CA		95472		United States		 

		lorie		james		1802 Marylyn Cir		Petaluma		CA		94954		United States		 

		Pamela		Elliott		615 E Pearl St		Wapakoneta		OH		45895		United States		 

		Chris		Hennessey		10212 S 45th St		Phoenix		AZ		85044		United States		 

		Steve		Kehela				Studio City		CA		91604		United States		 

		Christine		Mermier		232 Aliso Dr NE		Albuquerque		NM		87108		United States		 

		Susana		Baranano		2000 F St		Washington		DC		20006		United States		 

		Daniel		Rice		3534 North View Lane		Woodbury		MN		55125		United States		 

		Carl		Pribanic		7013 Caldwell Ln		Plano		TX		75025		United States		 

		Shelley		Ries		741 NW 11th St Apt 25		Corvallis		OR		97330		United States		 

		Hira		Rhode		522 Bouplon Hollow Rd		North Bennington		VT		5257		United States		 

		Ronald		Voorhies		PO Box 127		Eden		UT		84310		United States		 

		Carlee		Scott		436 Zanzibar St		Morro Bay		CA		93442		United States		 

		Maribel		Carranza				Pittsburg		CA		94565		United States		 

		Stuart		Shaw		2559 Ojai Ct. NW		Salem		OR		97304		United States		 

		Monica		T		Jl Martadinata		Manado		CA		95127		United States		 

		William		Webster		641 St. George Road		Danville		CA		94526		United States		 

		Blaze		Bhence		4190 Elizabeth Ct		Cypress		CA		90630		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Watts		16 Starks Place		Lynbrook		NY		11563		United States		 

		Suraj		Pinto		900 139th Place NE		Bellevue		WA		98005		United States		 

		Craig		Blacklock		P.O. Box 344		Moose Lake		MN		55767		United States		 

		Ron		Weinberg		14445 San Feliciano Dr		La Mirada		CA		90638		United States		 

		Scott		Erickson		8002 Harney Street		Omaha		NE		68114		United States		 

		Suraj		Pinto		900 139th Place NE		Bellevue		WA		98005		United States		 

		Stacey		McRae		32105 buena ventura rd		Winchester		CA		92596		United States		 

		Cristina		Sanchez		5747 N 44th Dr		Glendale		AZ		85301		United States		 

		John		Johnson		1109 grant ave.		rockford		IL		61103		United States		 

		Penelope		Williams		1283 Rockledge Dr		Rockledge		FL		32955		United States		 

		Edie		Sears		3535 Persimmon Rd		Shawsville		VA		24162		United States		 

		Joseph		Marrino		638 Bamboo Terrace		SAN RAFAEL		CA		94903		United States		 

		Barton		Chambers		4277 Essex Terrace Circle		Pace		FL		32571		United States		 

		Nellie		Nieves		135 Fifth Ave		Pelham		NY		10803		United States		 

		Kathleen		Erickson		11655 W. Tortoise Trail		Tucson		AZ		85743		United States		 

		Adam		Williams		3228 Bridgefield dr.		Ann Arbor		MI		48108		United States		 

		Janet		Jeffries		20 Los Ranchos NW		Albuquerque		NM		87107		United States		 

		christina		Rey		31201 Brush creek Road Fort Bragg		fort bragg		CA		95437		United States		 

		Sarah		Schmidt		445 Cortez Rd		Palm Bay		FL		32907		United States		 

		Jim		Davis		2004 Phoebe Dr		Billings,		MT		59105		United States		 

		Timothy		Heaton		65 Northshore Drive		North Sioux City		SD		57049		United States		 

		Amber		Sumrall		841 Laurel Glen Rd		Soquel		CA		95073		United States		 

		Patricia		Maher-Brisen		150 W 51st St		New York		NY		10019		United States		 

		Daniel		McCarthy		221 Sea Coast Ln		Ponte Vedra Beach		FL		32082		United States		 

		Charles		Argue		743 holton		St. Paul		MN		55104		United States		 

		James		Caldwell		8848 Youree Drive		Shreveport		LA		71115		United States		 

		Marguerite		Winkel		2012 W 3rd		Spokane		WA		99201		United States		 

		Sharon		Fortunak		7120 Ivystone Ave So		Cottage Grove		MN		55016		United States		 

		Donna		Charter		1209 Thannisch Ct		Arlington		TX		76011		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Mitchell		328 W Morgan St Ste A		Raleigh		NC		27601		United States		 

		Rebel		Kreklow		9369 Winding Oak Dr		Fair Oaks		CA		95628		United States		 

		Joseph		Palazzo		1024 SE Rhone St		Portland		OR		97202		United States		 

		Dan		Webb		16130 SE Eastgate Way Apt D301		Bellevue		WA		98008		United States		 

		Jerry		Peavy		2111 Algonkin Ave.		Chico		CA		95926		United States		 

		Dan		Allen		373 koda Mt. rd		Cullowhee		NC		28723		United States		 

		Laurie		Garrett		16 Penny Ln		Fairfax		CA		94930		United States		 

		Phillip		Tanner		308 Lauschtown Rd		Denver		PA		17517		United States		 

		anthont		clcvenger		27615 114th Ave E		Graham		WA		98338		United States		 

		katherine		Berkvam		619 West maple ave		Beaver Dam		WI		53916		United States		 

		Kara		Duffy		2617 N Highland St		Tacoma		WA		98407		United States		 

		Reed		Heffelfinger		44th St		Minneapolis		MN		55424		United States		 

		Mary Jane		Shanklin		5108 Gaviota NW		Albuquerque		NM		87120		United States		 

		Maria		Coles		51 Azalea Rd.		Rochester		NY		14620		United States		 

		Melissa		Chitwood		320 N Midland Ave		Nyack		NY		10960		United States		 

		Linda Alison		Carter		394 Covey Run Road		Berkeley Spgs		WV		25411		United States		 

		Dawn		Cinco		101 Hobart Avenue		Bayonne		NJ		7002		United States		 

		Julianne		Savage		35 Grove St		Greenfield		MA		1301		United States		 

		Bonnie		Holstein		750 Oak Knoll Dr		Ashland		OR		97520		United States		 

		Faith		Franck		10204 docile court		las vegas		NV		89135		United States		 

		Marlene		Mller		P O Box 4017		Butte		MT		59702		United States		 

		rhonda		levy		856 Tulip Ln		Naperville		IL		60540		United States		 

		Carl		Sorem		708 Canterbury		Livermore		CA		94550		United States		 

		John		Merriman		4801 Butler Dr		Cortland		NY		13045		United States		 

		Darlene		Little		9882 Spruce Ct		Cypress		CA		90630		United States		 

		Kimberly		Rigano		58 Old Post Road		York		ME		3909		United States		 

		Michael		Parsons		18205 County Rd. 54.2		Aguilar		CO		81020		United States		 

		Luc		Le Noir		210 Main St.		Morristown		NJ		7976		United States		 

		Brent		Rusert		188 S. Harold St.		Fort Bragg		CA		95437		United States		 

		Jeff		Martin		2805 Ramona St		Knoxville		TN		37921		United States		 

		Teresa		Reno		1681 Killian Rd		Akron		OH		44312		United States		 

		cecilia		Barea		40 Shore Boulevard		New York		NY		11235		United States		 

		John		Jeavons		5798 Ridgewood Rd		Willits		CA		95490		United States		 

		Stephanie		Calcavecchio		7 Wheeler Farm Rd		Preston		CT		6365		United States		 

		Mandi		T		xxxxx		los altos		CA		94041		United States		 

		Antonia		Wood		PO Box 777		Rainier		WA		98576		United States		 

		Steve		Breyman		46 Burgoyne St		Schuylerville		NY		12871		United States		 

		Ronald		Lockwood		7110 Bensville Rd,		White Plains		MD		20695		United States		 

		William		Sweetling		5278 n. augusta		fresno		CA		93710		United States		 

		Meredith		Grace		276 3rd Ave		San Francisco		CA		94118		United States		 

		Max		Kaehn		234 N Murphy Ave		Sunnyvale		CA		94086		United States		 

		David		Hertzel		14868 High Valley Rd		Poway		CA		92064		United States		 

		Barbara		Gelman		4907 Shady Oaks Ln		Crystal Lake		IL		60012		United States		 

		Tom		Hoffman		135 Davis Lane		Pearisburg		VA		24134		United States		 

		L		Cook		6751-R Koolau Road PO Box 1192		Kilauea		HI		96754		United States		 

		ruth		wilday		3120 Coraly Ave		Eugene		OR		97402		United States		 

		Karen		Jenne		2012 La Fremontia		South Pasadena		CA		91030		United States		 

		Diane		Bolman		334 Ignacio Valley Cir.		Novato, CA   94949		CA		94949		United States		 

		Denise		Laffer		51 Wilson Ave		North Plainfield		NJ		7060		United States		 

		Erica		Sommers		10747 lassen court		ventura		CA		93004		United States		 

		Sandy		Joy		16 Middle St		Orono		ME		4473		United States		 

		Rob		Lowe		752 N Recker Rd		Mesa		AZ		85205		United States		 

		Javier		Rivera		55 South 3rd St.		Brooklyn		NY		11211		United States		 

		Robert		Slavik		5690 Meredith Avenue		San Diego		CA		92120		United States		 

		Anita		Shenkman		604 Valencia Dr NE		Albuquerque		NM		87108		United States		 

		Gernot and Ava		Heinrichsdorff`		418 Dahlia St.		Colorado Springs		CO		80904		United States		 

		William		Showalter		15607 SW 85th Lane		Miami		FL		33193		United States		 

		Jo		Kellems		2756 Autumn Lake Dr		Louisville		KY		40272		United States		 

		Brodie		Mounteer		97 Kingsgate Rd		Lake Oswego		OR		97035		United States		 

		George		Marano		2039 Kennedy Blvd.		Jersey City, Nj		NJ		7305		United States		 

		Kate		Lunn		269 Aspen Street		Arroyo Grande		CA		93420		United States		 

		Andrea		Weaver		1607 Marsh Lane #502		Carrollton		TX		75006		United States		 

		Suzanne		Rogalin		1955 Napa Ave		Berkeley		CA		94707		United States		 

		Judith		Prevost		36 Egypt Rd		Gray		ME		4039		United States		 

		Kimberly		Thomas		247 Basil Ln		Gerrardstown		WV		25420		United States		 

		Quentin		Fischer		2514 Sharmar Rd.		Roanoke		VA		24018		United States		 

		Russ		Cross		Box 309, 411 N. Washington St.		Ladoga		IN		47954		United States		 

		Javier		Rivera		55 South 3rd St.		Brooklyn		NY		11211		United States		 

		Jane		Young		85 High Falls Road Ext		Catskill		NY		12414		United States		 

		Sara		Graziosa		41 Old Turnpike Road South		East Canaan		CT		6024		United States		 

		Sarah		Fitch				Port Townsend		WA		98368		United States		 

		Tyler		Day		7 Cottage Place		Milton		MA		2186		United States		 

		Beatriz		Pallanes		2514 W. Lingan Ln.		Santa Ana		CA		92704		United States		 

		Ronald		Bogin		2605 Edwards Ave		El Cerrito		CA		94530		United States		 

		Valerie		Guinan		22330 Homestead Rd Apt 211		Cupertino		CA		95014		United States		 

		Randall		Esperas		22330 Homestead Rd. APT 211		Cupertino		CA		95014		United States		 

		Nicholas		bolduc		11 sycamore street		Westfield		MA		1085		United States		 

		Christine		Gasco		6155 Ashland		Commerce Township		MI		48382		United States		 

		Kirk		Rhoads		301 Cooper St		Mountain Home		AR		72653		United States		 

		Nancy		Goldberg		4040 Grand View Blvd #30		Los Angeles		CA		90066		United States		 

		Nicole		Weber		356 Nature Walk		Pasadena		MD		21122		United States		 

		Melissa		Mazias		1620 Arbor Ln		Crest Hill		IL		60403		United States		 

		william		campbell		265 foley rd		windsor		NY		13865		United States		 

		Judith		Felker		6324 Rolf Ave		Edina		MN		55439		United States		 

		John		Kunznn		5375 Cedar Point Road		Mound		MN		55364		United States		 

		Paul		Servizio		3913 Hermosa Drive NE		Albuquerque		NM		87110		United States		 

		Jeannine		Moore		P.O. Box 882		Naalehu		HI		96772		United States		 

		Gloria		Cooper		50 Merrick Avenue #307		East Meadow		NY		11554		United States		 

		Karin		Haag		2275 River Heights Cir		West Linn		OR		97068		United States		 

		Lawrie		MacMllan		2316 Montorra Dr		Modesto		CA		95355		United States		 

		Jill		Blaisdell		5152 earl Dr.		La Canada		CA		91011		United States		 

		michael		yomtov		5110a Riverfront Drive		Bradenton		FL		34208		United States		 

		Catherine		Harrison		310 Cedar Dr S		Surfside Beach		SC		29575		United States		 

		Rose		Ansbro		2060 Larue Street		Philadelphia		PA		19124		United States		 

		Rebecca		Gentry		319 Chula Vista Pl NE		Albuquerque		NM		87108		United States		 

		Samuel		Aley		63051 Crown Point Road		Coos Bay		OR		97420		United States		 

		Margaret		Vickers		2388 40th Ave		San Francisco		CA		94116		United States		 

		Mary		Kosnar		2514 Evans Ave		Louisville		CO		80027		United States		 

		Robert		Smith		814 Demerius St., Apt.R2		Durham		NC		27701		United States		 

		justine		frischmann		85 Pikes Peak Dr		San Rafael		CA		94903		United States		 

		Anita		Kreager		751 Cholla Road		Chula Vista		CA		91910		United States		 

		Karen		Blasche		22135 W Baseline Rd		Hillsboro		OR		97123		United States		 

		Andrea		Bonnett		2450 Lake Ave		Altadena		CA		91001		United States		 

		Katherine		Mouzourakis		33017 Hampshire		Westland		MI		48185		United States		 

		Lauren		Ranz		224 Happy Hollow Ct.		Lafayette		CA		94549		United States		 

		Joan		Balfour		6249 Copper Lake Ct		Boynton Beach		FL		33437		United States		 

		Dan/Paula		Fogarty		5423 Yerba Buena Rd.		Santa Rosa		CA		95409		United States		 

		Debbie		Williamson		P.O. Box 21		Mountain Home		AR		72654		United States		 

		Barbara		Jannicelli		6305@aol.com		spring hill		FL		34606		United States		 

		DDS		Lawrence Lipkind		999 Green Street		San Francisco		CA		94133		United States		 

		Cyd		Musni		3687 Baronette Drive		Orlando		FL		32818		United States		 

		Gustavo		Sandoval		505 Los Gatos Way		San Mateo		CA		94403		United States		 

		Ed		Poder		421 Burkhard St		Johnstown		PA		15906		United States		 

		Harry		Binder		3749 w 85th place		chicago		IL		60652		United States		 

		Tim		Linerud		325 Middle Rd		Belmont		CA		94002		United States		 

		Diane		Seaman		958 18th St #6		Santa Monica		CA		90403		United States		 

		Deborah		Good		25 Cassell Rd		Brevard		NC		28712		United States		 

		Tom		Gwin		3255 Stein St.		Mobile		AL		36608		United States		 

		John		Brinkley		2582 w 28th ave		Eugene		OR		97405		United States		 

		Erka		Maki		3668 Washburn St		Whitehall		OH		43213		United States		 

		Regenia		Johnson		305 Grand Oaks Ct.		Wentzville		MO		63385		United States		 

		John		Fahey		8787 BORDEN RD		MUIR		MI		48860		United States		 

		angela		walter-schemahorn		6345 n vanguilder rd		fremont		IN		46737		United States		 

		Tina		Cade		906 Marlton Street		San Marcos		TX		78666		United States		 

		Richard		Ouren		17892 Co Rd G		Muscoda		WI		53573		United States		 

		Bill		Hamm		5671A Suzanne Ln		Theodore		AL		36582		United States		 

		Mike		Kelly		808 S Pine St		Horseheads		NY		14845		United States		 

		Jennifer		Jones		6025 n Moore ave		Portland		OR		97217		United States		 

		Ken		Grzesiak		4767 Emerald Ln		Stevens Point		WI		54482		United States		 

		Theresa		Vernon		2241 Grahn Drive		Santa Rosa		CA		95404		United States		 

		Craig		Cascio		3274 Merrick Rd		Wantagh		NY		11793		United States		 

		Alex		Brown		2968 Deer Creek Trl		Littleton		CO		80129		United States		 

		Betsy		Germanotta		175 Harvey St. #2		Cambridge		MA		2140		United States		 

		Nancy		Anderson		1240 Pitchfork Rd		Hartsel		CO		80449		United States		 

		Judy		McConnell		5338 Slater Mill Cir		Douglasville		GA		30135		United States		 

		Kevin		Duffy		333 W 17th St		Dubuque		IA		52001		United States		 

		Cathleen		Alfano		2522 Betton Woods Ct		Tallahassee		FL		32308		United States		 

		David		Aughenbaugh		1569 Gordon St.		Redwood City		CA		94061		United States		 

		Dorothy		Sanchez		948 G Street		Salida		CO		81201		United States		 

		Marie		Weis		248 Shorewood Court		Fox Island		WA		98333		United States		 

		Kathryn		Gallo		312 Gravel Street		Meriden		CT		6450		United States		 

		Andrew		Panelli		12051 MacKinac Rd		Homer Glen		IL		60491		United States		 

		Dolores		Farrell		3501 Halibut Pt. Rd.		Sitka		AK		99835		United States		 

		Jacqueline		Dias		7836 Lovely Pine Place		Las Vegas		NV		89143		United States		 

		Gene		Herskovics		11 Richard Ct		Pomona		NY		10970		United States		 

		Elaine		Gayler		3790 Harrison Grade Rd		Sebastopol		CA		95472		United States		 

		Glenn		Pierce		3409 Settlers Rd		Laporte		CO		80535		United States		 

		Barbara		Harrison				Chicago		IL		60637		United States		 

		Elaine		Gayler		3790 Harrison Grade Rd		Sebastopol		CA		95472		United States		 

		Eileen		Schram		61 Ridgeview Dr.		Woodland Park		NJ		7424		United States		 

		LELAND		BYRD		25 Las Moradas Cir		San Pablo		CA		94806		United States		 

		Nicholas		Marton		3513 Church Road		Cherry Hill		NJ		8002		United States		 

		Alex		Kemper				Kaneohe		HI		96744		United States		 

		John		Johnson		980 Wood Street		Largo		FL		33770		United States		 

		Paul		Van Dusen		320 Grand Blvd.		Delta		CO		81416		United States		 

		Kj		Dowds		2340 W Farragut Ave		Chicago		IL		60625		United States		 

		frank james		johnson		2901 W 38th St		Chicago		IL		60632		United States		 

		Katherine		Ritter		1454 wilmot road		deerfield		IL		60015		United States		 

		Nancy		Watson		7777 Bodega Ave.  Apt. P-10		Sebastopol		CA		95472		United States		 

		Paula		Rich		107 W 2nd Ave		Truth Or Consequences		NM		87901		United States		 

		Linda		Bumpas		4405 Dillard Rd		Eugene		OR		97405		United States		 

		Paul		Thomason		424 West End Ave		New York		NY		10024		United States		 

		Gayla		Reiter		240 Baker St		Benicia		CA		94510		United States		 

		Rob		Bagley				Anza		CA		92539		United States		 

		Karin		Nelson-Rogers		10000 S. Damen Avenue		Chicago		IL		60643		United States		 

		Terry		Christie		5133 Evergreen Lane		Gosport		IN		47433		United States		 

		Jeremy		Spencer		551 Arguello Boulevard		Pacifica		CA		94044		United States		 

		Marcia		Taylor		5500 Via Dianza		Yorba Linda		CA		92887		United States		 

		Jeff		Gold		2181 Walden Hill Road		Danville		VT		5828		United States		 

		Robert		DiGiovanni		481 Watson St. #3		Monterey		CA		93940		United States		 

		Donald		Dugger		3009 sw 130 terr		Archer		FL		32618		United States		 

		William		McKenzie III		4450 SE Milwaukie Ave		Portland		OR		97202		United States		 

		Janet		Kennington		2258 Beverly Glen Place		Los Angeles		CA		90077		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Milford		628 Amherst Dr SE		Albuquerque		NM		87106		United States		 

		Bonna		Mettie		9784 N.Whitefish Point Road		Paradise		MI		49768		United States		 

		Constance		Franklin		808 1/2 Laguna Avenue		Los Angeles		CA		90026		United States		 

		Joan		Scholvin		50 MacDougal St Apt 5		New York		NY		10012		United States		 

		Elaine		Holder		274 Cuesta		San Luis Obispop		CA		93405		United States		 

		Stacey		Brewster		7934 Boothbay Ct		Powell		OH		43065		United States		 

		Judith		Graham		720 Sierra Ct		Morro Bay		CA		93442		United States		 

		Joan		Sturtevant		8079 Ferguson Rd		Streetsboro		OH		44241		United States		 

		Ryankalis		Kalis		1155 N Indiana St		Griffith		IN		46319		United States		 

		Krista		Carr		3301 Broderick St		San Francisco		CA		94123		United States		 

		Shari		Eccleston				Waikoloa		HI		96738		United States		 

		Nat		Childs		PO Box 511		Miranda		CA		95553		United States		 

		Robert		Weld		2234 Clifton Pl		Hoffman Estates		IL		60169		United States		 

		Lumina		Greenway		17 Camden Court		Wakefield		RI		2879		United States		 

		Paul		Cole		1519  N J Terrace		Lake Worth		FL		33460		United States		 

		James		Wolf		823 Bennett Ave. Apt. 2		Glenwood Springs		CO		81601		United States		 

		Lucy		Sommer		1501 Tijeras NE #E-213		Albuquerque		NM		87106		United States		 

		STEVEN		ADCOCK		828 SE UMATILLA ST		Portland		OR		97202		United States		 

		Rocio		Luparello		108 Lvenport Circle		Frederick		MD		21702		United States		 

		Bret		Sher		1107 Wadsworth Pl		Vernon Hills		IL		60061		United States		 

		Tom		Walsh		315 W. Cedar Ave.		Burbank		CA		91506		United States		 

		Alec		Hendrickson		3219 west 44th street		Minneapolis		MN		55410		United States		 

		Esther		Wagner		2991 Higuera Ave		Pinole		CA		94564		United States		 

		Jennifer		Sumiyoshi		8713 Castle Hill Ave.		Las Vegas		NV		89129		United States		 

		Sandy		Imhoff		55 Ann Street		New York		NY		10038		United States		 

		Michael		Schuessler		2025 E. THIRD ST.		TUCSON		AZ		85719		United States		 

		Maisoui		Barham		713 SW 3rd Pl		Renton		WA		98057		United States		 

		Arthur		Schurr		369 Warren Street		Brooklyn		NY		11201		United States		 

		Dana		Zavadovics		5120 Mildred St		Wayne		MI		48184		United States		 

		Catherine		George		1836 Locust Street		Napa		CA		94559		United States		 

		Priscilla		Martinez		5308 La Colonia		Albuquerque		NM		87120		United States		 

		Karin		Sandahl		5925 Ep True Pkwy Unit 7		West Des Moines		IA		50266		United States		 

		Paul		Van Dusen		320 Grand Blvd.		Delta		CO		81416		United States		 

		Patricia		Wiley		2063 Merrill Rd.		Kent		OH		44240		United States		 

		Kevin		Watkins		Bryan Drive		Rehoboth Beach		DE		19971		United States		 

		Joel		Hoffman		623 Marwood Ln		Las Cruces		NM		88007		United States		 

		Ruthie		Bernaert		46-4091 Old Mamalahoa Hwy		Honokaa		HI		96727		United States		 

		Roxanne		Williams		1141 Viking Drive		Holiday		FL		34691		United States		 

		Sarah		Friedman		7033 Stewart and gray #14		Downey		CA		90241		United States		 

		Jamila		Garrecht		620 E St		Petaluma		CA		94952		United States		 

		Robert		Leemon		21231 Simay Lane		Newhall		CA		91321		United States		 

		Bob		Fay		4000 24th St. N.		St. Petersburg		FL		33714		United States		 

		Mary		Harte		1180 Cragmont Ave		Berkeley		CA		94708		United States		 

		Beverly		Chemai		13601 deerwater drive		germantown		MD		20874		United States		 

		Martha		Taylor		250 Troy Rd.		Ithaca		NY		14850		United States		 

		Cathryn		Moitoret		P.O. Box 753		Tyrone		NM		88065		United States		 

		Mike		DeChristopher		7511 sw 69th ave		Portland		OR		97223		United States		 

		R		Schultz		427 Locust Dr		Maggie Valley		NC		28751		United States		 

		Kristina		Diamant		540 E Cedar Ave		Burbank		CA		91501		United States		 

		Marci		Robinson		13868 N Laughran Rd		Pocatello		ID		83202		United States		 

		Adam		Sullivan		2005 Puowaina Dr		Honolulu		HI		96813		United States		 

		Barry		Seth		1355 Wilmot Road		Deerfield		IL		60015		United States		 

		Margaret		Anderson		1287 Bridle Path Ct		White Bear Township		MN		55110		United States		 

		Jan		McCreary		POB 3042		Silver City		NM		88062		United States		 

		Steve		Leigh		912 17th Ave		Seattle		WA		98122		United States		 

		Stephanie		Gitlin		2728 Thomson Ave		LIC		NY		11101		United States		 

		Lawrence		Robinson		2712 France Ave N		Robbinsdale		MN		55422		United States		 

		Bob		HAMMOND		1649 W. Carson Ave		Sisters		OR		97759		United States		 

		Kristina		Diamant		11120 Nassau ave.		Sunland		CA		91040		United States		 

		Jacqui		Skill		3875 Lwr. Honoapiilani Rd.		Lahaina		HI		96761		United States		 

		Kristina		Diamant		11120 Nassau ave.		Sunland		CA		91040		United States		 

		David		Walsh		1463 Portland Avenue #2		Saint Paul		MN		55104		United States		 

		dawn		longo		432 alter ave		staten island		NY		10305		United States		 

		Jared		Kloth		65 Georges Hill Road		Newtown		CT		6470		United States		 

		Steve		Sivley		3116 Wheeler St.		Austin		TX		78705		United States		 

		Robert		LeGault		1801 Center St.		Stevens Point		WI		54481		United States		 

		Janet		Hesting		8908 N 125th East Avenue		Owasso		OK		74055		United States		 

		Malcolm		MacPherson, Ph.D.		34 Coyote Mountain Rd		Santa Fe		NM		87505		United States		 

		April		Kohles		3273 Arundel On the Bay Rd		Annapolis		MD		21403		United States		 

		Jay		Mullings		7 Arianna Ln		Exton		PA		19341		United States		 

		Vivian		Penniman		79528 Morning Glory Ct.		LaQuinta		CA		92253		United States		 

		miriam		Slater		2745 el prado rd		santa barbara		CA		93105		United States		 

		Sidne		Baglini		203 Channing Avenue		Malvern		PA		19355		United States		 

		Travis		Thumm		730 Hayes St		San Francisco		CA		94102		United States		 

		Georgia		Libbares		505 N. McClurg Court, #1403		Chicago		IL		60611		United States		 

		Karen		Levins		6109 eagle eye dr nw		albuquerque		NM		87120		United States		 

		Marilyn		Rose		6624 High Ridge Pl. NE		Albuquerque		NM		87111		United States		 

		Scot		Letournea		57 Whitford St		Boston		MA		2131		United States		 

		bob		coleman		103 candlelight ct		durham		NC		27707		United States		 

		DONALD		WATSON		28001 BARNES RD.		MONROVIA		MD		21770		United States		 

		Gina		Myers		640 8th Street		Jacksonville		OR		97530		United States		 

		Joseph		Szabo		8511 Reading Ave.		Los Angeles		CA		90045		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Grainger		4508 Ramona Drive		Riverside		CA		92506		United States		 

		Karen		Levins		6109 eagle eye dr nw		albuquerque		NM		87120		United States		 

		William		Logan		44 Blaine Dr.		Palm Coast		FL		32137		United States		 

		Rick		Bolotin		569 East Main St.		Poultney		VT		5764		United States		 

		Lynn		Wilbur		617 Katlian Steet		Sitka		AK		99835		United States		 

		Pennelloppe		Allee		905 SW Cedar Hills Blvd.#1215		Portland		OR		97225		United States		 

		William		Ryerson		5599 Michigan Rd		Indianapolis		IN		46228		United States		 

		Debra		Slater		11237 SW 47th Ave		Portland		OR		97219		United States		 

		Adriana		Beckman		1980 W Wickenburg Way		Wickenburg		AZ		85390		United States		 

		Andy		Tomsky		PO Box 683		San Marcos		CA		92079		United States		 

		Joseph		Shulman		6249 Romo St		San Diego		CA		92115		United States		 

		Kathy		Oppenhuizen		8135 Olive Trl		West Olive		MI		49460		United States		 

		Hope		Schnee		49 Driscoll. Ave		Rockville Centre		NY		11570		United States		 

		Louise		Bennett		PO Box 3197		PARKER		CO		80134		United States		 

		Diane		Zarnetske		836 E 78th Ave		Anchorage		AK		99518		United States		 

		Chelsea		Madison		4386 Detroit Ave		Oakland		CA		94619		United States		 

		Melania		Padilla		CA Street D268		Managua		PA		15034		United States		 

		Dave		Plaehn		927 NW 33rd St		Corvallis		OR		97330		United States		 

		Linda		Fuller		1513 Vista Larga Ct NE		Albuquerque		NM		87106		United States		 

		Rebecca		Kimsey		815 SW 9th		Sublimity		OR		97385		United States		 

		Jon		Stewart		6A S. Main St.		Ipswich		MA		1938		United States		 

		Alex		Escott		30 Winthrop Ave		Duxbury		MA		2332		United States		 

		harold		donohue		310 greenwich st		New York		NY		10013		United States		 

		Judy		McKinney		78 Pleasant Ridge		Holiday Island		AR		72631		United States		 

		Tanya		Taylor		303 Crooked Meadow Rd		Hillsborough		NC		27278		United States		 

		larry		baird		pobox 77191		tucson		AZ		85703		United States		 

		Annette		Wolfe		1821 Wisteria Rd		Rockford		IL		61107		United States		 

		Ashley		Heffner		16 kent drive apt 2		bradford		PA		16701		United States		 

		Clyde		Beck		11704 NE 11th Ave		Biscayne Park		FL		33161		United States		 

		Michael		Puzio		2622 Tremley Pt. Rd.		Linden		NJ		7036		United States		 

		Roger		Christensen		10414 Boulder Ln		Boulder Junction		WI		54512		United States		 

		Joyce		Schwartz		486 northwestern ave		altamonte springs		FL		32714		United States		 

		Gabrielle		Marshall		7841 Canterbury Lane		Dublin		CA		94568		United States		 

		Jason		Nichols		734 Walker School Rd		Maryville		TN		37803		United States		 

		Mary		Brock		2415 Vado Dr		Los Angeles		CA		90046		United States		 

		Bonnie		Steiger		1335 Clay St		San Francisco		CA		94109		United States		 

		Anita		Watkins		6109 Westover Drive		Oakland		CA		94611		United States		 

		Fred		Karlson		5779 Vista Dr		Ferndale		WA		98248		United States		 

		jennifer		eiffert		5322 sw erickson ave		Beaverton		OR		97005		United States		 

		Melissa		Bauer		5134 Chestnut Cir		Woodstock		GA		30188		United States		 

		Lydia		Rogers		1037 Mt. Vernon Rd.		Bethpage		TN		37022		United States		 

		Katherine		Nelson		9445 S 232nd st		Kent		WA		98031		United States		 

		David		Edwards		291 Limerick Ave		Eugene		OR		97404		United States		 

		Maureen		McCarthy		32 South St		Marblehead		MA		1945		United States		 

		Gail		Johnston		42 Massachusetts Ave.		Warwick		RI		2888		United States		 

		Elise		Torres		456 Broderick St		San Francisco		CA		94117		United States		 

		Harry		Grace		36 Parkside Ct		Buffalo		NY		14214		United States		 

		gillian		bell		1310 kalaniiki st.		Honolulu		HI		96821		United States		 

		Stephanie		Hensley		4226 S Oswego		Tulsa		OK		74135		United States		 

		Marilynn		Fuller		248 Blackstone Street		Bellingham		MA		2019		United States		 

		Bruce		Johnson		4730 Snyder Ave #5		Carson City		NV		89701		United States		 

		Katie		Magallon		4520 Maple Ave		Brookfield		IL		60513		United States		 

		Jim		Taylor		5225 SE 78th Ave		Portland		OR		97206		United States		 

		Vera		Sadkovsky		2656 El Pasado Dr		Modesto		CA		95354		United States		 

		Patty		Coates		425 Walnut St		Roselle Park		NJ		7204		United States		 

		Michael		Kesselman		5420 N 26th St		Phoenix		AZ		85016		United States		 

		Robin		Soletzky		16428 N. 40th Avenue		Phoenix		AZ		85053		United States		 

		Barbara		Collins		1004 Sturwood Way		Lawrenceville		NJ		8648		United States		 

		Lora		Ferrante		1600 Oakmont Dr		Walnut Creek		CA		94595		United States		 

		Mariu		Suarez		3512 Park Ridge Blvd		Fort Worth		TX		76109		United States		 

		Patricia		White		123 S Orleans Rd		Orleans		MA		2653		United States		 

		Barbara		Moffitt		105 Sink Circle		Lexington		NC		27292		United States		 

		Jonathan		Scott		sea grape drive		fort lauderdale		FL		33308		United States		 

		Katrin		Rosinski		30710 Normal		Roseville		MI		48066		United States		 

		Weld & Elma		Champneys		1340 California St.		Port Orford		OR		97465		United States		 

		Robert		Keller		430 Allentown Road		Parsippany		NJ		7054		United States		 

		Michael		Gallup		12400 Cypress Ave #153		Chino		CA		91710		United States		 

		J		Beverly		803 Shurts Street		Urbana		IL		61801		United States		 

		Gordon		Snead		2555 Le Conte Avenue, Unit Eight		Berkeley		CA		94709		United States		 

		Elaine		Kirsch		2400 E.Third Street		Brooklyn		NY		11223		United States		 

		John		Golding		3706 quigley		oakland		CA		94619		United States		 

		Marlen		Cruz		5624 South Tripp		Chicago		IL		60629		United States		 

		Kevin		Chiu		10110 NE 38th Ct		Kirkland		WA		98033		United States		 

		Michelle		Hayward		58 Ditmas Avenue		Brooklyn		NY		11218		United States		 

		Marvin		Lewis		3133 Fairfield St		Philadelphia		PA		19136		United States		 

		Michael		Eisenberg		5033 Bartons Enclave Ln		Raleigh		NC		27613		United States		 

		Ron		McGill		259 N Holliston Ave Apt 7		Pasadena		CA		91106		United States		 

		Andrea		Kehoe		2011 Goss St Apt 24		Boulder		CO		80302		United States		 

		Lisa		Mintz Kavas		631 Allison Ln		San Marcos		CA		92069		United States		 

		Nick		Hennessy		459 S. Grove St.		Bowling Green		OH		43402		United States		 

		Ron		Gilliland		12859 Fantasia drive		Herndon		VA		20170		United States		 

		matthwe		rogers		1014 Alabama St		San Francisco		CA		94110		United States		 

		Jason		Slipp		6664 Blue Church Rd South		Coopersburg		PA		18036		United States		 

		James		Hoagland		148 W Silver Ave		Salt Lake City		UT		84115		United States		 

		Kathy		Hart		12 summit la		Succasunna		NJ		7876		United States		 

		Jared		Goor		1134 Merrimac Dr		Sunnyvale		CA		94087		United States		 

		Vincent		Young		129 Scoville Dr.		Vienna		OH		44473		United States		 

		Matthew		Smith		127 Dove Cote Court		Whitehouse Station		NJ		8889		United States		 

		Scott		Bernstein		10 Jones St Apt 4H		New York		NY		10014		United States		 

		Janet		Hamilton		53 East 67th St.  Apt 4B		New York		NY		10065		United States		 

		Mary Etta		Moose		1962 Powell St		San Francisco		CA		94133		United States		 

		jamie		friday		7112 missy park ct.		dublin		OH		43017		United States		 

		Lois		Lommel		2636 traymore rd		richmond		VA		23235		United States		 

		Anna		Comfort		5125 Clark Ln #201		Columbia		MO		65202		United States		 

		Phil		Thomas		6013 livorn		elk grove		CA		95757		United States		 

		Thomas		Slocum		26 E. North Ave.		Lake Bluff		IL		60044		United States		 

		Alexandra		Gordon		11701 SW 80th Rd.		Miami		FL		33156		United States		 

		T		Thomas		25352 rd 20		esparto		CA		95627		United States		 

		J		Thomas		25352 rd21		esparto		CA		95627		United States		 

		L		Thomas		25892 rd 22		esparto		CA		95627		United States		 

		janet		consavage		261 jennie lane		Eliot		ME		3903		United States		 

		Donna		Jensen		13163 Fountain Park Drive # 107		Playa Vista		CA		90094		United States		 

		Kathleen		Malley				Tacoma		WA		98408		United States		 

		Ronald		Kephart		3482 Maiden Voyage Circle South		Jacksonville		FL		32257		United States		 

		Carolyn		Marion		Toomin Dr		Neptune		NJ		7753		United States		 

		Robin		Dolbear		po box 4		hermon		NY		13652		United States		 

		Marina		Moreno		201 Quintara St		San Francisco		CA		94116		United States		 

		Kevin		W		1700 Nations Drive		Gurnee		IL		60031		United States		 

		Vic		Warren		73-1104 Nuuanu Pl. G204		Kailua Kona		HI		96740		United States		 

		George		Clig		10556 dale ave		oak view		CA		93022		United States		 

		Philip		Frey		62 Crikki Lane		Nanuet		NY		10954		United States		 

		David		Abalos		30 Shadowstone Lane		East Windsor		NJ		8520		United States		 

		JC		Bower		1904 Gary St		Sumner		WA		98390		United States		 

		Valeriya		Efimova		563 Jersey Ave		Jersey City		NJ		7302		United States		 

		Karen		Fletcher		2104 Dunmire Hollow Rd		Waynesboro		TN		38485		United States		 

		Randy		Harrison		4051 Wagner St		Eugene		OR		97402		United States		 

		Christopher		Pelham		150 E 7th St Apt C7		New York		NY		10009		United States		 

		Francie		Fillatti		po box 31993		Santa Fe		NM		87594		United States		 

		Tim		Guisinger		2548 Leafwood Dr		Camarillo		CA		93010		United States		 

		Diane		Hansen		26964 Mickelson Drive		Starbuck		MN		56381		United States		 

		Victoria		Erickson		335 Kingsbury Dr.		Aptos		CA		95003		United States		 

		Harry		Hudson		12 Heritage court		Cherry Hill		NJ		8034		United States		 

		Chris		Parker		2197 Selby Ave.		St. Paul		MN		55104		United States		 

		Noreen		Green		10101 S 81st Ave		Palos Hills		IL		60465		United States		 

		Carol		Davidek-Waller		11641 NE 95th St.		Kirkland		WA		98033		United States		 

		Jo		Harvey		318 4th Ave SE		Pacific		WA		98047		United States		 

		Beverly		Drucker		3 Crawford Drive		Tuckahoe		NY		10707		United States		 

		Cindy		Psareas				Irvine		CA		92612		United States		 

		Ron		Caudill		4919 s loftus rd		florence		OR		97439		United States		 

		Nicholas		Mantas		372 Wilson Avenue		Twp. Of Washington		NJ		7676		United States		 

		Stan		nelson		1597 York Avenue		St Paul		MN		55106		United States		 

		Lisa		Piner		1651 Iowa		Costa Mesa		CA		92626		United States		 

		william		marquardt		6400 SW 20th Ave apt.88		Gainesville		FL		32607		United States		 

		Garry		Doll		400 Lycoming St Apt 201		Williamsport		PA		17701		United States		 

		Michael		Oaks		1711 13th Ave S		Seattle		WA		98144		United States		 

		isabella		amoroso		via giuliano 32		floridia		CA		96014		United States		 

		Ashley		Turner				San Francisco		CA		94122		United States		 

		Susan		Himes-Powers		1851 38th Ave		San Francisco		CA		94122		United States		 

		Mauria		McClay		1005 SE 14		Portland		OR		97214		United States		 

		Brian		Pappas		4789 open greens		virginia beach		VA		23462		United States		 

		Barb and Phil		Powell		771 Neville CT SE		Rochester		MN		55904		United States		 

		Michael		McDonald		525 13th Avenue		Salt Lake City		UT		84103		United States		 

		Neal		Baron		PO Box 2327		Fredericksburg		TX		78624		United States		 

		Maria		Sause		15 N.W. Brook St.		Newport		OR		97365		United States		 

		Noel		Parenti		4210 Sunnydell Drive		Winston-Salem		NC		27106		United States		 

		Karynn		Merkel		833 Everding St		Eureka		CA		95503		United States		 

		Elissa		Engelbourg		307 mosley court		rocky mount		NC		27804		United States		 

		Robert		Chirpin		18520 Vincennes St.		Northridge		CA		91324		United States		 

		Dale		Cackowski		2220 High St Apt 916		Cuyahoga Falls		OH		44221		United States		 

		Eric		Lind		14244 29th Ave S		Seatac		WA		98168		United States		 

		Sharon		Fleming		70 E 18th St		Chicago		IL		60616		United States		 

		Edna		Wyatt		517 Armijo St.		Santa Fe		NM		87501		United States		 

		Mary		Sanford		304 E Aztec Ave		Gallup		NM		87301		United States		 

		Joseph		McPherson		738 County Road 229		Social Circle		GA		30025		United States		 

		James		Pugh		119 terrell drive		Statesboro		GA		30458		United States		 

		Hope		Grable		56 Kim Dr		Bourbonnais		IL		60914		United States		 

		Alex		Gressel		825 Catalpa Ave		Teaneck		NJ		7666		United States		 

		Isabel		Molloy		759 33rd Ave		San Francisco		CA		94121		United States		 

		Gary		Binderim		2215 Hickory Creek Drive		Kingwood		TX		77339		United States		 

		Karen		Dega		738 6th Ave		San Francisco		CA		94118		United States		 

		Holly		Gardner		4023 Highgrove Dr		Dallas		TX		75220		United States		 

		Mike		Sharber		157 Camino los Abuelos		Santa Fe		NM		87508		United States		 

		Carol		Torchia		16234 NE 2nd St		Bellevue		WA		98008		United States		 

		Anneke		Andries		POBox 7		Fountain		MI		49410		United States		 

		Carol		Torchia		16234 NE 2nd St		Bellevue		WA		98008		United States		 

		jack		guyot		325 W. Niagara		Astoria		OR		97103		United States		 

		Karma		Mccain		4432 camellia ave		studio city		CA		91602		United States		 

		Lisa		Pawley		7820 Graceland St		Dayton		OH		45459		United States		 

		Doug		Vigil		26 S. Holman way Apt 3C		Golden		CO		80401		United States		 

		Carol		Dobson		2130 Broadway		New York		NY		10023		United States		 

		Nancy		Gilleo		13154 Watercrest Drive		DeWitt		MI		48820		United States		 

		Susan		E		20529 Brookstone		Cleveland		OH		44130		United States		 

		Jeff		Fischer		6370 31st Pl NW		Washington		DC		20015		United States		 

		Jonathan		Millman		9 Cottage Park Ave		Cambridge		MA		2140		United States		 

		Willie		Hinze		1825 faculty drive		winston salem		NC		27106		United States		 

		Dagmar		Grabsch		Klausingring 25		Berlin		FL		32085		United States		 

		David		Wallace		556 Jones St		San Francisco		CA		94102		United States		 

		Cheryl		Biale		7711 Greenridge St SW		Olympia		WA		98512		United States		 

		Janet		Tucker		108 N Hartman Ave		Fayetteville		AR		72701		United States		 

		Steve				19015 Rosemary Road		Paynesville		MN		56362		United States		 

		Steve		Campbell		1616 Arthur Pl		Eugene		OR		97402		United States		 

		vivian		Junkin				Shelton		WA		98584		United States		 

		Mickie		Boehm		117A East Evans Street		Orlando		FL		32804		United States		 

		m		Moran		167 ahaaina		Kihei		HI		96753		United States		 

		Dennis		O'Rorke				Monte Rio		CA		95462		United States		 

		Rebecca		Shersnow		600 Royalston Rd.		Phillipston		MA		1331		United States		 

		Susan		Head		535 Spring St.		Sausalito		CA		94965		United States		 

		David		Randall		5 Longacre Court		Port Jefferson		NY		11777		United States		 

		Uly		Silkey		1326 Hayes		SF		CA		94117		United States		 

		Victoria		Vance		582 Indianola Rd		Bayside		CA		95524		United States		 

		Laurel		Scott		6359 Rancho Mission Rd. #3		San Diego		CA		92108		United States		 

		Robert-Harry		Rovin		po box 533		Woodacre		CA		94973		United States		 

		Andria		Herron		2012 E 11th St		Vancouver		WA		98661		United States		 

		Tom		Andrews		336 Taylor Road		Lyons		CO		80540		United States		 

		Michael		Landess		617 hardin		jacksonville		IL		62650		United States		 

		Janice		Quinn		9812 Double Rock Dr		Las Vegas		NV		89134		United States		 

		Vicki		Parker		2134 Southwind Circle		Schaumburg		IL		60194		United States		 

		Eric		Lantzman		4501 Diplomacy Drive		Anchorage		AK		99508		United States		 

		Michele		Mcferran		1508 Cedar St		Lake Oswego		OR		97034		United States		 

		Frances		Crocco		5 Metler Way		Flemington		NJ		8822		United States		 

		Cynthia		Hernandez		106 Poulos Ct.		Ukiah		CA		95482		United States		 

		Jon		Chouinard		4102 S 298th Ct		Auburn		WA		98001		United States		 

		Michael		Martin		21W260 Walnut Rd		Glen Ellyn		IL		60137		United States		 

		Carolina		Camarillo		2820 San Salvador		Laredo		TX		78046		United States		 

		Kristine		Andarmani		19616 Ladera Ct.		Saratoga		CA		95070		United States		 

		Barbara		Stevens		46 Ridge Rd Unit A		Greenbelt		MD		20770		United States		 

		Aleksander		Lindemann		Pod goro 4d		Krsko		NY		11120		United States		 

		Frank		Shomo		1807 Rosewood Rd		Charleston		WV		25314		United States		 

		Elaine		Jurumbo		205 e 78 st apt 6s		new york		NY		10075		United States		 

		William		Kavanagh		710 S Oak Park Ave		Oak Park		IL		60304		United States		 

		Bill		Fowlie		19 Wellington Rd		Harmony		ME		4942		United States		 

		Preston		Charity		1366 Creech Dr		Spring Lake		NC		28390		United States		 

		Barry		Zuckerman		1 Old Anvil Lane		Middletown		NY		10940		United States		 

		Daniel		Fousek		23212 SE 15th CT		Sammamish		WA		98075		United States		 

		B		Diener		405 Zena Lona St N.E. Unit E		Albuquerque		NM		87123		United States		 

		Thomas		Libbey		PMB 1027 1122 E Pike St		Seattle		WA		98122		United States		 

		Victor		Escobar		11747 N Briar Patch Dr		Midlothian		VA		23113		United States		 

		Chris		Washington		345 W 58th St Apt 11U		New York		NY		10019		United States		 

		Thomas		Wicks		1635 100th Avnue NE		Bellevue		WA		98004		United States		 

		William		Bein		2216 Overeland Ave		Los Angeles		CA		90064		United States		 

		Gloria		Picchetti		3920 N Clark		Chicago		IL		60613		United States		 

		David		Doty		2751 Via Caballero del Sur		Santa Fe		NM		87505		United States		 

		Donnal		poppe		000000 Osborne st		La		CA		91325		United States		 

		John		McQueen		915 Walnut St SW		Albany		OR		97321		United States		 

		Gerald		Mills		35658 Casa Vista St		Yucaipa		CA		92399		United States		 

		John		Fay		1 Edgewood Road		Binghamton		NY		13903		United States		 

		B.		Goheen		800 S Home St		Corrigan		TX		75939		United States		 

		Joel		Eizenstat		Spreading Oaks Farm - 245 Cedar Grove Church Road		Comer		GA		30629		United States		 

		Susan		Mitchell		5S646 Charles Street		Napervilee		IL		60563		United States		 

		Joseph		Golinveaux		1737 Solano Ave		Berkeley		CA		94707		United States		 

		John		Andes		300 Estate Dr		Mount Juliet		TN		37122		United States		 

		Tracee		Cosme		9163 S Oakley Ave		Chicago		IL		60643		United States		 

		Mary		O'Brien		1901 West St. #417		Union City		NJ		7087		United States		 

		Samantha		Rosa-Re		2842 west 71 place		hialeah		FL		33018		United States		 

		Marc		Johnston		1683 sOUTH bANK rD		Oakville		WA		98568		United States		 

		Lynn		Bengston		37 North St		Belchertown		MA		1007		United States		 

		Lisa		Witham		5980 Marine Pkwy D117		Mentor on the Lake		OH		44060		United States		 

		Dyan		Muse		196 Rose St		Bridge City		TX		77611		United States		 

		Patti		Gallo		5080 Prentis DR		Troy		MI		48085		United States		 

		Bill		Laestadius		6228 84th Ave SE		Mercer Island		WA		98040		United States		 

		Patty		Bonney		8625 SW Oleson Road		Portland		OR		97223		United States		 

		susan		wilson				Kent		WA		98031		United States		 

		Barbara		Gholz		6250 Columbia Pike		Falls Church		VA		22041		United States		 

		Bob		Rusk		403 Claridge Court		Point Pleasant		NJ		8742		United States		 

		Guy		Perkins		6155 Plumas, # 247		Reno		NV		89519		United States		 

		Richard		Picone		66 4th Pl		Brooklyn		NY		11231		United States		 

		martha		cataldo		119 Sullivan St		New York		NY		10012		United States		 

		Ellis		Heyer Coyne				San Rafael		CA		94903		United States		 

		Sandra		Naidich		5 Stuyvesant Oval		New York		NY		10009		United States		 

		Tommie		Murphy		212 Lily St		San Francisco		CA		94102		United States		 

		Edward		Spevak		6556 Nashville Avenue		Saint Louis		MO		63139		United States		 

		Jackie		Carey		45 Lookout Point		Berlin		MD		21811		United States		 

		Jessie		Root		155 Heritage St		Oceanside		CA		92058		United States		 

		Rick		Priebe				Pinehurst		ID		83850		United States		 

		Alice		Kelly		6493 Cooper St.		Felton		CA		95018		United States		 

		Keith		Kleber		8935 N SCENIC DR		TUCSON		AZ		85743		United States		 

		Carla		newberry		5588 Elm Hill Drive		Solon		OH		44139		United States		 

		Bev		Johnson		31176 Calle San Pedro		San Juan Capistrano		CA		92675		United States		 

		Ken		Hutchens		142 Bolton St		Marlborough		MA		1752		United States		 

		Leon Ross		Parker				Taos		NM		87571		United States		 

		Ann		Lazaroff		9427 244th St SW		Edmonds		WA		98020		United States		 

		Erna		Beerheide		1245 Race St. #205		Denver		CO		80206		United States		 

		Dan		Kelly				Hakalau		HI		96710		United States		 

		Guy		Perkins		6155 Plumas, # 247		Reno		NV		89519		United States		 

		Muriel		Kruppa		1200 Highland Ave		South Portland		ME		4106		United States		 

		Katherine		Richardson		7 Limewood Pl		Pleasant Hill		CA		94523		United States		 

		David AND Carol		BUTLER		35 Asbury Ln		Hermitage		TN		37076		United States		 

		sylvia		Silliman		117-A Rodriguez		Santa Fe		NM		87501		United States		 

		George		Youngren		7928 se clay st		portland		OR		97215		United States		 

		Victoria		Wadman		5962 BartramSt		Boca Raton		FL		33433		United States		 

		Maureen		Burke		16 Lexington Lane West		Palm Beach Gardens		FL		33418		United States		 

		Peggy		Klee		50 Miami Pkwy		Buffalo		NY		14225		United States		 

		Pamela		Thinesen		Science Dept, Century College, 3300 Century Ave N		Saint Paul		MN		55110		United States		 

		Glenn		Sousa		85 Leonard Street		Burlington		VT		5408		United States		 

		Jeanette		Louis		13621 S. 110th Ave.		Orland Park		IL		60467		United States		 

		Vicky		Brandt		28 W. 10th St. 4R		New York		NY		10011		United States		 

		Rae		Pearson		5527 36th NE		seattle		WA		98105		United States		 

		Deborah		Burgett		2223 Seneca St		Kingman		AZ		86401		United States		 

		Muriel		nesbitt		547 Brown Rd		Port Angeles		WA		98362		United States		 

		Margaret		Jerinic		7 Robinwood Rd.		Acton		MA		1720		United States		 

		Robert		Heyer		121 W 48th St Apt 907		Kansas City		MO		64112		United States		 

		kris		Swanson		2801 Ashley Park Dr		Sparks		NV		89434		United States		 

		Edward		Dombroski		31 Orr Road		Jericho		VT		5465		United States		 

		Beth		Bradley		1307 13 1/2 St. S. #6		Fargo		ND		58103		United States		 

		Robert		Van Wagoner		P.O. Box 837		Haiku		HI		96708		United States		 

		Maggie		Davidson		750 Pine Drive, Apt 11		Pompano Beach		FL		33060		United States		 

		Leslie		Thompson		2328 Suncrest St.		Atwater		CA		95301		United States		 

		Pat		Foster		Meyer Road		Middletown		NY		10940		United States		 

		HM		Maryann Golonka		PO Box 309		Villa Maria		PA		16155		United States		 

		Christina		Maris		1208 Candelaria Road NW #C-1		Albuquerque		NM		87107		United States		 

		William		Pfeiffer		150 W 54th St		Kansas City		MO		64112		United States		 

		Brie		Gyncild		1407 15th Avenue		Seattle		WA		98122		United States		 

		Marina		Barry		250 Cabrini Blvd #9F		New York		NY		10033		United States		 

		Lauren		Kozen		8063 Duomo Circle		Boynton Beach		FL		33472		United States		 

		Julie		Jumonville		260 Fifth St		San Francisco		CA		94103		United States		 

		Jane		Twitmyer		22463 Orchard Grass Terr		Ashburn		VA		20148		United States		 

		Georgia		Brewer		5518 Ventura Canyon Avenue		Sherman Oaks		CA		91401		United States		 

		Debbie		Wheatley		768 Lillie Hill Road		Apalachin		NY		13732		United States		 

		Barbara		Antonoplos		369 Bass St SE		Atlanta		GA		30315		United States		 

		Rocio		Ungaro		8414 N Packwood Ave		Tampa		FL		33604		United States		 

		jill		schreier		333 cpw		Ny		NY		10025		United States		 

		vicki		jenkins		405 west mt. pleasant ave		philadelphia		PA		19119		United States		 

		Jacqui		Franklin		87 Uptown Road		Ithaca		NY		14850		United States		 

		Peter		Keiser		131 W. Seneca St., Ste B226		Manlius		NY		13104		United States		 

		Mary		Detrick		8115 37th Ave N		St Petersburg		FL		33710		United States		 

		Babs		Marchand		5217 Berkeley Dr		Naples		FL		34112		United States		 

		Christopher		Collins		140 Berrywood Dr.		Hendersonville		TN		37075		United States		 

		Greg		Speer		1831 Laporte Ave.		Fort Collins		CO		80521		United States		 

		Raphael		Kosek		420 Rt. 82		Hopewell Jct.		NY		12533		United States		 

		Caroline		Chesebrough		2599 Canterbury Rd		Cleveland Heights		OH		44118		United States		 

		Rick		Luttmann		917 Dorine Ave		Rohnert Park		CA		94928		United States		 

		Betty		Tagge		22 S Ogden St #224		Denver		CO		80209		United States		 

		Judy		Commons		2307 Corabel Lane #215		Sacramento		CA		95821		United States		 

		William		Rizer		9775 Highway 47		Carlton		OR		97111		United States		 

		David		Mizener		6016 N 36TH ST		Mc Allen		TX		78504		United States		 

		Kathryn		Holloway		1590 Osage Lane		Labadie		MO		63055		United States		 

		Mary		Dally-Muenzmaier		1534 N Humboldt Ave #1		Milwaukee		WI		53202		United States		 

		Robert		Miller		349 WESTCHESTER SQ S		Billings		MT		59105		United States		 

		Robert		McFarland		824 SW 19th Street		Fort Lauderdale		FL		33315		United States		 

		Katarzyna		Kubzdela		2721 Clarkes Landing Dr.		Oakton		VA		22124		United States		 

		Connor		Duffy		607 Delaware Avenue		Norwood		PA		19074		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Stewart		98 Wilton Country Ln		Charlottesville		VA		22911		United States		 

		Ryan		Hammond		13 England St		Lowell		MA		1852		United States		 

		Robert		Uecker		1658 Third St.		Fort Wayne		IN		46808		United States		 

		Donald		Shaw		1906 Hawaii Ave		St. Petersburg		FL		33703		United States		 

		Eric		Arroyo		3725 Henry Hudson Parkway		New York		NY		10463		United States		 

		Sarah		Murdoch		15515 W. Sunset Blvd #308		Pacific Palisades		CA		90272		United States		 

		Emily		Hone		11104 Weddington St Apt 19		North Hollywood		CA		91601		United States		 

		Virginia		Baker		333 G St		San Diego		CA		92101		United States		 

		Magnolia		Izquierdo		1502 Manora Ct		High Point		NC		27265		United States		 

		Ronnie		Mitchell		401 w. champion st.		bellingham		WA		98225		United States		 

		Bruce		Coburn		6308 Gregory Ave.		Whittier		CA		90601		United States		 

		Ed		Perry		1532 Rosewood Terrace		New Braunfels		TX		78132		United States		 

		Delia		Barrett		4701 Chow Ct NE		Rio Rancho		NM		87144		United States		 

		L		Dombrow		740 Church St		Newington		CT		6111		United States		 

		Margo		Vanderhill		504 Garfield St		Alton		IA		51003		United States		 

		Pam		Niedermayer		111 Main St.		AUSTIN		TX		78752		United States		 

		Jane		Merkel		833 Everding Street		Eureka		CA		95503		United States		 

		Dean		Silver		1035 Timberline Ter		Ashland		OR		97520		United States		 

		Lee		Spears		P.O. Box 74		Franklin		KY		42135		United States		 

		Robert		Brown		2315 Salem Village Rd		Baltimore		MD		21234		United States		 

		Cait		Demers		405 Ka Awakea Rd		Kailua		HI		96734		United States		 

		Joe		Jacob		P.O. Box 76		Clam Gulch		AK		99568		United States		 

		Lance		Cerny		579 Vallejo St #109		Petaluma		CA		94952		United States		 

		Harold		Watson		3250 W Page St		Springfield		MO		65802		United States		 

		Rick		Lutz		1035-2  E. High St.		Grants		NM		87020		United States		 

		Curt		Johnson		415 Eagle Trl		Bailey		CO		80421		United States		 

		Fred		Binkley		15 Sheridan Square		New York		NY		10014		United States		 

		Paul		Moore		1 Randall St. #3		Waterbury		VT		5676		United States		 

		gerald		lackey				Granite City		IL		62040		United States		 

		Marc		Dumas		1166 Skyline Dr		Fairbanks		AK		99712		United States		 

		Gerrit		Woudstra		40 weegschaal		lemmer		CA		91126		United States		 

		Doug and Jan		Parker		18732 Road 25.8		Dolores		CO		81323		United States		 

		James		Parish		11200 hooper ridge		glouster		OH		45732		United States		 

		Heather		Dove		2072 Rainbow Point Drive		Salt Lake City		UT		84124		United States		 

		Jens		Hansen		30 Lake Louise Drive		Bellingham		WA		98229		United States		 

		Luisa		Cox		8982 E. Maple Drive		Scottsdale		AZ		85255		United States		 

		Michael		Ristig		2040 N. Cleveland Street		Orange		CA		92865		United States		 

		Liz		Dyer		6604 10th St. B1		Alexandria		VA		22307		United States		 

		Rick		Lambert		6965 Orville Rd S		Salem		OR		97306		United States		 

		Carol		Vieira				Novato		CA		94947		United States		 

		Craig		Peariso		1211 N 19th St		Boise		ID		83702		United States		 

		Alice		Weigel		112 Terry Loop		Watsonville		CA		95076		United States		 

		Michael		Grieco				Gainesville		GA		30506		United States		 

		Ellen		Ko		500 W 43rd St		New York		NY		10036		United States		 

		Ariel		Nahmias		5636 Fallsgrove St.		Los Angeles		CA		90016		United States		 

		Jodie		Lenser		400 Westmount Ave.		Columbia		MO		65203		United States		 

		Stephen		Bomber		21440 SW Regal		Aloha		OR		97006		United States		 

		Virginia		Sharkey		157B N Star Dr		Santa Rosa		CA		95407		United States		 

		mike		needham		2852 Central Park Way NE		Grand Rapids		MI		49505		United States		 

		Sophia		McAllister		21 Sunlet Bend		Johns Island		SC		29455		United States		 

		Lori		Kierstead-Waibel		66 Elm street		Enfield		CT		6082		United States		 

		Callie		Riley		8054 Oak Avenue		Citrus Heights		CA		95610		United States		 

		Greg		DiFiore		119 Pawnee Avenue		Manitou Springs		CO		80829		United States		 

		Laura		Riley		8054 Oak Avenue		Citrus Heights		CA		95610		United States		 

		Brandy		Schumacher		8054 Oak Avenue		Citrus Heights		CA		95610		United States		 

		Lawrence		Merlino		28 Garrison Rd.		Shady		NY		12409		United States		 

		Michele		Page		655 S Pennsylvania		Denver		CO		80209		United States		 

		Stephen		Faes		3800 Papalina Rd.		Kalaheo		HI		96741		United States		 

		Steven		Prince		2426 Washington Aly		Eugene		OR		97405		United States		 

		Gabriel		Lautaro		461 Bellevue Ave Apt. 36		Oakland		CA		94610		United States		 

		Hale		Tokay		3160 Wisconsin Street		Oakland		CA		94602		United States		 

		Marcy		Meadows		2609 S Edison St		Graton		CA		95444		United States		 

		Kenneth		Robertson		8315 NW Waukomis Drive		Kansas City		MO		64151		United States		 

		Rochelle		Didier		105 MacDougal St Apt 7		New York		NY		10012		United States		 

		Angie		Mason		PO Box 1152		Phoenix		OR		97535		United States		 

		P		Cody				Norwalk		CT		6851		United States		 

		dannon		glackin		2010 sherwood lake drive apt 4C		Schererville		IN		46375		United States		 

		Kathy		Saunders		324 Marlinspike Drive		Severna Park		MD		21146		United States		 

		Lori		Danko		419 Newton Rd		Hatboro		PA		19040		United States		 

		Suzanne		Saunders		8455 13th St. N.		St. Petersburg		FL		33702		United States		 

		mary		grahe		538 Millshire Dr		Millersville		MD		21108		United States		 

		Eleanor		Cuevas		413 Chestnut Ave		Sonoma		CA		95476		United States		 

		Kelly		Byrnes		2596 roosevelt place		sanibel		FL		33957		United States		 

		Rafael		Danaher		103 Magnolia Road		Pemberton		NJ		8068		United States		 

		Δημητρα		Βλαχου		ΖΩΓΡΑΦΟΥ		ΑΘΗΝΑ		PA		15773		United States		 

		Sandra		Smith		329 17th Ave		Seattle		WA		98122		United States		 

		Gloria		Sefton		Trabuco Cyn		Trabuco Canyon		CA		92679		United States		 

		Mark		Rynearson		5259 Whiskey Hill Rd		Wolcott		NY		14590		United States		 

		John		Rose		1305 Heater CT		West Linn		OR		97068		United States		 

		Jim		Black		1714 n washington st		wilmington		DE		19802		United States		 

		G		Paxton		189 East 3rd Street		New York		NY		10009		United States		 

		Chris		MacKrell		4835 E Anaheim St # 211		Long Beach		CA		90804		United States		 

		Barbara		King		466 Westchester Ave		Crestwood		NY		10707		United States		 

		adina		brohi		8028 Singing Sonnet Ln		Houston		TX		77072		United States		 

		Ruth		Clifford		673 Vinemaple Avenue		Sunnyvale		CA		94086		United States		 

		Ken		Windrum		511 S. Serrano Ave., #405		Los Angeles		CA		90020		United States		 

		Peter		Roche		2916-C Avenida Alamosa		Santa Fe		NM		87507		United States		 

		Shannon		Horn		7934 myers rd		Middletown		OH		45042		United States		 

		Sarah		McDougal		1305 Scovill St		Urbana		IL		61801		United States		 

		Sergey		Galushko		5515 156TH ST SW		Edmonds		WA		98026		United States		 

		Beatrice		Wadland		Lynde Street		Melrose		MA		2176		United States		 

		Peter		Kahigian		PO Box 6259		Haverhill		MA		1831		United States		 

		Jessica		Cresseveur		2834 Charlestown Rd. #6		New Albany		IN		47150		United States		 

		Edith		Kelman		PO Box 5567		Atlanta		GA		31107		United States		 

		GW		Cheney		315 Hickory Lane		Boone		NC		28607		United States		 

		Scot		vann		2101 Huron Dr		Concord		CA		94519		United States		 

		Denise		Fuqua		8994 W. Adell St		Fortville		IN		46040		United States		 

		Karen		Hay		2800 Wisconsin Avenue, NW		Washington		DC		20007		United States		 

		Mary		Gansle		6618 Pearl Rd		Parma Heights		OH		44130		United States		 

		Esther		Prexl		7000 NW 94th Terrace		Tamarac		FL		33321		United States		 

		Kathryn		LaMar		21295 Birch Street		Hayward		CA		94541		United States		 

		William		Walker		21670 Tulane Ave		Farmingtom Hills		MI		48336		United States		 

		Gerald		Karlovitz		2309 N Elaine Blvd Apt A		Tucson		AZ		85716		United States		 

		Robert		Moore		155 Broad St		Flemington		NJ		8822		United States		 

		Anthony		Montapert		1375 ficus way		ventura		CA		93004		United States		 

		Denise		Greaves		4200 The Woods Dr Apt 1614		San Jose		CA		95136		United States		 

		Brian		Waak				Aurora		IL		60505		United States		 

		Judy		Turner		3610 Hall Rd.		Corning		CA		96021		United States		 

		Dale		Mattes		1020 San Rafael Lane		Pasadena		CA		91105		United States		 

		Carol		Chaplik		1057 N Village Dr Unit 1		Round Lake Beach		IL		60073		United States		 

		Todd		Wolf		460 Us Hwy 46		Parsippany		NJ		7054		United States		 

		Margaret		Goscilo		2196 Harwitch Road		Columbus		OH		43221		United States		 

		mindy		jordan		2400 south sixth street		Springfield		IL		62703		United States		 

		Sharyn		St Clair		311 Cambridge Street		Bridgeport		CT		6606		United States		 

		Scott		Fishel		19221 Creekside Ln		Salinas		CA		93908		United States		 

		Jim		Pech		122 Daffodil Lane		Madison		WI		53714		United States		 

		Jolyne		Kane		664 Lambert Rd		Orange		CT		6477		United States		 

		Ardeth		Bolin				Langley		WA		98260		United States		 

		Erica		Hummel		7912 Ronald Dr		Huntington Beach		CA		92647		United States		 

		Peter		Childs		CA		CA		CA		95553		United States		 

		lucinda		knaus		po box 238		bearsville		NY		12409		United States		 

		Deirdre		Morris		39 Russell Street		Medford		MA		2155		United States		 

		Wende		Harper		218 Four Brooks Rd.		Stamford		CT		6903		United States		 

		Melanie		Sunday		1620 Prune St.		Medford		OR		97501		United States		 

		Kathleen		Mitchell		5232 S.E. Madison		Portland		OR		97215		United States		 

		Heather		Baker		92-1329 Prince Kuhio Blvd. #4-214		Captain Cook		HI		96704		United States		 

		Eugene		Mariani		5841 Forward Ave #508		Pittsburgh		PA		15217		United States		 

		Lisa		Steele		1517 E Colonial Pkwy		Roseville		CA		95661		United States		 

		Keir		Sterling		7104 Wheeler Rd		Richmond		VA		23229		United States		 

		Damon		Brown		3536 Cloverdale Avenue		Los Angeles		CA		90016		United States		 

		Dart		Davis		36 N St		Hoquiam		WA		98550		United States		 

		Mark		Mullbock		610 N.W. Westover Terrace		Portland		OR		97210		United States		 

		Mark		Lungo		4522 Archmere Avenue		Cleveland		OH		44109		United States		 

		Michele		Koskinen		12 Miner Rd		Porter Corners		NY		12859		United States		 

		Susan		Vogt		269 Bias Dr		Fairbanks		AK		99712		United States		 

		Robin		Patterson		1015 No Augusta		North Platte		NE		69101		United States		 

		Sandra		Franz		1130 W Cornelia Ave Apt I		Chicago		IL		60657		United States		 

		Andre		Yokers		1727 NW 18th Street		Cape Coral		FL		33993		United States		 

		Jennifer		Miller		142 Benton Road		Stevensville		MD		21666		United States		 

		Chris		Drumright		1434 E. Main St.  #26		Murfreesboro		TN		37130		United States		 

		Donald		Brown		4285 Bannock Hwy.		Pocatello		ID		83204		United States		 

		Barbara		Grosh		12 Whittlers Ridge		Pittsford		NY		14534		United States		 

		Michael		Evans		811 25th St NW		Washington		DC		20037		United States		 

		Lynn		Walker		15901 Corsica Ave		Cleveland		OH		44110		United States		 

		Hugo		Loquet		Louis Van Regenmortellei 29		Borsbeek		VA		23320		United States		 

		Guy		Barnes		1610 23rd Court SE		Albany		OR		97322		United States		 

		stephanie		smedley		19 calle bienvenida		Tijeras		NM		87059		United States		 

		Laura		Bailey		215 Thompson Street #2		New York		NY		10012		United States		 

		Constantine		Bogios		2582 Oak Rd		Walnut Creek		CA		94597		United States		 

		Carol		Thompson		2874 Amy Drive		South Park		PA		15129		United States		 

		Barbara		King		PO Box 29448		Los Angeles		CA		90029		United States		 

		Robert		Leggett		PO Box 650		Great Falls		VA		22066		United States		 

		Maria		Steffen		27601 Blue Lake Rd		Willits		CA		95490		United States		 

		Steven		Sugarman		PO Box 4174		Honolulu		HI		96812		United States		 

		Scott		Barlow		1533 Orillia Ct		Sunnyvale		CA		94087		United States		 

		Cynthia		Varney		63 McCurdy Rd		New Boston		NH		3070		United States		 

		Nancy		McMahon				Olympia		WA		98501		United States		 

		John		Carter		22118 W. Spruce Dr.		Antioch		IL		60002		United States		 

		John		Ottenheimer		PO Box 984		Freeland		WA		98249		United States		 

		Mirl		Whitaker		2601 Montvale Dr. - APT 408		Springfield		IL		62704		United States		 

		Tonya		Andreacchio		1632 SW Sylvester Lane		Port St Lucie		FL		34984		United States		 

		Gary		Cronin		2210 Miguel Chavez Rd Apt 714		Santa Fe		NM		87505		United States		 

		Tim		Hoang		3536 Canyon Crest Drive		Riverside		CA		92507		United States		 

		Cynthia		Varney		63 McCurdy Rd		New Boston		NH		3070		United States		 

		Mary		Keane		39 Ruxton St		New Hyde Park		NY		11040		United States		 

		Kivanc		Avrenli		401 W Springfield Ave		Urbana		IL		61801		United States		 

		Aubrey		Minutaglio		78-14 Austin St		Forest Hills		NY		11375		United States		 

		Julie		Gandulla				Bozeman		MT		59771		United States		 

		Jenni		Kovich		50 dud bennett rd		leon		WV		25123		United States		 

		Ashton		Crosby		523 W. 112		NYC		NY		10025		United States		 

		dick		hogle		58 west arroyo alamo		Espanola		NM		87532		United States		 

		David		Schwartz		186 Suillard		Eugene		OR		97403		United States		 

		Sean		Griffith		7290 Ruby Rd.		Centerville		IN		47330		United States		 

		Julie		Cox		3107 12th Ave S Apt 1		Minneapolis		MN		55407		United States		 

		Jeffrey		Bains		1721 Myrtle Beach Drive		The Villages		FL		32159		United States		 

		Evelyn		Gamble		11295 N. 99th Ave.		Peoria		AZ		85345		United States		 

		T.G.		Velds		5723 Rustic Knolls Dr		Boulder		CO		80301		United States		 

		Lynn		Walker		15901 Corsica Ave		Cleveland		OH		44110		United States		 

		Diane		Chatigny		PO Box 1496		Newburyport		MA		1950		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Gerlach		101  Manchester Rd.		Newton		MA		2461		United States		 

		Zorica		Pedovic		Radnicka 51		Novi Sad				21000		United States		 

		Marilynn		Hall		720 Wild Acres Rd		Osteen		FL		32764		United States		 

		Patti		Ouderkirk		48-16 30th Avenue		Astoria		NY		11103		United States		 

		Sabine		Wörner		Höfnerstr.27		Lauf				77886		United States		 

		Dina		Willner		115 Vreeland Ct		Mahwah		NJ		7430		United States		 

		Sharmayne		Busher		9515 NE 80th Ave		Vancouver		WA		98662		United States		 

		Robert		Linzmeier		950 E. Wilmette Rd.		Palatine		IL		60074		United States		 

		David		Fitzgibbon		5819 NE Glisan #511		Portland		OR		97213		United States		 

		Victoria		Trimble-Lowe		15665 SE 43rd St		Bellevue		WA		98006		United States		 

		Phillip		Cripps		35898 Calle Raphael		Cathedral City		CA		92234		United States		 

		Thomas		Scott		P.O. BOX 2677		Lake Arrowhead		CA		92352		United States		 

		Susan		Rubin		PO Box 420		Kilauea		HI		96754		United States		 

		Michael		Bond		7449 E. Edward Lane		Scottsdale		AZ		85250		United States		 

		Snezana				Zelengorska		Nis				18000		United States		 

		Julia		Rapp		6400 Lakewood Dr.		Farmington		NM		87402		United States		 

		J. Barry		Gurdin		247 Ortega St		San Francisco		CA		94122		United States		 

		Sue		Aldridge		35 Woodland Ave		San Anselmo		CA		94960		United States		 

		Mike		Paul		106 Taylor Terrace		Hopewell		NJ		8525		United States		 

		Yuri		Cardenas		318 Guerrero St		San Francisco		CA		94103		United States		 

		Ruth		Ungar		3700 High St.		Oakland		CA		94619		United States		 

		Sheryl		Williams		2305 Lime Kiln Ct		Louisville		KY		40222		United States		 

		Thomas		Blaney		3741 Windscape Ave.		Oklahoma City		OK		73179		United States		 

		Linda		Cacopardo		101 boundary st.		lame deer		MT		59043		United States		 

		Chris		Cromeans		3805 W. Alabama #9107		Houston		TX		77027		United States		 

		Martina		Fuentevilla		1015 Sandia Dr		Bosque Farms		NM		87068		United States		 

		Ronald		Sverdlove		52 Hartley Avenue		Princeton		NJ		8540		United States		 

		Ruth		Ungar		3700 High St.		Oakland		CA		94619		United States		 

		Matt		Sullivan		19 S Munroe Ter		Dorchester		MA		2122		United States		 

		Jane		Norling		5450 Ridgewood Cove		Mound		MN		55364		United States		 

		Jennifer		Scollan		1407 Springdale Rd		Austin		TX		78721		United States		 

		kathleen		boyer		86 Timbre		Rancho Santa Margarita		CA		92688		United States		 

		Kelly		Christoffersen		5212 E Ebell St		Long Beach		CA		90808		United States		 

		Barbara		Pareira		12440 SW 63 avenue		pinecrest		FL		33156		United States		 

		Rick		Smith		2725 S. Nellis Blvd #2176		Las Vegas		NV		89121		United States		 

		Holly		Bachman		152 Heydts Schoolhouse RD		Bechtelsville		PA		19505		United States		 

		Kathleen		Ruiz		P.O. Box 2361		Sun City		CA		92586		United States		 

		Anthony		Capobianco		101 Keystone CT, Ste 203		Bethel Park		PA		15102		United States		 

		Barbara		Lockwood		2713 Bowie Trail		Temple		TX		76502		United States		 

		Debra		Pumphrey		234 Sunnyridge Ct. Apt. C8		Pekin		IL		61554		United States		 

		Judy		Albury		6770 SW 50 Ter		Miami		FL		33155		United States		 

		Elizabeth		McQuaid		77 Mendham Ave		Hastings on Hudson		NY		10706		United States		 

		Lauren		Ashtari		8745 delgany ave #213		playa del rey		CA		90293		United States		 

		Edwin		Skinner		238 clifton road		rocky mount		NC		27804		United States		 

		Karen		Kennette		26 Holloway Ln		Averill Park		NY		12018		United States		 

		Elaine		Peters		38 hollins road		hicksville		NY		11801		United States		 

		Reva		Damir		1434 Baywood Dr		Modesto		CA		95350		United States		 

		Eada		Webb		116 Hazleton Lane		Oak Ridge		TN		37830		United States		 

		Mark		Mansfield		37 Madison		Geneva		NY		14456		United States		 

		J		Agata				Sebastopol		CA		95472		United States		 

		Misty		Day		2313 E. Santa Fe Ave., #2		Fullerton		CA		92831		United States		 

		Tim		Gabbert		103 S. Cove Ct.		Williamsburg		VA		23188		United States		 

		Kellie		Smith		13 Brandy Lane		Deering		NH		3244		United States		 

		Russell		Porter				Seguin		TX		78155		United States		 

		Jon		Speicher		15 Hertzel St.		Warren		PA		16365		United States		 

		William		Wayne				Lincoln		NE		68502		United States		 

		Christopher		Coles		31 W. Main St		High Bridge		NJ		8829		United States		 

		Erin		Garcia		14924 dickens		sherman oaks		CA		91403		United States		 

		Stephanie		Johnson		PO Box 1962		Los Angeles		CA		90078		United States		 

		Dorothy		Tharsing		55438 Bates Rd		Bandon		OR		97411		United States		 

		Kevin		Schafer		5147 N Park Ave		Indianapolis		IN		46205		United States		 

		Nick		Berezansky		123 Washington Pl.		Ridgewood		NJ		7450		United States		 

		Lynda		Barondes		1645 N.Date, Apt 110		Mesa,		AZ		85201		United States		 

		Stephane		Loubere		321 W Harrison Rd		Lombard		IL		60148		United States		 

		Ann		Robinson		16725 Buckhingham Dr.		Gladstone		OR		97027		United States		 

		Kelly		Vasquez		612 Larkin Street		Monterey		CA		93940		United States		 

		John		Hepler		327 Fox Briar Ln		Sugar Land		TX		77478		United States		 

		Danny		Grantham		818 bluewood drive		biloxi		MS		39532		United States		 

		Alicia		Jackson		401 Goheen Circle		Vallejo		CA		94591		United States		 

		Sara		Berlowitz		711 Avila Pl		El Cerrito		CA		94530		United States		 

		Michelle		Shaw		3110 Pierce St. NE		Minneapolis		MN		55418		United States		 

		Amy		Griffin		1126 S. Pugh St		State College		PA		16801		United States		 

		JK		Kibler		PO Box		Ghent		NY		12075		United States		 

		Melissa		Cathcart		3018 38 Ave S		Minneapolis		MN		55406		United States		 

		Fay		Forman		355 8 avenue		new york		NY		10001		United States		 

		Brent		Davis		2104 Bruce St		Kingsport		TN		37664		United States		 

		Theresa		Badus		680 Bode Road		Hoffman Estates		IL		60169		United States		 

		Ann		Kuitunen		346 McKnight Rd S		Maplewood		MN		55119		United States		 

		Marvin		George		1233 Katherine Dr		Sierra Vista		AZ		85635		United States		 

		Paula		Pedersen		273 W 10th St Apt 1FE		New York		NY		10014		United States		 

		J.P.		LaFontaine		4203-C Alamo St.		Simi Valley		CA		93063		United States		 

		Peter		Childs		CA		CA		CA		95553		United States		 

		Nicholas		Prychodko		PO Box 2138		Bridgehampton		NY		11932		United States		 

		Jessie		Osborne		770 Sycamore Ave #122-425		VISTA		CA		92083		United States		 

		Jack		Robins		1095 Silvercrest Cir Apt 211		Iowa City		IA		52240		United States		 

		L. Susan		Griffiths		8293 sw 167th Place		Beaverton		OR		97007		United States		 

		elaine		wohl		1324 w. celeste		fresno		CA		93711		United States		 

		Julie		Leveque		9163 Chalk Hill Rd		Healdsburg		CA		95448		United States		 

		Pierre		Schlemel		15 Sheli Drive		Old Bethpage		NY		11804		United States		 

		linda		kolby		407 N Garden Ct		Platteville		CO		80651		United States		 

		Eliana		Gazzoli		via san giuseppe vecchio 315		marina di massa MS   ITALY				54100		United States		 

		James		Mulcare		1110 Benjamin St		Clarkston		WA		99403		United States		 

		Lisa		Graham		23560 oneida st		oak park		MI		48237		United States		 

		Gloriamarie		Amalfitano		2205 Judson St #24		San Diego		CA		92111		United States		 

		Kay		Goggins		305 Glen Reserve		Roswell		GA		30076		United States		 

		Rosalind		McDermott		2602 Bonita Circle		Huntsville		AL		35801		United States		 

		Janet		Martucci		2891 Northview Dr		Roanoke		VA		24015		United States		 

		Rob		Jenkin		1468 dover hill south		walled lake		MI		48390		United States		 

		Gail		Karr		100 Ranch Alegre Rd.		Santa Fe		NM		87508		United States		 

		Dorothy		Stratton		213 Samaritan Avenue		Ashland		OH		44805		United States		 

		Ellen		Peterson		58 Roble Road		Berkeley		CA		94705		United States		 

		Susan		Wayne		xxx		xxx		CA		92354		United States		 

		Lawrence		Montford		1620 Tyndale Lane		Kissimmee		FL		34746		United States		 

		Judith		Granados		Morena		México				3100		United States		 

		Janet		Hicks		920 W 37th St		San Pedro		CA		90731		United States		 

		Michael		Chang		18 West Homestead Avenue		Palisades Park		NJ		7650		United States		 

		John		Evans		2355 W 14th Ave		Eugene		OR		97402		United States		 

		Gary		Thompson		3318 Heatherdell Lane		Madison		WI		53713		United States		 

		Mike		Gazillo		8305 Monico Valley Ct.		Las Vegas		NV		89128		United States		 

		Dori		Grasso		12207 Happy Hollow Road		Cockeysville		MD		21030		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Patterson		2110 Railroad Ave		Crescent City		CA		95531		United States		 

		Christopher		Panayi		15 Chambers street		NY		NY		10007		United States		 

		Betty		Hedgecock		8 Maureen Dr		Hauppauge		NY		11788		United States		 

		Esther		Garvett		10431 sw 143 ave		Miami		FL		33186		United States		 

		Tonya		Rose		1105 South Tennessee Avenue		Muncie		IN		47302		United States		 

		Jane		Keggi		1025 S West Ct Apt B		Appleton		WI		54915		United States		 

		Patricia		Boud		66 Martin Dr		Whiting		NJ		8759		United States		 

		Gwenn		Meltzer		1847 constitution av		woodlyn		PA		19094		United States		 

		Arthur		Hughes		3307 Somerset Ct SE		Marietta		GA		30067		United States		 

		Jane		Davidson		435 Valley View Road		Englewood		NJ		7631		United States		 

		Esther		Sprott		420 Horton St.		Manning		SC		29102		United States		 

		Terri		Knauber		18 Royal Palm Dr		Cheektowaga		NY		14225		United States		 

		Janet		Pielke		1589 Webster Ave.		Claremont		CA		91711		United States		 

		Angela		Delp		11 Mitchell Ct		Marlton		NJ		8053		United States		 

		T		Todaro		2651 Belboir		Cle		OH		44118		United States		 

		Zsanine		Alexander		2501 N. Glenoaks Bl.		Burbank		CA		91504		United States		 

		Peter		Mamula		107 Holly Hill Dr		Oakdale		PA		15071		United States		 

		Stephanie		miller		4511 Massachusetts ave		Orlando		FL		32812		United States		 

		Christina		Manetti		PO Box 99097		LAKEWOOD		WA		98496		United States		 

		Kathleen		Medina		PO Box 1944		Lenox		MA		1240		United States		 

		Carmine		Tocci		PO Box 594		Westford		MA		1886		United States		 

		George		Boggs		# 2 Lazy Ridge Rd.		Elkview		WV		25071		United States		 

		Annette		Abrams		5223 Wendell Ln		Sebastopol		CA		95472		United States		 

		Martha		Sklar		6150 Barrows Drive		Los Angeles		CA		90048		United States		 

		Barbara		Kopelman		2615 Woodlawn Rd.		Northbrook		IL		60062		United States		 

		Sarah		Mullins		10015 SW 132nd Ct		Miami		FL		33186		United States		 

		Dennis		Ober		1833 Upper Rd.		Shamokin		PA		17872		United States		 

		Corinne		Andersen		134 Castle Court		Washington		NC		27889		United States		 

		Ramsay		Kieffer		622 Adams Drive		Milford		DE		19963		United States		 

		Jay		Moller		box 1669		Redway		CA		95560		United States		 

		Annie		Green		1040 Fulton St Apt 12		San Francisco		CA		94117		United States		 

		Margery		Stone		245 Ankeny Rd		Shelocta		PA		15774		United States		 

		Raymond		Moody		2440 Date St		Honolulu		HI		96826		United States		 

		David		Tilli		75 Four Leaf Road		Levittown		PA		19056		United States		 

		Chris		Weeks		608 Timothy Dr		Elizabeth City		NC		27909		United States		 

		Kim		Newhart		1253 Springfield Ave #200		New Providence		NJ		7974		United States		 

		Amanda		Sheppard		600 Starkey Road #706		Largo		FL		33771		United States		 

		Guillermo		Cancio		2001 N 56th Ave		Hollywood		FL		33021		United States		 

		Joe		Tutt		7613 cornell dr		rowlett		TX		75088		United States		 

		Andrew		Astalos		401B Picardy Ct		Lakewood		NJ		8701		United States		 

		Meghan		follansbee		1550 Beacon st		Brookline		MA		2446		United States		 

		Stephen		DEMOS		25 Crescent Ave		Peaks Island		ME		4108		United States		 

		Barb		Liszeo		18450 Poplar Avenue		Homewood		IL		60430		United States		 

		Steve		Reynolds		1516 E 5th St		Long Beach		CA		90802		United States		 

		Larry		Reed		416 Pat Cleburne Ln		Tunnel Hill		GA		30755		United States		 

		Joyce		Pusel		102 Emerald Cir		Durham		NC		27713		United States		 

		Mara		Zakrajsek		6246 Baxter Dr.		Colorado Springs		CO		80923		United States		 

		Andy		Scholes		314 Kingsland Ave		Lyndhurst		NJ		7071		United States		 

		Michael		Simpson		138 S Quadrant St		Rockaway Beach		OR		97136		United States		 

		Linda		Finch		197 Flicker		Rochester Hills		MI		48309		United States		 

		August		Scheer		523 Almena Ave.		Ardsley		NY		10502		United States		 

		Kristen		Van Tassell		6913 Confederate Ridge Ln.		Centreville		VA		20121		United States		 

		Elisabeth		Bechmann		Neugebäudeplatz		St. Pölten		TX		3100		United States		 

		Annah		Gardner		1906 1st ave s		Minneapolis		MN		55403		United States		 

		Rod		Boyd		6733 Old Mill Ct		North Richland Hills		TX		76182		United States		 

		Dennis		Cole		738 Blair Pl.		Santa Rosa		CA		95401		United States		 

		Jessica		Bannester		3941 sw plum st		portland		OR		97219		United States		 

		Chuck		Needham		PO Box 1287 12-5508 Ala Lokelani		Pahoa		HI		96778		United States		 

		Carolyn		Ferrell		2715 Provincetown Ct		Ann Arbor		MI		48103		United States		 

		John		Wise		510 N Alma School Rd Unit 168		Mesa		AZ		85201		United States		 

		Susan		Leibowitz		732 W. Schubert Ave.		Chicago		IL		60614		United States		 

		Jayson		Luu		10455 62nd Ave S		Seattle		WA		98178		United States		 

		Amanda		Benvenuto		705 4th Ave		Troy		NY		12182		United States		 

		Hoda		Kiama		20020 Marigold Ct		West linn		OR		97068		United States		 

		Anne		Tuddenham		1220 King Dr		El Cerrito		CA		94530		United States		 

		Jennifer		Josephy		108 East 82nd Street		New York		NY		10028		United States		 

		Rebecca		Brookman		O Petersburg Rd		Princeton		IN		47670		United States		 

		Ismael		Baquedano		6918 West 29th Avenue		Hialeah		FL		33018		United States		 

		Frida		Salgado		123 Calle Amistad Unit 3304		San Clemente		CA		92673		United States		 

		Michael		Travere		17860 e louisiana ave		aurora		CO		80017		United States		 

		William		Roberson		410 E. 17th St. #4C		Brooklyn		NY		11226		United States		 

		Karl		Koessel		PO Box 257		Blue Lake		CA		95525		United States		 

		Susan		Nierenberg		365 Edgewood Ave.		Teaneck		NJ		7666		United States		 

		Sue		Murray		898 Walnut Street Apt.805		Cincinnati		OH		45202		United States		 

		Bob		Garber		22 Hillside		greenbelt		MD		20770		United States		 

		Mark		Alexander		6424 Sugar Maple Ct		Fredericksburg		VA		22407		United States		 

		Tristan		Cobine		PO Box 752012		Fairbanks		AK		99775		United States		 

		Kevin		Smith		2841 kolowalu		honolulu		HI		96822		United States		 

		Lynn		Nilssen		8034 Midnight Pass Road		Sarasota		FL		34242		United States		 

		John		Gajewski		1913A East Nock Street		Milwaukee		WI		53207		United States		 

		Marco		McClean		box 1497		Mendocino		CA		95460		United States		 

		Walter		Christensen		2655 Atticus Way		Eugene		OR		97404		United States		 

		Randy		Hammer		89 Oxbow rd		Needham		MA		2492		United States		 

		David		O'Grady		1034 Vrooman Ave		Schenectady		NY		12309		United States		 

		Kathleen		Eaton		1035 Schagrin Dr.		Middletown		DE		19709		United States		 

		Michelle		Pepitone		123 Derwent Drive		Pittsburgh		PA		15237		United States		 

		Erik		Herzog		9534 Rolling Green Drive		Pinckney		MI		48169		United States		 

		Ralph		Bobrtoski		21 Harvard Rd		Cranford		NJ		7016		United States		 

		Anne-Marie		Boyce		695 35th Ave		San Francisco		CA		94121		United States		 

		Michelle		Pepitone		123 Derwent Drive		Pittsburgh		PA		15237		United States		 

		John		Pugzles		317 Old Post Rd		Tolland		CT		6084		United States		 

		Shelli		Carter		610 Oakley St		Houston		TX		77006		United States		 

		Nicholas		Frederick		13828 Alexander Rd		Abbeville		LA		70510		United States		 

		John		Katzmaier		85 Taylor St		Littleton		MA		1460		United States		 

		Leslie		Cassidy		534 East 83rd Street		New York		NY		10028		United States		 

		Steven		Keena		636 Hyde St		San Francisco		CA		94109		United States		 

		Bettrice		Mason		2701 34th St. N.		St. Petersburg		FL		33713		United States		 

		John		Miller		32223 Coast Hwy		Laguna Beach		CA		92651		United States		 

		John		Spragins		98 Daleview Circle		Clemson		SC		29631		United States		 

		Evelyn		Fraser		2724 28th St NE		Washington		DC		20018		United States		 

		Chad		Johnson		635 E 9th St. #19		Long Beach		CA		90813		United States		 

		Don		Hyde		PO Box 3051		Gallup		NM		87305		United States		 

		Louise		Sharrer		91 Wierimus Road		Hillsdale		NJ		7642		United States		 

		nancy		Hartman		839 Mariposa Rd.		Lafayette		CA		94549		United States		 

		Sonia		Gonzalez		2232 Griffin Ave		Los Angeles		CA		90031		United States		 

		Kelly		Lepsesty		323 Shaye court		Hunker		PA		15639		United States		 

		Thomas		Fawell		433 15th St		Bellingham		WA		98225		United States		 

		Angela		Smith		126 SW 148th St, Ste C100-422		Seattle		WA		98166		United States		 

		HK		Peters		430 Bayberry Lane		West Grove		PA		19390		United States		 

		Anne		Veraldi		21 lapidge		sf		CA		94110		United States		 

		Francine		Traniello		3808 Pheasant Lane		Middleboro		MA		2346		United States		 

		Laura		Dorais		169 West G Street		Benicia		CA		94510		United States		 

		Mary-Eileen		Venturella		245 Scudder Ave.		Northport		NY		11768		United States		 

		Tim		Milam		1010 Country Club Drive		Mission		TX		78572		United States		 

		James		Ropicki		2015 NW 35th Street		Gainesville		FL		32605		United States		 

		Brian		Thorbjornsen		2819 Wicklow St.		Duluth		MN		55806		United States		 

		Michelle		Murphy		334 Maddock Ave		Hamilton		NJ		8610		United States		 

		Janet		McCalister		520 Valley View Drive		Paradise		CA		95969		United States		 

		Carol		Sidofsky		PO Box 362		Winter Park		CO		80482		United States		 

		Mike		McKenna		88 Highland Ave.		Winchester		MA		1890		United States		 

		Yazmin		Gonzalez		9627 Maple St.		Bellflower		CA		90706		United States		 

		Birgit		Walch		Stone Church Rd E		Willmar		MN		56201		United States		 

		Jerry		Hill		413 Sixth Street NE		Washington		DC		20002		United States		 

		Michelle		Ognjanovic		7 West 104 St.		New York		NY		10025		United States		 

		Roberto		Vizcarra		5137 S. Pieper Blvd.		Kearns		UT		84118		United States		 

		Pamela		Gagliardo		32360 Pudding Creek Rd.		Fort Bragg		CA		95437		United States		 

		Kathleen		O'Connell		5360 Singleton St		Indianapolis		IN		46227		United States		 

		Joanne		Linden		16 Carpenter Pl		Cranford		NJ		7016		United States		 

		Dennis		Turechek		392 Hathaway Rd		Otego		NY		13825		United States		 

		Gerda		Paul		250 budd ave. 228		Campbell		CA		95008		United States		 

		Joy		Schary		14412 Benefit St. #3		Sherman Oaks		CA		91423		United States		 

		Deborah		Filipelli		p.o. box 341		the sea ranch		CA		95497		United States		 

		Colene		Flaherty		364 Rogers Point Road		Steuben		ME		4680		United States		 

		Darcy		Leach		818 W Moss Ave Apt C3		Peoria		IL		61606		United States		 

		Tom		Freeman		589 Laurel Ave		St. Paul		MN		55102		United States		 

		Steve		Lucas		2706 del curto rd		austin		TX		78704		United States		 

		Jered		Cargman		2125 Dellwood Lane		Los Angeles		CA		90077		United States		 

		Kirk		Krebs		23 Bates Road		Harpursville		NY		13787		United States		 

		Paul		dougherty		61 Bergen Boulevard		Palisades Park		NJ		7650		United States		 

		D		Dude		PO Box 3666		Arroyo Grande		CA		93421		United States		 

		John and Jean		Fleming		1509 Connecticut Dr.S.E.		Lonsdale		MN		55046		United States		 

		Mario		Maraldo		25999 Ballard St		Harrison Twp		MI		48045		United States		 

		Ana		Chou		3256 Ramona St		Palo Alto		CA		94306		United States		 

		Rosamond		Brenner		310 Linden Avenue		Wilmette,		IL		60091		United States		 

		Weston		Rowan		2102 Ardis Drive		San Jose		CA		95125		United States		 

		Jane		Keleher		65 Arnold Rd		North Attleboro		MA		2760		United States		 

		Michael		Garitty		13088 Vista Knolls		Nevada City		CA		95959		United States		 

		Amelia		Trevelyan		603 Reservoir St		Baltimore		MD		21217		United States		 

		Richard & Carol		Mann		67 Honeysuckle Woods		Lake Wylie		SC		29710		United States		 

		Rachel		Sonnenblick		912 Windham St		Santa Cruz		CA		95062		United States		 

		Ralph		Spillenger		536 Route 67		Mechanicville		NY		12118		United States		 

		Doug		Reynolds		5677 Nebo Country Drive		Martinsville		IN		46151		United States		 

		C R		Moses				Kansas City		MO		64109		United States		 

		Brad		Walrod		5587 State Route 52		Kenoza Lake		NY		12750		United States		 

		Helen		Smylie		301 NW 69 Ave		Margate		FL		33063		United States		 

		Cynthia		Smith		26281 Avenida Calidad		Mission Viejo		CA		92691		United States		 

		connie		olson		1515 frederic st		Eau Claire		WI		54701		United States		 

		Doug		Shohan		95 Via Maria		Lee		MA		1238		United States		 

		Joyce		Newman		1212 Santona St		Coral Gables		FL		33146		United States		 

		Tracy		Foster		290 Steelmanville Road		Egg Harbor Township		NJ		8234		United States		 

		Katherine		Yeboah		3641 S Sepulveda		La		CA		90034		United States		 

		John		Strauss		50 Burton St		New Haven		CT		6515		United States		 

		Dawn		Jerrells		605 San Juan Blvd		Orlando		FL		32807		United States		 

		Edward		Spevak		6556 Nashville Avenue		Saint Louis		MO		63139		United States		 

		Carolyn		Ryan		12716 Karenway Court		st. louis		MO		63146		United States		 

		Ronna		Haxby		PO Box 371		Lampe		MO		65681		United States		 

		Sandra		Greenblatt		1500 S. Ocean Blvd. Ph6		Boca Raton		FL		33432		United States		 

		Dr Jay		Sullivan		7710 61st Ave NW		Gig Harbor		WA		98335		United States		 

		Rhea		Bennett		P o box 561		Hempstead		TX		77445		United States		 

		Laura		Lynch		100 Bogan Driive		Lincoln		DE		19960		United States		 

		Rory		Eggleston		516 S 10th St		Laramie		WY		82070		United States		 

		Dennis		Allen		1427 Tunnel Road		Santa Barbara		CA		93105		United States		 

		V		smith		401 stratford ct		Lansdale		PA		19446		United States		 

		David		Ulibarri		6032 North Oriole Avenue		Chicago		IL		60631		United States		 

		Alice		Polesky		890 Kansas Street		San Francisco		CA		94107		United States		 

		Jan		Modjeski		4315A Lotus Court		Murrells Inlet		SC		29576		United States		 

		Alison		Miller		41 Windsor Dr		West Windsor		NJ		8550		United States		 

		david		bohn		1 IhoIho Place, #310A		Wahiawa		HI		96786		United States		 

		Joann		Koch		134 Olenick Rd		Lebanon		CT		6249		United States		 

		Natalie		Kovacs		56 Paseo Verde		San Clemente		CA		92673		United States		 

		David		Ulibarri		6032 North Oriole Avenue		Chicago		IL		60631		United States		 

		David		Ulibarri		6032 North Oriole Avenue		Chicago		IL		60631		United States		 

		Kim		McDonald		4723 126th St NE		Marysville		WA		98271		United States		 

		Gary		Brooker		550 Canyon Rd		Santa Fe		NM		87501		United States		 

		Gary		Davis		3634 Juniata St.		Saint Louis		MO		63116		United States		 

		Christine		Austin				Marion		IL		62959		United States		 

		Julie		Krick		560 Little Lake Drive  Unit #28		Ann Arbor		MI		48103		United States		 

		Arlene		Wolf		1912 Joyce Ave		Evansville		IN		47714		United States		 

		Lynne		Pateman		hollywood		los ángeles		CA		90068		United States		 

		Christopher		Brunje		30494 Camas Swale Rd.		Creswell		OR		97426		United States		 

		Sara		Hensley		3420 14th ave nw		Olympia		WA		98502		United States		 

		Sara		Hensley		3420 14th ave nw		Olympia		WA		98502		United States		 

		Joe		Torres				Rochester		MN		55901		United States		 

		Suzanne		Pena		2407 Ivy Pl		Fullerton		CA		92835		United States		 

		Amy		Biggs		920 Southmoor Dr. Unit 205		Virginia Beach		VA		23455		United States		 

		Carmen		Rodriguez		79 Canton Rd		Lake Worth		FL		33467		United States		 

		pat		woods		3215 harrison road		columbia		SC		29204		United States		 

		Dan		Wicht		941 Overton Drive Northeast		Fridley		MN		55432		United States		 

		Kathy		Jones		6531 S.E. Ivon St.		Portland		OR		97206		United States		 

		Leah		Hallow		Compton Street		Indianapolis		IN		46220		United States		 

		Eric		Vance		8022 N. 32nd ave		phoenix		AZ		85051		United States		 

		Susan		Anderson		249 A St 43		Boston		MA		2210		United States		 

		Carol		Henderson		7 Balint Drive		Yonkers		NY		10710		United States		 

		Jacqueline		Semit		23 Dayton Pl		Herkimer		NY		13350		United States		 

		Janelle		Daugherty		5985 - 171 1/2 Ave SE		Walcott		ND		58077		United States		 

		Nick		Josephs		1112 Montana Ave #609		Santa Monica		CA		90403		United States		 

		Jenny		Mcdermott		4055 Meadowbrook Ln		St Louis Park		MN		55426		United States		 

		Jane		Berrigan		49 Jamie Court		Bloomfield		NJ		7003		United States		 

		Paul		Cohen		26 Huntinghouse Lane		North Scituate		RI		2857		United States		 

		Ken		Jensen		4045 SW Westdale Dr		Portland		OR		97221		United States		 

		Darrel		Easter		3165 Woodsman Ln		Bartlett		TN		38135		United States		 

		Monte		Norris		353 hunington ave		Eugene		OR		97405		United States		 

		Eleanor		Jones		373 Highland Ave. Apt# 223		Somerville		MA		2144		United States		 

		Jaclyn		Carrington		1361 E. Jeter Rd		Bartonville		TX		76226		United States		 

		Dan		Lara		7539 N. Ridge Blvd.		Chicago		IL		60645		United States		 

		Susan		Bishop		24 Church Street		Deposit		NY		13754		United States		 

		Joe		Davey		1690 Mississippi Ave		Eugene		OR		97403		United States		 

		Deborah		King		10443 Savoy Dr NW		Albuquerque		NM		87114		United States		 

		Andrea		Speed		1618 154th St. E.		Tacoma		WA		98445		United States		 

		Margaret		Fox-Kump		10701 Gurley Lane		Mendocino		CA		95460		United States		 

		Jasmina		Bricic		2425 Carey Rd		Kinston		NC		28504		United States		 

		Catherine		Galvin		26 New Milford Ave		Dumont		NJ		7628		United States		 

		Aaron		Heiss		3340 SE Morrison St Apt 414		Portland		OR		97214		United States		 

		Pat		Blackwell-Marchant		5737 Medallion Court		Castro Valley		CA		94552		United States		 

		Melinda		Mendez		974 North 23rd Street		Camden		NJ		8105		United States		 

		Judith		Hazelton		1617 us rt 7		bennington		VT		5201		United States		 

		Julie		B		5137 N. Lovers Lane		Milwaukee		WI		53225		United States		 

		Catherine		Galvin		26 New Milford Ave		Dumont		NJ		7628		United States		 

		Marti		Campbell		PO Box 3573		Sequim		WA		98382		United States		 

		Marti		Campbell		PO Box 3573		Sequim		WA		98382		United States		 

		Ray		Gellerman		12349 Moss Rock Lane		Custer		SD		57730		United States		 

		Debra		Gakeler		11503 Rosehill Rd		Overland Park		KS		66210		United States		 

		Sherry		Meddick		PO Box 771		Silverado		CA		92676		United States		 

		Jeff		Tatom		333 SE 8th St		Grants Pass		OR		97526		United States		 

		Muhammad		Quadri		60 Laimi Rd		Honolulu		HI		96817		United States		 

		Rhea		Bennett		71 San Pedro Ct		Walnut Creek		CA		94598		United States		 

		Rhea		Bennett		71 San Pedro Ct		Walnut Creek		CA		94598		United States		 

		James		Pfitzner		19 Scott Ln		Lagrangeville		NY		12540		United States		 

		Lynette		Schuurman		6462 Hathaway Ln		Downers Grove		IL		60516		United States		 

		Karen		Taylor		2080 Manitou Ave		St Paul		MN		55119		United States		 

		David		Myers		2272 Bright Star Ave		Las Cruces		NM		88011		United States		 

		Leone		Lewis		814 Harrison St		Oregon City		OR		97045		United States		 

		Mary		Wiesner		4516 Middaugh Avenue		Downers Grove		IL		60515		United States		 

		Debbie		Alderson		11540 Bryants Creek		Rising Sun		IN		47040		United States		 

		Jeanette		Capotorto		16 plum tree lane		commack		NY		11725		United States		 

		Janine		Morgan		3420 42nd St S		Fargo		ND		58104		United States		 

		Daniel		Reher		8711 Cinnamon Creek Drive apt 1814		San Antonio		TX		78240		United States		 

		Ulle		Koiv		144 West 17th Street		New York		NY		10011		United States		 

		Scott		Byrne		73 Elm Street		Dover		NJ		7801		United States		 

		Cheryl		LaBrecque				San Francisco		CA		94114		United States		 

		George		Kramer		12711 Quarterhorse Drive		Bowie		MD		20720		United States		 

		Lynn		Jenkins		11 Melody Ln		West Milford		NJ		7480		United States		 

		Annamaria		Rizzo		Villaggio Sereno via prima Brescia Italy		Brescia (Italy)		WV		25125		United States		 

		Jon		Webster		2980 Salvio St		Concord		CA		94519		United States		 

		Ambre		Olsen		5420 Seward Park Ave S		Seattle		WA		98118		United States		 

		Susan		Anderson		249 A St 43		Boston		MA		2210		United States		 

		John		Yarber		5666 1/2 Oak Blvd		Austin		TX		78735		United States		 

		Kim		Kokett		2243 NE Buchanan St.		MInneapolis		MN		55418		United States		 

		hilary		malyon		Seminole Ave		Oakland		NJ		7436		United States		 

		Ellen		Sanford		1718 Tammany		Anaconda		MT		59711		United States		 

		Leonard		Cork		4930 s langley ave		chicago		IL		60615		United States		 

		Heather		Hall		749 N 105th St		Seattle		WA		98133		United States		 

		Terry		Hulbert		6901 SE 14th St		Des Moines		IA		50320		United States		 

		Ruby		Jacobs		800 Calle Divina NE		Albuquerque		NM		87113		United States		 

		Dominic		Orlando		4622 Schwartz Ave		Lisle		IL		60532		United States		 

		Susan		Earle		335A Harvard		Cambridge		MA		2139		United States		 

		Ronald		Hull		11830 Spring Grove Drive		Houston		TX		77099		United States		 

		Della		Hamlin				Joplin		MO		64804		United States		 

		Luci		Price		PO Box 953		Captain Cook		HI		96704		United States		 

		Douglas		Lally		521 Hirsch Ave		Runnemede		NJ		8078		United States		 

		Donlon		Mcgovern		4107 NE 24th Ave		Portland		OR		97211		United States		 

		ann		seivertson		325 Upper Flat Creek Rd.		Weaverville		NC		28787		United States		 

		Catherine		Gnader		16002 Allenwick Lane		Houston		TX		77084		United States		 

		Mary		Ornee		6330 N Magnolia Ave Apt B3		Chicago		IL		60660		United States		 

		O		Lewis		PO Box 881075		Los Angeles		CA		90009		United States		 

		Jonathan		Claydon		982 Bellows Ave		COLUMBUS		OH		43223		United States		 

		Carole		Stephan		930 SE 4th Ave		Pompano Beach		FL		33060		United States		 

		Debra		Bruce		1043 Wentworth Drive		Pearland		TX		77584		United States		 

		Scott		Reizburg		5809 Royal Club Drive		Boynton Beach		FL		33437		United States		 

		Robert		Hill		5503 HWY 20 NE		Cartersville		GA		30121		United States		 

		Vincent		Konetsky		165 East 99 Street #9		New York		NY		10029		United States		 

		Dennis		Morley		104 Throckmorton Lane		Old Bridge		NJ		8857		United States		 

		michael		levitt		970 Oasis Dr		Concord		CA		94518		United States		 

		Kathy & Mike		Carroll		2645 Camino Lenada		Oakland		CA		94611		United States		 

		Jim		Hanley		4120 Whistler Ave		Santa Rosa		CA		95407		United States		 

		Christine		Bonnell		224 SAINT JAMES PL APT 2L		Brooklyn		NY		11238		United States		 

		Lois		Jordan		9161 E. Walnut Tree Dr.		Tucson		AZ		85749		United States		 

		Amy		Lentine		31 Sycamore Lane		Buena Park		CA		90621		United States		 

		Debra		Hill-Crivelli		123 Not Telling Drive		Pittsburg		CA		94565		United States		 

		Charles		Frach		12219 Starling Ln NE		Bemidji		MN		56601		United States		 

		Ellen		Valentine		2414 Longview Ave SW Apt 1		Roanoke		VA		24014		United States		 

		Sue		Phalen		53045 NW Manor Dr		Scappoose		OR		97056		United States		 

		Julie		Carlisle		1019 Farmhouse Rd		Gainesville		GA		30506		United States		 

		Peggy		Hudson		1077 Weeden Hill Rd		Windsor		VT		5089		United States		 

		Tony		Buch		6221 35 ave		Seattle		WA		98115		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Riddle		3815 Angus Road		Whitsett		NC		27377		United States		 

		Joan		Yater		2407 Childs Ln		Alexandria		VA		22308		United States		 

		James		Wiesner		385 N. Market St.		Galion		OH		44833		United States		 

		Christeen		Anderson		4609 Top Flight Dr.		Crestview		FL		32539		United States		 

		Gabriel		Diaz		709 E Whitton Ave		Phoenix		AZ		85014		United States		 

		Richard		Dreyfus		21103 SW Jameco Court		Tualatin		OR		97062		United States		 

		Alicia		Batt		11350 Robinson Drive		Coon Rapids		MN		55433		United States		 

		Kathryn		Burzinski		PO Box 2042		Middletown		NY		10940		United States		 

		Harold		Manning		P.O. Box 1222		Martinsburg		WV		25402		United States		 

		Verlene		Lewis		192 N 2000 E		St George		UT		84790		United States		 

		Ann		Bein		2216 Overland Ave.		Los Angeles		CA		90064		United States		 

		Nicholas		Bense		4044 Rock Maple Ln NW		Olympia		WA		98502		United States		 

		Nathanael		Brown		108 Sangre de Cristo		Cedar Crest		NM		87008		United States		 

		Roger				3016 ashna lane		orlando		FL		32806		United States		 

		Liana		Walczak		353 Troy Ave		Brooklyn		NY		11213		United States		 

		LAURA ANN		Bernstein		285 S CENTRAL AVE APT K		HARTSDALE		NY		10530		United States		 

		Joanne		Aubrey		221 S Roosevelt Ave		Bexley		OH		43209		United States		 

		Joe		Rivera		658 w. hammel st		monterey park		CA		91754		United States		 

		C		Breen		13400 Lomas NE		Albuquerque		NM		87112		United States		 

		Susan		Pelakh		41 9th Terrace		Cocoa Beach		FL		32931		United States		 

		Robert		Battersby		80 Applecroft Lane		Center Conway		NH		3813		United States		 

		Pamela		Scoville		1554 Greenwood Lake Tpke		Hewitt		NJ		7421		United States		 

		Mardi		Long		190 Ferndale Dr		Eugene		OR		97404		United States		 

		Veera		Olsbo		Annalantie 6 A 2		Kangasala				36200		United States		 

		Silvia		Hall		349 NE 31st Street		Boca Raton		FL		33431		United States		 

		james		childs				East Rochester		NY		14445		United States		 

		Jenny		Liu		Dartmouth  College		Hanover		NH		3755		United States		 

		Mary		Bristow		8128 Suzanne Drive		Brentwood		TN		37027		United States		 

		Virginia		Mendez		173 street		Miami		FL		33160		United States		 

		Rick		Auman		29 N 28th St Apt 29H		Las Vegas		NV		89101		United States		 

		Nancy		Hunt		6019 Mason		Portland		OR		97218		United States		 

		Jill		Alcantar		86 San Gabriel Ave		San Francisco		CA		94112		United States		 

		Aggie		Monfette		Hunter		Royal Oak		MI		48073		United States		 

		Connie		Dunn		467 Crattie		Springville		TN		38256		United States		 

		John		Peeters		428 S Indiana Ave		Kankakee		IL		60901		United States		 

		michele		paxson		2618 Cypress Ave		East Meadow		NY		11554		United States		 

		barbara		cullinan		9060 palisade ave. apt 326 north bergen, nj.		North Bergen		NJ		7047		United States		 

		Michele		Paxson		2618 Cypress Ave		East Meadow		NY		11554		United States		 

		Judy		Wyeth		121 Locust Street		Lodi		WI		53555		United States		 

		John		Nelson		45 High Street		Livingaton Manor		NY		12758		United States		 

		Teresa		Corey		409 N. Swenson St.		Falls City		TX		78113		United States		 

		Darlene		Balzan		5658 Owens Dr		Pleasanton		CA		94588		United States		 

		Kelly		Riley		1343 Needham Circle		Hatfield		PA		19440		United States		 

		Charles		Ring		802 N 23rd Ave		Kelso		WA		98626		United States		 

		Carol		Brandel		P.O. Box 2247		Palm Desert		CA		92261		United States		 

		caroline		busch		777 S Kihei Rd		Kihei		HI		96753		United States		 

		Bruce		Burns		11441 N IH-35 #19105		Austin		TX		78753		United States		 

		Phil		Hanson		2215 S.E. Miller Street #22		Portland		OR		97202		United States		 

		Marleen		Gillespie		7 M. Meadow		Irvine		CA		92612		United States		 

		Mary		Stone		212 Styron Creek Rd		Sealevel		NC		28577		United States		 

		Hap		Hagood		P.O. Box 334		Clover		VA		24534		United States		 

		Susan		Miller		1 Jefferson Pkwy		Lake Oswego		OR		97035		United States		 

		Rosemary		Griffith		245 Lumahai Place		Honolulu		HI		96825		United States		 

		Paul		Groh		6443 Heronwalk Dr.		Gulf Breeze		FL		32563		United States		 

		Bill		Tiwald		1509 Georgene Dr NE		Albuquerque		NM		87112		United States		 

		Susan		morales		1140 Parkway drive NW		Salem		OR		97304		United States		 

		Susan		morales		1140 Parkway drive NW		Salem		OR		97304		United States		 

		Blake		Wu		3793 Sundale Rd		Lafayette		CA		94549		United States		 

		Debbie		Proctor		2291 Burnham Rd		Ojai		CA		93023		United States		 

		Gail		Robinson		506 unity street		Fort Mill		SC		29715		United States		 

		Dan		Rifkin		1541 S. Penn. St.		Denver		CO		80210		United States		 

		Carter		Bell		5830 East Caley Drive		Centennial		CO		80111		United States		 

		Theodore		Voth		1335 Williamson St Apt 2		Madison		WI		53703		United States		 

		P.		LeVous		617 N 14th St		Murphysboro		IL		62966		United States		 

		Lisa		Howell		RR1		Barrie		MA		1520		United States		 

		Darren		Showers		117 Wakefield Avenue		Buffalo		NY		14214		United States		 

		Lydia		Nurse		429 s 24th st		Clinton		OK		73601		United States		 

		Daniel		Adamek		318 Marion St.		Herkimer		NY		13350		United States		 

		Catherine		Lambeau		203 1st street		Huntington		WV		25705		United States		 

		Susan		Babbitt		319 South Tenth Street, #133		Philadelphia		PA		19107		United States		 

		Curt		Olson		4195 40th St W		Webster		MN		55088		United States		 

		Linda		Wilscam		66-B Union St.		Rockville		CT		6066		United States		 

		Robert		Barnhart		1213 Alegria Road		Austin		TX		78757		United States		 

		Carly		Owens		211 South Ave		Alamo		CA		94507		United States		 

		Pamela		Thompson		875 W 181st Street  #3F		New York		NY		10033		United States		 

		Ann		Stetser		1700 NW North River Drive		Miami		FL		33125		United States		 

		Therese		DeBing		935 Lighthouse Avenue  #14		Pacific Grove		CA		93950		United States		 

		Laurel		Brewer		4991 Read Rd		Moorpark		CA		93021		United States		 

		Debbie		Biere		7617 Meadowbrook Ln		Barnhart		MO		63012		United States		 

		Christine		Anderson		2515 Lincoln St		Eugene		OR		97405		United States		 

		Andrea		Fortin		261 SE 4th St		Pompano Beach		FL		33060		United States		 

		Andrea		Fortin		261 SE 4th St		Pompano Beach		FL		33060		United States		 

		Heather		Casanave		497 Arnett Ave		Ventura		CA		93003		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Bowles		1017 Center St.		Harrison City		PA		15636		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Cronin		1837 E 17th St		Brooklyn		NY		11229		United States		 

		Cheryl		Henley		1203 washington		evanston		IL		60202		United States		 

		Janine		Velasquez		2039 Davis Ave		Whiting		IN		46394		United States		 

		Jane		August		P. O. Box 666		Topanga		CA		90290		United States		 

		Nancy		Siegel		5134 south morgan street		seattle		WA		98118		United States		 

		Debby		Reelitz		24 Silkey Rd		North Granby		CT		6060		United States		 

		Christine		Wordlaw		3004 Allister		Dallas		TX		75229		United States		 

		Catherine		Jurgensen		2570 Westgate Ln		Montgomery		IL		60538		United States		 

		Joe		Swierkosz		633 N Maple Ave		Palatine		IL		60067		United States		 

		Joan		Beldin		2003 Kuhn St.		Pt. Townsend		WA		98368		United States		 

		Myra		Dremeaux		197 Forest Dr		Mount Kisco		NY		10549		United States		 

		Nelson		Baker		40410 Fitzgerald Rd		Bethesda		OH		43719		United States		 

		Susan		Kollar		29035 Brockwau Dr.		Westlake		OH		44145		United States		 

		Lyle		Funderburk		10003 SE Foster		Portland		OR		97266		United States		 

		Shirley		Whalen		pobox 536 mohawk vista rd.4		blairsden-graeagle		CA		96103		United States		 

		Corina		Schvindlerman		plaza mayor 5		guadalajara		PA		19162		United States		 

		Valentin		Stanton		6861 SW 48th Terrace		Miami		FL		33155		United States		 

		Valerie		Romero		1962 E. Main ST.		Quincy,		CA		95971		United States		 

		Karen		Sheehan Pell		1310 Kahoma St		Lahaina		HI		96761		United States		 

		Bernadete		de Sá		Fortunato 227		São Paulo		MA		1224		United States		 

		Berenice		de Sá		Fortunato 227		São Paulo		MA		1224		United States		 

		Debra		Gleason		5700 W. Grace St.		Chicago		IL		60634		United States		 

		Rebecca		Haseltine		PO Box 192622		San Francisco		CA		94119		United States		 

		Nicole		Sylvester		4428 Los Arboles Dr		Las Cruces		NM		88011		United States		 

		Bernadete		de Sá		Fortunato 227		São Paulo		MA		1224		United States		 

		Charles		Phillips		1109 Rear Main		Boonville		MO		65233		United States		 

		Bob		Stephenson		112 Orchard Crest Circle		Clinton		TN		37716		United States		 

		Chuck		Wieland		206A Compton Circle		San Ramon		CA		94583		United States		 

		Almides		de Sá		Fortunato 227		São Paulo		MA		1224		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Schlein		1911 Post Oak Park Apt. 5220		HOUSTON		TX		77027		United States		 

		Orlando		Linhares		Fortunato 227		São Paulo		MA		1224		United States		 

		Gregory		Norton		7 Michigan		Dundee		IL		60118		United States		 

		Samuel		Morningstar		2728 N. Prospect Ave.		Milwaukee		WI		53211		United States		 

		Brian		Gray		7540 Amy Avenue		Fair Oaks		CA		95628		United States		 

		Joel		Finley		630 Kendrickst.		Ogdensburg		NY		13669		United States		 

		barbara		moretti		18 bristol ct		Skillman		NJ		8558		United States		 

		Jennifer		Gerber				Yelm		WA		98597		United States		 

		Todd		Fisk		10956 Caminito Cuesta		San Diego		CA		92131		United States		 

		James		Hubbard		4023 W. 21st Street		Los Angeles		CA		90018		United States		 

		Ed		Moore		6550 B St		Springfield		OR		97478		United States		 

		Anne		Seidlitz		5014 Lowell St., NW		Washington		DC		20016		United States		 

		Noah-DM		Sanchez		9809 N Jasmine Ave Apt B		Tampa		FL		33612		United States		 

		Jonathan		Memmert		501 West 123 St		new york		NY		10027		United States		 

		Carol		Scott		901 E MCLEOD RD		Bellingham		WA		98226		United States		 

		Peter		von Christierson		1229 29th St		Port Townsend		WA		98368		United States		 

		Emily		Rothman		1112 San Pedro NE #270		Albuquerque		NM		87110		United States		 

		Sarah		Gladwell		11 glebe lane		cambridge		WA		98141		United States		 

		Judith		Bryant		1039 County Rd 520		Hanceville		AL		35077		United States		 

		Anna		Fontaine		102 Chemin du Lac Cloutier, Lantier, QC		Lantier, QC		FL		11111		United States		 

		Michael		Maurer		3005 Pike Ave		Coopersburg		PA		18036		United States		 

		William		Davis		114 Charlotte Dr		Shelbyville		TN		37160		United States		 

		Roberta		Bunsick		115 E 34th St Apt 13A		New York		NY		10016		United States		 

		John		Bush		7 Ashlawn Rd		Malvern		PA		19355		United States		 

		Lyric		Courtwright		11370 Chesapeake Dr		RENO		NV		89506		United States		 

		clairemarie		levine		5413 Valley View Rd		El Sobrante		CA		94803		United States		 

		Timothy		Collins		573 al. hwy 143		marbury		AL		36051		United States		 

		Judith		Kliban		Star Route 97		Hana, Maui		HI		96713		United States		 

		Paul		& Kathleen		Lockewood Lane		Santa Cruz		CA		95066		United States		 

		James		Stone		155 S 4th St		Santa Rosa Beach		FL		32459		United States		 

		Brenda		Appleby		280 alma drive		Hazelwood		MO		63042		United States		 

		Tammy		Essex		4228 Brady Dr		Fort Worth		TX		76119		United States		 

		Dawn		Harrod		5811 Jamieson Ave		Saint Louis		MO		63109		United States		 

		Rex		Dickman		70 yucca ct.		Del Norte		CO		81132		United States		 

		ann		naumann		po box734		Stone Ridge		NY		12484		United States		 

		Eileen		Smith		1 Rifle Court		Barnegat		NJ		8005		United States		 

		Shearle		Furnish		6943 Knauf Road		Canfield		OH		44406		United States		 

		Alicia		Wang				San Francisco		CA		94118		United States		 

		Jonathan		Carlson		408 7th St N		Atwater		MN		56209		United States		 

		Jonathan		Carlson		408 7th St N		Atwater		MN		56209		United States		 

		David		Vespa		206 N George Mason Dr		Arlington		VA		22203		United States		 

		Sarah		Rose		55 Federal La.		Coram		NY		11727		United States		 

		Judith		Hazelton		1617 us rt 7		bennington		VT		5201		United States		 

		Carl		Oerke		264 Lexington Drive		River Edge		NJ		7661		United States		 

		Jackie		Demarais		2704 Casas Del Sur Court		Granbury		TX		76049		United States		 

		melissa		saunders		57 stonicer dr		Lawrenceville		NJ		8648		United States		 

		Ray		Kalinski		P.O.Box 700743		Saint Cloud		FL		34770		United States		 

		Annie		Wei		Queensland		Queensland		NC		48700		United States		 

		Barbara		Hunter		821 Brockhurst St		Oakland		CA		94608		United States		 

		Ray		Morris		7319 Pembroke Ave.		Bakersfield		CA		93308		United States		 

		Ken		Canty		30 center road		dudley		MA		1571		United States		 

		Aaron		Kunkle		240 Orton Hall		Pullman		WA		99163		United States		 

		RN		Toni Wolfson		11891 Lake Blvd		Felton		CA		95018		United States		 

		Jim		Slaybaugh		PO Box 332		Clovis		CA		93613		United States		 

		Randall		Nerwick		3438 SE Mary Ct		Milwaukie		OR		97222		United States		 

		Annie		Wei		Queensland		Queensland		NC		48700		United States		 

		Lisa		Ragsdale		2009 Bryant Ave. S # 4		Minneapolis		MN		55405		United States		 

		Robert		Johnson		1738 N. 75th Court		Elmwood Park		IL		60707		United States		 

		Nick		brannan		438 Nottingham loop		Kyle		TX		78640		United States		 

		Doug		Mayor		4672 Meadow View Circle		Murray		UT		84107		United States		 

		Drew		Bishop		803 N Eucalyiptus Ave		Inglewood		CA		90302		United States		 

		Naomi		Gilmore		4390 47th avenue apt 108		Sacramento		CA		95824		United States		 

		RAL		West		P.O. Box 20		Taos		NM		87571		United States		 

		Marian		Zaouk		29 Alpha St		San Francisco		CA		94134		United States		 

		Alison		Tyler		3106 Blue Bonnet Blvd		Houston		TX		77025		United States		 

		Mark		Harrison		1313 22nd St.		Bedford		IN		47421		United States		 

		Paul		Stein		532 LaGuardia Pl		NY		NY		10012		United States		 

		Robert		Mihaly		1611 Rosewood Avenue		Lakewood		OH		44107		United States		 

		Ann		Wright		606 Robin Rd		Ann Arbor		MI		48103		United States		 

		Susan		Murray-Grage		301 Irish Settlement Rd.		Underhill		VT		5489		United States		 

		Rachel		Watts		4600 S Tonti St		New Orleans		LA		70125		United States		 

		Jonathan		Boyne				Honolulu		HI		96822		United States		 

		Ruchir		Vora		41 Line St. #3		Cambridge		MA		2138		United States		 

		Hiroko		Patterson		4669 NW Springtree Ct		Silverdale		WA		98383		United States		 

		Denise		Dardarian		8033 Sunset Blvd., #421		Los Angeles		CA		90046		United States		 

		Debbie		Galbreath		877 Eldorado Dr.		Superior		CO		80027		United States		 

		James		Moffitt		Prospect Street		Honolulu		HI		96822		United States		 

		Pamela		Paul		4449 Murphy School Rd		Durham		NC		27705		United States		 

		Paul		Carter		PO box 792116		Paia		HI		96779		United States		 

		Lorraine		Doherty		1001 14th St. NW		Rochester		MN		55901		United States		 

		Pamela		Parrott		401 Waveland Museum Ln		Lexington		KY		40514		United States		 

		Michael		Moore		2500 W 6th St		Lawrence		KS		66049		United States		 

		Susan		Ford		22 Saddleback Ridge Road		East Nassau		NY		12062		United States		 

		Robert		Duffy		441 main St		West Townsend		MA		1474		United States		 

		H		Griffin		650 Depot Hill Rd.		Poughquag		NY		12570		United States		 

		Jennifer		Sellers		3901 Clayton Rd		Concord		CA		94521		United States		 

		Doug		Riley		89th st		NYC		NY		10128		United States		 

		Robert		Veralli		54A Beacon Hill Rd.		West Milford		NJ		7480		United States		 

		H		Griffin		650 Depot Hill Rd.		Poughquag		NY		12570		United States		 

		Donald		Kokkonen		104 South St		Cambridge		WI		53523		United States		 

		Sherrill		Barbary		24 N. Sovereign Avenue		Atlantic City		NJ		8401		United States		 

		Rick		Sparks		4634 Beck Avenue		Toluca Lake		CA		91602		United States		 

		Sharon		Maxson		1560 N Via Arizpe		Green Valley		AZ		85614		United States		 

		Michelle		Lenz		430 Vaughn Circle		Aurora		IL		60502		United States		 

		Janice		McShane		73 Sartori Avenue		Mount Ephraim		NJ		8059		United States		 

		Liz		Gupton				Alberton		MT		59820		United States		 

		John		de Forest		2534 Lake St		San Francisco		CA		94121		United States		 

		Serina				43 The Lakes Boulevard Jandakot		Perth				61640		United States		 

		Stephen		Brenner		2333 N Geneva Ter		Chicago		IL		60614		United States		 

		Mariam		Shah-Rais		1219 1/2 S Alfred St		Los Angeles		CA		90035		United States		 

		German		Mendez		2330 SW 67 Ave		Miami		FL		33155		United States		 

		Luis		Tirado		5555 56th St, Apt. 1423		Lubbock		TX		79414		United States		 

		Jennifer		Elliott		1221 NW 11th Apt. 219		Portland		OR		97209		United States		 

		Lorrie		Eaton		6318 Shady Ln SE		Lacey		WA		98503		United States		 

		Linda		Francisco		13660 Sherwood		Oak Park		MI		48237		United States		 

		James		Maloney		25 Chittenden Ave		New York		NY		10033		United States		 

		Tami		Linder		PO Box 973		Mountainair		NM		87036		United States		 

		Alexandra		Tumarkin		38 Smith Avenue		White Plains		NY		10605		United States		 

		Fiona		Priskich		41 Beresford Gardens		Swan View		CA		90210		United States		 

		Howard		Moore		4811 59th Street		San Diego		CA		92115		United States		 

		Terrance		Chadd		321 Hoffman Court Apt. 2 B		Crown Point		IN		46307		United States		 

		Michael		Mascioli		44 prosper st., #3		san francisco		CA		94114		United States		 

		Bonnie		Zotos		9205 Sawyer		Huntley		IL		60142		United States		 

		Kay		Randall		520 32nd Ave. S. #109		Moorhead		MN		56560		United States		 

		Andrew		Arrabaca		210 Main St., Apt. 1D		Poughkeepsie		NY		12601		United States		 

		AniMaeChi		Drabic		405 N Arnaz St		Ojai		CA		93023		United States		 

		Marcia		Bailey		1270 Cabbage Patch Rd		Burnsville		NC		28714		United States		 

		Robert		Gamalski		9344 S. West Bay Shore Dr.		Traverse City		MI		49684		United States		 

		Karl		Fugate		7510 Turnberry		Portage		MI		49024		United States		 

		Yvette		Pratt		88 Summit St		South Portland		ME		4106		United States		 

		Cecilia		Kodja		8244 SW171 Place		Beaverton		OR		97007		United States		 

		Sirina		Sucklal		8511 Autumn Grain Gate		Laurel		MD		20723		United States		 

		Sarah		Desousa		351 Whispering Oaks		Spring Branch		TX		78070		United States		 

		Donald		Morrison		4502 Brownsville Hartland Road		West Windsor		VT		5089		United States		 

		Raymond		Intemann		698 Grove Avenue		Cliffside Park		NJ		7010		United States		 

		Dori		Cole		68 Sterling Cir. # 107		Wheaton		IL		60189		United States		 

		Janet		Kuncl		3 Pine Lake Drive		Collinsville		IL		62234		United States		 

		Nando		A.		16625 kent des moines rd		des moines		WA		98198		United States		 

		Robert		Weber		356 Nature Walk Ln		Pasadena		MD		21122		United States		 

		Joanne		DeHart		4615 West 112 Court		Westminster		CO		80031		United States		 

		Erika		Mohos		40 Pheasant Hill Rd		Princeton		NJ		8540		United States		 

		George		Weeks		1509 S. College St.		Pittsburg		KS		66762		United States		 

		Paul		Breeden		19 willow brook lane		Sullivan		ME		4664		United States		 

		Catrin		Kroehler		5104 stratemeyer dr		orlando		FL		32839		United States		 

		Kira		Schabram		3206 G Road		Valley Springs		CA		95252		United States		 

		Javier		Mendez		1326B Alewa Dr.		Honolulu		HI		96817		United States		 

		Brenda		Robinson		507-4 Grandstand Place		Toronto		CA		90640		United States		 

		Jim		Gray		40492 Marsha Ct.		Hemet		CA		92544		United States		 

		Shawn		Thompson		7315 SE Clatsop St		Portland		OR		97206		United States		 

		Keith		Winkler		320 Wadsworth St		Collinsville		IL		62234		United States		 

		Art		Smoker		284 Arrowood Corner Rd.		Mars Hill		NC		28754		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Davies		121 argus place		sterling		VA		20164		United States		 

		John		Engle		7910 Delmar		Hammond		IN		46324		United States		 

		Sara		Smith		2056 Sanborn Cir		Plainfield		IL		60586		United States		 

		mary		kualii		1624 Kanunu St		Honolulu		HI		96814		United States		 

		Elisa		Donnadieu		7249 E. Coronado Rd.		Scottsdale		AZ		85257		United States		 

		Rani		Lyons								99999		United States		 

		Kathryn		Boland		4 Osborne Court #2		Newport		RI		2840		United States		 

		Diane		Merchant		2645 Carousel Drive		Springfield		OH		45503		United States		 

		Debby		Stringham		45 High St		Sharon		MA		2067		United States		 

		Rafael		Johnson		322 lake st. apt 307		excelsior		MN		55331		United States		 

		Thatyana		Burcl		1952 Rodman St.		Hollywood		FL		33020		United States		 

		Pamela		Stutzman		203 Bluegrass Pkwy		Oswego		IL		60543		United States		 

		Shelly		Young		PO Box 5		Coaldale		CO		81222		United States		 

		Nigel		Begg		2201 maple valley, apt # 115		renton		WA		98057		United States		 

		Loretta		Kerns		105 Brent Pl.		Cortland		OH		44410		United States		 

		Daniel		DeMeyer		4451 N Austin Ave		Chicago		IL		60630		United States		 

		Susan		Hamann		1 Ming Court		Chester		NJ		7930		United States		 

		Colleen		Mulder		12632 ne 144th st		kirkland		WA		98034		United States		 

		Tatiana		Torres		3714 Glendon Ave.		L.A.		CA		90034		United States		 

		Pamela		Stutzman		203 Bluegrass Pkwy		Oswego		IL		60543		United States		 

		Catherine		Foley		15 Woodbine Ave.		Stony Brook		NY		11790		United States		 

		Joel		Kay		10707 SE Stanley Ave		Milwaukie		OR		97222		United States		 

		Charles		Riddle		4005 91st Ave SE		Mercer Island		WA		98040		United States		 

		Stephen		Schneider		7818 Hackney Circle		Mainevill		OH		45039		United States		 

		Mickey		Downey		5120 SE Boardman Ave		Milwaukie		OR		97267		United States		 

		Michael		Mitsuda		33210 Lake Oneida Street		Fremont		CA		94555		United States		 

		Aleta		Wallach		355 25th Street		Santa Monica		CA		90402		United States		 

		Lisa		Ridge				San Rafael		CA		94903		United States		 

		Brenda		Brazil		443 Hudson St		Healdsburg		CA		95448		United States		 

		Shira		Mendes de León		11783 Dead Indian Mem. Rd.		Ashland		OR		97520		United States		 

		Ellen		Gutfleisch		N72 W22488 Jeanine		Sussex		WI		53089		United States		 

		Annette		Pieniazek		2212 Dunlavy Apt 11		Houston		TX		77006		United States		 

		Ann		Wright		606 Robin Rd		Ann Arbor		MI		48103		United States		 

		James		Mahan		935 N Spaulding Ave		West Hollywood		CA		90046		United States		 

		Alan		Somers		25144 SW 17th Ave		Newberry		FL		32669		United States		 

		Sky		Hiatt		862 white rock rd		Charlottesville		VA		22902		United States		 

		Allen		Olson		3632 3rd Ave S		Minneapolis		MN		55409		United States		 

		Jennifer		Maltin		21672 CR 1560		Stonewall		OK		74871		United States		 

		Angee		Sylvester		43040 30th St W Apt 150		Lancaster		CA		93536		United States		 

		Julie		Henderson		1411 Desoto Ave		Tampa		FL		33606		United States		 

		Charles		Heck		96 orchard ave.		greenville		PA		16125		United States		 

		William		Heidal		805 14th Ave SE		Olympia		WA		98501		United States		 

		Salme		Armijo		2 Allegro St		Blue Diamond		NV		89004		United States		 

		A		Frank		39171 Bernice Ter.		Beach Park		IL		60099		United States		 

		Robert		White		9820 White Cascade Dr		Charlotte		NC		28269		United States		 

		Louise		Macura		4416 Kennywood Blvd		West Mifflin		PA		15122		United States		 

		A						Bedford Hills		NY		10507		United States		 

		Andy		Johnson		7132 Donald Wilson Drive		Fairview		TN		37062		United States		 

		Nicole		Smith		6662 East Thriveaway Cv.		Bartlett		TN		38135		United States		 

		Jeri		Pollock-Leite		590 Buena Loma St		ALTADENA		CA		91001		United States		 

		helen		levin		20 bay st. landing 3K		Si		NY		10301		United States		 

		Jerry		Peterson		202 Fairview		Mount Prospect		IL		60056		United States		 

		Michel		Larmee		19670 Donna		Livonia		MI		48152		United States		 

		Grace		Padelford		10618 Ayres Avenue		Los Angeles		CA		90064		United States		 

		Leslie		Feuille		1831 California St., NW Apt. 22		Washington		DC		20009		United States		 

		Gretchen		Hanger		2701 Xylon Ave N		New Hope		MN		55427		United States		 

		Laura		Dickey		8 Cathy Lane		Waldwick		NJ		7463		United States		 

		Susan D.		Tarzwell		2561 Searles Ave		Las Vegas		NV		89101		United States		 

		Emily		Bryant		2652 Oak Knoll Dr		Los Alamitos		CA		90720		United States		 

		R		Temple		738 Monroe Dr., NE #7		Atlanta		GA		30308		United States		 

		Irene		Worley		POBox 678		Oak Park		IL		60303		United States		 

		Karen		Malcolm		30821 N. 138th St.		Scottsdale		AZ		85262		United States		 

		Mary		Sullivan		6351 Reubens Dr		Huntington Beach		CA		92647		United States		 

		Dolly		Marshall				Eugene		OR		97401		United States		 

		Jonathan		Zahos		8228 Keating Ave		Skokie		IL		60076		United States		 

		John		Vaccaro		104 Partition St.		Saugerties		NY		12477		United States		 

		Ed		Baker		2131 W Loren Cir		Fayetteville		AR		72701		United States		 

		Julie		Kramer		1288 Church St		San Francisco		CA		94114		United States		 

		Lee		Cali		2102 Elk Circle		Cottonwood		AZ		86326		United States		 

		Michele		Morris		3304 Sudbury Place		Fort Wayne		IN		46815		United States		 

		Shelly		Blank		13084 Pine Cliff Circle		Rapid City		SD		57702		United States		 

		Belinda		Paysinger				San Francisco		CA		94109		United States		 

		Sheryl		Marmo		27 Cherokee Ave		Palm Coast		FL		32137		United States		 

		Katherine		Meduna		4830 16th Ave S Apt 101		Fargo		ND		58103		United States		 

		Lenore		Reeves		19934 Hickory Stick Ln		Mokena		IL		60448		United States		 

		Tamah		Lettieri		2500 Sw 15 St		Deerfield		FL		33442		United States		 

		carol		elias				Massena		NY		13662		United States		 

		William		Pfeiffer		150 West 54th Street		Kansas City		MO		64112		United States		 

		Natalie		Jaime		1510 12th St N Apt 501		Arlington		VA		22209		United States		 

		Patricia		Greiss		198 1/2 York Rd		Carlisle		PA		17013		United States		 

		James		Cooper		25-17 18TH ST		Astoria		NY		11102		United States		 

		John		Heckler		800 Helendale Rd		Rochester		NY		14609		United States		 

		Denise		Pedersen		731 N. 350 E.		American Fork		UT		84003		United States		 

		Carolyn		Massey		632 1/2 north 6th		quincy		IL		62301		United States		 

		Mary		AnneCombs		4696 NC 226A		Marion		NC		28752		United States		 

		Richard		Curry		150 Ryder Cup Blvd.		Pinebluff		NC		28373		United States		 

		cecilia		seabrook		1323 Post Oak Ct		Crest Hill		IL		60403		United States		 

		Tracy		Johnson		4892 Hunt Rd #410		Cincinnati		OH		45242		United States		 

		Jeannette		Welling		2450 Pleasant Way		Thousand Oaks		CA		91362		United States		 

		Joseph		Schultz		298 Montgomery Drive		Erie		CO		80516		United States		 

		Marsha		Stanek		469 Game Ridge Tr		Oregon		WI		53575		United States		 

		Paula		Mersing		240 Bridge St		Norton		WV		26285		United States		 

		Maria		Bruscia		borgo garibaldi		ficulle		AK		5016		United States		 

		William		Welkowitz		1030 E. Lancaster Ave., Apt. 817		Rosemont		PA		19010		United States		 

		Christina		Fong		56 Monroe Center NW #4		Grand Rapids		MI		49503		United States		 

		Eric		Ortner		55 Berkeley Circle		Suffern		NY		10901		United States		 

		Tery		Gohsman		5653 W. Millington Rd		Millington		MI		48746		United States		 

		Arlette		Schlitt-Gerson		39 Norwood Ave		Kensington		CA		94707		United States		 

		Vicki		Smith		po box 2962		running springs		CA		92382		United States		 

		Cynthia		Jensen		34 E Water St		Waterloo		NY		13165		United States		 

		Robert		Phelps		381 E Boise St		Kuna		ID		83634		United States		 

		Cher		Johnson		11445 Westwind Drive		Eden Prairie		MN		55344		United States		 

		Clarence		Sutton		4016 Murdock St		Temple Hills		MD		20748		United States		 

		Cyndy		Miller		33120 dan cupp rd		st. helens		OR		97051		United States		 

		Marilyn		Saunders		43 Grand Avenue		Ridgefield Park		NJ		7660		United States		 

		Stephen		Anderson		1000 Springfield Ave		Deerfield		IL		60015		United States		 

		Joe and Mary		Volpe		P.O. Box 2083		ventura		CA		93002		United States		 

		Allison		Kiser		208 Hearth Road		Camp Hill		PA		17011		United States		 

		Karina		Black		1023 Forest Ave.		Boulder		CO		80304		United States		 

		Jaoana		Dean		17938 Avenida Alozdra		San Diego		CA		92128		United States		 

		Jody		Fritzke		1465 267th.  Ave.  NE		Isanti		MN		55040		United States		 

		Vicki		Ferguson		7117 Garland Ave		Takoma Park		MD		20912		United States		 

		Joe		shelton		872 SHELTON rd.		prescott		WA		99348		United States		 

		Julie		Brickell		210 W. Union Ave., #13		Fullerton		CA		92832		United States		 

		A.		Santiago		2831 Exterior St		Bronx		NY		10463		United States		 

		Peter		Townsend		85 Metropolitan Avenue		Ashland		MA		1721		United States		 

		Gregg		Morris		Po 1605		Hodd River		OR		97031		United States		 

		Krista		Slavin		1764 Cass Lake Road		Keego Harbor		MI		48320		United States		 

		Judi		Kaminski				La Grange Park		IL		60526		United States		 

		Peter		Hirsch		1014 Buckingham Way		Yardley		PA		19067		United States		 

		Daniel		Zhou		79 Washington Sq E		New York		NY		10003		United States		 

		Patricia		Brooks		7235 Sharpview		Houston		TX		77074		United States		 

		Claudia		Miranda		221 Morning Glory Dr		Lake Mary		FL		32746		United States		 

		Susan		Droney		407 West Laurel Street		Vineland		NJ		8360		United States		 

		Patricia		Haupt		1310 Longmeadow Lane		Lake Forest		IL		60045		United States		 

		Suzy		Siegmann		212 Forest Park Ave.		Temple Terrace		FL		33617		United States		 

		Dana		Stone		135A Georgetown Dr		Columbus		OH		43214		United States		 

		Diane		Brown		1718 McKnight		St Paul		MN		55109		United States		 

		Lynne		Rooney-Katsma		319 Millstream Ln		Oswego		IL		60543		United States		 

		Kay		Hardy		130 Graylawn Ave Apt C		Petaluma		CA		94952		United States		 

		Janice		Capuani		5295-G Chestnut Ridge Rd		Orchard Park		NY		14127		United States		 

		Andrew		Jones		5399 Chaison Road		Gladstone		MI		49837		United States		 

		Deanna		Celico		37 Butternut Drive		North Kingstown		RI		2852		United States		 

		Krista		Slavin		1764 Cass Lake Road		Keego Harbor		MI		48320		United States		 

		Kelly		Langston		10216 Maydelle Dr.		Austin		TX		78748		United States		 

		Aman		Aulakh		310 W Michigan Ave		Urbana		IL		61801		United States		 

		Kathy		Bibeau		607 Hagan Road		Whitehouse		TX		75791		United States		 

		Caleb		Wright		47 Fenton Rd.		Corinth		NY		12822		United States		 

		Dorothy		Hammer		410 Orchard St. N.		Northfield		MN		55057		United States		 

		Joann		Seaver		2508 Ptarmigan Dr		Walnut Creek		CA		94595		United States		 

		Angelene		B.		1234		Philadelphia		PA		19122		United States		 

		Lynn		Slonaker		310 Dingleridge road		North Salem		NY		10560		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Guthrie		944 Summitville Drive		Webster		NY		14580		United States		 

		Don		McKelvey		765 East 236 St		Euclid		OH		44123		United States		 

		Marc		Woersching		P.O. Box 4471		Valley Village		CA		91617		United States		 

		Charlene		Reader		1300 Canyon Road		Santa Fe		NM		87501		United States		 

		Kate		Cleland-Sipfle				Ashland		OR		97520		United States		 

		Victor		Miiller		2746 Aurora		Des Moines		IA		50310		United States		 

		carol		carlson		45403 150th street		Roseau		MN		56751		United States		 

		Teresa		gingras		1619 james		lansing		MI		48906		United States		 

		Andy		Zahn		p.o.box 167		Toutle		WA		98649		United States		 

		Maria		Latttuga		225 Locust Ave		Staten Island		NY		10306		United States		 

		Anthony J.		Regusis		2805 33rd St Apt 6B		Astoria		NY		11102		United States		 

		Miriam		Neff		10 Benchmark Ln		Aliso Viejo		CA		92656		United States		 

		Mary		O'Byrne		99 Schoolhouse Rd		Port Jervis		NY		12771		United States		 

		Fsssb		aaaa		171 west		kzoo		MI		49008		United States		 

		Eric		Serxner		2611 E 13 St, 5E		Brooklyn		NY		11235		United States		 

		William		Rizer		9775 Highway 47		Carlton		OR		97111		United States		 

		Christine		Sumner		1831 U-C Maine hwy		Endicott		NY		13760		United States		 

		LeRoi		Armstead		16 Holmes Street		Poughkeepsie		NY		12601		United States		 

		Sonia		Vazquez		Tintillo 5034		GUAYNABO		PR		966		United States		 

		Bob		Sherman		PO Box 94		Lake Arrowhead		CA		92352		United States		 

		Laura		Frame		75 Central Pkwy		Huntington		NY		11743		United States		 

		Marilyn		Wojtyna		19103 233rd Ave NE		Woodinville		WA		98077		United States		 

		Ed		Henner		11399 corazon Court		boynton Beach		FL		33437		United States		 

		Charlene		Lauzon		108 Old Mill Rd # 2		Shrewsbury		MA		1545		United States		 

		Mostyn		Thayer		2372 SE Grand Drive		Port St. Lucie		FL		34952		United States		 

		Ian		Songan		4238 Express Lane		Sarasota		FL		34238		United States		 

		Jennifer		Prezant		15 Fairview Ave.		West Orange		NJ		7052		United States		 

		Bethany		Cardone		3314 Lockheed Blvd Apt 102		Alexandria		VA		22306		United States		 

		Carlyn		McCormack		2576 Potter Street		Eugene		OR		97405		United States		 

		TOMMIE		GILL		7125 N 19th Ave		Phoenix		AZ		85021		United States		 

		Jamie		Harris		301 Mainstreet		Broomfield		CO		80020		United States		 

		Richard		Picone		66 Fourth Place		Brooklyn		NY		11231		United States		 

		Mark		Thomasulo		3430 N Boston Rd		Eden		NY		14057		United States		 

		Dianne		Douglas		2723 E Valencia Drive		Phoenix		AZ		85042		United States		 

		Ryan		Sullivan		2841 Nottingham Drive West		Saginaw		MI		48603		United States		 

		Ryan		Buckner		407 Reid		Marion		NC		28752		United States		 

		Thomas		Gourley		414 41st Ave		San Francisco		CA		94121		United States		 

		Maureen		O'Neal		9100 s.w.. 80th ave.		Portland		OR		97223		United States		 

		Chris		Morin				Carlinville		IL		62626		United States		 

		Ibolya		Tegn		5224 Marlton Pike #44		Pennsauken		NJ		8109		United States		 

		Linda		Petrulias		23 silvia drive		cazadero		CA		95421		United States		 

		Timothy		Shivers		2696 Bickers Street Apt # 2102		Dallas		TX		75212		United States		 

		Shalini		Bosbyshell		75 cypress lane		birdsboro		PA		19508		United States		 

		&		Revesz		103 the Fairway		Cedar Grove		NJ		7009		United States		 

		Christeen		Anderson		4609 Top Flight Dr.		Crestview		FL		32539		United States		 

		Ismail		Ahmad		Los Angeles		Los Angeles		CA		90002		United States		 

		Melissa		Shakman		1360 E. 56th St		Chicago		IL		60637		United States		 

		Juliet		Menditto		1708 gates avenue		Ridgewood		NY		11385		United States		 

		Nelson		Berezovytch		12000 Oak Trl		Austin		TX		78753		United States		 

		Janet		Campbell		8460 NW Mitchell Dr		Corvallis		OR		97330		United States		 

		Karen		Jenne		2012 La Fremontia		South Pasadena		CA		91030		United States		 

		Linda		Jones		1349 Hollowell St		Ontario		CA		91762		United States		 

		Barbara		Rosen		798 Ferguson Rd		Sebastopol		CA		95472		United States		 

		Jim		Huse		511 broken arrow		silver city		NM		88061		United States		 

		Jeff		Nadler		5145 Via Mindanao		Oceanside		CA		92057		United States		 

		Stephen		Wilson		460 Salishan Hills Drive		Gleneden Beach		OR		97388		United States		 

		Joanne		M		Fell's Point		Baltimore		MD		21231		United States		 

		Tricia		Allen-Stewart		205 S Bench St		Galena		IL		61036		United States		 

		Rita		Alfred		1250 S 56th St		Richmond		CA		94804		United States		 

		Anna		Russo		5118 NE Voyage Avenue		Lincoln City		OR		97367		United States		 

		Ian		Songan		4238 Express Lane		Sarasota		FL		34238		United States		 

		Pat		Kramer		3805 W 26th Ave Apt 805 South		Denver		CO		80211		United States		 

		Kristina		Munz		788 W Lambert Rd		La Habra		CA		90631		United States		 

		Lee		Terbot		5585 Galena Dr		Colorado Springs		CO		80918		United States		 

		Maya		Kurtz		336 Park Drive		Glenwood Springs		CO		81601		United States		 

		Virginia		Johnson		1620 Gladden St		Columbia		SC		29205		United States		 

		Tracy		Holthaus		8115 NW 81st Ct		Kansas City		MO		64152		United States		 

		Susan		Reamy		3000 McComas Ave		Kensington		MD		20895		United States		 

		Noryne		Chappelle		424 NW Overlook Drive		Vancouver		WA		98665		United States		 

		Noenoe		Barney-Campbell		2445 b pauoa rd		honolulu		HI		96813		United States		 

		Abigail		Bates		3706 Motor Avenue #35		Los Angeles		CA		90034		United States		 

		Ken		Ward		140 Bleecker St Apt 1		Gloversville		NY		12078		United States		 

		Jon		Jovi		4265 Hartlepool Way		Antelope		CA		95843		United States		 

		pam		plummer		3261 claremore ave		long beach		CA		90808		United States		 

		Laura		Harrison		116 Woodcrest Ave		White Plains		NY		10604		United States		 

		ronald		smith		536 Selborne Rd		Riverside		IL		60546		United States		 

		Jytte		Springer		44 Breeze Ave		Venice		CA		90291		United States		 

		marla		farren		3111 W Little Egypt Rd		Shelton		WA		98584		United States		 

		Patricia		Ryan		5325 Manning Pl., N.W.		Washington		DC		20016		United States		 

		Stephen		Matera		943 NW 63rd St.		Seattle		WA		98107		United States		 

		Nan		Singh-Bowman		10361 California Drive		Ben Lomond		CA		95005		United States		 

		Laura		Raforth		11 sahara drive		rochester		NY		14624		United States		 

		Gilda		Fusilier		955 43rd Avenue		Sacramento		CA		95831		United States		 

		Mary Lou		Copp		1075 Space Park Way Spc 87		Mountain View		CA		94043		United States		 

		Geraldine		Harvey		3977 NW 94 Ave		Sunrise		FL		33351		United States		 

		Belen		Garcia		368 W CR 2160		Kingsville		TX		78363		United States		 

		Catherine		Tierney		4440 Lindell Blvd		Saint Louis		MO		63108		United States		 

		William		Barrett		825 Gilpin Dr		Boulder		CO		80303		United States		 

		Harry		Corsover		3545 Golden Spur Loop		Castle Rock		CO		80108		United States		 

		Kathy		Borshanian		6523 Emigration Canyon		Salt Lake City		UT		84108		United States		 

		John		Pinezich		4617 Highland Drive		Longmont		CO		80503		United States		 

		Izabella		Peszek		1175 Blue Stem trl		Lafayette		CO		80026		United States		 

		Jessica		McGratty		3700 commonwealth ave		Charlotte		NC		28205		United States		 

		Sandy		Commons		2703 Corabel Ln Apt 215		Sacramento		CA		95821		United States		 

		Cj				111 main street		Eugene		OR		97401		United States		 

		Scott		Widdas		4669 N.W. Springtree Ct.		Silverdale		WA		98383		United States		 

		Kathryn		Melton		3209 Brookmeade		Deer Park		TX		77536		United States		 

		Kathleen		Nelson		5900 E. 1st Ave.		Denver		CO		80220		United States		 

		Colonel		Meyer		3701 Eagle Pass Street		North Port		FL		34286		United States		 

		Rachel		Mustain		2500 N Hwy 59 Sp 280		Merced		CA		95348		United States		 

		John		Oda		2000 post		San francisco		CA		94115		United States		 

		Barbara		Hicks		921 Ell Way		Sarasota		FL		34243		United States		 

		Andrea		Scott		10134 Baywood Court		Los Angeles		CA		90077		United States		 

		Cindy		Trubovitz		4380 Via Sorpresa		San Diego		CA		92124		United States		 

		Ellen		Middleditch		621 Paige Loop		Los Alamos		NM		87544		United States		 

		Chris		Hunter		113 Salem Drive		Monroe		LA		71202		United States		 

		Greg		Johns		1504 Boatright Dr. NE		Albuquerque		NM		87112		United States		 

		Peter		Scott		7040 E 400 S		Knox		IN		46534		United States		 

		Jason		Altman		3428 Dry Gulch		Laughlin		NV		89029		United States		 

		mary		s		1791 Lyra Ct SE		Rio Rancho		NM		87124		United States		 

		Kay		Lowe		3820 E 117th Ave		Thornton		CO		80233		United States		 

		Rhett		Lawrence		6445 N Commercial Ave		Portland		OR		97217		United States		 

		Martin		Marcus		5015 Greenbrier Ave		San Diego		CA		92120		United States		 

		John		Zorger				Laguna Hills		CA		92653		United States		 

		Jeanne		Hollingsworth		PO Box 6193		Minneapolis		MN		55406		United States		 

		Heather		Berk		18124 Wood Barn Ln		Fountain Valley		CA		92708		United States		 

		Steven		Heffley		11871 East Honey Run Road		Pekin		IN		47165		United States		 

		Felipe		Vazquez		6720 Pino Real Dr		El Paso		TX		79912		United States		 

		Marty		Landa		45 Siesta Lane		Sedona		AZ		86351		United States		 

		Chris		Hunter		113 Salem Drive		Monroe		LA		71202		United States		 

		Marty		Landa		45 Siesta Lane		Sedona		AZ		86351		United States		 

		Karen		Larson		6348 Eisenhower Ct		Chino		CA		91710		United States		 

		Cheri		Riznyk		1112 NE Morton St		portland		OR		97211		United States		 

		Marjorie		Moss		2736 Caminito San Pablo		Del Mar		CA		92014		United States		 

		Patrick		Annabel		1329 University St.		Walla Walla		WA		99362		United States		 

		Art		Hanson		1815 Briarwood Dr.		Lansing		MI		48917		United States		 

		Leslie		O'Loughlin		2705 Teckla		Amarillo		TX		79106		United States		 

		Anne		Parzick		2612 Wavecrest Dr		Corona del Mar		CA		92625		United States		 

		CHERIE		REEVES-RUTLEDGE		934 JUANITA WAY		Central Point		OR		97502		United States		 

		Barbara		Scholl		727 East Fifth		Lancaster		OH		43130		United States		 

		Dogan		Ozkan		varyemez sokak no:10		Beyoglu Istanbul Turkey		AK		99701		United States		 

		Sylvia		Laano		47-402 Kamehameha Hwy.		Kaneohe		HI		96744		United States		 

		Frank		Mele		946 Oak St		Silverton		OR		97381		United States		 

		Steven		Markgraf		5205 Church St.		McFarland		WI		53558		United States		 

		Zenda		Boss-Hall		10610 NE 9th Pl		Bellevue		WA		98004		United States		 

		Patricia		Lynn		7800 Biindagen Trl		Delton		MI		49046		United States		 

		Patricia		Carlson		10221 NE Brazee st		Portland, Or		OR		97220		United States		 

		Fred		Blair		LES		NYC		NY		10009		United States		 

		Linette		Schreiber		75 Ardmore Ave.		Ardmore		PA		19003		United States		 

		Gina		Kaslofski		5881 Dewey Blvd		Sacramento		CA		95824		United States		 

		Malia		Cabaccang		94-1009 Awalua st		Waipahu		HI		96797		United States		 

		Chris		Lange				Santa Barbara		CA		93101		United States		 

		James		Deshotels		161 Vondera Dr		Robertsville		MO		63072		United States		 

		Tiffany		Caldwell		1103 Salem St		Amory		MS		38821		United States		 

		Mark		Beckwith		2931 Ellis Street		Berkeley		CA		94703		United States		 

		Fabiola		Vasquez		401 NE 40th St Apt 301		Seattle		WA		98105		United States		 

		Wendy		Pabian		1629 McAllister St Apt 101		San Francisco		CA		94115		United States		 

		Inge		Bjorkman		Krakshult		Mariannelund, Sweden		CA		59898		United States		 

		Raluca		Morawsky		Egan Dr.		Valdez		AK		99686		United States		 

		Mary		Thomas		639 15th St		Richmond		CA		94801		United States		 

		Ralf		Groneberg		bahnhofstraße 31		osterode		DE		37520		United States		 

		James		Kawamura		16415 Basswood Ln		fontana		CA		92336		United States		 

		Rachael		Anobile		301 w 48st		new york		NY		10036		United States		 

		Phyllis		O'Reilly		44 Waonahele Pl		Haiku		HI		96708		United States		 

		Rachel		Simpson-Loizou		216 Ben Venue Rd.		Fombell		PA		16123		United States		 

		Ralf		Groneberg		bahnhofstraße 31		osterode		DE		37520		United States		 

		Delores		Eddins				Newport News		VA		23602		United States		 

		Lawrence		Germann		7901 Oxford Road		Longmont		CO		80503		United States		 

		Stephanie		Trasoff		5160 Seaview Dr		Blaine		WA		98230		United States		 

		Meg		Mishler		1680 Ne 48Th Court		Fort Lauderdale		FL		33334		United States		 

		Bruce		Edwards		36223 Hartley Rd		Mission, BC Canada		WA		0		United States		 

		Michael		Lombardi		19 Morning Glory Lane		Levittown		PA		19054		United States		 

		Kate		Brotherton		25885 Trabuco Rd. #136		Lake Forest		CA		92630		United States		 

		Josie		Nedved		5054 W. Casberg-Burroughs		Deer Park		WA		99006		United States		 

		Ondine		James		304 North Atlantic Blvd		Cocoa Beach		FL		31932		United States		 

		Mary		Gardner		611 JONES RD #21		EVANSDALE		IA		50707		United States		 

		Abraham		Oboruemuh		not available		Riverside		CA		92515		United States		 

		Amy		Perrin		14 Cottage Street		Claremont		NH		3743		United States		 

		Brian		Hicks		14605 W Hickory Ave		Lemont		IL		60439		United States		 

		Thomas		Tripp		34 Canterbury Rd		Brewer		ME		4412		United States		 

		Bobbie		Hodgdon		18410 Priory Avenue		Minnetonka		MN		55345		United States		 

		Helen		Chieco		1403 Dominique Drive		Austin		TX		78753		United States		 

		Stephen		Halpern		133 s woodstock dr		cherry hill		NJ		8034		United States		 

		Kathryn		Goodwin		1707 Giles St		Austin		TX		78722		United States		 

		Alan		Lambert		355 Windsor Lane		Gibsonburg		OH		43431		United States		 

		David		Neral		444 Island View Cir		St. Augustine		FL		32095		United States		 

		Dorothea		Stephan		Deglwies 1		Winzer		CA		94577		United States		 

		Phyllis		Fast		498 Long Hill Road		Gillette		NJ		7933		United States		 

		Silvia		Frerix		so		ka		IN		47546		United States		 

		Eric		Voorhies		6212 Olohena		Kapaa		HI		96746		United States		 

		Amanda		Vancel		201 E Pike St Apt 14		Crawfordsville		IN		47933		United States		 

		Danuta		Watola		Chopina		Kalety		HI		42660		United States		 

		Curtis		Hughes		8211 Via Hermosa		Sanford		FL		32771		United States		 

		Mark		Choi		4115 Windsor St.		Pittsburgh		PA		15217		United States		 

		bob		shields		8 Poplar Rd		Yorkville		IL		60560		United States		 

		Steven		Campbell		255 Egypt Road		Presque Isle		ME		4769		United States		 

		Kevin		Ohi		1754 Commonwealth Ave		Brighton		MA		2135		United States		 

		Steve		Bloom		92 St. Nicholas Ave.		New York		NY		10026		United States		 

		Meryl		Pinque		Odlin Rd		Bangor		ME		4401		United States		 

		Jean		Goetinck		2940 W. Milton RD		Tucson		AZ		85746		United States		 

		Freddie		Williams		p.o. box 12334, benoryn,		benoni		MA		1504		United States		 

		Sharon		Wardle		110 9th Street		Manchester		CA		90079		United States		 

		Laura		Overmann		508 El Camino Real #4		Burlingame		CA		94010		United States		 

		Carl		Gipson		728 Spartacus Ct		Cary		NC		27518		United States		 

		Nina		Reid		4505 MacArthur blvd		Washington		DC		20007		United States		 

		Christine		King		146 College Highway # 7		Southampton		MA		1073		United States		 

		Natalie		Hanson		1815 Briarwood Dr.		Lansing		MI		48917		United States		 

		Terry		Gorby		41 Woobly Road		Bolton		MA		1740		United States		 

		joan		martorano		9 wodell st.		beacon		NY		12508		United States		 

		Anita		Smith		7414 255th St		Glen Oaks		NY		11004		United States		 

		Ridwaana		Allen		4838 D Hollenden Dr		Raleigh		NC		27616		United States		 

		Sarah		Newman		54 Burgundy drive		Lake Saint Louis		MO		63367		United States		 

		Dennis		Ledden		4545 Grinding Rock Rd		Fiddletown		CA		95629		United States		 

		Liette		Pedraza		6505 14th Ave 3rd Floor		Brooklyn		NY		11219		United States		 

		Denis		Cote		938 Gore Rd		Alfred		ME		4002		United States		 

		Aleksander		Lindemann		Pod goro 4d		Krsko		NY		11120		United States		 

		Annika		Karlsson		Månadsgatan 14		Gothenburg				41508		United States		 

		Barbara		Calamai		v rio pozzale 153		pisa		MN		56026		United States		 

		Janice		Pringle				Charlottesville		VA		22911		United States		 

		Richard		Heinlein		PO Box 152		Trevor		WI		53179		United States		 

		arlene		miljour		5900 walmore road		Sanborn		NY		14132		United States		 

		Ellen		Chung		1705 Coewin Dr.		Silver Spring		MD		20910		United States		 

		Emily		Block		9607 Cumberland Rd		Fishers		IN		46037		United States		 

		Nick		Gutierrez		8240 Linger Lodge Rd		Bradenton		FL		34202		United States		 

		Julie		English		4234 Elkhorn Blvd		Sacramento		CA		95835		United States		 

		Frances		Forte		119 Reading Ave		Barrington		NJ		8007		United States		 

		Laura		Moore		283 Wardwell Pt. Rd		PENOBSCOT		ME		4476		United States		 

		Loyd		Harp		PO Box 1769		Cushing		OK		74023		United States		 

		Susan		Cole		138 Aberdeen Rd		Matawan		NJ		7747		United States		 

		Amy		Holt		2952 Ivanhoe Glen		Madison		WI		53711		United States		 

		Glen		Zorn		1463 East Republican Street, #358		Seattle		WA		98112		United States		 

		Larry		Olivier		168 Lynda Circle		Chattanooga		TN		37405		United States		 

		Janie		Lowrie		19321 Moose Rd		Wykoff		MN		55990		United States		 

		Christine		Sepulveda		458 West Summerfield Circle		Anaheim		CA		92802		United States		 

		Diane		Sirois		27 Sunrise Hl		Berwick		ME		3901		United States		 

		Mark		Soenksen		2503 340th Ave		De Witt		IA		52742		United States		 

		Chelo		Ludden		7511 County Road 53.1		Trinidad		CO		81082		United States		 

		DE		Banes		4200 E. Commerce Way, Apt 1911		Sacramento		CA		95834		United States		 

		Tarundeep		Singh		5736 Ebner Cir		Dublin		OH		43016		United States		 

		jeffrey		gordon		45 maple ave		Morgantown		WV		26501		United States		 

		Steve		Walker		340 Terry Way		La Habra		CA		90631		United States		 

		Jean		Foss		po Box 2064		Ogunquit		ME		3907		United States		 

		Sara		Farneth		1589 Willow Pond Dr		Yardley		PA		19067		United States		 

		Rosemary		Kanester		1662 N Westridge Ave		Tucson		AZ		85745		United States		 

		Jorge		De Cecco		705 North State Street # 268		Ukiah		CA		95482		United States		 

		John		Richkus		206 Congress Street		Jersey City		NJ		7307		United States		 

		Rodrigo		Cardenas		424 W Foster Ave		State College		PA		16801		United States		 

		Deborah		Martin		152 Kelly Drivers Lane		Clementon		NJ		8021		United States		 

		John		Hope		345 Church St.		San Francisco		CA		94114		United States		 

		Ellen		Garnett		2325 Island Trail		Chapin		SC		29036		United States		 

		Heidi		Barlow		6364 W Wilshire Blvd		Oklahoma City		OK		73132		United States		 

		Alexandra		D.Pappano		330 River Rd.		Mattawamkeag		ME		4459		United States		 

		Linda		Papaforti		PO Box 441803		Somerville		MA		2144		United States		 

		Linda		Prince		7 ave vista grande		Santa Fe		NM		87508		United States		 

		Mark		Mansfield		37 Madison		Geneva		NY		14456		United States		 

		Kathleen		Lensenmayer		3787 Ritamarie Drive		Columbus		OH		43220		United States		 

		Julie		Maisel		514 Granville Ct NE		Sandy Springs		GA		30328		United States		 

		David		Jutt		209 Garth Rd Apt 6N		Scarsdale		NY		10583		United States		 

		Susan		Salch		8924 w hove lp		austin		TX		78749		United States		 

		Linda		Ricks		112 Willow Street		Beaufort		NC		28516		United States		 

		Patricia		Clements		2114 Columbia Ave		Atco		NJ		8004		United States		 

		Bonnie		Heinking		2542 Lindsay Rd		Springfield		IL		62704		United States		 

		Robin		Eliot		Cottage rd		South Portland		ME		4106		United States		 

		Juliet		Compagnon		96 Midland		Montclair		NJ		7042		United States		 

		Rev		Harrison		1734 Martel aVe.		Fort Worth		TX		76103		United States		 

		Juliet		Compagnon		96 Midland		Montclair		NJ		7042		United States		 

		Kyle		Bracken		12960 Greene ave. #1		Los Angeles		CA		90066		United States		 

		Michael		Donais		15340 196th Cir NW		Elk River		MN		55330		United States		 

		Rodney		Martin		143 Laurie Ln.		Lititz		PA		17543		United States		 

		Kirsten		Shreeve				Eureka		CA		95503		United States		 

		Philip		Litow		1970 Danford St		Naples		FL		34112		United States		 

		Pete		Mason		56 West Rd.		Westfield		MA		1085		United States		 

		Marks		Pelham		3412 Kansa		Midland		TX		79703		United States		 

		Mary		Payne		5327 Montgomery NE #63		Albuquerque		NM		87109		United States		 

		Shawna		Harbaugh		59 East  500 South		Jerome		ID		83338		United States		 

		Paula		Xiberras		hill		hobart		LA		70011		United States		 

		Marc		Stoner		3223 Lake Glenn Drive		Eugene		OR		97408		United States		 

		Patricia		Kowerko		347 Hatchery Road		North Kingtown		RI		2852		United States		 

		MJ		Baumann		709 S Shore Dr		Madison		WI		53715		United States		 

		Hal		Trufan		6808 Old Forge Dr		Charlotte		NC		28226		United States		 

		teresa		greco		6055 w warwick		chicago		IL		60634		United States		 

		Bradley		Cunningham		938 W Palma De Pina		Tucson		AZ		85704		United States		 

		Bob		Leppo		1652 Via Rico		Santa Maria		CA		93454		United States		 

		colleen		ridenour		17819 SE 105th ct		Summerfield		FL		34491		United States		 

		Andrea		Sreiber		5 Nassau Avenue		Schenectady		NY		12304		United States		 

		Rb		Bartlett		2400 W Valley Pkwy #70		Escondido		CA		92029		United States		 

		John		Thomas		5805 yellow bluff rd		blackshear		GA		31516		United States		 

		Deja		Lizer		2 melody lane		asheville		NC		28803		United States		 

		Maureen		Toscani		1 Devon Court		Cinnaminson		NJ		8077		United States		 

		Patricia		Senseney		P.P. Box 751119		Petaluma		CA		94975		United States		 

		Mary		Duff		2800 N. Lake Shore		Chicago		IL		60657		United States		 

		Sonya		Scott		1101 County Road 500 E		Champaign		IL		61822		United States		 

		Tom		Tamplin		15 Oaklands Way		Wallington		TX		71059		United States		 

		Stephanie		Bair		11 Ebony Street		Denver		CO		80221		United States		 

		Denie		English		216 Myrtle St.		Uvalde		TX		78801		United States		 

		Mary		Hyde		235 Stein Lane		Lewisburg		PA		17837		United States		 

		Mark		Walton		1800 Exchange		Wichita		KS		67213		United States		 

		Michael		Norden		22290 Co. Rd. S		Defiance		OH		43512		United States		 

		Torin		Ryder		1361 W Corriente Dr		Queen Creek		AZ		85143		United States		 

		Martha		Keating		225 W.105th St. #4FE		New York		NY		10025		United States		 

		Michael		Petkovic		1936 E. Libra Drive		Tempe		AZ		85283		United States		 

		Jan		Alexander				Oswego		IL		60543		United States		 

		Ki		Pow		351 Westbourne ct		Bloomfield Hills		MI		48301		United States		 

		Robbin		Clark		1201 Rose Anna St		Delphos		OH		45833		United States		 

		Irwin		Schpok		562A Malvern Court		Manchester		NJ		8759		United States		 

		Maria		Nowicki		2324 14th Ave		San Francisco		CA		94116		United States		 

		Giana		Paz		150 Tulip Trail		Hendersonville		NC		28792		United States		 

		Julia		Morgan		234 Rachel Carson Way		Ithaca		NY		14850		United States		 

		Paula		Carrier		2401 5th Ave		san diego		CA		92101		United States		 

		Jerry		Blitefield		58 Beach St		Warren		RI		2885		United States		 

		Steven		F. and Jennings		12566 N. Wind Runner Parkway		Marana		AZ		85658		United States		 

		Catherine		Ayoub		8430 Gardena Hills Avenue		Las Vegas		NV		89178		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Nipper		1749 Highway UU		Poplar Bluff		MO		63901		United States		 

		Darren		Wells		426 Blackstone St Apt 2L		Woonsocket		RI		2895		United States		 

		Amelia		walker		21600 Westbrook Drive		Hartsburg		MO		65039		United States		 

		Kirsten		Strom		877 Spring Ave NE		Grand Rapids		MI		49503		United States		 

		Irene		Lee		488 Manor Dr.		Pacifica		CA		94044		United States		 

		Janeene		Porcher		13568 W 23rd Pl		Golden		CO		80401		United States		 

		Sheila		Barrand		28032 Festivo		Mission Viejo		CA		92692		United States		 

		Tina		Conner		444 E Baldwin St		Meridian		ID		83646		United States		 

		Kim		Hughes		5181 chelsea brook lane		Glen Allen		VA		23060		United States		 

		David		Levin		815 Buck Lane		Haverford		PA		19041		United States		 

		Giana		Paz		150 Tulip Trail		Hendersonville		NC		28792		United States		 

		Evelyn		Zerin		1071 Donegan Rd		Largo		FL		33771		United States		 

		jc		cyr		one green st		Castine		ME		4421		United States		 

		Cam		Krosnoff		5611 milhouse		Indianapolis		IN		46221		United States		 

		Hugh		Carola		617 Spring Valley Rd.		Maywood		NJ		7607		United States		 

		Barbara		Everett		6800 w. old shakopee road, #316		bloomington		MN		55438		United States		 

		Susan		Selbin		2431 Northwest Cir NW		Albuquerque		NM		87104		United States		 

		Anne		Hagberg		114 W. Laurel Dr.		Salinas		CA		93906		United States		 

		Josh		McCoy		5312 Granite Ave NE		Albuquerque		NM		87110		United States		 

		Kyle		Kinder				Long Beach		CA		90815		United States		 

		Meghan		Tracy		3456 Hackett Ave		Long Beach		CA		90808		United States		 

		Tanya		Meyer		2319 Shire Ln		Davis		CA		95616		United States		 

		Byron		Hathaway		11353 Venice Blvd.		Los Angeles		CA		90066		United States		 

		Karen		Baouche		4 Pease Farm Rd		Ellington		CT		6029		United States		 

		Maggie		Claud		70 WETHERSFIELD AVE #4		HARTFORD		CT		6114		United States		 

		Julia		McMahon		13 Applecart Rd		Rockport		MA		1966		United States		 

		Joe		Maurer		17190 Littlefield St		Detroit		MI		48235		United States		 

		Joyce		Kowalewski		Po 1711		Brookings, Oregon		OR		97415		United States		 

		Elizabeth				345 Ottawa Avenue		Westerville		OH		43081		United States		 

		Sandra		Stephens		p.o. box 130		Grantham		NH		3753		United States		 

		Sherri		Irving		3181 colchester brook lane		fairfax		VA		22031		United States		 

		Jose		de Arteaga		31st Place		washington		DC		20020		United States		 

		Larry		Weingart		900 West 190th Street, Apt. 5J		New York		NY		10040		United States		 

		Mark		Novotny		5413 6th Ave		Countryside		IL		60525		United States		 

		Margaret				4143 hazel st		wbl		MN		55110		United States		 

		Gloria		Diggle		637 SW Magnolia Ln		Fort White		FL		32038		United States		 

		Barbara		Westergaard		40 pine st.		Princeton		NJ		8542		United States		 

		Kenneth		Jones		9058 Forestview Road		Evanston		IL		60203		United States		 

		Barbara		Everett		6800 w. old shakopee road, #316		bloomington		MN		55438		United States		 

		Roger & Sandy		Marman		4718 Adenmoor Ave		Lakewood		CA		90713		United States		 

		Myrna		Freeman		33075 Church Street		North Fork		CA		93643		United States		 

		Chris		Roche		4811 Saint George Street		Reading		PA		19606		United States		 

		Andrew		Sertich		619 State St		Wood River		IL		62095		United States		 

		Avery		Solmssen		4933 Maunalani Cir		Honolulu		HI		96816		United States		 

		Jess		Bolen		1954 Grandview Drive		Cape Girardeau		MO		63701		United States		 

		Shannan		Johnson		330 Ketch Rd		Saint Cloud		FL		34771		United States		 

		Ellen		Edelman		1601 S. Michigan Ave.		Chicago		IL		60616		United States		 

		Patrick		Donovan		60 Plaza St. E., 5A		Brooklyn		NY		11238		United States		 

		claire		dudan		50 Layman Ct		Walnut Creek		CA		94596		United States		 

		Donna		Duncan		7719 Nesbitt Dr.		Norfolk		VA		23505		United States		 

		Donnie		Huffman		900 E Argyle St		Jackson		MI		49202		United States		 

		John		Byrd		1908 creekside cir		atlantic beach		FL		32233		United States		 

		Tyleen		Kennedy				Portland		OR		97203		United States		 

		Elynor		Saenz		4025 W McNab Road		Pompano Beach		FL		33069		United States		 

		Mylee		Khristoforov		Trenton Way		Denver		CO		80231		United States		 

		Elynor		Saenz		4025 W McNab Road		Pompano Beach		FL		33069		United States		 

		Mac		Hathaway		3 Bancroft St		Maynard		MA		1754		United States		 

		charles		baughman		66800 cline falls rd		Bend		OR		97701		United States		 

		loretta		neyman		11610 Reeder		overland park		KS		66210		United States		 

		Matt & Michele		Stoudt		24433 Nookachamp Hills Dr.		Mt. Vernon		WA		98274		United States		 

		Barbara		Levine		4001 Whispering Trails Ct		Hoffman Estates		IL		60192		United States		 

		Linda		Azzi		9850 Zenith Meridian Drive     #12-203		Englewood		CO		80112		United States		 

		Ben		Jansen		P.O. Box 2133		Kailua-Kons		HI		96745		United States		 

		Vincent		Bernal		1302 Davis st		Elmira		NY		14901		United States		 

		Linda		Marble		712 High St		Williamston		MI		48895		United States		 

		Karen		Rasmussen		6 Teaberry Ln		Tiburon		CA		94920		United States		 

		Sarah		Edmunds		PO Box 172		Escalante		UT		84726		United States		 

		Johni		Prinz		1130 Fairwood Dr SW		Ocean Shores		WA		98569		United States		 

		Donald		Kosak		N68W13130 Ranch Rd		Menomonee Falls		WI		53051		United States		 

		jody		guth		2308 ne rodney ave		Portland		OR		97212		United States		 

		Lola		Janes		N 4213 Powell Lk Rd		Wetmore		MI		49895		United States		 

		David		Arntzen		301 Narcissus Pl SE		Albuquerque		NM		87123		United States		 

		Henry		Coleman		606 College Terrace		Williamsburg		VA		23185		United States		 

		Lester & Judy		Hoyle		765 Mesa Verde Dr.		Cave Junction		OR		97523		United States		 

		Ruth Kay		Souder		101 Main St		Red Hill		PA		18076		United States		 

		Linda		Garcia		83 Old Agua Fria Rd W		Santa Fe		NM		87508		United States		 

		sundance		dawe				Daly City		CA		94015		United States		 

		Tom		Weaver		17135 136th Pl SE		Renton		WA		98058		United States		 

		Lynn		Schneider		606 105th Av N		Naples		FL		34108		United States		 

		Dorothy		Wilson		4500 N. Northwoods Ln.		Bloomington		IN		47404		United States		 

		Geisy				9073 Vineyard Lake Dr		Plantation		FL		33324		United States		 

		Alan		Kardoff		778 antilles rd ne		palm bay		FL		32907		United States		 

		Valerie		Marak		95F Middlebridge Rd.		Narragansett		RI		2882		United States		 

		Michele		Biggane		8332 CANNON KNOLL CT		West Chester		OH		45069		United States		 

		Alice		Sather		22464 130th Ave NW		Newfolden		MN		56738		United States		 

		Patricia		Carlton-McQueen		4027 Mackland Ave, NE		ABQ		NM		87110		United States		 

		Maria		Kordes		8703 258th St		Floral Park		NY		11001		United States		 

		Denise		Greaves		4200 The Woods Dr Apt 1614		San Jose		CA		95136		United States		 

		Kent		Minault		13214 Magnolia Blvd.		Sherman Oaks		CA		91423		United States		 

		Edye		Calderon		4415 Fairgate DR		Midland		TX		79707		United States		 

		Gary		McHone		126 Merk Road		Watsonville		CA		95076		United States		 

		Michael		Caputo		10 Candice Court		Johnston		RI		2919		United States		 

		Katherine		soffer		2807 belleview ave		Cheverly		MD		20785		United States		 

		David		Weissman		3 Kingston rd		Scarsdale		NY		10583		United States		 

		Achira						San Jose		CA		95129		United States		 

		Angie		Mackey		4850 S Everett St		Denver		CO		80123		United States		 

		Charlene		Ferguson		2650 Dolliver Park Ave.		Otho		IA		50569		United States		 

		C		Wilcox		Stirlingshire		McHenry		IL		60050		United States		 

		Marie-Louise		Jackson-Miller		63 Gay Street		Quincy		MA		2169		United States		 

		Colleen		Lobel		8111 Kenova St		San Diego		CA		92126		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Banwell		316 Ford Rd		Howell		NJ		7731		United States		 

		Tami		Palacky		8005 BETHELEN WOODS LN		SPRINGFIELD		VA		22153		United States		 

		Debra		BERLINER		1701 Richcreek		Austin		TX		78757		United States		 

		Nicole		Orestano		854 March Ave		Healdsburg		CA		95448		United States		 

		Jeff		Reynolds		2114 Burwell Place		Bremerton		WA		98312		United States		 

		Ashley		Heffner		16 kent drive apt 2		bradford		PA		16701		United States		 

		Mark		Bek		42 redding circle		Princeton		NJ		8540		United States		 

		Ray		Peters		N2610 Buckhorn Cir.		Wautoma		WI		54982		United States		 

		Dale		Lenat		706 S Walnut		west chester		PA		19382		United States		 

		John		Dierig		610 Carrington Place 207		Loveland		OH		45140		United States		 

		jim		andersen		1043 47th St		Oakland		CA		94608		United States		 

		John		Frey		1133 Massachusetts Av		Lexington		MA		2420		United States		 

		Nancy		Weatherwax		15915 E. Michigan Ave.		Albion		MI		49224		United States		 

		James		Jachimiak		835 S. Old Us 31 Lot 46		Franklin		IN		46131		United States		 

		Kim		Kayoda		832 South Cloverdale Street		Seattle		WA		98108		United States		 

		Robert		Lemlin		700 Liberty Drive		Fairfield		IA		52556		United States		 

		Eric		Thompson		1222 Cheshire Ct		Concord		CA		94521		United States		 

		Jason		Nutbrown		253 Pray Drive		Albany		VT		5820		United States		 

		Darley		Adare		2625 Bucknell Ave.		Charlotte		NC		28207		United States		 

		jerry		miller		15204 SE Sunpark Dr		Vancouver		WA		98683		United States		 

		Char		Schumann		1020 gull ct		palatine		IL		60067		United States		 

		Emmanuel		Ananda		175 Captain Nurse Cir		Novato		CA		94949		United States		 

		Allison		Levin		258 Glen Dr		Sausalito		CA		94965		United States		 

		Kim		Kayoda		832 South Cloverdale Street		Seattle		WA		98108		United States		 

		Robin		Adair		111 Hayward St.		Hopkinton		MA		1748		United States		 

		Scot		Libants		1927 Donora St.		Lansing		MI		48910		United States		 

		Chris		Drumright		1434 E. Main St.  #26		Murfreesboro		TN		37130		United States		 

		Harvey		Locke		4815 102nd Ln NE		Kirkland		WA		98033		United States		 

		Ace		Hull		2536 W Tanya Rd		Phoenix		AZ		85086		United States		 

		Nancy		Calsbeek		7506 Jerez Court		Carlsbad		CA		92009		United States		 

		Michelle		Irvin		2710 Washington ave		Vincennes		IN		47591		United States		 

		Olivia		Bronson		5536 27th ave NE		Seattle		WA		98105		United States		 

		Priscilla		Newcomer		705 Hogan Drive		Martinsburg		WV		25405		United States		 

		Hashi		Hanta		PO Box 3110		Sells		AZ		85634		United States		 

		Peter		Pileggi		175 Birch St.		Portland		OR		97448		United States		 

		Peter		Pileggi		175 Birch St.		Portland		OR		97448		United States		 

		Helen		Barshay		6 Pine Bark		Hunt Valley		MD		21030		United States		 

		Nicole		Loh		Hougang Ave 8 Blk 501		Singapore		WI		53050		United States		 

		Adia		Harrison				Oakland		CA		94609		United States		 

		Alison		Rashedi		214 Oak St.		T or C		NM		87901		United States		 

		Richard		Creswell		2557 S Dover St 88		Lakewood		CO		80227		United States		 

		John		Marble		4201 SE 37th Ave		Portland		OR		97202		United States		 

		Chris		Hart		270 10th Avenue		Bethlehem		PA		18018		United States		 

		Jordan		Hooper		421 Superior Way		Discovery Bay		CA		94505		United States		 

		Teri		Meadows		456 Oak Manor Dr		Fairfax		CA		94930		United States		 

		Diana		Goodman		123 Mendosa Ave		San Francisco		CA		94116		United States		 

		Doug		Franklin		195 D. C. lane		hayesville		NC		28904		United States		 

		Wendi		Reese		3901 Union Ave		Bakersfield		CA		93305		United States		 

		Keelin		Magnus		1647 Hewitt Avenue		Saint Paul		MN		55104		United States		 

		Jed		Aicher		34 Crooke Ave Apt 3A		Brooklyn		NY		11226		United States		 

		Michael		Frey		PO Box 30444		Santa Barbara		CA		93130		United States		 

		Donna		Smith		1367 Harrington Road		Havertown		PA		19083		United States		 

		Sandra		Walker		2815 Shady Lawn Drive		Greensboro		NC		27408		United States		 

		Lawrence		Tetenbaum		38 Summit Ct		Plainview		NY		11803		United States		 

		Juanita		Puntasecca		868  Valbrook Ct SW		Lilburn		GA		30047		United States		 

		Susan		Barrons		1205 Court C		Hanover Park		IL		60133		United States		 

		Jim		Rucquoi		715 South Myrtle Ave		Sanford		FL		32771		United States		 

		Marlene		Pratt		2401W.MorningsideDr.		Phoenix		AZ		85023		United States		 

		Diane		Kent		4123 E Blanche Dr		Phoenix		AZ		85032		United States		 

		James		Mulcare		1110 Benjamin St		Clarkston		WA		99403		United States		 

		Shelley				7928 ridge avenue		philadelphia		PA		19128		United States		 

		Sean		Blake		114 W 10th Ave		Ellensburg		WA		98926		United States		 

		Justin		Boucher		1125 NW 12th Ave Apt 1015		Portland		OR		97209		United States		 

		Sid		Parks		453 Bennett Pkwy		Hornell		NY		14843		United States		 

		Tom		Kovalicky		410 Denver Ce. Rd		Grangeville		ID		83530		United States		 

		Michael		White		5929 Orange Ave.		Long Beach		CA		90805		United States		 

		Joyce		Frohn		425 congress		Oshkosh		WI		54901		United States		 

		Marna		Herrington		25 nw 23rd place suite 6		Portland		OR		97210		United States		 

		Priscilla		Ritchie		PO Box 416		North Grafton		MA		1536		United States		 

		Ahmmed		Khalil		3733 W 77th Pl		Chicago		IL		60652		United States		 

		Sandra		Materi		1600 W. Odell		Casper		WY		82604		United States		 

		Beverly		Harrington		272 Gates St		San Francisco		CA		94110		United States		 

		Harvey		Metzger		11699 Briarwood Cir		Boynton Beac h		FL		33437		United States		 

		Dennis		Woolley		2182 Woodland Rrace		Youngstown		OH		44515		United States		 

		Lida		Skrzypczak		1664 Kalorama Rd, NW		Washington		DC		20009		United States		 

		Paulett		Simunich		135 Leffler Drive		Johnstown		PA		15904		United States		 

		Sharon		Lee		2277 NE BARONCT		BEND		OR		97701		United States		 

		John		Meland		8235 N. Oak Ridge Drive		Milton		WI		53563		United States		 

		Dorothy		Stoner		1130 Longford		Bartlett		IL		60103		United States		 

		Kathleen		Hutchins		537 17th Ave NW		St Paul		MN		55112		United States		 

		Carole		Osborn		11 Brook Street		Winsted		CT		6098		United States		 

		Jane Leatherman		Van Praag		PO Box 354		Bartlett		TX		76511		United States		 

		Carol		Lind		822 Clayton, 7		San Francisco		CA		94117		United States		 

		Jane		Wesley		705 Giles Dr NE		Huntsville		AL		35801		United States		 

		Marcia		Walton				Albuquerque		NM		87107		United States		 

		Nick		Barcott		1318 N.Lake Stickney Dr.		Lynnwood		WA		98087		United States		 

		Renee		Hardin		4639 Friar Tuck Lane		Sarasota		FL		34232		United States		 

		Colleen		Sheppard		9 Music Sq South		Nashville		TN		37203		United States		 

		Marcos		Arguello		7975 Cadenza Ln		Las Vegas		NV		89123		United States		 

		Lauren		Thompson		5524 NE 12th AVE		Portland		OR		97211		United States		 

		Ashley		Kopeck		258 Eastview Dr		Wilkes-Barre		PA		18705		United States		 

		Karen		White		6250 conneticut st		zephyrhills		FL		33542		United States		 

		Donna		Varney		16775 w 50th Ave		Golden		CO		80403		United States		 

		Raychel		Upright		1418 W Marshall St		Richmond		VA		23220		United States		 

		Mary		Grant		1226 Broad Axe Rd		Charlottesville		VA		22903		United States		 

		Joyce		Frohn		425 Congress		Oshkosh		WI		54901		United States		 

		Maria		Rausis		2380 Gabriel Ave.		Mountain View		CA		94040		United States		 

		Ellsworth		Meigs		16667 Mt Lilac Trail		Frazier Park		CA		93225		United States		 

		Neal		Feldman		4732 Swegle Rd NE		Salem		OR		97301		United States		 

		Wesley		Tyler		52 W High St.		Painesville		OH		44077		United States		 

		Robert		Tull		1200 Mira  Mar Ave		Medford		OR		97504		United States		 

		Jessica		Caron		145 W. Ridgewood Ave.		Ridgewood		NJ		7450		United States		 

		John		Donaldson		4559 N Dewitt Ave		Fresno		CA		93727		United States		 

		Amanda		Dickinson		706 South 7th Street		Yakima		WA		98901		United States		 

		virginia		wood		4 wiggins pond lane		Kennebunk		ME		4043		United States		 

		Margaret		Redus		5100 W. Mexico Ave.		Denver		CO		80219		United States		 

		Dorothy		Vanette		3111 rt 38 suite 11-271 , Mt Laurel , NJ		Mount Laurel		NJ		8054		United States		 

		Maria		McGlashan		1253 Saint Charles Ave		Lakewood		OH		44107		United States		 

		Sirri		Nomo-Ongolo		3616 Roosevelt St. NE		St. Anthony Village		MN		55418		United States		 

		Pat		Berger		PO Box 667		Oakland		ME		4963		United States		 

		Diane		Murphy		9566 S. 89th Ave.		Palos Hills		IL		60465		United States		 

		Debbie		Friesen		9985 W Busterville Ln		Tucson		AZ		85743		United States		 

		Christopher		Khachadour		202 S Holliston Ave		Pasadena		CA		91106		United States		 

		Gene		Trapp & Ryan		2313 Isle Royale Lane		Davis		CA		95616		United States		 

		Duane		Baker		4677 Houston Pond Drive		Powell		OH		43065		United States		 

		M		Quintana		1055 alta vista		Tucson		AZ		85719		United States		 

		Lynn		Ceccarelli		1005 Windwood Drive		Anderson		SC		29621		United States		 

		David		Councilman		8801 Westmoreland		Minneapolis		MN		55426		United States		 

		Dana		Craig		67 Hill Street		Norwood		MA		2062		United States		 

		Dana		Craig		67 Hill Street		Norwood		MA		2062		United States		 

		Sabrina		Wojnaroski		30 W Chapel Ridge Rd		Pittsburgh		PA		15238		United States		 

		Ron		Courson		14633 W 69th Pl		Arvada		CO		80004		United States		 

		Balvant		K.Ganatra		5154 Miller Rd		Flint		MI		48507		United States		 

		R		Goodrich		9607 Musket Ball Cir		Anchorage		AK		99507		United States		 

		Nancy		Meadows		5 Palomar Ln		Chico		CA		95928		United States		 

		William		Farmoon		PO Box 201		Longmont		CO		80502		United States		 

		Noel		Barnes				Renton		WA		98058		United States		 

		Linda		Sullivan		5008 N Hermitage		Chicago		IL		60640		United States		 

		Jennifer		Wertz		211 Harrison St		Glassport		PA		15045		United States		 

		Robert		Gore		1215 Glenmeade Drive		Maryland Heights		MO		63043		United States		 

		Joshua		Patterson		11558 s kolmar ave		alsip		IL		60803		United States		 

		Eric		Fosburgh		1415 E Republican St #203		Seattle		WA		98112		United States		 

		Gary		Bettega		13801 Secretariat Ln		Orland Park		IL		60467		United States		 

		Judy		Lee		407 E. Rapp Rd., Apt. C		Talent		OR		97540		United States		 

		KJ		Linarez		5249 manzanita		carmichael		CA		95608		United States		 

		Wanda		Pettus		145 Vonda Kay Circle		Lexington		SC		29072		United States		 

		Angela		Wilson		37 Glendale Ct		Troutville		VA		24175		United States		 

		Carol		Dobson		2130 Broadway		New York		NY		10023		United States		 

		Wayne		Carson		2909 White Ave		Baltimore		MD		21214		United States		 

		Corinna		Fritsch		8639 s 48th st unit 2		phoenix		AZ		85044		United States		 

		Jason		Green		9542 Post Lane		Spotsylvania		VA		22551		United States		 

		Rosemary		Burke		1310 W Elmdale		Chicago		IL		60660		United States		 

		e.		kelly		5041 N Bernard St		Chicago		IL		60625		United States		 

		Lois		Jordan		9161 E. Walnut Tree Dr.		Tucson		AZ		85749		United States		 

		Robert		Haslag		10513 Bryant Rd.		Centertown		MO		65023		United States		 

		Donna		Newman		710-D Powell Drive		Raleigh		NC		27606		United States		 

		Don		Stoddard		833 Richardson Ln		Cotati		CA		94931		United States		 

		Carmen		Chacon		Rt. 1, Box 85F		Pocatello		ID		83202		United States		 

		Tiffany		Aguayo		707 Leanne Court		Forked River		NJ		8731		United States		 

		Barbara		Nicholas		590 NW Sonora Dr		Bend		OR		97701		United States		 

		Leonard		Rappe		18 Church St		Roslyn		NY		11576		United States		 

		Luisa		Granados		17 HOGAN WAY		MOORESTOWN		NJ		8057		United States		 

		Angela		Barton		122 Long St		Vandalia		OH		45377		United States		 

		Pamela		Magathan		2401 Holly Drive		Hollywood		CA		90068		United States		 

		Donald		Murphy		16 Geneva St		Elizabeth		NJ		7206		United States		 

		Nancy		Chismar		6 York Dr  Apt 6A		Edison		NJ		8817		United States		 

		Sheryl		Olson		290 Crystal Park Rd		Manitou Springs		CO		80829		United States		 

		D				drakonaki		heraklion				71555		United States		 

		Katherine		Kohl		24 Old Commack Road		Kings Park		NY		11754		United States		 

		Jessica		Macomber		74 King St 2		Scarborough		ME		4074		United States		 

		Lenore		Reeves		19934 Hickory Stick Ln		Mokena		IL		60448		United States		 

		Amanda		Scuder		175 West 92nd Street, Apt. 6D		New York		NY		10025		United States		 

		Janet		Barad		449 12 St.		Brooklyn		NY		11215		United States		 

		Lanier		Hines		3150 Catalpa Court		Redding		CA		96002		United States		 

		Gaylene		Hurley		2158 Terrel Dr		Medford		OR		97501		United States		 

		Linda		von Bargen		4404 first ave so		mpls		MN		55419		United States		 

		jeri		brain				Bloomfield Hills		MI		48302		United States		 

		Lori		Korioth		PO Box 4241		Crestline		CA		92325		United States		 

		Jack		Farrell		620 W. 239 St		Bronx		NY		10463		United States		 

		Brian		Fink		1806 Green St.		Philadelphia		PA		19130		United States		 

		bernard		swierszcz		23 kenyon st		Clifton		NJ		7013		United States		 

		Annie		Wei		Queensland		Queensland		NC		48700		United States		 

		Barbara		Garcia		5023 Abbie Road		El Portal		CA		95318		United States		 

		Susan		Uustal		65 Miller Road		Morristown		NJ		7960		United States		 

		Richard		Thomas		2322 Alameda Ave		Sarasota		FL		34234		United States		 

		Jacqueline		Newman		604 Rhonda Avenue		Greenville		KY		42345		United States		 

		Chase		Ricciardi		Kingbird Dr.		Lutz		FL		33558		United States		 

		carol		herd		445 broadway		Hastings		NY		10706		United States		 

		peter		weiner		p.o.box1213		Sugarloaf		CA		92386		United States		 

		Heather		Turbush		10 Hickory Court		Wading River		NY		11792		United States		 

		Robert		Turner		po bx 29035		portland		OR		97296		United States		 

		Robert		Stockstill		84648 Lago Brezza		indio		CA		92203		United States		 

		Mike		Rigoli		10709 S. Artesian		Chicago		IL		60655		United States		 

		Malaika		Thompson		1575 RedHawk Ct		Steamboat Springs		CO		80487		United States		 

		Niza		Contreras				San Francisco		CA		94134		United States		 

		Daniel		Gildesgame		100 waller ave		white plains		NY		10605		United States		 

		Blake		brewster		Po box 324		Avondale Estates		GA		30002		United States		 

		Alexis		Langelotti		384 Roosevelt St		Fairview		NJ		7022		United States		 

		Scott		Korman		20 Linford Rd.		Great Neck		NY		11021		United States		 

		Jennifer		Cross		74 Milland Dr		Mill Valley		CA		94941		United States		 

		Joan		McAllister		211-8635 Heather		Vancouver		CA		90210		United States		 

		Olivia		de la Garza		17248 Forest Hills Dr		Victorville		CA		92395		United States		 

		Joshua		King		9405 Marsh Point Ct		Gaithersburg		MD		20882		United States		 

		Kinney		Evitt		2514 Roper St.		Odessa		TX		79761		United States		 

		Richard		Berggren		8 Suffolk Ave		Maplewood		NJ		7040		United States		 

		Aimee		Cervenka		1001 S Westcliff PL		Spokane		WA		99224		United States		 

		Alice		McGough		16 Nohono Rd		Mashpee		MA		2649		United States		 

		Oliver		Osborn		13 Mohawk Ave		Corte Madera		CA		94925		United States		 

		Tyra		Compagnon		18 Pak Par Shan Road		Hong Kong				0		United States		 

		Richard		Perez		POBox350		Moca		PR		676		United States		 

		Shani		Nickelson		Morris Bridge Road		Wesley Chapel		FL		33543		United States		 

		Shelly		Jones		5440 S 3535 W		Taylorsville		UT		84118		United States		 

		Kimyn		Braithwaite		80 Sanchez		San Francisco		CA		94114		United States		 

		Terry		Mitchell		7874 Colonial Way		Central Point		OR		97502		United States		 

		James		Wilson		PO Box 391660		Mountain View		CA		94039		United States		 

		Charles		Torigoe		2092 Kuhio avenue #1205		Honolulu		HI		96815		United States		 

		Sharon		Fetter		PO Box 521		Puyallup		WA		98371		United States		 

		Richard		Patenaude		3007 Woodroe Ct.		Hayward		CA		94541		United States		 

		Victoria		Pitchford		670 W. Wayman Street		Chicago		IL		60661		United States		 

		Gena		Burrows		130 Dump Horton Rd		Bunn		NC		27508		United States		 

		Nancy		Adams		6426 NE 42nd Ave		Portland		OR		97218		United States		 

		Neena		Petersen		212 NW Uptown Ter Apt 2B		Portland		OR		97210		United States		 

		Rosemary		Murray		508 Washington St		Royersford		PA		19468		United States		 

		Julie		Pizzo		PO Box 2134		Monterey		CA		93942		United States		 

		Stephen		Amy		11211 NE Weidler St. #225		Portland		OR		97220		United States		 

		Lynn		Squance		436 Lehman Pl		Port Moody, BC V3H 3Z6		WA		98111		United States		 

		Tracy		Holthaus		8115 NW 81st Ct		Kansas City		MO		64152		United States		 

		Maryellen		Redish		671 S. Riverside Dr. #6		Palm Springs		CA		92264		United States		 

		Mark		Brooker		1149 E. 56th Street, #3		CHICAGO		IL		60637		United States		 

		Rebecca		Davis		1302 Euclid		Santa Monica		CA		90404		United States		 

		Ridwaana		Allen		4838 D Hollenden Dr		Raleigh		NC		27616		United States		 

		Inge		Bjorkman		Krakshult		Mariannelund, Sweden		CA		59898		United States		 

		Emilia		Boccagna		via francesco acri 95		catanzaro				88100		United States		 

		Jeff		Hopkins		69 amber court		Lindenhurst		IL		60046		United States		 

		Michael		Shores		1021 S. Ash		Tempe		AZ		85281		United States		 

		Stuart		Oskamp		891 W. Bonita Ave.		Claremont		CA		91711		United States		 

		Philip		Simon		box 9473		San Rafael		CA		94912		United States		 

		Kirk		Walser		515  Adam Ave		Modesto		CA		95354		United States		 

		William		Vassar		2464 HILTON HEAD PL		EL CAJON		CA		92019		United States		 

		Anne		Griffin		821 Valley Dr		East Alton		IL		62024		United States		 

		Anne		Gentenaar		10191 Vista Dr		Cupertino		CA		95014		United States		 

		Christopher		Mehling		po box 750204		torrey		UT		84775		United States		 

		Laurel		Burns		261 State St. Apt # 6		Portland		ME		4101		United States		 

		Christopher		Sego		1070 Shimmering Sand Drive		Ocoee		FL		34761		United States		 

		Michael		Haskell		7 Sweetbrier Lane		Scarborough		ME		4074		United States		 

		Maria		de Almeida		Hearst Avenue		berkeley		CA		94720		United States		 

		MaryAnn		Burch		93 Sherwood Rd		Aurora		NY		13026		United States		 

		sharron		laplante		PO Box 886		Tolland		CT		6084		United States		 

		Sondra		Katz		10905 Lombardy Road		Silver Spring		MD		20901		United States		 

		Douglas		Allam		78 Pelletier Avenue		Woonsocket		RI		2895		United States		 

		Tina		Burr		PO Box 319		Barrington		NH		3825		United States		 

		Kendra		Holt		1111W.Univ.Blvd.		Wheaton		MD		20902		United States		 

		Arnold		Haber		22409 Horace Harding Expy		Oakland Gardens		NY		11364		United States		 

		Andrew & Kathleen		Wittenborn		152 Mountain Rd.		Pleasantville		NY		10570		United States		 

		Mark		Erskine		304 Elaine St		Spring Lake		NC		28390		United States		 

		Julie		Schriber		6003 Mountainclimb Drive		Austin		TX		78731		United States		 

		Brian		Williams		7390 Drew Circle, apt. 3		Westland		MI		48185		United States		 

		Stephen		Gabor		10301 lake avenue		Cleveland		OH		44102		United States		 

		James		Howarth		3320 Burr Oak Drive		Waukegan		IL		60087		United States		 

		Patricia		Moran		1224 Shoshanna Drive		Orlando		FL		32825		United States		 

		Alice		Grow		1421 Elmira Rd		Newfield		NY		14867		United States		 

		Robert		Aiello		13915Belle River Rd		Allenton		MI		48002		United States		 

		Mike		Raymond		47707 Anna Court		Shelby Township		MI		48315		United States		 

		Larry		Garrett		Box 494		Montezuma		IN		47862		United States		 

		Steve		Kokol		413 Hawthorne Rd		Wallingford		PA		19086		United States		 

		Jessica		Fishman		288 Edwards Village Blvd, 11C		Edwards		CO		81632		United States		 

		Richard		Steele		615 Canyon Drive		Ridgway		CO		81432		United States		 

		Marcy		Dedam		185 Pine St. Apt. 23		Burlington		VT		5401		United States		 

		Dennis		Bellone		339 Jefferson Avenue		Brooklyn		NY		11216		United States		 

		Mark		Letizia		2061 Talon Way		San Diego		CA		92123		United States		 

		Robin		Garry		361 Miller Ave		Portsmouth		NH		3801		United States		 

		Penelope		Navone				Cloverdale		CA		95425		United States		 

		Patricia		Gause		3 Kingsgate Lane		Owego		NY		13827		United States		 

		Marcos		Lozano		3215 Hull Ave		Bronx		NY		10467		United States		 

		Geraldine		Card-Derr		237 N D St		Exeter		CA		93221		United States		 

		Maureen		Finley		7818 Flourtown Ave.		Glenside		PA		19038		United States		 

		Maureen		Gall		1370 Pawprint Court		Colorado Springs		CO		80921		United States		 

		Kate  W.		Massengale		442 Grand Canyon Drive		Los Alamos		NM		87544		United States		 

		Edward		Hatfield		83 Old Portland Rd		Freedom		NH		3836		United States		 

		judy		burnett		2709 Hermosa Dr NE		Albuquerque		NM		87110		United States		 

		Edward		Hatfield		83 Old Portland Rd		Freedom		NH		3836		United States		 

		Marianne		Verhagen		12030 NW 15th Ct		Pembroke Pines		FL		33026		United States		 

		Paul		Stauffer		10741 S Fairfield Ave		Chicago		IL		60655		United States		 

		debra		Tomajko		276 readington rd		branch Burg		NJ		8876		United States		 

		Samantha		Frank		71 Hillsdale Rd		Medford		MA		2155		United States		 

		Christine		Schneebeli		ave des Amazones 6		Geneva		NY		12241		United States		 

		Herbert		STEIN		144 Barnes Rd		Blooming Grove		NY		10992		United States		 

		Scott		Dulas		5311 Greenwood Rd		Duluth		MN		55804		United States		 

		Kent		Morris		2900 e. madison ave., b-16		fullerton		CA		92831		United States		 

		Jim		Traweek		5616 Southampton Dr		Springfield		VA		22151		United States		 

		Thomas		Gorman		31 Coyote Spgs		Santa Fe		NM		87508		United States		 

		Kurt		Meyerpeter		97 LONG AND WINDING ROAD		SAINT PETERS		MO		63376		United States		 

		Richard		Santos				Sedona		AZ		86336		United States		 

		Brian		Paradise		13 Arbor Club Dr. # 315		Ponte Vedra Beach		FL		32082		United States		 

		Vic		Mandarich		W1099 Spleas Skoney Rd		East Troy		WI		53120		United States		 

		Rhonda		Oxley		1434 10th Ave		San Francisco		CA		94122		United States		 

		Charlsey		Cartwright		1201 58th Ave		Sacramento		CA		95831		United States		 

		Janet		Robbins		122 Lower Creek Rd.		Stockton		NJ		8559		United States		 

		Michael		Moeller		1525 Eagle Mountain Pl.		Hemet		CA		92545		United States		 

		Thomas		Teich		PO Box 107		Freehold		NY		12431		United States		 

		Hubertus		Raben		38 Columbia Place		Brooklyn		NY		11201		United States		 

		Lesley		Federgreen		16589 N 109th St		Scottsdale		AZ		85255		United States		 

		Carol		Savary		1636 Diamond Street		San Francisco		CA		94131		United States		 

		Gerald		Dastych		2809 42nd Ave South		Minneapolis		MN		55406		United States		 

		Ann		Barron		8793 N. Moonfire Dr.		Tucson		AZ		85743		United States		 

		Patricia		Carlson		3668 Motor Ave, #107		Los Angeles		CA		90034		United States		 

		Beverly		Williams		1377 Morrow Road #12		Medford		OR		97504		United States		 

		Connie		Lippert		216 Redbud St.		SENECA		SC		29672		United States		 

		Dorothea		Dorenz		1200 Neilson St		Berkeley		CA		94706		United States		 

		Lisa		Valiente		237 Picardy Ln		Bolingbrook		IL		60440		United States		 

		Nelson		Pena		621 W 51st St		Miami Beach		FL		33140		United States		 

		Rodger		Reed		231 Kennebec Ave		Long Beach		CA		90803		United States		 

		Clifton		Jackson		2000 Burton Drive apt 111		Austin		TX		78741		United States		 

		Barbara		hopkins		3586 Chiefs Ct NE		Salem		OR		97305		United States		 

		Deborah		Wright		4351 SW Woodside Circle		Lake Oswego		OR		97035		United States		 

		Betsy		Ridge		408 S Main St		Whitestown		IN		46075		United States		 

		Bogdan		Mihailescu		24367 Avenida de Los Ninos		Laguna Niguel		CA		92677		United States		 

		Steve		Mattan		1475 Mt Holly Rd		Edgewater Park		NJ		8010		United States		 

		Anita		Cannata Nowell		203 South Bridge Street		Jefferson		TX		75657		United States		 

		mary		tulloch		14031 w bruns rd		il		IL		60442		United States		 

		Maryellen		Read		125 SW Collins St		Portland		OR		97219		United States		 

		Zachary		Crawford		1715 W Balboa Blvd		Newport Beach		CA		92663		United States		 

		Beth		Garfinkel		3061 E. Amy Lane		Bloomington		IN		47408		United States		 

		Craig		Barthuly		4526 Saddleworth Cir		Orlando		FL		32826		United States		 

		Claudia		Martin		15 Franklin St		Latrobe		PA		15650		United States		 

		Sally		Sandine		38791 N Gilbert		Beach Park		IL		60099		United States		 

		Constance		George		244 Fifth v#200		New York		NY		10001		United States		 

		Gila		Wdowinski		166 Cozumel		Laguna Beach		CA		92651		United States		 

		Laura		Mastrangelo		616 Key Deer Ct		Apopka		FL		32703		United States		 

		Robert		Gibb		5036 Revenue St		Homestead		PA		15120		United States		 

		Marguerite		King		3480 Schoharie Turnpike		Earlton,		NY		12058		United States		 

		Dan		Luther		118 Graylawn Ave		Petaluma		CA		94952		United States		 

		Ellen		Levy		649 Deodara Dr		Altadena		CA		91001		United States		 

		James		Higgins		1259 Highlands		Keeseville		NY		12944		United States		 

		Sean		Murphy		3 Pine Valley		Trabuco Canyon		CA		92679		United States		 

		Laura		Craig		21840 Piessner Rd Se		Yelm		WA		98597		United States		 

		Jake		Turner		623 Kansas Ave		Walsenburg		CO		81089		United States		 

		Ian		Crosser		6385 Cr 250 Apt A		Durango		CO		81301		United States		 

		Carla		Thonson		13 Monte Vista Dr.		Monterey		CA		93940		United States		 

		Jack		Miller		HCR 2 Box 9546 Keaau		Keaau		HI		96749		United States		 

		Carrie		England		179 Front Dr		Winchester		VA		22602		United States		 

		Mike		Kuntz		2822 SW 169th		Burien		WA		98166		United States		 

		Lilli		Ohse				Seldovia		AK		99663		United States		 

		Joanne		Kelly		PO Box 1629		Monterey		CA		93942		United States		 

		Tanner		McCullough		1717 Sw Park Ave. Apt. #510		Portland		OR		97201		United States		 

		Darla		Truitt		4104 SW 189th Pl		Aloha		OR		97007		United States		 

		Chris		Law		2630 W. Winnemac		Chicago		IL		60625		United States		 

		Don		Schmadel		7201 Princeton Ave., #10		College Park		MD		20740		United States		 

		Barry		Deist		230 Linden Ave		Chambersburg		PA		17201		United States		 

		Mary		Mullins		5733 Abts Rd.		New Franken		WI		54229		United States		 

		Lynn		Biddle		48 Rice St. #1		Cambridge		MA		2140		United States		 

		Ken		Spence		3614 14th Ave		Columbus		GA		31904		United States		 

		Jonathan		Segol		123 Middle Ave		Saratoga Springs		NY		12866		United States		 

		Andrea		Geralds		4209 Chester Ave Apt C-7		Philadelphia		PA		19104		United States		 

		Jim		Barry		1716 Winding drive		N. Wales		PA		19454		United States		 

		William		Hutchings		3712 Country Club Drive, Apt C		Birmingham		AL		35213		United States		 

		Jenna		Benton		26 Schalk Rd		Lebanon		CT		6249		United States		 

		Mike		Morgan		951 W Orange Grove Rd		Tucson		AZ		85704		United States		 

		Heather		Kennedy		590 Barnes Rd		Montpelier		VT		5602		United States		 

		Jennifer		Esselman				Los Angeles		CA		90025		United States		 

		Lisa		Stone		8902 Birdwood Ct		Houston		TX		77096		United States		 

		Jay		Sweeney		RD2 Box 143B		Dalton		PA		18414		United States		 

		George		Matkovits		8077 Timber Lake Dr		Eden Prairie		MN		55347		United States		 

		lorene		Laury		1618 Shumway Ave		Faribault		MN		55021		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Margolis		Elm Street		Everett		WA		98203		United States		 

		John		Reinhardt		25A Cherry St		Somerville		MA		2144		United States		 

		Val		Szymanski		4 Mary Ln		Richmond		CA		94803		United States		 

		Little		Little		1981 Old Salisbury Road		Winston Salem		NC		27127		United States		 

		Michael		Burgan		3232 La Avenida de San Marcos		Santa Fe		NM		87507		United States		 

		Christopher		White		953 Janish Dr		Sandpoint		ID		83864		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Lieberman		649 Beekman Rd		Hopewell Junction		NY		12533		United States		 

		Steven		Deedon		3 Rocky Ledge Lane		Branford		CT		6405		United States		 

		Holly		Smith		9401 SW 4th Ave		Portland		OR		97219		United States		 

		Zvika		Greensfield				Gualala		CA		95445		United States		 

		Brenda		Lee		16 quarry		wappingers falls		NY		12590		United States		 

		Choky		Alvarez		7100 Rue Bordeaux		Miami		FL		33141		United States		 

		Angela		Black				Seal Beach		CA		90740		United States		 

		Nancy		Cervenka		902 53rd St S		Gulfport		FL		33707		United States		 

		Judy		Egan		17 Ewards av		Westford		MA		1886		United States		 

		Pamela		Jarvis		3497 County Road C		Rhinelander		WI		54502		United States		 

		Alex		Amonette		1939 Marshall Ave		Richland		WA		99354		United States		 

		Mike		Palshis		4775 NE Columbia AV		Portland		OR		97229		United States		 

		Celia		Hawley		2201 233rd Ave NE		Sammamish		WA		98074		United States		 

		Hillary		Harris		3 Malvern Street		Quincy		MA		2169		United States		 

		Jo		Meaney		PO Box1465		Albany		OR		97321		United States		 

		Ravi		S		924 westwood blvd		la		CA		90024		United States		 

		Bill		McGlone		309 Dixwell Avenue,#104		New Haven		CT		6511		United States		 

		Ronn		Koester		5706 Bonsels Pkwy		Toledo		OH		43615		United States		 

		Dave		Ogilvie		3435 Richland Dr		Santa Barbara		CA		93105		United States		 

		Kevin		Bigelow		2108 Rutgers Ave		Long Beach		CA		90815		United States		 

		Sylvia		Lawrence		1709 4th St. S.E.		Auburn		WA		98002		United States		 

		Clifton		Bain		PO Box 297		Arroyo Hondo		NM		87513		United States		 

		Mike		Green		347 Pierpont Ave		Slc		UT		84101		United States		 

		Bob		Prosser		7974 Evans Rd		Holland Patent		NY		13354		United States		 

		Hillary		OShea		5 Wilson st apt E		Charleston		SC		29401		United States		 

		Mark		Johnson		141 E 3rd Street #8E		New York		NY		10009		United States		 

		Jessica		Paulat		1827 19th Ave		San Francisco		CA		94122		United States		 

		Donna		Lober		142 8th Street		Windom		MN		56101		United States		 

		Kristin		Reese		4652 Hathway Dr		Lexington		KY		40515		United States		 

		Terra		Ziencina		3302 Heritage Lake Dr		Lockport		IL		60441		United States		 

		Julie		Caswell		19990 West Ridge		Galesville		WI		54630		United States		 

		Deirdre		Booth		7440 Tyone Court		Anchorage		AK		99504		United States		 

		Deidre		Brookman		10262 Ethel St		Cypress		CA		90630		United States		 

		Adriana		Guidi		14410 Magnolia Blvd.#1		Sherman Oaks		CA		91423		United States		 

		Sandra		Bryce		1505 East 56th Street		Brooklyn		NY		11234		United States		 

		fred		geiger		1517 delawae ave		santa cruz		CA		95060		United States		 

		Nicola		Crawford		1304 Ivy Ln		Attica		IN		47918		United States		 

		Betti		Jones		10085 North 65th Street		Longmont		CO		80503		United States		 

		Virginia		Pabst		24 Paseo Las Terrazas		Santa Fe		NM		87506		United States		 

		Lw		Waller		4800 Bacopa		St. Petersburg		FL		33715		United States		 

		Joe		Nachison		1417 14th Street, #3		Santa Monica		CA		90404		United States		 

		Russel		Allinson		3358 Oakmont Terrace		Longwood		FL		32779		United States		 

		Toni		Russell		348 Firecrest Ave		Pacifica		CA		94044		United States		 

		Mercedes		Pinto		1271 W Chena Hills Dr		Fairbanks		AK		99709		United States		 

		Deniz		Bolbol		PO Box 5656		Redwood City		CA		94063		United States		 

		Stephania		Williams		6006 E Cheney Dr		Paradise Valley		AZ		85253		United States		 

		Wardel		Fenderson		902 Westwood Ave		Staten Island		NY		10314		United States		 

		Sonia		Csaszar		4800 S. Chicago Beach Dr.		Chicago		IL		60615		United States		 

		jennifer		mcisaac		50 prospect		Philmont		NY		12565		United States		 

		Valerie		Stains		7 Melbourne Ave.		Silver Spring		MD		20901		United States		 

		Suzan Michele		Powers		1713 Ross Cir Apt 2		San Jose		CA		95124		United States		 

		Ann		Seidner		1070 Rock Hill Ave		Davie		FL		33325		United States		 

		sandra		jackson		4 Antigua Rd		Santa Fe		NM		87508		United States		 

		David		Bowman		1433 haight #4		San Francisco,		CA		94117		United States		 

		Mark		Langley		43 Locust St		Garden City		NY		11530		United States		 

		RoAnn		Thorne		12832 N 24th st		Phoenix		AZ		85032		United States		 

		Lisa-Anice		Sutphen		745 Fillmore St		San Francisco		CA		94117		United States		 

		Catherine		Smith		Piney Creek Rd.		Reno		NV		89511		United States		 

		Daniel		Meyer		2 Hollow Ln		Downingtown		PA		19335		United States		 

		Bruce		Meland		63600 Deschutes Market Rd		Bend		OR		97701		United States		 

		Kelly		King		306 S. Diamond St.		Mt. Pleasant		PA		15666		United States		 

		Rolando		Rodriguez		PO Box 1277		Port Orford		OR		97465		United States		 

		Eva		Thiemann		2275 humbug creek rd.		jacksonville		OR		97530		United States		 

		maureen		saxon		562 Woodland Ave		Lexington		KY		40508		United States		 

		John		Hoats		430 N Pine Dr		Alpharetta		GA		30022		United States		 

		Marco		Leal		5020 N Grand Ave		Covina		CA		91724		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Kyle		13756 Mira Montana Dr		Del Mar		CA		92014		United States		 

		Galen		Trembath		4751 40th Street		Long Island City		NY		11104		United States		 

		Gordon		Johnston		2917 North Halleck Street		Portland		OR		97217		United States		 

		Donna		Patterson		7747 Via De Las Brisas		Scottsdale		AZ		85258		United States		 

		clare		loprinzi				Holualoa		HI		96725		United States		 

		Jill		Rapaport		341 W 24th St Apt 2G		New York		NY		10011		United States		 

		Kimberly		Haley		5309 Middale Ln.		Austin		TX		78723		United States		 

		Nancy		Hooper		p.o.box 57		Patterson		NY		12563		United States		 

		Marion		Menna		5 constiution dr		glenmont		NY		12077		United States		 

		Stefanie		Przybylska		1332 Stanford Dr NE		Albuquerque		NM		87106		United States		 

		Eva		Thiemann		2275 humbug creek rd.		jacksonville		OR		97530		United States		 

		Nanci		Cizikas		3700 w. 64th		Chicago		IL		60629		United States		 

		michael		paxton		PO Box 573		Allenwood		NJ		8720		United States		 

		Lisa		Nelson		1022 S Grove Ave		Barrington		IL		60010		United States		 

		Barbie		Scott		7298 SW Capitol Hill Rd.		Portland		OR		97219		United States		 

		Robert & Brenda		Phillips		992 Strobridge Rd		Inwood		WV		25428		United States		 

		Michael		Sodos		7095 Catalpa Rd		Frederick		MD		21703		United States		 

		Natasha		Schwartz		28 old Fulton St		Brooklyn		NY		11201		United States		 

		Annette		Lateef		6905 Halifax River Drive		Tampa		FL		33617		United States		 

		heidi		uppgaard		5509 s 38th ave		mn		MN		55417		United States		 

		Tova		Fry		1321 Webster St D101		Alameda		CA		94501		United States		 

		Joy		Layman		750 Jerusalem Ave Apt 7K		Uniondale		NY		11553		United States		 

		Delinke		Freed		6460 Jacaranda Street		Rohnert Park		CA		94928		United States		 

		Wendy		Harper				Livermore		CA		94551		United States		 

		Lara		Polatas		233 Clover Ct		St Johns		FL		32259		United States		 

		Kimberly		Baldridge		300 Three Oaks Dr SE		Calhoun		GA		30701		United States		 

		Kathleen		Beddow		168 6th St E.		St. Paul		MN		55101		United States		 

		James		Pederson		2427 vintage cir		richmond		TX		77406		United States		 

		Sandra		Breakfield		5610 Cliff Haven Drive		Dallas		TX		75236		United States		 

		George		Walberg		PO Box 392		Fayetteville		WV		25840		United States		 

		Dale		Riehart		86 south park st		san francisco		CA		94107		United States		 

		Laurie		Denis		23 Boardman St		Salem		MA		1970		United States		 

		Lynne		Hurd		106 Fair Ave		Hanover		PA		17331		United States		 

		Sharon		Smith		106 Richardt Ave.		Evansville		IN		47711		United States		 

		J.L.Joe		Sullivan		1 Canyon Crest Ct		Frisco		TX		75034		United States		 

		Bill		Pratt		1506 Brook Pointe Dr		Indianapolis		IN		46234		United States		 

		Janet		London		PO Box 749		North Truro		MA		2652		United States		 

		Joannej		Groshardt		302 Trailridge Dr		Richardson		TX		75081		United States		 

		Nancy		Hassab		315 Woodlake Dr.		Marlton		NJ		8053		United States		 

		Jovita		Tieso		5200 Inspiration Ln		Las Cruces		NM		88011		United States		 

		James		Glucroft		2020 ne 121 road		miami		FL		33181		United States		 

		Tenney		Naumer		3631 Dawn Drive		Pinckneyville		IL		62274		United States		 

		Ray		Rowe		1492 County Road 509		Ignacio		CO		81137		United States		 

		Jima		Rice		104 Yarrow Ln		Ketchum		ID		83340		United States		 

		Aimee		Jacobs		508 S Basswood Dr. Apt H		Bloomington		IN		47403		United States		 

		Claudia		Longmore		3 schoolhouse crossing		wethersfield		CT		6109		United States		 

		Ramon		Sender		3922 23rd St		San Francisco		CA		94114		United States		 

		Michael		Kleinman		PO Box 13549		Austin		TX		78711		United States		 

		Lawrence		Baldwin		1 Pinewood Avenue		Springfield		VT		5156		United States		 

		Paula		Bargiel		706 Western		Park Ridge		IL		60068		United States		 

		Shirley		English		1406 SW Antiquity Drive		Lees Summit		MO		64081		United States		 

		Whitney		Purdy		44951 County Route 191		Wellesley Island		NY		13640		United States		 

		victor		khayat		1 mcintosh drive		New Ulm		MN		56073		United States		 

		Anne		Rambo		608 N.W. 102nd Way		Plantation		FL		33324		United States		 

		Kathleen		Colton		40W690 Carriage Court		Saint Charles		IL		60175		United States		 

		Barbara		Allen		20 Stoney Pt Rd		Cumberland		VA		23040		United States		 

		Samantha		Lubrani		2674 W 232nd St		Torrance		CA		90505		United States		 

		Shawn		Downes		229 Wachusett St.		Rutland		MA		1543		United States		 

		Georgii		Billiris		1723 Adolphus Ave NE		Atlanta		GA		30307		United States		 

		Hugh		Hampton		4057 E Monte Vista Drive		Tucson		AZ		85712		United States		 

		wally		sykes		box 733		Joseph		OR		97846		United States		 

		Emily		Nelson		1343 Wildberry LN.		Deltona		FL		32725		United States		 

		Tom		Ryan		8827 S.E. 12th Ave.		Portland		OR		97202		United States		 

		Harriet		Damesek		4 Sandpoint Circle		Ormond Beach		FL		32174		United States		 

		Cindy		Ilgen		229 Elm Avenue		Castle Rock		CO		80104		United States		 

		Christopher		Norcross		18 Shore Drive		Harwich		MA		2645		United States		 

		Raymond		Reines		3106 Sasanqua Lane, S.W.		Marietta		GA		30008		United States		 

		Tom		Filepp		624 SE 17th Ave		Portland		OR		97214		United States		 

		Hon		Soulo		352 West 14 Street		Vancouver		WA		99051		United States		 

		jon		love		1009 Kiska St NW		Albuquerque		NM		87120		United States		 

		Peter		Giacobbi		64 Tyrone Road		Morgantown		WV		26508		United States		 

		Robert		Padilla		1207 W Dolores St		Wilmington		CA		90744		United States		 

		yvonne		keller		1473 woodall st		baltimore		MD		21230		United States		 

		Jamie		Degrazio		210 deer run		Norristown		PA		19403		United States		 

		Andrea		Yarger		26914 Battle Mtn Pkwy		Hot Springs		SD		57747		United States		 

		Daniel		Ortego		12609 DESSAU RD #315		AUSTIN		TX		78754		United States		 

		Pamela		Idol		2409 Villa Serena Circle		Rocklin		CA		95765		United States		 

		Gregory		Esteve		3655 North Scenic Highway		Lake Wales		FL		33898		United States		 

		Betty		Aridjis		118 8th Avenue, Apartment 11A		Brooklyn		NY		11215		United States		 

		Patryce		Wiseman		19272 stone gate drive		morrison		CO		80465		United States		 

		Bryce		McDowell		3274 North Margarette Ct.		Trenton		MI		48183		United States		 

		k		giannetta		1317 rockland ave		S I		NY		10314		United States		 

		Anna		Scotti				Santa Monica		CA		90404		United States		 

		Scott		Weaber		4611 Pearson Ave		Philadelphia		PA		19114		United States		 

		RuthAnne		Dayton		3836 Sunview Dr		Pittsburgh		PA		15227		United States		 

		Donna		Zeidel		7168 N Pale Moon Trl		Tucson		AZ		85743		United States		 

		Barbara		McKee		8824 Boulder Ave		Vancouver		WA		98664		United States		 

		sanford		abrams		5731 guadalupe trl, nw		Albuquerque		NM		87107		United States		 

		Janelle		Pollock		5475 SE 72nd Ave		Carlisle		IA		50047		United States		 

		Dorothy		Chiles		3085 Bay Tree Dr		Orlando		FL		32806		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Watts		16 Starks Place		Lynbrook		NY		11563		United States		 

		paula		Martin		1426 Pine St.		Paso Robles		CA		93446		United States		 

		Dixie		Haas		P.O. Box 14		Chandler		AZ		85244		United States		 

		Juliet		Pearson		18734 bambi court		Grass valley		CA		95949		United States		 

		Arleta		Roberts		2550 Old Zaferia Way		Long Beach		CA		90804		United States		 

		Shannon		g		9 Elm Dr.		Cedar Grove		NJ		7009		United States		 

		Jon		Nelson		13306 Country Heights		Penn Valley		CA		95946		United States		 

		Kenneth		Helleberg		1 south main st		north brookfield		MA		1535		United States		 

		Deborah		Voves		13231 Mountain Pl.		Anchorage		AK		99516		United States		 

		Jan		Daker		13 Forest Glen Dr		Belleville		IL		62223		United States		 

		craig		higa		1354 Hull lane		altadena		CA		91001		United States		 

		Jenny		Horsburgh		5 Oakwood Ter		Newton		MA		2459		United States		 

		Jason		Varvas		24 Muirfield		Dove Canyon		CA		92679		United States		 

		Daniel		Dalegowski				Cave Junction		OR		97523		United States		 

		Violet		Young		POB 1023		Yachats		OR		97498		United States		 

		Edith		King				Columbia		MO		65205		United States		 

		Robert		Frailey		17108 SW Cobble Ct		Sherwood		OR		97140		United States		 

		Alex		Benjamin		1443 W Rosemont Ave.		Chicago		IL		60660		United States		 

		Michael		Symonanis		5556 Normandy Ave		Memphis		TN		38120		United States		 

		Carolyn		Friedman		P.O. BOX 17		Willow		NY		12495		United States		 

		Darryl		Roberts		5139 Dry Creek Rd		Healdsburg		CA		95448		United States		 

		Cathy		Holden		PO 254733		Sacramento		CA		95865		United States		 

		Donna		Olsen		575 Stinson Blvd Apt B12		New Brighton		MN		55112		United States		 

		Valerie		Paterson		110 lakeshore Road		Pocahontas		AR		72455		United States		 

		Jim		Bell		4862 Voltaire St		San Diego		CA		92107		United States		 

		Jane		Halsey		830 Post St.		San Francisco		CA		94109		United States		 

		John		Cannatella		86 East 4th Street Apt 16		New York		NY		10003		United States		 

		Tits		Viviane		rue du val benoit 88		ANGLEUR BELGIUM		NY		4031		United States		 

		Betty		schuessler		2025 e 3rd street		Tucson		AZ		85719		United States		 

		Jan		Kimbrough		5129 Goodland Avenue		Valley Village		CA		91607		United States		 

		Jacqueline		Bellows		31210 370th Ave. NE		Arlington,		WA		98223		United States		 

		Tom		Hopkins		19698 SE Cottonwood st		Milwaukie		OR		97267		United States		 

		Robert		Urnikis		14622 S Arboretum Dr		Homer Glen		IL		60491		United States		 

		Valerie		Xanos				Chicago		IL		60638		United States		 

		Chris		Eisenberg		46105 SE 137th St		North Bend		WA		98045		United States		 

		Marge		DeArdo		1311 Fairstead Lane		Pittsburgh		PA		15217		United States		 

		Rita		Browning		15423 Kid Run		San Antonio		TX		78232		United States		 

		Mary		Eastman		1312 NE Wagon Rd		Toledo		OR		97391		United States		 

		Kathryn		Robertson		PO Box 321		Palm Beach		FL		33480		United States		 

		Keith		Flowers		671 Quarterhorse Run		Bargersville		IN		46106		United States		 

		Diane		Hanson				Inverness		CA		94937		United States		 

		Carlene		Dodson-Malik		113 Bramble Lane		Perkasie		PA		18944		United States		 

		Jennifer		Anderson-Meda		3812 13 th Ave S		Seattle		WA		98108		United States		 

		Nina		Garfinkel		Peninsula Blvd.		Woodmere		NY		11598		United States		 

		Pete		Praetorius		13329 E Oceanview Rd		Palmer		AK		99645		United States		 

		Ilya		Turov		26416 Field St		Moreno Valley		CA		92555		United States		 

		Franklin		Chavez		9319 Farragut Rd		Brooklyn		NY		11236		United States		 

		dorit		grunberger		40 baltimore way		san francisco		CA		94112		United States		 

		WILLIAM		MUNN II MD		450 Ridgewood Dr		Martinez		CA		94553		United States		 

		Beverly		Day		2743 Veteran Avenue		Los Angeles		CA		90064		United States		 

		Ellen		Frieder		4 Twain St.		Baldwin		NY		11510		United States		 

		Zorine		Rinaldi		1019 Pine St		Santa Monica		CA		90405		United States		 

		Sara		Brigham		1421 Iron Cap Dr		Stevensville		MT		59870		United States		 

		Stacy				268 N 3rd St		Ashland		OR		97520		United States		 

		Jordan		Moniuszko		558 N Kainalu Dr		Kailua		HI		96734		United States		 

		David		Bequeaith		306 McClellan Blvd		Davenport		IA		52803		United States		 

		Deborah		Levine		PO Box 503		San Geronimo		CA		94963		United States		 

		Paul		McCullough		PO Box 423		Highland		MI		48357		United States		 

		Bianca		Molgora		3976 Folsom St.		San Francisco		CA		94110		United States		 

		DeWitt		Henderson		3219 Eagle Ridge Dr		Las Cruces		NM		88012		United States		 

		Marita		Fields		272 N Dalton Ave		Albany		IN		47320		United States		 

		Margaret		Hurley		180 burwell road		rochester		NY		14617		United States		 

		Clare		KohlmannReason		528 Chelwood Park Blvd NE		Albuquerque		NM		87123		United States		 

		Barbi		Touron		1834 sw 5th ave. apt. 307		Portland		OR		97201		United States		 

		Russ		Kirkpatrick		14460 SW 141st Ave		Tigard		OR		97224		United States		 

		Michael		Keough		164 15 Ave		San Francisco		CA		94118		United States		 

		Richard		Conklin		19 S Hillside Ave		Ventnor City		NJ		8406		United States		 

		Ellen		Goodman		117 Warren Ave., Apt.1		East Providence		RI		2914		United States		 

		Gail		Gorlitzz		3935 Morrison Street, NW		Washington		DC		20015		United States		 

		Penny		Sun		844 Cedar Street		San Carlos		CA		94070		United States		 

		Stephen		Cass				San Francisco		CA		94117		United States		 

		Caroline		Kleinheksel		6706 Ashington Way		Elk Grove		CA		95758		United States		 

		Stacy		Leafsong		751 Silver Lake Rd.		Bucksport		ME		4416		United States		 

		Leo		Mavrovitis		20 W 64th St		New York		NY		10023		United States		 

		Timotha		Doane		335 Banks St		San Francisco		CA		94110		United States		 

		Daniel		Kurz		8B Rutland Lane		Monroe		NJ		8831		United States		 

		Daniel		Kurz		8B Rutland Lane		Monroe		NJ		8831		United States		 

		Paula		Tanksley		6200 Merced Ave #2		Oakland		CA		94611		United States		 

		Tom		Polk		PO Box 1631		Bel Air		MD		21014		United States		 

		Dorothy		Galante		3782 Crete St		San Diego		CA		92117		United States		 

		Anne-Marie		Zmek		5215 W 92nd St		Oak Lawn		IL		60453		United States		 

		Diane		Shaughnessy		7308 N Skyview PL A208		Tacoma		WA		98406		United States		 

		Robert		Berry		41 Mill St. APT.213		Marion		MA		2738		United States		 

		Christopher		Gagliardi		165 West Street, Apartment #D		Englewood		NJ		7631		United States		 

		Ilya		Turov		26416 Field St		Moreno Valley		CA		92555		United States		 

		Margaret		Schram		7233 Kensington Dr W		Fort Wayne		IN		46818		United States		 

		Jon		Grutman		251 N Almont Dr		Beverly Hills		CA		90211		United States		 

		Alfred		Griffith		310 Fontainebleau Blvd Apt 204		Miami		FL		33172		United States		 

		Claudia		Garcia		ciudad de la paz 982		bs as		NY		14260		United States		 

		Audrey		Burns		87 Kendall Blvd		Oaklyn		NJ		8107		United States		 

		Catie		Byrne		11704 Black Horse Run		Raleigh		NC		27613		United States		 

		Cheryl		Tobin		5417 Continental Dr		Fort Collins		CO		80526		United States		 

		Eric		Larson		415 Elm St.		Ithaca		NY		14850		United States		 

		Claudia		Garcia		ciudad de la paz 982		bs as		NY		14260		United States		 

		Kate		Runyan		1209 Arizona Ave		Santa Monica		CA		90404		United States		 

		Kathleen		Spencer		315 N Lake Ave #229		Duluth		MN		55806		United States		 

		I		Denizen		310 E 46th St		New York		NY		10017		United States		 

		Wallace		Many		1 Linden Pl Apt 511		Hartford		CT		6106		United States		 

		Jasmine		Greenough		191 River Road		Essex Junction		VT		5452		United States		 

		Jenny		Goldberg				El Prado		NM		87529		United States		 

		Juliet		Pearson		18734 bambi court		Grass valley		CA		95949		United States		 

		Ilse		Hadda		1440 Walnut St Apt 5		Berkeley		CA		94709		United States		 

		Felicia		Colvin		775 N W Grouse St		Seal Rock		OR		97376		United States		 

		Torunn		Sivesind				Lafayette		CA		94549		United States		 

		Allie		Tennant		4763 Nottingham Dr		Ft Myers		FL		33905		United States		 

		Doris		Miller		546 E Center St  -  Apt A		Mt Vernon		MO		65712		United States		 

		Mark		Emerick		6123 Watch Chain Way		Columbia		MD		21044		United States		 

		Gayle-Suzanne		Barron		3102 North A. W. Grimes Blvd.		Round Rock		TX		78665		United States		 

		Nicole		Jergovic		1929 SW 13 Ave		Portland		OR		97201		United States		 

		Janice		Rocke		Dome House , Palo Colorado Canyon		Carmel		CA		93923		United States		 

		Catherine		Leamy		6406 Joliet Rd		Countryside		IL		60525		United States		 

		Aranyani		Smith		151-18 85th Drive		Jamaica		NY		11432		United States		 

		John		Weiss		965 Holyoke Streett		San Francisco		CA		94134		United States		 

		William		Sharfman		50 Riverside Drive		New York		NY		10024		United States		 

		Laura		Michaels		635 Edison Ave		Philadelphia		PA		19116		United States		 

		Mary		Hoff		5525 Warden Ave		Edina		MN		55436		United States		 

		Diane		Gutterman		45 Raisin Tree Circle		Baltimore		MD		21208		United States		 

		Anthony		Green		927 E Rittenhouse St		Philadelphia		PA		19138		United States		 

		Natia		Davis		460 Rodriguez St		Santa Cruz		CA		95062		United States		 

		Linda		Buddrius		PO Box 1229		Media		PA		19063		United States		 

		Phillip		Hansen		4856 Brighton Ave		San Diego		CA		92107		United States		 

		Suzanne				2121 locust ave		Long Beach		CA		90806		United States		 

		Vickie		Rudd		724 W Missouri Ave		Phoenix		AZ		85013		United States		 

		Mark		Lamport		3964 N. Frances Slocum		Marion		IN		46952		United States		 

		Gwen		Rosewater		800 Falcon Way		Healdsburg		CA		95448		United States		 

		Gwen		Rosewater		800 Falcon Way		Healdsburg		CA		95448		United States		 

		Charlette		Harmon		94-1455 Waipio Uka St Apt N106		Waipahu		HI		96797		United States		 

		Michael		Crowden		32720 S West Outer Rd		Harrisonville		MO		64701		United States		 

		Karen		Raccio		6400 Ranchview Ln N		Maple Grove		MN		55311		United States		 

		Jonah		griffith		7331 21st ave		Seattle		WA		98817		United States		 

		Barbara		Leyser		416 Deerfield Ave.		Silver Spring		MD		20910		United States		 

		VLouie		Louie		730 5th Ave.		San Francisco		CA		94118		United States		 

		Marcia		Wright		1000 5th Ave		Vernonia		OR		97064		United States		 

		judith		ackerman		636 wea		New York		NY		10024		United States		 

		Janice		Karpel		2445 Boone Avenue South		St.louis Park		MN		55426		United States		 

		Christie		Clipper				Taylor		MI		48180		United States		 

		John		Sinner		6432 1/2 Orange St.		Los Angeles		CA		90048		United States		 

		Amory		Fischer		1542 Lake Forest Dr		Charlottesville		VA		22901		United States		 

		Russell		Dexter		5 Knollwood Ln		Wayland		MA		1778		United States		 

		Amber		Tidwell		2420 1/2 N. Beachwood Dr		Los Angeles		CA		90068		United States		 

		Martin		Drozdoff		1352 W San Nicolas Dr		Tucson		AZ		85704		United States		 

		Linda		Marticek		P.O. Box 383		Ho-Ho-Kus		NJ		7423		United States		 

		Craig		Burns		28450 Pontiac Trl		South Lyon		MI		48178		United States		 

		Harvey		Brown		1505 S Barker Rd		Greenacres		WA		99016		United States		 

		Lynn		Cascio		150 Main St.		Huntington		NY		11743		United States		 

		Suzanne		Ewing		94 Neal St		Portland		ME		4102		United States		 

		Donald		Lanktree		2614 W Greenleaf Ave		Chicago		IL		60645		United States		 

		Helen		Abraham		1829 Alvarado Dr NE		Albuquerque		NM		87110		United States		 

		bob		loren		730 Captain Cook Ave		Honolulu		HI		96813		United States		 

		Tim		Miller		4601 Flat Rock Rd		Philadelphia		PA		19127		United States		 

		Achmad		Chadran		206 Stow Rd		Harvard		MA		1451		United States		 

		Mark		Battiste		427 SW 41st St		Gainesville		FL		32607		United States		 

		Nancy		Wallace-Nelson		PO Box 611		Mendocino		CA		95460		United States		 

		Rui		Moreira		641 Maple		Elizabeth		NJ		7202		United States		 

		James		Shawver		455 Merchants Rd.		Rochester		NY		14609		United States		 

		Kathleen		Margulis		31 Wedgewood Ln		Brookhaven		NY		11719		United States		 

		Madelaine		Sutphin		11825 Laurelwood Dr Apt 2		Studio City		CA		91604		United States		 

		Drewcilla		Contreras		3003 Old la Blanca Rd		Donna		TX		78537		United States		 

		Sandra		Teeter		4956 CR 4		Burdett		NY		14818		United States		 

		James		Matrix		1028 South Walter Reed Drive		Arlington		VA		22204		United States		 

		Lise		Brenner		28 Conselyea St		Brooklyn		NY		11211		United States		 

		VICTORIA		KLEBAN		3919 W 84th St		Chicago		IL		60652		United States		 

		Thomas		Rummel		1340 N Poinsettia Place Suite 208		Los Angeles		CA		90046		United States		 

		Pat		Strange		3029 Bertis Drive		Sacramento		CA		95821		United States		 

		Henry		Londergan		2325 Parrish St		Philadelphia		PA		19130		United States		 

		Carolyn		Consoli		555 Rosewood Ave.		Camarillo		CA		93010		United States		 

		Carl		Darnell		13503 Duggan Road		Central Point		OR		97502		United States		 

		Nancy		Gold		6 Valentine Rd		Northborough		MA		1532		United States		 

		Doug		Stopke		5680 Wrenwyck Pl		Weldon Spring		MO		63304		United States		 

		Jennifer		Valentine		313 1st Ave		Massapequa Park		NY		11762		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Gibbs		32 Allen Road		Norwalk		CT		6851		United States		 

		Stuart		Newberg		7928 West Rim Drive		Austin		TX		78731		United States		 

		Anne		Jansen		drg66		gbg		AK		67789		United States		 

		Darryl		Manthey		72 Lewisburg Rd		Sussex		NJ		7461		United States		 

		Andrew		Weiner		120 Main St		Upton		MA		1568		United States		 

		Deborah		Barolsky		159 Scituate St		Arlington		MA		2476		United States		 

		Sara Lou		Brown		716 Asbury St		Houston		TX		77007		United States		 

		Bruce		Ross		14715 Barryknoll Ln. #148		Houston		TX		77079		United States		 

		Laura		Robinson		25 Collinwood Road		Maplewood		NJ		7040		United States		 

		Serena		Wittkopp		3235 SW 72nd Ave		Portland		OR		97225		United States		 

		Nat		Gray		10681 Smetana Road #307		Minnetonka		MN		55343		United States		 

		Scott		Tucker		6412 Lakerest Court		Raleigh		NC		27612		United States		 

		William		Hay, MD		5010 Chicago St		Omaha		NE		68132		United States		 

		Erin		Suyehara		1724 Martina Ave		Torrance		CA		90501		United States		 

		James Tyler		Bell		23035 Forest Way		California		MD		20619		United States		 

		Kristina		Lane		1500 Balsam Ave		Boulder		CO		80304		United States		 

		Jan		Kruszewski		420 Knollwood Dr		Lake Orion		MI		48362		United States		 

		Jan		Kruszewski		420 Knollwood Dr		Lake Orion		MI		48362		United States		 

		Donald		Dodge		300 Caselli Ave		San Francisco		CA		94114		United States		 

		Lisa		Vitale		413 Summit St SE		North Canton		OH		44720		United States		 

		H		Nachtsheim		460 Elizabeth Rd		Sanibel		FL		33957		United States		 

		Sandra		McGee		945 Park Ave		Winthrop Harbor		IL		60096		United States		 

		Teresa		Carter		4816 Roslyn Rd		Downers Grove		IL		60515		United States		 

		Ariel		Spilsbury				Woodacre		CA		94973		United States		 

		Sonia		ImMasche		730 Cottonwood Dr		Fort Collins		CO		80524		United States		 

		John		Kane		28806 SE 61st St		Issaquah		WA		98027		United States		 

		Susan		Rose		17287 W Ironwood St		Surprise		AZ		85388		United States		 

		Ted		Vegvari		30940 Hawthorne Blvd Ste 101		Rancho Palos Verdes		CA		90275		United States		 

		Dawn		star		6342 Antares Rd NE		Albuquerque		NM		87111		United States		 

		Sharon		Camhi		895 24th Ave		San Francisco		CA		94121		United States		 

		Joe		Hogan		4688 Daywalt Rd		Sebastopol		CA		95472		United States		 

		Robert		Davidson		9216 Robinson Ave		Franklin Park		IL		60131		United States		 

		Michael		Shaffer		1532 Thrasher Ct		Ventura		CA		93003		United States		 

		victoria		smith		3350 Idlewild Dr		Reno		NV		89509		United States		 

		Scott		Graham		pobox 1032		santa cruz		CA		95061		United States		 

		Florian		Schulz		1209 N 27th Pl		Renton		WA		98056		United States		 

		Mary		Clarke		168 Elise Way		Oceanside		CA		92057		United States		 

		Bradley		Daniels		901 S Mattis Ave		Champaign		IL		61821		United States		 

		Joyce		Johnson		132 N Maple St		Burbank		CA		91505		United States		 

		Glenn		Hufnagel		1174 Kensington Avenue		Buffalo		NY		14215		United States		 

		Joseph		Esqibel		1123 Longwood Trace		Atlanta		GA		30324		United States		 

		Linda		Middaugh		8511 Sara Lynn Place		Anchorage		AK		99502		United States		 

		Suzanne		Eich		1412 Annie Lane		Libertyville		IL		60048		United States		 

		jeff		SEATTLE		2117 19th Ave S		Seattle		WA		98144		United States		 

		Jan		DeGrandchamp		430 1st Ave		Rio Dell		CA		95562		United States		 

		Carol		Gehl		7635 161st Street		Chippewa Falls		WI		54729		United States		 

		Beverly		Harris		9909 NE 1st St		Bellevue		WA		98004		United States		 

		Dinda				pob 178695		san diego		CA		92177		United States		 

		Peter		Sergienko		2127 NW Irving Street Apt 101		Portland		OR		97210		United States		 

		Brian		Carr		100 Ridge St Apt 218		Charlottesville		VA		22902		United States		 

		Earl		Kuon		1519 California St		Oceanside		CA		92054		United States		 

		Travis		Jennings		2503 Dewberry Ln		Pasadena		TX		77502		United States		 

		Patricia		Wright		1565 Kearney St		Denver		CO		80220		United States		 

		Florence		McEvoy		30 Midwood Rd		West Babylon		NY		11704		United States		 

		Lori		Rodriguez		2020 PATRICIA		GARLAND		TX		75041		United States		 

		Nancy		Gurny		Wright Terrace		Skokie		IL		60077		United States		 

		Jeanine		Greene		2660 W Catalina View Drive		Tucson		AZ		85742		United States		 

		Karen		Halderson		3301 Monroe Street, NE		Albuquerque		NM		87110		United States		 

		Joan		Dulberg		555 Pine Ridge Place		Raleigh		NC		27609		United States		 

		martin & Chris		Niemi		616 Alta Court		Douglas		AK		99824		United States		 

		Karen		Woodfield		85 Waite Rd		Old Chatham		NY		12136		United States		 

		Marie		Dunn		3919 Snowden Ave		Long Beach		CA		90808		United States		 

		Gloria		Clark		9130 NE Eglon Rd		Kingston		WA		98346		United States		 

		Jerome		Feinstein		3 Tenakill Park Drive East		Cresskill		NJ		7626		United States		 

		Sarah		Forman		479 Central Ave		New Haven		CT		6515		United States		 

		Jason		Dunklebarger		8061 St. Pauls Church Rd		Hanover		VA		23069		United States		 

		Jeanne		De Smedt		1498 Golf Street		scotch Plains		NJ		7076		United States		 

		Joyce		Erickson		27Pine Tree Road		Monroe		CT		6468		United States		 

		Sheila		Barry		PO Box 645		Ribera		NM		87560		United States		 

		Todd		Sargent		4035 SE Reedway St		Portland		OR		97202		United States		 

		Isabelle		Kanz		box 85		peconic		NY		11958		United States		 

		Stephen		Pocklington		P.O. Box 71		New Bern		NC		28563		United States		 

		Mark		Gustafson		39 antero ave.		Durango		CO		81301		United States		 

		Susan		Davis		2145 Mayview Dr		Los Angeles		CA		90027		United States		 

		Paula		Miller		913 N Governor St		Iowa City		IA		52245		United States		 

		Dwight		Hilpman		936 Avalon Road		66044		KS		66044		United States		 

		Marianne		McDermott		3308 Brandy Court		Falls Church		VA		22042		United States		 

		Cyrus		Martin		6165 E. Iliff Ave., Apt 501C		Denver		CO		80222		United States		 

		anna		halkiadis		52 clark street		New York		NY		11201		United States		 

		Margaret		Wood		2102 Coach Drive		Naperville		IL		60565		United States		 

		Amanda		Dennis		703 W Gourley Pike		Bloomington		IN		47404		United States		 

		Susan		Termini		648 Millwheel Dr		Merritt Island		FL		32952		United States		 

		Jason		Kawall		12 E. Pleasant St.		Hamilton		NY		13346		United States		 

		Llew		Taylor		P.O. Box 32		Darlington		PA		16115		United States		 

		Peter		Rennick		325 W. La Jolla Drive		Tempe		AZ		85282		United States		 

		Cynthia		Kruger		PO Box 2693		El Granada		CA		94018		United States		 

		Maggie		Kearns		2237 N 2nd St,Apt 1		Harrisburg		PA		17110		United States		 

		DONNA		BRAEMER		505 MAPLE AVE		Teaneck		NJ		7666		United States		 

		Jennifer		Vogt		308 West 3rd		Ofallon		IL		62269		United States		 

		Shane		Worth		2606 41st ST NW   Apt#4		Washington		DC		20007		United States		 

		Jocelyn		Bowers		936 Austin Ave		Salt Lake City		UT		84106		United States		 

		Joanne		Carlson				Fruitport		MI		49415		United States		 

		teresa		trucksess		406 Reed Rd		Absecon		NJ		8201		United States		 

		Bart		Bosanac		7731 Encinas Cir		Westminster		CA		92683		United States		 

		Kurt		Lloyd		2601 W. Shannon Ct.		Chandler		AZ		85224		United States		 

		Michael		Hedgecock		15432 Jackson Street #210		Midway City		CA		92655		United States		 

		Pat		Menges		645 Hill		Glen Ellyn`		IL		60137		United States		 

		Jeff		Loomis		1559 Old Squaw Pass Rd		Evergreen		CO		80439		United States		 

		Jeff		Smith		6513 Deer Park Rd.		Reisterstown		MD		21136		United States		 

		Andre		West		3551 Dekalb Avenue		Bronx		NY		10467		United States		 

		Robert		Reed		72 Stoney Dr		Hardyville		VA		23070		United States		 

		Elia		Cuomo		3610 Yacht Club Dr		Aventura		FL		33180		United States		 

		Michael		McMahan		4892 Maui Circle		Huntington Beach		CA		92649		United States		 

		Jeff		Reynolds		382 Buck St.		Bangor		ME		4401		United States		 

		virginia		greeno		6580 Hwy 518		Ranchos de Taos		NM		87557		United States		 

		Kerry		Kent		p.o. box 2443		Santa Fe		NM		87504		United States		 

		Jean		Perry		PO Box 284		Lopez Island		WA		98261		United States		 

		Melissa		Dillinger		11008 Rutgers Ct		Louisville		KY		40291		United States		 

		Deborah		Sevy		77-6477 Seaview Circle		Kailua-kona		HI		96740		United States		 

		Mark		Suazo		2905 Archer Ln SE		Cleveland		TN		37323		United States		 

		Angelica		Whitefeather		920 S New Hampshire Ave		Los Angeles		CA		90006		United States		 

		Clara		zschaler		833 Highland Dr		Las Vegas		NM		87701		United States		 

		Gro		Lunde		547 Evening Star Ln		Bozeman		MT		59715		United States		 

		Angelica		Whitefeather		920 S New Hampshire Ave		Los Angeles		CA		90006		United States		 

		Marianne		Shouse		3507 W 79th St		Prairie Village		KS		66208		United States		 

		Donald		Waltman		587 Melissa Lane		State College		PA		16803		United States		 

		Madalyn		Benoit		3564 84th St Apt 3M		Jackson Heights		NY		11372		United States		 

		Jeri		Byers		3421 E 42nd #200		Anchorage		AK		99508		United States		 

		Daphne		Figueroa		3787 Poe St		San Diego		CA		92107		United States		 

		Eugene		Labovitz		1535 29th St		San Diego		CA		92102		United States		 

		Misti		Layne		280 10th Ave		San Francisco		CA		94118		United States		 

		Tiffany		Jolly		13231 Taylor St SW		Olympia		WA		98512		United States		 

		Carl		Lloyd		7163 Rolling Hills		San Antonio		TX		78227		United States		 

		Amy		McLaughlin		47724 Beaufort Ct		Sterling		VA		20165		United States		 

		Aida		King		2707 Blue Bell Dr		Redding		CA		96001		United States		 

		Shelley		Salvatore		10424 Sun Shadow Cir		Nevada City		CA		95959		United States		 

		Margaret		Wilbur		45 West Road, #1E		Orleans		MA		2653		United States		 

		Ryan		Meczkowski		305 S. St. Asaph St.		Alexandria		VA		22314		United States		 

		Dwayne		Olson		16340 Lower Harbor Rd		Brookings		OR		97415		United States		 

		Gladys		Eddy-lee		3719 Brems St		San Diego		CA		92115		United States		 

		Keith		Myers		2254 Union Street		Indianapolis		IN		46225		United States		 

		Meredith		Priestley		75 Hickory Kingdom Road		Bedford		NY		10506		United States		 

		James		Carr		1200 Timber Mountain Lane		Estes Park		CO		80517		United States		 

		Ken		Klemke		416 Cherry Ave		Oregon City		OR		97045		United States		 

		Jacqueline		Jetton		3210 Wasatch Ct Unit 18D		Prescott		AZ		86301		United States		 

		Romana		Petrovič		CESTA 8.AVGUSTA 17		PTUJ				22500		United States		 

		Krissa		Kyle		2136 1st st		white bear lake		MN		55110		United States		 

		Linda		Hegstrand		1125 Conlon Dr SE		Grand Rapids		MI		49506		United States		 

		Tarik		DiDomenico		3221 Carter Ave		Marina Del REy		CA		90292		United States		 

		Anna Belle		Illien		1250 Piedmont Ave NE		Atlanta		GA		30309		United States		 

		Tim		Kennedy		PO Box 427		Milford		NH		3055		United States		 

		Paul		Bliss		26 Greenwood Ln		Valhalla		NY		10595		United States		 

		Betty		Goddard		34374 Chocolate Lily Lane		Anchor Point		AK		99556		United States		 

		Richard		Spratley		12548 Forest View St		Broomfield		CO		80020		United States		 

		Alexis		Carter		12711 Delsanto St		Houston		TX		77045		United States		 

		Clifford		Weiss		12 Exeter Rd		East Windsor		NJ		8520		United States		 

		Peter		Voris		1022 Engler		Las Cruces		NM		88007		United States		 

		Joe		Puleo				Albuquerque		NM		87107		United States		 

		Cheryl		Schwendel		102 A St		Brick		NJ		8723		United States		 

		Burton		Steck		3522 N Leavitt St.		Chicago		IL		60618		United States		 

		Jean		Ross		3624 Bryant Avenue S.		Minneapolis		MN		55409		United States		 

		Luis		Morales		Harrison St.		New York		NY		10013		United States		 

		Virginia		Mees		4125 Cooper Ln		Cody		WY		82414		United States		 

		Sam		Bush		17 Ann		Succasunna		NJ		7876		United States		 

		Joyce		Nakazawa		1910 Ganges Ave		El Cerrito		CA		94530		United States		 

		Derek		Foster		5 Woodshire Ct		Ballston Lake		NY		12019		United States		 

		Mary Ann		Hilgeman		6400 Minnesota Ave		St Louis		MO		63111		United States		 

		Joyce		Nakazawa		1910 Ganges Ave		El Cerrito		CA		94530		United States		 

		Stacey		Mangni		303 17th Ave		San Francisco		CA		94121		United States		 

		Tom		Beatini		22 Wierimus Road		Hillsdale		NJ		7642		United States		 

		Dana		Bleckinger		3153 SW Dolph Ct		Portland		OR		97219		United States		 

		Karen		Poels		631 Carey Ave		Wilkes Barre		PA		18702		United States		 

		Ann		Bever		10261 Scarborough Road		Bloomington		MN		55437		United States		 

		Paul		Hessinger		212 Gates St		San Francisco		CA		94110		United States		 

		Pat		Cole		1804 E 14th Avenue		Ellensburg		WA		98926		United States		 

		Katherine		Murdock		PO Box 38		Greenland		AR		72737		United States		 

		Diane		Switalski		11712 Parkview Lane		Seminole		FL		33772		United States		 

		Loris		Crossley		817 Grand Ave		Joplin		MO		64801		United States		 

		Diane		Gustafson		7625 Grand Ave.		Hammond		IN		46323		United States		 

		Ann		Bell		1636 Cider Ln		Augusta		GA		30906		United States		 

		Steve		smith		Constitution Ave		Washington		DC		20560		United States		 

		Nancy		Hartman		2514 Evans Ave		Louisville		CO		80027		United States		 

		Sylvia		r		5500 nw 69th		lauderhill		FL		33319		United States		 

		Dean		Robb		1118 Hillside Ave		Plainfield		NJ		7060		United States		 

		Shari		Sharp		P.O. Box 38		Eagle		ID		83616		United States		 

		Mark		Sweeney		4005 Gray Rock Drive		Ellicott City		MD		21042		United States		 

		Sarah		Jordan		6294 Jordan Dr.		Warrenton		VA		20187		United States		 

		Louise		Bennett		PO Box 3197		PARKER		CO		80134		United States		 

		Catrina				Po box 16		Pollock pines		CA		95726		United States		 

		Johnna		Edmunds		3435 Sonoma Mountain Rd		Petaluma		CA		94954		United States		 

		Ds		Seaman				Ocala		FL		34481		United States		 

		Linda		Morrill		239 lee road		Lincoln		ME		4457		United States		 

		Ronald		Withrow		1273 Wilbur Ct NE		Palm Bay		FL		32905		United States		 

		Robert		Wilcox		6915 Amherst Ave		Saint Louis		MO		63130		United States		 

		Myles		Akabas		43 Church Lane		Scarsdale		NY		10583		United States		 

		Charles		Carruthers		26 Quartz Trl		Santa Fe		NM		87505		United States		 

		kristen		hilliard		45 broome st		catskill		NY		12414		United States		 

		Zoe		Brown		731 Leontine St.		New Orleans		LA		70115		United States		 

		Paul		Luehrmann		223 N Guadalupe Street		Santa Fe		NM		87501		United States		 

		Kenneth		Cater				Portland		OR		97219		United States		 

		Helen		Woerner		26992 S. Lewelling		Lyndon		KS		66451		United States		 

		Janice		Livesay		3230 Eagle Dr.		Fort Collins		CO		80526		United States		 

		Mimi		Hodsoll		2438 Caron Lane		Falls Church		VA		22043		United States		 

		Linda		Schweigert		114 Simpson Rd		Rochester		NY		14617		United States		 

		Elisse		Antczak		560 Lancer Court A2		Depew		NY		14043		United States		 

		Melanie		Faulkner		2137 E Mission Rd		Fallbrook		CA		92028		United States		 

		Eunice		Eckerly		2015 Riverside Avenue #210		Minneapolis		MN		55454		United States		 

		Barbara		Swyden		720 Garnet Dr.NE		Rio Rancho		NM		87124		United States		 

		Anne		Lambert		525 2nd St SW		Rio Rancho		NM		87124		United States		 

		Sylvia		r		5500 nw 69th		lauderhill		FL		33319		United States		 

		Norman		Sams		1150 SW Bridlewood Dr		Dallas		OR		97338		United States		 

		Gaile		Carr		1821 eddy dr		mtshasta		CA		96067		United States		 

		Ann		Ruthsdottir		29 School St		Brunswick		ME		4011		United States		 

		Michael		Garcia				San Francisco		CA		94110		United States		 

		Lisa		Augustine		352 Bodle Rd		Wyoming		PA		18644		United States		 

		Douglas		Ward		140 Bleecker Street		Gloversville		NY		12078		United States		 

		Rodney		Derbigny		PO Box 16303		Sugar Land		TX		77496		United States		 

		Clare		Shomer		834 Longwood Ave		Los Angeles		CA		90005		United States		 

		Debra		Convertino		1032 4th Ave		Toms River		NJ		8757		United States		 

		Steve		Weinshel		1050 W Balmoral Ave Apt 2E		Chicago		IL		60640		United States		 

		Kelly		McCarthy		31042 Whitlock Dr		Wesley Chapel		FL		33543		United States		 

		megan		Hancock		5901 millwood dr		rowlett		TX		75088		United States		 

		TomDornbusch				6110 Tyne St		Houston		TX		77007		United States		 

		Shari		Long		4841 Fulton Ave Apt A		Sherman Oaks		CA		91423		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Iglesias		1311 Miller Rd 269G		Coral Gables		FL		33146		United States		 

		Al		Coury		6817 Woodgrain Ct		Ocoee		FL		34761		United States		 

		G		M		111		A		MN		11111		United States		 

		Marita		Howry		595 Hickory St NE		Salem		OR		97301		United States		 

		Elaine		Kampmann		2531 wilkinson rd		Sarasota		FL		34231		United States		 

		Lynne		Donahue		100 S. Fairfield Rd.		Beavercreek		OH		45440		United States		 

		Deb		Stone		5089 deer creek lane		west bend		WI		53095		United States		 

		Malu		Bender		2680 Boldt st		Las cruces		NM		88005		United States		 

		Mary		Camardo		315 burnett ave		lake villa		IL		60046		United States		 

		Trish		Cortani		333 ANNS TRAIL		GAFFNEY		SC		29341		United States		 

		Cathie				1464 Bluff Loop		Dundee		FL		33838		United States		 

		gwen		villa		270 Monte Vista Ln		Petaluma		CA		94952		United States		 

		Rani		Carson		77 Riverside Dr		Riverhead		NY		11901		United States		 

		Dathene		Leve		1300-C Grande Blvd SE		Rio Rancho		NM		87124		United States		 

		Peggy		Salas		4102 S Fairgrounds		Stillwater		OK		74074		United States		 

		Amber		Garlan		9 West 7th Place, apt# 346		St. Paul		MN		55102		United States		 

		Gary		Arnold		842 West Moore		Stillwater		OK		74075		United States		 

		Jenette		Downing		PO Box 493		Wells River		VT		5081		United States		 

		Linda		Frost		1 Lincoln Lane		Northfield		MN		55057		United States		 

		Janet		Forst		575 Columbus Avenue		san Francisco		CA		94133		United States		 

		Russell		Green		200 South Michigan Ave. #201		Chicago		IL		60604		United States		 

		Helen		Drwinga		621 Robin E Ln		Apopka		FL		32712		United States		 

		Kris		Harker		42 Black Oak Drive		Lancaster		PA		17602		United States		 

		Mary		Sorokie		5455 n. sheridan rd  907		chicago		IL		60640		United States		 

		Jean		Marr		1216 SE Goodnight Ave.		Corvallis		OR		97333		United States		 

		Trish		Cortani		333 ANNS TRAIL		GAFFNEY		SC		29341		United States		 

		Lorna		Farnum		3305 Druid Ln.		Rossmoor		CA		90720		United States		 

		Maureen		Powers		PO BOX 2826		Homer		AK		99603		United States		 

		Rodney		Conatser		5719 Shimer Ave.		Indianapolis		IN		46219		United States		 

		Oscar		Landé		Långsjövägen 46		Älvsjö		NY		12530		United States		 

		Jane		Doub		1430 Neffwold Lane		Kirkwood		MO		63122		United States		 

		Estela		Moreno		6 Hillary Ct		Chestnut Ridge		NY		10977		United States		 

		Jack		Jessee		1591 Opry Way		Fairbanks		AK		99709		United States		 

		Ann		Cetto		PO Box 41222		Tucson		AZ		85717		United States		 

		Monika		Mulder		14822 YellowLeaf Trail		Austin		TX		78728		United States		 

		Jeff		Stout		24 W. Court St.		Cincinnati		OH		45202		United States		 

		Marilynn		Smith		1071 CANDLELIGHT BLVD		Brooksville		FL		34601		United States		 

		adolphina		shephard		pobox 1714		Merchantville		NJ		8109		United States		 

		Sandra		Stocke		5134 Dacite Ct		Sparks		NV		89436		United States		 

		Diana		Cancel		3304 Stonebrook Dr		Sanford		FL		32773		United States		 

		Diane		Anglin		3343 Delta Rd		Brentwood		CA		94513		United States		 

		Emita		Ostrem		913 Grand Blvd		Joliet		IL		60436		United States		 

		Susan		Hollland		90500 Mountain View Ln		Leaburg		OR		97489		United States		 

		earl		lippold		6322 Seaborn St		Lakewood		CA		90713		United States		 

		Monica		Evans		3614 Woodcliff Drive		Kalamazoo		MI		49008		United States		 

		Jay & Cathy		Harter		1785 Harmony Rd		Susquehanna		PA		18847		United States		 

		Stephanie		Schindler		4429 hunters lodge dr		round rock		TX		78681		United States		 

		Kenneth		Adler		4913 Harroun Rd		Sylvania		OH		43560		United States		 

		Kay		Fenico		424 E. Henry Clay St.		Milwaukee		WI		53217		United States		 

		Marti		Johnson		732 15th Ave		San Francisco		CA		94118		United States		 

		Rob		Milburn		2751 W Giddings St Apt 3W		Chicago		IL		60625		United States		 

		Anne		Zafis		2911 Cheshire Rd		Wilmington		DE		19810		United States		 

		Maricela		Thompson		3435 Madrona Ln		Medford		OR		97501		United States		 

		Chris		Sermons		197 Bio Way		Ware Shoals		SC		29692		United States		 

		Rodney		Rice		6949 S Sheridan Blvd		Littleton		CO		80128		United States		 

		Walter		H		PO Box 142		millburn		NJ		7041		United States		 

		Keith		Stocker		1461 Cowhorn Rd		Winnsboro		SC		29180		United States		 

		Madeline		Olson		9075 Sandpiper Lane		Manzanita		OR		97130		United States		 

		Bryce		Verdier		1400 Bowe Ave.		Santa Clara		CA		95051		United States		 

		Linda		Gridley		07 Clifford Street		Saint Paul		MN		55104		United States		 

		Dena		Aquilina		327 Sanchez St		Santa Fe		NM		87505		United States		 

		Andrww		Robinson		522 High Eagle Ct		Walnut Creek		CA		94595		United States		 

		thomas		yasaitis		501 Williams St		Janesville		WI		53545		United States		 

		Rebekah		Caminiti		2626 Staci Ln		Columbus		OH		43224		United States		 

		Barbara		Reukauf		277 Enchanted Forest North		Lancaster		NY		14086		United States		 

		Ian		Williams		1975 Maricopa Highway Spc. 1		Ojai		CA		93023		United States		 

		Mary		burrell		1515 n Ainsworth st		Portland		OR		97217		United States		 

		Joan		Reyes		29727 Curtis Rd.		Livonia		MI		48152		United States		 

		Carol		Berkeley		10 Camelot Dr		Boxford		MA		1921		United States		 

		Jill		Pustorino		74 W 46th St		Bayonne		NJ		7002		United States		 

		Keris		Escott		PBx 155		Keaau		HI		96749		United States		 

		Carolyn		Bibb		3092 Belingham Dr NE		Atlanta		GA		30345		United States		 

		Lee		Gekas		1149 33rd Ave NE		olympia		WA		98506		United States		 

		Alicia		Johnson		3020 N Hiway Ee		New Hampton		MO		64471		United States		 

		Sidney		Robles		1129 Stonybrook Dr.		Napa		CA		94558		United States		 

		Sue		Harrington		9216 Randall Drive N.W.		Gig Harbor		WA		98332		United States		 

		Michael		Laird		17 Stuyvesant Oval		New York		NY		10009		United States		 

		Marcey		Lachance		4 Broad View Ln.		Bailey Island		ME		4003		United States		 

		C		Bradley		1383 Tucker Rd		Hood River		OR		97031		United States		 

		Mike		Ruderman		56 N Mill Rd		Princeton Junction		NJ		8550		United States		 

		Julie		Piechowski		110 Presumpscot St #2		Portland		ME		4103		United States		 

		Stephen		White		204 Torrey Lane Ext		Holden		MA		1520		United States		 

		Christina		Collins		8244 Kenneth Ave		Skokie		IL		60076		United States		 

		Adam		Mills		78 Edgemont Rd		Asheville		NC		28801		United States		 

		Trudy		Dittmar		61 bucks mill road		colts neck		NJ		7722		United States		 

		Barbara		Rosenkotter		201 Crest Drive		Deer Harbor		WA		98243		United States		 

		Susan		Pandolfino		59 college hill road		montrose		NY		10548		United States		 

		Sherry		Woodward		386 Glenwood Dr.		Bloomingdale		IL		60108		United States		 

		Scott		Tallman		620 N 34th Street, Apt. 524		Seattle		WA		98103		United States		 

		david		spenger		208 Lilac Cir		Hercules		CA		94547		United States		 

		Sally		Gillette		9655 SW North Dakota		Portland		OR		97223		United States		 

		Brian		Debasitis		6283 Mahan Dr		San Jose		CA		95123		United States		 

		James		Giles		P.O. Box 640		Quilcene		WA		98376		United States		 

		Amy		Hodges		3116 164th St SW		Lynnwood		WA		98087		United States		 

		Daniel		Kercsmar		10576 S. Hwy. 337		Tijeras		NM		87059		United States		 

		diana		mackown		753 main st		Ellington		NY		14732		United States		 

		James		Santos		15 Cagua Road		Santa Fe		NM		87508		United States		 

		Donna		Stimpson		p.o. box 143		searsport		ME		4974		United States		 

		Mark		Lukens		37 Rhame Ave		East Rockaway		NY		11518		United States		 

		Thomas		Lange		5420 SW Idaho St		Portland		OR		97221		United States		 

		Dawn		Sutherland		2300 W Kiltie Ln		Flagstaff		AZ		86001		United States		 

		Kevin		Proescholdt		2833 43rd Ave S		Minneapolis		MN		55406		United States		 

		Robert and Vera		Rice		150 Calle Vadito NW		Albuquerque		NM		87120		United States		 

		Joseph		Bachant		12239 Halifax		Holt Summit		MO		65943		United States		 

		Jeffrey		Plate		50 Macomber's Ridge		Marshfield		MA		2050		United States		 

		Lori		Rodriguez		2020 PATRICIA		GARLAND		TX		75041		United States		 

		Fred		Kozak		19 Waters Edge		Marstons Mills		MA		2648		United States		 

		Bruce		Barry		20 Black Locust Ave		East Setauket		NY		11733		United States		 

		Michael		Nadolny		125 Windsor Ave		Kensington		CA		94708		United States		 

		Sherry		Marsh		5030 Alicante Way		Oceanside		CA		92056		United States		 

		Paulette		Tanem		3902 67th St E		Inver Grove Heights		MN		55076		United States		 

		Jessica		Hise		6632 San Luis Obispo Ave NE		Albuquerque		NM		87109		United States		 

		Deborah		De Bois		1020 Brandon Way		Phoenix		OR		97535		United States		 

		Rita		Boone		6820 Loretta Ct.		Avon		IN		46123		United States		 

		Dennis		Specht		328 S Central Ave., Ste. 103		Medford		OR		97501		United States		 

		Eric		Dixon		30 Robinson Dr		San Francisco		CA		94112		United States		 

		Abigail		Howes		105 Bayview Ave.		Berkley		MA		2779		United States		 

		muriel \  dick		cowing		se juniper		Milwaukie		OR		97267		United States		 

		steph		spencer		113 nw minnesota avenue		Bend		OR		97701		United States		 

		Edwin		Quigley		110 Ricky Drive		Muscle Shoals		AL		35661		United States		 

		Richard		Buck		138 Dan Moody Trl		Georgetown		TX		78633		United States		 

		Karla		Walters		213 n. taylor st.		el dorado		KS		67042		United States		 

		Donna		Barrett		250 Manor Drive		Buffalo Grove		IL		60089		United States		 

		Michelle		Maani		546 Adina Way		Nipomo		CA		93444		United States		 

		Cynthia		Dixson		21917 Cook Road		Sedro Woolley		WA		98284		United States		 

		Jill		Haverland-Wilder		395 54th St.		Astoria		OR		97103		United States		 

		Barbara		Moore		4652 Cheryl Dr.		Bethlehem		PA		18017		United States		 

		Edwin		Quigley		110 Ricky Drive		Muscle Shoals		AL		35661		United States		 

		K		Chung		2318 Kipona Pl.		Honolulu		HI		96816		United States		 

		Sidney		Scott		p.p.box 3963		carmel		CA		93921		United States		 

		Terry		Friedman		10 Belnay Lane		Montvale		NJ		7645		United States		 

		David		Taylor		P.O. Box 108		Corvallis		OR		97339		United States		 

		Linda		Miyoshi		709 Tanley Rd		Silver Spring		MD		20904		United States		 

		Regina		Gomes		826 Kanawha Ave		Rainelle		WV		25962		United States		 

		Walter		Klockenbrink		967 Katrina Drive		Nixa		MO		65714		United States		 

		Nancy		Leffler		15 Golfview Pl		Dekalb		IL		60115		United States		 

		Bethann		McVicker		219 Oluea Cir		Kihei		HI		96753		United States		 

		Jonathen		Boston		3709 Texas Avenue		Saint Louis		MO		63118		United States		 

		Pamela		deRoy		1056 Centerbrooke Ln		Suffolk		VA		23434		United States		 

		John		Albertini		1158 Dover Rd		Charleston		ME		4422		United States		 

		Laurie		Gorman		3235 S. Johnson Court		Visalia		CA		93277		United States		 

		Dorothy		Shelton		4000 Anderson Rd 55		Nashville		TN		37217		United States		 

		Marilyn		Hoff		PO Box 295		El Prado		NM		87529		United States		 

		John		Schmittauer		P.O. Box 193 Sand Ridge		Chauncey		OH		45719		United States		 

		Rebecca		Martin		301 w end ct		murrells inlet		SC		29576		United States		 

		Gina		Gatto		18755 Crest Ave		Castro Valley		CA		94546		United States		 

		Patricia		Whitlock		904 Niblick Drive		Las Vegas		NV		89108		United States		 

		Alan		Serlin		2548 N. Normandy Ave.		Chicago		IL		60707		United States		 

		Colleen		Gregory		3831 VILLA DR		SALT LAKE CTY		UT		84109		United States		 

		Adriane		Flinn		172 Hyndman View Dr		Hailey		ID		83333		United States		 

		William		Ulich		4604 34th ave w		seattle		WA		98199		United States		 

		Terra		Walker		PO BOX 239		OAK HILL		WV		25901		United States		 

		Stephen		Dickstein		4693 Barbados Loop		Clermont		FL		34711		United States		 

		Nancy		Littell		767 Kickapoo Dr		Danvers		IL		61732		United States		 

		David		ODonnell		451 MONUMENT RD		JACKSONVILLE		FL		32225		United States		 

		Gina		Rosario		58 Davis Ave		Poughkeepsie		NY		12603		United States		 

		Mary		Hanson		4701 38th Ave NE		Seattle		WA		98105		United States		 

		Kathleen		Jefferies		421 Elk Trl		Lafayette		CO		80026		United States		 

		Karla		Devine		1406 11th St		Manhattan Beach		CA		90266		United States		 

		David		Taylor		P.O. Box 108		Corvallis		OR		97339		United States		 

		Lisa		Davis		12 Charles St. #5-C		New York		NY		10014		United States		 

		Anthony		Castillo		628 Indiana Ave		Venice		CA		90291		United States		 

		Susan		Brown		Box 1425		Evergreen		CO		80437		United States		 

		Ruth		Mendelson		19 Ridge Rd.		Lincoln		MA		1773		United States		 

		Ruth		Mendelson		19 Ridge Rd.		Lincoln		MA		1773		United States		 

		Mary		Davis		8049 Se Ogden St		Portland		OR		97206		United States		 

		Randy		Beckman		6219 32nd ave		Kenosha		WI		53142		United States		 

		William		Magee		144 West King Street		Waynesboro		PA		17268		United States		 

		Marinella		Infante		922 W Plymouth Street		Tampa		FL		33603		United States		 

		Michelle		Orengo-McFarlane		2140 20th St		San Francisco		CA		94107		United States		 

		Ian		Marshall		1728 Oxley Street		South Pasadena		CA		91030		United States		 

		Amelia		caruso		176 SW Hemlock St		Dundee		OR		97115		United States		 

		Allen		Bennett		447 Nevada Street		San Francisco		CA		94110		United States		 

		Robert		Justis		P O Box 53		Telluride		CO		81435		United States		 

		LaVonne		Goodell		5500 153rd Court NW		Ramsey		MN		55303		United States		 

		Maryanne		Owens				Bradenton		FL		34208		United States		 

		Belinda		Scott		26 Marquette St		Gardner		MA		1440		United States		 

		Betsy		Maestro		4 Frasco Ct		Santa Fe		NM		87508		United States		 

		chuck		williams		88 Bryant Trl		Carmel		NY		10512		United States		 

		Katherine		Loban		4772 Oak Drive		Moose Lake		MN		55767		United States		 

		Adam		Mills		78 Edgemont Rd		Asheville		NC		28801		United States		 

		Robert		Andrews		118 King Pine Rd		Sherwood		AR		72120		United States		 

		Jennifer		Grasso				San Pedro		CA		90731		United States		 

		Joe		Torres		3936 E Frontage Rd Ste 201		Rochester		MN		55901		United States		 

		Tim		Conway		2 Jupiter Ln		Levittown		NY		11756		United States		 

		Gail		Bell		187 Pontiac St.		Denver		CO		80220		United States		 

		Lori		Davenport		2850 Pine St		Eureka		CA		95501		United States		 

		Sandra		Melchor		450 South 29th St		Richmond		CA		94804		United States		 

		Susan		Blocker		4913 Burnt Oak Dr		Richmond		VA		23234		United States		 

		Carson		Watkinson		4133 N 34th Pl		Phoenix		AZ		85018		United States		 

		Saula		Siegel		178-10 Wexford Terr.Jamaica		new york		NY		11432		United States		 

		carolyn		alarcon		4310 W Park Lane Dr		Alsip		IL		60803		United States		 

		Harald		Huckins		5517 E South Wilshire Dr		Tucson		AZ		85711		United States		 

		Gabrielle		Kayser		2 Pine St		Hicksville		NY		11801		United States		 

		Millicent		Sims		12 Roosevelt Place		Montclair		NJ		7042		United States		 

		Andrew		Madeloni		8901 Miguel Place #904		Port Richey		FL		34668		United States		 

		Silvia		Meléndez-Briskie		110 Caton Avenue, 6B		Brooklyn		NY		11218		United States		 

		Geprge		Mppre		930 Division St.		Geneva		IL		60134		United States		 

		Kathleen		Healy		1518 20th St		San Francisco		CA		94107		United States		 

		Marilyn		Fuller		20202 Black Rd.		Los Gatos		CA		95033		United States		 

		Frank		Story		11190 Linbrook Ln		Johns Creek		GA		30097		United States		 

		Julia		Foreman		2312 Hasti Acres Dr.		Bakersfield		CA		93309		United States		 

		Ian		Marshall		1728 Oxley Street		South Pasadena		CA		91030		United States		 

		Sidney		Scott		p.p.box 3963		carmel		CA		93921		United States		 

		Jace		Herbrand		8016 Fawcett Ave		Tacoma		WA		98408		United States		 

		Barbara		Davis		404 Hermosa Drive		Roswell		NM		88201		United States		 

		Sheilah		Skelskey		2820 E 3rd St		Long Beach		CA		90814		United States		 

		Carol		Spencer		2344 Harrison Ave		Fort Worth		TX		76110		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Montanari		4 Cooper Sq		Taunton		MA		2780		United States		 

		Pat		Cole		1804 E 14th Avenue		Ellensburg		WA		98926		United States		 

		Jace		Herbrand		8016 Fawcett Ave		Tacoma		WA		98408		United States		 

		Maura		Riley		10 reservoir st		Nashua		NH		3064		United States		 

		Nancy		Olszewski		39 Renaissance Lane		New Brunswick		NJ		8901		United States		 

		Esta		Maltz		8344 E. Dianna Dr		Scottsdale		AZ		85257		United States		 

		Darcy		Skarada		14215 Big Canyon Rd		Middletown		CA		95461		United States		 

		Gaby		Roth		12332 Independence Ave		Savage		MN		55378		United States		 

		Christianna		Skoczek		44 Miller Rd		Kittery Point		ME		3905		United States		 

		Sunnie		Noellert		2822 Sandpointe Drive		Mckinleyville		CA		95519		United States		 

		Rev		Coe		17 OAK ST		walden		NY		12586		United States		 

		Anne		Pinkerton		800 Kimberton Road		Phoenixville		PA		19460		United States		 

		Charlotte		Sahnow		2756 Chad Dr		Eugene		OR		97408		United States		 

		Anne		Pinkerton		800 Kimberton Road		Phoenixville		PA		19460		United States		 

		Rosa		Perez		1824 Sharwood Pl		Crofton		MD		21114		United States		 

		Blackie		Straussburg		346 Virginia Street, #5		El Segundo		CA		90245		United States		 

		Michele		Ozuna		9503 Triola Ln.		Houston		TX		77036		United States		 

		Tara		Bloyd				Cerrillos		NM		87010		United States		 

		Nicolette		Salerno		2733 N 73rd Ave # 1		Elmwood Park		IL		60707		United States		 

		Rhiannon		Maher		25 Devon St		Mashpee		MA		2649		United States		 

		Robert		Finnegan		9 Sea Wall Ln.		Bayville		NY		11709		United States		 

		Annie		Jeff				Hakalau		HI		96710		United States		 

		Oneyda		Perez		P. O. Box 13703		san luis obispo		CA		93406		United States		 

		Courtney		Dilla		126 HEREFORD DR		OAKDALE		PA		15071		United States		 

		Dennis		Stevens		214 East kelso Road		Columbus		OH		43202		United States		 

		Margaret		DeMott		P.O. Box 221309		Sacramento		CA		95822		United States		 

		Donna		Dilla		126 HEREFORD DR		OAKDALE		PA		15071		United States		 

		Kathreen		Arscott		1755 Bradbury Dr.		Montebello		CA		90640		United States		 

		Dr		Copas		1000 80th Ave NE		Medina		WA		98039		United States		 

		Jim		Head		15307 NORTHGATE   APT#102		OAK PARK		MI		48237		United States		 

		Lynne		Sendejo		11601 Elkin Street #204		Wheaton		MD		20902		United States		 

		Joan		Raphael		10514 Ponder Way		San Diego		CA		92126		United States		 

		Mary F		Platter-Rieger		2104 Crenshaw St		San Diego		CA		92105		United States		 

		John		Yust		1443 Whitower Dr		Knoxville		TN		37919		United States		 

		Carolyn		Summers		63 Ferndale Dr		Hastings On Hudson		NY		10706		United States		 

		Kenneth		Hanisko		3938 Stillmeadow Dr.		Wheatfield		IN		46392		United States		 

		Krissa		Takatsuka				Honolulu		HI		96818		United States		 

		Colleen		Keith		9712 Longden Ave		Temple City		CA		91780		United States		 

		Bill		Baum		PO Box 5414		Kalispell		MT		59903		United States		 

		John		Kolego		2457 Freetown Dr		Reston		VA		20191		United States		 

		Patricia		Good		5919 Night Rose Ave NW		Albuquerque		NM		87114		United States		 

		Carol		McRae		18 Mitchell Dr		Fairfax		CA		94930		United States		 

		Aimee		Arceo		77 Cheshire Lane		East Amherst		NY		14051		United States		 

		Mary		Dulgeroff		600 Stevens Dr. #302		Pittsburgh		PA		15237		United States		 

		Mary		Dulgeroff		600 Stevens Dr. #302		Pittsburgh		PA		15237		United States		 

		Dawn		Odonnell		54 bump hill rd		greenfield center		NY		12833		United States		 

		Reid		Larimore		2915 Reed Ave.		Cheyenne		WY		82001		United States		 

		Arthur		Hansen		69-02A 138th St		Kew Gardens Hills		NY		11367		United States		 

		Carolyn		Pierson		5262 County Highway 14		Treadwell		NY		13846		United States		 

		Alexis		Preisser		960 SW 74 Terrace		Plantation		FL		33317		United States		 

		Adam		Sperry		6723 Ben Ave		North Hollywod		CA		91606		United States		 

		Kathryn		Kind		904 Nowita Pl		Venice		CA		90291		United States		 

		Edmund		Brozek		679 Deerwander Rd		Hollis		ME		4042		United States		 

		Sharon		B.		202 Adams St.		Ithaca		NY		14850		United States		 

		Stuart		Newberg		7928 West Rim Drive		Austin		TX		78731		United States		 

		Kirsten		Lear		219 Anita Place		Santa Fe		NM		87505		United States		 

		kelley		caudell				Williams		OR		97544		United States		 

		Kris		Knoll		6230 Meadow Vista Lane		Las Vegas		NV		89103		United States		 

		Ashley		Lutz		134 davis lane		greensburg		PA		15601		United States		 

		David Allan		Cole		403 Jackson Av W		Lisbon		ND		58054		United States		 

		Lisa		Dodge		1068 Trailside Blvd		Wixom		MI		48393		United States		 

		Krista		Gremos		6802 Sargent Road		Indianapolis		IN		46256		United States		 

		Jim		Boden		300 e college ave		hartsville		SC		29550		United States		 

		Anne		Zafis		2911  Cheshire Rd		wilmington		DE		19810		United States		 

		Sara		Booth		343 grays lane		daphne		AL		36526		United States		 

		Michelle		Unger		132 NE 75th Avenue		Hillsboro		OR		97124		United States		 

		Richard		Waldmann		24 Allen Cir		Milton		MA		2186		United States		 

		Karen		Bond		701 W Grove Pkwy 203		Tempe		AZ		85283		United States		 

		L		Payne		441 New Orchard Rd		Epsom		NH		3234		United States		 

		G		LeBlanc		2022 S Shasta Loop		Eugene		OR		97405		United States		 

		Frances		Ostempowski		54 Impala Parkway		Lancaster		NY		14086		United States		 

		D0nna		Dale		7766 Wise Ave		Richmond Heights		MO		63117		United States		 

		Galloway		Allbright		2400 N Commonwealth Ave.		Los Angeles		CA		90027		United States		 

		Rhonda		Carr				Hartford		WI		53027		United States		 

		Krista		Gremos		6802 Sargent Road		Indianapolis		IN		46256		United States		 

		Dan		Henry		6312 Foxfire		Benton		AR		72019		United States		 

		Larry and Barbara		Robertson		8903 BRANDYWYNE DR		LOUISVILLE		KY		40291		United States		 

		marjorie		viguers				Edgewood		NM		87015		United States		 

		Jill		Berliner		80 Grove Street		Mount Kisco		NY		10549		United States		 

		Sandra		Miller		17311 Willowbrook Drives		South Bend		IN		46635		United States		 

		Susan		Coen		132 Hillside Road		Elizabeth		NJ		7208		United States		 

		Clairece		Feagin		48 Pamela Ln		College Station		TX		77845		United States		 

		Paul		Babicki		17 Cedar Lane		Titusville		NJ		8560		United States		 

		Sherry		Nisen		7 Orams Lane		Oxford		NJ		7863		United States		 

		Judy		Knop		344 27th Ave.		Bellwood		IL		60104		United States		 

		John		OBrien		3445 Batdorf Rd		Wooster		OH		44691		United States		 

		Jill		Turco		241 Hickory Rd		Bear Creek Township		PA		18702		United States		 

		Todd		Wilson		2103 Case Dr		Bloomington		IL		61701		United States		 

		Dameon		Hansen		139 s water # 2		idaho falls		ID		83402		United States		 

		Brooke		Crowley		324B Ocean View Ave		Santa Cruz		CA		95062		United States		 

		Larry		Ulrey		2402 Sickle Road		Indianapolis		IN		46219		United States		 

		Debbie		Kreuser		5106 N. Lamar Blvd Apt 144		Austin		TX		78751		United States		 

		sue		sexton		n. line		Col. City		IN		46725		United States		 

		Blanca		Estaba		225 11th Street		Brooklyn		NY		11215		United States		 

		Tyson		Weems		14 Lawn Ave		Portland		ME		4103		United States		 

		Kathy		Sandknop				Ballwin		MO		63021		United States		 

		Sally		Rings		4114 E. Mercer Lane		Phoenix		AZ		85028		United States		 

		Paul		Haseman		10680 Pine Valley Path		Indianapolis		IN		46234		United States		 

		Brian		Henning		2200 Dixon Drive		Bloomington		MN		55431		United States		 

		Sue		Harvey		239 Tecumseh Dr.		Bolingbrook		IL		60490		United States		 

		Christina		Gilman		2901 S Adams St		Seattle		WA		98108		United States		 

		Cynthia		Harris		P.O. Box 6		West Peterborough		NH		3468		United States		 

		Linda		Canter		1613 Henry St		Springfield		IL		62703		United States		 

		Sue		Harvey		239 Tecumseh Dr.		Bolingbrook		IL		60490		United States		 

		Jeanne		Johnson		310 Valleywood Dr.		woodland		CA		95695		United States		 

		Nicole		Amato		5033 Midway Road		Vacaville		CA		95688		United States		 

		Vivian		Hildebrandt		5508 Chicago Avenue		Minneapolis		MN		55417		United States		 

		Timothy		Miller		200 North Jefferson Street		Chicago		IL		60661		United States		 

		Lauren		Van Saders		372 Wilson Ave		Township of Washington		NJ		7676		United States		 

		Michael		Mack		544 Angell Hill Rd.		Burlington Flats		NY		13315		United States		 

		Wendy		Czarnecki		200 Knudtsen Ln		Petaluma Ca		CA		94952		United States		 

		KLOE		BRADY		4675 HAYES		Gary		IN		46408		United States		 

		christina		turner		4315 Palo Verde Dr		Pittsburg		CA		94565		United States		 

		Steve		Schacht				Durango		CO		81301		United States		 

		Linda		Matarazzo		22 Sunrise Rd.		Old Bridge		NJ		8857		United States		 

		Harry		Martin		PO Box 23		Corvallis		OR		97339		United States		 

		Margaret		Wood		2921 Portage Street		Naperville		IL		60564		United States		 

		Darlene		Hilton-Nickel		1754 El Codo Way		San Jose		CA		95124		United States		 

		Joseph		Quirk		147 Avenue A #2R		New York		NY		10009		United States		 

		Mabel		Leon		22 front st		Schenectady		NY		12305		United States		 

		Phil		Pursel		PO Box 8125		South Lake Tahoe		CA		96158		United States		 

		Karen		Fedorov		8044 Tackett Ln		Bealeton		VA		22712		United States		 

		Annemarie		Avanti		3224 E Sierra St		Phoenix		AZ		85028		United States		 

		Thomas		Osborn		77595 N Loop Rd		Stanfield		OR		97875		United States		 

		H		Messing		60 Buxton Rd		Chatham		NJ		7928		United States		 

		Kathryn		Brinton		1516 Luneta Dr		Del Mar		CA		92014		United States		 

		Kristina		Oneal				Titusville		FL		32796		United States		 

		Karen		Peterson		1233 E Cholla St		Phoenix		AZ		85020		United States		 

		K		Bovello		4515 Willard Ave		Chevy Chase		MD		20815		United States		 

		Sheryl		krohne		15717 n. hazard rd		Spokane		WA		99208		United States		 

		Dale		Janssen		17101 S Parker Rd		Homer Glen		IL		60491		United States		 

		Jane		Markley		10576 Lanell Woods		Festus		MO		63028		United States		 

		Monica		Black		317 Lower Stone Mountain Road		Unicoi		TN		37692		United States		 

		Jennifer		Baumgardner		525 N Francisca Ave, Apt 8		Redondo Beach		CA		90277		United States		 

		Stephanie		Blacksmith		1402 Eliza St		Key West		FL		33040		United States		 

		Maria		DiCoio		210-02 42nd Ave		Bayside		NY		11361		United States		 

		Jeff		Komisarof		9033 Rouen Lane		Potomac		MD		20854		United States		 

		ANGELA		KLEIN				Oregon City		OR		97045		United States		 

		Gary		West		719 S 7th St		Montrose		CO		81401		United States		 

		Ronald		Harbin		600 W Country Club Dr		Bloomington		IN		47403		United States		 

		Preston		Wheaton		PO Box 1403		Olympia		WA		98507		United States		 

		Bill		Herrera		1100 Damsel Ginger Lane		The Colony		TX		75056		United States		 

		William		Norman		1220 Woodland Ave NE		Atlanta		GA		30324		United States		 

		Karen		Bond		701 W Grove Pkwy 203		Tempe		AZ		85283		United States		 

		Nick		Moreau		Upper bear creek		Evergreen		CO		80439		United States		 

		Nick		Moreau		Upper bear creek		Evergreen		CO		80439		United States		 

		Nick		Moreau		Upper bear creek		Evergreen		CO		80439		United States		 

		Lawrence		Baldwin		1 Pinewood Avenue		Springfield		VT		5156		United States		 

		john		Feyko		509 Stevens Rd		Morrisville		PA		19067		United States		 

		Dione		King		1268 Clayton St		San Francisco		CA		94114		United States		 

		Ryan		Muhammad		8838 238 St		Bellerose		NY		11426		United States		 

		Lenora		Penrod		475 Ln 415 Jimmerson Lk		Clear Lake		IN		46737		United States		 

		Kathleen		Todd		3660 35th ave s		Minneapolis		MN		55406		United States		 

		James		Blue		3224 Eagle Dr.		Fort Collins		CO		80526		United States		 

		Nicole		Fountain		590 Merritt Ave		Oakland		CA		94610		United States		 

		ann		rovere				San Francisco		CA		94112		United States		 

		Stephen		Bobick		63 mill road		durham		NH		3824		United States		 

		Nancy		Genson		105 Adair Ct		Vernon Hills		IL		60061		United States		 

		Juergen		Kritschgau		15448 Village Dr		Lake Oswego		OR		97034		United States		 

		John		Thompson		1532 Arnold Trail		Eustis		ME		4936		United States		 

		Theresa		Ruscitti		528 Mt Davidson Ct		Clayton		CA		94517		United States		 

		L		Walters		628 Breeds Hill Rd		Virginia Beach		VA		23462		United States		 

		Robert		Hill		E1251 Channel Pk Dr		Waupaca		WI		54981		United States		 

		Laura		Epstein		92-1047 Koio Dr Apt D		Kapolei		HI		96707		United States		 

		Julie		Glenn		4528 Chouteau Ave.		Saint Louis		MO		63110		United States		 

		Patrick		Lewis		5980 Horton St., #200		Emeryville		CA		94608		United States		 

		Deborah		Leech		559 Highland Ave		Charleroi		PA		15022		United States		 

		Cheryl		Meide		737 Montego Rd E		Jacksonville		FL		32216		United States		 

		Julie		McBride		22 Crest Ct.		Hopewell Jct.		NY		12533		United States		 

		Nellie		Bunker				Coopersville		MI		49404		United States		 

		Florence		Melander		1017 Emerald Ct		Santa Rosa		CA		95407		United States		 

		Kenneth		Keim		5138 S Nashville		Chicago		IL		60638		United States		 

		Karen		Bergen		Ellendale Road		Dallas		OR		97338		United States		 

		Edward		McDonnell		3657 E Lydius St		Schenectady		NY		12303		United States		 

		Don		Shettel		1616 Broadmoor Ct.		Boulder City		NV		89005		United States		 

		Hilary		Malyon		00 seminole ave		7436		NJ		7436		United States		 

		Angela		Deeds		4823 Big Cynthiana Rd		Evansville		IN		47720		United States		 

		Dale		Janssen		17101 S Parker Rd		Homer Glen		IL		60491		United States		 

		marie		riccardi		112 whitehall drive		Voorhees		NJ		8043		United States		 

		Marcia		Kiefer		3033 E Thunderbird Rd		Phoenix		AZ		85032		United States		 

		Naomi		Oliver		424 Seye Wailo Trail		Clarkesville		GA		30523		United States		 

		Craig		Parker		2608 Marque Hill Rd		Manhattan		KS		66502		United States		 

		Sally		Warner		15 Frog Hollow Road		Califon		NJ		7830		United States		 

		Thomas		Dow		20946 N 55th Ave		Glendale		AZ		85308		United States		 

		Suzanne		Maresca		29 Northwood Rd.		Lake Hopatcong		NJ		7849		United States		 

		Randy		Ellenburg		125 n smith st		Six Mile		SC		29682		United States		 

		Michael		Murphy		435 Queens Hwy.		Accord		NY		12404		United States		 

		Gene		Polito		45 Shady Rest Dr		Sag Harbor		NY		11963		United States		 

		K		Olson		21325 Heron Dr		Bodega Bay		CA		94923		United States		 

		Erica		Field				Ferndale		CA		95536		United States		 

		Samuel		Durkin		5048 Lakeview Cir		Fairfield		CA		94534		United States		 

		marcello		franciamore		2358 woodhull ave		Bronx		NY		10469		United States		 

		Jason		Stropko		1520 Elm St		El Cerrito		CA		94530		United States		 

		Sarah		Bacon		505 Court street apt. 9D		Brooklyn		NY		11231		United States		 

		Brian		Henning		2200 Dixon Drive		Bloomington		MN		55431		United States		 

		Jason		Hollington		3444 NW 30th Pl		Gainesville		FL		32605		United States		 

		Lorne		Thompson		8753 163rd St. N.W.		Clearwater		MN		55320		United States		 

		Jinger		Pulkrabek		6035 Candace Ave		Inver Grove Heights		MN		55076		United States		 

		Phyllis		Free		2429 Sherbrooke Dr NE		Atlanta		GA		30345		United States		 

		Johnnie		Baker		5525 Allyn Road		Mantua		OH		44255		United States		 

		Nina		Martin		11205 Foothills Dr		Venus		TX		76084		United States		 

		Ingrid		Alpha		3274 E US HWY 136		Crawfordsville		IN		47933		United States		 

		David		Anick		92 Rogers Ave		Somerville		MA		2144		United States		 

		John		M. and Sully		P.O. Box 3600, 365 Granite St.		Ashland, Or		OR		97520		United States		 

		Mike		Lehker				Herrin		IL		62948		United States		 

		Cynthia		Lee		3928 N Lister Ave		Kansas City		MO		64117		United States		 

		Tom		Koster		50 West 72nd St. #405		New York		NY		10023		United States		 

		Michael		Hidinger		110 Union St. Apt.13		Schenectady		NY		12305		United States		 

		Ellen		Franzen		970 Jones Street		Berkeley		CA		94710		United States		 

		Debbie		Hunt		12554 waterhaven cr.		orlando		FL		32828		United States		 

		Jeanann		Francis		720 Seneca St		Seattle		WA		98101		United States		 

		Donna		George		6715 Buckley Road Apt. 125		Norht Syracuse		NY		13212		United States		 

		Eric		Ramirez		1626 Wildgrove Dr		Pasadena		TX		77504		United States		 

		Jason		Hollington		3444 NW 30th Pl		Gainesville		FL		32605		United States		 

		alberta		gentleman		807 Box Butte Avenue		Alliance		NE		69301		United States		 

		Drew		Hansen		419 SE 30th Ave		Portland		OR		97214		United States		 

		Dorie		Southern		235 Gundry Drive		Falls Church		VA		22046		United States		 

		Jane		Brin		109 Ridge Circle		Fort Pierce		FL		34982		United States		 

		Jan		Barshis		2344 Pomona Lane		Wilmette		IL		60091		United States		 

		Kim		Bigley		1202 East 23rd St.		Houston		TX		77009		United States		 

		Sandra		Kisieleski		63 Stern Avenue		W. Keansburg		NJ		7734		United States		 

		Stephen		Sachs		1916 San Pedro Dr NE		Albuquerwue		NM		87110		United States		 

		Kathleen		Rogers		140 E 72nd St # 21-A		New York		NY		10021		United States		 

		Howard		Cohen		3272 Cowper St		Palo Alto		CA		94306		United States		 

		Benita		Smith		2315 Oak Street		Berkeley		CA		94708		United States		 

		Wendy		Shuman		721 Furnace Ave		Columbia		PA		17512		United States		 

		James		Farrell		13525 sw 6 th st		Beaverton		OR		97005		United States		 

		Maryann		Rein		P.O. Box 8624		Endwell		NY		13762		United States		 

		Laura		Redgrave		5534 Encino Ave.		Encino		CA		91316		United States		 

		Kathleen		Doctor		27 Lindenwood Dr		Kittanning		PA		16201		United States		 

		Vivien		Richards		3686 Glenwood St		Eureka		CA		95501		United States		 

		Margaret		Masek		225 Town and Country Dr		Danville		CA		94526		United States		 

		Erik		Blazing		3423 Meridian Ave N		Seattle		WA		98103		United States		 

		Matthew		Schaut		3720 27th Ave South		Minneapolis		MN		55406		United States		 

		Michael		Van Riper		21 West Shore Drive		Putnam Valley		NY		10579		United States		 

		Ann		Nowicki		1453 N Dailey Dr		Pueblo West		CO		81007		United States		 

		michael		skinner		5444 century meadow ct		San Jose		CA		95111		United States		 

		Janet		Wheatley		102 Richardson Dr		Cambridge		MD		21613		United States		 

		Thomas		Matsuda		655 Roaring Brook Rd		Conway		MA		1341		United States		 

		Lynn		Morrow		70775 Ironwood Drive		Rancho Mirage		CA		92270		United States		 

		Zel		Helstrom		860 Arbor Ct		Livermore		CA		94550		United States		 

		Alicia		Haupt		917 Wellesley Road		Pittsburgh		PA		15206		United States		 

		Frank		KRoger		1504 E Alder St		Seattle		WA		98122		United States		 

		Allysa		Aaron		2050 w warm springs rd #4322		henderson		NV		89014		United States		 

		David		Dodd		19295 Five Points		Redford		MI		48240		United States		 

		Harold		Hedelman		21 castle rock box 1158		woodacre		CA		94973		United States		 

		Candida		Royalle		PO Box 268		New York		NY		10012		United States		 

		Jacquelynn		Goessling		3622 Pleasant Avenue South		Minneapolis		MN		55409		United States		 

		Carrie		Starr		PO Box 1321		St Michaels		AZ		86511		United States		 

		Melissa		Bauer		5134 Chestnut Cir		Woodstock		GA		30188		United States		 

		Linda		Frisone		67 Yale Street		Holyoke		MA		1040		United States		 

		Carol		Withers				New Haven		CT		6515		United States		 

		Susan		Manning		75 W. 68th St.    Apt. 1F		New York		NY		10023		United States		 

		Art		Conner		1463 Vernon St.		Wabash		IN		46992		United States		 

		Ann		Nowicki		1453 N Dailey Dr		Pueblo West		CO		81007		United States		 

		Paul		Servizio		3913 Hermosa Drive NE		Albuquerque		NM		87110		United States		 

		Lynda		Leigh		435 manzanita ave		Santa Cruz		CA		95062		United States		 

		Fereshteh		Farhangi		2515 Chestnut St		San Francisco		CA		94123		United States		 

		Orville		Mcfarland		2022No.Spaulding		Chicago		IL		60647		United States		 

		GEORGE		HARRISON		2680 JFK BOULEVARD . APT. # 33		JERSEY CITY		NJ		7306		United States		 

		Barbara		Gara		1050 Woodland Ave		Glendora		NJ		8029		United States		 

		Adam		Savett		31760 Woodsdale Lane		Solon		OH		44139		United States		 

		Patricia		Frazier		9106 Glacier Ridge Drive		Richmond		IL		60071		United States		 

		Olga		Grovic		4325 n.e. 125th place		portland		OR		97230		United States		 

		Rhonda		Lawford		50 lake st		south wilmington		IL		60474		United States		 

		John		Keiser		7107 Santa Ana Cir		Buena Park		CA		90620		United States		 

		Lynda		Leigh		435 manzanita ave		Santa Cruz		CA		95062		United States		 

		Nancy		Schroeder		49 Buena Vis		Benicia		CA		94510		United States		 

		Susan		Zitzler		119 hckory road		oakwoid hills		IL		60013		United States		 

		Max		DeNise		2997 Crosby Blvd SW		Tumwater		WA		98512		United States		 

		Jack		Paradise		17 Brettwood Rd		Belmont		MA		2478		United States		 

		Melissa		Davis		833 Front St.		Santa Cruz		CA		95060		United States		 

		Nancy		Amodeo		8331 Campion Dr		Los Angeles		CA		90045		United States		 

		M		Smith		PleaseUseEmail		Mankato		MN		56001		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Taylor		721 N138th St, Seattle		Seattle		WA		98133		United States		 

		margaret		Spak		381 Santa Margarita Ave		Menlo Park		CA		94025		United States		 

		Max		Wilder		101 Flower St		Santa Cruz		CA		95060		United States		 

		Pete		Gibson		2438 Easy St		San Leandro		CA		94578		United States		 

		Alisa		Prinos		1510 5th Pl		Kirkland		WA		98033		United States		 

		Mariela		Haro Rodrp		6433 Bertrand Ave		Reseda		CA		91335		United States		 

		Lisa		Kearney		1735 Southgate Dr		Petaluma		CA		94954		United States		 

		Paul		Turner		3425 Parkcliff Dr		Kingsport		TN		37664		United States		 

		Marjorie		Steakley		1500 N. Garrett Av. #314		Dallas		TX		75206		United States		 

		Kimberly		Wiley		72 Chimney Hill Rd		Rochester		NY		14612		United States		 

		Michael		Souza		8142 Rose Ter		Largo		FL		33777		United States		 

		Grant		Campbell		2321 SW 44 SST		Fort Lauderdale		FL		33312		United States		 

		Mark		Anderson		PO Box 1929		Blaine		WA		98231		United States		 

		Donna & John		Aha		8517 SE 17th Avenue Apt. 327		Portland		OR		97202		United States		 

		Gina		Plopper		526 N Brushey Grove Ave		Wood River		IL		62095		United States		 

		Lois		Robin		47001 Nova Dr.		Santa Cruz		CA		95062		United States		 

		Lawrence		Crowley		441 Pheasant Run		Louisville		CO		80027		United States		 

		Lawrence		Crowley		441 Pheasant Run		Louisville		CO		80027		United States		 

		Star		Shake		2560 Quince Street		Eugene		OR		97404		United States		 

		Jerome		Sheitelman		62 dryden road		basking ridge		NJ		7920		United States		 

		C		Butterfield		1424 S 58th St		Richmond		CA		94804		United States		 

		Ronnie		Damario		117 Pacific Ave		Collingswood		NJ		8108		United States		 

		Adrian		Shiva		18 Olympia Avenue		Trincity				0		United States		 

		Al		Krause		19 Pomander Walk		NYC		NY		10025		United States		 

		Roger		Easson		1373 Snow Hill Ln		St George		UT		84770		United States		 

		Donna		Edwards		153 Kings Hwy		Altoona		PA		16602		United States		 

		Terra		Hues		10453 Park Ave Ext		Nevada City		CA		95959		United States		 

		Hiedi		Tan		Andover Blvd		Knoxville		TN		37934		United States		 

		Valerie		Giddy		745 Yampertown Loop		Brilliant		AL		35548		United States		 

		Kari		Scott		4403 33rd St		San Diego		CA		92116		United States		 

		kris		rubino		601 siegfried ave		chesilhurst		NJ		8089		United States		 

		Susan		Rogge		2797 Azalea Road		Sacramento		CA		95864		United States		 

		Peter		Rogge		2797 Azalea Road		Sacramento		CA		95864		United States		 

		Ruth		Lorenz		7918 236th st		Edmonds		WA		98026		United States		 

		Patricia		Liske		2200 Trinidad St		Falls Church		VA		22043		United States		 

		arthur		payne		1901 brookshire		arlington		TX		76010		United States		 

		marsha		holmquist		12 Sheila Ct		San Anselmo		CA		94960		United States		 

		Gail		McMullen		1734 N Kingsley Dr  #4		Los Angeles		CA		90027		United States		 

		Natasha		adams		301 piehl rd		ponderay		ID		83852		United States		 

		Erica		Anthony		P.O. Box 18731		Austin		TX		78760		United States		 

		Kenneth		Londono		125 Ely Street		Elizabeth		NJ		7202		United States		 

		Dale		McCart		34 Jackson		Irvine		CA		92620		United States		 

		Michael		Boshears		po box 3684		crestline		CA		92325		United States		 

		Joseph and Diane		Williams		3880 Stikes Drive, S.E.		Lacey		WA		98503		United States		 

		Peri		Beller		1745 folsom street		san francisco		CA		94103		United States		 

		Ashley		Pierson		402 NW Uptown Terrace Apt 4B		Portland		OR		97210		United States		 

		Janus		Wilhelm		2494 Phipps Ln NE		Salem		OR		97305		United States		 

		Jennifer		Reed		2296 Bailey Ave		San Jose		CA		95128		United States		 

		John		Holland		315 School St		Barre		MA		1005		United States		 

		Richard		Reierson		7421 Chagrin Rd		Chagrin Falls		OH		44023		United States		 

		Annie		Kitral		3112 Liggett Dr		Parma		OH		44134		United States		 

		Sandy		Dalcais		4534 Bliss street		Sunnyside		NY		11377		United States		 

		Lenny		Obolsky		3624 S Hudson St		Denver		CO		80237		United States		 

		Janice		Croskey		551 NW Evans St		Sheridan		OR		97378		United States		 

		Ophelia		Dixon		7912 Newmeyer Street		Pittsburgh		PA		15218		United States		 

		Richard C.		Andrews		12621 Saunders Rd		Anchorage		AK		99516		United States		 

		Thomas		Talbot		220 Mesa Vista Rd.		Anthony		NM		88021		United States		 

		Michelle		Osborne		1118 Utah Ave		Alamogordo		NM		88310		United States		 

		Jeff		Salvaryn		1528 Herrin St.		Redondo Beach		CA		90278		United States		 

		LaVerne		Kearns		109 SE Ash Street		Winlock		WA		98596		United States		 

		Mh				1117 East End Avenue		Pittsburgh		PA		15218		United States		 

		Jeff		Salvaryn		1528 Herrin St.		Redondo Beach		CA		90278		United States		 

		Lisa		Adams		8601 Zimpel St		New Orleans		LA		70118		United States		 

		William		Edgington		8431 Doris Ct		Gilroy		CA		95020		United States		 

		N		Bazan		P.O. Box 21455		Oakland		CA		94602		United States		 

		Charmaine		Pulgados		75-5660 Kopiko Street, Suite C-7 #152		Kailua-Kona		HI		96740		United States		 

		Jeff		Hopkins		69 amber court		Lindenhurst		IL		60046		United States		 

		Holly		Wells		1814 S Calumet Pkwy		Chicago		IL		60616		United States		 

		christopher		simmons		900 Vineshire Rd		Cleveland Heights		OH		44121		United States		 

		James		Roberts		p.o. box 5821		sugarloaf		CA		92386		United States		 

		Mindy		Morizumi		1625 AA St		Lahaina		HI		96761		United States		 

		Robert		Sullivan		4017 Ocean Drive		Manhattan Beach		CA		90266		United States		 

		Thomas		Talbot		220 Mesa Vista Rd.		Anthony		NM		88021		United States		 

		Sally		Miles		606 Homestead Ct.		Ft. Collins		CO		80526		United States		 

		Alice		Rasher		200 Diplomat Dr. (#7N)		Mt. Kisco		NY		10549		United States		 

		Gerda		Seaman		1020 Macy Avenue		Chico		CA		95926		United States		 

		D		P		3		F		FL		33301		United States		 

		Sharon		Rieke		Greenwood		Florence		OR		97439		United States		 

		Douglas		Daetz		1744 Karameos Drive		Sunnyvale		CA		94087		United States		 

		Stephen		Mifsud		6 bassetts way		orpington		NY		12345		United States		 

		Lance		Michel		60 Wayne St		Jersey City		NJ		7302		United States		 

		Anita		Das		9522 49th Ave NE		Seattle		WA		98115		United States		 

		Catherine		Siskron		2446 Onyx Aly		Eugene		OR		97403		United States		 

		James		Bustamante		13010 Lakeshore Drive		Lakeside		CA		92040		United States		 

		Jonathan		Peter		6 Brevity Court		Binghamton		NY		13905		United States		 

		Victoria		Pawlick		7770 Jay St		Williamson		NY		14589		United States		 

		Michael		Olenjack		1438 Drayton Ave.		Webster Groves		MO		63119		United States		 

		Lorraine		Akiba		PO BOX 974		Honolulu		HI		96808		United States		 

		Rodney		Hemmila		1889 Whitaker St		White Bear Lake		MN		55110		United States		 

		Deborah		Efron		10129 Main Street, Apt 307		Bellevue		WA		98004		United States		 

		Terri		Dorais		1035 Madison 2686		Kingston		AR		72742		United States		 

		Peter		Drekmeier				Palo Alto		CA		94301		United States		 

		Robin		Craft		480 S Jefferson Ave		Plain City		OH		43064		United States		 

		Tim		Lank		6346 Meriwether Ln		Springfield		VA		22150		United States		 

		Glenn		Ewen		465 Greenwood Ave.		Trenton		NJ		8609		United States		 

		Elisabeth		Richter		Strelzhofgasse 50		Wiener Neustadt		VA		23450		United States		 

		Keli		Ulery		815 Harritt Dr NW  #425		Salem, Oregon		OR		97304		United States		 

		Alan		Nishman		23 O'Neill Rd		Haydenville		MA		1039		United States		 

		Jan		fotos		26 Truell Road		Hollis		NH		3049		United States		 

		john		walsh		2 conrad court		Blairstown		NJ		7825		United States		 

		William		Gupton		6725 Morganford Road		Charlotte		NC		28211		United States		 

		Thomas		Volpe		42 Flamingo Dr		Palm Coast		FL		32137		United States		 

		Ron		Massoli		3524 Woodstock Road		Santa Ynez		CA		93460		United States		 

		Lorraine		Akiba		PO BOX 974		Honolulu		HI		96808		United States		 

		Jan		fotos		26 Truell Road		Hollis		NH		3049		United States		 

		Gail		Caswell		839 Post St. #208		San Francisco		CA		94109		United States		 

		Robert		Tinker		403 Spring St		Saline		MI		48176		United States		 

		Gareth		Bryant		260 Herkimer St.		Brooklyn		NY		11216		United States		 

		Staci		Galvin		85 Argon Drive		Martinsburg		WV		25405		United States		 

		DonnaLynn		Warren		7061 English Creek Avenue		Egg Harbor Township		NJ		8234		United States		 

		Ruth		Loiacano		1044 Nutwood St		Bowling Greem		KY		42103		United States		 

		Sue		DiCocco		73B Poor Farm Rd		Pennington		NJ		8534		United States		 

		Diane		Marino		53 malden st		EVERETT		MA		2149		United States		 

		Carol		Berglund		3137 James St		Madison		WI		53714		United States		 

		Janet		Collins		1607 Hilliard Rd		Richmond		VA		23228		United States		 

		Jeane		Harrison		3445 S W 31st Street		Des Moines		IA		50321		United States		 

		Marilee		Nagy		1075 Brookhouse Lane		Gahanna		OH		43230		United States		 

		Eleanor		Castle		4330 Leisure Lane		Kalamazoo		MI		49006		United States		 

		Nora		Sotomayor		19 Clough Rd.		Dedham		MA		2026		United States		 

		Michael		Bogle		19 NE 10th St		Delray Beach		FL		33444		United States		 

		Al		Campbell		260 S. Central Campus Dr., Rm 343		Salt Lake City		UT		84112		United States		 

		Donna		Twoomey				Naperville		IL		60563		United States		 

		Deborah		Greymoon		8585 Chipita Park Rd		Cascade		CO		80809		United States		 

		Randy		Centner		7919 Jolain		Cincinnati		OH		45242		United States		 

		James		Skalsky		21 Pleasantview dr		Athens		OH		45701		United States		 

		Robyn		Barnes		1211K Trillium Circle		Raleigh		NC		27606		United States		 

		Thomas		Gannon		14440 Mill Creek Dr.		Montpelier		VA		23192		United States		 

		Beth		Wegner		714 N 4th St		Pekin		IL		61554		United States		 

		Wendy		Holland		434 7th Ave		Coos Bay		OR		97420		United States		 

		Grace		Kennedy		Rt 9D		Garrison		NY		10524		United States		 

		Abigail		Gindele		77 Old South Rd		South Berwick		ME		3908		United States		 

		Joe		Russo		75 hillcrest		Rye brook		NY		10573		United States		 

		Cynthia		Hibberd		181 North street		Salem		MA		1970		United States		 

		Carol		Painter		141 Westhaven Rd		Ithaca		NY		14850		United States		 

		Jason		Collins		p.o. box 384		Glen Saint Mary		FL		32040		United States		 

		Dorothy		Boxhorn		N2W27228 Lyles Dr		Waukesha		WI		53188		United States		 

		Ed		Bennett		204 West 27th Street		Vancouver		WA		98660		United States		 

		Barb		DeLeone		518 Wring Dr.		Tallmadge		OH		44278		United States		 

		Mia		Fiore		378 3rd St		Jersey City		NJ		7302		United States		 

		Trudy		Jacobs		5262 Fredericksburg Way		Sacramento		CA		95835		United States		 

		Tammy		Nogles		18 Hendrickson Ln		Farmington		CT		6085		United States		 

		Linda		Konold		315 Burning Tree Rd		Pinehurst		NC		28374		United States		 

		Rodney		Derbigny		PO Box 16303		Sugar Land		TX		77496		United States		 

		Glenn		Ewen		465 Greenwood Ave.		Trenton		NJ		8609		United States		 

		Howard		Mock		7249 n bell ave		chicago		IL		60645		United States		 

		Joe		Bailey		2329 Rock Creek Dr		Charlotte		NC		28226		United States		 

		Karen		Cignoli		1 Sun Valley Dr		Coram		NY		11727		United States		 

		Rachel		Felver		601 Burtons Cove Way		Annapolis		MD		21401		United States		 

		Meredith		Spitalnik		15 County St		Newport		RI		2840		United States		 

		Elizabeth		Seelman		25 Richard Ave		Cambridge		MA		2140		United States		 

		Brad		Higgs		402 n first		westmoreland		KS		66549		United States		 

		Lee		Pershan		143 Avenue B		New York		NY		10009		United States		 

		Keith		Van Amburgh		249 Cooksboro Road		Troy		NY		12182		United States		 

		Edith		Thurman		8951 Andrea Ct.		Newburgh		IN		47630		United States		 

		Mollie		Schierman		4146 Zenith Avenue North		Robbinsdale		MN		55422		United States		 

		Stephen		Hackney		309 Farrens Creek Ln		Grangeville		ID		83530		United States		 

		Jason		Collins		p.o. box 384		Glen Saint Mary		FL		32040		United States		 

		Paul		Hefferon		1615 26th Street		Cuyahoga Falls		OH		44223		United States		 

		Carl		Cording		38 So Clement Ave		Ravena		NY		12143		United States		 

		Bonnie		Wilson		77 Plantation Ave		Debary		FL		32713		United States		 

		Lisa		Demoney		3368 Madera Ave		Oakland		CA		94619		United States		 

		Dave		Alexaner		10459 artesia blvd #92c		bellflower		CA		90706		United States		 

		Liz		Hassinger				exeter		RI		2822		United States		 

		Brad		Higgs		402 n first		westmoreland		KS		66549		United States		 

		Reed		DuBow		7 Highalnd Ave.		Bloomingdale		NJ		7403		United States		 

		Preston		Huey		1200 NY Ave		Washington		DC		20005		United States		 

		Jane		House		948 Chelsea Ave		St. Louis		MO		63122		United States		 

		Margaret		Murray		3271 S Clay St		Englewood		CO		80110		United States		 

		Rachel		Felver		601 Burtons Cove Way		Annapolis		MD		21401		United States		 

		Anderson		Burch		361 Cherokee Pl		Atlanta		GA		30312		United States		 

		Jules		Stenzel		537 South Segoe Road		Madison		WI		53711		United States		 

		Graciela		Diaz		Humble		Houston		TX		77580		United States		 

		Brian		Scull		2526 Pennsylvania Ave		Muskegon		MI		49445		United States		 

		Gordon		Ginsberg		600 Isabelle St		Memphis		TN		38122		United States		 

		Juan		Alvarado		Buckskin Drive		Greentown		PA		18426		United States		 

		Amie		King		8059 E. Vassar Dr.		Denver		CO		80231		United States		 

		ira		shein		914 Country Club Dr		Teaneck		NJ		7666		United States		 

		Robin		Powell		9719 Huber Ct		Santee		CA		92071		United States		 

		DIANE		Nosnik		5404 Blackhawk		PLano		TX		75093		United States		 

		Adam		Driscoll		53 Liberty St.		Dansville		NY		14437		United States		 

		John		Doucette		98 Radcliffe Ave.		Providence		RI		2908		United States		 

		Bruce		Campbell		3520 Overland Ave. # A 149		Los Angeles		CA		90034		United States		 

		Kathleen		Spinks		5023 SW 69th Ter		Gainesville		FL		32608		United States		 

		Ariel		Monserrat		257 Simplicity Lane		Sneedville		TN		37869		United States		 

		Sarah		Brogden		1588 King James Drive		Alabaster		AL		35007		United States		 

		Christna		Crosby		2240 Seminole		Melbourne		FL		32904		United States		 

		Zach		Kadar		43 Drexmore Rd		Rochester		NY		14610		United States		 

		L.		Arscott		6111 Linton St		Jupiter		FL		33458		United States		 

		Jenni		Kovich		50 dud bennett rd		leon		WV		25123		United States		 

		Hal		Trufan		6808 Old Forge Dr		Charlotte		NC		28226		United States		 

		Maria		Williamson		17107 Cutter way		Crosby		TX		77532		United States		 

		Sam		Heatron		3180 .S. Hwy 64 West		Mocksville		NC		27028		United States		 

		Carol		McGeehan		568 West 31st		Holland		MI		49423		United States		 

		Robert		Langele		5326 S Madison Ave		Countryside		IL		60525		United States		 

		Francesca		Ciancutti		9351 N . Hwy 1		Mendocino		CA		95460		United States		 

		Joe		Huber		112 REVERE DRIVE		MULLICA HILL		NJ		8062		United States		 

		Sandra		Schroeder				St. Louis		MO		63128		United States		 

		Andrew		Joncus		25 Dongan Place		New York		NY		10040		United States		 

		Alex		MacCollom		2908 Marco Way		Carmichael		CA		95608		United States		 

		Jana		Niernberger Muhar		672 Piezzi Rd.		Santa Rosa		CA		95401		United States		 

		Marion		Hood		2354 Hollyridge Dr SW		Marietta		GA		30060		United States		 

		Linda		Day		11915-B Charing Cross Rd		Austin		TX		78759		United States		 

		David		Smith		10 van kleeck ave		new paltz		NY		12561		United States		 

		Barbara		Rosenkotter		201 Crest Drive		Deer Harbor		WA		98243		United States		 

		Obie		Hunt		1150 Grand Concourse		Bronx		NY		10456		United States		 

		Blanche		Jones		536 8th St		Troy		NY		12180		United States		 

		Ann		Redig		913 1st St. SW		Rochester		MN		55902		United States		 

		Keith		Van Amburgh		249 Cooksboro Road		Troy		NY		12182		United States		 

		Tawfik		Barhoum		1175 E Kennedy Blvd		Tampa		FL		33602		United States		 

		Andrea		Lahouze		34 7th Ave. N.		Hopkins		MN		55343		United States		 

		Gwen		Dobbs		122 C Street NW, Suite 240		Washington		DC		20001		United States		 

		Glenn		Gill		PO Box 178		Carson		NM		87517		United States		  of us wants the old-growth forests to disappear, and I'm sure you don't either.

		Louis		Harris		1002 Abington Rd		Cherry Hill		NJ		8034		United States		  of us will happily live in the desert created by endlessly taking down our old growth trees. We need a viable environmental policy.

		Antonette		Badami		6165 E Iliff Ave, B110		Denver		CO		80222		United States		Not a single tree should be touched.  The damage to the forest is irreversible.  Ancient trees, wildlife and quality of life cannot be replaced.  The quality of life and the fishing, recreation, and tourism that sustain these communities should not be for sale and should not be jeopardized for profits to an already multi-billion dollar industry.    The politicians who have let the threat come this far will have to answer for their lack of judgement and possible criminal actions in pay offs.  I am saddened and disgusted to even know that such extensive, irreversible damage is a possibility. 

		Judy		Krieger		1313 Heritage Hills Ct		Bellingham		WA		98226		United States		Not again. Stop old growth logging forever

		c		Nelson		BOX 3405		AUSTIN		TX		78734		United States		Not all trees should be made into lumber. Oxygen is even more valuable, don't you think?

		Carol		de Torrance		Oud Milligenseweg 45		Garderen		ME		4104		United States		Not everything has to be destroyed by man. We need to learn to preserve and protect this world and ALL things in it

		Verna		Cocks		327 East 82nd Street		New York		NY		10028		United States		Not one more old growth tree should be
sacrificed to the lumber companies that
are destroying  trees generations old that 
can never be replaced to fill the pockets of 
the owners of these lumber companies.

		Ellen		Dionna		1700 Palomino Rd		Dover		PA		17315		United States		Not one more tree!!  This land is MY land and it's sacred!

		Margaret		McBride		62 Fort Square West		Greenfield		MA		1301		United States		Not only do I find incomparable peace in the woods, it is there that I feel our salvation on this planet lies.  With the tar sands devastating so much of the boreal forest, I feel it is the responsibility of the U.S. to preserve places like the Tongass for its service to all humanity and the wild creatures.

		Joan		Carl		4808 Mary Ellen Ave		Sherman Oaks		CA		91423		United States		Not only do we need the trees now to help slow down global warming, but we need more trees in the future. By chopping them down, you are chopping away at our children's future.

		Bill		Roberts		3345 N. Winnebago St.		Rockford		IL		61103		United States		Not your problem? Yu have no control? We areall lost!

		Frank		Colletto		4207 Gertrude St		Simi Valley		CA		93063		United States		Nothing  is more important than Mother Earth    Nothing 

		Patsy		Glaser		521 Alameda Ave		Tacoma		WA		98466		United States		Nothing is worth anything now with the money makes.. makes me sick.

		Robert		Hilgenberg		358 Heather Rd,		Everett		WA		98203		United States		Nothing justifies taking Old Growth.  Stop now.

		Linda		Boranian		75-5648B Mamalahoa Hwy.		Holualoa		HI		96725		United States		Nothing should be clear cut anymore. Bad business practice. Bad environmental practice.

		Linda		Boranian		75-5648B Mamalahoa Hwy.		Holualoa		HI		96725		United States		Nothing should be clear cut anymore. Bad business practice. Bad environmental practice.

		Larry		Bailey		P. O. Box 992480		Redding		CA		96099		United States		Nothing should be cut in the Tongass...period.

		Yip		Yuen		floor 2, no.7 wing hing street		tin hau		NJ		852		United States		Now is the time to end industrial-scale old-growth clear-cutting in the Tongass National Forest before most of the big trees are gone.

		Wendy		Grove		11717 207th Ave SE		Snohomish		WA		98290		United States		Now is the time to protect our wilderness, and instead of relying on traditional resources, use our American ingenuity to create new solutions!

		Arthur		Gilroy		18 West Sterling St		Wharton		NJ		7885		United States		Now is the time to rely on renewable crops like hemp, and stop the ridiculous destruction of America's natural NON-RENEWABLE resources. 

		Bob		Manchester		34 Crestview Dr East		Pine  City		NY		14871		United States		Now is the time!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

		Nancy		Love		PO Box 115		Santa Monica		CA		90406		United States		now. please. 

		Richard		Holloway		958 Church Road		Saugerties		NY		12477		United States		Of all the things you could do on this short journey on planet earth and you want to cut down trees for what exactly. The members of the forestry service take madness to another level. Get a grip and do something constructive for posterity it will make you feel better about yourselves too. The Tongass do not belong to you, you have no ownership rights so back and wise up for all our sakes.

		Janet		Berry		P.O.Box 546		Santa Clara,		CA		95052		United States		Oh, for god's sake, what are you DOING?  these trees are a national treasure, how can you think of destroying them?

		Vennessa		Pustek		1725 Perry Ave		Bremerton		WA		98310		United States		Oh, please!  Preserving the forests for fishing, recreation, and tourism isn't a new idea, but DOLLARS seems to be corrupting those dreams.  Use your foresight and stop those timber sales.

		lee		street				Pleasant Hill		CA		94523		United States		Oh, yes, it would be a SHAME to lose these beauties and the beauty they surround.

		Rhodila		Allred		200 NE Riverhill Ln		Belfair		WA		98528		United States		Old  Growth forest can not be replaced.  Leave them alone!

		Luanne		Alomair		20097 SW Corrine St		Beaverton		OR		97007		United States		Old forests are a community.  You can't replant community.  It takes generations for that to take place.

		Glena		Hockley		3786 May St.		Hood River		OR		97031		United States		Old forests are precious. Please don't destrpy them and the wild animals that live in them.

		Jeff		Perlman		1315 se 44th ave.		Portland		OR		97215		United States		old growth belongs to everybody...these are not just trees...they are our breathing system...cutting them down is like cutting out pieces of our lungs...power is something to be respected and used very wisely...if not sparingly

		barbara		coleman		1219 Singletary Ave		San Jose		CA		95126		United States		old growth cannot be replaced . Destruction destroys more than trees.

		Leslie		Kappes		728 Watwick Turnpike		Hewitt		NJ		7421		United States		Old growth can't be replaced in our lifetimes, yours, or your children's.. Please stop the destruction.

		Guy		Graham		10huronave		Jersey City		NJ		7306		United States		Old growth chopping is a horror show. The time has come to Protect every Old new middle aged Tree that is alive. and it is this countries Duty to mantain them keep them healthy and protected At all Cost.

		Guy		Graham		10huronave		Jersey City		NJ		7306		United States		Old growth chopping is a horror show. The time has come to Protect every Old new millde aged Tree that is alive. and it is this countries Duty to mantain them keep them healthy and protected At all Cost.

		Guy		Graham		10huronave		Jersey City		NJ		7306		United States		Old growth chopping is a horror show. The time has come to Protect evry Old new millde aged Tree that is alive. and it is this countries Duty to mantain them keep them healthy and protected At all Cost.

		Ann		Kerin		232 Henderson Road		Fairbanks		AK		99709		United States		Old growth clear cutting is not acceptable, not here, not anywhere. How sorry they are these days, in California and elsewhere, at the sight of huge stumps of trees, ancient when logged mid 20th century. They put a barrier around the remaining standing tree, and tourists come to look at it.

If Alaska wants to remain a unique place, tourism is its' future, not destructive "harvesting", which removes all that which the visitors come to see.

		Jessica		C		1310 Floral St NW		Washington		DC		20012		United States		Old growth clear-cutting has no value in any way in the long run.  Quick cash from destroying old growth forest is nothing compared to the economic and environmental stability the forest would provide if left intact.  It provides resources for fishing, recreation and tourism that are sustainable and economically viable, not to mention environmentally necessary for endangered and endemic species.  

		Nancy		Wal		3547 E. Elida		Tucson		AZ		85716		United States		Old growth clear-cutting is the worst form of logging there is. It's time to protect the big trees we have left.

		Joyce		Blodgett		132 West Toledo Street		Duluth		MN		55811		United States		Old growth does not just re-appear.  Destruction of these forests would destroy so much more than the trees at an incredible rate.  Please stop this terrible clear cutting and support fishing,recreation, and tourism.

		Andrea		Pellicani		512 Juilliard Park Dr		Santa Rosa		CA		95401		United States		Old growth forest and it's wildlife can never be replaced.

		carol		flatmo		8043 Darryl St		Lemon Grove		CA		91945		United States		old growth forest are need for the wildlife, for holding the soil in place and not have landslides, for cleaning the air and for purifing the water. It is not just crucial for the wildlife but for human life and the planet as a whole. 

		Richard		Paperno		7314 Johnson Mine Rd		Somerset		CA		95684		United States		Old growth forest are rare and endangered essential parts of our already devastated natural world. Be a leader in sustainability for the planet and future generations & stop the Chop mentality NOW!

		Amy		Johannesen		535 Hudson St		New York		NY		10014		United States		Old growth forest cannot be replaced.  There are better sources of timber that will not devastate one of America's last true wildernesses.  This park is held in trust for the whole country, which supports Alaska through tax dollars as Alaska is a net tax taker state.  The PRIMARY job of the Forest Service is to protect wilderness and wildlife and plants, not to give in to corruption and small private interests who wish to profit off of the land of others.  This is not their land it is everyone's land!!!  PLEASE do your job.

		Susan		McArdle		4748 34th Ave NE		Seattle		WA		98105		United States		Old growth forest cannot be restored, but protecting old growth restores my strength to take a stand against overwhelming forces of self-interest and greed.  That's the thing about greed.  It's socially alienating, like Gollum in Lord of the Rings.  Our social problems can be addressed by respecting individual rights and responsibilities to protect the resources which renew our human spirit, and to be an example and a model for those who come after us.  If not for now, then there is no later for an old growth forest.

		Dana		Pierson		12802 N. 68th Street		Scottsdale		AZ		85254		United States		Old growth forest is a precious commodity and must be left alone to prosper for the sake of the environment and the animals.  No cutting should be allowed there - ever!

		Barry		Saver		16 Overlook Dr		Westborough		MA		1581		United States		Old growth forest is an irreplaceable resource and we have already cut far too much.  We need to leave more than a decimated wasteland for future generations.

		Keath		Rhymer		2589 S Roena St		Indianapolis		IN		46241		United States		Old growth forest is invaluable in sustaining ecological balance

		Marianne		Follingstad		1622 Gruenther Ave		Rockville		MD		20851		United States		Old growth forest is irreplaceable, literally.  We should be doing everything in our power to preserve such places, not destroy or eliminate even a small portion of them.

		Barbara		Sallee		6045 39th Ct East		Bradenton		FL		34203		United States		Old growth forest is priceless and can't be replaced. We know the value and The Forest Service has the responsibility of protecting and preserving our irreplaceable old trees.

		Shellee		Davis		8844 Cypress Ave		Cotati		CA		94931		United States		Old growth forest is vital to the health and stability of the ecosystem, and the carbon they sequester is of greater value to the planet than the short term profits made on cutting them The Forest Service should be supporting fishing, recreation and tourism that protect the forest.

		Ellen		Goldin		315 Berry St. 7N		Brooklyn		NY		11211		United States		Old growth forest takes hundreds of years to develop. Once you strip them, they are gone forever. Don;t children and people living in the future deserve to see them?

		Caroline		Lane		150 25 72ND RD Apt. 3C		KEW GARDENS HILLS		NY		11367		United States		Old growth forest trees can never be replaced.  Please don't be the cause of their loss to our descendants.

		Billye		Moffatt		5314 La Colonia Dr N W		Al Uquerque		NM		87120		United States		Old growth forest, what remains of them, should be
Preserved for all to see and enjoy.  They are 
What this country looked like before we chopped
Everything down.  This country should preserve
That part of history.  

		Margaia		Forcier-Call		PO Box 43		Jemez Springs		NM		87025		United States		Old Growth Forests and rainforests are the lungs of the Earth! If you allow these to be cut, we're done for!

		Thomas		Murray		6416 brown st.		port norris		NJ		8349		United States		old growth forests are a haven for many wild animals and birds. It is their home, you would not want someone destroying your home, please don't destroy theirs

		Laurie		Miller		34854 Lords Drive		Sturgeon Lake		MN		55783		United States		Old growth forests are a national treasure, one that should be both protected and preserved! No amount of money can , or should, be allowed to make decisions for us! We know better and should make responsible long term decisions based on knowledge and science, not $.

		James		Miller		Torrey Lane		Boalsburg		PA		16827		United States		Old growth forests are a priceless natural resource.  They need to be managed very carefully!!  Clear-cutting is horribly destructive and the last thing we should be doing.  Please stop!

		Jeanne		Farrar		4019 Sheridan Ave S		Minneapolis		MN		55410		United States		Old growth forests are a rare national treasure.  They are part of an irreplaceable ecosystem.  Please don't squander them.  Preserve and defend them.  Thank you.

		Laura		Magzis		PO Box 8774		Penacook		NH		3303		United States		Old growth forests are a treasure that we should do everything to preserve. Please refrain from logging the Tongass.

		Jeffrey		Stark		96-09 67th Avenue, Apt. 6E		Rego Park		NY		11374		United States		Old growth forests are a virtually irreplaceable resource and must be conserved.

		Doug		Spaeth		8001 HWY 71 W		Austin		TX		78735		United States		Old growth forests are already too rare to waste and they valuable as they are; their prosperity is the right thing to do for biodiversity, which is what keeps all ecosystems healthy. Healthy ecosystems of mature forests are irreplaceable and ultimately lead to our prosperity as human beings.

		Lisa		Butterfield		2440 Wood St		Eureka		CA		95501		United States		Old growth forests are critical to the survival of many species.  Logging not only kills old trees, it destroys irreplaceable habitat for species uniquely adapted to this environment.  

		Eugene		ODonnell		7594 Timber Springs Drive		Fishers		IN		46038		United States		Old growth forests are critical wildlife habitat.  Do not sell our children's heritage to greedy loggers who want to rape the land for personal gian.

		Renny		Reep		1722 NW 97th St.		Seattle		WA		98117		United States		Old growth forests are Earth's best defense against a scorched planet.

		Bill		Carroll		301 A Country Club Road		Pocahontas		AR		72455		United States		Old growth forests are for admiring, not cutting down for profit. 

		Margaret		Gruna		4952 S. 81 Street		Greenfield		WI		53220		United States		Old growth forests are invaluable. We need to keep the forest intact for the animals who live there. People go here to ponder the wonders of nature and to rest their minds. We need the Tongass National Forest!

		Derby		ODonnell		230 SW Woods St		Portland		OR		97201		United States		Old growth forests are irreplaceable - and they belong to all of us. We won't tolerate our resource give-away to rich corporations.

		Valerie		Atchison		2341 NW Great Pl		Bend		OR		97701		United States		Old growth forests are irreplaceable. Once the timber is gone, the entire ecosystem is gone. 

		Lorraine		Forte		523 East 12th Street		New York		NY		10009		United States		Old growth forests are irreplaceable. They've taken centuries to exist. Cutting down these trees for wood is criminally wasteful.

		Jackie		Corby		8 Maplewood Dr.		Binghamton		NY		13901		United States		Old growth forests are necessary for wildlife and adding oxygen to our the air.
There are viable alternatives to using wood in products.
The timber industry is less important than wildlife and oxygen.
They should be encouraged to use environmentally friendly alternatives.

		Jackie		Corby		8 Maplewood Dr.		Binghamton		NY		13901		United States		Old growth forests are necessary for wildlife, the environment and releasing oxygen into the air.
There are viable alternatives to using wood in products.
Wildlife, the environment and oxygen are more important than profits for the timber industry.  They should be strongly encouraged to use alternatives that are better for all of us.

		Saran		Kirschbaum		1710 Bagley Ave.		Los Angeles		CA		90035		United States		Old growth forests are necessary to fight climate change, extinction of species, and pollution. This is the 21st century, what use to be acceptable, no longer is wise. What one does today affects tomorrow what isn't done today affects tomorrow. When in doubt, use the precautionary principle. 


		Jack		Stansfield		16314 62nd Ave. NW		Stanwood		WA		98292		United States		Old growth forests are not a renewable or a sustainable resource. When they're gone, they're gone.

		Gloria		Burd		1078 Blazingwood Dr		Sunnyvale		CA		94089		United States		Old growth forests are not as replaceable as you think they are.  They are a precious gift to us and must be preserved for future generations to enjoy, and not to destroy.

		Marilyn		Colyer		43393 County Road M		Mancos		CO		81328		United States		OLD GROWTH FORESTS ARE ONE OF THE MOST VALUABLE RESOURCES LEFT. THERE OLD FORESTS HAVE SPECIES PLANT AND ANIMAL, NOT FOUND ELSEWHERE. BIG OLD TREES HARBOR PLACES FOR ALL SORTS OF PLANT AND ANIMALS TO LIVE. NO MATTER HOW YOU LOOK AT IT, WE MUST MAINTAIN THESE FORESTS.

		Marilyn		Colyer		43393 County Road M		Mancos		CO		81328		United States		OLD GROWTH FORESTS ARE ONE OF THE MOST VALUABLE RESOURCES LEFT. THERE OLD FORESTS HAVE SPECIES PLANT AND ANIMAL, NOT FOUND ELSEWHERE. BIG OLD TREES HARBOR PLACES FOR ALL SORTS OF PLANT AND ANIMALS TO LIVE. NO MATTER HOW YOU LOOK AT IT, WE MUST MAINTAIN THESE FORESTS.

		Ilene		Marcus		7 Birnawoods Ln		St Louis		MO		63132		United States		Old growth forests are part of our national heritage. They protect species and are powerful engines to absorb greenhouse gases. I do not support your short sighted plan to destroy this valuable national jewel.

		Richard		Thurston		4665 NE 18th Ave		Oakland Park		FL		33334		United States		Old growth forests are part of our US heritage. Stop the clear cutting and logging of old growth trees. Try hemp instead ! 

		Glena		Hockley		3786 May St.		Hood River		OR		97031		United States		Old growth forests are precious and should be protected for the sake of the earth and the animals that live in the forests.

		Kathryn		Barry		9 Victory Rd.		Suffern		NY		10901		United States		Old growth forests are precious and valuable resources.  Clear-cutting of them destroys genetic information, disturbs delicate ecological balances, and can end the fishing, recreation and tourism that boost the local economy.  

		Catherine		Carney-Feldman		26 Mill Road		ipswich		MA		1938		United States		Old growth forests are priceless!

		Lisa		Sharlow		2490 sutton place dr s		Carmel		IN		46032		United States		Old growth forests are rare on Earth.  I'm surprised that you don't want to protect this forest and all of the animals and plants that live there. I urge you to protect this important resource and do all possible to maintain the natural ecosystem that is there right now. 

		Celia		Bressack		157 E 3rd St		New York		NY		10009		United States		Old growth forests are so precious - please preserve them!!!

		Claire		Lombardi		38A Oak Street		Franklin		MA		2038		United States		Old growth forests are there for a reason.  Generations of Americans have protected them.  Now this generation is ready to destroy what has been preserved and should be preserved for all the generations to come.  There is no valid reason for this to be done except money.  Money does us no good when our earth is destroyed by a few who think they have authority over our land. Land that belongs to ALL the people and must be preserved for ALL the people.  Once the forest is gone it cannot be replaced.  Once our earth is poisoned, we have no place to live.  Stupidity and ignorance run rampant in our land.  It is time to stop this destruction and stop all future attempts at destroying our nations pristine forests.  


		Paul				12535 Berrywood Dr		Colorado Springs		CO		80921		United States		Old growth forests are too precious to cut down. There is no going back from this devastating move so stop right now!

		Cynthia		McMath		12350 Anderson Valley Way		Boonville		CA		95415		United States		Old growth forests are very important to the health of the entire ecosystem, and the planet.

		Kristy		Reddick		2916 Main St.		Forest Grove		OR		97116		United States		Old growth forests are vital to healthy ecosystems. Please urge the protection of this precious gem in the Alaskan Wilderness. I want my children and grand children to live in a world where ancient trees (and the habitats they support) still survive. 

		Sheila		Roddy		10402 CORA ST		WICHITA		KS		67205		United States		Old growth forests can't just be replaced by tree farms.  They are whole systems.  The rich don't need to get richer at the expense of us all.

		Shari		Leyshon		942 Pine St		Boulder		CO		80302		United States		Old growth forests contain the heart and soul of our country and are
irreplaceable. Renewable income from tourism, fisheries, and recreation depend on the continued existence of these forests.
The trees, individually and together, are the keystone species which anchor ecosystems. Each tree holds value way beyond board feet .
Please support communities with renewable income and end logging in the Tongass National Forest and in all old growth forests.

Shari N. Leyshon






		Carolyn		Bennatti		1556 Bald Mountain Road		Orland		ME		4472		United States		Old growth forests have tremendous ecological, scientific and economic value. Their value as living forest far exceeds their value as lumber.

		P		Nichols		Rolling Meadows Road		USC		PA		15241		United States		Old growth forests have unique ecosystems in their crowns that cannot be replaced with replanting. 

		Diana		Curington		540 Greenside Ave		Portsmouth		NH		3801		United States		Old Growth forests must be saved Now, or they will be gone forever. 
FOREVER!

		paul		granquist		10109 21st ave. w.		Everett		WA		98204		United States		Old growth forests re an endangered entity.  There are so few left that at all costs they should be protected forever.  I want my grandkids toi be able to enjoy them.  The few stands in my area are an amazing refuge for me and for numerous organisms.  Hiking in an old growth forest is an amazing experience that is unparalleled. Please protect them!

		Patricia		Lee		2202 Dancing Fox Rd		Decatur		GA		30032		United States		Old growth forests will never be seen again once cut! 

		Laura		Syperda		1780 Deer Ridge Road		Tillamook		OR		97141		United States		Old growth forests, once cleared are gone FOREVER! Why squander this precious legacy for short term profits?! 

		Ann		Bryan		1654 Maywick View Lane		Lexington		KY		40504		United States		Old growth helps protect the land for new trees to grow up.  Without them the fertile land they need washes into the rivers and streams.

		Louise		Hodges		7230 SW 31st Ave.		Portland		OR		97219		United States		Old growth in the Tongass is critical for environmental and wildlife health.  Please reconsider and cease clear cutting in this unique environment.

		Barbara		Sullivan-Watts		2 Locust Drive		Kingston		RI		2881		United States		Old growth is a national treasure not to be squandered. I just visited Olympic National Park and could not believe how FEW old growth trees are left in the National park, and of course the National Forest is all cut over.  Hardly any of the rainforest is left undisturbed. Surely  Alaska wants to keep its tourist industry in the Tongass area! It will wane as the forest is cut. My next trip is going to be Alaska before it is cut there too. 

		Kerry		McClelland		Pobox 243871		Anchorage		AK		99524		United States		Old growth is a valuable asset that we must preserve if we are to go forward in the many assets of biodiversity!

		Andrew		Grover		26 N Race St		Greenville		PA		16125		United States		Old growth is essential to our national interests.  Once gone, it cannot be replaced.

		Jane		Fasullo		Old Field Rd		Setauket		NY		11733		United States		Old growth is getting rarer and rarer as more trees are cut and it provides a unique and necessary niche for many species. With a few hundred years of time needed to regenerate it, there is no rational reason to remove what little remains. 

		Robert		Krueger		6538 N Newgard		Chicago		IL		60626		United States		old growth is here only once don't cut it down.

		Janice		Forbes		9 Powell Court		North Babylon		NY		11703		United States		Old growth is important to our landscape and so many animal habitats. You can't easily regrow back to "old growth" status. Start caring and stop destroying!!! 

		Lyman		Michael		1250 N HWY		COLVILLE		WA		99114		United States		Old growth is important, no cutting.

		Nina		Jones		PO Box 3068		Oakhurst		CA		93644		United States		Old growth is irreplaceable and so are species effected by it's loss.We must not continue on our destructive path of using up resources to the detriment of eco systems and eventually to ourselves. Please do not allow Old Growth Forests to be cut

		Laurel		Dunn		PO Box 367		Blue River		OR		97413		United States		Old growth is practically gone in Oregon.  Please protect the old ones in Alaska.  To think of the old growth trees being cut makes me very sad.  They are the great wonders of the world that deserve to survive and grace the forests.

		Rene		Breier		6335 NW Cornell Rd		Portland		OR		97210		United States		Old growth is precious! When it's gone it's gone
Many species depend on this complex ecosystem.
Please spare this amazing forest

		Keith		Pyontek		Twining Lane		Ewing		NJ		8628		United States		Old growth is sacred and too much has been taken so far.  Please preserve this for our future generations.  

		Patricia		Mehrkens		854 Toiyabe Ct		San Jose		CA		95133		United States		Old growth is SO important to forests: it is home to animals such as birds an small mammals as well as creatures of all varieties. New growth comes from the old growth and  the old growth protects the soil and weather in that area. STOP clear cutting!

		Linda		Sperling		PO Box 23346		Santa Fe		NM		87502		United States		Old growth logging is  a mistake and cheats the future.

		Joy		Mamoyac		2988 NW Angelica Dr.		Corvallis		OR		97330		United States		Old growth logging should have ended years ago! These big trees are not only beautiful, but provide an ecosystem for many birds and animals. Old growth cutting puts HUGE amounts of carbon dioxide back into the atmosphere worsening global warming. They are needed for a heallty forest and it's inhabitants!

		Dana		Tankell		10032 Branford Rd		San Diego		CA		92129		United States		Old growth needs to be left alone.  We have many other options, trees and bamboo that grow quickly.  Do not destroy what cleans our air.

		Dinda		Evans		pob 178695		san diego		CA		92177		United States		old growth needs to be saved for the preservation of the environment and the species that live there.

		Kerry		Michel		903 Crescent Dr		Vista		CA		92084		United States		Old growth should be allowed to continue to be old growth.  

		Jessica		Clem		14150 Wunderlich Dr #1210		Houston		TX		77069		United States		Old growth should be protected not decimated.

		Kay		MacnEIL		689 Golf Club Lane		Frankfort		IL		60423		United States		Old growth should Never be cut!!

		Deborah		Williams		1142 G Street		Anchorage		AK		99501		United States		Old growth temperate rainforest in the Tongass National Forest is one of the rarest ecosystems on earth. It's intact values to current and future generations are tremendous, and far exceed what it can be sold for in "board-feet." These values include ecosystem services values, subsistence values, intergenerational equity value, intrinsic values, fish and wildlife values, aesthetic values, intact economic values (fishing, tourism, etc.), sacred values, intangible values, avoidance values (such as ESA listing), recreational values, and more. The benefits of protecting our remaining old growth temperate rainforests clearly must prevail in any thorough analysis. As a deeply concerned Alaskan and American, I urge the Forest Service to properly analyze this proposed sale and preclude the sale of any Old Growth forest.

		Greg		Black		1523 Langridge Ave NW		Olympia		WA		98502		United States		Old growth timber is much more than just board feet of lumber.  So much old growth has already been cut down.  We need to preserve old growth because: 1) no one is managing those forests that have been cut for the purpose of creating future old growth and 2) it takes hundreds of years for old growth to actually become massive.  Please preserve all remaining old growth forest.

		Robert		Cheetham		408 Falling Leaf Dr		Friendswood		TX		77546		United States		Old growth trees add more mass per year then new growth trees, provide better habitat to all forest residents and are more resistant to fire damage. We also have very few very old big trees left, we need to preserve them for future generations.

		Bill		Higbee		3051 Ladoga Ave		Long Beach		CA		90808		United States		Old growth trees and the habitat they are part of are much more valuable than lumber. We need big trees. Please don't destroy our Tongass National Forest.

		Tony		Young		1821 Elmore Ave		Downers Grove		IL		60515		United States		Old growth trees are a national treasure. They are way older than our country and we the citizens deserve to enjoy that they will survive for future generations to enjoy.

		Larry		Monks		901 NW F St		Stigler		OK		74462		United States		Old growth trees are a source like nothing else on Earth supplying O2       ( oxygen } , beauty , and a tree fot " your " grandchildren " or great grand children a place to build a treehouse ! It seams to me that you just don"t get it !  You are determined until you and our  lives are forced into wearing breathing masks and oxygen tanks to carry around trying to build houses without trees or resources to build .  Lets be more creative if you can !  After all this is the 21st century ! Times are changing and people along with them , we are demanding sustainability !!                               larrywmonks@uslogon.com

		Philip		Johnston		10 Carriage Lane		Scotts Valley		CA		95066		United States		Old growth trees are an essential element in a maintaining a stable climate and healthy ecosystem. It took hundreds and thousands of years for these trees to reach their current state. Once they are gone, there is no renewing them and the benefits they bring with reforestation.

		Lindsey		Callicoatt				Keaau		HI		96749		United States		Old growth trees are an irreplaceable treasure, I consider the cutting of them one of mankind's greatest infractions on our dying planet.

		Annie		Stewart		214 South Street		Carrollton		GA		30117		United States		Old growth trees are irreplaceable, and should be protected at any cost.  Are we, as stewards of this planet going to continue to turn a blind eye to the destructive practices which we so thoughtlessly engage in until there is nothing left??

		Nancy		Cencula		9145 Cordoba Blvd.		Sparks		NV		89441		United States		Old growth trees are part of our heritage and important to every US citizen.  Stop the cutting!!

		Robert		Hodge		3735 NE Cleveland Ave		Portland		OR		97212		United States		Old Growth Trees are the lungs of the planet....are you crazy!  Stop chopping them down willy nilly!  Better yet, stop chopping them down AT ALL!!

		Paula		Gordon		121 Dewey Avenue		Eureka		MT		59917		United States		OLD GROWTH TREES are TOO PRECIOUS to monetize.  Our lust for lucre must stop SOMEwhere -- read *GREED* is NOT a sufficient motive for authorizing this abomination.  PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE.  Let this NOT HAPPEN.  FUTURE generations of people are at your MERCY.  Think of THEM FIRST.  And us, too.

		Janis		Whitcomb		427 Linda Dr		Sonoma		CA		95476		United States		Old growth trees are treasures that can never be replaced. Please halt
the clear cutting before its too late. They are priceless. Stop the assault on the ecosystem.

		June		Thaden		520 Highland Park Dr		Traverse City		MI		49686		United States		Old growth trees attract tourists, and are vital to our earth.

		Cecilia		Nakamura		813 Dobbin Ct.		Hebron		KY		41048		United States		Old Growth trees cannot be replaced!!! This special biome is an irreplaceable treasure! Please don't destroy it!

		Melinda		WEISSER-LEE		3864 W KIMBALL ST		THATCHER		AZ		85552		United States		Old growth trees eliminate more carbon than younger ones, and the wildlife depend on them.

		Ann		Rennacker		31200 Sherwood Rd		Ft Bragg		CA		95437		United States		Old Growth trees have more than monetary value - they are part of Forest Health and animal welfare, as well as CO2 sequestration!

		Susan		Titus		250 Culver RD.		Ithaca		NY		14850		United States		Old growth trees must not be cut.

		Catherine		Dishion		40712 SE Loudon Rd.		Corbett		OR		97019		United States		Old growth trees should  not be cut.  Once they are gone, they are gone and in our lifetime will not return.

		Jim		Pounds		2540 38th Ave NE		St.Anthony		MN		55421		United States		Old growth trees should never be cut, EVER. If you have any decency, do not allow this to happen.

		Bonnie		Dombrowski		PO Box 51093		Pasadena		CA		91115		United States		Old growth trees supply cones that bear seed for the survival of trees for future generations and the ecosystem that  is dependent on them. It is imperative that the Forest Service adheres to best management practices
in ecosystem management that will protect old growth and "nurse" trees that are necessary for biodiversity. 

		Timothy		Ford		950 Lloyd Center; PMB 129		Portland		OR		97232		United States		Old Growth will take just as long to be Old Growth again, not a viable protection plan, or substainability either!

		norma		harris		46-01 39th Ave		Queens		NY		11104		United States		old has value you don't see

		Jayn		Avery		180 Zephyr Circle		Floyd		VA		24091		United States		Old trees are history museums. More money can be made preserving them for people to visit and be inspired by than cutting them down for short term income.

		Pat		Irwin		115 West St.		Newton		MA		2458		United States		Old trees are like fine antiques:  irreplaceable.  Each one is a community.  Trees are also the lungs of the planet.  It is beyond ludicrous to decimate them further.  John Muir is watching, gentlemen.  I say "gentlemen" deliberately; no woman in her right mind would knowingly consent to endangering herself and her children.  It bears remembering that there are many species besides the human animal that have children; it is only this one that is possessed of the peculiar and singular insanity of destroying the habitat upon which it depends.  May it be cured of this madness before it takes all with it into extinction.

		Pat		Irwin		115 West St.		Newton		MA		2458		United States		Old trees are like fine antiques:  irreplaceable. Each one is a community.  Trees are also the lungs of the planet; it is beyond ludicrous to decimate  them further.  John Muir is watching, gentlemen.  I say 'gentlemen' deliberately; no woman in her right mind would knowingly consent to endangering herself and her children. It bears remembering that many species besides the human animal have children; it is only this one that is possessed of the peculiar and singular insanity of destroying the habitat upon which it depends.  May it be cured of this madness before it takes all with it into extinction.

		Christi		Bentley		19719 SE 264th Pl		Covington		WA		98042		United States		Old trees house bird nests and caches of food for all sorts of critters! They're their own little ecosystems! Don't cut them down!

		Sandy		Diaz		25749 community blvd		barstow		CA		92311		United States		Old-growth can never come back.  please please leave it as it is.

		Avra		Leigh		2470 Layman Trestle Rd.		Harrisonburg		VA		22802		United States		Old-growth clear cutting is arcane. Safeguard our national forests with proper scientific and sustainable methodology. To do less is criminal.

		Jennifer		Allegretto		7 Midway Rd.		Narragansett		RI		2882		United States		Old-growth clear cutting should be stopped to save our forests for future generations of wildlife and people.  We must save the last of  our precious forests.  No one wants a legacy of needless destruction of the natural world we depend on.

		Diana		Hall		812 Calderon Ave.		Mountain View		CA		94041		United States		Old-growth clear-cutting will jeopardize the wildlife in the area and is counterproductive in the effort to slow global warming.  Please reconsider plans to clear-cut the Tongass.

		Patricia		Matejcek		PO Box 2067		Santa Cruz		CA		95063		United States		Old-growth continues to sequester carbon throughout all of its life and it does so in greater quantities than young/er trees. Climate change is a global crisis and mankind's primary defense against global warming is trees. Do NOT allow Big Thorne to proceed!

		Victoria		Drieslein		33419 County Rd.m103		Houston		MN		55943		United States		Old-growth forest in the Tongass is a rare and unique habitat important
for many species of endangered plants and wildlife. We strongly believe
this logging proposal goes too far and may threaten the delicate 
balance on Prince of Wales Island. Please stop this action!

		Mary		Speer		5168 Belle Chase Cir		Tampa		FL		33634		United States		Old-growth forest is a treasure trove of habitats of plants and animals of all kinds. Once it is gone, it cannot easily be restored, certainly not within several lifetimes. Widespread timber cutting, such as clear cutting, also destroys the land in many cases, by leaving it open to severe erosion due to the loss of trees overhead and root systems below the ground. This is NOT what we should be doing with the Tongass National Forest, or most of our other old-growth wildernesses. We need the forests for much more than lumber, and they have many more uses. Please, end broad scale timber cutting of virgin forests. 

		Elizabeth		Hucker		245 East 87th St., #14E		New York		NY		10128		United States		Old-growth forest is so important to the balance of nature. And, it is so sad that corporations (and mankind) only seem interested in destroying everything.  This must stop.  Our planet needs to heal.

		Duncan		Baruch		4502 SW Pasadena Street		Portland		OR		97219		United States		Old-growth forest must not be looked at as an infinite resource; it isn't.  It must be preserved.

		Marliese		Bonk		1335 Commercial St		Pittsburgh		PA		15218		United States		old-growth forests are a great resource and should not be clear-cut for idiotic, greedy corporatons!

		Nilah		MacDonald		25 Whortleberry Lane		Scituate		MA		2066		United States		Old-growth forests are a national treasure, for themselves and for the wildlife that call them home,  Please save them.

		Edwin		Cranston		4 Westwood Road		Lexington		MA		2420		United States		Old-growth forests must be preserved.  They are part of what is best about this planet, not something to put up for sale.  Their destruction is a degradation.  The Forest Service must not "serve" the interest of "profit" at the expense of something it is powerless to replace.

		Patricia		Frederick		15 Water St		Ashburnham		MA		1430		United States		Old-growth forests should be classified as world treasures, off-limits to the timber industry.

		Patricia		Orlinski		10511 W. Kingswood Circle		Sun City		AZ		85351		United States		Old-growth forests take years to replace. I remember taking my students in Oregon to a huge old growth tree that we circled holding hands, a group of twenty or more of us. It was awesome. Their children's children might have an experience similar to that, maybe.

		Beverley		Kraus		PO Box 11282		Bainbridge Island		WA		98110		United States		Old-growth logging plans in the TongassNational Forest are ludicrous.  Big Thorne timbersale could destroy so much old-growth forest that the  delicate balance of the ecosystem could be destroyed.

		Mark		Quigley		931 Mustang Tral		Vacaville		CA		95687		United States		Old-growth timber is simply too valuable to the world to simply turn it into lumber. We must avoid short term greed and promote long term sustainability. As President of Environmental Builders, Inc. I am qualified to argue that there are many suitable forest product substitutions. We should NOT harvest any Old-Growth trees period, paragraph.

		Dana		Craig		67 Hill St		Norwood		MA		2062		United States		Old-growth timber needs to be protected, not exploited.

		Tina		Brown		19400 Beardsley Way		Juneau		AK		99801		United States		Old-growth trees are essential to habitat - including our own.  Stop taking old-growth trees in the Tongass.

		Dianne		Ensign		11600 SW Lancaster Rd		Portland		OR		97219		United States		Old-growth trees are important for so many reasons beyond just timber.  We can never replace old-growth forests or the delicate web of life they sustain.  They are the planet's skin.  They are invaluable habitat for wildlife.  They help control climate change and provide fishing, recreation, and tourism opportunities that boost the local economy.  The long-term consequences of destroying old-growth trees are not worth the short-term gains.

		Don		Kratsch		1388 Summit Circle		West Saint Paul		MN		55118		United States		Old-growth trees are important to me, and the rest of the human race!
Please don't mess with them. I want my grandchildren to visit the Tongass and experience "big trees."

		Walter		Hoesel		11925 325th Ave NE		Duvall		WA		98019		United States		On a national and international basis it seems unnecessary to harvest Ol Growth Forests like th Tongss.  As a member of the Sierra Club and a donor to other naturalist sites I truly believe that timer industries can meet thrir needs by harvesting olf growth forests.

		Pamela		Levesque		111 Audubon Road		Leeds		MA		1053		United States		Once a tree is chopped down, it will be gone.  We must do all we can to save our forests, even if only to sustain clean air.  Doesn't anybody remember the words of "The LORAX"!  

		M		McLaren		123 west		New York		NY		10008		United States		Once again money is the culprit.  U.S. Forest Service needs some honest & intelligent preservationists.

		Lowell		Downey		1225 Division St		Napa		CA		94559		United States		Once Alaska is harvested there is no reason to go to Alaska    Alaska will be worth more to the world for tourism and for the value it brings to the planet by preserving its natural Resource than by destroying them.  Take a Chance on the future  

		Cynthia		Ruder		171 Edgemoor Drive		Lexington		KY		40503		United States		Once destroyed, the national treasure that is Alaska will never be remade.  Please consider this action carefully and end industrial-scale old-growth clear-cutting.  The Tongass National Forest belongs to all of us.

		Marceline		Gearry		2884 NW Savier St.		Portland		OR		97210		United States		Once gone , lost forever

		Cheri		Keisner		280 Pepperwood Springs Rd.,		Piercy		CA		95587		United States		Once gone forever gone.  Old growth trees sequester more carbon dioxide than any other species.  They keep our air clean.

		jan		freed		4 oak grove		Los Angeles		CA		90041		United States		once gone, never to be seen.  Surely we can find less destructive materials!

		Carol		Rolf		679 1/2 N. Maple St.		Colville		WA		99114		United States		Once gone, we cannot get those beautiful old growth trees back and Tongass will never be the same. Perhaps you should go spend some time amongst those beautiful forests, as I have.  It can totally change your outlook about managing old growth forests.  We must protect what we have left. 

		Joan		Hertel		100 Thomas Dr, #114		Mankato		MN		56001		United States		Once gone, we cannot go back and we lose a piece of our future with it. There are always alternatives to our fleeting needs. New technologies abound without destroying something so precious and priceless. Please find an alternate route and preserve what we have. Our ecological balance is important to the earth, to animals, and to the future of humankind.

		Teresa		Bessett		PO BOX 99		Soap Lake		WA		98851		United States		Once it's gone, it's gone and no amount of sudden hindsight will ever bring it back. We've destroyed the rest in the lower 48; this is the last of it. We can find less damaging ways to bolster the local economy, such as fishing, recreation and tourism while at the same time protecting habitat, and the trees themselves. It is all connected, in an ecosystem, you can do harm to one thing and not have it affect the all. We know this now; we can no longer pretend ignorance. Please, I urge you to save the Tongass National Forest. Thank you for your time and attention. Teresa Bessett

		Beth		Brombach		2214 goodrich ave		st paul		MN		55105		United States		Once it's gone, it's gone forever.

		Edna		Beeman		109 Kemper Ln		Cary		NC		27518		United States		Once it's gone, it's gone.  Then what?  Is this the future we want for our children and grandchildren? Is this what we want to pay forward for the next generations?  Think ahead with your heart and mind, not with your pocketbook.

		Danielle		Garnich		521 Promenade Trl SW		Los Lunas		NM		87031		United States		Once it's gone, Sir, it's gone forever. You want that for your legacy ?

		Vidette		Buchman		12616 40th Ave E		Tacoma		WA		98446		United States		Once old growth forests are gone ,they are gone forever. It's time to leave ecosystems intact that benefit not just the inhabitants but global weather issues too.  Shame on anyone that would destroy this natural resource.  Please leave this magnificent treasure alone!

		Aletha		Morden		455 Lynn St		Arcata		CA		95521		United States		Once old growth trees are gone, it's forever.  The impact of clear-cutting & of massive cutting of old growth trees has proven to cause irreparable destruction of the unique & priceless environment of old growth ecosystems.  Once they are gone--it's forever. Please stop the Big Thorne timber sale and protect the very few old growth forests & ecosystems that remain.  

		Dave		Baine				Federal Way		WA		98023		United States		Once old-growth forest has been cut, it can never come back!

		Audrey		Okubo		1382 Oak Knoll Drive		San Jose		CA		95129		United States		Once the big trees are gone, they are gone.  Stop this before it happens.

		Nancy		Hartman		415 Elkhorn Ln		Quilcene		WA		98376		United States		Once the earth is ruined, where do you propose that everyone, animal and human, live?  There is no profit margin more important that this.  Stop the destruction!

		VALERIE		WILK		3032 Crane Dr		Falls Church		VA		22042		United States		Once the old growth forest is gone, it is gone forever. Please do not allow the destruction of the Tongass Forest.  It's about more than timber companies making money.  This is about protecting a very special, irreplaceable ecosystem. 

		Kathleen		Jacobsen		284 N Old Buncombe Rd		Travelers Rest		SC		29690		United States		Once the old growth is gone, it is gone forever.

		Ricardo		Cottrell		933 Walnut Ave Sw Apt A		Seattle		WA		98116		United States		Once the old growth is gone, it's gone.  Second growth is not strong and cannot be used as a construction material except fiber board or burned for electricity (pollution).  Since white people settled in Washington St, 9 out of 10 of the original trees are gone. Spare something.  

		Scott		Schwartz				Hershey		PA		17033		United States		Once the old-growth forest is destroyed it's gone and cannot be reproduced by nature for hundreds of years (provided that natural conditions are conducive to re-growth).  Start using some common sense and stop caving in to big-money special interests.  It is unnecessary and senseless to destroy this natural resource.  Thank you for your careful consideration.

		Bonnie		Elsten				Long Beach		CA		90803		United States		Once the old-growth trees are gone you can't go back. Save the forest and all of the people and animals that depend on it.

		Elizabeth		Molsen		13 Nutmeg Drive		newtown		PA		18940		United States		Once these are destroyed, they are gone.  If something cannot be replaced, leave it alone!!!  It took years to build and is NOT replaceable!  Thank you.

		Jon		Nedbor		496 Towpath		High Falls		NY		12440		United States		Once these are gone, they are gone forever! Short term gain is cannot be justified.

		Susan		Milke		12423 NE 160th		Woodinville		WA		98072		United States		Once these beautiful trees, that live longer than most humans, are gone.  They are gone.  Stop the greed once and for all and protect something instead of destroying it!

		Max		Mensing		california st		yachats		OR		97498		United States		once these giants of the forest are cut down then all that will be left is old stories and pictures. These trees are home to many other creatures . Many of then do not exist in anything but old growth forests. 
It is time to stop this activity, as has been proven ,this is unsustainable and only beneifit a few for a short time. 

		Lynda		Phoenix		4053 Bob Lane		Fair Oaks		CA		95628		United States		Once these old growth forests are gone - we'll never see them again in our lifetimes. Not to mention what this does to the environment. Please don't sell off part of our American heritage.

		Patricia		White		525 Montclair		Oakland		CA		94606		United States		Once these treasures, which belong to everyone, are gone for the enrichment of very few, they are gone forever.

		Kay				lake ave		metry		LA		70005		United States		ONCE THESE TREES AND THE CREATURES THAT LIVE IN THIS HABITAT ARE GONE- THERE IS NO GOING BACK -SO STOP NOW AND DO NO MORE HARM TO THE ENVIRONMENT---PERIOD

		Ann		Marchioni		85 Brookside Ave		Caldwell		NJ		7006		United States		Once these trees are destroyed, it will interrupt the ecosystem causing many species to decline and possibly disappear.  We have a responsibility to keep this area intact for future generations.

		Mark		Dion		601 West 176 st		New York		NY		10033		United States		Once these trees are gone we will never see their likes again. Please do not allow the industrial cutting of these forests. Look at what a disaster the other forest clearings have been.  Do you want your name associated with such a catastrophe?

		Lucinda R		Bailey		7835 S Gaylord Way		Littleton		CO		80122		United States		Once these trees are gone, they are simply gone. We don't get second chances because of regret. We don't repair the eco-system that disappears with the trees. This is a reckless and thoughtless plan.

		Phillip		Wood		1605 W. High Point Lane		Columbia		MO		65203		United States		Once these trees are gone, they're gone. This is more like extraction than management.

		Al		janice		121 hi top		ingram		TX		78025		United States		Once these wonderful trees are gone we shall never ever be able to observe them again in our lifetimes.
That in it's self is worth saving them for!

		Elaine		McAuliffe		132 Elmont Road		Elmont		NY		11003		United States		Once they are gone all we will have to show for our loss is profit to a few and loss for the many

		Steven		Hemstreet		5109 Green Creek Terrace		Glenn Dale		MD		20769		United States		Once they are gone it will take decades before they can be replace. It will remove habitat for  various fauna and animal species causing extinction of many life forms.

		Douglas		Shumate		213 Wesleyan Court		Warner Robins		GA		31093		United States		Once they are gone there is no recovery possible.

		Corliss		Decker		1992 W. Drake Rd.		Kendallville		IN		46755		United States		Once they are gone there is no return.  Don't you even care that the old growth forest are the last solace for the soul?

		Kevin		OReilly		po box 1441		Kalama		WA		98625		United States		once they are gone they are gone !!!!

		Brian		Hollander				Tacoma		WA		98433		United States		Once they are gone they are gone and a picture of the past is only a reminder of what was once there and really does no good except remind us of what we have lost and should have stopped!

		Ann		Capotosto		5530 W190th St		torrance		CA		90503		United States		once they are gone, there is no replacing them.  stop this crime against nature

		Diane		Bloom		2457 Tyler Loop NE		Rio Rancho		NM		87144		United States		Once they are gone, there is so true replacement

		David		Daratony		331 Marlin Ave		Royal Oal		MI		48067		United States		Once they are gone, they are gone for good -- please remember that! Old growth forests need to be protected and preserved. You put a price on a two hundred year tree so that only the wealthiest of the wealthiest can afford a Tongrass bed, while the money a typical logger makes feeds his family for two weeks. If you destroy the environment, there will be no need for an economy, because we will have gone with the ecosystems that are in jeopardy because of wealthy private interests. No, please think on this for a while. Think about what kid of world our children will live in because of the consequences of cutting old growth. Where is your values, man? Which one takes priority? You pocket or the majestic wonder of Tongrass National Forest. If you allow logging in the Tongrass, you will put the human species on ESL. PLEASE, please, take a moment to think about how inherently important the Tongrass National Forest is. Think about Theodore Roosevelt and Muir hiking the back country of  the Sierra Nevada. Conservatio

		HC		Cannon				Forestville		CA		95436		United States		Once they are gone, they are gone forever! Please use your authority to save these trees. 

		Harry		Harrison		11 Craven Lane		White Plains		NY		10605		United States		Once they are gone, they are gone forever!

Don't we have enough wood from sustainable sources???? 

		Theresa		Sullivan		15321 Virginia Lp.		Poulsbo		WA		98370		United States		ONCE THEY ARE GONE.ITWOULD BE TOO LATE> DO THE RIGHT THING,PLEASE.

		Babette		Hiestand		2586 Edgehill Dr		Lexington		KY		40510		United States		Once they're gone they are gone forever. 

		Ellen		Bardo		121 Creek Road		Muncy		PA		17756		United States		Once they're gone they will be gone for good.  Stop old-growth clear- cutting now.  

		Deborah		Geiger		154 Timber Trail Drive		Murphysboro		IL		62966		United States		Once they're gone, they're gone for good.  Please don't destroy these old-growth trees, which would jeopardize not only the forest, but deer, wolves, and could even put the Alexander Archipelago wolf on the endangered species list.  Thank you for considering my comments.

		Aleta		Davies		113 W 82nd St		New York		NY		10024		United States		Once they're gone, they're gone—please stop this sale! It is your responsibility to protect what cannot be replaced, not destroy it.

		Ruby		Wood		200 Florence Ave.		Interlachen		FL		32148		United States		Once they're gone... they won't come back, even if you regret.

		Gary		Hunt		507 Valleyview Dr		Albemarle		NC		28001		United States		Once this cutting has occurred it will be your legacy.  I don't if you have children or grandchildren, but if you do, do you want to be known to them and their peers as the man responsible for the destruction of this old growth forest environment.  Don't allow cutting of this old growth treasure.

		M		Port		8178 Duomo Cir		Boynton Beach		FL		33472		United States		Once this forest is destroyed, it can never grow back in our lifetime. We cannot eat and drink money.

		Arthur		Coates		1296 Rt. 121 East		Grafton		VT		5146		United States		Once this majestic resource is gone, it's gone forever, along with the majority of life that depends on it for survival. Its loss is not worth any corporations profits.

		Jo		Hebberger		701 56th Street		Des Moines		IA		50312		United States		Once this old-growth is gone, it is gone.  It will never again be as it is now.  This is a healthy, functioning ecosystem.  If we loose too many of these places, our own survival will be put at risk.  Old-growth forests have also been shown to be better sinks for CO2 than younger forests.  We need to retain all of the old-growth that is possible.

		Betty		Chan		P O Box 65106		Shoreline		WA		98155		United States		Once you have cut the last of the Tongass National Forest big trees,
they will be extinct.  The fish will die, and yoiu can mine  Alaska to death, and people will be extinctr, too.  So please stop this madness.

		Robert		Love		306 Estes Dr Ext, Apt O-6		Carrboro		NC		27510		United States		One day we might find we have destroyed too much.

		Jason		Reed		93690 Stadden Ln		Coos Bay		OR		97420		United States		One just needs to sit in old growth to know how super special they are…Recycle our trash!

		Don		Phillips		P.O. Box 50246		Midland		TX		79710		United States		One world is enough for you and me ...
One world is enough ...
We don't need three!

		Sandra		Noah		939 S Dunsmuir Ave		Los Angeles		CA		90036		United States		Only God can create a tree and YOU CAN NOT. Trees are essential to the health of our planet. They provide the oxygen needed for us to breathe.

		Michael		Madigan		1 Lake Drive		Murphysboro		IL		62966		United States		Only God can make a tree. Please spare the biggest ones so they can remain an inspiration to us all.

		Michael		Forster		456 NW Skyline Blvd		Portland		OR		97229		United States		Or perhaps, Alaska wants to look like Arizona?

		Stefan		Kozinski		807 E. Matson Run Pkwy,		Wilmington		DE		19802		United States		Orders to clear-cut do just that: they clear-cut our lifeblood by annihilating the oxygen supply on Planet Oxygen itself. 

		glo		wilson		20812 Blodgett Rd		Blodgett		OR		97326		United States		Oregon was able to stop the old-growth clear cutting because of the endangered spotted owl issue. You certainly can do the same.

		H		Shoup		11927 Atwell		Houston		TX		77035		United States		Other agencies have said this is a bad idea - so it is time for you to PROTECT the forests rather than coordinate its sale and destruction for the benefit of a few. Live up to your name!

		Kathleen		Mireault		32 Oakview Terrace#2		Jamaica Plain		MA		2130		United States		Other Earthlings depend upon old growth forests like The Tongass for survival. We can get our toothpicks elsewhere!

		F		Montgomery		7 Larkspur Place		Santa Rosa		CA		95409		United States		Other than for financial corporate profit, how could cutting down old-growth trees which cannot be replaced for centuries be condoned. We must protect this priceless treasure for America!

		Lindsay		Tamm		644 Massachusetts Ave NE		Washington		DC		20002		United States		Our ability to express restraint in our wildest places will be the hallmark of humanity advocating for our future. We have a chance to be good. 

		Thomas		Mitchell		1210 30th St SE		Auburn		WA		98002		United States		our air quality cannot afford to lose any more old growth trees . you need to think of the air quality more than money . I will never vote for anyone who puts our environment second

		Teresa		Bierbaum		2735 Mountain View Ave W		University Place		WA		98466		United States		Our big trees support us in so many ways!  Please choose life!

		Louise		Amyot		56 Madison Circle		Greenfield		MA		1301		United States		Our corporations are without consciences but our government should NOT be allowing the destruction of old growth forests and those who depend on them for life for the sake of making softer toilet paper!!!
End this nonsense NOW, before it is too late!! PLEASE!!!

		Judy		Gehrig		106 Candlelight Ct		Durham		NC		27707		United States		Our country has already lost far too much old-growth forests to logging. Please: NO MORE.

		Cecelia		Samp		4265 Emerson Ave.		Schiller Park		IL		60176		United States		Our country is losing more and more natural forest.  Please protect the Tongass and keep that wonderful balance that teaches us that nature knows what she's doing!

		Karen		Watkins		201 Sang Branch Rd		Burnsville		NC		28714		United States		Our destruction of wild places is everywhere endless and relentless.  Please.

		Michael		Green		120 Wilmington Rd		E Fallowfield		PA		19320		United States		Our duty is to protect this part of God's creation!

		Barbara		Caton		P.O. Bpx 2175		Avila Beach		CA		93424		United States		Our earth needs it's trees and we need our earth.

		James		Rice		1807 Kansas St		Baytown		TX		77520		United States		Our ecology is already severely damaged, and further acts such as this, just increase our risks of catastrophic change to our ecosystem!

		Marilyn		Wade		1840 123rd Ave. S.E.		Bellevue		WA		98005		United States		Our ecosystem is fragile!  If we keep clear cutting our forests, the damage will be irreparable.  Please protect the Tongass National forest!

		Carol		Kope		33 Sycamore Road		Mahopac		NY		10541		United States		Our environment has been ravaged by our greed, as selfish as our needs are we are destroying nature.  Please STOP Big Thorne.  It will destroy the future of The Tongass and the delicate balance of nature to ravish the old-growth forest and effect the balance of nature that is important to people, deer, wolves and other animals in the forest.  Please help us maintain what God has given to us and stop this ravishing of our forest.  Thank you for your support.

		George		Hite		6374 Dakine Circle		Springfield		VA		22150		United States		Our Forest need to be just that Forest... you know trees... this clear-cutting is destroying the forest not helping and will just eliminate the whole forest if you continue this destructive practice.

		Beverly		Kleiner		628 Lincoln Blvd		Santa Monica		CA		90402		United States		Our Forest Service needs to rethink this situation or we will lose vital trees and habitat areas for many living things in this area.  PLEASE STOP THIS CHOP!   

		Dave		Picariello		7 San Carlos St		San Francisco		CA		94110		United States		Our forests are a most precious resource, if not THE most precious one!

		Kate		Ruland		3589 Morse Hill Rd		Dorset		VT		5251		United States		Our forests are needed to keep the ecosystem in balance.  What you are proposing is no different from indiscriminate logging in the Amazon River area.  We need to forests to filter the air, provide habitat for wildlife and keep our oceans clean.  Prince of Wales Island is a very special ecosystem.   Does the dollar mean more to you than preserving this old growth forest?  If it does, Shame on You.

		Anne		Curtis		5170 L. Honoapiilani Rd.		Lahaina		HI		96761		United States		Our forests deserve to live and house within in it all of the creatures that find it home and which are part of the total picture of creation...to save as well.  We need these "wild, free areas!"

		Lois		Binetsky		287 Big Woods Rd		Freehold		NY		12431		United States		Our government agencies are out of control including the Forest Service.  Once these trees are destroyed there will be no others.  No amount of money is worth it. 

		steven		walker		8020 n. Elmwood ave.		Kansas City		MO		64119		United States		Our heritage and our future can't be valued with $$$. American destiny should be to preserve and protect what can never be replaced.

		William		Ridgeway		842 N Sumner Ave		Scranton		PA		18504		United States		Our last wilderness frontier must be saved for future generations. And for the well being of the wildlife living there. Also for the benefit of all mankind.

		Fred		Granlund		705 N. Avenue 50 #4		Los Angeles		CA		90042		United States		Our magnificent wilderness IS America. To destroy it is to destroy our country. Keep loggers and developers out of our old-growth forests.

		Mark		Johnston		14818 SE 267th Street		Kent		WA		98042		United States		Our National Forests have been severely overcut for decades.  Please preserve all intact pristine ecosystem components on the Tongass.  This includes all old growth forests tracts there.

		Carole		Flood		221 Roops Mill Road		Westminster		MD		21158		United States		Our natural resources, worldwide, are being harvested, mined, eaten, burned, discarded, and plundered at such a fast pace, in addition to the impacts from global warming. We cannot continue these trends, including the cutting of old-growth forests. We need to have an inttense slowing of extraction and use of resources for the sake of all of humanity and our fellow-creatures.

		Carole		Flood		221 Roops Mill Road		Westminster		MD		21158		United States		Our natural resources, worldwide, are being harvested, mined, eaten, burned, discarded, and plundered at such a fast pace, in addition to the impacts from global warming. We cannot continue these trends, including the cutting of old-growth forests. We need to have an intense slowing of extraction and use of resources for the sake of all of humanity and our fellow-creatures.

		Rick		Myers		355 Main St		Ashland		MA		1721		United States		our old forests are vital to the health of the whole ecosystem and life on the planet..stop raping them for profit

		Irene		Simmons		108 Grand View Ave		Hopewell		NJ		8525		United States		Our old-growth forests are our biggest treasures. It took hundreds of years for these trees to mature. With the destruction of forests we don't have few hundred years to wait for new trees to grow. Please protect our biggest treasure-IT IS YOUR OBLIGATION AND RESPONSUBILITY.

		Carol		Newton		3020 Griffith Park Blvd		Los Angeles		CA		90027		United States		Our planet is delicately balanced. Any one species lost could endanger all the others. Please assure that we all survive - wolves included.

		Stephanie		Carnell		2933 State St		Porter		IN		46304		United States		Our planet needs trees to stay healthy.  Wildlife must have forests to survive.  It is time for Earth's human inhabitants to stop the assault on all the wild places.   The destruction of our forests for money is not just immoral, it is evil!

		Craig		Byrd		794 East Kensington Road		Los Angeles		CA		90026		United States		Our responsibilities, as temporary custodians of the planet, is to make sure we leave a better place for the generations that follow us and assume that custodianship.  This is of paramount importance and one of our most important responsibilities.

		Robert		Goldman		PO Box 982		Portland		ME		4104		United States		Our supposed enemies could not destroy this country's natural heritage in a more brainless and brutal way than you corrupt bastards at the US Forest Service, the US Dept of Industial Agriculture, the US Fish & Wildlife Service. Are you corrupt bureaucrats going to set up your new offices where they belong? Right in the boardrooms of your corporate masters! Sickening. The whole lot of you along with the many corrupted politicians should be put in jail where you belong.

		Robert		Goldman		PO Box 982		Portland		ME		4104		United States		Our supposed enemies could not destroy this country's natural heritage in a more brainless and brutal way than you corrupt bastards at the US Forest Service, the US Dept of Industial Agriculture, the US Fish & Wildlife Service. Are you corrupt bureaucrats going to set up your new offices where they belong? Right in the boardrooms of your corporate masters! Sickening. The whole lot of you along with the many corrupted politicians should be put in jail where you belong.

		Jay		Albrecht		50 White St		Tarrytown		NY		10591		United States		OUR TONGASS OLD GROWTH TREES ARE PRECIOUS, AND MUST BE PRESERVED; ONCE CHOPPED THEY'RE GONE FOR GOOD.  

		Julie				20564 MorningStar Trail		LeRoy		MI		49655		United States		Our trees are too precious to the health of the ecosystem  in the Tongrass National Forest to wantonly destroy for the profit of a few. 

		Paulette		Schindele		2442 Tamara Lane		San Marcos		CA		92069		United States		Our wild lands, wildlife and nature are our cultural treasures and must be protected  Natural resources should not have a price tag.  To quote Theodore Roosevelt, regarding wild lands “Our people should see to it that they are preserved for their children and their children's children forever, with their majestic beauty all unmarred."  “We are prone to speak of the resources of this country as inexhaustible; this is not so."  
Wilderness is extremely important as an invaluable source of wildlife habitat, biological diversity, high water quality and numerous other values found nowhere else. The Tongass has far more old growth remaining than any other national forest, a largely intact ecosystem in which magnificent salmon runs and world-class populations of bears, wolves, eagles, deer, and many other creatures thrive. 
Yet today, the Tongass still sees more old growth logging than any other national forest. This logging harms not just the forest but also fishing and tourism, the region's largest economic 

		Kay		O'Sullivan		Douglas		Cork Ireland		CA		35321		United States		Our wilderness is much more valuable being left as nature intended,once we interfere with the eco system we can never repair it
Kay O'Sullivan
Republic of Ireland

		Beverly Ann		Conroy		739 S Elmwood Ave		Oak Park		IL		60304		United States		Our wilderness is our greatest natural treasures and must be preserved.  It is the soul of the country.  Do not allow old growth tree chopping.

		Joan		Marks		23520 Dart Dr		Tehachapi		CA		93561		United States		OUR WILDLIFE DEPENDS ON THE TREES FOR SHELTER AND PROTECTION FROM THE ELEMENTS. PLEASE STOP THE CHOPPING SPREE. THE TREES ARE ALSO IMPORTANT TO BIRDS AND AS A WEATHER PROTECTION FOR ALL.

		Suzanne		Devita		124 emily lane		staten isand		NY		10312		United States		Our wildlife depends upon you.

		Charlene		Rush		2670 Thoroughbred Ct. #835		Allison Park		PA		15101		United States		Overwhelming research indicates that forests produce rain, not the other way around.  How much brain thickness must be penetrated to comprehend the life-saving benefits of forests?

		Pat		Perkins		7418Spring Village Dr.		Springfield		VA		22150		United States		P L E A S E!!!!!

		Claire		Bock		160 Radcliff Dr		East Norwich		NY		11732		United States		Pave paradise and put up a parking lot. Not!

		Russell		Willis		57 Chestnut Ave		Pelham		NY		10803		United States		People come to Alaska to enjoy the wildlife and the scenery. Clearing ever more forest will help destroy the tourist industry that depends on Alaska's natural habitat for its continued existece. Sacrificing jobs that will last generations for a few jobs that will disappear when the trees are gone makes no sense unless you are deliberately trying to destroy Alaska's tourist industry. Is that really what the Forest Service is trying to do?.

		David		Mucklow		4882 Mayfair Road		North Canton		OH		44720		United States		Perhaps its time the American people take back our government so it functions for the benefit of all and not just a few corporate interests.  The trees do not belong to the wood butchers.

		Marcay				1604 Magnolia Ct		Goshen		IN		46526		United States		Personally,  I really enjoy eating salmon.  WHAT?  The Tongass produces salmon.  Of course!  Another critter gone from the area if the big trees go.  

		Edward		Thornton		7 Swarthmore Place		Swarthmore		PA		19081		United States		Planned and sustainable logging cannot include clear-cutting. We all know about the ecological and erosion consequences. Of course, irresponsible parties in the logging industries don't care about that, but that is exactly when government regulation must be undertaken. If the industry were willing to be sustainable and responsible on its own, no regulation would be necessary -- but, because of all the bad actors, regulation is the only option now.

		Bret		Johnson		1613 Conway Street		St. Paul		MN		55106		United States		Planned forestry in a sustainable manner is superior to destruction of old-growth habitat.  

		Craig		Larsen		2219 Myrtle Ave.		San Diego		CA		92104		United States		Please

		Troy		Grant		east atlantic blvd		pompano beach		FL		33060		United States		Please

		Howard		Danchik		168 Hilldale Dr		San Anselmo		CA		94960		United States		Please

		William		Ryan		2075 Presidio Dr		Mount Pleasant		SC		29466		United States		Please

		Scott		Richmond		PO Box 533		Lake Junaluska		NC		28745		United States		Please  don't

		Carol		Sanders		1216 Moss Rock Ct		Santa Rosa		CA		95404		United States		Please  don't stop the one chance we get to help make it good for life and our world, babies.

		Sandra		Hall		958 Watts Creek  Rd		Williamsburg		KY		40769		United States		Please  save the Tongass for future generations

		Barbara		Balaban		700 john ringling blvd.		sarasota		FL		34236		United States		Please - save these valuable assets.  They are among the most senior citizens of our earth!

		Liu		Ling		Rm3710,  Kin  Ming  Estate  ,		N.T.   Hong  Kong		GA		31084		United States		Please  stop  forest  service  chopping  sprees  before  the  big  trees  are  gone  ,  The  forest  Service  announced  it  is  charging  ahead  with  big  Thorne  ,  a  timber  sale  that  could  destroy  so  much  old-growth  forest  ,  Please  the  Forest  Service  is  planning  the  future  of  the  Tongass  ,  and it  's  time   for  the  Forest   Service  to  get  its  priorities  straight  ,  The  Tongass  is  valuable  to Americans  for  more   just  timber  ,  
Please  the  Forest  Service  to  end  old-growth  chopping  sprees  before  the  largest  of  the big  trees  are  gone  ,  Thank  you  

		Liu		Ling		Rm3710,  Kin  Ming  Estate  ,		N.T.   Hong  Kong		GA		31084		United States		Please  stop  Forest  Service  chopping sprees  before  the  Big  Trees  are  gone  ,   The  Forest  Service  announced  it  is  charging  ahead  with  Big  Thorne  ,  a  timber  sale that  could  destroy  so  much  old-growth   forest  it  would  jeopardize   the  delicate  balance   between   the  people  ,  deer and  wolves  on  Prince  of  Wales  Island  ,   It  could  even  put  the  Alexander  Archipelago  wolf  on  the  Endangered  Species list  .  
It's  time  for  the  Forest  Service  to  get  its  priorities  straight  ,  The  Tongass  is  valuable  to Americans  for  more  than  just  timber  ,  
Please  the  Forest  Service to  end  old -growth  chopping  sprees  before  the  largest  of   the  big  trees  are  gone  ,  Thank  you

		Merilyn		Konnerth		282 Cedar Ave		ISLIP		NY		11751		United States		Please - Stop the CHOP!

		Hannah		Sawicki				Hopkinsville		KY		42240		United States		Please - the forest is not anyone's to sell; it's not  a commodity. Leave Nature alone - it's for all!

		Lillian		Wachtstetter		591 W Gerking Dr		Nineveh		IN		46164		United States		PLEASE ... before it's too late!

		Sibyl		Kellman		6230 Greens Corner Rd.		Galway		NY		12074		United States		PLEASE ACT BEFORE OUR WHOLE WORLD IS DESTROYED LITTLE BY LITTLE..  IT IS SUCH A BEAUTIFUL PLANET.. 

		Gillian		Arnott		3341 S Elm St		Denver		CO		80222		United States		Please act responsibly and consider our future.

		Louis		Richard		10250 NE Darden Lane		Bainbridge Island		WA		98110		United States		Please act to save one of the last old-growth forests from excessive timber harvest and unsustainable forest practices - clear cutting.  My wife and I just returned yesterday from the Olympic Forest, which we enjoyed greatly, but regretably much of what we saw had been harvested in earlier times.  Tongass must be saved for future generations and for the health of the planet.  Thank you for your consideration of my views.

		Richard		Hernandez		14304 110th Ave NE		Kirkland		WA		98034		United States		Please adopt a plan to keep the sensitive ecosystem of the Tongass National Forest intact. Instead of destroying these grand old giants, the Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism, protect wildlife, and boost the local economy. 

		Karen		Scotese		136 Dodge		evanston		IL		60202		United States		Please allow this old-growth forest to continue to exist as it is now -with all the animals and plants and not with logging roads. Why cut these amazing old trees just for wood?

		Alna		Laurel		675 s. aspaas rd.		Cornville		AZ		86325		United States		Please always consider eco-balance first and foremost in making decisions about resource use. A living world is a heck of a lot more precious than a dead one, and the interconnection of all aspects of the ecosystems are required for the life that supports us all to keep thriving. those trees are needed where they are, not in a lumber yard, or worse yet, a pulp mill.

				Virginia K Wright		5520 Union Hill Rd, #207		Lincoln		NE		68516		United States		Please apply all the known best practices & science in your planning & activities.  The Forest Service is to serve the public & lands/related environment, animals.

		Kris		Quigley		162 Main Street		Stockton Springs		ME		4981		United States		Please at least consider this.  Thank you.

		H		Groot		1000 Montecito Rd		Cayucos		CA		93430		United States		Please be aware that trees help clean the air of CO2.

		ivana		PAVLOVIC		700 Waverly Rd Apt# 409		potrer		IN		46304		United States		Please be considerate to mater nature! We fully depend on it, fully!!!!

		Brenda		Bailey		32815 Sisters Loop		Eugene		OR		97405		United States		Please be forward thinking. Leave Old Growth intact as a resource in it's preservation. I encourage Alaska's Forest Service to follow the example of the success in Salmon Management having had the experience of 18yrs Sockeye fishing. Alaska has an opportunity to lead the lower 48 with the preservation of the Tongass by maintaining it intact. 
 That would be the "Alaskan" way of doing things.

 That would be the "Alaskan" way of doing things.  

		wendy		waychoff		2749 ne 205		shoreline		WA		98155		United States		Please before all the animals are gone & we have no forests or trees left

		Liz		VanDenzen		4444 Autumn Leaf Lane		Santa Fe		NM		87507		United States		Please cancel the Big Thorne timber sale and transition out of old growth logging in 5 years!

		Dan		Sherwood		1719 SE 35th Ave.		Portland		OR		97214		United States		Please cancel the Big Thorne timber sale.

		Sarah		Stewart		207 appleton street		Cambridge		MA		2138		United States		Please care for the Tongass and end old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone.

		Mimi		McMillen		1621 Indian Creek Loop		Kerrville		TX		78028		United States		PLEASE cease cutting old-growth before it comes to an end which it will at the rate it is being cut.  And, clear -cutting is the worst of all forest practices.  


		Lynn		Reer		5142 S.W. Multnomah Blvd Unit E		Portland		OR		97219		United States		Please cherish and help with the protection of our trees and our wildlife.   Ultimately, humans--ourselves, and our descendants-- benefit from a wise perspective on nature.  
   


		Maureen		Thomas		229 Brannan St		San Francisco		CA		94107		United States		Please commit to protecting our quickly diminishing natural resources and habitats!

		Andreas		Ohland				New Port Richey		FL		34652		United States		Please conduct yourself accordingly!

		Judith		Davis		27 Old hickory La		Huntington		NY		11743		United States		Please conserve the Forest for generations to come.

		Christopher		Fitzpatrick		29 Colleen Dr		Brockton		MA		2301		United States		Please consider ceasing the destruction of old growth forests.   There are some things that should placed above profits.  Thank you for your consideration.

		Diana		Cubeta		11 Niguel Pointe Drive		Laguna Niguel		CA		92677		United States		Please consider framing using steel.  It is safer and won't be eaten by termites.  Our forests are part of what makes America beautiful.  Why are you lawmakers  so bent on turning the country into a baron wasteland. The trees are homes, food and shelter for all our country's wildlife.  Besides, they play a vital role in keeping our air clean.  Green  should be the least of your priorities 

		Shauna		Sparlin		2034 N Pintail St		Wichita		KS		67235		United States		Please consider future generations over corporate interests.

		kim		price		17605 Hill Way		Lake Oswego		OR		97035		United States		Please consider it takes hundreds of years to grow them and months to cut them down and for whom? Who is really benefitting from this but a very chosen few.

		kristen		hermel		15360 fairlawn shores		Prior Lake		MN		55372		United States		Please consider leaving  the Tongass National Forest as it is now. The wildlife need your support.

		Delinda		VanneBrightyn		1210 Salazar Road		Taos		NM		87571		United States		Please consider long term vs. for short-term. benefits. Long-term ramifications far outweigh the short-term profits realized by the few. As stewards of the future, I appeal to you to choose carefully and wisely. The old-growth forests take generations and generations to be restored. Surely, we can plan effectively to farm lumber in other ways, leading our world into a more sustainable future. A vote to save the remaining old-growth forests on our planet is also a vote for the many species that rely on these forests, as well as a vote for humanity and mankind itself.

		Joseph		Solorio		25-42 14th street		Astoria		NY		11102		United States		please consider more eco-friendly options

		Pete		Corkey		347 10th St		San Francisco		CA		94103		United States		Please consider protecting this beautiful wild place that serves as a refuge for countless wildlife and a natural gem that the American people can be proud of.

		Patricia		Field		2042 Colony Rd		Gibsonville		NC		27249		United States		Please consider saving the wilderness and the biodiversity that is present in this old growth forest. Once gone there is no going back. Look to the future.

		Laura		Dickinson		3375 Montecito Ln		Santa Rosa		CA		95404		United States		Please consider that lumber is not the highest value of a forest. We are only beginning to realize what is truly important. Please protect this resource for our future.


		Debra		Poland		6350 MacAuley Ave		Cocoa		FL		32927		United States		Please consider the critical state of our environment and do everything in your power to protect our forests.

		Ramaswamy		Syubramanian		8718 Greenwood Ave		San Gabriel		CA		91775		United States		Please consider the environment before anything else as it affects all for generations. Thanks..

		Pat		Sayles		12 Danielle Ct.		Lawrenceville		NJ		8648		United States		Please consider the environmental impact of removing old-growth forest.


		Gilford		Ikenberry		1307 E. Sharp		McPherson		KS		67460		United States		Please consider the future of our forest and leave the old-growth trees for their worth to the environment.

		Tom		Struck		2800 Haworth Ave		Newberg		OR		97132		United States		Please consider the future of wildlife habitat and carbon sequestration, not present profits.

		Irene		Carr		1906 middle lane		Duluth		MN		55811		United States		Please consider the future of you, me, our children. Whatever we do to nature, we do to ourselves. It is time to pause and consider way beyond any short term gains

		Lisa		Tretheway		11626 Avondale Pl NE		Redmond		WA		98052		United States		Please consider the impact - old growth will never come back if we continue to log it!  Thank you for your time.

		atourina		barkho		621 Molino Ave		Long Beach		CA		90814		United States		Please consider the next 7 generations of life on this precious planet. 

		Naomi		Lidicker		108 Willow Ln		Berkeley		CA		94707		United States		Please consider the people of United States.  We hope that we and the fish, wolf, deer, etc. will be here long after the logging companies will be gone.  Those who live in the Tongass National Forest or depend on the forest of Tongass National Forest should come before money.  I had thought that the U.S. Forest Service was given the mandate to protect and manage their charges for the good and welfare of U.S. not the good of money.  How about supporting the source of money for the local people, not the people in Washington, NYC, etc. who already have obscene in their pockets compared to those in the local area?  Or are you in the 1%?     

		Vicki		Raspa		4929 N River Shore Dr Ste A		Tampa		FL		33603		United States		Please consider the whole picture!

		Landon and Susan		Hilliard		1410 Yaupon Avenue		Boulder		CO		80304		United States		Please consult as many advisors as you need outside of the USFS as well to fully understand the implications of this proposal.

		Nola		Myers		110-64 Queens Blvd. # 284		Forest Hills		NY		11375		United States		Please continue the balance between people, deer and wolves.
The Tongass National Forest is a treasure.  Please protect it and 
stop the extreme logging.
Thanks very much for your attention.

		Mauria		Sazonov-Robinson		900 Meridian East #19-303		Milton		WA		98354		United States		Please create a plan that allows all Americans and our precious wildlife to benefit from the old growth forest.

		Elysee		Price		35 Peacock Road		Rhinebeck		NY		12572		United States		PLEASE DEAR SECRETARY VILSACK.  PLEASE LEAVE THE BEAUTIFUL FOREST ALONE.  ONCE IT IS GONE, IT WILL NEVER EVER BE REPLACED AGAIN.  IT IS UP TO YOU TO DO THE RIGHT THING.  YOU HAVE THE POWER.  DO THE RIGHT THING.

		Philip		LeMessurier		8700 Crownhill Blvd Ste 703		San Antonio		TX		78209		United States		Please develop a plan that positions environmental and wildlife protection and recreation ahead of commercial timbering interests; and, please halt the Big Thorne timber sale.

Thank you.

		Glyn		Deputy		PO Box 1022		Ashland		OR		97520		United States		Please do all that is possible to preserve absolutely the health and sanity of Earth for hundreds of years to come. 

		Glyn		Deputy		PO Box 1022		Ashland		OR		97520		United States		Please do all that is possible to preserve absolutely the health and sanity of Earth for hundreds of years to come. 

		Barbara		Salmo		5116 Wilshusen Ave.		Shrewsbury		MO		63119		United States		Please do all that you can to protect the old growth trees. We must protect the earth and not do anything more to worsen climate change. 

		Richard		Arnold		1212 E 98th St		Bloomington		MN		55425		United States		Please do all you can for our future generations.  It is extremely spiritually,  important.

		Gertrude		Hammons		3800 S. A St. Apt-122E		Richmond		IN		47374		United States		Please do all you can to save the big trees !!!

		Kathey		Norton		2 Garcia Court		Sacramento		CA		95831		United States		Please do everything you can to prevent clear-cutting.  We need to save as many trees as possible.

		Harold		Myhre		16273-36th Ave. NE		Lake forest park		WA		98155		United States		Please do not allow logging in the Tongass. Those old growth trees can never be replaced

		Cathy		Thornburn		5255 Ellenwood Pl		Los Angeles		CA		90041		United States		Please do not allow our old growth trees to be cut. Once they're gone, they're gone forever. Please protect these irreplaceable trees.

		Brent		Constantz		16 Ohlone St		Portola Vally		CA		94028		United States		Please do not allow the  timber sale that could destroy so much old-growth forest it would jeopardize the delicate balance between the people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island

		Gary		Carpenter		3408 Radcliffe Dr		Plano		TX		75093		United States		Please do not allow the clear cutting in the Tongass National forest.
Although I do not live in Alaska, I am a frequent tourist and do not support the destruction of the old growth forest.

		Jennie		Gosche		3333 UNIVERSITY BLVD.		KENSINGTON		MD		20895		United States		Please do not allow the timber sale in the Tongass National Forest. Wildlife need the trees for shelter and humans need the trees to clean the air of pollution. Please end old-growth tree removal in the Tongass!

		Judith		Henckel		1752 Robin Hood Road		Mt. Bethel		PA		18343		United States		Please do not allow this destruction of so much old growth forest that could effect the delicate balance in this area. Small areas are not sustainable for protection for future generations.

		Kristen		Klemann		1006 Orange Ave. E.		St. Paul		MN		55106		United States		Please do not be short-sighted.  These trees are essential to the ecosystem of the island and should not be cut down for a profit that is will be gone in the blink of an eye.  SERVE the forest, don't destroy it.

		Jerry		Jezowski		5921 Vallejo St		Emeryville		CA		94608		United States		please do not cave in to pressures from the giant tree harvesting companies.   protect OUR sacred land

		Suesie		Hartman		PO Box 804		Bowmansville		PA		17507		United States		Please do not chop down any more trees on Prince of Wales Island!

		Ana		Roca		1829 SW 23rd St		Miami		FL		33145		United States		Please do not chopped down the ancient trees. It would be a crime to do so. I am a citizen and I am trying to voice my opinion that of my family and neighbors. United States should be an example to others and conservation efforts. Please do not chopped down these beautiful trees.

		Suzanne		Billings		18123 75th Ave E		Puyallup		WA		98375		United States		Please do not continue with this plan to chop down these grand old trees. So many of us love to visit and enjoy their beauty. Also, please consider the lives of the wildlife there who call the area home for so many generations.

		Dan		Cohen		23 clinton ave.		nyack		NY		10960		United States		please do not cut any more old growth forest   there must be alternatives. please commit yourselves to the preservatio of our dwindling reseve of wild places for generations to come. 
thanks for your attention. 

		Anita		Meyer		10121 69th street		kenosha		WI		53142		United States		Please do not cut down another tree!

		Scarlet		Sobranie		5959 Franklin Ave #307		Los Angeles		CA		90028		United States		Please do not CUT down ANY --  not a 1 old growth trees!  Please
do NOT do this.......Stop the insanity of destroying this planet.

		Kathy		Colbert		2043 Carrbridge Ct.		South Bend		IN		46614		United States		Please do not cut down any more trees in the forest. Do you want everything that lives there to be extinct? It's just a matter of time before that happens if you continue with this plan.

		Catherine		Dragon		3300 Old Mill Ct		Decatur		GA		30033		United States		Please do not cut down MY trees. Yes they are mine- you are stewards of them. 

		Stephanie		Kokko		42021 Cherry Hill Rd		Novi		MI		48375		United States		Please do not cut down old tress.  Please stop this.  Thank you. 

		Abigail		Beutler		6 Guilford Lane,		Nashua		NH		3063		United States		Please do not cut down the old trees in the Tongass National Forest.  These trees are irreplaceable, and their removal would jeopardize the balance between people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island. We humans with our greater minds should accept the responsibility of protecting the natural history of the areas that we  come upon, not destroy them.  It takes hundreds of years to grow these trees, and minutes to destroy them and put native animals in danger.  Please let us use our heads and our hearts, and not succumb to demands of a few greedy people.

		Karen		Sidley		293 Park Ave.		Arlington		MA		2476		United States		Please do not cut down the old-growth forest in the Tongass National Forest!  People have recreational activities in the forest (hiking, fishing, tourism) and animals live there.  The Tongass National Forest boosts the local economy.  If the old-growth forest were harvested for its Timber, the animals would die and the people  would loose pleasurable recreational activities.  Please do not cut down arees!

		Maureen		King				Haleiwa		HI		96712		United States		Please do not cut down the Tongass trees!  They are historical, beautiful and necessary. Thank you.

		Melissa		Miller		1621 Detroit Ave		Concord		CA		94520		United States		please do not cut down the trees

		Sue		Pfeffer		1658 E Main St		Douglassville		PA		19518		United States		Please do not cut down these old beauties, help keep Mother Earth just as she planned it. Thank you for your considerations, Sue Pfeffer

		Susan		Phillips		289 Oakleaf Dr		Pine Knoll Shores		NC		28512		United States		Please do not cut old growth forest for timber and the almighty dollar.  What a waste.

		Marilyn		Head		664 Forman Rd		Souderton		PA		18964		United States		Please do not cut old growth forest in the Tongass. It is vital habitat for
a varieety of species. Fishing, recreation, and tourism would provide
sustainable economic opportunity to the area while preserving the natural beauty and health of the environment.

		Janet		Hitz		291 Carter Road		Graysville		PA		15337		United States		Please do not cut!

		Wesley		Hamilton		117 Southview Drive		Harmony		PA		16037		United States		Please do not deprive posterity of this precious treasure for a few dollars of revenue.

		Donald		Goppert		P.O. Box 644		Sylvan Beach		NY		13157		United States		Please do not destroy old growth forest and wildlife. Thank You. D.R.G.

		Rebecca		Hickey		7822 SE 66Th Place		Portland		OR		97206		United States		Please do not destroy Old Growth trees and the wildlife that depends on them.  we need to take care of them as this is every Americans heritage and I vote NO!!!

		Janet		Wheeler		6 Abbey Dr		Foothill Ranch		CA		92610		United States		Please do not destroy the ecosystem balance in this area. Too much is at stake 

		Amy		Stinstrom		PO Box 61032		Irvine		CA		92602		United States		Please do not destroy the home of the majestic wolves!
They  also deserve a place on this earth 
where they can live out their lives and create future generations

		Eleanora		Tevis		120 East 30 Street		New York City		NY		10016		United States		Please do not destroy the old growth forest in the Tongass National Forest . The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.




		Kathleen		Schwery		19612 Ridgeway Road		Plattsmouth		NE		68048		United States		Please do not destroy the old growth forest of the Tongass. It's the last temperate rain forest we have left and people and  wildlife need it to be preserved. Why is your focus always on destroying things instead of preserving them for the sake of the environment and the next generations? 

		Lynn		Winchester		14 Trail Road		Lawrence		KS		66044		United States		please do not destroy the trees they are important for the animals that live  in them and they are beautiful 

		Joan		Hartzell		344 Brockinton Marsh		St.Simons Island		GA		31522		United States		Please do not destroy these old trees...you are destroying more then the trees....a way of life...our history.....our nature....  Please don't be greedy....doing this for a profit....it is wrong.

		Cathy		Geltz		5812 Primrose Ave		Indianapolis		IN		46220		United States		Please do not destroy these trees.

		SUE		LECROY		704 SOUTH CHARLOTTE ST		Lombard		IL		60148		United States		Please do not destroy this beautiful land!! Once we destroy it, it is gone forever. All we do is take trees out and build on that land, but we NEVER destroy houses and businesses to build a forest!! We do not need to destroy this beautiful world we live in......Please stop this nonsense!!  We need to stand up and say NO!!

		Katherine		Osterloh		15 Tappan Ln		Orinda		CA		94563		United States		Please do not destroy this National treasure

		Isabell		Barasch		1508 Valley Dr		Topanga		CA		90290		United States		Please do not destroy this treasure!


		Maria		Figuieredo		851 E 169th St		Bronx		NY		10459		United States		Please do not do this to their living habitat, these animals need this forest to stay the way it is in order to survive. Please think of how wonderful it would be for it to stay the same and for years from now our children's children can visit it and see how wonderful this forest is in its age.

		Maria		Clair		78 Red Mill Rd		Cortlandt Manor		NY		10567		United States		Please do not further destroy our natural places - especially our really historically old ones - we need to save and restore as much as we can or we are doomed to perish.  Please save our environment and precious non-human species.

		Phyllis		Maloney		4525 Park Drive		Houston		TX		77023		United States		Please do not go forward with the Big Thorne cut. The value of the trees is much greater as they stand!

		Sondra		York		140 N. Greenville Ave.		Richardson		TX		75081		United States		Please do not jeopardize the Tongrass National Forest for humans, the environment and animals just for the sake of profit!  Do what is right!  I might be in Texas but I care about what goes on in Alaska too. It is everyone's world.

		Jennifer		Hollis		101 west circle drive		Ruidoso Downs		NM		88346		United States		Please do not kill the oldest of trees!  What a waste of history and nature.  There is a delicate balance that man is set on destroying.  Why?

		Margretta		Voinot-Baron		244 E. Lake Sammamish Pkwy SE		Sammaimish		WA		98074		United States		Please do not log these magnificent forest lands. On this first Sabbath of Solstice we must remind ourselves that God gave us the responsibility to honor & protect all of his Creation. 

		Susan		Peters		52 Meadow Ave		San Rafael		CA		94901		United States		Please do not proceed with old-growth logging plans in the Tongass Nat'l Forest as you could destroy so much old-growth forest that it would jeopardize the delicate balance between the people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island.  Get your priorities straight, please.

		John P.		McCormack		114 Day St.		San Francisco		CA		94131		United States		Please do not proceed with the Big Thorne timber sale. It is a misguided lease, having nothing to do with conserving what is left of the Tongass. I would like to visit that forest someday and wish to see old growth forest, not another clear cut.

Thank you.

		J		Stanelun		5522 Jasperwood drive		Holiday		FL		34690		United States		Please do not proceed with the cutting. The wildlife, birds, trees and the old eco-system are far too important to put at risk! No risk! No cutting! 
 Please do not ignore what such an enormous amount of people care about.

		Janet		Harvath		4 Berkeley Street		Whiting		NJ		8759		United States		Please do not ruin this forest!

		Kathleen		Constant		331 Cambridge Ave W		Greenwood		SC		29646		United States		Please do not sacrifice the deer, wolves, and other wildlife and recreational opportunities in Tongass National Forest in the name of a timber harvest.  Timber is a renewable resources; quite often wildlife and recreational activities in special places like Tongass are not!

		Robert		Wildblood		3309 Lancaster Ring Rd		Fredericksburg		VA		22408		United States		Please do not sacrifice the growth of old-growth trees in the National Forest and ruin the natural habitat of many of our precious wildlife species, many of which are on the endangered list.  To do so would be a crime against God and Nature.  We have to stop the destruction of our environment.  Too many recent actions have increased the endangerment to wildlife and to our environment itself.

		Terry		Vollmer		2629 Roseland Terrace		Maplewood		MO		63143		United States		Please do not sacrifice the old-growth trees and the wildlife that depend on old-growth habitat for timber industry short-term financial profit.  

		Jeanne		Bergen		POB 478		Philmont		NY		12565		United States		Please do not threaten the delicate balance between the people and wildlife of Prince of Wales Island. The Tongass is valuable to us for more than timber: Please respect and protect it!

		Jeanne		Bergen		POB 478		Philmont		NY		12565		United States		Please do not threaten the delicate balance between the people, deer, and wolves of Prince of Wales Island: The Tongass is valuable for more than timber--please respect and protect it!

		Barbara		Garber		11593 N 300 E		N Manchester		IN		46962		United States		Please do not upset the delicate balance of nature.  No  old growth clear cutting  in the Tongass National Forest.

		Helen		Powers		4422 Claremont Ave		Sarasota		FL		34231		United States		Please do on sell us out by destroying The Tongass. Please protect the balance between the people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island and protect the old growth in these areas.

		Laura		Kohn		1315 Tournament Dr.		Hillsborough		CA		94010		United States		Please do something to end this tragedy.  The world can't just consist of cars, industry and humans.  What a dreadful picture that is.

		Bekki		Bearheart		6560 State Route 356		New Marshfield		OH		45766		United States		Please do the practical thing and save what we have.

		Renee		Austin		P. O. Box #142		Birchrunville		PA		19421		United States		PLEASE DO THE RIGHT THING - FOR ALL OF US!!

		karin		Occhialini		4981 creek park ranch rd		garden valley		CA		95633		United States		Please do the right thing and protect these trees.  This is an incredible responsibility and these wilderness areas need to be protected.

		Tasha		Santos		1319 N 42nd St		seattle		WA		98103		United States		Please do the right thing and protect this wilderness for future generations. Thank you!

		Janet		Stafford		14B Zeppelin Ln		Readfield		ME		4355		United States		Please do the right thing and what small effort can be made toward doing OUR part in the battle to keep the wild animals iin the WILD and not closer to our homes and society where they run the risk of being exterminated in large numbers to control it. If we do more to protect their habitats, we do more to control them in a humane way and not deadly force. It's time to step up and do the humane thing and protect our forests, protect their homes.

		Carina		Ramirez		240 Smith		El Paso		TX		79907		United States		Please do the right thing for our children and grandchildren!

		Clark		Anderson		1598 Fulton St		San Francisco		CA		94117		United States		Please do the right thing!

		Melissa		Farago		7205 Riverbrook Ct		Arlington		TX		76001		United States		Please do the right thing.

		Robert		Spector		28 Spring St		Somerset		NJ		8873		United States		Please do your part to protect the priceless legacy of our natural forests including Tongass especially for its untouched old growth stands.  Quick greedy profits are not the respectful stewardship of this legacy

		rich		selhaver		7166		Annandale		MN		55302		United States		Please don'e be another person that passes the buck , take action on this.

		Debbie		Johnson		1710 W White St		Champaign		IL		61821		United States		Please don't 

		Joanne		Dixon		216 Steven Dr		Colorado Springs		CO		80911		United States		Please don't act like children who think, because Wile E. Coyote is always back in the next show, that destruction isn't permanent.  The loss of old-growth forests is permanent.  Don't do it.

		Tami		Myers		4321 65th Street		Sacramento		CA		95820		United States		please don't allow the clear-cutting of old growth trees in the Tongass. Future generations deserve to see and experience a native, natural forest and the creatures that live in the forest. Humans have destroyed the natural habitat in much of the lower 48, let Alaska remain wild. 

		Deborah		Nillas		728 Harding St		Westfield		NJ		7090		United States		Please don't allow the deforestation and keep on the steady path of fixing our earth. Climate change is due to the need for faster ways to access fuel. There must be another way! No pipelines, which rob is of our preserves and bring big business and deception.

		Belinda		Wilks		2180 Donelan Ave.		Burlington		CO		80807		United States		Please don't allow the destruction of this EcoSystem. It's one of the last on the face of this planet that can sustain itself. It should not be used for Big Oil Profit or Timber Companies Profits.

		Ron		Jones		P.O. Box 12186		Blairsville		GA		30512		United States		Please don't allow the same thing to happen to Tongass what happened to the redwoods s along Hwy 101 in California and Oregon.

		Erla		Tobin		310 RSD		new york		NY		10025		United States		Please don't burn our bridges to the future!  The old growth forest, the wolves, the whole environment  are necessary for our future.  We don't get a second chance.  Do your job!

		Jennie		deBeausset		21719 W River Rd		Grosse Ile		MI		48138		United States		Please don't chop down the big trees!

		Carol		YIU		138-10 Franklin Ave		Flushing		NY		11355		United States		Please don't chop down trees

		Laurel		Whillock		71-1437 Puu Kamanu Lane		Kailua Kona		HI		96740		United States		Please don't commit the ethical and moral errors of cutting old growth forests, especially with the additional detriment to the people, deer and wolves of the Prince of Wales Island.  In the long run, it's precious little board feet of lumber in exchange for the loss of life, and a way of life, for so many.

		Genoveva		Martinez		3384 S Crown Dancer Dr		Tucson		AZ		85730		United States		Please don't consider cutting tress, instead help the environment by preserving and conserving the hearth for all animals including us humans.

		Jennifer		Palmer		746 Washington Rd		Lexington		GA		30648		United States		Please don't cut down all the trees!!

		macia		king		11350 Chenault St		L.A.		CA		90049		United States		Please don't cut down the old trees. It has been proven that they are far more valuable alive then dead, and there is no way to replace them tomorrow.

		Roz		Hall		468 w. st. rd. 8		Hebron		IN		46341		United States		please don't cut down the trees in the Tongass National Forest

		Judith		Koh		501 Sherman St SE		Palm Bay		FL		32909		United States		Please don't cut down these  trees or allow others to do so!

		Sadiya		Khan		17824 NE 96th Way		Redmond		WA		98052		United States		Please don't cut down these trees...lets leave this ecosystem to thrive!!!  Humans will never have enough...We must be strong and get oyr priorities rifht. We have to make our planet hospitable to other species beaides ourswlves.lets nit be selfish!!

		Sally		Valenzuela		211 S Center St		Joliet		IL		60436		United States		Please dont cut the trees.

		Debra		Zacek		10530 S. Hamlin		Chicago		IL		60655		United States		Please don't cut the trees. .we need them.

		sorangel		margulies		85 horizon drive		edison		NJ		8817		United States		Please don't destroy Alaskas natural beauty! It will effect the community !

		Felecia		Woody		353 Camino Azul NW, Apt. 2-D		Albuquerque		NM		87121		United States		PLEASE DON'T destroy any old-growth trees!!! SO MUCH is lost already. It cannot be replaced!

		Russell		Novkov		4817 Sheboygan Ave 508		Madison		WI		53705		United States		Please don't destroy any trees!

		Charlene		Hopkins		6242 Warner Ave		Huntington Beach		CA		92647		United States		Please don't destroy the old forest. I would really hate to see that happen. Keep the habitat for the creatures intact. There are many more ways you can make money up there. Thank you!

		Billie		Ambrose		1134 SE Mt Hood Hwy		Gresham		OR		97080		United States		Please don't destroy the old-growth in the Tongass once it's gone we'll never see it again, it will be gone forever as we know it. Please think of what you will be leaving our kids & grandkids. NO GREEN FOREST, NO BEAUTIFUL LAKES AND MOSTLY NO WILDLIFE. What a price our kids have to pay. Please only YOU can stop this. Please we are all begging you to give some thought to this matter. Thank You

		Hallette		Salazar		PO Box 1849		Kingston		WA		98346		United States		Please don't destroy the very thing that makes you great.  Old growth forrest by it's very name is something we can never get back.

		Julie Hagan		Bloch		51 Mongaup Rd		Hurleyville		NY		12747		United States		Please don't destroy what can't be replaced.

		Ap		Porreca		141 maple ave		rvc		NY		11570		United States		Please don't destroy wild habitats.  these poor creatures have enough going against them without adding to it. 

		Barbara		Feinberg		4771 Riverwood Circle		Sarasota		FL		34231		United States		Please don't do it!

		Laurie		Weisman		1378 York ave.  #3c		NYC		NY		10021		United States		Please don't do this! Environmental and wildlife destruction, means our destruction. See these creatures and ecosystems as important as you feel of yourself, your family.

		Paula		Muth		2047 Griffin Ave		Enumclaw		WA		98022		United States		Please don't go forward with this unbalanced plan.  If you do go forward with it you should change your name from the Forest Service to Keeping-the-Timber-Industry-Happy-Service.

		Ir�åne		BRIZARD DE FORGES		390 NE 59 th Terrace		MIAMI		FL		33137		United States		Please don't let destroy our earth ! We are all responsable !

		Susan		Meyer		250 West 99th Street		New York		NY		10025		United States		Please don't let logging in the Tongass Forest.   I have been there.  It should not be allowed to destroy the delicate balance of nature.   It would be criminal to go ahead and allow this.  Please stand up to protect the environment.   You have the power to stop this.  Please use it.

		Griselda		Sloan		118 Ledgerwood Lane		Rockwood		TN		37854		United States		Please don't let the lumber companies into the Tongass. The results of logging activities are disasterous to the ecology of the forest: erosion, the loss of habitat for animals, fish  and birds, can't be undone in our lifetime. Manshould be a shepherd for the environment, not a raper.

		Jean		Corsini		150 Breakneck Hill RD.		Dayville		CT		6241		United States		Please don't let them cut down the trees in the this forest. It would jeopardize the delicate ecological system that supports wolves and deer as well Archipelago wolf.  Why does the forest service not listen to scientists and other professionals to leave the forest alone.  Timber is a poor excuse for leveling any trees.  Please make this a park where people can come and enjoy nature.

		Janet		Ameen-Lee		6188 Wooded Run Dr		Columbia		MD		21044		United States		Please don't let these majestic monuments fall unneccessarily.  It will takes dozens of years to grow new ones.

		Rebecca		Rabinowitz		200s.Havana Rd.		Venice		FL		34292		United States		please don't let this happen wouldn't you want your grandchildren to see what we do?

		Wanda		Releford		PO Box 750513		New Orleans		LA		70175		United States		Please don't let this happen. No one should be able to do this. 

		Arlene		Leas		950 S 23rd		Richmond		IN		47374		United States		Please don't let this tree slaughter happen

		Christa		Hladky		206 W 2nd. Str.		Colome		SD		57528		United States		Please don't log the Tongas Forest,there is very view places left like that !

		Aspen		Cotterell		5817 NW Highland Pl		Corvallis		OR		97330		United States		Please don't make a decision that you will regret for the rest of your lives, but save these trees that help countless people and animals

		Mark		Modine		19867 Chamberlain Rd		Morrison		CO		80465		United States		Please don't make it just about THEIR money!

		Sharon		Fernleaf		4117 N. 45th PL		Phoenix		AZ		85018		United States		Please don't put profit over animals and our oldest trees. It's discouraging that every day there is another petition to protest another hundred incidences of wrong over right and to remind what's in humanity's best interests, not corporations.

		Jonel		Stahr		7090 Lincoln Park Way SW		Seattle		WA		98136		United States		Please don't put the Tongass forest in the same situation as Hawaiian forests - no old growth trees left and some species gone forever.

		Barbara		Valdez		701 Rafael Rd		Taos		NM		87571		United States		Please don't ruin the balance of this beautiful wilderness!

		Karen		Powell		10717 Wildwood		Greenville		MI		48838		United States		Please don't sacrifice our precious resources to greed.

		Cheryl		Johnson		25021 Aurora lot 289		Bedford		OH		44146		United States		Please don't take away the wolves place to live!! All this is killing our wildlife and for what?? Money!!! It just is not fair and they deserve to live.. If you do this consider yourself a part of ruining our wildlife and knocking out the wolves forever!!!

		Yonida		Sharma		616 Maple Hill Dr		Woodbridge		NJ		7095		United States		Please encourage big corporations to invest in innovation rather than continue with old customs/standards that are destructive to our ecology and are harmful to the environment.
Thank you

		Rob		Inerfeld		3020 Hendricks Hill Drive		Eugene		OR		97403		United States		Please end all clear cutting of old growth and focus cutting on land that has already been logged.

		Donna		Zervos		10528 S. Springfield Ave.		Chicago		IL		60655		United States		Please end chopping of old-growth big trees before the largest of these lovely natural beauties are gone.  Don't you remember the inspirational poem by Joyce Kilmer?  Here it is in case you have forgotten:  

I think that I shall never  see
A poem as lovely as a tree.

A tree whose hungry mouth is prest
Against the earth's sweet flowing breast;

A tree that looks at God all day,
And lifts her leafy arms to pray;

A tree that may in summer wear
A nest of robins in her hair;

Upon whose bosom snow has lain;
Who intimately lives with rain.

Poems are made by fools like me,
But only God can make a tree.

It is important to remember that only God can make a tree.  Trees are wondrous gifts of creation from our Maker.  Imagine how God must feel seeing humans destroying all the gifts He has given us.  Please stop with the industrial-scale, old-growth clear-cutting in the Tongass National Forest.  What a huge mistake!  Once gone, they are gone forever!  Respectfully, Donna Zervos, Chicago, IL

		Ursela				xxx		penn valley		CA		95946		United States		Please end industrial-scale old-growth clear-cutting in the Tongass National Forest before most of the big trees are gone.

		Denise		Fisher		41508 28th Avenue		Bloomingdale		MI		49026		United States		Please end old growth chopping now. We need to save what cannot be replaced before it is gone.

		Melony		A				Fairview Heights		IL		62208		United States		Please end old growth chopping sprees!

		Janice		Flatto		945 Wright St		Santa Rosa		CA		95404		United States		Please end old growth clear cutting before the largest trees are gone!

		Christine		Becker		2265 Via Puerta		Laguna Woods		CA		92637		United States		Please end old growth cutting of trees in the Tongass that protect inhabitants like wolf and deer, and all other creatures.  It has been proved that Old growth trees absorb more carbon than smaller ones also.  Which is very important to all of us.

		JD		Pahre		27 N Dutch Ln		Bridger		MT		59014		United States		Please end old growth logging

		Teresa		Mueller		2059 Friendly st		Eugene		OR		97405		United States		Please end old growth logging. It makes sense only from the most venial commercial point of view.

		Teresa		Mueller		2059 Friendly st		Eugene		OR		97405		United States		Please end old growth logging. It makes sense only from the most venial commercial point of view.

		Julie		Martin		107 1st Ave N		Frederic		WI		54837		United States		Please end old-growth chopping spees before the largest of the big trees are gone.Please protect the forests and the wildlife.The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest,protect species likes the wolf  and deer, and boost the local economy.

		William		Koopman		2607 Timber Ct SE		Olympia		WA		98513		United States		Please end old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone along with the wild creatures that rely on them. This is a huge threat to our (and our children's) futures.


		Joyce		Rabon		10427 SW  65th Ter		Ocala		FL		34476		United States		Please end old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone.

		Georgia		Braithwaite		2145 Hogan Ln		Cottonwood		AZ		86326		United States		Please end old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone.

		Diana		Ward		2401 - 41 Street North		St. Petersburg		FL		33713		United States		Please end old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone.

		Julie		English		4234 Elkhorn Blvd		Sacramento		CA		95835		United States		Please end old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone.

		Sue		Hanlin		PO Box 358		Amherst		OH		44001		United States		Please end old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone.

		William		Wade				Springfield		MO		65807		United States		Please end old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone. 

		Anna		Tangi		2642 S. Alder Street		Philadelphia		PA		19148		United States		Please end old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone.
Thank you.

		Kathy		Lee		1883 Lochaven Drive		Woodbury		MN		55125		United States		Please end old-growth chopping sprees now!  I thank and your children, and your grand kids ... Thank you!

		Gretta		Cozart		1809 West Loop 281		Longview		TX		75604		United States		PLEASE end old-growth chopping sprees, because I'd like my 2 year old to be able to admire 20 yrs fom now!

		Susan		Navidad		1818 N Taylor St #347		Little Rock		AR		72207		United States		Please end old-growth chopping sprees, before the largest of the big trees are gone.

		Campbell		Macqueen		18 Ridge Rd Unit D		Greenbelt		MD		20770		United States		Please end old-growth, clear-cutting before it's too late! 

		Laura		Glauberman				Redway		CA		95560		United States		Please end the old growth clear cuts in the Tongass National Forest!

		carol		coons		1808 n w fir ave		Redmond		OR		97756		United States		Please end the Tongass National Forest old-growth forests logging!! We cannot lose these forest to greed and any logging!!!

		Deanne		Neyrey		4760 Morton Bridge Ln		Alpharetta		GA		30022		United States		Please end this practice now- there are many alternate choices for use of this land

		Meghan		Prior		4210 Sunnydell Drive		Winston-Salem		NC		27106		United States		Please ensure our wild places for future generations.  Old growth clear-cutting is devastating to our planet, the wildlife that will perish without a home and to humanity.

		Roderick		Brown		4533 North Avenue Unit 3		San Diego		CA		92116		United States		Please find an aria, possibly in the mid west, that can sustain 'plant, grow and crop' forest's that would add to the environment. If done in the old way using a chess board pattern bordered on each side with fire breaks wide enough to acomidate all the loging you could need.

		Terry		Drury				Sebastopol		CA		95472		United States		Please find other timber.
This is pristine forest.


		Marilyn		Kagan		311 Rochambeau Ave.		Providence		RI		2906		United States		Please fobid the ugly clear-cutting that I saw on the Olympic Penninsula. It was semi-hidden from the road, but tragic. Professional companies are ruining the planet. Where are the creatures going to live? Are we eliminating every living creature except for humans and their pets?


		Karen		Burns		11523 Streeter Rd		Auburn		CA		95602		United States		Please focus your services to supporting  recreation and tourism rather than the destruction of trees and the critters that live there. Think beauty, peace and life....not ugly, greedy, killing....

		Gordon		Lyons		105 Creekwood Drive		Flowood		MS		39232		United States		Please follow the philosophy of Theodore Roosevelt, John Muir, and Gifford Pinchot in preserving the unique features of the USA and not "clear-cutting" our national treasures.

		sandra l		lawrence		1428 e. main st.		kerrville		TX		78029		United States		Please get some balance here and look at the overall picture,. Please remember that the national forest program is not solely about money from timber. Thank you in advance for practicing good stewardship.

		Ray		Iasiello		54 Landon Road		Milton		MA		2186		United States		Please get the Chamber of Commerce and the logging / development industrial lobbyists out of the Forest Service !
they have no comprehensive holistic vision ~ they only care about their own commercialized profit - lusting 'bottom lines' 

		Christa		Chavez		2072 blenheim ave		alliance		OH		44601		United States		Please get your priorities straight.   The Tongass is valuable to us Americans for more than just timber!  Those big trees are treasures and this eco-system needs protected.  Think of the future!

		Richard and Sudjai		Bentley		50 Mount Arab Road		Tupper Lake		NY		12986		United States		Please get your priorities straight. The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		David		Richmond		2137 NE 40th Ave.		Portland		OR		97212		United States		Please give a damn and do the right thing.  Please help the Forest Service show it's better side.  Once they are cut is is too late.

		Linda		Young		836 1/2 Pablina St		Santa Fe		NM		87505		United States		Please go back and look at how many times the Tongass has been threatened and how many times we have petitioned and demonstrated and sued to protect it.  Please get the message ONCE AND FOR ALL, the Tongass is off limits for garnering any natural resources whatsoever!!!

		Cathy		Levin		3240 Henry Hudson Parkway		Bronx,		NY		10463		United States		PLEASE HALT AND END OLD GROWTH CHOPPING SPREES!
PRESERVE OUR NATURAL ENVIRONMENT AND KEEP OUR BIG TREES ALIVE AND THRIVING!

		Beverly		Strassmann		545 South 5th Ave. No 2		Ann Arbor		MI		48104		United States		Please halt the cutting of Old Growth trees in the Tongass National Forest.  I have been there and it is one of the last great places on planet Earth.  The timber is not needed--people should live in more appropriately sized houses, not Mac Mansions.  The wildlife cannot speak for themselves and the human species will suffer too if we destroy the natural biota.

		Melanie		Dupre		78 Hudson St		Providence		RI		2909		United States		please halt the rampant destruction of our planet and it's wildlife

		Christina		Urquhart		8617 Semiahmoo Drive		Blaine		WA		98230		United States		Please have some strength of character and foresight!

		Gwendelyn		Hendricks		819 s new st		west chester		PA		19382		United States		PLEASE HEED THIS ADMONITION. 

		Jillian		Lopez		3621 Charlotte St		Kansas City		MO		64109		United States		Please help preserve the delicate ecosystem of the Tongas National Forest.  This unique terrain deserves our stewardship, not actions that will endanger the flora and fauna that thrive here.

		Silva		Harr		3278 Helen St.		Oakland		CA		94608		United States		Please help preserve this irreplaceable ecosystem!!!  Thank you.

		Nancy		Young		2905 1st Ave #112		Seattle		WA		98121		United States		Please help prevent more old- growth clear-cutting. We have lost too many of our trees and so much of our natural environment has been decimated.

		Betty Gaye		Toney		10 Oak Ave		Belvedere		CA		94920		United States		Please help protect our beautiful planet from greed.

		Evelyn		Chapple		413 E Dynasty Dr		Cary		NC		27513		United States		Please help protect these beautiful trees. What matters most? Beauty or money? Our children need to see and enjoy these beautiful gifts of nature.

		Peggy		Clements		220 Lamborn Ave		Paonia		CO		81428		United States		Please help save the beautiful old trees in the Tongass Nstional Forest  and by doing so will save the wildlife that live among them.  We need to save our wildlife not destroy it.   Peggy Clements

		Hadley		Munger		1608 NW Dupree Rd		Saint Joseph		MO		64503		United States		Please help save these forests, and everything that relies on them! Thank you

		Robert		Ellis		1919 Market st		Oakland		CA		94607		United States		Please help save what is left!!!

		Jessica		Lippert		6801 Folk Dr		Boise		ID		83704		United States		please help stop the destruction of old growth forests...why do we have to ruin everything beautiful?

		Silva		Harr		3278 Helen St.		Oakland		CA		94608		United States		Please help this precious ecosystem!!

		Roz		Goldstein		125 Corte Anita		Greenbrae		CA		94904		United States		please help to protect bears

		Myrna		Goldman		1104 ana privada		Mountain View		CA		94040		United States		Please help to save the BIG TREESvThe Tongass is  vary valuable for many reasons other than just the trees

		D		Goldsmith		7150 sw newton pl		portland		OR		97225		United States		please help us

		Bobbiejo				6101 Green Manor Dr.		Louisville		KY		40219		United States		Please help us preserve nature's treasures which cannot simply be restored once taken away and are priceless to the community they support. 

		Tucker		Thomas		224 Sullivan Way   A 13		Ewing		NJ		8628		United States		PLEASE HELP WILD THINGS AND WILDLIFE!!

		Janna		Olson		332 E. 4th St., Ste. 1		New York		NY		10009		United States		Please just stop this abject travesty.

		susan		sankarshanan		7255 sw 126th ct		Beaverton		OR		97008		United States		Please keep Alaska pristine. Its the only place left!

		Kathleen		Ferris		3219 E. Compton Rd.		Murfreesboro		TN		37130		United States		Please keep in mind that the earth needs MORE trees to provide oxygen. 

		Sylvia		Culver		9555 sw 42 st		miami		FL		33165		United States		Please keep nature alive!

		Kris		Johnson		5449 Modoc Ave		Richmond		CA		94804		United States		Please keep old growth forest safe. It cannot be replicated, once it is gone.

		Jon		Davis				Eugene		OR		97402		United States		Please keep our country's environmental savings account at a healthy level to benefit all of us for generations to come.  We need your courage to step up to a quality leadership role that will not cave in to special interest that can never fully repay the environmental costs to our savings account.

		Barbara		Keyt		80 W. Bulldozer Flats		Shelton		WA		98584		United States		Please keep some of the old groth forest so that my great grandchildren can see & delight in them.

		Ann		Kelly		2605 Rogers Walk		Mount Laurel		NJ		8054		United States		Please keep the old growth forest.

		Shawna		Harbaugh		59 East  500 South		Jerome		ID		83338		United States		Please keep the sensitive ecosystem of the Tongass National Forest intact. Instead of destroying these grand old giants, the Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism, protect wildlife, and boost the local economy. 

		Susan		Fusner		6609 Illinois Avenue		Hammond		IN		46323		United States		Please keep the trees, they have feelings too.

		Angie		Wildman		26 Willis St. Apt. #5		Framingham		MA		1702		United States		Please keep these irreplaceable Lords of the Woods on Earth forever! Humans have NO right to destroy them by chopping them down. Stop the chop!

		Christopher		Pond		22129 N Umpqua Hwy		Glide		OR		97443		United States		Please keep your promises!

		Maryann		Ray		9633 Kelly Ct		Juneau		AK		99801		United States		Please learn from history.  Stop destroying old-growth forest.  Lumber companies should only be allowed to harvest from replacement trees they have planted over the last 50 years.  If there aren't enough of those I guess they should have planted more.  It is senseless to allow them to continue destroying old-growth forests.

		Erika		Miller		14632 County Road 255		Oronogo		MO		64855		United States		Please leave Big Thorne alone. The world needs what few untouched areas we have.

		Anna-Lina		Levi		1308 Alameda Avenue		Clearwater		FL		33759		United States		Please leave nature alone.

		Jack		Carrick		2525 2nd Ave E		North Saint Paul		MN		55109		United States		Please leave our forest in the Tongass alone! Save old growth forest for future generations to enjoy.

		Lori		Singer		9037 Cattaraugus Ave		Los Angeles		CA		90034		United States		Please leave our limited remaining old growth forests alone. They are more valuable alive. Don't trash our inheritance. Don't short change our children.

		Tom		Elliott		33 Oakbrdige Court		Madison		WI		53717		United States		Please leave public service.

		Maya		Spies		PO Box 308		Rock Springs		WY		82902		United States		Please leave the Big Thorne trees on Prince of Wales Island undisturbed.  So much of our natural world has already been destroyed to make a few bucks, where do we draw the line before we have robbed ourselves of the beauty of wilderness and all the life in it, forever??  Continuing to cut down old-growth trees, to make a few people a few more bucks, is frightfully short-sighted and obviously unnecessary!  Yielding to momentary political pressure to permanently destroy our nation's natural resource treasures, is to leave a shameful and horrific legacy, completely avoidable.   Leave theses irreplaceable forests intact for future generations to enjoy, sustaining our link to untrammeled Nature, and preserving the wildlife and waterways that have flowed through it longer than we will ever know.

		Louise		Rangel		14292 W. Telegraph Rd		Santa Paula		CA		93060		United States		Please leave the big trees alone to provide the necessary environment for the animals and environment that needs them to survive!

		Linda		Jacobs		425 Queens Ct		Campbell		CA		95008		United States		Please leave the environment alone.  There is so much more value than just the "resources" you extract from it.

		Mary		McCall		14 Monticello Dr NE		Albuquerque		NM		87123		United States		Please leave the forest alone!

		Patricia		Eley		660 Haywire Ranch Rd.		Meadow Vista		CA		95722		United States		Please leave the old growth forest alone! Thank you.

		stuart		sneed		5270 schoedel road		manistee		MI		49660		United States		Please leave the old growth forests alone!
It literally takes CENTURIES to create them and in the blink of an eye they can be logged out of existence.
Say NO to the profit of A few and keep the splendor for the many!
Thank you-
Stuart R. Sneed

		Rebecca		Kolar		620 Sheppard Ln		Makanda		IL		62958		United States		Please leave the old growth trees alone!  They belong to Americans to hopefully see in their lifetimes and the very least dram about.  They belong to the animals and plants who live there.  Leave them alone!

		Kathy		Alter		Valley Mills Rd.		Munnsville		NY		13409		United States		Please leave the old growth trees alone. We'll never see that kind of growth again.

		Nancy		Mariani		23 Hamilton blvd		kenmore		NY		14217		United States		Please leave the old growth trees and forest intact. Do not destroy the trees because that will upset the ecological balance that is now present. 
thank you
Nancy Mariani
Buffalo Public School Teacher
Waterfront Elementary @95

		Jeanne		Butler				Kihei		HI		96753		United States		Please leave the old growth trees! They are so important to our environment ,the health of our planet & all  the life that inhabits it!!!

		Marianne		Bentel		13936 Catherine Dr		Orland Park		IL		60462		United States		Please leave the Tongass National Forest as it is now...so few places in America are still in pristine condition...It would be a shame to take any trees from this area.

		jennifer		Martin		416 W. Breckinridge St		Louisville		KY		40203		United States		Please leave the trees for the next generations and the next and the next!!!!!!

		Sandra		Goettling		1555 Cappalappa ave		Logandale		NV		89021		United States		Please leave the trees, just because your doesn't mean your 
Useless!

		Sandra		Goettling		1555 Cappalappa ave		Logandale		NV		89021		United States		Please leave the trees, just because your doesn't mean your 
Useless!

		Reade		Adams		2418 Brewster St		Saint Paul		MN		55108		United States		Please leave these magnificenT trees for our descendents toh appreciate and enjoy. Old-growth trees are sacred in this world of quick-make-a-buck decisions. Don't profane their lives by removing them from the planet.

		melissa		berkshire		6105 N Talman Ave		Chicago		IL		60659		United States		Please leave these old trees alone!  There is no need to destroy them! Except greed. Save them for the future children.

		Louise		Rangel		1400 Say Rd		Santa Paula		CA		93060		United States		PLEASE LEAVE THIS CRUCIAL ENVIRONMENT ALONE!

		Alison		Taylor		19660 Tower Hill Rd		Leonardtown		MD		20650		United States		Please leave this forest alone.  It is a treasure as it is.  This will unbalance the ecosystem and displace wildlife.  Cutting these trees would be devastating.  Please leave them as they are.

		Mary		Lee		7014 Beechnut St.		Houston		TX		77074		United States		Please leave those old-growth trees alone!  There are too many reasons why preserving the forest is better for recreation, the wildlife and the economy than more lumber products.

		Lisa		Maragon		455 Steele St		Denver		CO		80206		United States		Please leave Tongrass trees alone!

		Karen		Martellaro		8210 Caenen Lk. Rd.		Lenexa		KS		66215		United States		Please let our Forest Stand as it is right now.No more clear cutting.

		PeterJ		Paliotti		2500 Boston Neck Road		Saunderstown		RI		2874		United States		Please let the Timber alone, No Cutting,do not disturb the delicate balance which is existing there. 

Sincerely 

Peter J Paliotti

		Lynne		Loshbaugh		536 Vista De La Ciudad		SANTA FE		NM		87501		United States		Please let the wild Alaskan life continue it's natural form, it's way too beautiful as one of the last unspoiled places on earth.

		Kimberly		Jarvis		1265 Johns Circle		Merritt Island		FL		32952		United States		Please listen to scientists and the people. Do not allow clear-cutting of old-growth trees in the Tongass National Forest. It is time to stop destroying the environment and start protecting it. Rather than supporting big businesses who would destroy the entire forest, please support activities like fishing, recreation & tourism. 

		Mary Ann		Tatara		729 Middle Ln		Camp Hill		PA		17011		United States		Please listen to the objections of scientists who realize the value of the old-growth forest that is Tongass National Forest. As a citizen, this is my legacy, not to be destroyed by logging. The environmental impact would devastate an irreplaceable resource and national treasure. Put the permanent value of this forest to the people, animals, and environment ahead of the temporary commercial value of this forest to the loggers. This national forest belongs to the people of this country. It is not up to the Forest Service to sell out the its owners, its inhabitants, and the environment and destroy it forever! STOP THE LOGGING!

		Minna		Riber		1355 Kelglen Lane		Vista		CA		92084		United States		Please listen to the scientific community who have looked at the larger picture and understand the importance of maintaining the Tongass as it is. It doesn't need harvesting.

		Sherri		Woodward		17 Castle Cliff Court		Silver Spring		MD		20904		United States		Please listen to the scientists telling you this is a bad idea.  You could forever change the viability of many species in the area.  Think about the future of your Grandchildren & quit being so short sighted.  This is important to all of mankind, not just to a few species of animals.  Look at the big picture, PLEASE.

		David		Alverson		21185 Bassett Avenue		Port Charlotte		FL		33952		United States		Please listen to the scientists.  Destruction of old-growth forests will take a terrible toll on the environment, of which the trees are an integral part.

		Lynne		Osterlie		7539 Oak Circle Drive		Middleton		WI		53562		United States		Please listen to us, and help with this crisis!
Thank you!!
Lynne Osterlie

		Amy		Shih		26005 SE 23rd Pl		Sammamish		WA		98075		United States		Please look at the long term effect instead just at the short term gain. You and I, we all  live only once. Doing the right thing is not easy, but it's worth it when you have only one life to live. Thank you,  indeed, for choosing to do the right thing. 

		Lisa		Starr		221 Cameron Dr		Fort Lauderdale		FL		33326		United States		Please look to the future!!! Stop chopping these majestic trees!!  Future generations will pay for your mistakes today. 

		Calypso		Strawn		82 E. Tennessee Ave. #104		Oak Ridge		TN		37830		United States		Please make the needs of endangered species first on your list of priorities.

		Til		Purnell		4292 Millington Rd		Free Union		VA		22940		United States		Please no more cutting of old-growth timber.  Your job is to help save the planet, not destroy it.

		Nancy		Hoffman		1227 Flora Glen Dr.		Sparks		NV		89434		United States		Please no old-growth cutting!

		Hh		H		2030 queens ln		san mateo		CA		94402		United States		Please people, 
put the money in the background and instead protect the Tongass. Leave something for both people and wildlife to enjoy, neither gets anything from the clear logging.  Remember the money goes somewhere where neither you nor your children will ever see it. 

		Laura		Waterworth		12556 E. Tennessee Circle		Aurora		CO		80012		United States		Please peotect our old growth forest - all forests and wildllands and wild animals for that matter.  Thank you. 

		Felicia		Peters		9761 treasure cay ln		bonita springs		FL		34135		United States		please perserve the forest for all americans for fishing,recreation and tourism. 

		NICK		DAWSON		NATIONAL ROAD WEST		Richmond		IN		47374		United States		PLEASE PLEASE HELP TO SAVE OUR TREES!!!

		Theresa		Boone		P.O. Box 16292		San Diego		CA		92176		United States		Please Please please stop this travesty!

		Candida		Ferrer		13210 Clepper Dr		Tomball		TX		77375		United States		Please please save our old-growth treasures, both the trees and the wildlife that depends upon them!

		Wendy		Weger		1806 Military Rd		Centralia		WA		98531		United States		Please please stop and think and be a part of Nature..not bent on destroying her for I assure you if you do not befriend her she will show you no mercy in the days to come..it is the truth just you wait and see..stop this now!

		Rosa		Munguia-Maguire		341-10th Street		Brooklyn		NY		11215		United States		Please please stop the clearing of big trees.  The wildlife depends on the trees for sanctuary and food.  Please make the humane decision. Thank you! 

		Dianne		Morrison		20 Curtis Ave		San Rafael		CA		94901		United States		please preserve

		Thien Trang		Dang		2837 E 21st St		Tucson		AZ		85716		United States		Please preserve as much of the old growth forests as possible.  The replacement of such habitats will take time and we (humanity) are not doing enough to protect what takes many, many decades to create.

Yours truly,
Thien Trang Dang

		Rebecca		McFee		3004 SE Salerno Rd.		Stuart		FL		34997		United States		Please preserve old growth forests for all the creatures who need them for generations to come.

		Philip		Witmer		112 Kynlyn Road		Radnor		PA		19087		United States		Please preserve old growth forests.  Over the last several hundred years.  Old growth forests have nearly disappeared put some species at risk of extinction.

		Thomas		Bertrand		4914 No Kenwood Ave		Indianapolis		IN		46208		United States		Please preserve old growth trees for our children's children to see.

		Chris		Noyes		47 ackerman street		bloomfield		NJ		7003		United States		Please preserve our nation's natural splendor.

		Carla		Reed		1306 Montgomery St		San Francisco		CA		94133		United States		Please preserve our old growth national treasures!

		Bill		Shorts		411 Franklin St.		Waukegan		IL		60085		United States		Please preserve something for our grandchildren

		Margaret		Luellen		155 Broadmere Dr.		Florissant		MO		63033		United States		Please preserve the big trees and the beauty the create in the U.S.

		Carolyn		Whiting		17 Chestnut Rd		Reading		MA		1867		United States		Please preserve the forest and protect its wild inhabitants.

		Kathy		Shimata		3453 Pawaina St.		Honolulu		HI		96822		United States		Please preserve the forest.

		Lyne		Forget		Gouin Blvd.		Mtl		NY		10065		United States		PLease preserve the old growth forest and  keep the Tongass wild

		Ray		Van Pelt		1211 Maize Way		Willits		CA		95490		United States		Please preserve the old-growth there must be plenty of other trees to meet the need and not the Greed!

Thank You.

		Daniel		Holland		305 Alder St		Arroyo Grande		CA		93420		United States		Please preserve the old-growth Tongass forest.

		Ed		Tischbern		72 Diane Ln		Larkspur		CA		94939		United States		Please preserve the Tongass National Forest as an undistrubed ecosystem for all the plants and animals that reside there and have historically thrived.  Do not exploit or disturb it.  Thank you.

		jessica		isabel		5228 W 107th St		Oak Lawn		IL		60453		United States		Please preserve the trees

		Martha		Bushnell		502 Ord Drive		Boulder		CO		80303		United States		Please preserve the trees in the Tongass National Forest for our children and grand children to enjoy.

		Erin		Benedetti		3049 Forest Creek Ct		Ann Arbor		MI		48108		United States		Please preserve these magnificent trees.

		Anne		Rice		1135 Makawao Ave		Makawao		HI		96768		United States		Please preserve these old growth trees. They are living monuments!

		Lydia		Rappaport		21756 Memorial Drive		Glenwood		MN		56334		United States		Please preserve these treasures. Chopping and cutting down such a resource takes very little time. Replacing and re-growing such a resource is impossible.

		Nina		Leone		660 hadcock rd		brunswick		OH		44212		United States		Please preserve these trees, they are crucial to the wildlife that resides there. Also trees take decades to grow and even replanting will not be helpful for many many years.

		Nina		Leone		660 hadcock rd		brunswick		OH		44212		United States		Please preserve these trees, they are crucial to true wildlife that resides there. Also it takes decades for trees to grow back , so even replanting will not be helpful for many many years.

		Gail		Bedinger		1175 vintage dr		Rio Vista		CA		94571		United States		Please preserve this beautiful and important forest.  Protect against industrial clear cutting. 

		Debbie		Henderson		6724 Hickory Jack		Memphis		TN		38134		United States		Please preserve this forest! Wildlife depeend on it!

		R		S				Bellevue		WA		98008		United States		Please preserve this God-given irreplaceable blessing. 

		Emily		Giuffre		130 Briarwood Ln		Bellville		TX		77418		United States		Please preserve this magnificent gem in this corner in the world. It would be tragic to lose it. 

		Janet		Teffer		PO Box 462		North Eastham		MA		2651		United States		Please preserve this wild forest.

		Amy		Ouden		249 Wall Street		Hebron		CT		6248		United States		Please prevent the destruction of the old-growth forest in Tongass. This is a national treasure, and crucial for preserving the ecosystem and the species that keep it healthy.  If the US Forest Service can not do this under the Obama administration, which is supposed to be a defender of the environment, then something is very wrong with our government, and it has lost all sense of what really has irreplaceable value in our society. Furthering profit for the few over forests, wildlife, and sustainability? I vote no on that. Don't let this forest be destroyed.

Amy E. Den Ouden
249 Wall Street
Hebron, CT 06248

		Brian		Christian		3121 15th Ave SE		Rio Rancho		NM		87124		United States		Please prioritize conservation and preservation over industry.

		Robert		Orndorff		2238 nw 12th st		oklahoma city		OK		73107		United States		please protect and conserve the national treasure which our forests, and especially old growth forests, represent. protect this legacy for future generations.

		Laura		Nevins		2706 Stuart Street		Burns		TN		37029		United States		Please protect and preserve the natural treasures we are lucky enough to have. Save our trees.

		Maureen		Moss		8660 SW Washington Dr		Tigard		OR		97223		United States		Please protect Big Thorne. We have so few old-growth forests left and they are a precious heritage that should be preserved and protected.

		Janey		Reynolds		1945 Intrepid Way		Vista		CA		92081		United States		Please protect old growth forest and the animals that live there. You would be negatively impacting the region and global climate if you allow the removal of these old trees. Our planet cannot afford anymore forest loss. The President talked about controlling emissions to slow down climate change, well removing trees is more devastating than allowing current coal burning to continue. Surely you have access to a scientist that can tell you that trees remove carbon dioxide from the air.

		Christine		Dildine		5744 NCR 27		Loveland		CO		80538		United States		Please protect old growth forests...for the animals that depend on them, native peoples' needs, future generations, and for the carbon capturing 
old growth trees. We need our old growth forests for many reasons. Please protect the Tongass!

		Marie		Mock		418 E. Yates Rd.		Alsea		OR		97324		United States		Please protect our ancient trees, and wonderful wildlife.  Don't let them be destroyed forever.

		Jamie		Lovern		5548 Russell		Mission		KS		66202		United States		Please protect our beautiful places. 

		Bobby				6805 douglas blvd		granite bay		CA		95746		United States		please protect our environment, and earth, it effects all of the life on this planet!

		Joyce W		Lowry		3508 Gwynns Pl		Glen Allen		VA		23060		United States		Please protect our forests!

		Deborah		Simpkins		504 Old Indian Mills Rd.		Tabernacle		NJ		8088		United States		Please protect our forests!  They are not ours to destroy; we are the keepers of this planet, and if these trees are cut down, we'll be remembered as the destroyers of this planet!

		Kathryn		LeMosy		319 West Blackburn		Paris		IL		61944		United States		Please protect our old growth trees. You surely know that not only do the creatures of the wild need them, but WE need them to breathe!

		Christine		Mallar		4305 NE 76th Ave		Portland		OR		97218		United States		Please protect our old growth!

		Nancy		Dunlap		20674 Sierr Dr.		Bend		OR		97701		United States		Please protect our precious and old trees!



		Cheryl		Wynings		301 E 11th St		Berwick		PA		18603		United States		Please protect the Alaskan forest along with the precious wildlife that resides in them.

		Jana		Perinchief		3330 Arbor Way		Sacramento		CA		95821		United States		Please protect the American heritage that is the old-growth Tongass National Forest. Thank you for considering my request.

		Christina		Little		onekirkwoodct		mtlaurel		NJ		8054		United States		Please protect the beautiful Tongass National Forest. 

		Tony		Greiner		3926 Julie St NE		Albuquerque		NM		87110		United States		Please protect the few remaining old growth stands in the US. There is no reason, economic or otherwise, important enough to eradicate our old growth forests.

		Rick		Sloan		3959 Constant View Dr.		Decatur		IL		62526		United States		please protect the future.

		Sarah		Davis		1502 sherwood dr		Greenfield		IN		46140		United States		Please protect the irreplaceable assets that are these forests. 

		Colleen		Wasner				Olympia		WA		98501		United States		Please protect the little that is left of our old growth trees.  My grand has father was a forest ranger, and had deep concerns for the generations to come, just as the Native Americans felt.  These trees need od to be respected.  It is time to stop treating the earth, our sacred earth, as a dump and a playground for the murderous and the destructive and the greedy.  it is not worth the pain and suffering that all the good on this planet that creates life, our oxygen, for a few greedy loggers.  I should not even have to write this, it is so obvious.  Sincerely, Colleen Wasner  

This planet needs to be safeguarded from further abuse after all it

		Will		Richardson		1158 Morrow Road		Medford		OR		97504		United States		Please protect the old growth forests.  It takes hundreds of years to rebuild them, under perfect conditions.

		Gabrielle		Webster		2813 W Harvard		Roseburg		OR		97471		United States		Please protect the old growth trees!  

		Barbara		Fox		609 Prestwick Drive		Frankfort		IL		60423		United States		Please protect the old-growth forest!

		Samya		Lutz		2315 Tuttle Ln		Lummi Island		WA		98262		United States		Please protect the region and the species that depend on these trees. 

		Kevin		Reynolds		2202 Hill Ave.		Hayward		CA		94541		United States		Please protect the Tongass big trees before they are gone – along with the forest inhabitants that rely on them.

		Beverly		Wright		7518 Locust Ave.		Gary		IN		46403		United States		Please protect the Tongass big trees before they are gone along with the forest inhabitors that rely  on them

		Joan		Walker		1800 SW 15th Street		Bell		FL		32619		United States		Please protect the Tongass from further logging: it is worth so much more as an old-growth forest that benefits the indigenous population of not only people, but also deer and wolves. Do not destroy it.

		Beth		Beck		8825 Timber Wolf Trail		Madison		WI		53717		United States		Please protect the Tongass National Forest 

		evelyn		bittel		2408 siringo rd		Santa Fe		NM		87507		United States		Please protect the Tongass National Forest from logging old growth trees. The forest provides habitat for all !

		Judith		White		100 Walsh Road		Lansdowne		PA		19050		United States		Please protect the Tongass National forest.  Old grow trees are a heritage, and they are good for the environment.  They are home to many animals, and they contribute to the balance of the climate. 

		Neah		Harris		11251 110th Ave NE		Kirkland		WA		98033		United States		Please protect the Tongass National Forest. Thank you for the work that you do.

		Trisha		Salisbury		38 E 500 S		Farmington		UT		84025		United States		Please protect the Tongass!!

		Ron		Flores		2425 Cranston Dr Unit 206		Escondido		CA		92025		United States		Please protect the Tongass.

		Steve		Finucane		6203 Windward Pl		Bethesda		MD		20816		United States		Please protect the Tongass’ big trees along with the forest inhabitants that rely on them. Support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants, and boost the local economy.

		Dorothy		Cardlin		3 Serene Ln		Yardley		PA		19067		United States		Please protect the Tongass’ big trees before they are gone – along with the forest inhabitants that rely on them.

		Karen		Ouse		140 Huntington Ln		Aptos		CA		95003		United States		Please protect the Tongass’ big trees before they are gone – along with the forest inhabitants that rely on them. It is extremely important that you do so as they are part of an ecosystem that relies on them for survival.

		Patty		Cornell		1405 Golden Gate Ave		Los Angeles		CA		90026		United States		Please protect the Tongass’ big trees before they are gone. Once they have been taken there is no way to replace them. –or the forest inhabitants that rely on them. Alaska and its natural resources are a national treasure - please protect them.

		Sarah		Fields		493 Boardman Cir		Bolingbrook		IL		60440		United States		Please protect the trees and the diversity of wildlife in
The Tongass National Forest.

		Maty		Ezraty		p.o. box 1345		honokaa		HI		96727		United States		please protect the trees!  dont let our trees be given to timber.  we need to save what is sacred.
please get your priorities straight for the sake of our wild life and for the following generations to enjoy.
please stop messing with our nature!

		Sandra		Earle		5642 40th Ave. W		Seattle		WA		98199		United States		Please protect the vital wilderness of the Tongass instead of the profits of the timber industry.  This forest can never be replaced and it's loss will have severe & negative environmental  consequences.  Thank you, Sandra Earle, an Alaskan commercial fisherman

		Yvonne		Neal		8707 Falmouth Avenue Unit 118		Playa del Rey		CA		90293		United States		Please protect these ancient forests.  Once they are gone, they are gone forever!

		Gerry		Martin		4501 Grandview Dr. W.		University Place		WA		98466		United States		Please protect these beautiful old-growth trees from logging. They are our heritage.

		Keeli		Sorensen		465 E 7th St, 2L		Brooklyn		NY		11218		United States		Please protect these environments - this is so critical for our planet and local communities.

		Simon		Houlton		17 Fenbrook Close		Bristol		FL		33839		United States		Please protect these important forests  now id the time for a new and wonderful start to revitalize humanity and our relationship with nature

		Mary		Huddleston		4740 N. Malden St.		Chicago		IL		60640		United States		Please protect these precious and irreplaceable old growth trees form clear cutting.  This precious, balanced ecosystem deserves the highest level of protection available!
Thank you for your time and your consideration.

		Nan		Stevenson		1331 forest st		st paul		MN		55106		United States		PLEASE protect these precious trees and this forest!  BEFORE IT's GONE FOREVER...how can you look your children in the eyes and say we are giving them a wasted planet!!!  PLEASE preserve this place NOW!

		Rachel		Krucoff		5441 S. Kenwood Ave. Apt. 3		Chicago		IL		60615		United States		Please protect this beautiful and truly priceless forest!  The logging of old growth timber is inexcusable; the benefits of this timber are miniscule compared to the value of this forest for many generations to come.

		Marta		Chase		112 Rhododendron CT		Chapel Hill		NC		27517		United States		Please protect this beautiful area.  I have been there a number of times.

We don't need to harvest this national treasure.

		Leighanissa		Marush-Lister		6402 154th St NW		Gig Harbor		WA		98332		United States		Please protect this beautiful national forest.  There are so few old-growth forests left, and much can be done with this land that would not result in it's destruction.  Clear cut logging has been shown to be detrimental to the environment in many ways.  As a resident of Washington state, I've seen these effects first hand.  Please consider the long-term benefits that can be achieved through preserving this area, not just the short-term profits from logging.

		Sandra		Person		4010 Old River Trl		Powhatan		VA		23139		United States		Please protect this ecosystem, for all of us.

		Susan		Manning		75 W. 68th St.    Apt. 1F		New York		NY		10023		United States		Please protect this forest before it is decimated.  Cannot we at last begin to protect the environment instead of destroying it for the pockets of a few?

		Bryan		Holland		1852 E Welco DR		Saint Peter		MN		56082		United States		Please protect this forest, there are not many old growth forests left in the United States. Please leave this forest protected for future generations.

		Michael		LeMay		57480 Taku Ave E		Homer		AK		99603		United States		Please protect this last vestige of magnificent forest for the Planet's health and for future generations

		Ray		Gillette		936 Fisher Ln		Winnetka		IL		60093		United States		Please protect this natural resource for the sake of our children and our children's children.

		shelagh		delphyne		94 Wagner Rd		Montville		ME		4941		United States		Please protect this priceless treasure!

		Brian		de Castro		34 Mews Lane		South Orange		NJ		7079		United States		Please protect this vital and precious region. We should never sacrifice the long-term health of our environment for short-term and short-sighted profits.

		Nathan		Van Velson		1135 Eastridge Dr.		Seward		NE		68434		United States		Please protect this vital resource and national treasure!

		Emily		Trinkaus		6947 SW 33rd Pl		Portland		OR		97219		United States		Please protect this wildlife and the animals who live there. Thank you for your humane and wise action on this matter.

		Katherine		Meyer		185 Windover Drive		Forest City		NC		28043		United States		Please protect this wonderful forest!
Thanks so much

		Jane		Derringtonj		912 Highland Dr.		Amery		WI		54001		United States		Please protect what can no be replaced.  I live in Wisconsin where old growth trees were completely eliminated, changing the landscape forever.  Certainly in this day, we can have a substitute for the timber.  
 

		jennifer		larkin		453 n sierra bonita ave		Los Angeles		CA		90036		United States		Please protect what is left!

		David		Parker		8211 Hatcher Lake Rd.		Sherwood		AR		72120		United States		Please protect what's left of our majestic, old-growth trees.

		Jimy		Tallal		31510 Anacapa View Dr.		Malibu		CA		90265		United States		Please put conservation, the environment, and the preservation of old growth Tongass forest for future generations ahead of the short-term profits of the timber industry. Old growth forest is not replaceable.  

		Eric		Mclaughlin		780 Main St		Fremont		NH		3044		United States		Please put the health of the environment before the health of peoples profits.   We need to protect our valuable natural resources especially those that cannot be restored because it would take literally hundreds of years to do so.   

		Christine		Diller		3955 Phinney Ave N		Seattle		WA		98103		United States		Please put your efforts to protecting our old growth forests.  We should be pushing towards renewable resources such as bamboo, allowing old growth timber territories to continue to thrive so that we do not destroy the environment that so many species depend on.  Don't let timber company profits rule our decision making when it comes to these precious resources.    

		Cynthia		Lujan		2714 W Magee Rd		Tucson		AZ		85742		United States		Please read the what  objectionsare  from prominent scientists.  Please heed their research.

		Toni		Meehan		345 Rhododendron Ln		Brinnon		WA		98320		United States		Please realize how important this area is for tourism. Please leave something pristine for US citizens to enjoy.

Thank You

		Donna		Heath		94482 Johnson Rd		Marcola		OR		97454		United States		Please realize that once these ancient trees are gone and with them the wildlife that depends on them, we can never, NEVER hope to see them again and the huge benefit they give the world.

		Darren		Lamp		10776 Marince View Dr SW		Seattle		WA		98146		United States		Please realize the enormous and unrestrictive nature of Tourism and stop seeing the trees as having any value once removed. You need to take responsibility for you actions when you know that this behavior will eventually end up harming the environment that you know is itself in danger. Do what you have always done, and get what you have always gotten. The current approach is unsustainable and you know that, so therefore to move forward with such knowledge is to be judged so at the end. Please save our forests so that my tourism business can continue to expand at a rate that others will follow. Our business has nearly doubled each year since inception 6 years ago, You have examples of other solutions that can thrive in such environments, and to ignore that is criminal. Are your Old Growth logging concepts sustainable? Thriving? Is the future potential so enormous that it's unforeseeable? Or can you see the future of old growth logging and your impressed with it and figure you should put your resources into tha

		Erica		nizzoli		813 Poplar St		Sandpoint		ID		83864		United States		Please recognize the value of this forest is well beyond the dollars and cents that come from timber sales!

		Julie		Knight		986 Marshall Dr		Camano Island		WA		98282		United States		Please reconsider all this clear cutting so generations after you can enjoy this area for real. Not from old pictures.  There was a reason that  the National Park System was created.  Pres. Teddy Roosevelt  knew then the harm greedy men would do to our natural resources.  Continue the legacy he designed then to now and forever more.  Short term ideals leave far reaching problems.

		Dawn		Ask Martin		1604 Lilac Ln		Cedar Falls		IA		50613		United States		Please reconsider charging ahead with Big Thorne timber sale. The damage caused to the delicate ecosystem will be devastating and irreversible. 

		David		Colins		200 Gibson Rd		Louisville		KY		40207		United States		Please reconsider granting permits for Big Thorne old growth timber sale. The long term values of keeping old growth forests for our future enjoyment is worth many times the slight benefit of having additional lumber on the market. The habitat for the many animals living on the Alexander Archipelago would be very negatively effected.

The time for reconsideration is now!
Thanks.

		Phillip		Tucker		2850 S Franklin St		Denver		CO		80210		United States		Please reconsider the decision to allow this massive and obviously ill-considered plan for massive new logging ofd growth forest in the Tongass. Species that relay on claimx forest are at risk if tis plan goes forward and the only ones who benefit are the quick-profit now timber companies. The public, the animals that live there, and the world and it's fragile environemental balance all lose.

		Frances		Morrison		17875 La Rosa Ln		Fountain Valley		CA		92708		United States		Please reconsider this destrucitve policy.

		Andrea		Kendall		105 Saint Paul Drive		Athens		GA		30606		United States		Please reconsider this drastic move that would have devastating consequences to the environment of the area. 

		Sus		Sweeters		2434 Indian School NW		Albuquerque		NM		87104		United States		Please reconsider your Big Thorne timber sale.  It is insane that you are thinking about cutting down these trees.  Thanks.

		Catherine		Leone		1309 Bridgeway		Sausalito		CA		94965		United States		Please reconsider your destruction of the forest.  What will it take for human beings to stop raping the land and live in harmony with what was here before us
Catherine Leone

		Shirl		Thomas		PO Box 272		Cedar Mountain		NC		28718		United States		Please reconsider your latest plan to attack the Tongass timber. Decades of cutting has destroyed thousands of acres in the Tongass and now you are back, wanting even more! Enough is enough!!! Leave this beautiful forest alone for recreation and species that need it for survival.

		Susan		Theron		3218 Montana		Costa Mesa		CA		92626		United States		Please reconsider your priorities. I'd like my great-grandchildren to look in wonder at this amazing world on which we are only extremely short term guests.

		Janice		Schechter		110 Oak St		Fredericksburg		VA		22401		United States		Please reign in the Forest Service.

		Penny		Egly				New Lenox		IL		60451		United States		Please respect nature

		nancy		twiss		2327 bailey drive		manhattan		KS		66502		United States		Please respect our natural heritage and spare these wonderful trees.

		rhonda		lieberman		245 eldridge st.		Ny		NY		10002		United States		Please respect the natural equilibrium of this area.

Greed is no excuse for reckless destruction.

		Joy		Lincke		13732 SW MARCIA DR		Tigard		OR		97223		United States		Please respect these majestic trees and the ecosystem they support. Stop clear cutting now. 
Thank you.

		Sheela		Alex		664 Stratford Drive		Encinitas		CA		92024		United States		Please re-think your position!  We need the forests for our air, and to fight the effects of climate change.  If they were to go, some people will have more money, and the earth would be worse off.  Please stop this crazy clear-cutting  industry.  We can do better. 

		Maria		Paez		8443 64th Rd Apt 46B		Middle Village		NY		11379		United States		Please review and support immediately. Thanks.

		Lori		Berant		4545 SE Garrett Cir		Milwaukie		OR		97222		United States		PLEASE review the US Forest service moving forward with the BIG Thorne timber sale.  Our old growth forests are a treasure to many animal species as well as man helping to keep our planet's balance in the crisis of global warming.  Once gone we can not replace this key element to our survival.

		Boots		Whitehead		1323 Clover St NE		Olympia		WA		98516		United States		Please save old growth forest in the Tonga so N.F. the wild life need the old forest to continue to thrive.  Thank you very much.  Boots Whitehead. 

		Patti		Holden		1133 Brioso Ct		Vista		CA		92081		United States		Please save old growth trees.  It is a sin not to.

		Joy		Ruth		917 Walter st		Austin		TX		78702		United States		Please save old growth trees.  Wild Life depend on them and humans enjoy them! No to clear cutting!

		Don		Seeger		1339 W Silver Spring Dr		Milwaeeuk		WI		53209		United States		Please save or forests!

		Alan		Kardoff		778 antilles rd ne		Palm Bay		FL		32907		United States		Please save our big and ancient trees.  Once gone, they can never be replaced. A lady in Orlando accidentally torched a giant tree. Is is gone forever.

		Tim		Johnson		340 Riverside Drive		New York		NY		10025		United States		Please save our big beautiful trees for future generations!

		Cynthia		Cherny		802 Fairview Ave.		South Milwaukee		WI		53172		United States		Please save our big old magnificent trees for so many reasons. It takes a long time to replace trees with new ones and a longer time for them to becom big trees.Thank you for your attention to this matter. Cynthia Jill Cherny

		Kym		Harris		134 wainaku street		hilo		HI		96720		United States		Please save our forest and wildlife!

		Suzanne		Sherman		1085 Bodega Ave		Petaluma		CA		94952		United States		PLEASE SAVE OUR FORESTS!

		Sue		Gordon				Point		PA		17857		United States		Please save our future for our children and grand children. Doing what you are doing is killing the earth.

		Scott		McVay		336 5th Ave S		Kirkland		WA		98033		United States		Please save our heritage. End old growth logging for good. It's worth so much more than to be wood for a home. 

		Shirley		Kane		103 Carey Rd		Corrales		NM		87048		United States		Please save our old growth forest for the animals and every living being.

		Sharon		Hultquist		13332 redding		Ft. Wayne		IN		46814		United States		Please save our old growth forests!

		Rita		Guidi		PO Box 2578		Wickenburg		AZ		85358		United States		Please save our old growth forests. ..

		Janet		Glanville		309 Cornett Ave		Moorpark		CA		93021		United States		Please save our old growth trees.  Don't destroy our forests.

		Louise		Rouse		P.o.box 3260		Applegate		OR		97530		United States		Please save our old trees

		Lisa		Kingsley		830 westover avenue		norfolk		VA		23507		United States		please save our planet.

		Thomas		Ericksen		444 W 12th St		Kansas City		MO		64105		United States		PLEASE SAVE OUR TREES!

		Betty		Combs		609 Skaggs Rd		Londonderry		OH		45647		United States		Please save our trees.  B.J

		Raymond		Chopko		2903 Greenvale Place		Nampa		ID		83686		United States		Please save some old growth forest for the wildlife and future generations. Everything else is pretty much gone.  Thank you.

		Cheryl		Frank		829 S Winton Rd		Rochester		NY		14618		United States		Please save the beautiful trees

		Glenn		Whiteside		16338 Windy Creek Drive		Monument		CO		80132		United States		Please save the big trees for future generations to enjoy!

		April		Garcia		8845 Lawson Street		El Paso		TX		79904		United States		Please save the big trees!

		Julia		Hussey		2458 morning sun road		cordova		TN		38016		United States		Please save the big trees. We can never replace them or the living things that depend upon them. Thank you

		Bonnie		Brooks		84 Church St		High Bridge		NJ		8829		United States		PLEASE SAVE THE ECOSYSTEM IN THE TONGASS

		Norma		Molina		3016 W. Aileen St.		Tampa		FL		33607		United States		Please save the forest and protect the animals.

		Jami		Nelson		51 freedom ct		proctor		WV		26055		United States		Please save the last American frontier don't chop down the last American wilderness that we have..PLEASE SAVE THE TREES N THE WILDLIFE THAT LIVES IN N AMONG THEM

		Ruben		Hernandez		1708 Ottawa Dr.		Las Vegas		NV		89169		United States		Please save the old  trees! Thank You!

		Amy		Heneveld		24 Daigle Drive		Enosburg Falls		VT		5450		United States		Please save the old growth forests that are left for us and the future generations! We have already destroyed so much of this natural heritage.

		Jackie		Duvall		2925 Glenn St		Gulf Breeze		FL		32563		United States		Please save the old growth forests!  They are our ancestors, and deserve to live  as long as they survive!

		Maria		Welsh		12250 High Valley Road		Clearlake Oaks		CA		95423		United States		Please save the old growth forests! Our future depends upon our link to our past.  Trees are the lungs of our planet and we need to protect them.

		JIm		Rogers		PO Box 984		Polson		MT		59860		United States		Please save the old growth in the Tongass National Forest.

		Marie		Snavely		445 S Cedar St		Lititz		PA		17543		United States		Please save the old growth trees for their communities, the animals and all Americans.

Thank you for considering my concerns.

		Joy		Ruth		917 Walter st		Austin		TX		78702		United States		Please save the old trees in the Tongass. The wild animals need them and humans enjoy the forests. 

		Joy		Ruth		917 Walter st		Austin		TX		78702		United States		Please save the old trees in the Tongass. The wild animals need them and humans enjoy the forests. 

		Joy		Ruth		917 Walter st		Austin		TX		78702		United States		Please save the old trees in the Tongass. The wild animals need them and humans enjoy the forests. 

		Marie		Snavely		445 S Cedar St		Lititz		PA		17543		United States		Please save the old trees, the forest communities, the animals and people who depend on them.  And for the sake of beauty.
Thank you for considering my concerns

		Patsy and Patrick		French		886 Harlow Hill		Randolph		VT		5060		United States		Please save the old-growth forests. We  haven't even seen them yet , say nothing of my grandchildren to come seeing them.

		William		Perkins		1347 Avenida De Cortez		Pacific Palisades		CA		90272		United States		Please save the old-growth trees of the Tongass National Forest from large scale logging, and preserve the ecosystem for recreational activities.

		Kerry		Payne		176 Montgomery St		Newburgh		NY		12550		United States		Please save the old-growth trees!  They hold the history of the land......the history my grandchildren deserve to know!

		Jillian		Forschner		34 Forest Ave Unit 1		Hudson		MA		1749		United States		PLEASE save the Tongass National Forest and the Alexander Archipelago Wolf.  I would love love love to observe and to photograph Alexander Archipelago Wolf in the wild someday, so please keep the forest intact. 

		Carol		Emrick		1636 Niagara St.		Denver		CO		80220		United States		Please save the Tongass National Forest ecosystem.

		Lorraine		Blaszczak		78 Oneida Avenue		Oakland		NJ		7436		United States		Please save the Tongass National Forest trees.

		Violet		Young		POB 1023		Yachats		OR		97498		United States		Please save the Tongass National Forest.

		THOMAS		SELLARS		959 MORNINGVIEW AVE		AKRON		OH		44305		United States		PLEASE SAVE THE TREE

		Ella		Dragif		3101 lee st		hollywood		FL		33021		United States		Please save the trees

		Joy		Nelson		3948 Pineridge Run		Las Cruces, Nm		NM		88012		United States		Please save the trees and the animals by concentrating on  activities like fishing, recreation and tourism.  

		Valerie		W.		Carson street		Torrance		CA		90503		United States		Please save the trees before they are all gone! 

		Jane		Wenger		83 Northgate Ave		Berkeley		CA		94708		United States		Please save the trees for our future. The animals need the trees and so we.

		Leanne		Doescher		6555 HARBOR TOWN DR APT 702		houston		TX		77036		United States		Please save the trees!

		Carol		Bledsoe		32 Colorado Ave		Berkeley		CA		94707		United States		Please save the trees!

		Val		Lewandoski		9658 Ames Av		Omaha		NE		68134		United States		Please save the trees! We are losing too much of our precious natural resources.

		Paula		Morgan		833 Spinnaker Drive E.		Hollywood		FL		33019		United States		Please save the trees!!!!!!!!!!!!

		Danna		Dearborn		Captain's Way		Kittery Point		ME		3905		United States		Please save the trees, PLEASE!

		Beth		Martof		14290 Madison Ave NE		Bainbridge Island		WA		98110		United States		Please save the trees.  They protect the next generation from greenhouse gase. Why are you doing this?  $$$s.  Global warming is upon us.  Every hurricane could be prevented.   We cannot drink or  breathe money.

		Garland		Brown		4432 CRESTHILL DR		ROANOKE		VA		24018		United States		Please save the wild places of Alaska for wildlife and future generations of humans.

		Pamela		Laham		5714 Pebble Springs Drive		Houston		TX		77066		United States		Please save these beautiful trees!

		Nanci		Cizikas		3700 w. 64th		Chicago		IL		60629		United States		Please save these beautiful trees. I would like  these to be here for my grand children. Prince Wales Island is so beautiful.

		Grace		Hewett		11805 Meadowglen Lane, #2110		Houston		TX		77082		United States		Please save these beautiful, old growth trees for our children and grandchildren to enjoy! 

		Roger and Carolyn		Lilly		6114 Cam. Sacate		San Diego		CA		92120		United States		Please save these forest trees for our children and our future. Don't sell away America.

		Mark		Elman		45 Fourth Street		Park Ridge		NJ		7656		United States		Please save these large old-growth trees.
Thank you,
Mark and Sue Elman

		Edie		Mickey		11480 183rd Placr		Live. Oak		FL		32060		United States		Please save these majestic trees and refrain from upsetting the Eco balance. Thank you.

		Catherine		Hill		3513 Golf St		Nashville		TN		37216		United States		Please save these natural giants that are home to animals.

		Elaine		Langlois		1892 Pleasant Hill Rd		Sebastopol		CA		95472		United States		Please save these old trees. They are so valuable to all of us.

		Kathie		Muth		7472 Ridgway St. Marys Road		Ridgway		PA		15853		United States		Please save these trees for my grandchildren to see!!!

		Rena		Mcvey		111 E Swan Ct		Kill Devil Hills		NC		27948		United States		Please save these Trees!

		Lisa		King		4028 Crockers Lake Blvd Apt 723		Sarasota		FL		34238		United States		Please save these trees!!!

		Stefan		Jankowski		14126 SE 12th St		Vancouver		WA		98683		United States		Please save these wilderness areas for us and future generations.  I have read many times that "Tourism" is a multi-billion dollar industry.  Also, there are currently other materials such as aluminum that can easily be used as a replacement for wood; and could even create employment in this country.  Thank you.

		Karen		Scotese		136 Dodge		evanston		IL		60202		United States		Please save this amazing place!

		Harriett		Clementson		31 Camino De Las Huertas		Placitas		NM		87043		United States		Please save this beautiful area and the wild life that live there.

		Patty		Harrison		65 Montego Ky		Novato		CA		94949		United States		Please save this beautiful forest and all creatures that depend upon it before it is too late.

		Richard		Ashton		15 Westchester Cir		Pinehurst		NC		28374		United States		Please save this forest for all future Americans and World Citizens!

		David		Eggleston		1605 W Tennessee		Midland		TX		79701		United States		Please save this forest for our kids.

		John		Tourjie		9626 South Protection Road		Holland		NY		14080		United States		please save what is left! they are not making it any more!

		Sheila		Brown		19834 Vashon Highway SW		vashon		WA		98070		United States		Please save what is precious for FUTURE GENERATIONS of humans and other species.

		David		Vigil		2525 Tingley		Albuquerque		NM		87104		United States		Please secretary Vilsack  Do the right thing, conserve what we have left your action now will effect our future generations.

		Maren		Wilbur		2155 Demington Dr.		Cleveland Hts		OH		44106		United States		Please seriously explore all the ways to protect these very old growths. "In wilderness is the preservation of the world."

		Mike		Rybak		14127 Ezra Lane		Poway		CA		92064		United States		Please serve the interests of the citizenry and the planet  rather than narrow-interests and short-term gain.  Thank you.


		Jill		Jordan		17900 Main St		Middleburg Heights		OH		44130		United States		Please set your greed aside and preserve part of the incredible beauty of this earth.  Take the money out of your pocket and for once!...recognize what is truly valuable and irreplaceable on this earth!

		Eugenia		Cornelius		P.O. Box 96		Dixon		NM		87527		United States		Please show concern for our planet and stop this insanity.
E. Cornelius

		Jeff		Asch		2254 nw glisan st		portland		OR		97210		United States		Please show foresight and put an end to old growth logging not just in the Tongass but everywhere in the U.S.!

		Penny		Gregorio		2319 Ala Wai Blvd apt G		Honolulu		HI		96815		United States		Please show this land the respect it deserves. Our forest are the lungs of this planet, and at some point we have no say no! It's the only way to save ourselves.  If not for the wilderness and all of the natural beauty in Alaska the visitors would not be knocking at your door.  

		Lawrence		Crowley		441 Pheasant Run		Louisville		CO		80027		United States		Please sto logging the Tongass. This habitat is priceless and irreplaceable. 

		Sharon		Nolin		pob 822		gilchrist		OR		97737		United States		Please stop

		Michael		Kitchen		5796 Briarcliff Ln		Kalamazoo		MI		49009		United States		Please stop all logging in pristine areas.

		janeen		said		4827 10th St NE		Washington		DC		20017		United States		Please stop allowing the destruction of our natural resources for human consumption.  Consider the wildlife that depends on these resources.  

		Anne		Karam		6175 Paseo Canyon Drive		Malibu		CA		90265		United States		PLEASE stop and consider that what you are going to do is irreversible! This planned destruction is not necessary for the survival of human beings. It only serves the monetary interests of a few at a cost that is not justified on any scale.

		Irene		Brizard		390 NE 59 th Ter		Miami		FL		33137		United States		Please stop and keep safe the forests !

		Cindy		Dupray		604 S. Juniper St.		Escondido		CA		92025		United States		Please stop and think about the future! Think about the loss of these old-growth trees that cannot be replaced. Think about the loss of habitat for the animals who call these trees home. Think about why this is a very, very bad idea. Think about why you should stop it NOW.

		randal		garry				Monmouth		OR		97361		United States		please stop and think about what you are doing. you can not put back what you take away

		Sandra		Leaper		19691 SW 88th Loop		Dunnellon		FL		34432		United States		Please STOP Big Thorne – a timber sale that could destroy so much old-growth forest it would jeopardize the delicate balance between the people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island. It could even put the Alexander Archipelago wolf on the Endangered Species List.

		Gail		Alford		5420 Corbett Cir		Santa Rosa		CA		95403		United States		Please stop chopping all our old growth - it damages the environment, which is already on the edge.  Have respect for these beautiful trees before it is too late FOREVER!
 

		Theresa		McEvoy		910 Gateway Blvd.A-3		Westville		NJ		8093		United States		Please stop chopping all the "TREES"!

		Michele		Davis		4522 NE 17th Avenue		Portland		OR		97211		United States		Please stop chopping down all of the old growth. They is more value in it alive than gone. Please do not sell it away.

		D		Burr		999999999999 NW 6 st		ft lauderdale		FL		33322		United States		Please stop chopping down these majestic trees!

		Christa		Stanelun		5522 jasperwood dr.		holiday		FL		34690		United States		Please stop chopping down those old trees, we need to protect the Tongass .

		Lisa		Wolf		30 Monroe St Apt AJ5		New York		NY		10002		United States		Please stop chopping down trees in the Tongass before they disappear. The Tongass wildlife depends upon them. All  -  the trees and wildlife are part of our national treasure. Please protect rather than destroy them. It saddens my heart to think that this might happen. It is our duty to protect the treasures of America.

		Marianne		Adkins		247 Woodhaven Drive		Wilder		VT		5088		United States		Please stop chopping sprees before all the big trees are gone!

		Tina		Thompson		402 S. Gardner St.		Barnesville		OH		43713		United States		Please stop chopping sprees before you kill off more of gods creations...

		Kristine		DaPrato		1857 Merced Way		West Sacramento		CA		95691		United States		Please stop clear cutting and adopt sustainable forestry practices.

		Eric		Steffen		1317 Mariposa St		Richmond		CA		94804		United States		Please stop clear cutting our old forests.  Leave old trees for our children's children.

		miguel		palay		2157 E McKenzie St		Long Beach		CA		90805		United States		Please stop cutting down our trees you are overly disturbing the natrual. Obviously this will affect all the living inhabitants of the forrest and it's sad that some people don't give a Damn about all of those lives!. Do not ruin something for money.  think of alternative solutions like hemp it might require more thinking but together we can make things better.

		Paul		Dandrea		3133 Kingsland Ave.		Oakland		CA		94619		United States		Please stop cutting down the old growth trees!
If you leave them standing, lots of money can be made from tourism for years to come.  If you chop them down, you collect a few dollars and that's it for the money.
It's common sense and conservation.  It's a win win to leave them standing!

April Ellis

		Jill		Crouch		3120 Rolling Wood Loop		Colorado Springs		CO		80918		United States		Please stop cutting down the old-growth trees in the Tongass National Forest!

		Joe		Tutt		7613 cornell dr		rowlett		TX		75088		United States		Please stop cutting down these trees as they are vital to the wildlife and environment .

		Martine		starita		5491 Mira loma ct.		Livermore		CA		94551		United States		Please stop cutting down trees and damaging the habitat of wild animals of the Tongass. It's the right thing to do.

		Jan		Luke				Hoodsport		WA		98548		United States		Please stop cutting down trees. The redwoods have been decimated and other forests. Please lets make a stand and leave the Tongass alone and any other forest you have in mind.

		Jennifer		Crosby		513 Nimrod		Nevada Coty		CA		95959		United States		Please stop cutting old growth forests. The old trees are worth more as preservers of water, soil and wild life than as products. Plant trees and harvest from tree farms for your wood products!

		pamela		berndt				Port Orford		OR		97465		United States		PLEASE STOP CUTTING OUR BEAUTIFUL OLD TREES!!!

		Claudia		Craig		4731 NE Shaver St		Portland		OR		97213		United States		Please stop cutting our old growth!

		Susan		Allen		6824 Gloucester Road		Raleigh		NC		27612		United States		Please stop cutting the big trees in the Tongass National Forest. There is not one good reason to cut these trees down, unless somehow it's going to line someone's pockets with money. The American people are tired of all the bribery and graft happening among our government officials. It's certainly happening with our politicians. I don't think it's much of a leap to believe our non-elected officials are also enjoying all the big money being thrown around. If humans and the earth manage to make it through these environmental disasters caused by plunging on like a stupid child, destroying everything in the path, people will not forget who has caused such horrific damage. Stop it now while there is still a chance to stop a disaster in the making..

		Steve		Miatech		1715 Hatcher Cres		Ann Arbor		MI		48103		United States		Please stop cutting the old growth tree's at Tongas!

		Yelena		Spichak		940 Presidio Ave		San Francisco		CA		94115		United States		Please stop destroying forests

		Laullen		Olesen		2621 N 112th Ln		Phoenix Metro Area		AZ		85392		United States		PLEASE STOP DESTROYING GOD'S EARTH, IT IS NO OURS.

		Ioana		Datcu		2949 Victoria Dr		Springfield		IL		62704		United States		Please stop destroying life on our planet.

		Debra		Zacek		10530 S. Hamlin		Chicago		IL		60655		United States		Please stop destroying our forest..we need them..along with our wildlife!

		Deborah		Ross		114 Marie Dr.		Frankfort		NY		12068		United States		Please stop destroying our land and the homes of animals that live there!

		Brian		Konyk		80 Waipuhia Place		Haiku		HI		96708		United States		Please stop destroying our old growth forests.  We need to conserve one of our last un-touched natural resources.  Please support our forest that rely on your help for protection from corporate greed.

Thank you.

Brian Konyk

		Art		Van Kampen		505 E Ladera St		Pasadena		CA		91104		United States		Please stop destroying the National Landscape!  

		Lyne		Flaherty		58 N Collier Blvd		Marco Island		FL		34145		United States		Please stop forest chopping in the Tongass National Forest! We need our old trees, actually all our trees! 

		Patti		Shea		310 Olivia Court Apt 101		Bay Point		CA		94565		United States		PLEASE STOP FOREST SERVICE CHOPPING SPREES NOW!!!! PLEASE SAVE THE BIG TREES NOW!!!!

		Jann		Campbell		3520 E State Route 302		Belfair		WA		98528		United States		Please stop harvesting old growth trees in the Tongess. They are an irreplaceable part of the legacy which we must pass on to the next generation. Thank you. Jann Campbell

		Sasha		Shapiro		pobox 105		Round Pond		ME		4564		United States		Please stop industrial scale old growth clear cutting in the Tongass National Forest. This is criticle. We need these big old trees.

		Barbara		Ward		5226 81st Ln. N. Apt. 14		St. Petersburg		FL		33709		United States		Please stop it!

		mary		saffer		panorama road		Springfield		OR		97438		United States		Please stop killing & harming our planet & those that live here.

		Vanessa		Lacks		291 Ada Dr		Staten Island		NY		10314		United States		Please stop killing our most valuable asset which are our trees.  It is getting to the point that large tree will go extinct with all the cutting you guys do. 

		GBorg				Taborstr		Bverly Hills		CA		90210		United States		Please stop killing the planet and our future!

		Jennifer		Anderson		1611 Alta Vista Ave		Austin		TX		78704		United States		Please stop large-scale old-growth chopping sprees in the Tongass, before its biggest, most majestic trees and the creatures that rely on them, are gone. 

		Jay		Price		2954 51st Street		San Diego		CA		92105		United States		Please stop large-scale old-growth chopping sprees in the Tongass, before its biggest, most majestic trees and the creatures that rely on them, are gone. 

		Louise		Kane		18 Beach Plum Lane		Eastham		MA		2642		United States		Please stop logging in old growth areas!!!

		Judy		Jacobson		233 Grove Street		Windsor		CA		95492		United States		Please stop logging!

		Audrey		Williams		15 cherryvale blvd		slingerlands		NY		12159		United States		Please stop now before all is lost!

		Margaret		Scripp		3100 Syler Rd		Varysburg		NY		14167		United States		please stop old growth chopping in the Tongass.

		Dru		Delgado		220 Lea Street		Munhall		PA		15120		United States		Please stop old-growth chopping of trees.  The wolves and other wildlife need this.

These are treasures which need to be protected.

		Billie		Close		102 Highpoint Ave		Werehawken		NJ		7086		United States		PLEASE STOP old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone along with the wild creatures that rely on them. I don't understand why we even HAVE TO ASK YOUR AGENCY TO DO THIS ???)     tu


		Marjorie		Hass		820 Lehigh Avenue		Hartshorne		OK		74547		United States		Please stop old-growth chopping sprees in the Tongass  National Forest so my grandchildren can enjoy them as I have.

		Marje				146 ewelyb Road		Morgantown		WV		26508		United States		Please STOP Old-Growth chopping sprees-destroying for the sake of MONEY.

		Dallas		Windham		10928 Audelia Rd #1716		Dallas		TX		75243		United States		Please stop old-growth cutting in the Tongass National Forest.  I have personally seen and visited this national forest, and do not want to see this area despoiled by the cutting down of old-growth trees.

		Linda		Burger		616 Newton		Oaklyn		NJ		8107		United States		Please stop old-growth logging!  Doing so will certainly obliterate the delicate balance of nature.  People need nature in order to survive.  
The lust for greed must stop or all life on this planet will end!

		Alma		Martinez		7407 Parkleigh Way		Alexandria		VA		22315		United States		Please stop protecting the special interest of smaller groups, and begin  protecting the better interest of the american people, and the environment.   Our nation overall.

		Chuck		Boyington		1500 Boscobel St		Nashville		TN		37206		United States		Please stop representing the timber industry to the detriment of our forests!

		Dmiitriy		Komin		2432 NW Pacific Yew		Issaquah		WA		90827		United States		Please stop service chopping spress before its' not too late. SAVE BEAUTIFUL Tongass National Forest for all Americans!!!! The forest needed also for animals who live in it!!!!!!

		Gregory		Nevsky		195A Heritage Hills		Sommers		NY		10589		United States		Please stop service chopping spress before its' not too late. SAVE BEAUTIFUL Tongass National Forest for all Americans!!!! The forest needed also for animals who live in it!!!!!!

		Marietta		Hayes		5060 Gloria Ave		Encino		CA		91436		United States		Please stop so much chopping

		Michelle		Schamach		20 Cordelia Dr		Petaluma		CA		94952		United States		Please stop taking down the big trees. Your destruction is unrepairable.
Thank you for your consideration!

		Jean		Abels		3959 18th Ave NW		Rochester		MN		55901		United States		Please stop the Big Thorne Timber Sale - Jean Abels - we need to protect old growth trees

		Nini		Bloch		123 Page Rd		Bedford		MA		1730		United States		Please stop the Big Thorne timber sale and the irreversible damage it will do to our wild legacy. Please protect old-growth forests and keep them storing carbon. To do otherwise flies in the face of your mandate.

		Gael		McCarthy		3418 W. Birds Nest Dr.		Beverly Hills		FL		34465		United States		Please stop the Big Thorne timber sale that would harm the ecosystem that exists within the Tongass National Forest. It is an old, and primeval forest, and there is no need for any interference by Man. Any unnecessary intrusions by the Forest Service would do more damage than good, and once the damage is done, the forest will not be able to recover. And that means this beautiful environment and its inhabitants will be lost to us forever. "Forever" is a very sad word. 

		Linda		Ashworth		2520 G STREET		SPRINGFIELD		OR		97477		United States		PLEASE STOP THE BIG THORNE TIMBER SALE. LET'S USE ONLY RE-GROWTH SUSTAINABLE TIMBER.
LINDA, OREGON

		Laura		Ivey		6082 S. Farm Rd. 57		Billings		MO		65610		United States		Please stop the chomp. 
Thank you.
Sincerely, Laura Ivey
Billings, Mo. 

		Vickey		Baker		2407 Roland Lane		Harlan		IA		51537		United States		Please stop the chopping down of the old-growth trees.  For once do something right and not just for the money.

		Graciela		Downey		1920 Ferdinand St		Coral Gables		FL		33134		United States		Please stop the chopping of big grown trees...the forest must be protected to ensure the survival of wildlife!!

		Margaret		Klette		2523 Portland Ave. So., #608		Minneapolis		MN		55404		United States		Please stop the chopping of the Tongass tional Forest NOW.  It is not ok to damage any of our environmental  prizes.  The Tongass is important worldwide and we need to value all old growth tress.  Thank you.

		Laurie		Zettwoch		80 Seley Dr		North Babylon		NY		11703		United States		Please stop the chopping spree before we no longer have a wonderful oxygen bearing landscape as well as the loss of the animals that depend on the trees. I hate to think of nature becoming the memory on film as seen in the movie Soylent Green

		Nancy		Lien		32297 Lakeview Dr		Lake City		MN		55041		United States		PLEASE stop the chopping sprees!!  Enough already.  It seems that big business will not be satisfied until everything is extinct or removed from this planet.  Greed is so pathetic.  

		Dorothy		Holtzman		1199A Shetland Dr.		Lakewood		NJ		8701		United States		Please stop the chopping sprees. 

		Tina		Arnold		393 Mermaid Street		Laguna Beach		CA		92651		United States		Please stop the clearing of old-growth  trees in the Tongass National Forest. This is a NATIONAL forest. That means it belongs to the whole nation, not just a handful of timber companies.

		dennis		mcintyre		18 Saddle Ranch Ln		Hillsdale		NJ		7642		United States		Please stop the clearing of the Tongass Forest, how about  letting the people and animals have these areas. 

		Henny		Garfunkel		VESTRY ST.		NEW YORK CITY		NY		10013		United States		please stop the cutting of old growth trees.
thanks you

		John		Bayer		3599  X  Street		Washougal		WA		98671		United States		Please stop the cutting of old-growth forest and start pushing for tourism, recreation, fishing, and the like that will bring in people and make money in a positive, constructive way.   Thank you,  John Bayer

		Dale		Pope		7235 SW 84th Ave.		Portland		OR		97223		United States		Please stop the cutting of trees that we and our children will never have the opportunity see again. I'm certain the wildlife affected would agree - if they had a voice!

		Nancy		Montgomery		269 Pleasant Hill Loop Road		Rutherford		NC		28139		United States		Please stop the cutting. 

		Deborah		Ross		114 Marie Dr.		Frankfort		NY		12068		United States		Please stop the cutting.  Figure out another way and leave the trees alone

		C		S		saratoga		sdiego		CA		92107		United States		PLEASE STOP THE DESTRUCTION OF ALASKA AND WORK TO PROTECT AND PRESERVE THESE MAGNIFICENT (AND IRREPLACEABLE) FORESTS! THANK YOU

		Margaret		Mitchell		5342 Dumfries Dr		Houston		TX		77096		United States		Please stop the destruction of old growth forests.
When they are gone they are gone and so few remain.

		Gillian		Devine		97 Station Street		Burwood		ME		98720		United States		Please stop the destruction of old-growth forest.   This area must be protected and the Forest Service instead should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism which will boost the local economy.

		Robert		Thomson		20037 NE 116th St		Redmond		WA		98053		United States		Please stop the destruction of our forest resources in the name of the almighty dollar.

		Melinda		Cotton		PO Box 3310		Long Beach		CA		90803		United States		PLEASE stop the destruction of our old growth forests.
We've learned that much of this timber is shipped to Japan, China and other overseas locations.  So not only do we lose our forests, we lose timber our country might need in the future.

		Suzanne		Schwarz		8624 Seasons Ct		Woodbury		MN		55125		United States		Please stop the destruction of our old growth forrests!

		georgina		shanley		bay avenue		Ocean City		NJ		8226		United States		Please stop the destruction of the ancient Tongass forests. This is a total violation of our planet Earth. We will have nothing left in nature if this continues.

		Sissy		Aron		10 Brookview Lane		New Milford		CT		6776		United States		Please stop the destruction of the Tongass National Forest for money.  There are many lives depending on the forest as it is.

		P		Nunez		15100 SE 92nd Ct		Summerfield		FL		34491		United States		PLEASE STOP THE DESTRUCTION! DO NOT ALLOW ANOTHER TREE SPECIES TO DISAPPEAR! DO NOT DESTROY WILDLIFE HABITATS!!! PLEASE!

		Rosiris		Paniagua		3304 Alicia Ave		Altadena		CA		91001		United States		Please stop the destruction.  The Tonga so is vital to our environment and to the habitat.

		C		Gionet-hawker		2521 Blue Rock Court		San Jose		CA		95133		United States		Please stop the Forest Service Chopping Sprees Before the Big Trees Are Gone!

		Pam		Knighten		2318		Santa Rosa		CA		95404		United States		Please stop the Forest Service from chopping sprees before the "Big Trees" are gone! 

		Susan		Ssalch		8924 West Hove Loop		Austin		TX		78749		United States		Please stop the harmful clear-cutting in this forest before it's too late.  The ecosystem depends on them for much more than we need more logging. 

		NEIL		ILLIANO				San Rafael		CA		94901		United States		Please stop the killing, please.

		Celia		Ansley		359 Rainbow Lake Dr		Brevard		NC		28712		United States		Please stop the large scale old growth clear cutting.  Saving our forests is necessary for the health of our earth.

		dl		mccaslin				Seatac		WA		98168		United States		Please stop the madness.  This is about greed and we should be making decisions for humankind and the earth we have to live upon. 

		Christina		Nebe		16021 N 46th Pl		Phoenix		AZ		85032		United States		Please stop the needless chopping of good trees for any special interests groups.
Nature should be administered for animals and humans to enjoy and not just used for industrial purposes such as profit.

		Larry		Broderick		3357 Glen Echo Dr		Santa Rosa		CA		95404		United States		Please stop the old growth harvest... Big Thorne – a timber sale that could destroy so much old-growth forest it would jeopardize the delicate balance between the people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island. It could even put the Alexander Archipelago wolf on the Endangered Species List.

		Laurel		Rohrer		1421A Royal Street		New Orleans		LA		70116		United States		Please stop the old-growth forest logging plans before all the oldest, largest trees are gone!

		Norma		Stewart				South Beach		OR		97366		United States		Please stop the plan for old growth clear cutting...protect the forest for the generations of people and animals to come.  The Tongass is a valuable resource  for all.

		Susan		Freel		37 King St Apt 5C		New York		NY		10014		United States		Please stop this antiquated program that is not green and not pro environment. Move on to modern behavior!

		Claudia		Myers		1651 Woody Road		Mckinleyville		CA		95519		United States		Please stop this before it's too late.

		kathleen		loewenberg		26 Steuben rd		Garrison		NY		10524		United States		Please stop this Chopping Spree....The Tongass is much more valuable to Americans for more than "TIMBER" !!!!!

		Joette		Snyder		22545 Schoolcraft St		West Hills		CA		91307		United States		Please stop this destruction I have lived where clear cutting has destroyed old growth trees and it must stop. 

		Carolyn		Haines		2486 Ellen Dr.		Semmes		AL		36575		United States		Please stop this immediately. This is simply a terrible policy.

		Barb		Watts		2058 Eastern Pkwy		Louisville		KY		40204		United States		please stop this insanity.
we need old growth forest and more trees to combat global
warming

		Gayle		Goff		1106 Upland Dr		Austin		TX		78741		United States		Please stop this logging NOW!

		Melinda		Hirsch		3836 134th Ave NE		Bellevue		WA		98005		United States		Please stop this logging venture. We are in desperate need of saving forests and wilderness for the sake of the planet's survival.

		Patricia		Lindner				Tacoma		WA		98433		United States		Please stop this mess.

		sue		stokeld		3235 16th St		San Francisco		CA		94103		United States		Please stop this now, the balance of our earth is in bad enough shape without adding to it.........thank you

		Fredi		Juri		820 18th Street, Ap't. 2D		Perry		IA		50220		United States		Please stop this outrage!  Don't let this destruction be part of your legacy as Secretary of Agriculture.

		Anne		perkins		329 1/2 Sycamore Rd.		santa Monica, CA 90402		CA		90402		United States		Please stop this terrible unsustainable practice!

		Lauren		Colvin		108 s pacific St		Oceanside		CA		92054		United States		Please stop this unnecessary destruction!

		Margie		Lawson		18171 Dunn Rd.		South Bend		IN		46637		United States		Please stop this war on our Trees and the animals that call them home. Thank you.

		Ellen		Hogarty		1710 Dollar Lake Dr.		Kent		OH		44240		United States		Please stop this.  You cannot ever turn back the clock on this--we must work to save these irreplaceable treasures, not destroy them.

		Gudrun		Dennis		5912 NW 26th St		Gainesville		FL		32653		United States		Please stop!

		Jessica		Richards		616 W. 4th Ave. #5		Eugene		OR		97402		United States		Please stop!

		Helene		Hass		1138 Ingerson Rd		Arden Hills		MN		55112		United States		Please stop!  People are already disfiguring some giant
redwoods on the west coast of USA!
Helene  Hass

		Julie		Kozlowski				Sebastopol		CA		95472		United States		Please stop.

		Fredrica		Drotos		2600 Tenth Street		Berkeley		CA		94710		United States		Please stop.  We can't reverse the senseless decimation of ancient forest. We've all been part of the problems for so long let's become part of the solution at long last. 

Thank you!

		Violeta		Peters		1240 Temple Dr		Pacheco		CA		94553		United States		Please support us in this endeavor to keep forests for future generations.  It would be a shame to cut down these trees and eliminate forests that have been there for so long. It's up to us to preserve what we have. 

		Constance		Voget		1615 N 41st St		Seattle		WA		98103		United States		Please take a stand for a science-based,   sound  plan for the management of this important resource; please withdraw the plan for old-growth logging.

		Deborah		Santone		253 Summerford Circle		San Ramon		CA		94583		United States		Please take action to save our old-growth forest before it's too late!  The Tongass is a resource for all Americans and priceless well beyond what we could gain by timber sales!

		Barbara		Miller		12 Ben Franklin Dr.		Franklin		NJ		7416		United States		Please take care of this delicate environment and maintain the balance of nature.

		Loretta		Paraguassu		130 Arrowood Ct		Alpharetta		GA		30009		United States		Please take into account the value of our ecosystem -- not just the dollars and cents that timber sales bring. Once gone, wildlife will NOT return.

		Kim		Mack		300 W Grouse Rd		Shelton		WA		98584		United States		Please take the long view that helps our planet and all on it, rather than the political or capitalist view which sees only the money. These trees have more rights to be here than we do. Do the right thing and surprise us all!

		Mary		Graffagnino		10207 E. Calle Pueblo Estrella		Tucson		AZ		85747		United States		PLEASE TAKE THE RIGHT, FAIR, JUST, HUMANE AND HEALTHY ACTION AS URGED ABOVE.

		shari		hamilton		1334 N Callow Ave		Bremerton		WA		98312		United States		Please take your responsibility seriously to preserve the sensitive balance of this iconic region. Old growth is precious on so many levels.

		Wayne		Dolezal		3932-B R. R. 620 South		Austin		TX		78738		United States		Please the last of old growth forests alone.  This is much more important than lumber.

		Hubert		Szczygiel		3030 Lowrey Ave		Honolulu		HI		96822		United States		Please think about future consequences of your actions that extend past your time in office.

		Deborah		Ross		P.O. Box 1066		Canandaigua		NY		14424		United States		Please think about saving these trees for future generations to enjoy. Please remember we have other, less unique farmed forests for timber harvest.

		JAKE		SCHWARTZ		152 Webster St		Petaluma		CA		94952		United States		PLEASE THINK ABOUT THE FUTURE OF ALASKA'S ALREADY-THREATENED WILDERNESS.  ENOUGH IS ENOUGH!!!
WE NEED THE TONGASS FOR MUCH MORE THAN ITS TIMBER.
STOP THIS WASTE, PLEASE.  YOUR GRANDCHILDREN WILL THANK YOU!

		Patricia		Fleetwood		PO Box 111		Nashville		IN		47448		United States		Please think about the loss.

		Brandie		Younce		5062 Mansfield Ave Apt 28		Royal Oak		MI		48073		United States		Please think about your responsibility to the planet

		Paul		Kassabian				South Kingstown		RI		2879		United States		Please think before you axe! We don't have them if you let them be destroyed. 
Please stop.

		Sonia		Liskoski		7 Mary St.		Kennedy Twp.		PA		15108		United States		Please think beyond the tip of your latest pay-off

		Stephanie		Humbaugh		299 Andrews Lane		Crossville		TN		38555		United States		Please think of all the wildlife dependent on this forest.

		Bethany		Ford		9050 Peach Pkwy		Byron		GA		31008		United States		Please think of the future of our planet. 

		Judy		Smario-Johnson		1200 W. Winton Ave. Spc 27		Hayward		CA		94545		United States		Please think of the future of this area and not about profit.

		Brandon		Mulder		2000 Cedar Bend Dr		Austin		TX		78758		United States		Please think of the future, these old growth forests cannot be replaced (at least not for hundreds maybe thousands of years). The intricate system of life present in these forests cannot simply be replanted. 

		Rob		Bodner		4031 SE Sherman St		Portland		OR		97214		United States		Please try to find a better way to log trees. It seems like planting bamboo or another type of sustainable resource would be much easier than having to create roads, and destroy old growth forests. We can't afford to destroy the very sensitive ecosystems in Alaska

		Janice		Seybold		2421 Golden Rd		Plover		WI		54467		United States		Please understand Americans value this area for more than lumber. Wildlife need to have habitat. People need places of beauty to recreate.
Stop the destruction!!


		justis		biggart		1121 4th Ave W		Olympia		WA		98502		United States		Please understand that these old growth trees are one of our most precious natural resources which we need to protect. Not because of their commercial value as lumber but because of their environmental value. Because they absorb our toxins and protect our ecosystems.  Clear cutting this forest would do far more harm than good for all of us.i beg you not to destroy the livelihoods of thousands of innocent animals for the sake of short term profits.

		Elizabeth		Housel		5 Yankee Point Drive		Carmel		CA		93923		United States		Please update your philosophy !

		Erica		Johanson		50 Stony Brook Road		Hopewell		NJ		8525		United States		Please use your power to save the big trees.  They are priceless.

		Susan		Goldberg		1609 Arbor Dr		Glendale		CA		91202		United States		Please we can't afford the loss of another old growth forest,  this world is being systematically destroyed.  It may not effect our generation but I have children, as so do you, do you want to leave them a devastated and stripped world.  They will point at our generation and say "you could have stopped it."   They won't care that some lumber company made millions,
they will only see the destruction.
Thank you for your time.

		Robyn		Greenstone		2710 Bruce Badger Memorial Highway		Danville		VT		5828		United States		Please work to save what little natural grandeur our forests have. Cutting the last of our old growth forests will do very up little to curb our appetite for timber. It's like drilling for oil in Alaska. We will use it up and then be in the same situation as we are now -- looking for sustainable resources. Please do not bypass the chance to put the breaks on industrial-driven exploitation of a natural environment that belongs to all of us and, by right, our descendants. 

		Diana		Akers		3774 NW 5th Avenue		Boca Raton		FL		33431		United States		PLEASE!

		Jerome		Bechtle		pob 7236		kalispell		MT		59904		United States		please!

		Janet		Sherfey		129 Camphor Circle		Oldsmar		FL		34677		United States		Please!

		June		Stoelzel		6810 XanaWay		carlsbad		CA		92009		United States		Please!

		Jill		Hunt		4925 14th Street South		Arlington		VA		22204		United States		Please!

		Pamela		Deerwood		102 8th Avenue North		Hopkins		MN		55343		United States		PLEASE!

		David		Futch		6217 Boulder Lake Ave		San Diego		CA		92119		United States		Please!  The value of a preserved Tongass National Forest far outweighs any use realized by destroying or damaging its old-growth forest

		Deidra		Currie		208 upshaw st sw		Atlanta		GA		30315		United States		Please! Dont cut any of our old growth forests!

		Ely				via Bligny 5		Brescia		FL		33129		United States		Please! end old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone.

		Nick		Layden		47 Heron Loop		Republc		WA		99166		United States		Please! not these trees

		Joyce		Hiller		5970 Pelican Bay Blvd #522		Naples		FL		34108		United States		Please!!

		Felicia		Murray		131 East 19th Street		New York		NY		10003		United States		PLEASE!!!!  I beg you:  do not cut any more old growth big trees in the Tongass National Forest.  It is obscene that any old growth trees are allowed to be cut in any National Forest.

		Ann		Sayward		39 Magnolia Ave		Yankeetown		FL		34498		United States		Please, Alaska is so unique, the forest is much more valuable as a wilderness are than lumber.  It is no secret that once the trees are cut there is no taking it back.  As a visitor last summer, I was saddened to learn how many of the animals I had hoped to see were now a rare sighting.  Tourists will not keep coming if the forests are destroyed and the wildlife gone.
Please rethink the plans to sell off the Tongass old growth forest .

		Elizabeth		Riebe		39083 Cottonwood Ln		Lesueur		MN		56058		United States		Please, don't cut down the trees, keep them safe.

		Jody		Webb		4 4th St.		Asheville		NC		28803		United States		Please, Don't Let Anymore of  "The Tongass National Forest" Be Destroyed As Well As The Wildlife  Thrive There! We've Lost So Very Much of  Our Wild Lands & Wildlife That They'll ALL Become Extinct If We Don't Put A Stop To It NOW & Start Protecting Them! I Know That I Speak of Just One of Millions, But I Really Can't Imagine Our Future Generations Living A Life Without Our Wild Land Park & Wildlife Thank You.

		james		kroner		3030 Turk Blvd		San Francisco		CA		94118		United States		Please, have a soul

		Theresa		Croteau		33 Teen Challenge Rd		Rehrersburg		PA		19550		United States		Please, leave what we have left alone for the generations of people and animals to come or all they'll have left to remember is pictures of what we destroyed. Thank you

		Margaret		Weinrod		924 La Senda Ln NW		Los Ranchos		NM		87107		United States		Please, let's save something!!  

		Virginia		Collins		102 Georgia Way		San Leandro		CA		94577		United States		Please, NO clear-cutting in the Tongass National Forest!!!

		Terry		Knight		206 E Moore St		Apex		NC		27502		United States		Please, no more destruction of our national treasures!

		Lea		Gilbertson		17431 270th Ave		Glenwood		MN		56334		United States		Please, no timber sales in Tongass National Forest.  Please listen to the scientists, as in the expert biologists, who say this is a bad idea.

		Celeste		Chartier				Putnam		CT		6260		United States		Please, please do not cut old growth.   Please take a more long term, environmentally conscious perspective.  

		Ray		Teurfs		5810 Orchard Lane		Forestville		CA		95436		United States		Please, please do not take down our ancient heritage. Let's respect all of us, not just those who want to profit off of our common heritage.

		Connie		Walling		1513 Loftsgordon Avenue		Madison		WI		53704		United States		Please, please stop cutting these trees.  Once cut, we cannot get them back and they are so important to the well being of all of us on this planet.  What can you possibly be thinking?!

		Audrey		Van Vliet		11500 Fairway Dr. #107		Reston		VA		20190		United States		Please, please stop the devastation which dooms our future!

		HM		Plourde		Hillcrest Ave		St. Paul		MN		55116		United States		Please, please think out seven generations. Chopping old growth trees is a quick fix to devastating future consequences. 

		Kathy		Bradley		1422 Milvia St.		Berkeley		CA		94709		United States		Please, please, please preserve the little bit of old growth forest for generations to come and for the habitat.  Think of your grandchildren.
Thank you!

		Fulvia		Marino		Willow Creek Apartments  611 Enterprise Dr #511		Rohnert Park		CA		94928		United States		Please, protect the Tongass’ big trees before it's too late!

		Julie		Perco		909 Montgomery Ave		Bryn Mawr		PA		19010		United States		Please, reconsider your decision and stop large-scale old-growth chopping sprees in the Tongass, before its biggest, most majestic trees and the creatures that rely on them, are gone. 


		James		McKeny		936 Grassy Creek Rd		Pinnacle		NC		27043		United States		Please, remember that these old growth forests once gone will never come again in our lifetime.  No industry, no business, no person's pocketbook should ever be more important than our earth's great treasures.  Your Job is to protect those treasures. NOT EXPLOIT THEM!

		Jennifer		Baron		4239 N. Keystone Ave., #4N		Chicago		IL		60641		United States		Please, save our ancient trees and forests!

		Dr Joseph		Sinda		1144 E. Hellman St. Apt # 1144		Long Beach		CA		90813		United States		Please, Secretary Vilsack spare these ancient trees from being cut down. Thank You and Many Blessings.

Sincerely,
Dr Joseph P. Sinda

		Bruce		Odelberg		33900 Dangberg Drive		Kirkwood		CA		95646		United States		Please, the Tongass is valuable to America for much more than just its timber.  Without timber, it is just another clear cut mess.

		Caren		Thomas		552 Wilgate Ter		Glencoe		IL		60022		United States		Please, these trees cannot be replaced.  Private destruction is a crime.

		Carla		Babrick		1311 N. Third St., Apt. B		St. Charles		MO		63301		United States		Please, we need as many wild places as possible: so many have been destroyed. One that saddens me was destroyed before my birth: the Limberlost forest in northern Indiana. We have lost way too much already. No more.

		Kevin		Stith		84 Mason Ave		Delaware		OH		43015		United States		Please, we'll not see their likes in our lifetime and obviously not our children's nor grandchildren. Preserving is far more important than the use they would be intended for if cut!

		Valerie		Burgess		106 Keystone Hills		Factoryville		PA		18419		United States		Please, you cannot allow old growth trees to be decimated! They are irreplaceable and an absolutely necessary part of a long established ecosystem. The animals there depend on these old growth trees. Please step up and do what's right!

		Cristine		Saunders		1581-B Sunset lane		holly hill		FL		32117		United States		Please, you must save the Tongass National Forest!  Preserve and protect the wildlife and support tourism activities like fishing & recreatiion.  Do not chop down the old-growth big trees!

		kathy		kiraly		608 Basswood Rd		Berryville		AR		72616		United States		Please,please,please dont' do it, just a handful of trees cut can have an impact on nature. I know I live in the only a mile from me the road dept,cut down beautiful trees, oaks dogwoods, and redbuds. Along with large pines, so they could scrape the land for dirt,for dirt roads. The impact was  horrific and dreadfully unsightly. Please leave the trees they are very important, to that ecosystem. 


		Elizabeth		Montgomery		26 Union Avenue		Norwalk		CT		6851		United States		Please.

		Christopher		Feehan		2086B Admiral Ct		Tallahassee		FL		32308		United States		Please.

		Donna		Mitchell		33 Greenwich Avenue		NYC		NY		10014		United States		PLEASE. ACT TO SAVE & PRESERVE WHAT WE HAVE. DON'T DESTROY WHAT CANNOT BE REPLACED & WHAT IS ESSENTIAL TO THE HEALTH OF THE EARTH, THE HOME WE ALL SHARE.

		R		Nelson		3749 SW 319th St		Federal Way		WA		98023		United States		Please........

		Mernie		Whitted		226 Kit Carson Rd		Taos		NM		87571		United States		PLEASE....dont go ahead with Big Thorne sale.  This could destroy so much of our old-growth forest and disrupt the delicate balance between deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island.  We value the Tongrass for more than just timber.  Pls support activities like fishing and tourism that preserve our forest and protect our wildlfe which boosts the local economy.  WE NEED OUR BIG TREES...all trees actually.

Thank you.

		Alina				c/Narciso		Fuengirola		SC		29640		United States		Please...leave the trees alone!!!

		Barbara		Regan		22625 N 52nd Pl		Phoenix		AZ		85054		United States		Please--help save our trees, and the natural habitat of our forest dwellers.

		Yadira		Tosco		9551 SW 25th Dr		Miami		FL		33165		United States		Pls. Help our forest!!!!

		Gloria		Trinka		15096 Summit Place Cir		Naples		FL		34119		United States		PLS. Stop this stupidity!!!!!

		Michael		Carvalho		42 Williamson Ave		Bloomfield		NJ		7003		United States		Politics and profits is what this is about.  Why should those involved care about anything else.  They were raised by wolves

		Anne		Zimmerman		500 Yale		San Francisco		CA		94134		United States		Politics! Using the Forest service to line the pockets of business. The forest service should be protecting the forest and the environment. We need more trees, not fewer especially since climate change creates Gg
Conditions for pests & diseases that are already decimating many species.

		Maria		Bruscia		borgo garibaldi		ficulle		AK		5016		United States		porre fine al disboscamento della foresta di Tongass.

		Jason		Hoobler		117 Junefield Ave		Greenhills		OH		45218		United States		Posterity will remember the positions taken.

		Joel		Mulder		4312  29th Ave W		Seattle		WA		98199		United States		Preservation is key folks

		Andrew		Weinstein		49 Grove Street, 6C		New York		NY		10014		United States		Preservation over profits, please. 
Public over private interests, please.
Protect what we all own. Do your job.

		Carla		Lamarr		6715 NW 17th Ct		Margate		FL		33063		United States		Preserve old-growth forest trees. The old forest are home to endangered species. once cut, these trees will take many years to regrow.

		Bernardo		Mujica		durand bernales 133 208		surquilllo		IA		51111		United States		preserve the  life

		Susanne		Rash		36 Plaza Drive		Williamsvilleq		NY		14221		United States		Preserve the forest and protect its inhabitants! Large corporations will always find a way to make money. Why should it be at the expense of the earth, its wildlife and those who cherish the natural beauty and sources of recreation that our planet has to offer?

		John		Cobb		10101 163rd Ave NE		Redmond		WA		98052		United States		Preserve the old growth for it's own sake. It's not a commodity.

		Lura		IRISH		POB 578		Lakwbay		WA		98349		United States		Preserve the Tongass forests

		Stephen		Brockmann		9440 Barr Dr		Indianapolis		IN		46229		United States		PRESERVE the TONGASS! DO NOT DESTROY IT.

		Rosalie		Pierce		2919 3rd Ave S , #2		Minneapolis		MN		55408		United States		Preserve these forests for the future.

		Elizabeth		Dawson		PO Box 562		Port Hadlock		WA		98339		United States		Preserve this beautiful forest for everyone.

		Betty		Kowall		2295 Goodwin Ave		Penngrove		CA		94951		United States		Preserve this forest not destroy it.

		James		Kilker		229 East 89th \street		New York		NY		10128		United States		Preserve what nature has taken eons to create; do not chop down old growth for short-term gains.

		Suzanne J		Conlon		2345 Balsa St		San Diego		CA		92105		United States		Preserve!  Preserve!  PRESERVE!!!

		Amanda		Felt		18850 E. Gladstone St.		Covina		CA		91722		United States		Preserve, we only have so many!

		Bonnie		Murphy		712 Cole Rd		Coralville		IA		52241		United States		Preserving the environment should be respected as the important issue that it is.

		Susan		Ballinger		2009 Skyline Drive		Wenatchee		WA		98801		United States		Preserving the Tongass old-growth forest and the biodiversity it supports is of utmost importance.

		R		Williams		2515 W. Coyle Avenue		Chicago		IL		60645		United States		Preserving these old growth trees are important for preserving this nation's soul.

		Karen		Falk		12612  2nd Ave S		Burien		WA		98168		United States		Preserving what is left of old growth forests should supercede the endless logging. Recycling should be the norm or building from green products that preserve our environment not decimate it. 

		Joseph		Nowosielski		15630 Rockdale Rd		South Beloit		IL		61080		United States		preserving wilderness is so much more important to me than boosting some lumber company profits!

		Patsy		Rogers		P.O. Box 616		New Suffolk		NY		11956		United States		Prevent the murder of old-growth trees for profit.  Outrageous!

		Peter		Schultz		501 Andrus Rd		Downers  Grove		IL		60516		United States		Prior to colonization of North America by Europeans Ancient forests covered a large part.  Now most of them are gone due to urbanization, farming, mining and logging.  This destruction must not continue in our national Forests.

		Joan		MacDonald		519 Emmons Dr		Mountain View		CA		94043		United States		Profit from harvesting heritage trees that aid in the maintenance of a variety of wildlife is unacceptable. We implore you to end this thoughtless process.

		Kerstin		Beerweiler		1905 Washington St SW		Albany		OR		97322		United States		Progress takes away what forever took to find.

		Mary		Lebert				Hamburg		MI		48139		United States		Prominent scientists are objecting that destroying so much old-growth forest will jeopardize the delicate balance on Prince of Wales island.  The Forest Service needs to put a priority and support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest and protect the inhabitants of it as well as boost the local economy.

		Donna		Shepherd		73-1229 Melomelo St		Kailua Kona		HI		96740		United States		PROTECT AND PRESERVE ALWAYS!!! THIS IS YOUR GREATEST CON- CERN PLEASE DON"T EVER SELL OUT!
A MILLION THANKS
DONNA SUE

		Stephan		Donovan		4851 North Bernard Street		Chicago		IL		60625		United States		Protect Nature, not big business.

		Dee		Emrich		2205 River Ridge Rd		Arlington		TX		76017		United States		Protect old growth trees.

		PATRICIA		MCHUGH		7008 Amherst Ave		St Louis		MO		63130		United States		PROTECT OLD-GROWTH FOREST - NOT GREEDY CORPORATIONS!

		Dwayne		Munar		84-270 Jade Street		Waianae		HI		96792		United States		Protect old-growth forest.  It is good for everyone and everything and not just for a group of loggers who wants to make a buck.

		James		Sellman		378 Broadway # 3		Pitcairn		PA		15140		United States		Protect one are national tresures

		Joan		Foreman		1975 Sargent Avenue		Saint Paul		MN		55105		United States		Protect our ancient forests along with tourism opportunities and preserving native animal species.

		Dave		Palmer		13528 Woodbine		Detroit		MI		48239		United States		Protect our forests now before they are barren!

		Steve		Dickinson		2205 Hopkins Ave		Lansing		MI		48912		United States		Protect our future.

		Sherry		Vatter		3362 Keystone Avenue, Apt. 2		Los Angeles		CA		90034		United States		Protect our heritage!

		Glen		Anderson		5015 15th Ave SE		Lacey		WA		98503		United States		PROTECT our natural resources from exploitation and destruction.

		Howard		Lambert		35495 Riverwood Ct.		Crosslake		MN		56442		United States		Protect OUR trees.

		Dia		Schumacher		PO Box 551		Clearwater		FL		33757		United States		Protect the big trees and those who inhabit the wilderness. Do the right thing and don't lose your membership cards to the human race

		luana		lynch		66075 Foothill Dr		Joshua Tree		CA		92252		United States		Protect the big trees before they are all gone forever, please!

		Joan		Foreman		1975 Sargent Avenue		Saint Paul		MN		55105		United States		Protect the forest and protect great fishing and other tourist opportunities along with preserving native animal species.

		Arleen		Jennings		104 Ivygreen Chase		Canton		GA		30114		United States		PROTECT THE TONGASS BIG TREES.

		John		Pham		1545 Hawk View Drive		Encinitas		CA		92024		United States		PROTECT the Tongass National Forest!

		Shelley		Sovola		P.O. Box 6969		Brookings		OR		97415		United States		Protect the Tongass old growth forests.   Once gone they will not return, and countless wildlife and eco systems depend on this priceless resource.

		Susan		Harmon		3890 Inverness Dr		Beaumont		TX		77707		United States		Protect the Tongass, don't destroy it!

		Shelley		Tea		5108 S Dawson St		Seattle		WA		98118		United States		Protect the Tongass.  Save old-growth forests for future generations.

		Claudia		Moorman		6316 S Vermont Ave		Los Angeles		CA		90044		United States		Protect the Tongass. We need those big trees to support the wildlife that lives in them.

		Lisa		Hammermeister		16456 Shamhart Dr.		Granada Hills		CA		91344		United States		Protect the trees.

		Susan		Scow		4017 Skyview Road		Minnetonka		MN		55345		United States		Protect the welfare of the inhabitants of Prince of Wales Island and please cease to cut down the old growth. 

		Reita		Newkirk		45 PASEO VISTA		santa fe		NM		87508		United States		protect the world heritage, your children and mine

		Harvey		Herrick		3864 La Jolla Village Dr		La Jolla		CA		92037		United States		Protect them before they are gone forever.

		Connie		Walling		1513 Loftsgordon Avenue		Madison		WI		53704		United States		Protect them, people...please?

		JC		Bower		1904 Gary St		Sumner		WA		98390		United States		Protect what we have remaining of our environment !

		Linda		Fante		220 N. Rosborough Avenue		Ventnor		NJ		8406		United States		Protect wildlife not special interest and $$$$ in the wrong pockets.

		Graburn		Lynne		6244 Randomwood Dr		Schenectady		NY		12303		United States		Protect your heritage, not your income!

		Kathy		Manrriquez		5751 N. Rogers		Chicago		IL		60646		United States		Protecting natural resources is far more beneficial to our world ecosystems than harvesting them for profit. 

		Barrie		Stebbings		P O Box 449		Stinson Beach		CA		94970		United States		Protecting the environment, forests and its denizens, must be reintegrated into the goal and purpose of the Forest Service before it is too late and we are forced to live with the devastation and its consequences.

		Cathy		Geist		3428 34th Ave. S.		Minneapolis		MN		55406		United States		Protecting this old-growth forest from fragmentation is critical to preserving the biodiverse ecosystems of this beautiful and ecologically significant National Forest, including the Alexander Archipelago wolf and its habitat. As a conservation biologist and environmental science instructor, I request that you end all old-growth clear-cutting.

		Janice		VrMeer		1386 Owen Ct.		Penryn		CA		95663		United States		Protection of old growth forests is essential for an eco-system to thrive.  If you move forward with the Big Thorne timber sale you will be jeopardizing all wildlife of the Tongass National Forest. The deer, birds, wolves and water ways will all be damaged by the reckless destruction. 
Instead the Forest Service would be wise to invest in protecting the forest and promoting eco-tourism.  I know that is where I spend all my extra money.  

		Andreas		Vlasiadis		el.venizelou 53d - tavros		athens		PA		17778		United States		Protection of the ecosystem is your primary obligation.

		Donna		Buscarello		1 Stuyvesant Oval		New York		NY		10009		United States		put God's creation before money!

		Alecia		Morgan		p.o.box 1118		felton		CA		95018		United States		Putting corporate greed over the health and welfare of humans and animals is just plain WRONG!!!!
What is going to clean air out when corporate greed has killed and removed all the trees?????


		William		Butler		POB 3327		Evergreen		CO		80437		United States		Quick easy profit and destruction.  Impossible to duplicate and invaluable as is.  Leave it alone.

		Gregg		Eisman		19823 Santee Lane		Valley Center		CA		92082		United States		Quit "selling out" our beautiful land.

		Arthur		Meincke		711 West Hickory St.		Roswell		NM		88203		United States		Quit being stupid.  Stop giving in and taking kickbacks from the corporations!

		Jan		Bloom		37009 49th Ave		Paw Paw		MI		49079		United States		Quit butchering everything and just leave some things alone. This area can be a wilderness area.

		Scott		Weisel		220 S. Main St.		Manheim		PA		17545		United States		QUIT cutting Down ALL the Old Trees & Get the F*** OUT of the WOODS!!!!!

		Marie		Leven		321 Bellewood Drive		Flushing		MI		48433		United States		Quit destroying habitat and old growth forests! The Tongass can not be regrown or replaced!

		Luella		Baldwin		27377 Presley St		Sun City		CA		92586		United States		Quit raping the forest lands.

		Anita		Pauwels		125 Valley View Ct		Willow Park		TX		76087		United States		Rape, pillage and plunder was the byword of the last two centuries.  But we can no longer afford to decimate our natural world and not affect the survival of our own species.  It is time to take a hard stand against "bottom-line profit at all cost" and begin conscious and smart conservation in a new century.  The forests are the lungs of the world. Without them we become desert.  So for every selective and managed tree cut down, three should be planted in its place, and the old growth forests and 'wild places' are OFF LIMITS, forever.  It is time to convert the industry of 'logging' into growing perma-culture alternatives like hemp, switch-grass and bamboo for conversion into 'lumber', clothing products, oils and building materials at the same time we replenish the world's forests.  We have the intelligence and the knowledge, we lack only the willingness to let go of the old and create new jobs and ideas for a new century.  The continued future of humanity depends on our decisions today.  Please protect the T

		susan		steffey				Chicago		IL		60643		United States		Rare and beautiful things need to be protected. Once something like forest is gone it is gone forever.

		Stephanie		Mory		430 Paige Point Blf		Seabrook		SC		29940		United States		Really! What are you thinking? It is time to save old growth not chop them until all are gone. You ruin the ecosystem and acerbate climate change. Please leave old growth alone, once gone never to return.

		Katherine		Glatter		535 West St.		Amherst		MA		1002		United States		Really? This is an easy one to make a good decision on. Do the right thing. It's obvious. You can't recreate old-growth. Do you know what your power is capable of? Don't use it for the wrong thing which you can't predict the result of. Don't play God. Don't interfere. 

		Kim		Oaster		822 York St apt B		Hanover		PA		17331		United States		Really???  This is what the U,S, Forest Service thinks is a "good" idea??? There are plenty of states that replant so  there is plenty of timber. Why on earth the destruction of  this pristine area and the species indigenous to the Tongass is absolutely unacceptable!!  This matter MUST be clearlyrevisited,rethought,reevaluated. Much more consideration needs to be given here. I strongly urge the Forest Service to stop clear-cutting the Tongass

		Kevin		Decie		644 Faulkner Dr		Hackettstown		NJ		7840		United States		Recent U.S. Forest Service old-growth logging plans in the Tongass National Forest are ill advised at best. Despite objections from prominent scientists, the Forest Service has indicated it plans to proceed with a timber sale that could destroy so much old-growth forest it would jeopardize the delicate balance between the people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island. It could likely even threaten the Alexander Archipelago wolf to the point hat it may need to be put on the Endangered Species List.

The Forest Service needs to do a complete and thorough evaluation of the impact its contemplated actions will have on the future of the Tongass.  It is important for the Forest Service to have its priorities straight and give weight to the prominent scientists that have voiced their objections to the proposed course. The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants lik

		Kat		Thomas		1007 Alder		seattle		WA		98104		United States		Recent U.S. Forest Service old-growth logging plans in the Tongass National Forest are ludicrous. Despite objections from prominent scientists, the Forest Service announced it is charging ahead with Big Thorne – a timber sale that could destroy so much old-growth forest it would jeopardize the delicate balance between the people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island. It could even put the Alexander Archipelago wolf on the Endangered Species List.
It’s time for the Forest Service to get its priorities straight. The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. 

		Vasilios		Gikas		456 NIMICK STREET		SHARON		PA		16146		United States		Recent U.S. Forest Service old-growth logging plans in the Tongass National Forest are ludicrous. Despite objections from prominent scientists, the Forest Service announced it is charging ahead with Big Thorne – a timber sale that could destroy so much old-growth forest it would jeopardize the delicate balance between the people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island. It could even put the Alexander Archipelago wolf on the Endangered Species List.

Right now, the Forest Service is planning the future of the Tongass, and it’s time for the Forest Service to get its priorities straight. The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

I tell the Forest Service to end old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone.

		JB		Johnson-Allen		3956 Hustonville Rd.		Danville		KY		40422		United States		Recent U.S. Forest Service old-growth logging plans in the Tongass National Forest are ludicrous. Despite objections from prominent scientists, the Forest Service announced it is charging ahead with Big Thorne – a timber sale that could destroy so much old-growth forest it would jeopardize the delicate balance between the people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island. It could even put the Alexander Archipelago wolf on the Endangered Species List.

Right now, the Forest Service is planning the future of the Tongass, and it’s time for the Forest Service to get its priorities straight. The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

The Forest Service must end old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone.



		Kxbx		Bx		432 lingard		lanc		CA		93535		United States		Recent U.S. Forest Service old-growth logging plans in the Tongass National Forest are ludicrous. Despite objections from prominent scientists, the Forest Service announced it is charging ahead with Big Thorne – a timber sale that could destroy so much old-growth forest it would jeopardize the delicate balance between the people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island. It could even put the Alexander Archipelago wolf on the Endangered Species List.

Right now, the Forest Service is planning the future of the Tongass, and it’s time for the Forest Service to get its priorities straight. The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

Tell the Forest Service to end old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone.

		Robert		Hinely		1510 W. Main St.		Sheridan		OR		97378		United States		Recent U.S. Forest Service old-growth logging plans in the Tongass National Forest are ludicrous. Despite objections from prominent scientists, the Forest Service announced it is charging ahead with Big Thorne – a timber sale that could destroy so much old-growth forest it would jeopardize the delicate balance between the people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island. It could even put the Alexander Archipelago wolf on the Endangered Species List.

Right now, the Forest Service is planning the future of the Tongass, and it’s time for the Forest Service to get its priorities straight. The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		Michael		Nelson		315 W 6th St		The Dalles		OR		97058		United States		Recent U.S. Forest Service old-growth logging plans in the Tongass National Forest are ludicrous. Despite objections from prominent scientists, the Forest Service announced it is charging ahead with Big Thorne – a timber sale that could destroy so much old-growth forest it would jeopardize the delicate balance between the people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island. It could even put the Alexander Archipelago wolf on the Endangered Species List.

Right now, the Forest Service is planning the future of the Tongass, and it’s time for the Forest Service to get its priorities straight. The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

Tell the Forest Service to end old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone. If they disappear then you will disappear!


		Nathan		Vogel		49 Alpine Terrace		City of your first elementary school?		CA		94117		United States		Recent U.S. Forest Service old-growth logging plans in the Tongass National Forest are ludicrous. Despite objections from prominent scientists, the Forest Service announced it is charging ahead with Big Thorne – a timber sale that could destroy so much old-growth forest it would jeopardize the delicate balance between the people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island. It could even put the Alexander Archipelago wolf on the Endangered Species List.

Right now, the Forest Service is planning the future of the Tongass, and it’s time for the Forest Service to get its priorities straight. The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		Diane		Kastel		1658 DOVER COURT		WHEATON		IL		60189		United States		Recent U.S. Forest Service old-growth logging plans in the Tongass National Forest are ludicrous. Despite objections from prominent scientists, the Forest Service announced it is charging ahead with Big Thorne – a timber sale that could destroy so much old-growth forest it would jeopardize the delicate balance between the people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island. It could even put the Alexander Archipelago wolf on the Endangered Species List.

Right now, the Forest Service is planning the future of the Tongass, and it’s time for the Forest Service to get its priorities straight. The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

We are telling the Forest Service to end old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone.


		Joe		Parrish		300 E. 56th St.		New York		NY		10022		United States		Recent U.S. Forest Service old-growth logging plans in the Tongass National Forest are outrageous. Despite objections from prominent scientists, the Forest Service has announced it is charging ahead with Big Thorne – a timber sale that could destroy so much old-growth forest it would jeopardize the delicate balance between the people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island. It could even put the Alexander Archipelago wolf on the Endangered Species List.

Right now, the Forest Service is planning the future of the Tongass, and it’s time for the Forest Service to get its priorities straight. The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

Please end old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone.

		JB		Johnson-Allen		3956 Hustonville Rd.		Danville		KY		40422		United States		Recent U.S. Forest Service old-growth logging plans in the Tongass National Forest are unbelievable! The agency is charging ahead with Big Thorne – a timber sale that could destroy so much old-growth forest it would jeopardize the delicate balance between the people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island. It could even lead the Alexander Archipelago wolf to the Endangered Species List. 

PLEASE!!!!!! STOP FOREST SERVICE CHOPPING SPREES BEFORE THE BIG TREES ARE GONE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

		JB		Johnson-Allen		3956 Hustonville Rd.		Danville		KY		40422		United States		Recent U.S. Forest Service old-growth logging plans in the Tongass National Forest are unbelievable!!!!!!!! The agency is charging ahead with Big Thorne – a timber sale that could destroy so much old-growth forest it would jeopardize the delicate balance between the people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island. It could even lead the Alexander Archipelago wolf to the Endangered Species List. 

PLEASE(!!!!!_ STOP FOREST SERVICE CHOPPING SPREES BEFORE THE BIG TREES ARE GONE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!



		Richard		Milner		3600 MacKland Ave NE		Albuquerque		NM		87110		United States		Recently I visited Oregon and drove down the coast.  There appeared to be a forest there, until one looked behind the last remaining line of trees to see the vast clear cut.  Please don't allow this in Alaska.  Forests take millions of years to develop, you can't get them back merely by replanting.

		Dennis		Connolly		1145 Baker Hill Road		Cobden		IL		62920		United States		Recreation and tourism are way more valuable than this proposed destruction of Old Growth Forest!

		Rosita		Aranita		1440 Randolph Ave. #305		St. Paul		MN		55105		United States		Recycle wood it harvest submerged ones instead!

		Paul		Lucchini		PO Box 3154		Sedona		AZ		86340		United States		Reign in the foolishness and greed.


		Tim		Brainerd		3 Sylvester Road		Natick		MA		1760		United States		Remember the Lorax....

(enough is enough....let longterm public value trump shortterm private gain)

		Angeline		Albright		P. O. Box 2326		Cleveland		GA		30528		United States		Remember, all things in nature are interconnected.
Destroy one, destroy others. Are we sure we really want to do that for a few dollars? Remember, money goes quickly, but destruction of nature is forever.

		Dwight & Peggy		Perkins		51 Lorelei Lane		Menlo Park		CA		94025		United States		Removal of these trees will lower the amount oxygen in our air, and increase the amount of carbon dioxide in our atmosphere.  That is compounding our climate problems.

		Roy		Windmuller		1011 Wheeler Drive		Aiken		SC		29803		United States		Replace them with hemp!

		Evey		Jones		P.O.Box 543		Placitas		NM		87043		United States		Resources will disappear and take animal life and then human life. Please heed the warning signs and leave the big trees for all living things to continue.

		Carol		Collins		6013 Patridge Dr		Pearland		TX		77584		United States		Respect Nature's design & plan for a balanced & healthy environment. How can you fail to understand that our plans and logic are frequently wrong? Nature's design is perfect for all living things. 

		Suzi		Nash		2909 Harper St		Philadelphia		PA		19130		United States		Respect our elders!

		Irene		Redfield		414 Hicks St		Brooklyn		NY		11201		United States		respect the environment for all living things.

		Daniele		Boucher		850 mclaughlin		richmond		CA		94805		United States		Respecting the environment and the wildlife it supports is of the utmost importance.

		Marc		Pokempner		1453 W Addison St		Chicago		IL		60613		United States		Responsible forest management, rather than turning a quick buck, will insure this resource is available for the future.  It's your responsibility to protect the big trees, and the wildlife and future gene rations of people who need them!

		Robin		Chriss		Blue creek trail		Evergreen		CO		80439		United States		Rethink cutting the old growth... It is the most irresponsible and wrong thing to do! Shane on you- Shane in your greed! 

		Alexander		esche		400 Kay St		Crystal Lake		IL		60014		United States		Right now we should be focusing on biomass utilization, transportation and shipment before building up stores. If the trees are living we don't want them to rot. We should work on the newest ovens and turbines that use all of the gas and store the products with more industrial chemistry than forest cutting
 We not use old growth forests but should use cereals or renewable domesticated crops. Combustion of unutilized biomass minimizes trash volume and pollution and can generate energy or be recycled. I would like another generation to see these forests undamaged.

		Priscilla		Skerry		95 Emery Street		Portland		ME		4102		United States		Right now, the Forest Service is planning the future of the Tongass, and it’s time for the Forest Service to get its priorities straight. The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. It is important that you support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.
To the degree that chopping any old-growth forests adds to this problem, that practice must be stopped.

		Barbara		Warner		1955 Tatum Lane		Lebanon		KY		40033		United States		Right now, the Forest Service is planning the future of the Tongass, and it’s time for the Forest Service to get its priorities straight. The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		Marsha		Penner		4532 Jutland Place		San Diego		CA		92117		United States		Right now, the Forest Service is planning the future of the Tongass, and it’s time for the Forest Service to get its priorities straight. The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

We love our trees, we love our wilderness, we love our wildlife.  Visiting them fills us with awe, and even just knowing they exist on this planet renews and heals our souls.

Please end old-growth cutting before our trees are gone.

		Pamela		Jiranek		175 Waring Rd.		Memphis		TN		38117		United States		Right now, the Forest Service is planning the future of the Tongass, and it’s time for the Forest Service to get its priorities straight. The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		Carol		Gillingham		800 E 5th St		Washington		NC		27889		United States		Right now, the Forest Service is planning the future of the Tongass, and it’s time for the Forest Service to get its priorities straight. The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

Tell the Forest Service to end old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone.

		Polly		O'Malley		1311 Federal Ave		Los Angeles		CA		90025		United States		Right now, the Forest Service is planning the future of the Tongass, and it’s time for the Forest Service to get its priorities straight. The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		Walid		Assoum		6376 Stanford Ct		Cypress		CA		90630		United States		Save alaska 

		Margaret		Mew		605 Michael Ln.		Lafayette		CA		94549		United States		Save big trees everywhere--we need them!

		Debbie		Williams		176 Stewart Street		Welch		WV		24801		United States		Save for future generations!

		Annie		Coustaty		rue neuve		marans				17230		United States		Save Forest and habitants as WOLF

		Barbara		Barton		1343 Via Zurita St		Claremont		CA		91711		United States		Save old growth forests.  Preserve this forest as it is and let nature take its course not man take its course.

		John and Martha		Stoltenberg		N8362 State Highway		Elkhart Lake		WI		53020		United States		Save old-growth forests!

		CARILENE		NEWBY		25 AVALOS RD.		El Prado		NM		87529		United States		SAVE OUR BELOVED TREES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

		william		napoli		5925 4th Ave So		Saint Petersburg		FL		33707		United States		save our earth

		lauralynne		cardwell		4001 Bryant Ct		Cypress		CA		90630		United States		Save our forest and the animals that rely on them.

		Jan		Davidson		39874 Pierce Lake Drive		Oakhurst		CA		93644		United States		save our Forests....Save our lives...PLEASE!

		Janice		Crowl		1506 Princeton Dr		O Fallon		IL		62269		United States		Save our heritage.  This can never be replaced.

		Janice		Crowl		1506 Princeton Dr		O Fallon		IL		62269		United States		Save our heritage.  This can never be replaced.

		Lorraine		Barrie		15 Kulanihakoi		Kihei		HI		96753		United States		save our irreplaceable forests

		Richard		Hurlburt		PO BOX 1923		Belfair		WA		98528		United States		Save our large and old groth trees, money is not that important, that is greed, leave the trees alone.

		Marion		Baumgardner		1700 Lindberg Road		West Lafayette		IN		47906		United States		Save our National Forests before it is too late

		Carol		Batchelder		15 Welfare St		East Providence		RI		2914		United States		Save our National forests mature trees...they're irreplaceable!

		Beverly		Dattilo		15114 Evergreen Dr.#1B		Orland Park		IL		60462		United States		Save our natural resources. 

		Beverly		Dattilo		15114 Evergreen Dr.#1B		Orland Park		IL		60462		United States		Save our natural resources. 

		Neville		Rapp		882 Lionsgate		St Louis		MO		63130		United States		SAVE OUR OLD GROWTH FORESTS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

		Jack		Eich		18763 Felton Rd		Morrison		IL		61270		United States		save our old growth trees from permanent destruction and loss of habitat

		Margaret		Chilton		906Jefferson		Pekin		IL		61554		United States		Save our old growth trees, we need them for the inhabitants of the forests and our children to see our heritage.

		Trudy		Yukl		10129 edmonton ave.		englewood		FL		34224		United States		Save our old-growth forests!!

		Elena		Reyes		1202 Capri St.		Coral Gables		FL		33134		United States		Save our planet , preserver the forest , protect the endangered species



		Calli		Brannon		1000 E Main St		Princeton		MO		64673		United States		Save our trees

		Aletta		Kraan		208 Sutherlandstr, N.		Stayner,		CO		25689		United States		Save our trees !!!!!

		Anje'		Waters		14945 Christmas Tree Ln.		Grass Valley		CA		95945		United States		Save our trees!

		Maria		Farina		1918 Rhawn St		Philadelphia		PA		19111		United States		SAVE our wild lands and wildlife!

		Liza		Botz		644		Hana		HI		96713		United States		Save something for the children of the future.

		Lemoyn		Salmonsen		21 San Francisco Hills Rd		Placitas		NM		87043		United States		Save something for the future, even if we are bent on self extinction, by greed.

		Jean		Auris		2703 S. Pebble Brook Dr.		Homosassa		FL		34448		United States		Save the big trees for the next generation.  We want the big trees to survive. What is it with you people why are you doing this?  Do we need the money instead of the trees.  Of course not. No timber sale, Go somewhere else and cut trees.  

		Geraldine		Gauer		301 Gemma Cir		Santa Rosa		CA		95404		United States		Save the Big Trees from Extinction NOW

		Ed		Dade		2581 south mountain		port matilda		PA		16870		United States		Save the big trees!

		Michael		Mix		2311 Ridgeland Ave		Berwyn		IL		60402		United States		Save the earth. 

		William		Walraven		1222 Sunset View Drive		Akron		OH		44313		United States		Save the environment by saving the old--Grow/plant special trees for current special needs designed for the current need...

		Elaine		Sloan		10 Mitchell Pl		Nyc		NY		10017		United States		SAVE the environment for the next generations to come.......

		Sher		Patrick		670 E Dorothy Ln		Kettering		OH		45419		United States		Save the forest for future generations.

		Harriet		Horton		404 Marigold Ln		Cedar Park		TX		78613		United States		Save the forest.  Don't cut down trees.. Save the plants & animals.  Save centuries of life!

		Tom		Finholt		212 Timber Wind Dr.		Wildwood		MO		63011		United States		Save the forests and rainforests and coral reefs and wolves.

       Tom Finholt

		k		liberta		9 ellicott ave		Batavia		NY		14020		United States		save the forests for our future the time to do this is now.Do not want to see thousands of trees floating wasted in Alaska's waterways when we travel your dirty secret of waste!

		Elizabeth		Hegeman		100 riverside dr		New York		NY		10024		United States		save the forests- they absorb C) 2!

		Linda		Smiggen		4445 Echo Canyon Rd.		Las Cruces		NM		88011		United States		Save the forests!! We have enough pollution; think of the future.  We have been destroying all of our forests in the world.  

		Joshua		Heffron		8 east 83 st		nyc		NY		10028		United States		Save the Old Growth Forest!!! Save Alaska Show the World What Americans Can Do!!!!!!

		Daniel		Puetz		990 N. Cove Drive		Palatine		IL		60067		United States		Save the old growth trees before it's too late.....

		Lilikala		Kameeleihiwa		46-252 Ahui Nani Pl		Kaneohe		HI		96744		United States		Save the old growth trees for the next generation and for the planet Earth.

		Aimee		Whitman		28 Wood Rd		Bedford Hills		NY		10507		United States		Save the old growth trees!  They are the foundation for the forest!!!!

		Scott		Fernandez		1720 ne 60		Portland		OR		97213		United States		Save the Old Growth trees.

		Matthias		Beebe		1024 Laguna Dr		Carlsbad		CA		92008		United States		Save the old growth trees.  They are the earths lungs.  We need the forests in the northern hemesphere to remove CO2 from the atmosphere.  

		J		Barnes		POB		Jacksonville		FL		32236		United States		Save the old growth trees; they absorb the most carbon.

		Kathryn		Alexander		3125 Redstone Ln		Boulder		CO		80305		United States		SAVE the old growth! We need the big trees!!!

		Steve		Iverson		309 Fernleaf Ave Unit C		Corona Del Mar		CA		92625		United States		Save The Planet

		P		Turick		po box 183		westport		MA		2790		United States		Save the Tongass before it's too late. 

		Sally		McDaniel		POBox 687		El Rito		NM		87530		United States		Save the Tongass for posterity, not today's greedy profits !!

		James		Julien		22 Pebble Ln		Port Townsend		WA		98368		United States		SAVE THE TONGASS FOREST

		Shauna		Fuller		88042 Llama Lane		Veneta		OR		97487		United States		Save the Tongass National Forest while we still have a chance!

		Jon		Lloyd		11606 Caminito Magnifica		San Diego		CA		92131		United States		Save the Tongass!

		Jake		Wolfhart		pob 1193		capitan		NM		88316		United States		save the trees

		Dale		Blake		4008 W Rogers Ave.		Tampa		FL		33611		United States		Save the trees = Save the planet!

		Joseph		Rhodes		120 Sandstone Cir.		Athens		GA		30605		United States		Save the trees and the animals and you'll have done something truly magical!

		Doris		Vician		708 Guadalupe Ct. NW		Albuquerque		NM		87114		United States		Save the trees and the creatures.

		Elizabeth		Nipper		1749 Highway UU		Poplar Bluff		MO		63901		United States		Save the trees and the habitat of the animals, please!

		Toni		Smalley		3275 Hermoso Drive		Florissant		MO		63033		United States		Save the trees and the wolves.

		Julie		Stevens		26298 S Jones Rd		Beavercreek		OR		97004		United States		Save the trees for the future, we need them, & please don't make them a thing of the past.  

		AnnaBell		Washburn		860 United Nations Plaza Apt 9G		New York		NY		10017		United States		Save the trees!

		Catherine		Gould		971 Larmier Ave		Oak View		CA		93022		United States		Save the trees!

		Caroline		Miller		6834 4th Ave No		St Petersburg,		FL		33710		United States		Save the Trees!

		Jan		Mitchell		129 Cherry Hill Dr Apt 4B		Hendersonville		TN		37075		United States		Save the trees!

		Sandra		Babayan		7234 e Killdee st		Long beach		CA		90808		United States		Save the trees, once they are all gone to make tables and chairs, what kind of air will we breathe? Once the last tree has fallen we will be going into extinction too... Keep that in mind for future generations. Thanks. Sandra Babayan

		Jacqueline		Poehner		24184 S Ridge Rd		Beavercreek		OR		97004		United States		Save the trees. 

		Sharon		Leton		P.O.Box 1604		Hanalei		HI		96714		United States		Save the trees.... Grow hemp... It is far more ecological and is the answer to much of our needs....

		Jessica		West				Petaluma		CA		94952		United States		Save the trees; saves amimals! Save the trees; saves fresh air! Save the trees; saves human lives! Save the trees; saves YOU!

		Ken		Martin		5 Orchard Hill Road		Newtown		CT		6470		United States		Save the wildlife that live there...   Stop the cutting....

		Susan		Pernot		5098 Rd 24.5		Cortez		CO		81321		United States		Save these magnificent trees. These trees have been alive for 100's of years, trees we will never see again. Have the respect to save the old trees.

		Jeannette		Hassberg		52 Majestic Ave		San Francisco		CA		94112		United States		Save these precious forests!

		Eileen		Schram		61 Ridgeview Dr.		Woodland Park		NJ		7424		United States		Save these trees!

		Judith		Tabak		1024 SW 4th Pl		Renton		WA		98057		United States		Save these trees--for our own salvation.

		Janet		Way		940 NE 147th St		Shoreline		WA		98155		United States		Save this vital ecosystem! Save the magnificent forest!

		Billy		Hancock		695 S Center St Unit 326		Reno		NV		89501		United States		save tongass

		Jenifer		Massey		211 W Avenida Valencia		San Clemente		CA		92672		United States		SAVE TREES SAVES LIVES

		Kay		Warren		PO Box 1124		Centralia		WA		98531		United States		SAVE what are left of the old growth trees.  WHY do you want to destroy them.  Forests are much more than commodities.  
WAKE UP & think of future generations

		Barry		De Jasu		P.O. Box 422		Montague		MA		1351		United States		Save what's left of our Natural World. WE NEED IT.

		Elizabeth		Silverman		83681 Rattlesnake Rd		Dexter		OR		97431		United States		Save your Mother


		Chris		Cole		816 N 123 Plaza		Omaha		NE		68154		United States		Say NOOOO to Big Thorne!  Get your priorities straight, Forest Service!!!!!!!  Protect the Tongass and it's creatures!  Do the right thing!  You are being watched.

		Sharon		Osborne		P.O. Box 333		Union		ME		4862		United States		Scientists are against logging Big Thorne.  Unique species of wildlife AND the citizens of Prince of Wales Island will be irrevocably harmed by this timber sale, and the wild hearts of those of us who care deeply about the value of old and wild places will be broken.  All for money.
You are the Forest SERVICE, but you are not serving the forest and its need and those of its inhabitants.  As wild places disappear, those that are so unique as the Tongass become more valuable to local economies, to tourism among those who value these places, and to the spiritual life of those who care.  Please--don't think like bureaucrats, but like thinking, feeling beings who are charged with the welfare of what remains of our lovely earth.  Thank you.

		Mary		Frische		41067 Heather St.		Homer		AK		99603		United States		Secretary  Vilsack
 Pleased stop any more logging of old growth trees in the Tongass.  The American people  need to  be able to enjoy this treasure  without seeing it periodically threatened.
Mary Frische

		Paul		Lajeunesse		7073 Old Mill Road		Chesterland		OH		44026		United States		Secretary Vilsack
It is simply unbelievable that extracting old growth timber from any of our forest would even be considered in this modern age. With all that we have learned about the value of habitat diversity, inter-connectivity of ecosystems and resource conservation why would we consider selling out to private industry who is simply profit oriented. They win and we all pay the price. Please do not permit any logging of old growth forest. Those forest are unique, severely depleted already.  I'd like my grandchildren to have the opportunity to witness first hand the beauty..not see pictures.

Best Regards,

Paul Lajeunesse

		Wayne		Heckman		POB 846		Ukiah		CA		95482		United States		Seems to me there needs to be a more balanced approach to resource management than just extracting one element. The forest service is literally not seeing the forest for the trees. This puts all the other resources in jeopardy . No one is interested in visiting a clear cut that destroys habitats and fisheries. This decision is just another example of short term profit- cut and run and U.S. Tax payers get ripped off so a special interest group can make large profits.

		Tamara		Barker		2788 Pangburn Hollow Rd		Monongahela		PA		15063		United States		Selective logging is the responsible choice, not clear cutting!

		Gail		Carr		12 Chelsea Court		Avondale Estates		GA		30002		United States		Selling off our old growth forest is just not acceptable anymore.  So little old growth forest is left anywhere that existing stands represent a treasure of unsullied life, resources for medical research, and a  birthright opening a door to the natural world that belongs to every person living now or to come.
Don't surcome to greed.  Become a steward and protect our old growth trees in the Tongass National Forest for your grand kids and all our grand kids to come.

		Adele		Galloway		1401 E 9th Ave		Winfield		KS		67156		United States		Seriously, I thought you were the good guys????  Stop it!!!!!!  Are you all insane???  There will be nothing on this planet!!!  Stop!!!!!!!

		David		Mays		379 Oak Street		Columbus		OH		43215		United States		seriously?? you shouldn't need a petition to make you realize this is wrong!!

		Debra		Van Way		3429 Butcher Bend Road		Mineral Wells		WV		26150		United States		Seriously-have you people lost your freaking minds?  You are supposed to protect and preserve forests and all the creatures that live in in not destroy it.  Greed playing into this?  Stop destroying what you are supposed to protect.

		Cynthia		Mannion		164 Acorn Dr		Boulder Creek		CA		95006		United States		serve the forest; damn the timber trade (soulless). indigenous species or human greed,...

		Kathleen		Kuczynski		25402 Shoshone Dr.		Lake Forest		CA		92630		United States		Shame on you!

		Brenda		Bartone		477 South Rd		Wakefield		RI		2879		United States		Shame on you.

		Debra		Mahony		271 Shady Hill Rd		Fairfield		CT		6824		United States		SHAME, SHAME, SHAME on the U.S. Forest Service!!!
Please do your jobs!  END old~growth chopping sprees before it's too late~

		Debra		Mahony		271 Shady Hill Rd		Fairfield		CT		6824		United States		SHAME, SHAME, SHAME on the U.S. Forest Service!!!
Please do your jobs!  END old~growth chopping sprees before it's too late~

		Debra		Mahony		271 Shady Hill Rd		Fairfield		CT		6824		United States		SHAME, SHAME, SHAME on the U.S. Forest Service!!!
Please do your jobs!  END old~growth chopping sprees before it's too late~

		Andrea		Swank		609 w. Stratford pl		Chicago		IL		60657		United States		Shame. Priceless American treasures destroyed for  short-term profit.

		Joyce		Bleby-Lewis		22 Dunn St.Bridgewater, Sth Australia		Stoneham		ME		4231		United States		Short term gain is long term pain! 
Protect the irreplaceable!
If you can't Make it,  don't Break it!

		Cynthia		Gerdes		3100 SE 10th Ave		Portland		OR		97202		United States		Short term profit cannot balance with long term growth, in this case the few remaining big trees in the Tongass. Stop old-growth clear-cutting, think of how forests work along with its wild life. It's more importance than your profit. 

		Marie		Brown		883 Jayne Pl		Baldwin		NY		11510		United States		Should the Forest Service name be changed to Forest Slaughter?  What is your purpose if not to protect our forests, and they are ours, they are not the private property of those with commercial interests, and your mandate is not to represent commercial interests, but to protect the interests of the people, and that means protecting the forests.

		Peggy		Meisch		27828 Lyons St NE		North Branch		MN		55056		United States		Shouldn't the Forest Service be protecting what is left of the forest?  

		D		Moderacki		626 East 14th Street		New York		NY		10009		United States		Show me you can act in long term ways instead of short term profits. Cutting more old growth trees will add to global warming. The trees are worth more alive and breathing. Kill them and we all suffer more. Prove you are aware of our climate crisis.

		Vic		Anderson		1999 Bradbury		Eagle Lake		FL		33880		United States		Shut the USFS UP!

		Anne		Jackson		PO Box 516		Morgantown		PA		19543		United States		SIMPLE AS THAT  ........

		Miguel		Checa		1085 Cramer Rd		Carpinteria		CA		93013		United States		Since 1492 humans have relentlessly --and unconsciously-- seriously damaged our home-biosphere and driven countless species to extinction. ENOUGH!!! We are in an era when increasingly we will restore our biosphere  and switch to living in an environmentally sustainable way. Please peruse and apply The American Planning Association Policy Guide on Planning for Sustainability, which was adopted in April of 2000. Unconscious no more! Do the right thing and protect thee trees!

		Robert		Jones		169 Halsey road		Newton		NJ		7860		United States		Since the Europeans first arrived in North America more than 90% of the old growth forests have been lost. Enough is enough. Let us be wise in our management of the land for once and look beyond short-term benefits to long-term protection. Haven't we done enough damage to the environment?

		Mark		Gregory		700 Alcan Dr		Petoskey		MI		49770		United States		Since there is nothing resembling a shortage of timber from existing sources, perhaps we could not cut old-growth forests to solve non-existent problems.

		Dianne		Buchignani		6975 Wallace St		Sebastopol		CA		95472		United States		Since when does the Forest Service have the right to destroy and sell our precious forests? Stop the destruction and merchandising now!

		Patricia		Silver		901 Arlington Ave		Berkeley		CA		94707		United States		slow down, stop. keep the Tongass.

		Ron		Robinson		12759 Elkhead Rd.		Oakland		OR		97462		United States		Snap out of it! It is time for the Deforestation Service to become a Service to the Forest.

		Mary		Peterson		351 SE Back Bay Dr		Newport		OR		97365		United States		So it's only a few trees?  A few trees here a few trees there and suddenly they're all gone. Then what will we do, move on to the next place to destroy? When business pays the true cost of it's actions they will make no profit.

		Kenneth		McKenzie		1705 Athens Drv		Raleigh		NC		27606		United States		So little old growth forest remains in North America.   There must be absolute limits so little remains of these ecosystems.  It would be unconscionable to log old growth forest in this era when we can sustainably supply lumber from managed tree farms instead.  Excuses to the contrary come down to nothing but greed and human shortsightedness.



		Kenneth		McKenzie		1705 Athens Drv		Raleigh		NC		27606		United States		So little old growth forest remains in North America.   There must be absolute limits so little remains of these ecosystems.  It would be unconscionable to log old growth forest in this era when we can sustainably supply lumber from managed tree farms instead.  Excuses to the contrary come down to nothing but greed and human shortsightedness.



		Chris		Casper		3802 Drumlin Ln.		Madison		WI		53719		United States		So many of our Federal Gov’t agencies seem to have become deranged. They are doing things that are the opposite of their intention is suppose to be. I suggest you as a group need to sit together & read THE MISSION STATEMENT for the Forest Service & tell me where destroying old growth trees, wildlife destruction & human suffering are those goals. Corporations’ profits are not in our best interests. Thank you.

		Jesse		Kirkham		370 Kaymar Dr.		Danville		IN		46122		United States		So much is disappearing from this planet. Oh priorities must change to protecting the biodiversity of life on this earth.

		Sr.. Sue		Kilduski		7430 N Ridge Blvd		Chicago		IL		60645		United States		So much of all species of life depend on this Tongass National Forest  (and others, too.) Please do not let this one go to the chopping block.

		Kathleen		Koch		67 S Main St		Lebanon		OR		97355		United States		So much wilderness is already gone.  Please save the Tongass.

		Tudy		Garrett		937 Cecelia Drive		Glen Ellen		CA		95442		United States		So the U.S. Forest service's job isn't to protect the forests, but to cut them down? Hmmm, I always thought your job was to protect not harm. Don't cut down these trees.

		James		Fuller		4947 Garfield Ave. S.		Minneapolis		MN		55419		United States		So tired of seeing government officials crawling for corporate greemeisters.  Time we started clearing house in most government agencies, restocking them with real civil servants who are prepared to serve the people, not the aristocrats.

		Mike		Wasson		6513 N Fox Chapel Trl		Edwards		IL		61528		United States		So, the plan is to consider cutting down a national treasure.  A pristine place, creating a unique habitat?    We may not be able stop desperate and impoverished people from cutting down the rain forest, but we have control here.  Please, preserve our earth.

		Patricia		Guthrie		2 East Butler Avenue		Chalfont		PA		18914		United States		SOME AREAS ON THIS PLANET JUST SHOULD BE OFF-LIMITS TO DRILLING, FRACKING, LOGGING, AND ANY OTHER TYPE OF "DEVELOPMENT", ESPECIALLY WHEN THE ONLY BENEFICIARIES ARE FOR-PROFIT CORPORATIONS THAT DON'T GIVE A FIG ABOUT OUR ENVIRONMENT....

		Robert		Beilin		PO Box 536		Depoe Bay		OR		97341		United States		some mushrooms only grow in old growth forests. to take away the mushrooms only natural habitat would deny present and future generations the ability to use these mushrooms to cure diseases

		Eugene		Richardson		1635 Winthrop St. N,		St. Paul		MN		55119		United States		Some things are more important than money!

		Patricia		Alejandro		514 W Verness St		Covina		CA		91723		United States		Some things are more valuable than money!

		Jody		Ranney		1364 Leisure Drive		Flint		MI		48507		United States		Someone must be making a payoff somewhere because there's no ethical reason for any sane person to permit and/or encourage the ultimate  destruction of the Tongas National Forest.  "Big Thorne" sounds like a death knell for a righteous area of America's Forest Service protection.

		Bonnie		Schindhelm		515 Oak Park Dr		San Francisco		CA		94131		United States		Something is wrong that this even needs to be said.  People are destroying this earth due to greediness and stupidity.  Dear Secretary, which category do you fit into?

		Karen		Daniels		1565 N Cholla Ln		Clarkdale		AZ		86324		United States		Somethings should be held sacred from greed

		Barbara		Chichester		4 Capitol Place		South Huntington		NY		11746		United States		Soon everything will be gone, animals, trees, insects, etc.

		Craig		Wortrel		350 S 5th St - Room 325M		Minneapolis		MN		55415		United States		Species extinction vs. monetary wealth.  I vote to support our home the earth and its inhabitants more than a profit margin.

		Rebecca		Coolidge		2862 Folsom St		San Francisco		CA		94110		United States		Speechless.

		Family		Hood		1212 whistlers lane		Roseburg		OR		97470		United States		Stay our of our public lands.  You destroy all good for greed of money.  wHO IS PAYING OFF THE FOREST SERVICE?  Names please for publication.  

		Gale		Wallach		Greenwich St.		NY		NY		10013		United States		STAY OUT OF THE TONGASS!!!!

		Donlon		Mcgovern		4107 NE 24th Ave		Portland		OR		97211		United States		Stay out of the Tongass. The earth needs its forests, particularly its old forests.

		JoAnn		Cortina		96 Malaga Ct		Ukiah		CA		95482		United States		STOP

		Stephanie		Underwood		7510 Cabrini Dr SE		Port Orchard		WA		98367		United States		STOP

		rocco		urbisci		22631 #363 Pacific Coast Highway		Malibu		CA		90265		United States		S-T-O-P !!!!!!!!!!!!!

		Kelly		Stefano		157 Countryside Dr		Macon		GA		31206		United States		Stop acting like fascists. Put the people's needs first. Put the earths needs first. Profits do not and should not come before and should not impede with the health safety and biodiversity of our planet. This capatilistic rush to comidify everything and everyone is an example of fascism.  From the forestry commission siding with timber companies to clear cut the Tongass national forest, to the FDA cozying up with Monsanto to the FCC getting in bed with telecom lobbyists, to the military industrial complex spending billions on lobbying each year to maintain an unconstitutional army, all are signs of fascism. 

		Katherine		O'Sullivan		1825 Riverside Drive		New York		NY		10034		United States		Stop all plans for old-growth logging

		Mary		bonn				San Francisco		CA		94102		United States		Stop before the big trees are gone.

		Diane		Linn		12309 Sunland Street		Dallas		TX		75218		United States		Stop being so greedy! Keep the eco-balance the way it is. Old growth forests can not be replaced.

		Christine		MacMurray		181 Long Hill Road, Bldg 5, Unit 13,		Little Falls		NJ		7424		United States		Stop Big Thorne!  It will upset the balance on Prince of Wales Island and wreak havoc with nature.

		Trina		Hawkins		4115 Davis Ave		Sioux		IA		51106		United States		STOP BUTCHERING OUR FORESTS ! We Need the Trees,the Animals Need the Trees!! Without Trees what will We do?? :(

		Ray		Hartenstine				North Providence		RI		2911		United States		Stop butchering the old growth trees in the Tongass forest, it is a National Forest and NOT a damn privet reserve for the Lumber Companies....!!!

		preeti		chandramani		6400 Wilson Ln		Bethesda		MD		20817		United States		Stop callous deforestation. Protect  the planet, leave a good legacy for future generations

		H		Masih		cass st		ithaca		NY		14850		United States		stop cheapening what is really important,and priceless.

		V		Voland		800 Wabash Ave		Belleville		IL		62220		United States		Stop chopping  old-growth trees.

		Reisa		Gould-Donath		130 East Ave		Saratoga Springs		NY		12866		United States		Stop chopping down forests....they are home to animals and are vital to our well being!

		Denna		Bowman		11811 Garr Avenue		Louisville		KY		40223		United States		Stop chopping down the old-growth trees.

		Gayna		Uransky		1653 Kimtu Rd		Garberville		CA		95542		United States		Stop chopping old growth trees. We really need oxygen.

		Jan		Bernard		5014 Emmalani Dr		Princeville		HI		96722		United States		Stop chopping our valuable natural resources, the trees!

		Victoria		Pericot		El Monte North Gdns. G-101. Ave. Hostos. 155		Hato Rey		PR		918		United States		Stop chopping Sprees

		Victoria		Pericot		El Monte North Gdns. G-101. Ave. Hostos. 155		Hato Rey		PR		918		United States		Stop chopping Sprees

		Mary		Crone		PO Box 101		Glen Haven		CO		80532		United States		Stop chopping!  Save the old-growth forest!!!

		Phoebe		Monger		44141 West 151st Street South		Bristow		OK		74010		United States		Stop chopping!!!

		joe		mueller				Fairfax		CA		94930		United States		Stop clear cutting in Tongass National Forest Now!

		Nancy		Mueller		409 Moonridge Road		Chapel Hill		NC		27516		United States		Stop clear-cutting the Tongass National Forest NOW.

		Susan		Chandler		3008 N 25th St		Ft Pierce		FL		34946		United States		Stop clear-cutting tight now, Secretary Vilsack, not in some unethical years long gradual reduction that deliberately leaves the door wide open for re-escalation.  

		Jillana		Laufer		3940 Laurel Canyon #804		Studio City		CA		91604		United States		STOP CLEAR-CUTTING!  START RESTORATIONS NOW!

		Karen		Felts		10994 Chapel Woods Blvd S		Noblesville		IN		46060		United States		stop cutting down big trees!

		Felicia		Dale		321 Ave G		Snohomish		WA		98290		United States		Stop cutting down big trees! It's NOT NECESSARY and once they're gone, they're gone.

		Paul		Gregory		2617 Columbus Ave		Minneapolis		MN		55407		United States		Stop cutting down old-growth!

		Tony		Girolami		5516 105th Ave NE		Kirkland		WA		98033		United States		Stop cutting down our forests.  So some big company can make money.  That is really stupid.  It takes hundred of years to grow these trees

		Shawn		Wroughton		2455 Jefferson St		Eugene		OR		97405		United States		Stop cutting down our old forest groves!  Thank you!

		Thomas		Spoores		67135 Oxbow Dr		Constantine		MI		49042		United States		Stop cutting down our old groth tree before we don't have any left.

		Sheila		Dillon		1701 5th St SW		Willmar		MN		56201		United States		Stop cutting down our trees for greed.

		Michael		Lusk		2508 AXTELL		CLOVIS		NM		88101		United States		STOP CUTTING DOWN THE TREES. THOSE DO NOT NEED TO BE CUT DOWN

		Pamela		Wimp		8030 Mercer Ct NE		Lacey		WA		98516		United States		Stop cutting down trees

		Constance		White		540 Ora Dell Ave		Titusville		FL		32796		United States		Stop cutting down trees!

		Ionete		Oana		Malu Rosu		Ploiesti				56454		United States		Stop cutting forrests of Tongass and protect the fauna!

		Kathleen's		Gualtieri		4 Providence Rd		Morton		PA		19070		United States		Stop cutting now...before it's too late!

		Erin		Marshall		5736 NE 29th Ave		Portland		OR		97211		United States		STOP CUTTING OLD GROWTH !!!  WHAT IS WRONG WITH YOU? 

		Felicity		Hohenshelt		11326 Carlsburg Ct.		Jacksonville		FL		32246		United States		Stop cutting old growth forests. 

		Robert		Andrews		PO Box 1072		Craig		AK		99921		United States		Stop cutting old growth! USFS policy needs to consider more than just big corporations.


		Mark		Murgittroyd		18305 SE Newport Way		Issaquah		WA		98027		United States		Stop cutting old-growth forests!

		JAMES		HUFFENDICK		1239 Oakhill Ave. SE		Salem		OR		97302		United States		STOP CUTTING THE OLD GROWTH TREES!

		Mark and Nancy		Wolfe		222 Maxwell Street		Pittsburgh		PA		15205		United States		Stop cutting the trees down. The weather changes and erosion are killing us. We get ONE EARTH and ONLY ONE EARTH. Treat it right starting right now.

		Philip		Kerr		1488 S. Biscay Ct		Aurora		CO		80017		United States		Stop cutting, start recycling - stay out of there!

		Kirsten		Johnson		628 Buchanan		Belvidere		IL		61008		United States		Stop destroying all of nature, the environment should always be our top priority

		Joy		Bergstrom		2740 Purnell Rd		Wake Forest		NC		27587		United States		Stop destroying every thing in your path incluuding animals home. Also stop stop killing off old growth tree give them time to grow to let animals come back.

		Barbara		Stamp		6901 W 84th St		Bloomington		MN		55438		United States		Stop destroying nature!  It would take decades to replace them or restore them.

		John		Marchese		3155 Laurel Avenue		Henderson		NV		89014		United States		Stop destroying our  environment, save these old growth trees. do noy destroy them !!

		Lois		Hinn		1543 NW 58th St.		Seattle		WA		98107		United States		STOP DESTROYING OUR BEAUTIFUL PLANET FOREST SERVICE MANAGERS  WITH YOUR GREED  AND LACK OF COURAGE  YOU GIVE IN TO WHAT YOU KNOW IN YOUR HEART IS JUST WRONG

		Jessica		Brown		145 Central Street		Westbrook		ME		4092		United States		Stop destroying our planets forests! 

		David		Fisher		419 Grant Ave		Pitman		NJ		8071		United States		Stop destroying the country!!!!!!!!!!!!!

		Craig		Geiger		2810 Galloway ST SE		Olympia		WA		98501		United States		Stop destroying the few old growth trees left and spending our tax dollars destroying them!

		Christine		Abdelmonem		1525 Eastcrest Dr Apt 101		Charlotte		NC		28205		United States		Stop destroying the forests

		Rebecca		Taylor		302 N 4th St		Clinton		IN		47842		United States		Stop destroying the forests. The wildlife that live there should be able to remain in a safe environment.  When there forests/homes are destroyed they have no where to go.  By destroying the forest we eliminate the wildlife.  Please save the forest and save the wildlife for the future generations.

		Deborah		Lipman		50 Stimson Ave.		Providence		RI		2906		United States		Stop destroying the old growth tress in the Tongass National Foreat. We cannot afford to keep plundering our forests for corporate greed and corrupt politicians!

		Deborah		Lipman		50 Stimson Ave.		Providence		RI		2906		United States		Stop destroying the Tongass National Forest old groth trees. We as a nation cannot afford to lose anymore trees for corporate greed!

		Char		Laughon		236 fifth st.		montara		CA		94037		United States		Stop destroying these majestic animals' habitat.  They deserve a safe place to exist.

		Beverly		Foster		364 Conestoga Road		Wayne		PA		19087		United States		STOP destroying what's left of our old-growth forests.  Use your common sense - we cannot do without these ancient trees.

If you had any self-respect, you would be able to respect the environment.  Are you a SELF-LOATHER or a person of compassion, common sense and integrity.

DO NOT bend over for the lumber industry.

		Melissa		Boyd		6027 Prestonshire Ln		Dallas		TX		75225		United States		Stop devoloping and modernizing the world!!!!!!

		Paula		Breihof		172 NE 172		Portland		OR		97230		United States		stop distroying the last frontier.  Cutting old growth is like massacering people destroying the ecosystem on the way to destroying us

		Caryn		Hunt		1447 S. 8th St.		Philadelphia		PA		19147		United States		Stop doing the wrong thing. Quit acting & allowing others to act like locusts. End the clear-cutting!

		James		Jorgensen		4207 Westbrook Drive		Ames		IA		50014		United States		Stop Forest Service Chopping Sprees

		Delores		Deal		639 4th Ave. SW		Hickory		NC		28602		United States		Stop forest service chopping sprees before all the big trees are gone and we loose other species of animals, such as the wolf.

		Bianca		Sodfried		Türkenhain 4		Purbach		CA		90501		United States		Stop Forest Service Chopping Sprees Before the Big Trees Are Gone!

		William		Gonzalez		200 Dashew Dr.,A15		Suffern		NY		10901		United States		STOP FOREST SERVICE CHOPPING SPREES BEFORE the Big Trees Are Gone!

		Daniel		Fewster		305 West Monument Street apt. 306		Baltimore		MD		21201		United States		Stop Forest Service Chopping Sprees Before the Big Trees Are Gone!

		Sue		Lesmond		Boise		Boise		ID		83725		United States		Stop Forest Service Chopping Sprees Before the Big Trees Are Gone!

		Robert		Napoli		315 East 12th Street Apt.20		New York		NY		10003		United States		Stop Forest Service Chopping Sprees Before the Big Trees Are Gone!

		Stewart		Rosenkrantz		2319 SE 9th St.		Pompano Beach		FL		33062		United States		Stop Forest Service Chopping Sprees Before the Big Trees Are Gone!

		William & Katrina		Dresbach		P.O.Box 2066		Sheffield Lake,Oh		OH		44054		United States		STOP FOREST SERVICE CHOPPING SPREES BEFORE THE BIG TREE'S ARE GONE!

		Sue		Lesmond		Boise		Boise		ID		83725		United States		Stop Forest Service Chopping Sprees Before the Big Trees Are Gone! End old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone.

		Ann		McCaffray		7 Piney Run Ln		Sperryville		VA		22740		United States		Stop giving our Forests away!! It's MY Forest... LEAVE IT ALONE!!

		elisa		kleven		1028 peralta ave		albany		CA		94706		United States		Stop greedily, shortsightedly  destroying the Lord's Creation, and leave this majestic forest for our children to enjoy.  

		Gene				4259 matiliza		Sherman Oaks		CA		91423		United States		Stop it !!

		Bob		Wilson				Knoxville		IA		50138		United States		Stop it now!

		Jean		Holveck		418 VERNON WOODS		GLEN MILLS		PA		19342		United States		STOP IT NOW!

		Gail		Taylor		PO Box 1094		Gualala		CA		95445		United States		Stop it now! There is no short or long benefit to  exploiting this forest as you are proposing! Do a real full cycle analysis and you will discover you are destroying something of great value with a losing proposal.

		Ralph		Campbell		6501 Gambel Quail Road NE		Rio Rancho		NM		87144		United States		stop it Now!!

		Scarlet K.		Long, R.N.		4812 Guion Road		Indianapolis		IN		46254		United States		STOP it NOW!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

		Jan		Soares		P.O.Box 10500		Honolulu		HI		96816		United States		Stop it now, there has been too much damage done to our planet, lets try to help regain its past.

		Doug		Landau		150 73 St S		St Petersburg		FL		33707		United States		STOP IT NOW.

		Marcos		Acosta		2026 La Mesa Pl		San Antonio		TX		78227		United States		Stop it!

		Marselle		Sloane		9893 Peralta River Circle		Fountain Valley		CA		92708		United States		Stop it! 

		kelly		locker		3603 Ferguson Ln		Austin		TX		78754		United States		STOP IT!!

		Gaye		Georges		11 Creek Rd		Smithtown		NY		11787		United States		stop it!!!

		Sharon		Stamm		11885 twin creeks dr		ft pierce		FL		34945		United States		STOP KILLING EARTH. WE NEED TO STOP KILLING MOTHER EARTH.

		KARYNA		CASTILLO		1212 E 16th St		Long Beach		CA		90813		United States		STOP KILLING LIFE

		Leslie		Howry		122o Matamoros		Laredo		TX		78040		United States		Stop killing our Earth.

		Kyle		Coberly		306 3rd Ave		Hiawatha		IA		52233		United States		STOP KILLING THE PLANET!!

		Ronald		Lansing		19330 N Guardian Ln		Surprise		AZ		85387		United States		Stop killing the planet.

		Tania		Eldin		1004 Linden St		Decorah		IA		52101		United States		Stop killing things...favorite past time of boys with toys.

		Tina		Foss		109 Hutchinson St		Hightstown		NJ		8520		United States		stop large-scale old-growth chopping sprees in the Tongass

		Tony		Young		1821 elmore avenue		downers grove		IL		60515		United States		Stop large-scale old-growth chopping sprees in the Tongass, before its biggest, most majestic trees and the creatures that rely on them, are gone. 

		Ann		Tattersall		1385 Bailey Ave		Eugene		OR		97402		United States		STOP Logging Old Growth.

		Eric		Morris		19 Goldenwood Ln Apt A		Murphysboro		IL		62966		United States		Stop logging old-growth forest in the Tongass.

		Marcia		Denison		71115 Mauris Dr.		Rainier		OR		97048		United States		Stop logging the last old growth forest!!

		Eaton		Rivera		8041 Kekaha Rd		Kekaha		HI		96752		United States		STOP NOW

		Antonia & Andrew		Chianis		P.O. Box 836		Blue Jay		CA		92317		United States		STOP NOW !!!!!

		JoAnn		Ellis		15628 Landauer Circle		Basehor		KS		66007		United States		Stop old growth chopping spreads of trees!

		D		Kessler		PO Box 457		Redway		CA		95560		United States		STOP OLD GROWTH CUTTING EVERYWHERE
REMOVE THE BURNT TREES FROM LAST YEARS FIRES..
STOP SECOND GROWTH CUTTING EVERYWHERE 
NO MORE NEW ROAD BUILDING, REPAIR AND MAINTAIN WHAT YOUVE GOT. 



		Diane		Kastel		1658 DOVER COURT		WHEATON		IL		60189		United States		Stop old-growth chopping sprees before the big trees are gone!

A recent Forest Service logging plan is so extreme it could push Tongass wolves onto the Endangered Species List. 

We are submitting a public comment before June 23 telling the Forest Service to protect the Tongass’ big trees before they are gone – along with the forest inhabitants that rely on them.

Right now, the Forest Service is planning the future of the Tongass, and it’s time for the Forest Service to get its priorities straight. The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

We are telling the Forest Service to end old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone.



		Susan		Barta				Streamwood		IL		60107		United States		stop old-growth clear-cutting in the Tongass National Forest

		Bill		Harkins		3 Willow Ct, Appleton, WI		Appleton		WI		54911		United States		Stop old-growth clear-cutting. Don't make me come over there.

		Judith		Routledge		823 N Beverly Glen Blvd		Los Angeles		CA		90077		United States		STOP OLD-GROWTH LOGGING IN TONGASS, OR ANYWHERE!

		Robert		Furtek		2621 Bello Dr		N Las Vegas		NV		89030		United States		Stop old-growth logging to protect sitka deer and wolves

		Eric		Kessler		PO Box 2822		Friday Harbor		WA		98250		United States		Stop plans to move forward with Big Thorne. Coastal Temperate rain forest are incredibly important intact. Eco-tourism will bring more money to more people over a longer period of time than logging.

		John		Williams		7817 El Pastel Dr		Dallas		TX		75248		United States		STOP raping our National Forests. Preserve our wilderness.

		G		G		3		orting		WA		98360		United States		Stop raping the land we will NEVER get these TREES BACK.
Save the Trees this is a No Brainer

		Peter		Rathbun		POB 857		Haiku		HI		96708		United States		Stop raping the planet for profit.

		cheryl		greenwood		73-4411 kakahiaka st		Kailua-kona		HI		96740		United States		stop sacrificing our desperately needed oxygen creators & weather modulators

		Shelley		Young		2400 Hutcheson Ct		Lancaster		OH		43130		United States		Stop screwing up the planet!

		John		Fredrickson		13 Pinyon Pine Road		Littleton		CO		80127		United States		Stop selling off historical trees to corp[orate bidders. We don't need paper, we need preservation of the magnificence of nature.

		Erin		Kennedy		PO Box 364-51 Abbott Brook Rd.		Kearsarge		NH		3847		United States		Stop selling off our precious wilderness!

		Kaye		Lloyd				Tampa		FL		33614		United States		Stop Stop Stop before nothing is left. Man has destroyed everything it's time to stop.

		Beverly		Walker		1602 Teepee		Kingsland		TX		78639		United States		STOP STOP STOP STOP
Please please please please
Listen to the scientists, listen to the people
The corporations are killing the planet

		Marya		Roddis				Chama		NM		87520		United States		Stop supporting greed that robs ALL US citizens of the special natural resources that exist in these environments. Do the right thing and support conservation - mandate it, in fact.  

		Lynn		Graves Gulyash		11501 Mid Mountain Rd		Potter Valley		CA		95469		United States		Stop the  Big Thorne timber plan.

		Herzeleide		Pruett		2576 NE 55th Pl		Lincoln City		OR		97367		United States		stop the  chop. soon we will have not any trees left  from north to south

		Patrick		Pierce		57 Market St		Lowell		MA		1852		United States		Stop the assault on irreplaceable ecologies of diverse life and hope.

		Talila		Stan		ben gurion 2		tel aviv		MO		63454		United States		Stop the chip !

		Jayne		Mackiewicz		6063 Johnston Rd.		Slingerlands		NY		12159		United States		Stop the chop and leave the trees to do what they were put here to do. 

		Ariah		Keller		520 Westmont Ct		Healdsburg		CA		95448		United States		Stop the chop of these beautiful old trees

		Colman		Pigott		10716 Old River Rd		Forestville		CA		95436		United States		Stop the chop!

		Curt		Sommer		18490 Lower Midhill dr		West Linn		OR		97068		United States		Stop the Chop!

		Krista		Lontzamanys		2923 Cottonwood Ln		Chester Springs		PA		19425		United States		stop the chop!

		Richard		Han		1795 W. Stadium Blvd.		Ann Arbor		MI		48103		United States		Stop the chop!!!

		Julie		Oliveira		572 admiral street		providence		RI		2908		United States		stop the chop!!!

		Kay		Beams		9539 Hartford Circle		Eden Prairie		MN		55347		United States		STOP THE CHOP!!!  The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy. Forest Service, end old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone.



		Jim		Farrier		PO Box 601		Goldendale		WA		98620		United States		Stop the Chop.  They give us another reason to understand the Something that is so much bigger than ourselves.  They give us the Air that we breathe.  LEAVE EM ALONE!!!!!

		Wallace		Elton		36 Curt Blvd		Saratoga Springs		NY		12866		United States		Stop the chop. Make protecting wildlands, old growth habitat and fisheries the top concern now.

		Lois		Waldref		670 Randall Rd.		Santa Barbara		CA		93108		United States		STOP THE CHOP111

		Julianna		Benefield		104 Willoughby Lane		CARY		NC		27513		United States		stop the chopping down of these old treasures.  We have to look out for the old things we have inherited  & not kill everything.  
 Leave them live & stop cutting them down . 

		Deborah		Beck		400 decatur avenue		peekskill		NY		10566		United States		Stop the chopping of old growth trees in Tongass!

		Mabel		Leon		22 Front st		Schenectady		NY		12305		United States		Stop the chopping of the Big trees; they are needed for the balance of nature.

		christine		Tomelden		4601 11th Avenue, Apt A3		Brooklyn		NY		11219		United States		STOP THE CHOPPING OF TREES, IT HELPS ABSORB THE RAIN WATER UNDERGROUND ROOTS BEFORE ANYTHING ELSE ERODES, TONGASS & THE ANIMALS ARE MORE MORE VALUABLE THAN MONEY....

		Joan		Churton		3214 Anthony Dr		Raleigh		NC		27603		United States		STOP THE CLEAR CUTTING OF THE OLD GROWTH FOREST IN THE TONGASS NATIONAL FOREST BEFORE MOST OF THE BIG TREES ARE GONE.  I LOVE WOLVES AND BEARS, OR MY, I USED TO HAVE RESPECT FOR YOUR AGENCY AND NOW I DON'T.  I'M MAD AT YOU AND I DON'T RESPECT YOU YOU ARE NOT A GOOD MANAGER.

		Dianne		Rasmussen				The Sea Ranch		CA		95497		United States		stop the cut with Big Thorne.   Save Tongass for all of us.   

		Angela		Plagge		59 Rt 47 N		CMCH		NJ		8210		United States		Stop the cutting down of old growth trees! 

		Larry		Porter		6218 se stark st.		Portland		OR		97215		United States		Stop the cutting of our forests. They are after all our forests. They are there for all of us to enjoy. they also have a greater purpose.they are litearlly the lungs of the earth. They provide a place to exisat for forest creatures. Stop they selling of our trees!

		Julie		Beffa				Bellevue		WA		98004		United States		Stop the decimation of old growth forests!  The Tongass National forest is a treasure not to be raped by logging companies and corporate profit in the guise of the Forest Service' needs.  For once, put the ecosystem ahead of greed and protect our valuable old growth areas for future generations.
Thank you.

		Julie		Beffa				Bellevue		WA		98004		United States		Stop the decimation of our natural forests!  The old growth trees of the Tongass forest should  be preserved not chopped up for more greedy consumers use.  For once, put the ecosystem ahead of major logging and corporate bottom lines!
Thank you.

		Donna		Gasbarro		1205 S Douglas St		Appleton		WI		54914		United States		Stop the destruction

		Diane		Luck		3204 NE 27th Avenue		Portland		OR		97212		United States		Stop the destruction now!

		Leslie		Brown		PO Box 1713		Manhattan Beach		CA		90267		United States		Stop the destruction now.

		Jack		Frost		4253 Meadowlark Drive		Calabasas		CA		91302		United States		Stop the destruction of our land by the clear cutting of old growth. This is necessary to maintain some sort of natural balance in our forests. Don't destroy things for our children and grandchildren.

		Rheta		Johnson		8033 Cobble Creek Circle		Potomac		MD		20854		United States		Stop the destruction of the old growth forests, including the Tongass National Forest.

		Mary		Wellington		8682 N Morning View Dr		Tucson		AZ		85704		United States		Stop the destruction!

		Ann		Kotlik		1719 Grall Avenue		Pittsburgh		PA		15209		United States		Stop the destruction!  Leave the trees alone!  Thank you.

		David		Osinga		40 Tampa Dr		San Rafael		CA		94901		United States		Stop the ecological holocaust!

		David		Osinga		40 Tampa Dr		San Rafael		CA		94901		United States		Stop the ecological holocaust!

		Anne		Petersen		1049 W Verano Ave		Sonoma		CA		95476		United States		Stop the Forest Service chopping spree!

		keith		kerns		408 Nimrod St		Nevada City		CA		95959		United States		stop the greed

		Barbara		Bartschi		5117 SE Naef Rd		Milwaukie, Or		OR		97267		United States		Stop the insanity and move us to sustainable energy future.  Rails, electric cars, wind,  solar on every building and home.  Teach conservation - less driving (there are practical solutions), insulation, etc

		claudia		haas		8325 Washington NE		Albuquerque		NM		87113		United States		STOP THE INSANITY!!!  LEAVE OLD-GROWTH FOREST ALONE!!!

		Guy		Graham		10huronave		Jersey City		NJ		7306		United States		stop the killing of our precious tress enough is enough

		Reese		Forbes		4225 W Pine Blvd Apt 14		Saint Louis		MO		63108		United States		Stop the logging 

		Nancy		Howard		P. O. Box 1211		Mulino		OR		97042		United States		Stop the logging in the Tongass National Forest!  They are needed for their ecosystem as well as for recreation tourism.  The Forest Service needs to protect the forest...not eliminate it!

		Tom		Weaver		17135 136th Pl SE		Renton		WA		98058		United States		Stop the logging of the Tongass National Forest.

		Corey		Hudson		41 Wesley Dr		Belleville		IL		62223		United States		Stop the madness!

		jan		bargen		11306 King George Dr		Silver Spring		MD		20902		United States		Stop the madness!  We can't get them back!

		Jinx		Hydeman		18806 Vista Modjeska Rd		Trabuco Canyon		CA		92679		United States		Stop the madness.

		Janet		Robinson		6391 Toulon Dr.		Boca Raton		FL		33433		United States		Stop the madness; save the Tongass.

		Diane		Bowers		11755 Southlake Dr #3203		Houston		TX		77077		United States		Stop the MadnessI Keep our Future!

		Diane		Bowers		11755 Southlake Dr #3203		Houston		TX		77077		United States		Stop the MadnessI Keep our Future!

		Steve		Legare				Kaunakakai		HI		96748		United States		Stop the needless cutting.

		Lara		Dale		101 Sherlock Ct		Corrales		NM		87048		United States		Stop the old growth CHOP!

		David		Lutes		160 Maple Rd.		Washington		PA		15301		United States		Stop the old growth chopping plans for the Tongass National forest, please do the right thing.


		Sue		Harrington		p.o. box 20008		peidmont		CA		94620		United States		Stop the Rape and Plunder of our Forests!

		Timotha		Doane		335 Banks St		San Francisco		CA		94110		United States		Stop the short sighted rape of the Earth and creatures, including humans, who call her home.

		Pamela		Ellison		915 US Rt, 11 Apt 4 D		Kirkwood		NY		13795		United States		Stop the U.S. Forest Service from Chopping Sprees!

		Frank & Coralee		Poppie		301 N. Alhambra Ave.		Monterey Park		CA		91755		United States		STOP THEM sons of b*****!!

		Antonia		Salaz-Siania		P.O. Box 860		Clifton		CO		81520		United States		Stop these poachers form doing this, they are hurting these trees, and our planet period!!!

		Rosanna		Butler		706 North Ave		Ronceverte		WV		24970		United States		STOP THINK OF THE FUTURE 

		Barbara		Poland		4802 glenwood ave		la crescenta		CA		91214		United States		Stop this destruction, these trees are hundreds of years old, it will take that long for regrowth.  You are not a Forest Service, but a timber profit service.

		Mary		Garcia		5123 Cahuenga Bl.		North Hollywood		CA		91601		United States		Stop this destruction, where is future in this for our children,

		Pat		Griffin		60 Turkey Ridge Rd		E Stroudsburg		PA		18302		United States		Stop this insanity!  Taking old growth is not the answer.


		Frieda		Stahl		842 E. Villa St.		Pasadena		CA		91101		United States		Stop this irreversible destruction.  You won't live long enough to achieve restoration.

		Sylvia		Ramsey		6325 Tamar Dr		Columbia		MD		21045		United States		STOP THIS MADNESS

		Markus		Jansen		22426 NE 10th St		Sammamish		WA		98074		United States		Stop this madness. You're causing irreparable damage that future generations will have to pay for.

		Galia		Goodman		1301 Alabama Ave		Durham		NC		27705		United States		Stop this now.  Trees before profits.

		Lary		Heath		934 MacArthur Blvd.		Oakland		CA		94610		United States		Stop this old and clumsy practice.

		Ilona		James		17130 Williams Hwy		Williams		OR		97544		United States		Stop this plundering of the old-growth forests,  sustainable forest practices will supply all the timber needed. Leave this area and it's inhabitants alone and stop supporting big business.

		Robert		Hahn		23320 Dale Rd		Topanga		CA		90290		United States		Stop this rape of nature immediately! Robert Hahn

		Roger		Karrer		Ringlikerstrasse 79		Uitikon Waldegg		CO		81420		United States		Stop this short-sighted commercial own goal greedy and rather stupid plans immediately. I am not American so what shall I come for to look at if all is gone. Sustainable tourism is way more profitable than a one-time chopping action. When do Americans start thinking before acting? Now is the time to do so!

		Hester		Goedhart		275 Shoreline Dr.		Redwood City		CA		94065		United States		Stop this stupidity!

		Jeff		Lowry		1189 Zucco Lane		Johnstown		PA		15905		United States		Stop this unneeded greed to profit from our natural resources. Once they are gone, they are gone forever. Don't let profits make your decisions and protect the future of Tongrass forests.

		Betty		Davis		21 Horseshoe Dr		Wake Village		TX		75501		United States		STOP THIS USELESS  DESTRUCTION NOW!!!

		Mary		Rojeski		2603 3rd st.		santa monica		CA		90405		United States		Stop this! what do you want your legacy to be?

		Marcie		Mott		4816 Madonna Ave.		Chattanooga		TN		37412		United States		Stop trashing our environment.  Trees are necessary.  No wonder our environment is in such trouble.  

		Cassandra		Church		1853 Country Rd.		E. Montpelier		VT		5601		United States		Stop with the antiquated short term thinking for quick profit for timber industries.  Our planet &  the endangered species that live in the forests of the Tongass should never be disturbed for this reckless plan!  Stop this diabolical plan!!!!

		Lisa		Halpern		5117 S. Findlay St.		Seattle		WA		98118		United States		Stop!

		Hilarie		Ericson		845 NE 66th St , apt 505		Seattle		WA		98115		United States		Stop!

		Celia		Williams		678 San Juan Ave		Venice		CA		90291		United States		STOP!

		scott		gassman		221-34 Hartland Ave.		hollis Hills		NY		11427		United States		Stop!

		Margery		Gray		2256 18th Ave		San Francisco		CA		94116		United States		STOP!  before we lose them all!  PLEASE!!!!

		Sarah		Gallagher		1136 First Avenue		New York		NY		10065		United States		Stop!  STOP!  STOP!

		Kendra		Hunter		635 Awalau Rd		Haiku		HI		96708		United States		Stop! Do you want Alaska to look like the rest of the United States? You have a treasure that you can't just replace.

		Deb		Fritzler		1489 Lowesville Road		Amherst		VA		24521		United States		stop! stop! stop! please. It is time to stop cutting.

		Ruth				1100 Albert Rd. B-26		Brookhaven		PA		19015		United States		STOP! The trees you cut down now for only a little financial gain for someone will take hundreds of years to come back.  What about forests for our children and grandchildren or do you not care about anyone except yourselves?  R.Sheets

		Ceceile		Richter		36013 Church Rd.		Louisville		NE		68037		United States		Stop!!  The Trees help to slow down climate change. The timber companies do not need the old growth in the Tongass.  STOP IT11
Sincerely,  Cecily R. Ricard

		Ralph		Dominguez		770 Clearview Dr		Hollister		CA		95023		United States		STOP!! DON'T DO IT !!

		donna		hreha				Woodside		NY		11377		United States		STOP!!!  JUST STOP...our national forest needs those old-growth trees...the future plans for any national park should NEVER include chopping down trees, but should ALWAYS include preserving nature. C'mon, Forest Service - get your act together and actually try to serve the natural places you're supposed to be protecting and supporting.

		Don		Casavant		13274 China Close		Nevada City		CA		95959		United States		Stop, before it's too late!

		Emilia		Burchiellaro				Point Reyes Station		CA		94956		United States		stop, stop and stop.

		Amalia		Bodkin		BELASCO		TUCSON		AZ		85748		United States		STOP, STOP, STOP!!!  You are raping our land.  OUR LAND!

		Lisa		Vaughan		1302 N Rolling Rd		Baltimore		MD		21228		United States		Stop.  Please stop.  Now.  Thank you~

		Diane		Hull		46 Bradley Ave.		Branford		CT		6405		United States		STOP.......before Alaska looks like Connecticut !!

		don		bronkema		240 - 'M' St SW [E-601]		Washington		DC		20024		United States		STOP: Incomprehensible--beware enemies of the people.

		don		cook		15094 pamlico rd.		Apple valley		CA		92307		United States		stopping a crime before it happens is the best way to help any potential victim.

		tasha		carpenter		tide creek rd		Deer Island		OR		97054		United States		such a waste! When will the science of global warming make an impression on the wealthy?

		Glynne		hiller		29 Shaw rd		sag harbor		NY		11963		United States		Surely you cannot be so short sighted as to go ahead with a timber sale that would jeopardize balance between people and animals.  
Stop chopping sprees for heaven's sakes before the big trees are all gone 

		Jim		Ballard		3040 NW Manzanita Pl		Corvallis		OR		97330		United States		Surly we can afford to keep and maintain our old growth cedar trees for future generations. It is shortsighted to clear cut or cut even one of these trees.
I urge you to consider this issue very seriously.

		Paul		Baker		5014 S. Dorchester Ave		Chicago		IL		60615		United States		Sustainability is THE ISSUE of our day.  Sustainability means: protecting the biosphere that sustains US by not destroying it for profit.  Old growth forests are irreplaceable.  The Forest Service should protect all old-growth forests from logging, and promote sustainable forestry practices.

		Patt		Doyle		PO Box 2522		Forks		WA		98331		United States		Sustainable cutting is acceptable , cutting old growth is never acceptable.

		Carol		Biggs		POBOX20271		Juneau		AK		99802		United States		Take a minute to think about a 400- or 600- year old hemlock tree.
I mean, really, take a moment to think of the changes a tree of that age has gone through.  Then take a moment to think of your life, and whether or not you are ready for your it to end without your consent!!

		Eugene		Elander		232 Wahsega Way		Dahlonega		GA		30533		United States		Take action before it is too late!

		Chris		Poehlmann		40555 Sleepy Hollow Rd		Annapolis		CA		95412		United States		Take the long view and keep the ecosystem intact.

		Denise		Berrian		143 L St		Chula Vista		CA		91911		United States		Taking back old-growth forest is mission impossible!  Stop clear-cutting the forest now.

		Sandra		Zaninovich		11734 Wilshire Blvd. #C1506		los angeles		CA		90025		United States		Tears, idle tears....

		Hazel		Poolos		42717 Caudle Rd		Richfield		NC		28137		United States		Tell me again how you're going to take the money you make from destroying old-growth forest into the next world with you?  

		Holly		Malarney		50 Boatswain's Way - Unit 205		Chelsea		MA		2150		United States		Thank for considering my request and I hope you will evaluate it with our environment fully in mind.

		Anthony		Grana		5432 Jamieson Ave.		St.Louis,		MO		63109		United States		Thank You for Doing All Possible : The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.
Sincerely, Mr. A.D. Grana

		Dee		Perkins				Green Bay		WI		54311		United States		Thank you for protecting our fragile environment.

		Victoria		Grubbs		8017 Jade Coast Rd		San Diego		CA		92126		United States		Thank you for your consideration in protecting our forests and our planet.

		Marion and Mrs.		Hopkins		106 Thistle Lane		Hampden		ME		4444		United States		Thank you for your consideration.

		Stephanie		Foster		1637 S Los Alamos Circle		Mesa		AZ		85204		United States		Thank you for your consideration.

		Mary Margaret		Switlik		3700 E Lincoln St		Wichita		KS		67218		United States		Thank you for your time and consideration toward this serious request.

		Douglas		Stephen		Hanover Dr.		Apple Valley		MN		55124		United States		Thank you Secretary Vilsack, for doing the right thing!

		Dan		Larivey		213 Jolliffe Circle		Boyce		VA		22620		United States		Thank you!

		Isabel		Martins		Rua de S. Joao		Alfena		OH		44452		United States		Thank you.

		Karen		Cignoli		1 Sun Valley Dr		Coram		NY		11727		United States		The American people expect the Forest Service to protect the Forest! Providing timber is not supposed to be your job. We want our old growth trees protected.

		martha		mcpherson		418 Hideaway Cir		Evergreen		CO		80439		United States		The ancient trees are more valuable alive than dead,,,,be a wise steward not a greed head


		Lucia		You		PO Box 342040		Kailua		HI		96734		United States		the archaic paradigm of short term economic profits and predatory capitalism has expired. please protect the environment. the survival of humanity depends on it.

		Andrew		Culver		298 Hillside Drive		Williston		VT		5495		United States		The assault on the environment and the other creatures that inhabit this planet is completely out of control.  Anything and everything should be done to protect what is left.  Thank you.

		Deanna		Prine		201 Brown Road		Wexford		PA		15090		United States		The balance between people and local wildlife is hanging in the balance--the Alexander Archipelago wolf may find itself on the Endangered Species list, all because of over logging the area and removing its most important food source.

		Alicia		Jackson		401 Goheen Circle		Vallejo		CA		94591		United States		The balance between the nature and people is at risk.  Please consider carefully what you plan to do.

		Stephanie		Yennior		342 Academy Street		South Orange		NJ		7079		United States		The balance of nature is delicate and needs to be treated as such. Massive destruction, without thought to the future of our world, is irresponsible and just plain wrong. Please take into consideration the future environment our children and their children (etc) will be forced to deal with long after we're all gone. Really, not everything is about money!!!

		Kathleen		McKeehen		8878 NE Loughrey Ave		Indianola		WA		98342		United States		The battle to save the Tongass from various environmental threats seems to be ongoing and endless; please stop this threat to it now, before there is no old-growth left to save.

		Steve		Bremner		626 Ruxton Ave		Manitou Springs		CO		80829		United States		The bears are more important than a few pieces of lumber. 

		Kathleen		Gadson		1035 Shore Drive		Fort Wayne		IN		46805		United States		The Bears n other wild life needs those trees as well as us for air. Please stop hurting thee animals n our air . 

		Kim		Young		2929 Selena Dr. G-104		Nashville		TN		37211		United States		The Big Thorne timber sale is a disaster in the making! Please do NOT allow this wholesale rape and pillage of our national forest. We need to protect and preserve this valuable asset and protect our wildlife for all to enjoy!! Save this old growth forest!!!!!!!!!!!! 

		Emily		Lubahn		5338 Wolf Rd		Erie		PA		16505		United States		The Big Thorne timber sale that could destroy so much old-growth forest it would jeopardize the delicate balance between the people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island. It could even put the Alexander Archipelago wolf on the Endangered Species List.

		John		Nichols		P.O. Box 96		East Orleans		MA		2643		United States		The Big Thorne timber sale would authorize destroying so much old-growth forest that it would jeopardize the delicate balance between the people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island. It could even put the Alexander Archipelago wolf on the Endangered Species List.

The Tongass is valuable to Americans for its wilderness, its thriving wildlife, its fishing, recreation and tourism that destroying old-growth trees will degrade.  Preserving the forest as is will preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.



		Dick		Holmes		1101 Delta Drive		Columbia		SC		29209		United States		The big trees and the creatures who inhabit the forest! 

		Linda		O'Connor		55 Mintleaf Rd		Levittown		PA		19056		United States		The big trees are special to the forest. The Service should respect the  old growth and only cut those that are diseased. Preserve the old growth too for the species that need to inhabit there.

		Eve		Sawyer		169 Clinton Street		Portland		ME		4103		United States		The big trees cannot speak for themselves today;  the planet will speak to us tomorrow by eradicating the human race.  We MUST take care of our home instead of destroying it !   

		Diane		Laubenstein		812 John Street		Waunakee		WI		53597		United States		The big trees in the Tongass are important for people, but also important for the wildlife that lives there that make the trees their home or keep them safe from predators.  

		R		Deighan		851 N. 5th Street		Philadelphia		PA		19123		United States		The biggest trees are at the heart of OUR HERITAGE.  Please save them.

		Cheryl		Costigan		PO Box 905		Spirit Lake		ID		83869		United States		The biodiversity old growth forests bring is increasingly important in a world where climate crisis is real and many species are in decline.  I cannot understand why you can not see the true value of the Tongass National Forest and the species that depend upon it.  

I care about the future and I say NO to the Big Thorne timber sale.

		Michael		MacPherson		769 Kennedy Highway		Milbridge		ME		4658		United States		The budget sequestration is decimating federal programs that protect and conserve our nation's wildlife and natural resources. Cuts to the non-defense discretionary category, the smallest portion of the federal budget, will have a disproportionate impact on conservation programs that have already suffered devastating cutbacks. Investments in conservation are less than 1 percent of all federal spending and deliver huge benefits to our nation's fish and wildlife, millions of outdoor recreation enthusiasts, and the economies of local communities around the country.

Unfortunately, in July the U.S. Forest Service announced a plan – dubbed “Big Thorne” – to log more than 4,600 football fields worth of ancient Tongass trees, destroying vast swaths of habitat in the process. Taxpayers like you and me will subsidize the destruction to the tune of $20 million in the first year alone. Wild salmon swim up crystal clear streams into the Tongass National Forest, feeding large populations of grizzlies, black bear

		Heida		Diefenderfer		PO Box 257 PMB 1544		Olympia		WA		98507		United States		The carbon sequestration benefits of temperate coastal forests have not been adequately accounted for nor have other climate-adaptation benefits associated with their position along the coastline. I understand that timber values are high and may fall soon -- but the cost-benefit analysis of this timber sale is not adequate to account for the cumulative effects at multiple spatial scales.

		Arthur		Arnold		234 Lyman Dr		Torrington		CT		6790		United States		The caretakers of Eden should not be among those who would destroy it.

		Barbara		Hughes		8211 Via Hermosa		Sanford		FL		32771		United States		The climate is too extreme to clear cut the Tongass. Not only will the trees be gone, but their loss will lead to the loss of the very soil. And that will turn the vibrant environment into a barren waste.

		Lynn		Costa		72 Priscilla Ave		Warwick		RI		2889		United States		The cutting of old-growth trees MUST be stopped immediately. There are too many animals that depend on these beautiful trees for a home and protection. Leave the Tongass National Forest alone, stop selling the forest for profit & focus on preserving it instead.

		Kathleen		Katz		35125 Calle Nopal		Temecula		CA		92592		United States		The destruction of forests is here. 

		Ben		Calhoun		46 Bay Dr		Bay Point		CA		94565		United States		the destruction of natural treasures has got to end

		Gudrun		Dennis		5912 NW 26th Street		Gainesville		FL		32653		United States		The destruction of our natural resources must cease immediately.  

		Heide		Coppotelli		383 Seldon Emerson Rd		Cedar Mountain		NC		28718		United States		The destruction of such a gift of the Creator -- that cannot be replaced -- is unacceptable.  How arrogant we humans are to even think of it as justifiable!  That's why we have those big brains:  to actually devise a way of living and to solve problems along the way without destroying what we never earned in the first place!

		Rita		Alexander		2030 Oak Dew		San Antonio		TX		78232		United States		The destruction of the remaining old growth trees is a shortsighted and unwise course of action.  I urge you to reconsider to reconsider your decision.  We need to leave our children and their descendants something of the wonderful wilderness and it's wildlife that we have known.

		Marla		Bottesch		P.O.Box 458		Norridgewock		ME		4957		United States		The earth and its flora supports life for all time.  Clear-cutting supports short-term profit and destroys life for all time.  Once the old-growrth is gone, it is gone forever.

		Michele		Busler		30 Main Street		Townsend		MA		1469		United States		The Earth has so few old growth forests left. Please 'stop the chop', and save the balance of life in the Tongass National Forest. 

		Stew		Replogle		19 Great Wind Dr		Plymouth		MA		2360		United States		The earth is sore. Let mother Nature rest in peace for a while and stop with all the deforestation and the fracking.

		Carole		Shelton		1711 Preuss Rd		Los Angeles		CA		90035		United States		The eco systems of old growth forests can never be restored once they
are gone.  Let's preserve them now, for all time.

		Mary		Kissane		7365 Delmar Blvd		St. Louis		MO		63130		United States		The ecosystem in the Tongass National Forest is far to fragile to be taking action reminiscent of the discredited and destructive clear-cutting practices of decades ago.  

		James		Livingston		3135 E CR 456		Skandia		MI		49885		United States		The entire world is not for our use.  It's for our care.  Using it merely as a source of extraction proves that we are the only truly ruinous species.

		Bill		Tower		330 Sunderland Rd.		Worcester		MA		1604		United States		The environment belongs to all of us along with all the creatures and flora that share this planet with us.

		Bill		Tower		330 Sunderland Rd.		Worcester		MA		1604		United States		The environment belongs to all of us along with all the creatures and flora that share this planet with us.

		James		Rose		101 North Amherst Place		Englewood		TN		37329		United States		The environment is about more than just money. These forests are home to many animals, and they have existed for a long time. It is a shame that anyone would put profit ahead of these things. Once the  old-growth forests are destroyed, an important part of this planet will not return. Your job is not to make money off the environment, it is to protect it. Please protect the Tongass National Forest and the animals that call it home by not destroying it.

		Shari		Alpern		5439 E Daggett St		Long Beach		CA		90815		United States		The environment is already in enough danger without purposely adding more problems to the delicate balance!  DON'T chop any more trees!

		Toni		Lubofsky		28925 Golden Meadow Dr		Rancho Palos Verdes		CA		90275		United States		The environmental balance of forest and wildlife must be a consideration, not just the logging interests!

		Kate		Kenner		31 Woodman St		Jamaica Plain		MA		2130		United States		The fact is that we all need trees. They provide beauty, clean air, shade, provide hose for wildlife, and help to deter flooding. The Forest Service should know this but they seem to be ignoring the importance of trees. Old growth trees have been here far too long to cut down and for the reason above they need to be stopped before those trees are all gone.

		April and Joseph		Faires		2305 34th Ave SE		Puyallup		WA		98374		United States		The few remaining , pristine old growth forests should not be clear cutting.

		Billie		Ambrose		1134 SE Mt Hood Hwy		Gresham		OR		97080		United States		The forest are so important to all of us, and mostly to wildlife that have lost their homes and their life and it's all about money. Very sad. Please don't cut into the Thorne. Thank you Billie

		Ms.		Vazquez		408 Cliffdale Dr.		Winston		NC		27104		United States		The forest is a national treasure and habitat for wildlife.  It should be protected.

		D		Crosmun		1925 halifax		ptornage		FL		32128		United States		the forest is irreplaceable and priceless;   sell something else if you need funds.  we certainly don't need the wood.   anyone with any sense would NOT cut down the forest.

		Victoria		Chisholm		po box		west warren		MA		1092		United States		The forest is not just trees. It is an entire ecosystem of trees, soil, mammals, birds, fish, and other vegetation, all interdependent, and all beneficial to humans. The National Forest Service is supposed to protect our national forests, and conserve the natural land, not harvest the forest for profit and put the land and its inhabitants at risk. Please get your priorities straight!

		Helen		Obenchain		5336 Floral Lane		Bridgman		MI		49106		United States		The forest needs to be preserved for people, animals and plants. The big trees are more important in their place than the money that would be received for them.  Please save the large trees in the Tongass.t

		Marie		Mandano		146 Sparkill Avenue		Staten Island		NY		10304		United States		The Forest Service announced it is charging ahead with Big Thorne – a timber sale that could destroy so much old-growth forest it would jeopardize the delicate balance between the people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island. It could even put the Alexander Archipelago wolf on the Endangered Species List. 

The Forest Service is meant to serve the forest, so please stop the destruction of our land.

		Willie		Edwards		1619 S 73rd St		Tacoma		WA		98408		United States		The Forest Service announced it is charging ahead with Big Thorne – a timber sale that could destroy so much old-growth forest it would jeopardize the delicate balance between the people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island. It could even put the Alexander Archipelago wolf on the Endangered Species List.

		John-Paul		Cernak		514 Elm ST		Albany		OR		97321		United States		The Forest Service claims that "cares for the land and severs the people" but it does neither. 

		Chris		Christianson		2614 S Bay Dr S		Fargo		ND		58103		United States		The Forest Service does not exist for the sake of loggers.  It exists to protect our interests and the ecosystem.  You have been presented good, sustainable use plans for the Tongass - stick with them.

		Charles		Heckman		315 93rd Ave SW		Olympia		WA		98512		United States		The Forest Service has a long record of corruption.  Your agency fired me for whistleblowing about a scheme to keep war veterans from working for the Forest Service.  How long will Congress allow your agency to destroy the forests of North America?

		Maurice		Rotthman		677 Winchester St.		Newton		MA		2459		United States		The forest Service is "meant for preservation not devastation; they got it backyards.  Of course politics, greed "runs the show"  its called for want of a better word, CORRUPTION!
Money is the villian, in this case and in all cases -take money out and what's left?
OUR PRISTINE FORESTS.
LETS ELIMINATE THE RIGHT PROBLEM; THE polticians . NOT NATURES BOUNTIFULNESS.

Dr Maurice Rothman, PHd naturalist

		Diane		Carney		4418 Alderwood Way		Sacramento		CA		95864		United States		The Forest Service is acting irresponsibly by continuing to cut irreplaceable old growth forest from the incredibly rare temperate rain forest of the Tongass National Forest. I urge you to act responsibly and protect this irreplaceable and essential forest so that it may continue to thrive and perform the vital ecosystem services of this rare biome.

		Jesse		Reyes		58 Menzel Ave		Maplewood		NJ		7040		United States		The Forest Service is an embarrassment.  Instead of stewardship of our national forests, preservation of our national heritage, you are "pimping" our forests for profit—to benefit special commercial interests and not the best interests of the American People.  And don't hide behind slogans like "striking a balance" between nature and commerce.  That balance has been lopsided in favor of profit-mongers for decades, in spite of brief periods of respite.  The world has changed since 1950.  The natural world is imperiled, now more than ever after nearly two centuries of abuse, so long as someone can make of buck off of exploiting it--and that exploitation has persisted for far too long.  Wake up!  What we have left is a thin blue line between restoring the balance so long ignored and the horrific depletion of not only resources that can be measured "by the dollar," but by the quality of the air we breathe and the water we drink.  The forests are a filter, an oxygen generator, and a foundation for a global ecosy

		heodore		Mertig		348 Higley Circle		Horizon City		TX		79928		United States		The Forest Service is living in a different age!!!!

		Teresa		Giddens		3305 State Route 200		Henderson		TN		38340		United States		The Forest Service is not owned by the lumber companies, but should be representative of all Americans and the protector of all the present wildlife -- including the wolves. Please keep your priorities straight.

		Joan		Earnshaw		PO Box 502		La Plata		NM		87418		United States		The Forest Service is NOT serving the forest or the Alaska people or the environment.  Cutting down the forest only serves big corporations.

		Roxy		McDonagh		402 East 23rd Avenue		Anchorage		AK		99503		United States		The Forest Service is planning the future of the Tongass, and it’s time for the Forest Service to get its priorities straight. The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		Ronald		Wrp?Blewski		7973 Merrington Pl		San Diego		CA		92126		United States		The Forest Service is supposed to be steward of our resources.  Ignoring the objections of the subject-matter expertise and threatening the natural balance of the area flies in the face of this.  Don't sell out our heritage and further degrade our environment for what is but short-term gain.

		Ruth		Nielsen		127 Glen Mawr Drive		Black Hawk		CO		80422		United States		The forest service is supposed to protect forests, not cut them down for corporate profit. We have a climate crisis looming. Living trees filter carbon, and dead ones produce it.  Don't cut down any more healthy green forests.  Our children need a liveable world.

		Dorelle		Rawlings		PO Box 2174		Aptos		CA		95001		United States		The forest service is supposed to protect forests, not destroy them. Don't allow the forest service to be like Fahrenheit 451, where the fire department no longer puts out fires, it starts them.

		Suzanne		Westgaard		5978 Scotswood Court		Boulder		CO		80301		United States		The Forest Service is supposed to PROTECT forests. Could you PLEASE do the right thing? Listen to scientists who study the situation. DO NOT ALLOW the logging in Tongass National Forest.

		Ardis		Skillett		37616 Montezuma Valley Road		Ranchita		CA		92066		United States		The Forest Service is supposed to protect old-growth forests not descimate them. Shame on you. Once they are gone, they are gone. Who is paying you to go ahead with this? The timber companies. If the timber companies had their way, they would cut down every tree on the planet. I was reared in Washington state where Weyerhause is KING. They want to cut down all trees. Clear cutting causes mud slides. Are you people that ignorant that you are unaware of this?   

		Lois		Waldref		670 Randall Rd.		Santa Barbara		CA		93108		United States		The Forest Service is supposed to protect our Forests, not sell off to cut them down!!!!

		Fran		Fulwiler		2124 NE 43rd Ave.		Portland		OR		97213		United States		The Forest Service needs to recognize the value of old-growth trees as carbon sinks, which help lower the rate of  climate change.

		Geri		Morisky		12 Casa Verde Pl		Clayton		CA		94517		United States		The Forest Service needs to restore its commitment to the American people and preserve old growth forests for recreation and preservation.  Please serve the public and not the lumber industry!  We thank you for listening.  

		Kaaren		Klingel		11815 Oakridge Court		Pinckney		MI		48169		United States		The Forest Service should be in the business of preserving these magnificent ancient trees.  Where else can people experience such incredible natural beauty?  Profit  for timber should not  outweigh the value of these trees for wildlife, tourism & recreation.

		M		Sladek		7755 E. Quincy Ave.		Denver		CO		80237		United States		The Forest Service should be planting trees on a grand scale at this time, not chopping them down.

		janet		hall		3400 W Chester Pike		Newtown Square		PA		19073		United States		The Forest Service should be protecting and managing our forests not desimating them including wild animals.  

		Germaine de Pibrac		James		7015 Lanewood Ave Apt 4		Los Angeles		CA		90028		United States		The Forest Service should be protecting forests for all the citizens and end old- growth harvest.

		Jane		Finch		1507 Western Ave #303		Seattle		WA		98101		United States		The Forest Service should be protecting old-growth forests not taking them down.  Please stop dismantling forests.

		Ariel		Adams		711 Cornell Avenue		Albany		CA		94706		United States		The Forest Service should protect our forests, not destroy them. Your plan is a disgusting betrayal of your constituents and the trust invested in you. 

		Samuel		Kraus		6108 Monero Drive, Rancho Palos Verdes, CA		Rancho Palos Verdes		CA		90275		United States		The Forest Service should protect the Forest, not destroy it

		Carol		Williams		59 Goodman Street, Rynfield		Benoni		PA		15010		United States		The Forest Service should rather support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy

		Robert		Stocker		2885 S Gilpin St		Denver		CO		80210		United States		The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, nature photography, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		Janice		Wilfing		1919 Perkins Dr		Springfield		OH		45505		United States		The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy, not destroy the old-growth forest. 

		Linda		Hiltabrand		1825A Baker Lane		Peru		IL		61354		United States		The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		Kevin		West		5400 Waterbrook Dr		Austin		TX		78723		United States		The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		Ruperto		Guedea jr		1603 S th Street		Goshen		IN		46526		United States		The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		Natalie		Bienenstock		7435 Hillsdale Dr		Pleasanton		CA		94588		United States		The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

Please end old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone.  Our animals are running out of room to live.  If we destroy them, we destroy ourselves ruining the balance of the preservation of life and earth.



		Nancy		Edwards		3505 Hidden Lake Drive		Waldport		OR		97394		United States		The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

Tell the Forest Service to end old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone.


		Elaine		Koffman		6948 N. Kostner Avenue		Lincolnwood		IL		60712		United States		The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect its animal inhabitants like the wolves and deer, and boost the local economy.  The Tongass is valuable for more than just timber!

		Linda		Kolakosky		1198 Willowhaven Dr		San Jose		CA		95126		United States		The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism. Those preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy. I would like to visit the Tongass and see the natural beauty, not clearcuts!

		Mark		Hoppis		319 Kingsway NW		Bremerton		WA		98312		United States		The forest service shouldnt be required to turn a profit.  These trees are worth more to our country and habitat than what they are being sold for.

		Ralph		Gonzales		687 Fairview Dr.		Berkeley Springs		WV		25411		United States		The Forest Service, works for the people. People need to stand up now and let these civil servants know that they had better halt with their corporate plans for our forests. We, the People, own those trees and all the life that lives within our park. Everyone should sign and share and let them know that we see what they want to do, but it ain't going to happen... watch and see.

		Norma		Dalesandro		v.le s. eufemia		brescia		HI		20100		United States		the forest should be preserved for all the living things now and in the future

		Maureen		Knutsen		PO Box 134		Naknek		AK		99633		United States		The forest, especially old-growth trees, have value as much more than timber. It is the foundation of a unique ecosystem that supports many species and activities such as fishing, recreation and tourism. These values need to be given equal consideration in plans for the future.

		Carmen		Stanescu		Sebes 8,bl.N1/29		Braila		CO		81008		United States		The forests are green gold of the Earth. Every country in the world should be aware of this truth. Saving the forests of the world we can take an important step against Climate Change.

		Cathy		Taibbi		1096 Williamsburg Lane		Norcross		GA		30093		United States		The forests are not here to plunder for selfish short-term gain. They are for generations to come, for all creatures and for a healthy, biologically rich, and beautiful Earth.  Stop the logging now, and let our forest heritage be as it was designed to be: sacred, intact, flourishing, and ancient.

		David		Menchell		73-03 198 Street		Fresh Meadows		NY		11366		United States		The forests are not just a source of lumber to be exploited for brief financial gain while an irreplaceable ecosystem is destroyed.  We are the stewards of these natural resources; this requires responsible thinking looking to the future.  The Tongass is a valuable area for wildlife, as well as a region of great beauty to be enjoyed by people who can hike, camp, fish and otherwise utilize its resources without damaging it.  It is the mandate of the U.S. Forest Service to protect as well as manage our forests.  The Tongass should be protected, with development and cutting of trees limited so the landscapes of this great region are not disturbed.

Thank you,

David Menchell, M.D.

		Jean		Ogorzaly		10142 S. Talman Av		Chicago		IL		60655		United States		The forests belong to its inhabitants, not to private businesses.

		Carol		Rivielle		64 Larkin Circle		West Orange		NJ		7052		United States		The forests belong to the People - not the loggers and those who make
profits from clear cutting out large trees  

		Mary		McGeary		129 Baltic St.		Brooklyn		NY		11201		United States		The forests help our planet in many ways -- apart from creating habitats for animals. Experts tell us they play an important role in our ecosystem (see:  Forests, carbon and global climate. Malhi Y1, Meir P, Brown S. Philos Trans A Math Phys Eng Sci. 2002 Aug 15;360(1797):1567-91.) Allowing big business to take away forests for  their profit is very short sighted and will affect generations to come. Please do not allow that!

		Joseph		Steiner		6931 Colonial Rea Court		Charlotte		NC		28226		United States		The Forests with old growth are invaluable to the country.Instead of destroying these grand old giants, the Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism, protect wildlife, and boost the local economy. Planting seedlings will not restore this forest fast enough to protect the wildlife

The Tongass is so much more valuable than timber alone.  

		Nancy		Feuerbacher		4531 N. Meadow Lane		Tucson		AZ		85749		United States		The future is more uncertain than the present.  Please leave the trees alone.

		Lucy		Schneider		213 David Hooper Pl.		Westwood		NJ		7675		United States		The future of the Tongass Forest is unquestionably valuable. I ask you to please consider that Americans value the forest for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities such as fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect it's innocent inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the economy.

Thank you for reading my message.

		Julia				1112 valley rd		marysville		PA		17053		United States		The future of the Tongass old growth forest is in your hands.  The  opportunity to save this resource is NOW, and will not happen again.  Please deny logging privileges and timber sales which would destroy this irreplaceable old-growth ecosystem - it's more than timber!

		Nora		Davidson		2956 Delphi Crt		Bremerton		WA		98311		United States		The Future will thank you for saving these giants.

		John		Ladd		200 Sheppard Lane		Berkeley Springs		WV		25411		United States		The government needs to stop bowing down to big industry and start paying attention to the people. Forest like this are becoming smaller and smaller if not gone all together. STOP SELLING THE CITIZENS  treasures NOW

		Wayne		Straight		961 Day Rd.		Sykesville		MD		21784		United States		The grandeur of our natural resources is being depleted so quickly. Please save something for our descendants to wonder at and appreciate.

		Edd		Blackler		PO Box 555		Bigfork		MT		59911		United States		The habitat provided by old growth timber is critical for the sustainability of many wildlife species.  Let's not blow it!

		Anna		Stone		26 Kensington Ct.		Kensington		CA		94707		United States		The history of forests in the lower 48 states should give us pause.  Virtually all of the primeval forests are gone.  Only those protected by national and state parks and federal monuments are still with us.

When I first experienced the Tongass Forest, I was amazed!  I had never seen such a large, untouched forest.  I couldn't believe that it was not protected.  It is one of the largest old grow forests in the world.  At that time the wood was not going to the U.S..  It was supplying Japan (a country which zealously preserves its own forests).  Our country can grow and thrive without the sale of this wood.  Please save the Tongass.

		AnnZagzebski		Zagzebski		Dunning Street		Madison		WI		53704		United States		The human species is our most dangerous species.  We destroy what God has given us because of greed.  Please stop this needless destruction of Tongass National Forest and allow it to stand for the benefit of other creatures ...those with 4 legs, and we humans will benefit, too.  

		William		Nobles		3504 Newcastle Dr. SE		Rio Rancho		NM		87124		United States		The idea of this planned timber cutting is devastating!  Stop while we still can!  Old growth trees cannot be replaced.  Too much of our ecosystem depends on them!

		marsha		james		13130 sw burlwood st		Beaverton		OR		97005		United States		The ignorance and total disrespect for common sense being displayed here by the forest service is appalling. We should rename it the Bigtimber Service. 

		marsha		james		13130 sw burlwood st		Beaverton		OR		97005		United States		The ignorance and total disrespect for common sense being displayed here by the forest service is appalling. We should rename it the Bigtimber Service. 

		Nora		Davidson		2956 Delphi Crt		Bremerton		WA		98311		United States		The integrity of the forest is paramount.

		Elizabeth		Bartlett		Box 484		Jarrell		TX		76537		United States		The job of a government agency is to protect public property and maintain it for future generations - not to increase the short-term profits of large corporations.

		Berkeley		Stewart		5716 Newlin Ave		Whittier		CA		90601		United States		The large-scale old-growth chopping spree that is planned for the Tongass, is TERRIBLY misguided. These most majestic trees and the creatures that rely on them should be protected and cherished. There is so little of this magnificent and amazing biological history of our planet left, it is a crime to destroy it--it should be preserved, at any cost, for our children and their children., and their children

		Carly		Steel		1809 Cross Draw Trail		Leander		TX		78641		United States		The logging plan is massive enough to disrupt the balance between local residents, Sitka black-tailed deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island (like the one pictured), possibly adding the wolves to the Endangered Species List.  This plan is so old 1950's, it should never have seen the light of day.

		Sharon		DeCelle		319 South Randolph St		Champaign		IL		61820		United States		The logging plan will destroy the Tongass National Forest. Your job should be to protect the forest, not to help destroy it. 

		Wayne		Sousa		1505 California Street		Berkeley		CA		94703		United States		The long-term negative impacts on wildlife habitat, fisheries, and carbon storage deserve should rank far above the short-term profits of a private industry.  The U.S. Forest Service should be acting in the interests of the country's citizens as a whole, not corporate interests.

		Steffie		Curth		7305 copperhorn dr		New York		NY		12345		United States		The loss of habitat is pushing forest dwellers into populated areas where SURPRISE they get destroyed.  Can we not leave something for the future?  There must be other places a little less valuable for the timber industry to pilage and plunder.

		Barbara		Seiler		35 Camino los Angelitos		Galisteo		NM		87540		United States		The love of money is greater thatn the protection of our living planet.

		Tom		Gasaway		126 Village Run W		Encinitas		CA		92024		United States		The lumber companies are always arguing that trees are a renewable resource; well, then let them grow their own. These old-growth trees belong to all of us and cannot be replaced. Please help preserve them for future generations to enjoy, just as our ancestors preserved them for us.

		Francesca		Bolognini		1021 Hillcrest Drive		Cambria		CA		93428		United States		The main function of government is to protect.  That does not mean facilitate corporate greed and the rape of our precious, irreplacable resources by industrial sociopaths. Please do your job and protect and preserve our environmnet for the generations of life to come.

		Barbara		Jones		691 Everdell Avenue		West Islip		NY		11795		United States		The majesty, beauty and most importantly oxygen source that these old growth trees offer is beyond measure.  How can you let this happen for short term profit????  The weather patterns are changing along with the earth's temperature.  Please stop this madness before it's too late!

		Frank		Cullen				Edgewood		NM		87015		United States		The mission of the Forest Service is to preserve and nourish---not chop or enable the private sector to make money from the destruction of public property.  It's time Washington D.C. stopped being the hand maiden of corporations.  If the USFS has not yet observed the trend, the public--right and left politically-- is angry with government agencies that have replaced their duty to the citizen constituency with favors to corporations.

		Cynthia		Bauer		112 Snowden Drive		Pittsburgh		PA		15229		United States		the more tree that are chopped down, the less oxygen created.   Along with the carbon gasses.  Life will perish.  No one with breathe.  It is bad enough that the oil industry does not clean up it messes, don't let the frackers do the same.

		Stephen		Ekholm		6290 eagle harbor dr. ne		Bainbridge Ialand		WA		98110		United States		The national forests belong to all of us not just the timber industry.

		Mark		Carson		1358 Iverson Street, NE		Atlanta		GA		30307		United States		The national parks were set aside originally to be parks, not resources for corporate profit.  Please preserve Tongass for all uses instead of just resource extraction.

		Joan		Clark		316 11 st.. #210		honesdale		PA		18431		United States		The natural world is the foundation of the human one.   Destroy it and our world will suffer!

		Richard		Dimatteo		236 Kalmia St. #107		San Diego		CA		92101		United States		The near destruction of the Tsongas National Forest would be an act of sheer lunacy. The Big Thorne timber sale jeopardizes the tenuous balance between humans, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island. This plan puts the Alexander Archipelago Wolf in serious jeopardy.

		Marc		Elliott		1944 Moss St		Eugene		OR		97403		United States		The North Western rain forests are a priceless carbon sink that must be preserved at all cost. The future of humanity is at stake. Knowing that the Amazon is in danger of disappearing , we need to preserve the remaining large  forests that have been recognized as vital moderators of global climate.

		Catherine		Hunt		309 Rivercrest Drive		Piscataway		NJ		8854		United States		The old growth cannot be replaced. Don't cut any more of it.

		Toni		Caldwell-Clark		2314 West 39th Avenue		Kansas City		KS		66103		United States		The old growth forest can never be replaced... once they are gone, they're gone forever.  Stop cutting them down!!

		Kathy		Brockman		306 Heidi Ct		New Glarus		WI		53574		United States		The old growth forest is not replaceable please stop the logging...our wild life depend on it!

		Karen		Shaffer		68 Grandview Ave		Brevard		NC		28712		United States		The old growth forests are our heritage.  Do not let them be destroyed.

		Jude		Ayer		2 Estabrook Rd		Worcester		MA		1606		United States		The old growth forests are sacred!  Please don't allow them to be cut down by greed.

		Tom		Reeves		305 River Avenue		Gardiner		ME		4345		United States		The old growth forests should be protected, not cut.

		Ralph		Grimes		72 Maple St		Stockton Springs		ME		4981		United States		The old growth is not renewable!   

		Suzette		Rochat		2950 Canfield Rd		Sebastopol		CA		95472		United States		The old growth supports deer and wolves and should be used for 
recreation and fishing, not destroyed! We need to save these old trees - we can never get the old growth back once we kill it. 

		Alice		Schafer		11 Flagg Road		Acton		MA		1720		United States		the old growth trees are a heritage for the American people. Do not cut them!

		Linda		Schwartz		P.O. Box 1127		Cannon Beach		OR		97110		United States		The old growth trees are home to so many animals, and help feed oxygen into our air.  They are irreplaceable!!  Please don't cut them down!

		Teresa		Ander		64299 High Mowing Lane		Bend		OR		97701		United States		The old growth trees are much more than a natural resource.  They need to be left alone.

		Nanci		Clifton		6125 Pinewood Rd		Oakland		CA		94611		United States		The old growth trees not only provide a habitat for animals, but they combat climate change.  PLEASE save the trees.

		Suzanne		Roth		1360 School House Lane		Birchrunville		PA		19421		United States		The old trees are the best trees!!  They've survived and now populate the best new growth trees.  We need them to continue our forests in a healthy way.  Selective harvesting may mean fewer dollars of profit but will insure a healthy, continuing forest.  Please, protect these old growth areas.  We can't remake them!!!

		Nellie		Lacy		P.O. Box 3144		Big Bear City		CA		92314		United States		The old-growth forest is needed to help the younger trees grow and would endanger the balance of nature.  Please do not destroy the big trees and leave them to continue to grow as the Creator wanted them to.

		James		Roper		4048 Vern Sikking Rd		Applilng		GA		30802		United States		The old-growth forest of the Tongass is part of our national heritage and should not be cut for any reason. If you feel it necessary, then you should hold a referendum across the nation to decide where the interests of the pocketbook of the few outweigh those of the majority of Americans.

		Janice		Absher		2031 S Eastern Lane		SPOKANE VALLEY		WA		99212		United States		The old-growth forests are shrinking and shrinking.  When they are gone, animal habitat will be lost forever, recreational opportunities too.  Please do something for the wildlife and for all of the people instead of the few who will benefit from the selling of the timber in the Tongass.

		Bo		Baggs		3565 Lake Arthur Drive		Port Arthur		TX		77642		United States		The old-growth trees anchor the forest.   Please don't be irresponsible.  Protect those forests!   They belong to us all, not just one company.

		John		Stamper		15303 Earlham St		Pacific Palisades		CA		90272		United States		The old-growth trees are an irreplaceable asset that should be protected.

		John		Stamper		15303 Earlham St		Pacific Palisades		CA		90272		United States		The old-growth trees are an irreplaceable asset that should be protected.

		Mitchell		Dormont		23 John Hancock Drive		MOnroe Township		NJ		8831		United States		The only "Industrial scale" anything that ought to go on in the Tongass,  is conservation!

		Michael		Bauman		1963 Esperanza Dr		Concord		CA		94519		United States		The only way the earth & its animals can continue to take care of us is if we take care of it!!!

		Mo		Oliver		423 N 14th St		Coeur D Alene		ID		83814		United States		The phrase, "short-sighted" comes to mind.  Let's be good stewards of this country's lands. That's your job. Don't destroy any more old-growth forests. That's my comment.

		Steven		Card		408 N Main St		Gordon		NE		69343		United States		The planet can only take so much abuse before life itself is threatened.

		Deborah		Bradford		2358 S High St		Denver		CO		80210		United States		The planet needs her trees.  We need our trees.

		Nancy		McDonald		6498 Lowry Dr Apt 4		West Linn		OR		97068		United States		The Politics of Trees
by Laurence Overmire

I much prefer the politics of trees
They haven’t got any, you see
They just grow
Minding their own business
Taking in the sun
Giving breath to all life
At home, their sturdy place in the world
Content

Until some fool human
Chops them down for
Kindling.

http://theoneideathatsavestheworld.com

		Donna		Agro		21 Burns Ave		Enfield		CT		6082		United States		the poor animals have no place to go it is so sad

		Karen		Walter		68 Westminster Terrace		Bellow Falls		VT		5101		United States		The preservation has to take place now in order to save the earth for future generations.  So you have to stop cutting now.  Find some alternatives.  Begin to think several generation out!!1

		Dove		Foster-Dewey		664 Aurora Ave Apt 2		St Paul		MN		55104		United States		The profits of a few companies are not worth the loss of trees that cannot be replaced. 

		Marlen		Beach		4125 Terrace St.		Kansas City		MO		64111		United States		The profits of a few should never come be way of destruction of the earth.

		James		Mackovjak		P. O. Box 63		Gustavus		AK		99826		United States		The proposed Big Thorne timber sale is a travesty and should be abandoned. It's also time to end round-log exports from the Tongass.

		Christine		Anderson		2031 Locust Street #503		Philadelphia		PA		19103		United States		The proposed plans would be devastating to the Tongass National Forest.  Please review the comments from the scientific community and listen to the voices of the people.  The timber sale amounts to greed without conscience.

		Martie		Crone		57 skyline pines dr		Bar Harbor		ME		4609		United States		The proposed scale of cutting in the Tongass could endanger the Alexander Archipelago wolf.  Please manage the Tongass for multiple uses.....fishing, recreation & tourism.....not just logging.

		Tirumala		Ranganath		363 Maclane Street		Palo Alto		CA		94306		United States		The protection of these old growth timber should not be a question we keep going back to.  Please take a leadership position and stop it for ever.

		Alex		Sponza		228 Drinker Tpke		Covington Township		PA		18424		United States		The public and animal habitants are the big losers while business make money. Is there anyone who can say no!!!

		Audrey		Lloyd		13798 sw benchview place		Portland		OR		97223		United States		The rational for clear cutting is always about jobs for the local economy.  But when all the tress and other resources are gone where will the jobs come from? What will be left to support any kind of economy?  When there is nothing left to support any kind of economy, the big industries that profited the most will move on and the locals are left to starve.

		Barrett		Ristroph		705 Christensen Dr.		Anchorage		AK		99501		United States		The recreation value of Alaska’s National Forests contrasts sharply with the estimated revenue that could be obtained from selling all of Alaska’s wood products (estimated at $37.3 million in 2013 dollars).  And this figure does not take into account the significant subsidies given to the timber industry. From fiscal years 2001 to 2008, the federal government spent an average of $32 million on the Tongass timber sale program, and an additional $13 million annually in indirect and overhead expenses.  An average of $15 million was spent each year simply on the direct road program for timber.  These costs translate into economic losses in terms of fishing and hunting opportunities as well as a net loss of 225,000 to 400,000 metric tons of carbon from the forest. Let's act in the interest of our economy and environment to stop clear-cutting.

		David		Adams		14487 Burlington Parkway		Penn Valley		CA		95946		United States		The remaining temperate rain forests such as in the Tongass National Forest are the world's greatest producer of biomass, which means the ability to absorb and sequester carbon dioxide from the atmosphere for hundreds of years. Such an old-growth forest is only "renewable" after 400-500 years or so, so for our very survival we need to stop cutting such forests.

		Marilee		Scaff		640 Alden Rd Apt 2		Claremont		CA		91711		United States		The remnant of old growth trees left in America are what remains of our vast natural heritage. Celebrate Independence Day 2014 by protecting the great old trees of the Tongass National Forest. No more logging. Protect the trees and their deer and wolves and all the little creatures of the forest. Protect Endangered Species! Protect our Heritage!

		Valerie		Tibbett		685 Spring Street #208		Friday Harbor		WA		98250		United States		The sale of old-growth forest, to allow the logging of old-growth trees in the Tongass National Forest?  And on such a huge scale?  Environmental destruction will absolutely ensue if you stay on this unwise, immoral course -- and the archipelago wolf and many other creatures will be adversely, even to the point of death, affected.  DON'T DO THIS!!!!

		Patricia		Quinn		1305 Oak Park Avenue		Norfolk		VA		23503		United States		The salmon runs are probably the most valuable resource in the Tongass.  Salmon is recommended by physicians everywhere for promoting cardiac health.  Yet most of the farm-raised salmon is loaded with PCB's and heavy metals for a variety of reasons that apparently are difficult to control.  The only salmon worth eating is wild-caught.  And the Tongass is a major provider of wild-caught salmon.  AND LOGGING SILTS UP THE WILD SALMON RUNS THEREBY RUINING THEM.  Unlike forest in other areas, an old-growth temperate rainforest does not require thinning of "dog-hair thickets" or controlled burnings.  (Not that you could ever get a sopping wet temperate rainforest to burn.)  Also removing the logs that are cut is problematic.  A few years back I saw a picture in the newspaper of a huge pile of raw Tongass timber left to rot because the loggers couldn't get it out (Noooo, the solution is NOT to build more logging roads.)  Moreover, any sales of logs that actually make it to market are sold at way below cost, practica

		Wanda		Crockett		9500 Gadwell Terrace		Chesterfield		VA		23838		United States		The science is against this plan, and it is clear that the trees are an integral part of a delicate ecosystem of precious wildlife which rely on these trees.

		Scott		Shipman		2965 N Bear Canyon Rd		Tucson		AZ		85749		United States		The slow stripping away of this old growth through the years will make it more and more acceptable in the future to then completely devalue and totally despoil this this prime habitat of nature. Please continue to protect these lands as after old growth is gone, it's gone forever.  Thanks, Mr Secretary, for taking the stand to do what you can to disallow this to occur on your watch. 

		Phillip		Davis		239 Bowers Ln		Ellerbe		NC		28338		United States		The thing about old-growth forest is.... it is old growth.  These ecosystems are vital to maintaining a healthy home for people and all life.  Makes zero sense to intentionally destroy them for the enrichment of a few humans. No sense.  People can scream about "jobs" until their eyes pop out, and it still will make no sense. It could be somebody's job to do anything... if somebody wants a job burning down my home, I'm not inclined to just hand them the house key.

		Diane		Boeck		207 Suelynn Dr		Normal		IL		61761		United States		The time is now to act in favor of the trees.

		Kathleen		Colwill		585 Bair Rd.		Berwyn		PA		19312		United States		The Tongas forest and all the creatures who depend on it for their lives must not be cut down. This is an eological system that is irreplaceable.

		Adrian		Langton		1843 Summit Chase Ave		Apopka		FL		32703		United States		The Tongas is more than just a bunch of trees to be commodified.

		George		Perla		769 Crestridge Dr NE		Atlanta		GA		30306		United States		The Tongas National Forest is too beautiful and too important for the fauna and flora, to destroy!

		K		O'Brien		205 Lombard St		New Haven		CT		6513		United States		The Tongass and its old-growth trees are a fragile eco-system and a valuable resource.  Please don't wreck it by allowing this clear-cutting.

		Bruce		Berger		835 W. Main St.		Aspen		CO		81611		United States		The Tongass belongs to all Americans and its trees should not be sold off to a private company.

		Barrie		Collins		339 Brooks Rd		Bethany		CT		6524		United States		THE TONGASS BELONGS TO ALL AMERICANS, even those of us living in New England (where we value trees because the state was cut over historically). SAVE THE TONGASS. It is unique because it protects so much natural history so far north. SAVE THE TONGASS!!

		Mary		Fasano		572 16th Street		Brooklyn		NY		11218		United States		The Tongass belongs to all Americans.  The forest service needs to quit selling off our forests to private interests.  Support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		Adrienne		Hernandez		42 Joyce Road		Hartsdale		NY		10530		United States		The Tongass big trees MUST be protected!

		Peter & Josephine		von Hippel		1900 Crest Drive		Eugene		OR		97405		United States		The Tongass forest is a critical environment for the other plants and animals of the ecology. Furthermore logging there is not even profitable! Please preserve the Tongass forest and especially its old-growth!

		Mary		Lebert				Hamburg		MI		48139		United States		The Tongass Forest should be a priority for the Forest Service, and the protection of it and its delicate balance and inhabitants, should be the priority.  The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that protect the forest and wildflie, as well as boost the local economy.

		Richard		Eng		3359 Roods Creek Rd.		Hancock		NY		13783		United States		The Tongass is a crucial part of the ecosystem. Stop clear cutting and destroying the area.

		Dusty		Miller		24385 W. 71st St.		Shawnee		KS		66227		United States		The Tongass is a NATIONAL forest, which means it belongs to ALL Americans!  It is not available for clear-cutting to satisfy the desperation of logging towns in the Pacific Northwest that have known that they need to change their way of life and income stream for decades.  I do not authorize any action in the Tongass that will cause the decline of our very little remaining old-growth forest or any of its wildlife.  You must not allow the Big Thorne sale to proceed.

		Mark		Slouka		20 prospect st.		Brewster		NY		10509		United States		The Tongass is a national treasure - irreplaceable.  My family and I hope and expect you will do all in your power to preserve it for future generations of Americans.

		Jim		Carley		14 Morgan Lane		Keene		NH		3431		United States		The Tongass is a national treasure used for so much more than just lumber.  Leave the timber alone and support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism, things that preserve the forest, it's inhabitants and the local economy.

		Pamela		Allee		7425 N Portsmouth Ave		Portland		OR		97203		United States		The Tongass is a rainforest - to destroy it (further) is to abet the CRIME of planetary destruction.

		Mark		Meeks		399 Blackbird Dr.		Bailey		CO		80421		United States		The Tongass is a unique national treasure, a forest more critical for our needs today with a changing climate than ever it has been before.  We must do more to preserve.  We must disciplines ourselves more fully to keep it vital, expansive and free to improve the climate of the earth.

		Anita		Hernandez		Ojo Caliente		Las Cruces		NM		88011		United States		The Tongass is a valuable habitat to plants and trees and animals. Save the Old Growth trees. Stop Big Thorne.

		Drew		Martin		500 Lake Ave # 102		Lake Worth		FL		33460		United States		The Tongass is an important environmental treasure.

		Susan		Hocker		5730 covington Circle		Minnetonka		MN		55345		United States		The Tongass is definitely valuable to Americans!  and definitely for more than just timber.  I think fishing, recreation, and tourism are MORE IMPORTANT!  STOP THE OLD GROWTH CHOPPING SPREES. Protect deer and wolf and help tourism.

		Peter		Rockwell		130 Miraloma Dr		San Francisco		CA		94127		United States		The Tongass is far too valuable as wilderness to make toilet paper out of!

		Martha		Hansen		12191 Clipper Dr Apt 209		Woodbridge		VA		22192		United States		The Tongass is important to wildlife and the whole ecosystem. This clearcutting must stop.

		Shelley		Gill		PO Box 2364		Homer		AK		99603		United States		The Tongass is irreplaceable! When will the forest service and the nation get a clue? We need all the help we can get cleaning C02 from the atmosphere and to compromise old growth at this junction is plain stupidity on a grand scale! Stop clear-cutting. In the Tongass. Today!

		Mary		Beattie		9614 Raintree		Sun City		AZ		85351		United States		The Tongass is more important as an old growth forest than a timber sale.  Does the Forest Service realize that we the people want to be able to see big tall trees?  We want a forest that some of the larger animals would be able to live in so that our childred will be able to see to see this animals in their own environment.  There is really nothing to look at when all the trees are gone.

		Jean		Rosenfeld		17015 Pacific Coast Hwy		Pacific Palisades		CA		90272		United States		The Tongass is North America's Amazonas.  It is the lungs of our continent.  Preserve it for our descendants and for the survival of a hydrated planet.  No cutting!

		James		Huffendick		1235 Oakhill Ave SE		Salem		OR		97302		United States		THE TONGASS IS NOT FOR LOGGING---IT IS AN OLD GROWTH FOREST THAT IS TO BE SAVED FOR ALL PEOPLE OF THE USA AND WORLD.  ALSO IT SUPPORTS WILDLIFE SOME THAT  ARE ENDANGERED.  DO NOT START CUTTING THESE TREES,  THE TONGASS MUST BE PROTECTED FOR ALL!!!

		Peggy		Heisel		882 Peachcreek Rd		Centerville		OH		45458		United States		The Tongass is our national heritage. How could you even CONSIDER cutting old-growth forest? 
Please. RECONSIDER.

		Frans		Badenhorst		potch		potch		NV		89005		United States		the Tongass is sacred, as are the Old Growth...show some respect - or else Nature will show no mercy.....

		Gretchen		Bratvold		3444 Edmund Blvd		Minneapolis		MN		55406		United States		The Tongass is so much more valuable than timber alone. Fishing, recreation, and tourism are profitable while also preserving the forest and protecting wolf, deer, and other inhabitants. Please create a plan that allows all Americans, and our wildlife, to benefit from the forest.

		Sequoia						Cottonwood		AZ		86326		United States		The Tongass is the last of its kind in the world. I've seen what happened in Oregon, Washington, and British Columbia to the original forests there. The Tongass should be part of the International Heritage Sites, not cut down for short term profits for a few; it is far too precious.  

		Katie		Rodgers		7835 SE 92nd Ave		Portland		OR		97266		United States		The Tongass is valuable for its ecosystem and tourism potential. Please consider alternate sources of income. Don't sell our ecological heritage. 

		Arna		Schutz		6300 Ellenview Ave		West Hills		CA		91307		United States		The Tongass is valuable for more than just timper.  The fishing & tourism that preserve the forest, protect the wolves and deer, and boost local economy.
Please emd old growth chopping sprees before the largest trees are all gone.

		T		Wilhelm		1946 kleck rd		paso robles		CA		93446		United States		The Tongass is valuable for more than timber.

		Reto		Pieth		409 Rt 121 E		Grafton		VT		5146		United States		The Tongass is valuable to all Americans for more than just timber.

		Michael		Sinclair		1101 Flexer Ave		Allentown		PA		18103		United States		The Tongass is valuable to all Americans--not just for timber. No logging of old-growth trees please

		Grace		Strop		25981 Bell Frutav Road		Monroe		OR		97416		United States		The Tongass is valuable to all living things and a very important part of the eco-system.

		Mary		Blythe				Lawrence		KS		66044		United States		The Tongass is valuable to Amercans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer , and boost the local economy.

		craig		conn		tmen		Pgh		PA		15212		United States		The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber   The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

end old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone.


		Donna		Fountain		6832 Colmar Ave		Bell Gardens		CA		90201		United States		The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber, it's about the wildlife that make their homes there too.

		Joan		Marks		23520 Dart Dr		Tehachapi		CA		93561		United States		The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber.  Please  end old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone. a timber sale that could destroy so much old-growth forest it would jeopardize the delicate balance between the people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island. It could even put the Alexander Archipelago wolf on the Endangered Species List.

		Joan		Weldon		1109 Union Dr.		Fort Worth		TX		76131		United States		THE TONGASS IS VALUABLE TO AMERICANS FOR MORE THAN JUST TIMBER.  THE FOREST SERVICE SHOULD SUPPORT ACTIVITIES LIKE FISHING, RECREATION AND TOURISM THAT PRESERVE INHABITANTS LIKE THE WOLF AND DEER, AND BOOST THE LOCAL ECONOMY.

PLEASE END OLD-GROWTH CHOPPING SPREES BEFORE THE LARGEST OF THE BIG TREES ARE GONE

JOAN A. WELDON.

		Janet		Dunham		291 Owings Creek Rd		Hamilton		MT		59840		United States		The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber.  The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		John		LaRochelle		59 Euclid Ave		Pittsfield		MA		1201		United States		The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. End old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone. 

		Jean		Naples		9 Benson Street		West Haverstraw		NY		10993		United States		The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. Please
end industrial-scale old-growth clear-cutting in the Tongass National Forest now.

		Jade		Murphy		3875 Geist Rd		Fairbanks		AK		99709		United States		The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. Seeing this area as valuable only for timber extraction is short-sighted and erroneous. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		D'Anne		Scott		605 10th Avenue South		Birmingham		AL		35205		United States		The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy

		Carol		Hatfield		2306 Lawrence Ave		Indianapolis		IN		46227		United States		The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		Joel		Kelly		111 Center Ave. So.		Montrose		MN		55363		United States		The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		Jean		Bevsek		3312 Queen Anne Way		Colorado Springs		CO		80917		United States		The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		Lynda		Pauling		5812 Olene Ave N		Oak Park Heights		MN		55082		United States		The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		patty		taylor		292 norhwood dr		elkin nc		NC		28621		United States		The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		Melanie		Weberg		1860 Swede Lake Drive		Osceola		WI		54020		United States		The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		Mary		Cato		1807 Pecan Park Drive		Arlington		TX		76012		United States		The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		Lisa		Fenstermacher		8948 angleton place		Dallas		TX		75243		United States		The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		Bernadette		Belcastro		68 Crocus Ave.		Floral Park		NY		11001		United States		The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		Daniel		Grassi		121 Fairview Ave		Binghamton		NY		13904		United States		The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		Danielle		Payne		5014 Golfivew Dr		Ft Wayne		IN		46818		United States		The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		Marie		Wakefield		3054 Highway 20		Newport		OR		97365		United States		The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		James		Simmons		1430 NW Terracegreen Pl		Corvallis		OR		97330		United States		The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		Stephen		Burns		70 Summerdale Road		Angola		NY		14006		United States		The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		Bettina		Stokes		12125 SE 13TH ST		Bellevue		WA		98005		United States		The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy. The Forest Service should end old-growth chopping sprees before the big trees are gone!

		Cheryl		Rigby		10 Ivy Lane		Ashland		MA		1721		United States		The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.


		Ken		Goldsmith		3739 Clipper Bay Dr		Virginia Beach		VA		23455		United States		The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.


		Ann		Searing		483 Canton Ave		Milton		MA		2186		United States		The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

End old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone.

		Ellen		Wasfi		286 Pine Valley Road		Dover		DE		19904		United States		The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

Please end old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone.


		Brett		O'Sullivan		762 W Simson Pl		Lafayette		CO		80026		United States		The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

Please preserve this special place!!

		John		Lopez		1130 Glenda Way		reno		NV		89509		United States		The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

STOP old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone.

		McAnter		Canter		167 Blackfield Dr.		Tiburon		CA		94920		United States		The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

Tell the Forest Service to end old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone.

		Carol		Locatell		4153 Woodman Ave		Sherman Oaks		CA		91423		United States		The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

Thank you.

		Cyd		Groff		523 Taylor Hill Rd.		Granville		NY		12832		United States		The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserves the forest, protects inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		nan		fay		2248 pearl		Columbus		IN		47201		United States		The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. Will future generations enjoy an empty wasteland we have left for them? Please think of them and spare the old-growth forests.

		Alison		Barr Zyla		1 Shore Grove Rd		Clinton		CT		6413		United States		The Tongass is valuable to Americans for the beautiful environment for future generations. The area will lose its tourism for short term monetary gain with a devastating permanent loss of environmental heritage.

		Ann		Schenk		1715 Christy Ln.		Ashton		ID		83420		United States		The Tongass is valuable to Amerocans for more than just timber. this sale could destroy the delicate balance between the people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island.

		Ginger		First		1814 W North Street		Bellingham		WA		98225		United States		The Tongass is valuable to me for more than timber.  I paddle in Southeast Alaska every summer.  Please support activities that preserve the forest, not ruin it.  Please do not proceed with Big Thorne sale.

		Theodore		Kircher		19323 Old Friend Rd		Canyon Country		CA		91351		United States		The Tongass is worth more as is than any amount of money to be derived by butchering it.

		Patricia		Baley		4150 E. Pinecrest Circle		Las Vegas		NV		89121		United States		The Tongass must be preserved.

		Ronald		Clayton		545 E DORSETT AVE		ASHEBORO		NC		27203		United States		The Tongass N.F. must not be managed as just a tree farm for the enrichment of a few timber companies (and sleezy politicians!) while destroying the old-growth ecosystem on which so many species depend.. 

		Nancy		Gilbert		1862 Royalsborough Rd		Durham		ME		4222		United States		The Tongass National Forest belongs to all of us and we need  to preserve it and all of the wildlife that it protects. Industrialization of logging is criminal. 

		Barrie		Collins		339 Brooks Rd		Bethany		CT		6524		United States		The Tongass National Forest BELONGS TO EVERY AMERICAN, even those of us living in New England, where we value trees and forests greatly (having once been cut over historically). The TONGASS is unique in the diversity of nature it protects..SAVE IT!!!

		Linda		Danton		14301 Hanson Circle		mendocino		CA		95460		United States		The Tongass National Forest belongs to the tax paying citizens of America - not the Forest Service or profit making corporations. Leave this unique national treasure alone and quit mowing it down.

		Jef		Harvey		13145 S Old Glenn Hwy		Palmer		AK		99645		United States		The Tongass National Forest contains no timber. It contains wildlife, including trees. Your job is to protect that stuff for now and for the future.

		Ezio		Mattiace		12421 Goldfinch Ct		Potomac		MD		20854		United States		The Tongass National Forest is a national treasure  for American people to enjoy and it has to be regarded as such.

The Forest Service should protect it and  preserve it to support activties like recreation and  tourism and not put it up for sale to the timber industry.

end old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone. The damage of doing so is irreversible. The loss caused to America's interest will be huge.

		Martha		Nochimson		5020 Tibbett Ave		Bronx		NY		10471		United States		The Tongass National Forest is a precious ecosystem.  It must be preserved and it can't be if the trees disappear.  NO TIMBER SALE.  You would be, as it says in The Bible, selling our inheritance for a mess of pottage, which means giving away a living system of incalculable value for nothing of value to anyone but the people who own the timber yard.  THAT IS STUPID.

		Mary		McBride		2537 Otis Rd SE		Cedar Rapids		IA		52403		United States		The Tongass National Forest is a treasure and MUST be protected from logging!!!!

		Carlene		Petty		780 Highway #44 West, Lot #50		Shepherdsville		KY		40165		United States		The Tongass National Forest is a unique and vital wilderness in which the old growth forest plays a critical role in the viability of its ecology and its wildlife.  Cutting these old growth trees is not only harmful to the whole system but also silly because humans do NOT NEED this timber.  It would be far more beneficial to humanity to leave these old growth trees stand, providing oxygen to the atmosphere and absorbing carbon dioxide and thus ameliorating climate change, as well as providing necessary habitat for endangered species and preventing soil erosion, than to use them for lumber, which can be provided from other sources.  I am not alone in objecting to the destruction of these trees; eminent scientists agree with me.

From another perspective, ruining the old growth forest will also ruin the economy of the region since activities such as fishing, recreation and tourism greatly support the people who live there.  Please CANCEL the Big Thorne timber sale immediately.

In the mid-Seventies, I lived

		Liane		Russell		130 Tabor Rd.		Oak RIDGE		TN		37830		United States		The Tongass National Forest is a unique treasure -- the greatest northern rain forest, with old growth.  It belongs to the American people and not to the timber companies.  I had the pleasure to visit  it several years ago, and I can well attest to its ecological uniqueness, as well as its value for outdoor recreation and tourism.
Please do not permit timber sales that jeopardize old gowth.

		Jane		Bergman		319 Burris Place		Chapel Hill		NC		27516		United States		The Tongass National Forest is a world treasure.  The United States has a moral obligation to protect and preserve this forest and all others.  The time has come for us to end timber sales and deforestation.  Trees are vital to the containment of climate disruption.

		Nancy		Jacobs		12203 NE 37th Street		Bellevue		WA		98005		United States		The Tongass National Forest is an excellent example of the balance of nature.  Remove a lot of the old-growth forest, and you upset the whole ecosystem and balance of people, wildlife, environment.  Please leave this alone, and allow the local economy to flourish.  The whole Tongass region is about much more than timber.

		Esther		Johnson		508 East Ventura Avenue		Clewiston		FL		33440		United States		The Tongass National Forest is more valuable as is.  You, as the Forest Service, should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.  Please do not proceed with Big Thorne and end old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone.

		Dianne		Meyer		7112 Maywood Ave		Middleton		WI		53562		United States		The Tongass National Forest is valuable to America for MORE THAN JUST LUMBER!

		Sharon		Madhvani		17996 Deer Run Ct.		Morgan Hill		CA		95037		United States		The Tongass National Forest needs to be preserved for many reasons.  It is valuable for human experiences like fishing  Just as important, if not more so, it needs to be preserved as habitat for wildlife.  Lumber can be found elsewhere.

		Della		Coburn		#2 Boathouse Point		Kasaan		AK		99950		United States		The Tongass National Foret is my HOME! Don't let anyone destroy it!

		Mary		ziska		22735 S.E. 43rd. Court		Issaquah		WA		98029		United States		The Tongass old growth timber can never be replaced...reforestation is not the answer.  Don't squander Alaska's precious assets and wild life.  How does the Forest Service justify this timber sale?  Who benefits from the profit?
  

		Sandra		Murray		2910 N. Powers Blvd., #432		Colorado Springs		CO		80922		United States		The Tongass should be one of those rare wilderness jewels that is NEVER mutilated by logging, mining, or oil/gas drilling.  At a time when population growth and urbanization threatens the last vestiges of wildlife and old-growth forests, Tongass must be left untouched.  

		Cindy		Golden		125 S. Racine Ave.		Chicago		IL		60607		United States		The Tongass Should Be Saved!

		Cynthia		Bower		HC1 Box 1033		Sonoita		AZ		85637		United States		The Tongass should not be subject to this grotesquely damaging single commercial use. The Forest Service should do its job responsibly and support activities such as fishing, recreation, and ecotourism that preserve the forest, protect vital habitat for wildlife, and boost the local economy.

		Randall		Kaufmann		PO Box 357		Moose		WY		83012		United States		The Tongass timber belongs to all Americans, not a few lumbermen and stockholders. I, respectfully, urge you to keep the remaining old growth trees and the Big Throne ecosystem intact. 
Thanks you for your consideration,
Randall Kaufmann.

		R		von Koch		8459 NW Ash Street		Portland		OR		97229		United States		The Tongass, as is, happens to be most valuable to all people, not just Americans !

		Raymond		Perry		Rt.2 Box 260-A		Hurricane		WV		25526		United States		The Tongrass area is so very valuable if timber, could have a mojor impact on the delicate balance of nature and people.  This area provides life for the wolf, deer, and recreation and tourism. If timbered it would have a negative impact all around.  Thank You!

		Bob		Bartlett		5080 Silver Lake Rd.		Mounds View		MN		55112		United States		The Tongrass timber cut is short-sighted. Far too many acres will be cleared.  Who is profiting from this? This area would better served lomng term for tourism and recreation.

		Mark		Kathy		2108 S. Joliet Ct		Aurora		CO		80014		United States		The trees and the Tongass belong to all of us. Cutting the trees for profit is not management. The trees are the foundation of the complex ecosystem of the Tongass and Price of Wales Island.

		Judy		Albury		6770 SW 50 Ter		Miami		FL		33155		United States		The trees are important to the environment and to all creatures living in them.  Stop destroying America.

		alexa		gusick		78875 avenue 47 #i-77		La Quinta		CA		92253		United States		the trees are my soul. don't keep killing my soul and your own humanity

		Dorothy		Dwight		1246 W Arthur Ave		Chicago		IL		60626		United States		The trees are needed as habitats for wildlife and as sources of oxygen for the health of all of us. 

Gratefully,

		Joan		Hamilton		3185 Willamette St. Apt.2		Eugene		OR		97405		United States		The trees are needed far more by the animals then us humans need to cut them.

		Erica		Lann-Clarkl		132 Alturas Way		Soquel		CA		95073		United States		The trees are our precious source of oxygen, temperature control, moisture retention, and more, but only IF they are ALIVE.  Please think of this!

		Karen		Good		1604 Reliez Valley Rd		Lafayette		CA		94549		United States		The trees everywhere are being chopped down yet now is the time they are most important for our climate and preserving animal habitat!!

		ernest		pruitt		1216 glenwood ave		Hagerstown		MD		21742		United States		The trees must be protected. Not destroyed or obliterated

		Dean		Sigler		18845 SW Vista		Aloha		OR		97006		United States		The trees will do a great deal more for us being left where they are, rather than turning them into Ikea pieces.

		Theodore		Bahn		555 N Pantano Rd Lot 177		Tucson		AZ		85710		United States		The Tsongas is a national treasure.  Stop charging ahead with Bit Throne sale.

		Lisa		Jensen		1345 Dougmar Dr		Santa Cruz		CA		95062		United States		The U. S. Forest Service should be protecting our irreplaceable natural resources, not destroying them.

		Susan		Puscheck		8461 Glendale Dr		Ypsilanti		MI		48198		United States		The U. S. Forest Service will not be preserving the Tongass National Forest for present day and future Americans, if they proceed with the Big Thorne sale.  This timber sale will devastate the Tongass rainforest and the fishing, recreation, and tourism activities it supports.  The decimation of this old-growth forest will jeopardize the delicate balance between people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island, as well as the local community's economy.  It may even put the Alexander Archipelago wolf on the Endangered Species List.

To avoid all this, the Forest Service must end its harvest of old-growth forests.  The United States has only one rainforest, and we don't want it ruined.

		John T.		Denton		325 Via Montanosa		Encinitas		CA		92024		United States		The United States of America has such wealth it's easy to take for granted its bounty. In that cavalier aggrandizement we overeat in our place at the table. Let's beware our hunger.

		Jeanne'		Serrano		2564 Whaleyville Blvd		Suffolk		VA		23434		United States		The US Forest "service" is NOT synonymous with SERVICING THE LUMBER INDUSTRY!  These old growth trees are a part of OUR NATION'S (that means "We-The-People") POSSESSIONS - NOT for exclusive "determination" of destruction of trees for profit on LAND WHICH DOES NOT BELONG TO LUMBERJACKS AND THEIR BOSSES!!!  These old growth trees are a part of our national ecosystem and therefore, are under OUR (WE THE PEOPLE) STEWARDSHIP - not CORPORATE RAPE AND PILLAGE for the protection of all forms of life that exist in the Tongass Nat'l Forest. There should already be a synthetic paper product by now, and because there isn't - that tells me that the U.S. Forest Service is JUST AS CORRUPT AS THE FERTILIZER INDUSTRY IN AMERICA - where it is already a proven F-A-C-T that "EM" bacteria is practically cost-free, far more effective, purifies not only soil but water, and returns polluted runoff from agricultural fields emptying into America's rivers nationwide is being intentionally IGNORED as the solution to our nation's fertili

		Laura		Malick		3003 Mathews Street		Baltimore		MD		21218		United States		The US Forest Service is entrusted with preserving our country's natural resources, not with selling them off to the highest bidders!  Please do your duty and protect our beloved American land.  The choice is clear: Science-driven policy or politics-driven policy.  Please have the courage to use your authority to preserve the Tongass in its remaining entirety.  Preserve the American lands for Americans of the present and the future.

		Mark		Rieser				Naperville		IL		60540		United States		The US Forest Service is just one more appointed branch of government without any accountable, elected officials!  Like The latest Gallop poll of Congress's faith by the American people where numbers are now in the single digits overall.  Confidence is now lower than dog poop!  These battles are never resolved.  Our trust in the protection of our resources is continually being brokered to special interests!  
What a system...We're Number  !

		David		Martin		68 Sweetbriar Street		Norwich		CT		6360		United States		The US Forest Service just announced one of the most antiquated and destructive Tongass old-growth logging proposals in decades – reminiscent of the timber boom that happened before we landed on the moon or started watching television in color!

The logging plan is massive enough to disrupt the balance between local residents, Sitka black-tailed deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island (like the one pictured below), possibly adding the wolves to the Endangered Species List.

This idea is so bad isn't not even wrong.  This is NOT the Change that I voted for.  Stop this!

		Helmut		Mueller		409 Moonridge road		Chapel Hill		NC		27516		United States		The US Forest Service must have been bought by the Tea Partiers.  What next?

		Kim		Lines		4631 NW 31st		Ft Lauderdale		FL		33309		United States		The US has so few old growth forests left, surely the Tongass NP should be viewed as a national treasure rather than a limited source for lumber.  The fact that the US is the worlds second largest polluter should add even more value to these trees as they draw carbon from the air.

		Dawn		Wetherby		821 E Hemlock St		Kent		WA		98030		United States		The US is losing special places fast enough so please do not harvest the Tomgass!

		Jennifer		McMurtray		8175 Imber ST		Orlando		FL		32825		United States		The US only has 2% of our old growth forests left.  I would like to preserve what we have. Please cancel you plans to harvest in old growth forests.

		Chad		Ledgett		45 Crockett Neck Rd		Kittery Point		ME		3905		United States		The USA forged itself based on government subsidized resource extraction.  For the people of the US in the 1800's that was an appropriate strategy.

Today, that strategy only continues to destroy places & ecosystems that are vastly more valuable for the US population for centuries as the foundation of an economy based on visitors from the entire world as well as providing reference points for  the successful human management of Earth's climate within bounds that sustain agriculture and other natural systems essential to human well being & survival.

Thank you for navigating this serious issue for the future well being of the people of the USA.

Thank you, Chad

		Donna		Watson		1901 Julie Lane		Stevens Point		WI		54481		United States		The value of old growth forest is in keeping it alive for tourism and other general Earth needs. Lumber sales do not net much money and are so temporary, while maintaining the biodiversity of an area has long-lasting results for all humans. Please do NOT allow some lumber barons twist your arms for their quick buck. More US citizens benefit from leaving the trees as they are.

		Stuart		Kutchins				Inverness		CA		94937		United States		The value of old-growth forests far exceeds the dollar value of the timber they can yield.  Most of this precious resource has already been sold off and chopped up--we have very nearly clear-cut our nation--and it will take not years, but centuries to really restore any part of it.  Wise management of our public management calls for something much more far-seeing than finding the highest bidder.

		Darvel		Lloyd		54 SE 74th Ave.		Portland		OR		97215		United States		The value of our remaining old-growth forests to the American people and the rest of the world is FAR, FAR GREATER than the dollars generated from the dollars generated from the sale of timber products!  You must know that the highest value of these un-cut forests is the sequestration of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere!

		Dave		Allison				Shelton		WA		98584		United States		The values of an intact forest far surpass the value of cutting down these trees. Tourism and recreation depend on the majesty of the trees and forest and the hope of seeing wolves, deer and bear that will be disrupted or destroyed by cutting the Thorne Bay watershed.

		Bill		Gunnin		2508 woodmeadow place		hoover		AL		35216		United States		The want of MONEY makes people really stupid

		Isabella		Hofmann		1158 26th Street		Santa Monica		CA		90403		United States		The waste and destruction of going ahead with this FAR exceeds the need. Please stop.

		Valerie		Steil		734 Old Suman Road		Valparaiso		IN		46383		United States		The wildness of Alaska is one of its greatest attributes.  Don't destroy something that nature took so long to create.  I don't understand how you could even entertain such an idea.  What ever the monetary gain someone would receive, it is not worth such senseless destruction.  This toxic greed has to stop.

		Jackie		Critser		19747 SW Sweet Gum Ct		Beaverton		OR		97007		United States		The words "Forest Service" implies service to the forest, NOT serving UP the forest. My Dad worked for the Forest Service in the 1960s, when the words "National Forest" meant that a forest was being managed and preserved as a sacred trust for perpetuity. What happened to the whole conservation aspect of the Forest Service? When did you become timber brokers with lands that really belong to the voters and not private lumber interests? More importantly, the Big Thorne proposal, as it now stands, would place the delicately balanced ecosystem, and the endangered species dependent on that ecosystem, in jeopardy. It is a slapdash and ill- conceived proposal that appears to have virtually no concessions for preventing a complete breakdown of of the Prince of Wales Island ecosystem! I cry "Foul!" There are not a lot of unmolested, unexploited, unspoiled woodlands left in for Americans to enjoy for recreation, fishing, and tourism. Of all people, how could the U.S. Forest Service, an agency entrusted with the care and

		Joyce		Baldauf		1667 Clover Ct		Barnhart		MO		63012		United States		The world CANNOT afford to lose the trees!

		Ken		Box		1117 W 9th St		Austin		TX		78703		United States		The world needs every living cell of these trees to be left undisturbed.

		Stephen		Johnson		103 Independence St		Pella		IA		50219		United States		The world obviously needs more wild areas, more continuous forest to deal with wildlife loss, Caron sequestration, flood control etc.- so why continue to eliminate forests? Short sighted when humanity and every other creature and plant is in it for the long term!

		Kate		Piersanti		2868 flannery road		san pablo		CA		94806		United States		The world seems intent on destroying things, but this can't happen in the Tongass National Forest. This beautiful area needs to stay untouched, not just because of its great beauty, but because of the whole eco system: this area is needed for the animals. Please keep this forest untouched so there is a thriving area in Alaska where so much is dependent upon balance.

		Katherine		Batsis		15 Meridian St Unit 209		Greenfield,		MA		1301		United States		There are a number of wildlife that depend upon the old growth of trees in the Tongass National Forest.

		Bryan		Spencer		430 W Imperial Ave Apt C		El Segundo		CA		90245		United States		There are enough people on the planet to devour every available resource.  We draw a line and save things for future generations and for other living things or we don't and it's all gone and then what?  Pretend the Tongass is already gone, figure out what you would do next, and then do that now instead. 

		Molly		Stevens		1413 Mineral Springs Rd		Owatonna		MN		55060		United States		There are many reasons why a person would want to visit Alaska and spend their vacation dollars there -- however, with the current atmosphere of "let's exploit as much of this wilderness and possible" - many people, like myself, are waiting and watching to see what the Forest Service will do or NOT do.  We, the citizens of the United States, are the true owners of ALL wild places in the this nation, and WE must preserve wilderness now for all generations to come. 

		Lily		Messerhuber				Sherman Oaks		CA		91403		United States		There are more sustainable uses of these unique , irreplaceable ecosystems and wildlife habitats. Please preserve them for ecotourism. and recreational activities.  Once you cut those trees you destroy a delicate balance forever. 

		Sheila		Phillips		3748 SR 124		Russellville		AR		72802		United States		There are more valuable things to consider than the money to be made from the sale of timber in Big Thorne.  Quality of life for not only the human inhabitants of Prince of wales Island, but all the non-human species .  The fact that this sale could easily drive The Alexander Archipelago wolf into near extinction makes continuing with this plan unconscionable and immoral.  Has everyone forgotten the passeneger pigeon which we wiped out in the 20th century?    Please reconsider and put an end to this disastrous plan.  Thank you for reading my comment.

		Charlene		LaFollette		81195 Burkhart Rd		Tippecanoe		OH		44699		United States		There are other materials that can replace wood and still be environmentally friendly and our children and grandchildren deserve the chance to experience the wonder of an old growth forest and all the wildlife that inhabits it.

		Gary		Smith				Menominee		MI		49858		United States		There are other ways to supply industry with these softwoods.  This is not necessary. 

		Gary		Kaminski		231 Henderson Road		Buena Vista		PA		15018		United States		There are places that should never be logged, that should be enshrined as national treasures and not as loot to line somebodies pockets.

		Nora		Blay		156 6th Ave		San Francisco		CA		94118		United States		There are precious few of the old growth trees left. Stop the clear cutting please!

		Martha		Thomae		P. O. Box 575		Uwchland		PA		19480		United States		There are several highly credible studies completed with good science that clearly show how cutting all the old tress is extremely destructive, not only to the nature of the forest but to the entire ecosystem in which it stands. This 18th and 19th century attitude of cutting down all the old trees is directly in contrast to what we need to do to preserve and conserve an active viable ecosystem, salmon, birds, deer and other mammals and, of course bears. Please wake up and use the increased knowledge of the 21st century.

		Hettie		Jordan-Vilanova		46 Lewis Pkwy		Yonkers		NY		10705		United States		There are so few old growth forests left, your job SHOULD be to protect them not make money from their sale.

		Jane		Gates		240 5th St. E.		Saint Paul		MN		55101		United States		There are so few remaining unspoiled places.  The Tongass represents a unique habitat that deserves to be left undisturbed by human commercial activities.  Please protect and preserve the Tongass National Forest from commercial logging.

		Lauri		Provencher		10440 Seabury Ln		Los Angeles		CA		90077		United States		There are so few...they are so rare...let us protect them !

		Linda		Day		4224 Lehigh Ave		Houston		TX		77005		United States		There are some trees that ARE worth more alive than dead!

		Scott		Adams		1033 broadmoor dr		napa		CA		94558		United States		There are too few old growth forests left as it is.  As an employee of a forest contractor, I have spent years and driven thousands of miles just on logging roads in the State of California.  The forests are truly a mess most everywhere.   Any old growth forests whether in California or Alaska should be left alone to evolve naturally.  There is something special about old growth forests.  They have an ambiance that is totally different than forests that have been logged.  Anyone can feel this if it is pointed out.  There is a much deeper spiritual feeling in the old growth forests that is destroyed by logging.  Leave the old growth forests alone.  

		Penelope		Curtis		19486 Tiger Lily Lane		Grass Valley		CA		95945		United States		There are very few places left on our Planet that have old growth trees.  You must make certain the old growth of the Tongass are there for future generations!!!

		John		Manis		805 N 14th St		Herrin		IL		62948		United States		There has got to be a better way to do this.

		Paul		Meyers		116A Booraem Ave		Jersey City		NJ		7307		United States		There is a heritage here that is lost forever if it's taken away - These are treasures that we should preserve!

		Ben		Baxter		po box 3243		Running Springs		CA		92382		United States		There is a lot more at stake than Georgia Pacific.

		Karen		Tressler		969 Brice Ct SW		Albany		OR		97321		United States		There is a place for harvesting and a place to respect nature by leaving it be.  This is the place to leave it be.  There are so many acres that have been harvested and will be again, just save this space and let the balance of nature do what it does.  Use it as a learning laboratory for what happens when we leave something alone.

		Kundi		Hess		2704 Canton Ave		Lubbock		TX		79410		United States		There is a shifting of Consciousness happening please pay attention.  We cannot keep raping our earth and creating homelessness for our fellow species.  There are other ways,  be creative and THINK!

		Russell		Angus		694 York Ave		Saint Paul		MN		55106		United States		There is a very limited amount of old growth left Our responsibility is to preserve what is left.

		George		Wuerthner		POB 8359		Bend		OR		97708		United States		There is absolutely no reason to log the Tongass. The FS loses money on all its timber sales, it does great harm to the landscape and wildlife., and destroys the long term value of things like salmon fisheries, tourism and wildlife viewing. 

		Tom		Johnson		Holloway Mtn Rd		BR		NC		28605		United States		There is another world that exists beyond mans greed. Preserve all you can.

		Linda		McCarthy				Cottekill		NY		12419		United States		There is enough lumber available without eliminating old growth trees.  Let these areas be protected to be enjoyed by prople and wildlife, not businesses!  These trees are NOT renewable.  Thank you.

		Michele		Meyer		206 Illinois St		Vallejo		CA		94590		United States		There is excuse for clear-cutting for profit when the resource cannot be renewed for hundreds of years, if ever

		Diana		Cristina		5534 Mount Pleasant Road		Port Angeles		WA		98362		United States		There is far, far too little of our old growth forests left! It is shameful how greed & corruption have decimated such a priceless treasure! Please get with the BIG PICTURE!

		Karin		Winegar		1832 Carroll Ave		St. Paul		MN		55104		United States		There is NO excuse  or justification to be allowing  private timber companies to profit by decimating out most precious Alaskan wilderness. We need restraint now and protection for the old growth forest.

		William		White		135 Pennsylvania Avenue		Bryn Mawr		PA		19010		United States		There is no excuse for clear cutting old growth trees.  The whole point of the Nation Forest is to preserve the forest in its current conditions, fires and all.  

		Judy		Rogers		2642 Cottage Loop		Park City		UT		84098		United States		There is no excuse for cutting this wonderful old growth wilderness.  When will you people understand the relationship between all living things and the more you destroy the wilderness, the more you are destroying mankind.

		Charles		Fox		715 Dunlap Street Apt A		Santa Fe		NM		87501		United States		There is no excuse for liquidating any remaining old growth forest, anywhere. That includes Alaska. 

		G		LeBlanc		2022 S Shasta Loop		Eugene		OR		97405		United States		There is no excuse for logging old-growth forest, in this day and age.

		Amy		Cross		734 San Fernando		Santa Barbara		CA		93111		United States		There is NO GOOD REASON to press forward with g ig Thorne – a timber sale that could destroy so much old-growth forest!!

There are many negative consequences if this unfortunate direction is pursued: 
1) it would jeopardize the delicate balance between the people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island. 

2) It could even put the Alexander Archipelago wolf on the Endangered Species List.

Stop cutting old-growth forests and preserve them instead!!

		Kraig and Valerie		Schweiss		19720 pennington rd.		Sterling		IL		61081		United States		There is no harm to the Tongass if you LEAVE IT ALONE.      The is irreparable harm if you cut down the old-growth forests.  Do the wise and prudent thing and JUST LEAVE WELL ENOUGH ALONE!!!

		Donna		Neel		42910 SE 173rd St		North Bend		WA		98045		United States		There is no justification for approving this logging plan.  It is clear that common sense needs to be applied to this process and any decision along these lines needs to be retracted and stopped immediately. Do not allow this to happen on your watch.

		Aleta		Pahl		14 Miller Road		Mason		OH		45040		United States		There is no justification for destroying this unique ecosystem. How can the Forest Service think this delicate balance exists just for a timber sale? How can you think that way in 2014? Old Growth Forests don't come back... how many centuries will it take to restore anything like that ecosystem? It is insanity to destroy this Tongass National Forest!!!!!

		Bethany		Menkart		PO Box 188		Forest Dale		VT		5745		United States		There is NO justification for logging old growth trees in the Tongass - it is a priceless national forest, and must be preserved, for the environment, the birds, fish and wildlife who live and thrive within it, and for all of us who treasure it, as is, NOT raped for short-term profit and greed by lumber companies. These trees will never come again, and we must protect them, not eradicate them. 

		Anne		Cole		1338 Manitou Rd		Santa Barbara		CA		93101		United States		There is no justification for this type of unsustainable and destructive logging of a unique area.  Please support the rights of American citizens to enjoy this area and the wildlife and preserve it for future generations.

		Paul		Wilson		270 Foxglove Ave.		Eugene		OR		97404		United States		There is no need to be cutting down virgin forest.  There is plenty of second and third growth timber in the northwest to supply the demand.  Lumber companies like the big ones because they are more profitable, naturally.  I like the big ones because they're not replaceable in several lifetimes.

		Jane		Ball		3422 Meadow Lane		Minnetonka		MN		55345		United States		There is no need to cut down trees that are hundreds of years just for lumber.  My heart and lungs need these old trees.  My body can live in a house built with wood from a tree farm.

		Kelly		McConnell		11375 SW Erste		Tigard		OR		97223		United States		There is no need to log the last of our old growth timber other than to feed the greed of the timber companies. 

		Robert		Sargent		320 Main St.		Sale		NH		3079		United States		There is no need to log this pristine area.

		Robyn		Blaisdell		P.O. Box 175		Makawao		HI		96768		United States		There is no point to removing all of the old growth giant trees in the Tongass.  You will be putting the wildlife on Prince of Wales Island in danger of imminent extinction.  As Forest Service people you should know that.  And THAT is not worth chopping down the remainder of the old trees there.  Leave the Island alone!

		CatherinePatric		Riesenman		721 S. Eastside Drive		Bloomington		IN		47401		United States		There is no possible way to replace these magnificent trees within our lifetime -- or within MANY lifetimes!  Please leave the trees alone!

		Joel		Maguire		PO Box 204		Prudence Island		RI		2872		United States		there is NO rational justification for old growth logging!

		David		Cambrai		123 Saint George Dr E		Shirley		NY		11967		United States		There is no reason for doing this you will lose money because nobody will come to look at an empty space where the trees should be stop your nonsense and give a dam about the damage you are causing

		Margie		White		535 NW 17th St		Redmond		OR		97756		United States		there is no reason other than greed to cut down old-growth trees. It is disgraceful.  

		Susan		Love		6850 Gunn Dr		Oakland		CA		94611		United States		There is no reason that I can imagine other than  PATHOLOGICAL GREED  to destroy this national forest FOREVER.  WHAT  HAS HAPPENED TO CARING FOR OUR WORLD?

		LM		Holmes		100 Westwood St.		Hillsdale		MI		49242		United States		There is no reason to do this and every reason not to.

		Richard		Cummins		31591 Coburg Bottom Loop Road		Eugene oregon		OR		97408		United States		There is no reason to take down any more stands of old growth timber. These temperate rain forests are essential to the health of our planet. There are already plenty of road systems and clear cuts in varying stages of recovery and growth. As the thinning turns reprod into marketable second growth we find that all needs can be and are met without logging more old growth timber. It is time to save what old growth trees remain and focus on smaller trees that already have road systems. 
The biggest thrill about falling old growth timber is just that they are so majestic and that it is a bragging point .then loading them  and taking them to market begins and the old methods still used are just as outdated as the thoughts that we need to keep killing them.thank you for listening to my opinion.

		Pattie		Meade		421 Via Montego		San Clemente		CA		92672		United States		There is no reason to tear down old growth forests.  Tree farms are cheaper, don't endanger ecosystems, and come up with the same quality wood.  Stop this destroy at any cost mentality.  It hurts everybody!

		S		Parent		3211		201		NY		11364		United States		There is no replay once the big trees are gone!

		Jason		Barnhart		1230 Jackson St Apt 2		San Francisco		CA		94109		United States		There is no sustainable harvesting of old growth trees, they simply cannot be replaced within a human lifetime. As the cities and towns are our homes; habitats, so are these trees the homes and habitats to many species. Further, there are many construction materials for us to use. There is no human life requirement, no dire need for this timber. It is well beyond time to end this practice of harvesting old growth timber and timber destined to become old growth. 

		Deanna		Ratto		898 Breys Ave NE		Salem		OR		97301		United States		There is no valid reason to cut down the last of the old growth forest we have. Only vanity makes this process okay, farmed wood is readily available. 

		Joy		Sullivan		16 Linmor Ave		Newton		NJ		7860		United States		There is no valid reason to kill these ancient trees except bottom-line GREED!  They are living, breathing, irreplacable creatures, NOT inanimate logs.  Stop this horrible clear-cutting NOW!

		Susan		D.		8900 Glencrest St. # 7261		Houston		TX		77061		United States		There is no way to replace on old growth tree.  Planting new trees is a nice idea, but it takes too long for them to grow back.  Stop cutting down the old growth trees, before they no longer exist!

		Patrick		Herman		300 Palouse St		Wenatchee		WA		98801		United States		There is not much Old Growth left in America. Preserve it do not destroy it. Once it is gone it is lost for future generations. Is this really for the "Greatest Good."

		Steve		Hanlon		348 N. Kenter Ave.		Los Angeles		CA		90049		United States		There is not reason aside from greed to log the Tongass National Forest. Period.

		William J		Fleming		141 N Julian St		Naperville		IL		60540		United States		There is nothing that industry will not commodify.  Lets stop the timber sale.

		Jayne		Pitchford		1144 12th st		santa monica		CA		90403		United States		There is nothing to gain when all that matters is lost in the process. Protect our future; protect our Earth; be a true leader that does true work..that of vision.

		Barbara		Eisenberg		1246 E. Chambers St.		Milwaukee		WI		53212		United States		There is plenty of second growth timber from which the Forest Service can sell timber. When old growth is gone it is gone forever. We need to protect the remaining fraction of old growth that remains. 

		Robert		Lord		1508 Casa De Ponselle		San Jose		CA		95118		United States		There is so little left of the World's old growth forests that all of it should be protected.

		Karl		Smiley		20464 Shingle Creek Rd		Blodgett		OR		97326		United States		There is SO little old growth left!
\

		Shawn		Blaisdell		3228 Monterey AVeSE		Abq		NM		87106		United States		There is so little virgin forest left. Please don't cut the tongass. 

		Len		Yannielli		9 Chestnut St.		Naugatuck		CT		6770		United States		There is so much more to the Tongass. Please leave the old growth. 

		Jennifer		Needham		21 HIllcrest Drive		Carbondale		IL		62901		United States		There is too little old-growth forest left as it is. Please protect this valuable resource for the well-being of the animals that depend on it and the people who benefit from it.

		Robert		Phillips		11 Hayward St		Patchogue		NY		11772		United States		There is very little old growth forest left in this world. We must preserve what little there is.

		Tim		Blaes		423 Dermid Circle		Hendersonville		NC		28792		United States		There isn't that much old-growth left in this country.  All of it is precious.  Please tell the timber industry to forget about logging Tongass National Forest.

		elana		pereira		726 14th St		San Francisco		CA		94114		United States		There must be another solution that does not involve cutting down old-growth forests. Please protect this area from abuse.

		Pamela		Moreno		1515 Elizabeth		Winfield		KS		67156		United States		There will never be a way that selling timber could ever be more valuable than vibrant forest lands, wildlife such as wolf and deer, recreational activities such as fishing, hiking, wildlife watching; and vibrant tourism that boosts the local economies.
Get a new perspective on the Tongass National Forest; you are WAY OFF BASE on your logic for logging old-growth forests.
I am so very ashamed of you and your organization.  You are the U.S. Forest Service and so WORK FOR AMERICANS such as me.

		Judith		Malone		1339 Nc Highway 22 42		Bennett		NC		27208		United States		There will NEVER be any NEW old growth forest.

		valerie		gilbert		345 E 56th St		New York		NY		10022		United States		there's only ONE PLANET EARTH!  don't be stupid!  the world has been decimated by man.  Mother Earth deserves, demands and needs respect and care in order to provide for us!  You are supposed to be PROTECTING OUR TREES, NOT KILLING THEM! 

		Marilyn		Leger		PO Box 522		Mackinaw		IL		61755		United States		There's only one time we'll have "old growth" forests.  That time is now.  They serve as carbon dioxide sinks & begin to release that carbon dioxide as soon as the trees are cut.  We're losing habitat at an alarming rate and this is a rare opportunity to protect habitat.  There are so many reasons to save the Tongass -- reverence, beauty, respect -- not to mention ultimately, our own self-preservation.  If we do not preserve the environment, we will surely destroy ourselves.


		Joan		Mertens		6911Timberline Dr		House Springs		MO		63051		United States		There's so much we can still learn from these ancient trees. Do everything you can to save the trees. 

		Peter		Smith		14021 232 ave se		Issaquah		WA		98027		United States		These  big trees are not, I repeat not a renewable resource!

		Diana		Covington		719 S Orchard		Tacoma		WA		98465		United States		These ancient trees are an essential part of a healthy earth environment and habitat for  essential species, not to mention beauty and majesty.  They need to be protected, not destroyed for the lust of money.

		Doug & Karen		Lenier		570 Costello Ave		Valley Glen		CA		91401		United States		These are a valuable natural heritage that belongs to all of us…bears, wolves, and humans. Keep our old-growth trees and their eco-system alive…DON'T CUT!!!!!

		Carol		Long		75 Chestnut St. #101		Santa Cruz		CA		95060		United States		These are among the last big trees on the American continent and Alexander Archipelago.  Save them!

		Mary		Pagan		234 Wayland Avenue		Providence		RI		2906		United States		These are not construction materials, these are natural wonders and monuments.  I'd love to see them someday, and so would many of our children and grandchildren.  Let's not leave them a clear-cut disaster.

		Daniel		Brant		310 Willow St		Port Townsend		WA		98368		United States		These are not your trees so don't cut them down!

		Les		MacLean		1228 Whispering Hills Court Condo Unit 1B		Naperville		IL		60540		United States		These are old growth forests, trees that have taken well over a millennium to grow and provide shelter to all its inhabitants including the wolf.  This goes beyond the sustained yield promoted by America's first forester, Gifford Pinchot.  These are forests that belong to all the people, not just the timber industry, people who hunt, fish, hike, backpack, and watch wildlife, these same people who boost local economies through tourism.  We cannot allow this logging spree to continue in the name of wise stewardship.  

		L		Bendict		15 Troup		Bowling Green		OH		43402		United States		These are part of our heritage. 

		M		Daugherty		1346 South Urbana		Tulsa		OK		74112		United States		These are priceless treasures that cannot be replaced.  Please do the right thing.  Don't sell out what's left of our beautiful environment.

		Matthew		Cooperman		1530 Rolf Ct		Fort Collins		CO		80525		United States		These are ridiculously outmoded policies. Stop logging the Tongass!

		Gary		Keir		252 West 85th Street Apt 10R		New York		NY		10024		United States		These are unique treasures. We can get wood and paper from other sources.

		William		Cromwick		29 Hancock St Apt 2		Somerville		MA		2144		United States		These beautiful forests are precious areas of biodiversity. They must be protected as part of our natural heritage, for the sake of our environment & for the preservation of wildlife.

		K		Whitaker		5179 Darry lane		Dublin		OH		43016		United States		These belong to our great grandchildren, not us.

		Karlene		Gunter		472 French Rd		Rochester		NY		14618		United States		These big trees and the animals that they support belong to current and future Americans, not to corporations interested only in profit.

		Carolyn		Al-Qadi		830 Nash Avenue		Ypsilanti		MI		48198		United States		These big trees are old and vital to the survival of many species. Please protect the old growth forest of the Tongass National Forest and don't give in to pressures from the timber industry.

		Laurie		Leinbach		9925 Mooreville Rd		Saline		MI		48176		United States		These big trees help us in so many ways: giving off oxygen, taking in CO2, giving us shade,  giving us the beauty of nature and serve as homes to many, many animals and birds.

		Ingrid		Scott		P.O. Box 806		Castine		ME		4421		United States		These big trees need to be protected!!  They are a critical part of an ecosystem that goes way beyond just the physical location of each tree.  There is a big difference between managing a forest, and simply selling off it's trees.  Please do the right thing, listen to the scientific community, and stop the timber sale of old growth forest!!

		Richard		Snook		4311 South 60th Street		Lincoln		NE		68516		United States		These big trees should be preserved

		Moraima		Suarez		215 21st Street, apt 1F		Brooklyn		NY		11232		United States		These big, old-growth trees are too precious and unique to destroy.  We cannot afford, as a country, as a planet, to lose them.

		Beth		Dannhardt		851 Cutler Way		Zillah		WA		98953		United States		These can never be replaced.  When I see a truck loaded with these trees, I fell very sad.

		debra		kline		276 1/2 bolivar		bradford		PA		16701		United States		These eco assaults are insane. We have no right to ruin what always was. We have ruined enough. Less than 200 years ago, a squirrel could jump from tree to tree, without touching the ground from the West coast to the East coast.  No more.

		K		Karkanen		256 Castle Glen Rd		Walnut Creek		CA		94595		United States		These ecosystems are some of America's greatest living assets. I live near an area where ancient-growth trees have been reduced to less than 5% of their original range due to logging, this kind of destruction couldn't be a bigger mistake. Old-growth trees are particularly critical to healthy living ecosystems, and provide food,  shelter, and oxygen for millions of living creatures, including humans. These can't be replaced in a lifetime, or even a few lifetimes, and destroying them for short-term profit will not benefit future generations, or even most of our present generation. 

		Jen		Bradford		2546 Helix St		Spring Valley		CA		91977		United States		These forests are home to millions of animals and are much more important than timber.  Please protect the forest!

		John		La Stella		528 Beaumont Ave		charlotte		NC		28204		United States		These forests are more important than ever. Stop the distruction!

		Michael		Savatgy		5804 Northfork Rd.		Deming		WA		98244		United States		These forests are the peoples commons to protect and enjoy not there just for the local loggers benefit.  

		Derrell		Chambers		221 Lake Dr		Kensington		CA		94708		United States		THESE FORESTS BELONG TO THE FUTURE AND TO ALL PEOPLE IN THE WORLD BECAUSE WE DEPEND ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES THEY PROVIDE. SHORT-TERM PRIVATE ECONOMIC INTERESTS SHOULD NOT BE ABLE TO ROB THE LONG-TERM BENEFITS THAT WE ALL ENJOY AND NEED.

		John		Stephens		no mail please		Honolulu		HI		96837		United States		These forests belong to the people and we don't want them chopped down. Can't you think of something more beneficial to be working on?

		Hilary		Lorraine		221 Lake Dr		Kensington		CA		94708		United States		These forests belong to the world and to future generations because they provide important environmental services (including absorbing CO2). Short term economic interests of special interests should never be more important that protecting the long-term interests of Americans and the world. Our world is completely interdependent and no part of it should be destroyed. We depend on the web of life and these forests are a big part of that.

		Joanne		Francisco		2215 Motor Pkwy		Ronkonkoma		NY		11779		United States		These large forests are a National treasure, leave them alone for future generations to enjoy and for the wildlife who depends on them. 

		Larry		Lambeth		2635 W. Alta		Springfield		MO		65810		United States		These last remaining old growth forest ecosystems are far too valuable for our planet and our future to allow them to be felled and their ecological niche to be decimated by exploitation for profit by a few.

		GlendaRae		Hernandez		702 E. South St.		South Bend		IN		46601		United States		These long living trees are much more valuable to us and future generations alive, please don't let them be cut down.  I thought we had learned that in the last century.

		Ellen		Greist		204 Haverford St		Hamden		CT		6517		United States		These old growth trees are a national treasure. We need to keep them alive!

		Ed		Oakley		1210 Vickers Ave		Durham		NC		27707		United States		These old growth trees are living beings, and murdering them is surely criminal. Please stop the destruction!

		Nina		Morales		3633 Monroe St.		Gary		IN		46408		United States		These old growth trees took hundreds of years to grow, if they are cut down it will have a negative impact on the ecosystem that will take hundreds of years to remediate.

		Judith		Holland		102 Macedonia Rd		Kingston		GA		30145		United States		These old growth trees will not come back in our lifetime. Clear cutting is never the answer. 

		Nancy		Brant		6224 McCurdy Rd		Delaware		OH		43015		United States		These old trees are not renewable and clear cutting in this area is not sustainable unless you like desolate ruination. Please take this ridiculous idea off the table.

		Barbara		Thomas		10074 Scenic Highway		Attalla		AL		35954		United States		These old trees are part of our heritage and history..it would be a crime to forever remove them from our parks and forest. They took hundreds of years to grow.Man doesn't have the right to destroy them.

		Joanne		Francisco		2215 Motor Pkwy		Ronkonkoma		NY		11779		United States		These old trees cannot be replaced, leave them be. 

		Ronald		Lemmert		143 Lafayette Place		Peekskill		NY		10566		United States		These old-growth forests are a national treasure that should not be plundered by greedy wood cutters.

		Sandra		Brooks		426 SE Jetty Ave 118		Lincoln City		OR		97367		United States		These old-growth forests are an irreplaceable treasure - if destroyed, will be gone forever. Please protect them, for everyone's benefit. Those who want to destroy them only care about money, but no amount of money can buy these old trees back, or repair the damage incurred.

		Sari		Steuber		45 Paper Mill Road		Springfield		PA		19064		United States		These old-growth forests, and the wildlife that depends on them, are some of America's most treasured assets. To clear them and destroy the ecosystem of which they are a part is foolish on many levels. The long-term health of our environment and the people whose livelihoods depend on them is much more important than your sales figures.

		Patrick		Hartnett		3854 Settle Road		Cincinnati		OH		45227		United States		These old-growth trees and the special place they live belong to the people of the United States. They are not the property of timber companies to turn into short-term private profits and personal gain! 

		Craig		Barrington		1731 Hunters Run		New Braunfels		TX		78132		United States		These priceless forests should never be clear cut.

		Kathleen		Ganley		3343 Grimes Ave N		Robbinsdale		MN		55422		United States		These resources are limited and we need them on our earth

		Rhonda		Buttacavoli		270 Reservoir Rd		Apollo		PA		15613		United States		These resources are NOT renewable.  This area DOES NOT belong to corporations.  Does the US Forest Service have to prostitute itself and public lands?  NO, it does not!

		Kay		Drache		3067 Zarthan Ave S		Saint Louis Park		MN		55416		United States		These trees and the ecosystem they are a sustaining part of are irreplaceable.

		Lydia		Weiss		5931 31st Place NW		Washington		DC		20015		United States		These trees are a legacy America should be proud to protect. 

		MaryJo		Johnson		468 Riverside Dr		New York		NY		10027		United States		These trees are a limited resource that can not be replaced. 

		MaryJo		Johnson		468 Riverside Dr		New York		NY		10027		United States		These trees are a limited resource that can not be replaced. 

		Robin		Taylor		713 13th Ave. SW		Rochester		MN		55902		United States		These trees are a national treasure and must be preserved...for the wildlife who live there, and for the people of this country who draw such spiritual sustenance from their majesty.

		Sandra		Sobek		P.O. Box 17		Conway		MA		1341		United States		These trees are a precious, irreplaceable resource that must be protected so that the natural balance of this area can be protected.

Thank you for your investment and leadership on important environmental issues.

		Gillian		Miller		422 St James Place, Franklyn Sq		NY		NY		11010		United States		These trees are an essential part of the ecosystem and historic. You would not chop down the Lincoln Memorial so why these wonderful and necessary trees?

		Arius		Hopman		POB 1032		Hanapepe		HI		96716		United States		THESE TREES ARE HUNDREDS-AND SOMETIMES THOUSANDS-OF YEARS OLD AND WOULD BE CUT DOWN FOR PRODUCTS THAT RARELY LAST MORE THAN A FEW YEARS. GET REAL! STOP ENABLING THE GREEDY EXPLOITERS OF NATURE!

		Julie		Brents		3155 Shadow Ln		Sparks		NV		89434		United States		These trees are important and should not be chopped down! Please listen to what the scientists say, and what the people want. Thank you.

		Susan		Kane		4670 Goochs Mill Rd		Oxford		NC		27565		United States		These trees are important in the local ecosystem, but they also reflect an important part of our heritage.  It would be wiser to protect the forest by promoting fishing, recreation and tourism than to clear cut these trees on Prince of Wales Island. 

		Cynthia		Weller		1645 Pinellas Bayway		St. Petersburg		FL		33715		United States		These trees are irreplaceable and belong to everyone. To lose them for short-sighted and temporary financial gain would be a travesty.

		Susan		Perz		5387 Rabbit Farm Road		Loganville		GA		30052		United States		These trees are irreplaceable!  Think about future generations and save these trees!  They are an important resource for the planet!

		Audrey		Samelson		3205 Portofino point		Coconut Creek		FL		33066		United States		These trees are irreplaceable! Cutting them down must be stopped!!

		Jean		Christensen		1465 S 2nd St.		Louisville		KY		40208		United States		These trees are my heritage. Inspiration is not so easily found. Why should anyone be allowed to cut is beyond my wildest imagination. Fools, all. 

		Vicki		Dickinson		20 Vale St.		Battle creek		MI		49014		United States		These trees are necessary for the continued life of our natural wildlife....please do not destroy our heritage.

		Carol		Kuelper		3111 California St.		Oakland		CA		94602		United States		These trees are not a commodity!! They are a majestic ecosystem that must be preserved for the sake of other species and our children!


		Scott		Cordner		1107 Blue Mountain Rd		Big Bear City		CA		92314		United States		These trees are only old-growth once.

		Arwen		Dewey		15th Ave S		Seattle		WA		98144		United States		These trees are our common heritage and need to be protected!

		Deborah		Born		520 SE 30th Ave		Ocala		FL		34471		United States		These trees are our elders, and deserve respect and honor.  Please don't desecrate them by cutting them down.

		Miller		Duvall		1830 N Van Ness Ave		Los Angeles		CA		90028		United States		These trees are our heritage. There is nothing else like them. I want them to live.

		Lee		Sides		202 W. Mountain View Rd.		Roswell		NM		88203		United States		These trees are our legacy for our children.
They provide oxygen for us to breathe.
Stop the cutting!

		James		Melloh		171 West Shore Rd		Auburn		ME		4210		United States		These trees are part of a complex ecosystem which supports the life cycle of salmon.

		Susan		Colton		16016 30th Ave N.E.		Lk Forest Pk		WA		98155		United States		These trees are precious.  It is time to be a steward of the earth, instead of exploiting it until there is nothing left. 

		Ruth		Butler		1872 s 200 e #6		slc		UT		84115		United States		THESE TREES ARE THE GENTLE GIANT TREASURES OF EARTH!!! THEY MUST BE SAVED!!!

		Sylvia		Sullivan		7388 A Chapman Pl.		Goleta		CA		93117		United States		These trees are too precious to lose!  

		Sharon		Nicodemus		2710 Danube Dr.		Sacramento		CA		95821		United States		These trees belong to all of us and should not selfishly be used to benefit corporate profits.

		marilynn		reid		163 windsor		Saint Paul		MN		55112		United States		These trees belong to future generations of Americans and the animals that depend on them for survival.

		Andrea		Amend		905 Ridgewood Place		Highland Park		IL		60035		United States		These trees belong to future generations.  Such clear-cutting is
irreligious by any standards.  We can not allow big business to destroy what belongs to all.  This includes the animals that rely on this habitat.

		Tricia		Allen-Stewart		205 S. Bench St.		Galena		IL		61036		United States		These trees belong to planet Earth. How can they be bought and sold?!
This would be a travesty. Protect them!

		Sonia		Dalley		4 Farrar St		Cambridge		MA		2138		United States		These trees can not be replaced.

		Sue		Scott		21 Meadow Lark Ln		Sequim		WA		98382		United States		These trees cannot be replaced for many lifetimes. Do you have a solid sustainability plan to share with us?

		Polly		Tarpley		848 NW Bracken Ct.		Poulsbo		WA		98370		United States		These trees cannot be replaced in our lifetimes.  Cutting them serves no useful purpose, except to the greedy and selfish timber industry.  Please do not allow this desecration on ANY of our old-growth forests!  NEVER!

		Naomi		Basner		8 Monahan Ave		Staten Island		NY		10314		United States		These trees cannot be replaced, and they are essential to the environment.  Simply put: do not do this.

		Ann		Jacobson		1872 Piccadilly Circus		Naples		FL		34112		United States		These trees cannot be replaced.  They are precious !  I want future generations to be able to see these big trees. Don't compromise our heritage for mere money.

		Janiece		Staton		817 SW 171st Avenue		Beaverton		OR		97006		United States		These trees have been protected, conserved, and maintained for the benefit of ALL Americans, not merely wealthy lumbar barons!  My tax monies have paid for this National Forest, so those trees belong to me and all other Americans.  They are NOT yours to sell.  They are OURS to enjoy, as well as, the homes of vast numbers of wildlife who require them for ongoing habitat.  Stop being so self-centered and destructive.  Leave this National Forest and its wild occupants ALONE!

		sandra		veillette		111 summit road		richmond		MA		1254		United States		These trees must be preserved for themselves as well as the life they preserve and conserve and protect.  It is time for America to appreciate the importance of habitat for all beings.

		Louise		Simrell		PO Box 888		Waialua		HI		96791		United States		These trees must be saved.

		Diane		Etchison		422 Plaza Estival		San Clemente		CA		92672		United States		These trees perform valuable services to us and provide habitat for many important organisms. It's time to recognize that, and begin to act in ways that ensure a livable earth for our future generations..

		Kimberly		Jordan		458 Anderson St		San Francisco		CA		94110		United States		These trees possess ancient wisdom and beauty. Honor them, honor yourself.

		Ellen		Barron		55 Quail Dr		Santa Cruz		CA		95060		United States		These trees provide homes for thousands of different species of insects, birds and mammals. They also help cleanse the air of pollutants and create healthy soil. The list goes on but you get the picture. Chopping these trees down for a few homes is irrational and irresponsible.

		Robert		Acker		1542 St. Andrews Circle		Elgin		IL		60123		United States		These trees support the delicate balance of the ecosystem and people.  The Tongass is valuable for more than just timber; activities such as fishing, recreation and tourism preserve the forest and its inhabitants and boost the local economy.

		Debra		Poscharscky		16005 east burnside street		Portland		OR		97233		United States		These trees that have taken hundreds of years to grow, clean the air much more than any other type of forest and when they are gone, they are GONE!  We do not have this right to kill all life!  Stop now!

		Erika		Boka		Po box 999		King George		VA		22485		United States		These trees worth much more than their lumbar value. Please help to save them. 

		Laura		Klein		55 Bethune Street		New York		NY		10014		United States		These trees, this forest took so many years to become what it is.
This can even be considered a sacred place, certainly one worthy of respect and awe.
This area is home to so many wild creatures, and we should cherish it, not destroy it.
Please, please be careful with this majestic, very special place.
Do not be careless.
Once it is gone, it cannot be replaced for centuries to come.
BE VERY CAREFUL.

		Jim		Reynolds		2301 Ball Mountain Rd.		Montague		CA		96064		United States		These unique forests and all its creatures and flora deserve our protection to be sustained in some way.  Please don't allow the wanton destruction of this very special environment. It can never be replaced or replicated.

		Linda		Brunner		12335 S. 2225 Rd.		Stockton		MO		65785		United States		These wild areas have been reduced to almost nothing.  Leave the rest of them alone.  The rest of creation needs them.  Not just timber for the human species.  

		Bobbi		Goff		8333 Duncan Island Rd		Mapleton		OR		97453		United States		They absorb carbon even lying on the ground.  So just let nature take its course.

		Robert		Phaup		109 Silver Star Ct.		Ruidoso		NM		88345		United States		They are doing the same in New Mexico and it is destroying our forests

		Darcy		Bergh		No Mail Please		San Diego		CA		92112		United States		They come down so fast... it takes decades and more for some of the trees.
Recycle the paper and wood products, don't mess with pristine old growth.

		David		Cybula				Oak Lawn		IL		60453		United States		They will never return not even in our children's,children's lifetimes.Once they are gone that is it..

		Richard		Riggs		143 Cedar Grove Rd		Somerville		NJ		8876		United States		they won't grow again, its only old growth once

		Helen		Anders				Waskom		TX		75692		United States		They(trees) were here before us and will be here when we are gone. The more we destroy the environment the more harm we cause to ourselves. 

		Mary		Madeco-Smith		13998 165th St.		Little Falls		MN		56345		United States		Thieves!!!! Sinners!! Robbers!!!!!!!!!! Stop from killing us all and all of the creatures and protect what we need NOW to save this planet.

		Bertha		Katzenstein		537 riverdale avenue		yonkers		NY		10705		United States		THINK GREEN TREES INSTEAD OF GREEN DOLLAR BILLS

		Jennifer		Huffsmith Shamberger		6020 Fruitland Rd NE		Salem		OR		97317		United States		Think how old these trees are!  We might very well never have the opportunity to replace them.  What right, then, do you have to decide what our grandchildren will have in their world!

		Linda		Berd		P.O.Box 909		Magdalena		NM		87825		United States		Think longterm...not 'immediate gratification", i.e. short term $$$ for current recipients of that money.   LONGTERM and THE AWESOME NATURE OF NATURE....There is much more to life than money, which buys THINGS.   But the true value of nature is it's INHERENT VALUE TO THE SOULS OF LIVING BEINGS.   PLEASE HELP FUTURE GENERATIONS REAP THE REWARDS OF OUR STEWARDSHIP.

		Nicholas		Zizelis		201-17 42 ave		Bayside		NY		11361		United States		Think of people rather than pocketbooks, greedy bastards.

		Andres		Porfirio		6190 Hwy 116		Forestville		CA		95436		United States		Think of the animals that would be disturbed by cutting down those trees. 

		John		Van Straalen		512 Walnut St		Petaluma		CA		94952		United States		Think of the future.  

		Michael		Picco		PO Box 1274		Shingle Springs		CA		95682		United States		Think toward the legacy we leave behind and not the short-sighted profits of a few.

		YD		Jordan		1 Nassau rd		Montclair		NJ		7043		United States		Think what you Will leave behind for the next generations!

		Maureen		Chandler		710 State Route 821 #8		Yakima		WA		98901		United States		Think!

		Judith		DiMario		P.O.Box 617		Fayston		VT		5673		United States		Thinning of forests is sometimes necessary, but clear-cutting of old-growth trees for sales -- or for any reason?  NO!

		Daniel		Horsell		793 Ellwood Drive		Coupeville		WA		98239		United States		This  national forest is ours to use wisely for all citizens or waste for the profit of a few.  It is more profitable to cut the biggest trees only in the short term.

		Lisa		Klepek		108 S Milton Ave		Glen Ellyn		IL		60137		United States		This "Big Thorne"  project to log timber in the Tongrass National forest will jeorpardize the delicate balance between people and wildlife, even put one species of wolf on the Endangered Species list.  Please change the plans to log this area and protect all its inhabitants.


		Kathleen		Bradley		18572 Royalton Road  APT 101		Strongsville		OH		44136		United States		This a very special wilderness area that will be devastate by the type of timbering proposed.

		Joann		Freed		73-1166 Mahilani Dr		Kailua Kona		HI		96740		United States		This action is an affront to all of us who believe in the science of preservation, for wild animals and forests that our children and grandchildren deserve to have the opportunity to at least know still exist and for the future of anything that is beautiful left to us who live on this planet.

		Laraine		Winn		15666 49 St N  Lot 1021		Clearwater		FL		33762		United States		This agency is supposed to be protecting the environment, not placating (or being paid off by) big business.

		Rick		Simek		2135 Academy St		Dearborn		MI		48124		United States		This area is precious. So much old growth forest has disappeared. Please manage it to maintain that special character and its associated ecosystem. 

		Natalie		Marchitiello		20548 Breen Ct		Monte Rio		CA		95462		United States		This area is valuable to Americans for more than just timber.
Please support the forests and it's inhabitants, as well as boost local tourism with recreation and tourism dollars
Thank you

		Mary		Chatfield		115 North Jackson St		San Angelo		TX		76901		United States		This beautiful place is part of  national and natural heritage. It is unique and can never be replaced. We are not talking about just lumber here, we are talking about  a nation's ecosystem, one which scientists believe must be saved.

		Donna		Ortyl		5145 Adair Stl.		Sterling Heights		MI		48314		United States		This breaks my heart.  Please choose the moral thing to do.

		Gail		Massey		4		Boulder		CO		80301		United States		This chopping would  be a monumental travesty.   What for?  McMansions?   Use industrial hemp for paper.  That's what our Constitution was written on.

		Jane		Johnson		401 5th St SE		Montgomery		MN		56069		United States		This clear-cutting would also add to all the damage to Earth that we've already done with few, if any, ways to correct ourselves before it's lost forever.
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		Abigail		Arletto		Steep Rock Road 13		Vinalhaven		ME		4863		United States		This couldn't be a more wrong headed decision at a more wrong time. We live in an age of rapidly disappearing bio diversity, deforestation and loss of wilderness due to human activity and climate change. So why start wiping out old growth forests in Tongass? We need MORE forest, not less. This is idiocy at its worst, and it needs to stop.

		Elizabeth		Mooney		100-10 Ascan Avenue		Forest Hills		NY		11375		United States		This country has plenty of well-managed second- and third-growth timber lands.  There is no need whatsoever to chop down the remnants of old-growth forests .

		Aloysius		Wald		523 East Lincoln Avenue		Columbus		OH		43214		United States		This cutting in the Tongrass is stupid and greedy.  Quit wrecking MY forests.

		Ilene		Dillon		24 Oak Creek Rd		El Sobrante		CA		94803		United States		This decision is totally atavistic. This poor earth is being chopped up and fracked away--we definitely don't need to have trees that have taken hundreds and thousands of years to grow chopped down for financial gain. And the animals who dwell among them do not deserve to be dislocated, have their balance with the other animals disrupted, or to be killed. I am VERY disappointed in the leaders for whom I voted taking such an environmentally unenlightened position and action.

		Katie		Ingham		98 Lewis Ln		Basalt		CO		81621		United States		This delicate area must be saved to maintain the balance between the people, deer & wolves.  The Forest Service must do the right thing & preserve the old-growth forests!  Stop this destruction of  our natural world & the Tongass wilderness!

		Robin		Schaef		12158 State Highway 198		Guys Mills		PA		16327		United States		This destruction is unjustified. Why cut down these trees that trap carbon and make healthier air. Grow industrial hemp to make the products that these trees are going to use, it is healthier and greener for the environment. This is just old technology and ideology.

		Thomas		Brewster		803 East Main St.		Little Falls		NY		13365		United States		This devastation of the Tongass has gone on long enough.

		Helen		ST.John		12045  8 th Ave. N.W.		Seattle		WA		98177		United States		This earth is suffering more and more destruction, brought on by our culture of consumption, which can never be replaced in ten thousand years - or a hundred thousand years.  The forest on the Tongass is one of these things.
Please do not destroy these trees.  We can find other substitutes for this wood.  Thank you, Helen B. St.John

		Janet		Martin				Molalla		OR		97038		United States		This environment, centered around these old trees, is a treasure of the American people as a whole, and not just a few people who own logging companies (or businesses who serve them). Leave these grand old trees alone, and that will help us to leave the bear, deer, and wolves who live in harmony with them alone also. Preserve the Tongass! 

Sincerely,

		Tracy		Conrad		226 Cibola Dr		Santa Fe		NM		87501		United States		This forest cannot be replaced, ever. This forest is not just timber and is more valuable standing than it will be turned to lumber.   

		Mary		Mutch		W2658 State Road 33		La Crosse		WI		54601		United States		This forest is a national treasure.  Once it's gone it will be gone for good, along with the creatures that call it home and the scenery that we enjoy.  It has taken thousands of years for this treasure to develop and grow.  Please leave it undisturbed for us to enjoy its beauty and peace, and to remind us about the value of peace and beauty.

		Jeff		Panciera		3636 S. Orcas St.		Seattle		WA		98118		United States		This forest is an amazingly complex eco-SYSTEM, and clear-cutting is NOT the way to use it responsibly. It is laziness, like farmers spraying GE crops instead of weeding, oil companies leaving pools of oil in the jungle instead of cleaning it up, mining companies sequestering toxic waste behind vulnerable earthen dams instead of figuring out a system for disposing of it - all laziness that ruins the environment.

		Demetria		Christo		2626 Chartres St		New Orleans		LA		70117		United States		This forest is critical for the long-term health of our planet and children.
It is foolish to destroy such a rare treasure for short-term gain.

I am a business owner. I would never sell all of my vehicles to boost my profits for one year...what would I do the next year if all my resources were gone?

Think long-term. 
For the planet. For the economy. For our children.

Demetria Christo

		Carolyn		Norton		332 E Pioneer Ave Apt 4		Homer		AK		99603		United States		This forest is far more valuable standing than it will ever be as lumber. Please protect this irreplaceable natural treasure. 

		Christopher		Raupp		9145 W. Parkway St.		Detroit		MI		48239		United States		This forest is sacred! Grow your own damn trees and cut them down----- if you are still several hundred years from now. 

		Alice		Rosenfeld		492C Heritage Hills		Somers,		NY		10589		United States		This forest is valuable for more than lumber!  There are activities and inhabitants who need the forest - and once it's gone....it's GONE!

		Judith		Fletcher		525 W. 238th St. Apt. A1		Bx		NY		10463		United States		This goes way beyond financial and short-term considerations.  We are talking about stopping irreversible destruction of our legacy that we leave for future generations.

		Paul		Stauffer		5200 s dorchester ave		chicago		IL		60615		United States		This has been going on for over ten years! It's time we stop!!!!!

		Gregory		Severson		15414 35th Ave W Unit 6		Lynnwood		WA		98087		United States		this has got to stop! these trees are irreplaceable, and hundreds of years old. they produce more oxygen per pound then smaller trees! this is wasteful, destructive and inexcusable. Greed has no place in deciding the fate of our legacy. 

		H		Rose		96 Round Hill Rd		Northampton		MA		1060		United States		This has long ago been proven to be a detrimental way to manage forest lands, not only because it destroys the entire ecological balance in the area, leading even to possible extinction of species, but these trees being targeted are the last of the largest old growth trees remaining and must be spared because there are no others like them!..  There are other trees that have not been around for thousands of years that can be used as lumber for construction, etc.,----or that are not located in this crown jewel of our national  forests.  Why is tyhe forest Service not doing everything it can to protect these areas and everything inside them?  Why are they not safe-guarding these trees so our children and our children's children will be able to marvel at them?
I beg you to protect and not destroy that which belongs to all Americans and all succeeding generations..

		Kathleen		Hurley		135 Free Union Road		Belvidere		NJ		7823		United States		This is a crime.  There are forests covering the US that are not pristine wilderness.  Chopping down trees that cannot be replaced is irresponsible and illogical.  Please stop it.

		Mark		Marshall		1968 E Chia Rd		Palm Springs		CA		92262		United States		This is a decision that cannot be reversed.  Please preserve this majestic trees for generations to come.

		Sara		Jernigan		2367 Coutny Road 97		Abbeville		AL		36310		United States		This is a delicate area. The old growth will not be replaced in our lifetimes, nor many more. How can we disregard the impacts that will have? The area is worth far more than the value of the timber realized from the sale. What has become of balance? What of the tourism industry, the local people, the wolves and the deer? Cutting the oldgrowth timber of the Tongass is simply poor management with impacts that reach far beyond stumps that will remain. There are other management techniques which could be employed, if managment is truely necessary, besides cutting of the old growth for timber sales.

		Julita		Jones		490 Arroyo Chico		Laguna Beach		CA		92651		United States		This is a horrible idea - the forests should be thinned out - not decimated!

		kathy		parsons		6065 sw heights lane		Beaverton		OR		97007		United States		THis is a horrible idea!

		Tye		Block		po box 19		cordova		SC		29039		United States		This is a horrific act of vandalism of our precious gifts of nature.

		Sherry		Bell		709 Niagara St.		St. Catharines		GA		11111		United States		This is a National Forest - which should be  and probably is designated to be preserved, not only will this all be gone but the thousands of creatures that inhabit the forests, will have no where to go - stop all this crazy - greed - you have to stop doing these things to the land and animals - Please do not do this

		Jacqueline		Lukens		16000 NE Calkins Ln		Newberg		OR		97132		United States		This is a national forest and should not be clear cut.  The governmental agencies are out of line and need to hear and do what the people want.

		Pat		Harcarik		2528 Guilford Ave		Baltimore		MD		21218		United States		This is a NATIONAL forest. It belongs to the people. We need to save it for future generations. It is not for profit.

		Audrey		David		10 Stewart Pl Apt 9GW		White Plains		NY		10603		United States		This is a part of our heritage to leave to the future. A chopped tree leaves a space that can never be replaced.

		Patricia		Bode		137 Coronado Circle		SANTA ROSA		CA		95409		United States		This is a place that should always be serenely protected from any human intrusion. The plants, animals, the seasons are sacred. 'Old growth' means we can never see this eco-system again. So Do Not Touch. 

		Donna		Roff		376 turrell ave		South Orange		NJ		7079		United States		This is a precious natural resource that should not be destroyed. Please be a protector of our resources, not a destroyer.

		Parker		Brown-Nesbit		110 West Edgefield Drive		Summerville		SC		29483		United States		This is a precious resource for all --animals as well as people.  Fishing, recreation, and tourism in the Tongass makes so much more sense than clearcutting.

		Judie		Carlson		12521 74th Avenue North		Maple Grove		MN		55369		United States		This is a ridiculous thing to do.  Once the big trees are gone it's just a matter of time before we see the wildlife gone as well.  We cannot continue to destroy our natural resources.  The trees are more important to Alaska than the money from Big Thorne.  Please stop!

		Lauren		Martin		3811 Sleepy Hollow Dr		Santa Rosa		CA		95404		United States		This is a serious detriment to our environmental resources.

		Jane		Chischilly		POB 1285		Bisbee		AZ		85603		United States		This is a terrible waste.  So much damage, destruction for the profit of your wealthy benefactors. But I assume you are already bought and paid for  and YOU stay bought, I mean really, ethics...  

		Linnea		Due		2 Kenilworth Ct		Kensington		CA		94707		United States		This is a travesty. I live in Northern California and have watched, over my lifetime, the decimation of the redwoods and the loss of so many creatures and plants that depended upon them and the microclimates they produced. The Tongass is a national treasure. Please do not allow greed and profit to destroy old-growth forests as they have been destroyed in California. A logger I knew said what he most regretted in his life was his part in taking down the redwoods. He said he was ignorant then. We are not ignorant now.

		Fran		Merker		3235 emmons av		Bklyn		NY		11235		United States		this is a truly lousy idea that should never be implemented!

		Dina		Dornseif		7948 145th Avenue		Milaca		MN		56353		United States		This is a vast and important part of our country, many species rely on the old growth for survival, please reconsider!!

		Joel		House		321 Wooster Ave		San Jose		CA		95116		United States		This is about preserving history for the future. There's no need to let corporate interests to defile wilderness that belongs to all of us for their short term profits. You can make better paper cheaper out of hemp and you can't smoke it. Get a clue, Corporate giants are not America, those trees and we are. Tell them NO.  

		Julia		Knaz		1271 virginia ave		mountainside		NJ		7092		United States		this is all about making a profit from the trees and hope like heck the animals depending on these trees will make do with what is left. stop chopping down trees. 

		Julia		Knaz		1271 virginia ave		mountainside		NJ		7092		United States		this is all about making a profit from the trees and hope like heck the animals depending on these trees will make do with what is left. stop chopping down trees. 

		Leigh		Savoye		20 Ondaora Parkway		Highland Falls		NY		10928		United States		This is an abomination. There is no justification for this wholesale harvesting of old growth wood. This needs to be Stopped!! I would expect the US Forest Service to be looking after our National Forests, not Destroying Them!!!!

		David		Tamulevich		408 Westwood Ave		Ann Arbor		MI		48103		United States		This is an beyond self serving greed.  Can you really live with yourselves if you permit this??  There is no hiding from the shame...and no way to undo it...unless you make a stand now.

		Kathy		Roberts		po box 886		Dulce		NM		87528		United States		This is an entire ecosystem that hinges on the trees, the forest. Do not clearcut this irreplaceable tourism resource. Do not damage it at all.

		William		Steiner				Hilo		HI		96720		United States		This is an extremely sensitive old growth forest, one of the few left in the United States. DON'T destroy it-save it for future generations.

		Michael		Henderson		5352 Sisson Drive		Huntington Beach		CA		92649		United States		This is an important issue to me

		Rita		Guderian		9 Gaywood Drive		Osseo		MN		55369		United States		This is an obscene way to handle this area.. Obviously catering to $$$$ interests and not to the vast majority of us.


		Dolores		Celentano		180 Fingerboard Rd.		Staten Island		NY		10305		United States		This is an opportunity to preserve some of our natural wilderness and animal habitats.

		Colleen		Johson		9222 30th Ave. SW		Seattle		WA		98126		United States		This is breaking my heart.  Please don't allow it.

		Willard		Hardin		210 W. Jennings St.		Newburgh		IN		47630		United States		this is contrary to sustainable, responsible management !!.                        

		Rebecca		Tippens		68 Van Nuys Rd		Colrain		MA		1340		United States		This is crazy....old growth forests are wonderful not only for their trees but for their unique ecosystems!

		Michael		Parker		1822 S.E. Morrison St.		Portland		OR		97214		United States		This is critical habitat and part of the last of un touched forest in our country .This surely is more important to the planetary conditions as well as wildlife,than corporate profits and explotation.Just the potential recreation,fishing and tourism in this area should be enough to preserve this area.

		Camille		Ellis-Vickers		1106 Ursulines Ave		New Orleans		LA		70116		United States		This is huge, that we would even consider allowing the timber industry to cut down this old growth forest and endanger the balance for many precious creatures and our largest big trees remaining.

		judith		Lee		312 Oxford Drive		Savannah		GA		31405		United States		this is important to our legacy and our grandchildren

		Anita		Alcantara		6930 N. Greenview,#711		Chicago		IL		60626		United States		This is important to protecting our environment and our future on earth.

		Barbara		Downham		4141 Arbor Lane		Eagan		MN		55122		United States		This is incredibly important. The old growth trees  are so important to wildlife and are, essentially,  irreplaceable. It seems to me that  the main reason the Forest Service exists is to protect the forests. We are at such a  crossroads or " tipping point"  right now with our environment. We have to protect what we have left.

		caroline		harris		338 Jefferson Street		roanoke rapids		NC		27870		United States		This is INSANE

		Thomas		Trescone		13 Ivington Circle 103		Asheville		NC		28803		United States		This is insane! Where does it stop? Does big business have to win at everything....at any cost?!!! Do NOT ALLOW THIS TO HAPPEN, PLEASE!!!

		Jake		Kittell		722 Darling Rd		Morrisville		VT		5661		United States		This is insane.  We should not cut another old growth tree.  Not one!

		Russell		Riley		7954 Atlas Street		Pensacola		FL		32506		United States		This is just PLAIN STUPID and GREEDY! Has the Forest Service caved in to Big Biz so they can get money in their greedy bank accounts? Good-Bye America the Beautiful, hello greedy Forest Department! There goes the wildlife also, THANKS FOREST SERVIVE! You should be cot down at the hells!

		Vicky		Matsui		541 19th Ave		Seattle		WA		98122		United States		This is just wrong and is not based on science.

		Amalia		Darling		648 S 15th St		Richmond		CA		94804		United States		This is most urgent!

		Avi		Okin		64-5267 Puanuanu Pl		Kamuela		HI		96743		United States		This is no joke. Once the old growth is gone (which it will be with greed as the driving force), you and our Government will be responsible for a local mass extinction. I appeal to you to stop the cutting before it is too late.

		Stephen		Pollick		560 County Road 128		Fremont		OH		43420		United States		This is North America's LAST temperate rain forest! Stop this nonsensical cutting. You have a responsibility to future generations, not just Big Timber's bottom line. For pete's sake look further and be more responsible than the next election cycle! Man up and be more than a moronic, scorched-Earth Tea Party Republican.

		Nancy		Trimble		2620 Central St.		Evanston		IL		60201		United States		This is not a mistake that can ever be rectified.

		Mike		Laquatra		2926 Eucalyptus Ave		Long Beach		CA		90806		United States		This is not a renewable resource and we need to preserve it

		Linda		Hendrix		19642 Sunshine Way		Bend		OR		97702		United States		This is not right.  We have too little old growth areas and need to protect them for future generations.

		Dave		Kauble		2342 South 300 East		Kokomo		IN		46902		United States		This is not solely our planet to do with as we wish and plunder for our own greed.  It also belongs to the generations who will follow us who will curse us all if we don't respect their rights too.

		Don		faia		130 Camino Pacifico		Aptos		CA		95003		United States		This is NOT why I voted for President Obama! Leave the Tongass trees alone!

		Dorothy		Schutte		208 E. Palmcroft Drive		Tempe		AZ		85282		United States		This is of vital importance to our environment

		Moses		Bates		6769 Hegerman St Apt 3		Philadelphia		PA		19135		United States		This is one of the mistakes we cannot undo. Some of what makes the US unique must be preserved, or we have truly sold ourselves. 

		Eugenia		Larson		160 Canyon Green Pl		San Ramon		CA		94582		United States		This is one of the most magnificent areas of old growth Forest left in the world!  IT MUST BE SAVED from the greedy anti- environmentalists who care only about the bottom line now and not about the plants and animals who are sustained within it!  Once it is destroyed it will never rise again in our life times and possibly forever!

		Sheila		Coxon		2310 SW Peony St		Corvallis		OR		97333		United States		This is our gift to future generations

		Karen		Parlette		2141 Tydd St.		Eureka		CA		95501		United States		This is our last wild place. Please don't defile and destroy it.

		Martha		Milne		1764 Braman Av.		Fort Myers		FL		33901		United States		This is outrageous and unacceptable! Your responsibility to American citizens, the wildlife and old growth trees of this area is stewardship of this priceless natural resource. Once it's gone, the forest and its inhabittants are gone forever, and we are the losers. You are destroying the future or the area as well as the history, and liviing present. There is no amount of profit or political advantage that can ever make up for what is being lost. This is an emergency and what is being done is shameful and ludicrous! Stop it now.

		Thomas		Myers		4916 Burke Ave		Columbia		SC		29203		United States		This is reason why the temperature of the earth is getting hotter without the trees all the pollution in the atmosphere eats away at the ozone which causes the earth to become defenseless against the solar rays from the sun keep cutting down tree and you will doom us all radiation poisoning and many other things that will come without having the ozone to protect us.

		elizabeth		perry		6412 stratford road		chevy chase		MD		20815		United States		This is ridiculous and unnecessary, please put a stop to these plans immediately.

		Eric		Sletteland		1410 Locust Ct		Monmouth Junction		NJ		8852		United States		This is shameful. When will
We as a nation value our environment? Please stop this!

		Patricia		Carmichael		3062 W.42nd Ave.		Anchorage		AK		99517		United States		This is simply not a difficult thing to understand...old growth trees are OLD because they have been there for a long time. If they are cut cut down, they are no more. The end. Done.

		Dorothy		Cinquemani		400 Lake Ave NE		Largo		FL		33771		United States		This is so important for many many reasons 

		Tallmadge		Doyle		2433 city view Street		Eugene		OR		97405		United States		This is so important to the health of our planet and human beings,  PLEASE STOP cutting these old growth trees.  It should be illeagle!

		Teresa		Hommel		10 St Marks Place		New York		NY		10003		United States		This is so important, please do the right thing and protect our old trees and big trees.

		Mary		Sky		PO Box 1358		Kapa'au		HI		96755		United States		This is so important. It's not an economic argument...it's not about some business making some money or a few people having a temporary job. It's about respecting what is ancient, and sacred and acting with wisdom, not short term greed.

		Larry		Manter		1601 Whitehall Ct.		Wheeling		IL		60090		United States		This is so short-sighted, it's ridiculous. There must be money afoot here because it's so obviously not a good idea. We need these places far more than timber companies need a few more bucks. Let them be good corporate citizens for a change.

		dorian		Sarris		574 Ketchum Hill Road		Craftsbury		VT		5826		United States		This is so unnecessary and SHORTSIGHTED. It takes hundreds of years to create these places, and hours to destroy them. THINK!!!!

		Teresa		Reitinger		3724 SE 35th Pl Apt F		Portland		OR		97202		United States		THIS IS SO VITAL. THE FORESTS BREATHE FOR THE EARTH. DO THE RIGHT THING FOR ALL OF OUR CHILDREN.  THANK YOU!

		Jeri		Bakhsh		4301 Moraga Ave.		San Diego		CA		92117		United States		This is such a stupid plan. It really does sound like 1950's thinking.

		Shelley		Mason		211 West 51st Street		Kansas City		MO		64112		United States		This is such a vital issue.  We are demolishing our planet.  Please, please act to save the Tongass Forest.

		Charles		Ring		802 N 23rd Ave		Kelso		WA		98626		United States		THIS IS SUCH AN IMPORTANT ISSUE!  Once  those trees are gone- they are gone forever.

		Leslie		Prouty		25 Second Avenue		West Hyannisport		MA		2672		United States		This is such an incredible no brainer!! Please save these old growth trees..

		M		Garrett		11333 Green Grass Ct		South Jordan		UT		84095		United States		This is the time. Take a stand.

		Judy		Hindley		6046 S. Ingleside		Chicago		IL		60637		United States		This is to beg you to save the remaining big trees in Tongass National Forest.  These old trees are irreplaceable, and precious not just for their beauty but for the heatlh of the planet.  Please, please stop the clear-clut.

		Karen		Nadow		1591 Mead Hill Road		Holland		VT		5829		United States		This is TOO IMPORTANT to leave to chance!  Karen M. Nadow, Holland, Vermont

		Alyssa		Thomas		1653 NW City View Dr		Bend		OR		97701		United States		This is too precious of an area to touch

		CARA		KOPPEL		6208 Agnes Ave		North Hollywood		CA		91606		United States		This is unacceptable. Please stop moving forward with this greedy, short sighted plan immediately. The planet is being destroyed!! Enough!

		Sikt		Grote				Nashua		NH		3063		United States		This is unbelievable! WHY would you cut old growth forest???? Please, please do NOT do this! Enough of these trees are already gone. It doesn't even make environmental sense.
Thank you,
Sikt Grote

		Leonard		Tremmel		800 Lyon #2		San Francisco		CA		94115		United States		This is unconscionable. These forests should be protected in perpetuity. They are more important to humanity than any short term profit scheme. 

		Malcolm		Booth		780 S High St		Sebastopol		CA		95472		United States		This is very important to me and should be to all. Leave the small number of old trees alone.

		Aneah		Epshteyn		13495 W Lisbon Rd		Brookfield		WI		53005		United States		This isn't necessary or good for anyone accept those who would profit financially. Don't be motivated by greed.

		Dolores		Darst		343 Cedar Park Dr		Port Angeles		WA		98362		United States		This isn't right by anyone's imagination,

		Andrea		LePain		POB 83102		Portland		OR		97283		United States		This issue comes up over and over.  It's time to put it to rest.  There should be NO clear cutting of old growth.  In addition to local environmental concerns (clean water, land stabilization, impact on sensitive species) there is now clear evidence that global climate change is an emergency.  Cutting down carbon sinks is insanity!  

		jacqueline		magana				Wilmington		CA		90744		United States		this just isnt right, there is no reason for why to cut down even more trees earth is suffering enough with all the chemicals in tha atmosphere and trees have done nothing but attempt to keep, a balance, we dont need anymore species to be extinct! 
DONT CUT DOWN THE TREES!

		S		Jens		202 Shawnee Valley		E Stroudsburg		PA		18302		United States		This land is so large.   Why does anyone feel the need to chop down
trees that took centuries to grow and prosper?    Money is always
the hidden reason behind industry plans.    Why would you cooperate with business, instead of with the public who need forests?

		Pat		Cooper		6040 SW 171st Ave		Beaverton		OR		97007		United States		This letter says it all. 

		Catherine		Rae		10919 NE 344th Street		La Center		WA		98629		United States		This makes no sense. Why are we clear cutting old growth forest. Haven't we taken enough? Act to stop it. Catherine

		Alice		Crawford		1447 SW 151ST		BURIEN		WA		98166		United States		THIS MATTER, AS YOU WELL KNOW, IS TOTALLY ESSENTIAL TO KEEPING AND PRESERVING WILDLIFE AND THE PRECIOUS OLD GROWTH FORESTS THAT ARE IRREPLACEABLE. PLEASE HELP ALL AMERICANS TO USE SOME SENSE ABOUT OUR WONDERFUL NATURAL RESOURCES, BEFORE THEY HAVE ALL BEEN DESTROYED!

		E. Thomas		Weber		6622 W Victoria Ave		Kennewick		WA		99336		United States		This nation must  recognize the irreplaceable value of what little old growth ecosystems remain in the public domain (or anywhere) and take steps to preserve what little remains of our national heritage.  I urge preservation of the old growth forests of the Tongas Natl. Forest.
Tom Weber - Kennewick, WA

		B.E.		SILVERMAN III		2930Domingo		Berkeley		CA		94705		United States		This National  Treasure  must be preserved.
WHERE ELSE   can this Natural gift be honored?

PLEASE DO RIGHT 

		John		Lynch		14 Roselawn Ave		LaVale		MD		21502		United States		This natural resource belongs to each an every citizen of this country, not the few  who make a fortune off them just to ship it overseas.  NO MORE OF THIS CORRUPTION, DO YOUR JOB AND PROTECT IT FOR THE PEOPLE.

		Katherine		Mayers		3593 56th Ave N Apt B		Saint Petersburg		FL		33714		United States		This NEEDS TO STOP NOW!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

		Valerie		Friedman		7948 Snowberry Cir		Orlando		FL		32819		United States		This non-renewable strategy should be ended in ALL forests, not just the Tongass.

		K		G		3		orting		WA		98360		United States		This NOT Alright SAVE OLD GROWTH we Will NEVER GET it BACK. 
Save the PLANT LIFE and Animals that we have NOT Discover YET and replace it with GMO Trees and Plants.  These are OUR Native Grown. 
DO NOT TOUCH 

		Roseanne		Hovey		3178 Cowleey Way		San Diego		CA		92117		United States		This old growth is vital for the survival of numerous species.  Please DO NOT chop and sale this wonderful forest.

		Sandra		Conley		701 Harris Ln		Gallatin		TN		37066		United States		This old standing forest is more important than industrialized lumber!! I had hoped that, many years ago when I heard an arrogant lumber exec answer the questions about supply, I would never hear this answer. When asked about what would happen when they had cut all of the forest on land they already owned, he answered,"start on the National Forest!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"

		Cheryl		Binns		3 monarch bay plaza		dana point		CA		92629		United States		This plan does not make any sense at all.  Please stop this ludicrous idea!!!

		Betty		Dellinger		9505 pringle benjamin		London		OH		43140		United States		This plan is insane.  Why oh why, can't forest land be left alone as it should be.  Why must you kill endangered wolves who struggle everywhere they try to live.  There is not one wolf that is free of harassment on this planet.  You will be sorry some day when the balance of nature is so out of order and only invasive things are left.  Forests should not be money makers for some greedy people.   

		Charles		Caron		po Box 525		Natchitoches		LA		71458		United States		This plan to cut 6000 acres of old growth forest is a violation of the public trust.  It is counter to all the public spots on protecting our forests.  It is a tragedy as this forest can not be replaced.  cdc

		Rebecca		Selove		2016 Valley View		Joelton		TN		37080		United States		This planet needs more trees, and humans need to live more sustainably.  

		Rebecca		Selove		2016 Valley View		Joelton		TN		37080		United States		This planet needs more trees, and humans need to live more sustainably.  

		Rebecca		Selove		2016 Valley View		Joelton		TN		37080		United States		This planet needs more trees, and humans need to live more sustainably.  

		Kent		Scott		5137 Emerson Rd		Madison		OH		44057		United States		This policy should apply to old-growth areas in ALL areas of America!

		Lee		st. John		20 Spur Rd		Divide		CO		80814		United States		This poor beleaguered land has spent decades being attacked from all 360 degrees. This company wants to log. This company wants water and minerals rights. This company wants, wants, wants, _____ fill in the blank.
Please Enough Already. Do the only thing to do. The Right Thing.
TY

		Michael		Nelson		26680 Patterson Dr		Monroe		OR		97456		United States		This practice is not wise and irresponsible. 

		Francis		S.		4209 Lindley Street		Downers Grove		IL		60515		United States		This problem has been going on for such a long you all need to give it a freaking rest. Trees are trees man. The old-growth guys support so much more than can ever be replaced buy you jerk-offs only thinking about your deep pockets. If you're all looking for some easy ways to make some extra cash, look into recycling litter. That is one(1) resource that we will never run out of. You can get as much of it as you want for FREE. We're talking 100% profit. You all should love that. STAY OUT OF THE FORESTS.  You a*******. 

		Cathy		Bassett		8123 NE Failing St		Portland		OR		97213		United States		This proposal is outrageous. The Tongass National Forest must be protected from logging. Old growth logging plans must be denied. This is a money grab at the expense of the local people and natural habitat.

		Tami		Swartz		310 Riverside Dr Apt 1117		New York		NY		10025		United States		This reckless abuse of our environment will only lead the human race to its own extinction.  Stop being so short sighted and do the right thing for all of us and not for your pocket book!

		Deborah		London		2829 Northeast 33rd Court Apt 601		Fort Lauderdale		FL		33306		United States		This sadden me to think that precious trees will be destroyed.  We need to encourage people to recycle paper goods more!  We cant continue to displace our animals for the sake of paper!

		Jone		Manoogian		759 Maplewood Place		Palo Alto		CA		94303		United States		This sale could destroy habitat for many species, large and small. Please do not let this happen. 

		Sue		Pienciak		4982 Hide Away Ln		Silver City		NM		88061		United States		This sale would jeopardize the delicate balance between people, deer and wolves.

		Roisin		Halfar		8516 Richard Av.e		University City		MO		63132		United States		This seems to me to be a very short sighted plan; ancient trees and their wild life dependents are a national treasure. The Forest Service should promote this treasure's survival with fund raising activities to attract ecologically sound tourism, and promote the Tongass Forest for future generations.

		Barbara		Graper		3997 High Laurel Lane		Templeton		CA		93465		United States		This sort of activity is way too destructive.  Please preserve the forest!

		Maria		Aragon		6919 Standish Dr		Landover Hills		MD		20784		United States		This sort of irresponsible cutting method has been going on for too long already.  I remember being sickened by the sight of clear cut hill sides when I was living in Alaska from 1987-89.   Please stop the devastation.

		Judith		Vido		1025 W. Grace St. Apt. 710		Richmond		VA		23220		United States		This sort of tree clearance troubles me greatly.  I am forever wondering when we will pay more attention to our wildlife and its habitat than to just making a buck.  Stop this clean cut chopping and spare the wildlife.

		Francis		Czerniski		3953 S. Americus St		Seattle		WA		98118		United States		This sort of violation of wilderness must be stopped at whatever cost!!,,.

		Lorna		Maslenikov		11970 Orr Springs Rd		Ukiah		CA		95482		United States		This special place should be maintained for the local people and wildlife rather than sacrificed for the short-term benefit of large corporations.

		Sara		Lind		250 King St. #670		San Francisco		CA		94107		United States		This spectacular landscape deserves better protection and management.

		Paul		Handover		1311 E Granite Dells Rd		PAYSON		AZ		85541		United States		This timber sale is utterly wrong.

		Debra		Tate		PO Box 788		Gibsonton		FL		33534		United States		This timber sale that could destroy so much old-growth forest it would jeopardize the delicate balance between the people, deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island. It could even put the Alexander Archipelago wolf on the Endangered Species List.

		Barbara		Dauerty		13419 Forum Road		Universal City		TX		78148		United States		This type of indiscriminate arboreal destruction of public property to profit private organizations is unconscionable. If forest management is to occur on OUR land, it should be planned and accomplished with care, for the good of the land and its diverse native occupants.

		Barbara		Dauerty		13419 Forum Road		Universal City		TX		78148		United States		This type of indiscriminate arboreal destruction of public property to profit private organizations is unconscionable. If forest management is to occur on OUR land, it should be planned and accomplished with care, for the good of the land and its diverse native occupants.

		Elizabeth		Brown		847 Stuart St.		Harrisonburg		VA		22802		United States		This wanton squandering of irreplaceable natural resources must stop. 
The consequences of clear-cutting are disastrous and long-lasting. 

		Judith		O'Callaghan		54 Dow Road		Deer Isle		ME		4627		United States		This was protected as pristine forest. It belongs to the American people not industry.

		Adam		Cornford		6616 Mokelumne Ave		Oakland		CA		94605		United States		This way of approaching forest management is completely out of date. It belongs to the era when Americans believed that resources were infinite, including old-growth trees--and did not view them as interdependent ecosystems. Forests are not tree farms. They are habitats for often endangered species, reservoirs of genetic diversity, absorbers of greenhouse gases, and places of beauty to be appreciated. This logging plan is destructive and intolerable. 

		B		Lewenza		929 Pierre		Taylor		NY		14840		United States		This will be a disaster for the environment. wildlife and the climate. You are going to destroy habitats of wildlife that depend on the old growth forest. You will force wildlife out into dangerous areas and into domestic areas. Please leave this forest alone.

		Simon		Teolis		5 S Star Gazer		Santa Fe		NM		87506		United States		This will not end until the human "INFECTION" is gone!

		George		Hartman		2514 Evans Ave		Louisville		CO		80027		United States		This would be a travesty!

		Anne		Askren		156 Wakefield Dr		Athens		GA		30605		United States		This would change the ecosystem and jeopardize the balance of nature.

		Robert		pochapin		3227 Chesapeake bat ace		Davis		CA		95616		United States		Those are my daughters trees.  On her behalf I respectfully insist hey be left in their natural state .   

		M		Ryan		951 Courtyard Lane #81		Orlando		FL		32825		United States		Those that are employeed by the Tongass National Forest would not like their homes distroyed.  Leave the forest trees to the animals that depend on them as their homes.

		Thomas		Small		2502 Waite Ave.		Kalamazoo		MI		49008		United States		Those trees are part of a delicate ecosystem that cannot be restored once it is gone. 

		LOUIS		A YUVAN IV		35 Miller Ave		Mill Valley		CA		94941		United States		those who forget the past are doomed to repeat it ! did we not learn our lesson all the other times this has been done ? fish, wildlife, and water quality always pay a big price. not to mention our eyes because the hills and mountains look so denuded and ugly after this kind of logging has been done !    

		Sarah		Hutt		204 May Ct		Sebastopol		CA		95472		United States		Thought you were supposed to protect our forester?  What's going on?  

		Ani		Maitin		723 Federal St		Philadelphia		PA		19147		United States		Thousands of species of wildlife depend on this old growth forest.  A narrow vision of the earth's resources continues to lead us down the path of worsening climate change and "natural" disasters.  Please halt this plan right away!

		Claudius		Vincenz		545 S.th 5th Ave #2		Ann Arbor		MI		48104		United States		Timber exploitation on this scale amounts to a scorched earth policy.  This area has so much more to offer than scorched earth from economic point of view alone!

		Heidi		Steffy		615 Zwilling Road West		Erie		PA		16509		United States		Time and time again we have proven that people only want to take and take our greatest natural resources until they are used up and squandered. Industrial scale clear cutting of old growth trees in the Tongrass National Forest is a prime example of our stupidity. Cutting the old growth trees will take no time compared to how long they have been growing. As people we are far too impatient to wait for trees to grow and age. Once started, there is a good chance that we will keep going until there are no trees left. Better to stop now. We need the time to reevaluate what we are doing. We don't need the money that clear cutting all those trees will earn some unscrupulous forestry company. We need threes. We need the forest. 

		GEORGE		PACKARD		1300 Escalante St.		Santa Fe		NM		87505		United States		Time for pillage of the earths resources is past. Before another tree is cut or a resource mined what is the way capitalism will replace its pillaging and insure the beauty of the earth is preserved for the next 7 generations

		Karen		Brozek		86 Ryefield Drive		Old Orchard Beach		ME		4064		United States		Time to get your priorities straight before all the old tree growth is gone. Science does not support your chopping spree. This will greatly affect the delicate balance between the people and the wildlife that depend on these trees. Promote tourism and fishing. 

		Susan		Kreml		945 W Sequim Bay Rd		Sequim		WA		98382		United States		Time to think in the long term and what is best for the world, not just economic gain?

		Jon		Roberts		1636 NE Tillamook St. #9		Portland		OR		97212		United States		To add to the above statement - we need to seriously think about more than extraction in our economic thinking and start moving to define what KINDS of growth we want, not just focusing on "all growth is good growth" kind of thinking.  What's the point of a growth based economy if we're cutting down the very trees that make this country "America, The Beautiful" ?  Cancer, obesity and poverty are all growing too but these are malignant growths, and the kind of thinking which has this growth on the rise is the same short sighted thinking which leads to clearcuts.  It's got to stop.  As a great man once said, "what good is it if you gain all the world, yet lose your soul?" - and I feel we're literally losing the very soul that has made this country.  Please preserve these places so that someday, I can walk amongst these natural giants with my children and grandchildren.  Thank you for your service and foresight.  Respectfully, Jonathan Roberts
Portland, Oregon

		Bonnie		Beach		69495 Highway 50		Montrose		CO		81401		United States		To cut old-growth forest is an archaic, long-outdated policy.

		Sybille		Dubois		9925 Florence		Pinckney		MI		48169		United States		To Him we shall all return 

		Clayton		Barbeau		1217 Roycott Way		San Jose		CA		95125		United States		To kill these old growth trees is an atrocity against nature.  The Forest Service was created to protect just such forests.

		Allen R		Sandico		505 Broadway East #230		Seattle		WA		98102		United States		To start decimating old growth forests for short term economic gain is just plain asinine and misguided. Please do the right thing and preserve the forests for a more sustainable economic incentive such as fishing, recreating, and tourism. Old TR would want that, as well. Thank you.

		Marylin		Haley		16400 NE Lerander Dr		Sherwood		OR		97140		United States		To tamper with an ecosystem has unpredictalbe consequences.  Change one element of the system is threatened the entire system.
Save our pristene enviornment for humanity - - do not risk  it for  dollar gains!

		Claudia		Hall		14865 SW Osprey Dr. #813		Beaverton		OR		97007		United States		TO TOUCH THE EARTH IS TO HAVE HARMONY WITH NATURE.  Oglala Sioux
PLEASE, I BEG YOU, DO NOT DESTROY THE MAJESTIC TREES,WHICH ARE HOMES TO MANY OF NATURES PRECIOUS LIVES.  PLEASE, DO NOT PLACE BLIGHT IN OUR FORESTS.  ALLOW OUR TREES LIFE.

		William		Gonzalez		200 Dashew Dr.,Apt. A15		Suffern		NY		10901		United States		To: U.S. Forest Service:
STOP Chopping Sprees Before the Big Trees are Gone!

		Linda		Elkind		14 Hawkview		Portola Valley		CA		94028		United States		Tongass Big trees are among the few significant sized stands of old growth trees left in North America.   The forest ecosystem has been healthy.   Do not destroy what we have left.

		Alice		Dugar		6800 Chestnut Rd		Independence		OH		44131		United States		Tongass can never be replaced! Stop old-growth clear-cutting NOW.

		Probyn		Gregory		10877 Deliban St		Tujunga		CA		91042		United States		Tongass is magic-- do not destroy!

		Heather		Walker-Dale		26761 SW 45th Dr		Wilsonville		OR		97070		United States		Tongass is much more than a timber source and the Forest Service should know that!

		Joanne		Mainiero		0000 Washington Street		Weymouth		MA		2188		United States		Tongass is priceless -- stop chopping down the old growth trees. Old growth is important to forests.  Don't let a timber sale TAKE FOR GOOD AND FOREVER..  Once the old trees are chopped down, that is the end of it !!  Gone and chopped down in hours.. no more !!  Preserve the old growth.. don't kill it!  I am sure these timber companies -- will find another place to destroy as usual.   US has destroyed so so many forests in this country alone and others too !!  for some wooden box to live in..  

		Judith		Castiano		9060 N. 68th Lane		Peoria		AZ		85345		United States		Tongass National Forest has been standing ALL THESE CENTURIES!  A beautiful, awesome forest that has been a home and been safe from the destruction of HUMAN GREED until now.  Expert scientists have told you what will happen if this PROFIT OBSESSED Big Thorne DESECRATES this awesome forest.  Americans don't see $$$$ like Big Thorne does, they see beautiful trees, pristine water, magnificent wildlife, one of the most PRECIOUS GIFTS FROM GOD!  Tongass IS FOR LIVING AND LOVING LIFE, NOT DESTRUCTION!  

		Dorothy		Hirsch		53-34 208th St		Oakland Gardens		NY		11364		United States		Too bad!  Stop this unwarranted  destruction.

		Merideth		Genin		543 East 6Th Street		New York		NY		10009		United States		Too much of Alaska's wilderness has already been clearcut. SEALASKA is known for bad decision making, and the Forest Service should not be joining them in choosing temporary profit over old growth forest.

		Michael		MacFerrin		1930 Athens St. #C		Boulder		CO		80302		United States		Too much of the Tongass has been destroyed already.  I have trekked through multiple old-growth forests across the Tongass, from Katutat to Sitka to Juneau to Ketchikan.  There are some absolutely beautiful ecosystems there, as well as decades-old clearcuts that will likely never reach their previous biological capacity in our lifetimes.  They are devastated, and they do not grow back quickly at those latitudes (which is why tree-farming doesn't work there, like it does in more southern climes like Oregon).  This proposal will do irreversible damage for short-term privatized gain.  The jobs will not last.  Please, protect what we have left.

		Donald		Helfrich				Albuquerque		NM		87106		United States		Too much old-growth is already gone.  Preservation PLEASE!




		Chris		Kent		PO Box 1032		Girdwood		AK		99587		United States		Tourism depends on intact/unlogged ecosystems.  Maintaining existing old growth stands benefits a multitude of users while logging is a once in a generation event.  Second growth thinning and logging should be encourage over entry into old growth areas.

		Caroline		Lato		54 Landon Rd		Milton		MA		2186		United States		Treasure this beautiful Earth -- Leave it in peace as it was found.  Thank you.

		Bea		Manderscheid		6102 E Miramar Dr		Tucson		AZ		85715		United States		Trees absorb carbon dioxide.  When they are chopped down it is released back into the atmosphere.  Other than the ecological benefits of forests, the very notion of destroying these trees is so abhorrent I can't believe it is actually happening.  When I was stationed in several Asian countries we were overrun with American salesmen selling off America's timber to be made into cheap TV stands and bookcases, etc.  It made me sick at my stomach and even sicker now that we are facing climate change connected directly to exactly this kind of mindless activity.  You must stop.  The forest belongs to the people and the people are responsible for the wellbeing of the animals on this earth who cannot speak for themselves.  Explain it to your own child, grandchild, best friend's children.  Tell them why you are destroying old growth so there will be cheap furniture from China or wherever coming to America.  And while you're at it, tell them how much in our tax dollars is used to subsidize the companies who are destroyi

		Marilyn		Mazuzan		5506 Oakmont Ave.		BETHESDA		MD		20817		United States		Trees and wildlife are  not  replacable!!

		Paula		Boldyn		1011 Western Ave		Seattle		WA		98104		United States		Trees are a major part of the incredible Tongass eco-system.  Please consider the environment and the big picture ramifications.  Thank you!

		Marina		Penzner		116 Stewart Avenue Extension		Newburgh		NY		12550		United States		Trees are a source of oxygen and help against global warming.
You are a SERVANT of the forest not an owner.

		Cheryl		Rost		1418 Laverne Ave		Park Ridge		IL		60068		United States		Trees are a valuable asset and not to be chopped down.  They provide so much on this Earth - do you think that is why they were put here in the first place?  Who are we to keep chopping them down for what we as so-called progressive humans call advancement?  STOP

		Dolores		Arndt		3206  80th		Lubbock		TX		79423		United States		Trees are a vital part of keeping our planet healthy.  The greed for profit seems to have gotten the better of good sense.  We all must live on the same planet, rich and poor alike.  We all need to work together to preserve it for future generations.

		William		Townsend		161 Wibird St		Portsmouth		NH		3801		United States		Trees are an central part of the wilderness legacy.  Their survival is as important as the air we breathe.

		Frances		Ostempowski		54 Impala Parkway		Lancaster		NY		14086		United States		Trees are beautiful and necessary.   Thank you.

		Catherine		Garneski		10 Holly Tree circle		Newark		DE		19702		United States		Trees are beautiful. They are needed for our woods and also our wildlife.  don't get rid of them.

		Barry		LeBeau		84 Marshall Street		Providence		RI		2909		United States		Trees are Big absorbers of CO2 & we Need them more than ever so let's forget the barbaric process of "clear cutting" Our Trees!

		Bettina		Schwarz		Altdorfer Str. 8		D-12205 Berlin		NY		12205		United States		Trees are essential to the world life circle in that respect that they take in and absorbe  CO2 and change it  to life plant growqth. So forrests and their content, namely trees, are absolutely necessary to compensate industrial CO2 emissions that need to be reduced soon world wide in a significant way.  Please plant therefore more trees across the US and the World. Thanl you SO much. Mother Erath will be grateful to you as well as  the rest of all the people in the world breathing helathy and fresh air essential to a good life of quality.  

		John		M. and Sully		P.O. Box 3600, 365 Granite St.		Ashland, Or		OR		97520		United States		Trees are forever, except when they are old growth trees the Forest Service wants to cut to make money for the lumber industry.  This especially true in the Tongass.  The USFS hopes we wonn't notice their actions in Southeast Alaska National Forests.  Surprise!!!  We do notice and strongly object.  


		june		michalowski		578 E Jasmine Cir		Santa Rosa		CA		95407		United States		Trees are habitats, clean the air, and make Alaska beautiful.

I have yet to see a tourist  postcard of a clear cut forest !!!
Have you? There are reasons why. 
Maybe we should start  tourist list of states that Do Not Clear Cut forests...for tourists. Wonder if it would effect state tourism economies?

		Alma		Antoniotti		21 Thorndike St		Somerville		MA		2144		United States		Trees are important providers of oxygen in the air and they aid in stopping erosion.  Without them there would be more desert.

		Julie		Griffith		1020 Kehoe Dr		St. Charles		IL		60174		United States		Trees are important to the balance of nature.  Save the trees!  We can't destroy everything.  Is this another case of greed?! 

		James		Massa		933 Little Creek Court		Fairbanks		AK		99709		United States		Trees are known to remove CO2 from the atmosphere. Cutting down these magnificent trees will only add to more CO2 being in the atmosphere adding to the global warming crisis. Please place ecological importance before short term, short sighted corporate profits.

		Denise		D'Anne		351 Guerrero St		San Francisco		CA		94103		United States		Trees are lungs of the earth and so where does your staff going to live when most of our trees are gone?

		Mark		Hirschman		1001 Black Rock Rd		Gladwyne		PA		19035		United States		Trees are more than just wood!

		Dana		Morris				Gig Harbor		WA		98332		United States		Trees are natures pollution storage, we need them.

		John		Jones		2169 Irish Hill Road		Delhi		NY		13753		United States		Trees are not only  lumber, to be sold for profit. They are part of our heritage, to be treasured and respected, and passed down to our heirs. They glorify God. We can fill our pockets easily with wood from other trees.

		Wendy		Nine		1122 West 8th		T or C		NM		87901		United States		Trees are one of the environmental mainstays providing so much for all species.  Please do stop the clear-cutting of old-growth trees.  

		Anne		Ryan		58 Maiden lane		Susquehanna		PA		18847		United States		Trees are our life. They are not products. They are living participants in the earth's life. PLease do not make a product of them.

		Elizabeth		Downie		617 Forest Dr		Fenton		MI		48430		United States		Trees are our lungs, giving us air to breathel  They are habitat for numerous species, some of whom may be endangered if these oldest of the Tongass trees are sacrificed to the greed of timber companies.

Stop old-growth clear cutting in the Tongass National Forest now.

		Helene		Frankel		10 McGuire Dr		West Orange		NJ		7052		United States		TREES ARE PART OF THE ECO-SYSTEM.  WHAT IS WRONG

WITH PEOPLE JUST CUTTING DOWN TREES!!!  THEY ARE
HARMING THE FUTURE OF THIS
PLANET AND ALL IT'S LIFE-  STOP THE CHOPPING NOW!!!!

		Jesus		Ochoa		1100 Howze		El Paso		TX		79903		United States		trees are sacred to the earth -

		Autumn		Dann		2951 derby st		berkeley		CA		94705		United States		trees are sentient beings.

		Della		Pangborn		14850 SW Glenbrook Rd		Beaverton		OR		97007		United States		Trees are so badly needed, esp old growith forests. I can't believe that clear cutting is still allowed to happen at all with all the loss of forests from that at fires, pests, etc.  We must preserve the trees.


		Virginia		Wood		3527 Nottingham Ct. #3		Boulder		CO		80304		United States		Trees are so valuable to our planet and thus, to us and many animals.  They give us the oxygen and help the rainfall to happen.  They grow slowly, so when we cut them down they are gone for a very long time.  Leave them, as they are so necessary. 

		Sarah		Tiers		402 N. Chaparral Way, P.O. Box 472		Crestone		CO		81131		United States		Trees are the habitats for birds, animals, important bugs and when we kill them indiscriminately, we harm all those who depend on them. Let's stop before it's too late.

		Nicole		Maschke		4802 Gedeon Avenue		Cleveland		OH		44102		United States		Trees are the lungs of our world. If we mistreat or destroy them, we then are destroying no only the lugs of this world. But we  are decreasing humanity's chance for survival.

		Rose		Wilson		32 Willowood Drive		Wantagh		NY		11793		United States		Trees are the lungs of the earth! We need them! These old growth forests are also important for the wildlife that lives within them.  Stop cutting down the forest!  The trees are more important as living habitat than as board lumber!!!

		Barranca		Wren		Box122		Vallecito		CA		95251		United States		Trees are the lungs of the earth.  If you are cutting, just think how many others are cutting.

		Bonnie		Desaulnier		895 W 22nd Ave		Eugene		OR		97405		United States		Trees are the lungs of the earth. There is a small percentage left. 

		Mireya		Landin-Erdei		1830 Coronado Dr		Bullhead City		AZ		86442		United States		Trees are the lungs of the planet.  STOP LOGGING in our Forests.  This is insane.  

		Stavros T		Stavridis		122 E B St		Wapato		WA		98951		United States		Trees are the lungs of the world.

		stanley		weisenberg				Inverness		CA		94937		United States		Tree's are the lungs of this fragile earth. Stan W.

		Bart		Haggin		15418 N Little Spokane Dr		Spokane		WA		99208		United States		Trees ARE the Natural World!  Carbon sinks too!

		Sharon		Sprouse		9728 Carmel Mountain Road		San Diego		CA		92129		United States		Trees are the part of nature that gives us oxygen, influences our weather and gives shelter to millions of birds and other animals.  You should not and cannot chop them down!  You are the U.S. Forest Service!  You are not the ANTI FOREST SERVICE! Get a clue. Stop now before your ridiculous plans destroy  a priceless Eco-system!

		Rebecca		Thomas		POB 391076		Mountain View		CA		94039		United States		Trees are vital to carbon sequestering, and the bigger the tree the more carbon they absorb. We must stop cutting them carelessly, especially old growth.

		Sylvia		Cardella		4570 Bluff Top		Hydesville		CA		95547		United States		Trees are worth much more, standing, then they are dead!!!!

		Barbara		Cooper		4908 N Paulina St		Chicago		IL		60640		United States		Trees do not grow in one generation.  A single tree represents many generations of growth.  They are easy to cut and harder to grow.  We must save our environment for future generations.

		Linda		Seymour		501 N Randolph Ave		Cinnaminson		NJ		8077		United States		Trees don't grow overnight.  The damage you do will last a lot longer than your lifetime.  

		Anne		Roberts		10/5 st james road		Melbourne		GA		31421		United States		Trees give life. Take them away no life. Then all future generations of all creatures human included wont exist. The greed of the corporations today will be of no use to their offspring. No world for them to spend it. Save the forests. 

		Elizabeth		Bergey		2114 Wilkinson Ct		Norman		OK		73069		United States		Trees grow very slowing in cold climates - consequently, large timber sales are NOT SUSTAINABLE in the far North. Additionally, large harvests on islands increase environmental impacts because animals can not easily move to alternative habitats.

		John		Tangney		15614 SE Dream Weaver Dr		Happy Valley		OR		97086		United States		Trees have more value than just the lumber that can be extracted. The also support communities of life, as well as tourism! Please consider more than just cutting trees!

		Michael		Gold		3530 Henry Hudson Pkwy E, 4C		Bronx		NY		10463		United States		Trees help give us air and life.  They are not just products
to be fed into an industrial chopper.

		Paul J.		Lundrigan, PhD.		998 Ervin Drive		Lexington		NC		27292		United States		Trees make a huge contribution to the health of our planet.  Because of air pollution, our planet's health is in great need of all the contributions it can get so as to curtail these threats. 

		Earl and Margie		VanBerkom		8817 Hallmark Ave So		Cottage Grove		MN		55016		United States		Trees need to stay. Clear cutting is too distructive!

		Carol		Jackson		337 West 71 Street, Apt.5		New York		NY		10023		United States		Trees provide 40-50% of oxygen on Earth, and deserve to survive as long as they can live.  Humans beware:  the wildlife is not expendable.  If you destroy age-old nature, humans will suffer extinction too.

		Bruce		Fick		310 Kinne Street		East Syracuse, New York		NY		13057		United States		Trees provide O2 to breathe. Would be more productive to follow the
example of Colorado and instead  legalize/ise Hemp, an annual , to spare trees which have been growing for hundreds of years. Trees 
can't compete effectively with the high efficiency of Hemp in industry.

		Kathleen		Spinks		5023 SW 69th Terrace		Gainesville		FL		32608		United States		Trees should not be cut in National Forests. These forests belong to their inhabitants and to the people not to private logging companies ruining the forests for profits.

		Harriet		McCleary		2440 Stevens Ave S. #2		Minneapolis		MN		55404		United States		Trees take a long time to grow.  Human lives take a long time to grow.  Respect for trees and humans when they've aged is important.  When the respect is gone, there is so much loss.  Treat the Tongass National Forest with respect.

		Maureen		Lynch		3482 rt 488		cliton spriings		NY		14432		United States		trees take a long time to mature
and are such a benefit to
nature and the environment

		Sandra		Arapoudis		michaial lambrou 3		rhodos		AL		85100		United States		Trees take so many years to get big and provide so much life that is is a crime not to protect them if we want this planet to have a future we have to start now before it is to late

		Ra		Na		735 Nunya Business Blvd		St. Louis		MO		63021		United States		Trees that existed longer than our country has should NOT be cut down.

		Paul		Curtis		938 View Dr		El Sobrante		CA		94803		United States		Trees that have been around for longer than our lifetimes are humanity's birthright.  Leave them there where they belong! Those trees are also the birthright of all the flora and fauna that depend on them now, and will in the future!  Don't log the Tongass!

		Richard		Pasichnyk		2075 W 17th Ave		Eugene		OR		97402		United States		Two-thirds of these old-growth trees are below the ground in the form of fungi.  When the trees are cut down these fungi will die and release CO2 into the atmosphere contributing to climate change, and the stability of the landscape will be lost -- it may cause landslides or mudslides.

		Robert		Hyer		10364 Fox Lane		Lillian		AL		36549		United States		U.S. Forest Service is another corporate clearing house. Normal businessmen have a product or are smart enough to plant enough trees to have product but not lazy loggers. Cut it down because it's simple like an American logger. Simple. Destroys everything in its path.

		Michael		Davis		14556 Weddington St.		Sherman Oaks		CA		91411		United States		UNACCEPTABLE and inappropriate when we are trying to prevent further damage to our environment.

		Kyle		Petlock		6200 Annan Way		Los Angeles		CA		90042		United States		Unacceptable!  Stop cutting old growth trees in our National Forest NOW!

		Gerry		Bateman		29 Burr Oak Drive		Pittsford		NY		14534		United States		Unbelievable!! What is being proposed is very short-sighted, thoughtless and self-serving. Don't destroy what took generations to develop.

		Bethany		Hunt		203 Lisbon St		San Francisco		CA		94112		United States		Unbelievably stupid, just pandering to greed. You and your cronies will be dead in 100 years - what will your legacy be?

		Tatyana		Komin		45 Dora Lane		New Rochelle		NY		10804		United States		US Forest Service, please save the old trees. We MUST SAVE ANIMALS, who lives overthere.  Please end old-growth chopping sprees before it's not TOO LATE!!!

		Nancy		Murray		107 East Cuthbert Blvd		Westmont		NJ		8108		United States		Use a tree once, or use it again and again to support biodiversity, beauty and economic resources, like hunting, fishing and tourism.
Please don't waiver from your mission to protect and manage our natural heritage!

		William		Roberts		8726 S. Sepulveda Blvd.Ite 911		Los Angeles		CA		90045		United States		Use best practices to keep the forest healthy.  Clear cutting is not a best practice.  

		Randeep		S		columbia heights		brooklyn		NY		11201		United States		Use hemp. It is better and stronger . From compressed hemp furniture to hempcrete....leave forests alone. They are homes of millions of creatures. Please consider.

		Ruth		Connery		1717 Singletary Drive NE		Albuquerque		NM		87112		United States		Use some common sense about cutting down our trees. It'll take hundreds of years for them to be replaced (it there's any land for them to grow on).

		Linda		SCHOPPERT		1612. G. ST		Napa		CA		94559		United States		Use your authority to protect not profit !
Once it's gone, it's gone for good !!!

		Linda		SCHOPPERT		1612. G. ST		Napa		CA		94559		United States		Use your authority to protect not profit !
Once it's gone, it's gone for good !!!

		Sonja		Lund		5751 N.Camino de las Estrellas		Tucson		AZ		85718		United States		Use your heads!! Stop destroying our wonderful forests.

		Kathryn		Bridge		1672 Sand Hill Rd		Oregon		WI		53575		United States		Use your power for the good of the planet, not for someones wallet.

		Tallie		Moore		507cr 32050		BROOKSTON		TX		75421		United States		using trees to make paper products is like throwing away the gift and wanting something better: paper 
find a way to use waste plastic to make paper: it's not beautiful in any form and isn't biodegradable; save trees for their more important work of cleaning the air and giving us beauty.




		Laura		Wright		401 Ne 40th st		seattle		WA		98105		United States		Utterly preposterous! Think about the future generations, who will not have access to these beautiful forests, and the animal who inhabit these beautiful and wild spaces. What is happening to humanity? Stop the this horrendous acts and stop selling out to these egocentric and evil acts. You the Forest Service is suppose to represent all Americans and not be biased favoring big money and corporations. I am appalled by your actions!

		Mm		Villa		via don milani		milano		DC		20010		United States		vergogna

		Mark		McGrath		649 Town Highway 8		Greensboro Bend		VT		5842		United States		VERY IMPORTANT TO ME!

		Don		Dobesh		34 Springhouse Rd.		Dryden		NY		13053		United States		Very short sighted approach to resource management is cah now, worry later.

		Bonny		Gatchel		P.O. Box 909		Grandview		TX		76050		United States		Vilsack. Oh so much more than ilk like this is and was expected of you.

		Barbara		Andrew		22 Bayberry Road		Princeton		NJ		8540		United States		Violating the Tongass is unspeakable:  it is a national treasure and not to be exploited by any industry.

		Donald		Theiss		100 Nth 8th St #24		aspen		CO		81611		United States		Wake up and do your job by protecting our land from the unconscious and materialistic use and abuse of our land for profits for corporations. This land is our land, land belonging to all of us and not to the corporations who are raping us for what they can get.

		Ruth		Agius		506 Onate Place		Santa Fe		NM		87501		United States		WAKE UP AND KNOW WE ARE ON EARTH WHICH HAS NATURAL LAWS! FOLLOW THOWE LAWS and we will have a planet to pass on to our children. Stick with your greed and you will kill ecosystem after ecosystem which will kill us all! WAKE UP!

		Brenda		Gaudreau		185 Ridgecrest Dr		Sedona		AZ		86351		United States		Wake up before it's too late, respect the forest

		Amanda		Real		1926 SE umatilla st		Portland		OR		97202		United States		Wake up people!! Stop chopping all the trees!!

		Barry		Hatfield		PO Box 4096		Santa Fe		NM		87502		United States		Wankers

		Jana		Shiloh		10 El Camino		Sedona		AZ		86336		United States		Want to have 02 (what is left of it)? Keep trees

		len		mccarrick		615 georgia road		Roswell		NM		88203		United States		We   need to protect one of the few pristine areas left from human greed and short sighted need for a quick profit.

		Lesley		Schultz		874 York St		Oakland		CA		94610		United States		We absolutely can't afford to cut down any more trees in forests because they are one of our only hedges against the growing problem of CO2 gas emissions and global warming! 

		Matt		Van Camp		5219 A Puget rd. NE		Olympia		WA		98516		United States		We absolutely do not need to log this ancient forest! I believe that the days of harvesting Old Growth forests is, or should be, over! There's not even many, if at akll lumber mills set up to deal with those big old logs! The woodgrain on those logs is so tight on the Tongass National Forest trees that it would be wasted... STOP THIS GREEDY, MONEY-ORIENTED TIMBER SALE NOW! 

		Nicola				1043 K Street		Crescent City		CA		95531		United States		We all depend on trees and in particular old growth trees which are gigantic. They give us large amounts of oxygen for planet Earth and all inhabitants. Young trees can never replace such large trees and will not give as much oxygen until they are several thousand years old. Until then we can not wait, we need to breathe now. Stand up for the balance of our ecosystems. You and all of us are sustained by it. 

		Claire		Lombardi		38A Oak Street		Franklin		MA		2038		United States		We all know once the trees are gone, there is no way to replace them or to return the wildlife.  I don't understand how responsible people could ever think of destroying a part of America that belongs to ALL the people.   The US Forest Service was formed to protect and manage our forests, not to destroy them.  

		misty		garber		18430 sw boones ferry rd		Portland		OR		97224		United States		We all need this to stop. Old growth trees are what we need to protect!! There are sooo many alternative materials to use now!!! 

		Gail		Roberts		Pmb 70 PO Box A		Tecate		CA		91980		United States		We all need to take responsibility to care for and preserve our wild areas and the creatures that inhabit them for future generations. Let us not go down in history as the spoilers.

		Jacob		Raitt		6905 Scotch Drive		Laurel		MD		20707		United States		We are already destroying the wildernesses that remain at an awful pace.  We have already done too much in decimation and destruction.  It is time to stop.  The earth and its environment are already beginning to wage their war upon us, and rightfully so.  Continue to plunder and punish our planet will surely result in destruction of us.  We are vulnerable.  The planet shall remain.

		Marta		Suarez		1209 duke court		Naperville		IL		60565		United States		We are at a critical time in which we need to recognize our ecological choices and the consequences of them, ones which are not worth te temporary benefit. There are other replacements for these trees and we should be investing our time and energy into that.

		Debbie		Gile		413 Federal St.		Waterboro		ME		4087		United States		We are counting on your integrity!

		Frances		Anderson		102 Civic Dr		Hercules		CA		94547		United States		We are destroying our only source of oxygen. Why don't we just shoot ourselves in the head? It's quicker.

		Luke		Asbury		2945 Lexington Drive		Ventura		CA		93003		United States		We are destroying our planet and its life at an alarming rate. This must STOP if we are to survive. Leave the Tongass alone!



		Joane		Meyers		47 Orange Heights Ave		West Orange		NJ		7052		United States		WE ARE DESTROYING OUR PLANET AND WE NEED TO STOP!  HUMANS ARE THE BADS GUYS IT SEEMS, SINCE ANIMALS CAN COEXIST WITH ONE ANOTHER.  WE NEED TO HEED OUR ANIMAL SPECIES TO HELP SAVE THE WORLD!

		Diane		Hoffman		12 Park Terrace		Montclair		NJ		7043		United States		We are in an environmental crisis.  We should not be cutting down these trees.

		PETRA		KUHFAHL, MD				McKinleyville		CA		95519		United States		We are in the process of destroying our environmental world heritage.  Please act with permanent impact in mind.  These lands are irreplaceable .  What we do today will impact future generations in ways not yet fully understood.  
The emphasis needs to be on sustainable agriculture, forestry.  
Do we really want to sacrifice this gift to our work to go to pulp mills, paper and Asian construction?  Local sustainability...bamboo and other woods that can be harvested in a sustainable manner without catering to a whimsical, fashionable or commercial (profiteering) need for old growth trees.  

		jacquie		martin		719 N Sunset Dr		Tacoma		WA		98406		United States		We are keepers , not owners, of the forest and its inhabitants. Let us be intelligent humans and respect the magnificent trees and the wildlife so that the next generation may enjoy that too. Let us stop putting profit first. Let's live and HELP live.

		Alicia		Baella		3208 Rydal Water Way		Kissimmee		FL		34746		United States		We are killing our planet, you can make a difference for future generations to have a proper planet to live in. It is our responsibility to care for our Mother Earth, it's the rent we pay for everything Earth gives us to be able to survive... Don't you think? 

		Laurie		Weisman		1378 York ave. #3c		NYC		NY		10021		United States		we are meant to preserve the earth and its inhabitants, flora and fauna,
that we've been given.-Please do not do this-

		Suzanne		Law		10518 Brenda Ave		Ijamsville		MD		21754		United States		We are not a third world nation, at least not yet. We are the land of the free and the home of the brave. Please take steps to preserve important places like the Tongass National Forest for our future enjoyment and the health and beauty of this nation. Do not just cut it down and ship it overseas. That is so shortsighted. These resources can never be replaced.

		cheryl		cohn		33 Foerster St		San Francisco		CA		94112		United States		WE ARE ON THIS EARTH FOR A LIMITED AMOUNT OF TIME,BUT DURING THAT TIME WE SHOULD PROTECT ANIMALS AND WILDLIFE
SINCE ALL LIVING THINGS HAVE RIGHTS AND FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS TO ENJOY AS WELL.

		Leslie		Gold		103 BOWERY		NYC		NY		10002		United States		We are only temporary inhabitants of our Planet Earth, and must therefore do everything within our power to protects the life upon it for not only ourselves, but our children and their children and infinite generations to come. We have not been given this gift to destroy it.

		Paula		Heady				Lake Elsinore		CA		92530		United States		We are past the point of abusing this planet for profit.  Pure insanity.  Leave old growth forests entirely alone.  

		&		Minnick		38 woodland trail		palos park		IL		60464		United States		We are people that travel to Alaska...we have been there and plan to go again.  We are also wildlife enthusiasts and photgraphers...logged areas NOT very scenic.
TOURISM not timber removal

		Christina		Fitzgibbon		5611 N. Flora Avenue		Fresno		CA		93710		United States		We are pressed evermore to preserve the natural environment.  Humans destroyed the earth long enough!

		Chuck		Dotson		Sacto		Sacramento		CA		95818		United States		We are really getting tired of having to keep telling you and other 'politicians' to do the right thing to save what is left of this planet. What do you think it will take to get your attention????? What do you think we are starting to think??? Wake up!!!!

		Stephen		Benson		PO Box 1257		Blue Hill		ME		4614		United States		We are running out of ways to maintain a liveable environment for people, animals, and trees. Keep these trees alive.

		Helena		Heffinger-Hernandez		1362 meadows blvd		WESTON		FL		33327		United States		WE ARE SO GRIEVED WITH DISAPPOINTMENT ,  THAT THIS ONGOING SUBJECT HASN,T  EVEN BEEN SOLVED.......THIS IS PROOF THAT GREEDINESS AND CALLOUSNESS RULE THE U.S.A. AND DEPARTMEMTS INVOLVED..........I,M ASHAMED TO BE AN AMERICAN,  LOOK AT WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO HER

		Thomas		Black		2309 Abernethy Rd NE		Olympia		WA		98516		United States		We are stripping our planet of its beauty to satisfy the greed of the rich and powerful few, that pull the strings. At some point the people who's children will inherit this planet must draw a line in the sand, and deny that greed, Along with the damage it does to our children, and grand-children's quality of life.   

		Joe		Balestreri		2602 Marlow Rd		Santa Rosa		CA		95403		United States		we are tearing the environment apart with these voracious, glutonous stripping away of resources

		Len		Jacobs		404 Littleworth Ln		Sea Cliff		NY		11579		United States		We are trusting you to make the right decisions to ensure the protection of our national wildlife treasures. DON'T SELL THEM TO THE HIGHEST BIDDERS, PLEASE!

		Judy		Westenhoefer		1439 Kern Rd		Kutztown		PA		19530		United States		We can grow trees in tree farms, but we cannot replace the living creatures that need the old growth trees to survive.  

		Deborah		Frank		1541 farr rd		wyomissing		PA		19610		United States		We can never replace old-growth forests. Please save our precious resources for future generations.

		Tanya		Buchanan		3348 Corte Del Cruce		Carlsbad		CA		92009		United States		We can no longer sit and do nothing or maintain the status quo. Please take this important action to help reverse the damage we've already done and continue to do.

		Elaine		Sperbeck		618 e. Monroe street		Little Falls		NY		13365		United States		We can not clear cut an old growth forest.  That ecosystem with plants and animals has been in harmony for a long long time.  If you destroy it there goes an important ecosystem.  With it comes a change in local climate, and erosion.  We are losing too much soil as it is.
People need peaceful places to visit or know that they are there for our well being.

		Michael		Hazell		2336 N Ridge Dr		Coralville		IA		52241		United States		We can not continue to consume and destroy our planet's environment!

		Kathleen		Mane		95 W. Sandalbranch Circle		The Woodlands		TX		77382		United States		We can not get this great resource back if we destroy it. Our children deserve to have this precious resource saved!

		Dan		Von Seggern		116 N 76th St		Seattle		WA		98103		United States		We can readily meet our timber needs through second growth harvesting. Once old-growth forests are gone, they are gone forever, and the habitat they provide is also lost.  In my state, Washington, we have lost most of the old-growth.   This has had devastating consequences for wildlife. Alaska does not have to suffer the same fate 

This resource is too precious to sacrifice simply to increase timber company profits.  Please stop any further clear cutting in the Tongass. 

Thank you for considering the Tongass' wildlife. 

		Reverend		Mackie		335 Ridge Ave		Gettysburg		PA		17325		United States		We can save the planet for future generations or we can plunder it all now and condemn the earth for many years to come.

		Barbara		Cohn		817 Kalpati Circle		Carlsbad		CA		92008		United States		We cannot afford to keep destroying our natural resources in the name of greed. Nature will survive without man but humans will not survive if we continue to destroy the balance of nature.

		Mary		Kosmark		100 Prospect Pl		Brooklyn		NY		11217		United States		We cannot afford to lose this valuable asset for some quick cash.

		Claire		Joaquin		6278 Bucktail Ln		Pollock Pines		CA		95726		United States		We cannot allow base greed to be the accepted motivation in forest
management. The little remaining old growth, including Tongass, must
be considered as an integral part of wilderness, vital to its health. 
The ongoing push to rape the Earth of every last resource is blind,
stupid, and self-defeating. 

		Thomas		Brink		629 East 7th Street		York		NE		68467		United States		We cannot continue to destroy the environment.

		Linda		Hildebrandt		248 Crombie St		Huntington Station		NY		11746		United States		We cannot continue to destroy things we can never get back. 

		Carolyn		Pruitt		109 Pine Dr		Milton		DE		19968		United States		We cannot continue to mow down trees because they make O2 for all 7.5 million of us humans.  This many people are stressing every species, plant and animal, including ourselves.  Please end old-growth chopping sprees and use renewable trees.

		Bonnie		Hamilton		289 Via Lerida		Greenbrae		CA		94904		United States		We cannot get back hundred year old and thousand year old trees once we have cut them down. Why on EARTH would we be clearcutting these most precious natural assets?

		hormoz		nozari		p. o. box 114		Monroe		NY		10949		United States		We cannot get these trees back. Think of the next generation, that is your own children. If you do not care about the rest of us Americans, think about them

		CT		Bross				Walnut Creek		CA		94597		United States		We cannot greedily destroy forests and living beings for profit! Leave the old growth Tongass National Forest alone to ensure the future of all living beings and the natural beauty of the landscape.

		Shell		Lavender		370 Snowflake Heights Blvd.		Snowflake		AZ		85937		United States		We cannot let the Forest Service chop down old growth forests, they are keeping our planet alive, without the trees we will soon find life on planet earth ending, for all time.

		Ann		Hollyfield		Box 70		Seal Rock		OR		97376		United States		We cannot live without the natural world. When we protect it, we protect ourselves. Making changes when we don't fully understand the consequences is dangerous.

		Shari		Kelts		809 Lynda Ct.		kirkwood		MO		63122		United States		We cannot risk losing any more of our old growth forests, for the health not only of the people and animals who live there, but for the very health of our planet!


		Kathleen		Talbert-Hill		200 Riverfront Drive 9K		Detroit		MI		48226		United States		WE cannot survive without the forests. What is so difficult to understand about that?

		Mary		Proctor		6145 Clovergreen Place		St. Louis		MO		63129		United States		We can't continue to destroy our forests and wild areas.  Our children and grandchildren have a right to enjoy these natural wildlife areas.   You should only cut those that are diseased and can't be treated.  SAVE OUR WORLD.

		Susan		Alpern		29354 Masters Drive		Murrieta		CA		92563		United States		We can't keep assaulting our earth and expect it to survive for humans and other creatures.

		Sally		Giles		73-70 199th Street		Flushing		NY		11366		United States		We can't keep destroying our natural resources because in doing so we will destroy ourselves.

		Eileen		Roberts		RD # 1 Droms		Glenville		NY		12302		United States		We can't keep destroying our planet.  This trees belong where they are and should not be used for just timber.   There are plenty of other places for timber.  This is a place for recreation and wildlife.

		Christina		Sanchez		4440 Oakhollow Dr		Sacramento		CA		95842		United States		We can't replace habitats once they are gone. It upsets the balance of nature to disturb habitats. Please don't. 

		Adam		Blumenthal		5346 16th Ave S		Seattle		WA		98108		United States		We can't simply replant these magnificent living legends.

		Baba		Herrick		346A Los Gatos Blvd.		Los Gatos		CA		95032		United States		We count on you to preserve these trees! 
Please get your priorities straightened out, so the people, the local economy and the wild animals are supported. Thank you.

		Baba		Herrick		346A Los Gatos Blvd.		Los Gatos		CA		95032		United States		We count on you to preserve these trees! Give our grandchildren the gift of thinking big, by getting your priorities straightened out..  Support  the local economy,  the wild animals and the people . Thank you.

		Mary		Walker		21405 monument rd		vashon		WA		98070		United States		We criticize Brazil for cutting the Amazon forest--but we have been quietly cutting the largest remaining temperate rainforest!
I hope you will have the courage to deny the Big Thorne sale.

		Frank		Curley		327 Mullock Road		Middletown		NY		10940		United States		We destroy everything we touch, we should band together and save the pristine beauty of Alaska.

		Charlotte		Wildman		716 W Fayette Ave		Springfield		IL		62704		United States		WE didn't make it and it won't come back if we kill it.

		Matt		Van Camp		5219 A Puget rd. NE		Olympia		WA		98516		United States		We do not "need" to harvest these old-growth, virgin-timber forests! The wood market will not fail if they do not process these huge logs! Indeed, the lumber industry is not even setup to deal with these trees, anymore... and If the plan is to sell them to overseas interests, then this timber sale is wrong in so many ways! As an active outdoorsman and avid supporter of the Natural, I will stand tall and shout;
 NO LOGGING OF THE RARE, ANCIENT FORESTS OF TONGASS !
  My answer is absolutely NO! 

		deborah		galler		1521 S Walters Rd		Tacoma		WA		98465		United States		WE DO NOT NEED ANY MORE TREES CUT !!!!! 
ESPECIALLY OLD GROWTH!!!!!
THERE ARE GREEN BUILDING ALTERNATIVES...WE DO NOT NEED TO DO THIS ANY LONGER.....

		Roberta		Claypool		108 S. Logan St.		Mellott		IN		47958		United States		We do NOT need to be cutting old growth - we do not need to be cutting trees period - we need to perserve

		Eileen		Harris		213 N Church St		Elkhorn		WI		53121		United States		We do not need to be so destructive that we disrupt the balance between people, deer, and wolves on the islands. There is no reason to do this and having the forest supports fishing, recreation, and tourism that bring more long lasting economic boosts than total destruction of old growth forest that took forever to grow. Do not be short sighted. The public will note which direction you go now and in the future also. 

		Kate		Davis		3026 Vinton Ave		Rockford		IL		61101		United States		We do not need to chop down old growth forests.....we do need the oxygen that they produce! The animals need their homes!

		Barbara		Fleming		726 Eastdale Drive		Fort Collins		CO		80524		United States		We do not need to consume everything on the planet. Leave these old trees alone. 

		Colleen		Tanginoa		6032 S Oakes St		Tacoma		WA		98409		United States		We do not need to cut down old growth trees.  This is one resource that will not re-new itself in our live time.

		henry		gaudsmith		pob 79		New York		NY		10009		United States		we do not need to cut down these trees.  we have Tree Farms for that

		Barry		Oaks		86313 Franklin Blvd		Eugene		OR		97405		United States		We do not need to cut every living old growth tree down.  How are our children and grandchildren see these amazing living marvels of the natural world?  STOP destroying all of the forests.

		Dolores		Boutin		PO Box 1450		Tuolumne		CA		95379		United States		We do not need to destroy our old growth forests (which cannot be replaced) for a short term gain for a few.  Our world needs these old growth forests left as they are.  Tree farms can produce whatever lumber is needed, just at a higher, more honest cost.

		Patricia		Kinsman		11671 N Europa Pl		Tucson		AZ		85737		United States		We don' need to cut down these trees.  They help clean the air, hold soil in place and are home to many creatures!  We need to be able
to reap the air cleaning that the trees are doing for us--for free!!!!!

		John		Wilson		PO Box 86		Magdalena		NM		87825		United States		We don't have to destroy everything right now.  Take a break and give everybody a chance to do better in the future.

		Gene		Waggoner				Pinon Hills		CA		92372		United States		We don't meed to destroy the Big Trees in the Tongass Forest. These trees are hundreds of years old and can never be replaced. Its time to put our environment before big money.

		Wm		Schultz		339 w 4th		whitefish		MT		59937		United States		We don't need any more wolf sub-species winding up on the ESL, thanks.

		Nancy		Shugg		151 Sklar St.		Ladera Ranch		CA		92694		United States		We don't need more logging; we need more wildlands for the enjoyment of the American people.  Alaska is no longer a Folly, it's a crown jewel of the world.  Leave it unscathed.

		Steve		Deibele		19714 Reichardt Road		Kiel		WI		53042		United States		We don't need that particular lumber.  We have so much timber in the lower 48 states on private lands that could be sustainably harvested and provide the same number of jobs as any harvest in Tongass.  Tongass is a very special place, and is much more than just a place where a bunch of trees have grown.  

		Charles		Gehres		4525 Holston Hills Rd		Knoxville		TN		37914		United States		we don't need the extra money

		Stephen		Sample		28641 N 63 rd place		Cave Creek		AZ		85331		United States		We don't need the lumber from these old growth trees at this cost the the environment!

		Mickey		Martin		23665 Golden Springs Dr Unit 2E		Diamond Bar		CA		91765		United States		We don't 'need' these trees but nature does and I'd like to see them one day. Leave them please.

		james		koger		444 franklin st		Cambridge		MA		2139		United States		We don't need to cut old growth anymore as a matter of policy.  It is time to move to sustainable lumbering and conserve the last bits of wildness that are left.

		Betsy		Schultz				Buckley		WA		98321		United States		We don't need to subsidize private business profits at the cost of irreplaceable old trees.

		Andrew		Peat		715 W 41st Pl		Los Angeles		CA		90037		United States		We get plenty of lumber from industrial new-growth planting and logging. There is no need to destroy our old-growth forests, and the ecosystem that relies on them.

		Jan		Jones		2612 Tulare Ave		El Cerrito		CA		94530		United States		We have a limited number of old-growth trees.  Those remaining should not be cut down.  We need to think of more than money.
Thank you

		Gela		Fogle		222 Windsong Drive		Greenville		SC		29615		United States		We have a responsibility to future generations and cannot just for selfish and short-sighted reasons destroy nature.

		Adrienne		Williams		56 Washington Square Circle		Washington		NJ		7882		United States		We have a responsibility to protect these majestic giants.

		PE		Franklin J. Kapustka		1539 SW 203rd Avenue		Aloha		OR		97006		United States		We have a responsibility to the flora and fauna, which have no voice, to set aside areas for them.

		Kandace		Loewen		720 North 75th Street		Seattle		WA		98103		United States		We have a treasure that is irreplaceable!

		Robert		Marshall		1264 Duane Road		Chattanooga		TN		37405		United States		We have already destroyed the habitats of the majority of our old growth forests.  Can we not limit our need for timber to more sustainable acreage that has already been used for that purpose?

		Charlie		Graham		695 NE 4th Ave.		Hillsboro		OR		97124		United States		We have already done too much damage to our legacy of forests. What we have done before is not alright to do ever again!

		Denise		Wright		745 W. 111th Street		Los Angeles		CA		90044		United States		We have already lost too many trees to deforestation and other corporate new world order criminals lets not help them at all. So we must save and protect what we have left. It is extremely important.

		Cherie		Mason		121 Sellers Rock Run		Sunset		ME		4683		United States		We have been to the Tongass Forest.  It deserves protecting.!

		Naoma		Cummings		P.O. Box 1223		Shady Cove		OR		97539		United States		WE HAVE BY OUR VERY ACTIONS DETERMINED WE WOULD BE IN CONTROL OF THIS PLANET, LIKE IT OR NOT WE ARE NOW THE GUARDIANS OF IT, AND IT IS TIME WE STEPPED UP TO THE PLATE AND PRESERVED WHAT MOTHER NATURE HAS PROVIDED US WITH. IT IS TIME WE TOOK THE CARE NEEDED TO  PRESERVE THE NATURAL WILD LIFE, THE NATURAL VEGETATION AND THE NATURAL TREES OF THIS GREAT STATE'S  NATIONAL FOREST. PLEASE BE PROACTIVE IN SAVING WHAT IS LEFT, AND SHOW THE WORLD THAT WE THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA CARE ABOUT OUR ENVIRONMENT AND ARE WILLING TO PRESERVE IT. SO STOP! INDUSTRIAL SCALE OLD GROWTH CLEAR CUTTING.

		Toni		Mueller		PO Box 2290		Waldport		OR		97394		United States		We have clear cutting in Oregon & every time I see a new patch being destroyed I want to cry.  We want our old growth- not the same kind of tree everywhere!!!

		Irene		Rinne		51871 Trapper George Ln		La Pine		OR		97739		United States		We have gone much too far already! Please stop this madness!

		Diane		Winkler		710 Clay St		Jasper		IN		47546		United States		WE have got to start protecting the last few pristine areas of our world

		Eleanor		Schwank		P.O. Box 552		Matagorda		TX		77457		United States		We have inflicted too much destruction on our Alaskan wilderness already.....stop this clear cutting now

		Sharon		Ryals Tamm		1015 Shattuck Avenue		Berkeley		CA		94707		United States		We have known for many decades that the devastating impact of clear cutting in temperate rain forests, particularly on soils and watersheds, is far reaching and that these complex eco-systems don't recover from it. As a former forest service employee I witnessed this first hand.

		Kathleen		Bates		300 Arabella St		Pittsburgh		PA		15210		United States		We have learned much about the interdependence of forests and the creatures that inhabit them.  Everything depends on this interaction, every creature and plant is vital to the health of the forest.  I encourage you to develop plans to protect our remaining natural areas. Protect, preserve and nurture our remaining old growth areas. Thank you for your attention and consideration.
Sincerely,

		Carolyn		Ricketts		207 Riverside Rd		Edgewater		MD		21037		United States		WE HAVE LOST ALMOST ALL OF OUR INCREDIBLY IMPORTANT AND VITALLY NEEDED OLD GROWTH FORESTS.  I AM DEEPLY APPALLED AND UTTERLY DISGUSTED BY THE U.S. FOREST SERVICE'S LOGGING PLANS FOR THE CRITICAL AND PRECIOUS TONGASS NATIONAL FOREST.  DO NOT ALLOW THIS TRAVESTY TO TAKE PLACE!!!

		Cosette		Freeman		8017 N. Dana Ave.		Portland		OR		97203		United States		We have no moral right to destroy old growth forests.  

		Cosette		Freeman		8017 N. Dana Ave.		Portland		OR		97203		United States		We have no moral right to destroy old-growth forests.

		Carol		Green		0S220 Kenmar Dr		Elburn		IL		60119		United States		We have no right to cut down these trees.The old growth forests should be left intact for future generations. 

		Melvin		Cheitlin		1661 Pine Street #1145		San Francisco		CA		94109		United States		We have no right to deprive our progeny of the sight of these magnificent ancient living trees

		Nancy		Watson		9 Gartley St.		Lisbon		ME		4250		United States		We have not saved enough old growth forests. Please do not cut old growth or any growth in the Tongass. That you

		Claudia		Salmoni		1200 east river rd, # M 168		Tucson		AZ		85718		United States		We have so few old growth forests left for our children to enjoy.  

		William		Shirey		1304 2nd Ave SW		Decatur		AL		35601		United States		We have to conserve for the future, lest there be no future.

		Laura		Ricci		8623 14th ave		brooklyn		NY		11228		United States		we have to save our forests ,natural lands, oceans, water & wildlife it is vital to do this now, for our children's sake their future & our own.

		Kim		Peterson		890 Rockwell Ln #10		Cloverdale		CA		95425		United States		WE HAVE TO SHARE THIS PLANET WITH THE ANIMALS TOO!!!!!!!!! Chopping down all the trees in the Tongass National Forest will wipe out millions of animals. Put a stop to this now unless you want to be the one responsible for a massive extinction!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

		Susan		ALLEN		2045 Victorine Rd		Livermore		CA		94551		United States		We have to stop losing our wilderness.

		Paola		stoll		15 Blueridge Rd		Kentfield		CA		94904		United States		We have to teach the coming generations that respect for old growth does not compete with dollars

		Deborah		Caron		192 Ray Carpenter Road		Natchitoches		LA		71457		United States		We have travelled to Alaska at least 12 times since 1992.  We went there on our honeymoon.  The determining factor of our repeated visits is the Tongass's natural beauty, the old growth forests that are so remarkable, and the life it supports.  It lets us revisit a time when the forests were incredible places of beauty and life.  Please do not allow your proposed cutting of more of the Tongass.  PLEASE!!

		Veronica		Schlosser		2090 Linda St		Saginaw		MI		48603		United States		We have very few old growth forests left and it is time to protect these delicate ecosystems.  Please remember that forests provide more than just timber.  They are homes to a variety of plants and animals that rely the large old growth trees.  They also support recreation and tourism (wastelands of tree stumps and abandoned tree limbs do not bring in tourists.)  Look beyond the timber industry and protect the Tongass National Forest ecosystem.

		Dorothy		Cuadra		PO Box 33678		Juneau		AK		99803		United States		We here in  Southeastern AK are highly dependent on our fisheries, and those depend on keeping our old growth forests intact.  Yes, salmon (etc.) depend on trees !  Look it up.

And then there is the tourism's dependence on old growth and intac naturalt landscapes.  We cannot afford to lose any part of nature-dependent tourism either.

		Susan		Chandler		3008 N 25th St		Fort Pierce		FL		34946		United States		We hold our public lands in trust for future generations of Americans. They are not ours to diminish or destroy.

		Pamela		Kjono		9200 Mulholland Dr.		Grand Forks		ND		58201		United States		We humans have no right to destroy every natural wonder just because somebody wants to make money.  Money cannot buy the wonder of old growth trees and forests and they cannot be replanted as nature intended.

		Hector		Lopez		208 Jelliff Mill Road		New Canaan		CT		6840		United States		We in Puerto Rico have similar problems because of colonialism.
Freedom Now!!

		Hector		Lopez		208 Jelliff Mill Road		New Canaan		CT		6840		United States		We in Puerto Rico have similar problems because of colonialism.
Freedom Now!!

		Hector		Lopez		208 Jelliff Mill Road		New Canaan		CT		6840		United States		We in Puerto Rico have similar problems because of colonialism.
Freedom Now!!

		Sherri		Gillespie		101 Leila Court		Los Gatos		CA		95032		United States		We kill ourselves when we kill trees.

		Wendy		Scott		3008 Willetts Way		Ceres		CA		95307		United States		We know better than to clear-cut a forest. Clear-cutting has got to stop everywhere. Forests are far too valuable to the earth, the wildlife, and to the human race to be chopping down indiscriminately.

		William		Martin		69 Hampstead Road		Derry		NH		3038		United States		We lack sufficient quality woods in this nation. Let's not destroy old growth; we can make use of existing timber farms.

		John		Erskine		2333 Eagle Dr		Holland		MI		49424		United States		We must be aware of and show concern for the near future's capability to regenerate oxygen! 

		Margaret		Hoffman		1500 Ralston Ave		Belmont		CA		94002		United States		We must be the protecters of this wilderness treasure for future generations.  WE are the generation who must stop creating wastelands of the irretrievable treasures of this earth!

		William		Shirey		1304 2nd Ave SW		Decatur		AL		35601		United States		We must conserve for the future, lest there be no future.

		Judith		Nerbetski		140 Highland Avenue #6		Kearny		NJ		7032		United States		We must consider both the immediate and long term consequences of such impulsive behavior.  Profit is not always about quick money.  The wealth of our forests and the benefits they provide to all living things cannot be measured in dollar bills.

		J		Stufflebeam		19178 S. Echo Dell Lane		Oregon City		OR		97045		United States		We must consider the the situation we humans have created throughout earth and the point of total disaster we  are at.  One of the greatest things trees. the bigger the greater impact, is absorb carbon.  Even more so the amount of carbon released into the atmosphere from cutting trees.  For that reason alone it is past insane to consider cutting more trees.  When will mankind learn? 

		Bruce		Traficante		220 Castro Street		San Francisco		CA		94114		United States		We must do everything we can to end industrial-scale old growth clear-cutting now.

		Sissy		Aron		10 Brookview Lane		New Milford		CT		6776		United States		We must leave places for other life and I want to know that other life is protected!  I want to visit the Tongass and see beauty and not destruction!  Please stop the clear-cutting!!


		Barbara		Kelly		5 Camelford Ct.    Moraga, C.		Moraga		CA		94556		United States		We must look forward to the next generations who will have a huge loss if these trees are gone!!

		John		Parris		162 Pleasant St.		Winchendon		MA		1475		United States		We must maintain the few remaining patches of old-growth forest.  It is important to preserve this legacy for our children.  There are too many areas where wood abounds.  There is no need to despoil this National Forest. 

		Bob		Rebl		875 North Michigan Ave		Chicago		IL		60611		United States		We must never destroy any of our natural habitats for man's selfish greed. We must protect and save these forests and all habitats for all future generations… before we have nothing to save. Then, we as a race will be truly doomed by our own hand. Please save these forests!

		Janet		Lenihan		2951 Derby St		Berkeley		CA		94705		United States		We must not cut down old-growth forests!  Please honor your obligation to be "Stewards Of The Earth". Do not go ahead with the Timber Sale in the Tongass National Forest.  We beg you to stop this repugnant plan!

		Andrew		Wilks		1312 E Denny Way		Seattle		WA		98122		United States		We must not destroy the common wealth of our nation for the benefit
of corporate interests.

		Rhonda		Weber		146 Marsala Ct		Hercules		CA		94547		United States		We must preserve nature!

		Chris		Carlon		2902 W Curry St		Chandler		AZ		85224		United States		We must preserve the Forest for the planet, wildlife, and us!

		Kathleen		Colburn		2105 Friar Tuck Ln		Oxford		AL		36203		United States		We must preserve the old growth forests. They contain much which has yet to be discovered and help to maintain species relying upon the forest to survive.

		Chris		Carlon		2902 W Curry St		Chandler		AZ		85224		United States		We must preserve these trees for the planet, wildlife, and us.

		Pam		Myers				San Francisco		CA		94107		United States		We must protect and preserve the old growth forests!!!

		florette		lynn		55 benson ave		Westwood		NJ		7675		United States		we must protect old growth forests, after all we are stewards of the earth

		Marly		Wexler		4314 1/2 campus ave.		San Diego		CA		92103		United States		we must protect our forests.. they hold our future

		Suzanne		Larronde		7101 la ronda court		sarasota		FL		34238		United States		we must protect our natural environment and the creatures that inhabit them.  It's the only smart thing to do, if you really think about it.

		Marguerite		Shuster		675 Mount Wilson Trl.		Sierra Madre		CA		91024		United States		we must protect precious wilderness and large trees while we can!

		Gaillard Lee		Johnson				Snoqualmie		WA		98065		United States		We must protect the divine grandeur of the old forest, so please stop the insanity .

		Donald		Russo		995 Hyde Park Avenue		Hyde Park		MA		2136		United States		We MUST protect the planet.

		Marlene		Barrett		4505 Thackeray Rd		Maumee		OH		43537		United States		We must protect these trees, not chop them down just becouse we can! Once they are gone, we can not bring them back!

		Dorene		Randall		5348 Abington		Troy		MI		48085		United States		We must protect this planet and everything on it or we will fail to meet our moral obligations to the generations that follow!  Let us all make better decisions for all the creatures that inhabit this planet!

		Margaret		McComb				Carrizozo		NM		88301		United States		We must protect what little we have left before the Earth itself is gone.

		LuMarion		Conklin		3114 Loma Vista Dr.		Flagstaff		AZ		86004		United States		We must protect what this earth offers and be good stewards of this earth; if not we are on our way to extinction.

		John		Dart		15619 138th Pl SE		Renton		WA		98058		United States		We MUST respect Mother Earth and all of our co-species upon whom we profoundly depend.  Massacring carbon dioxide "breathers" is a definite way--along with our current horrible contributions to increased increased carbon dioxide--to INCREASE global "warming" to global FURNACING!!!

		Susan		Blain		156 Vernon Street		Gardner		MA		1440		United States		We must save our old growth forests and not allow them to be desecrated by timber companies.  With the current climate situation, we desperately need what is left of the lungs of the earth.

		Tom		Beltt		491 N Pleasant View Road #15		Plymouth		WI		53073		United States		We must save these lands for future generations. 

		Chris		Moore		2126 S. Josephine St.		Denver		CO		80210		United States		We must save this old growth forest.  The balance of nature in this area is critcal and the destruction of the forest would cause irreparable damage to the people, deer, and wolves that inhabit this area.   

		Paula		Rich		107 W 2nd Ave		Truth Or Consequences		NM		87901		United States		We MUST start protecting all the old growth trees before it's too late!  There is no reason good enough to be cutting down trees that are hundreds of years old!

		Sue		Nightingale		Allen St		Amherst		MA		1002		United States		We must stop cutting down the big trees in the world as they have taken centuries to grow and they need to be protected!

		L.		Glasner		27 W. 96 St.		NY		NY		10025		United States		We must stop destroying the natural land barriers that can and do keep our climate habitable. This would be one big step in the process.

		Cindy		Guarnieri		Pamlynn Road		Stamford		CT		6905		United States		WE MUST STOP DESTROYING WHAT BEAUTY MOTHER NATURE HAS GIVEN US, AND STOP DESTROYING WILDLIFE'S NATURAL HABITATS.  THEY HAVE NO WHERE ELSE TO LIVE!  WE MUST STOP INTERFERING AND DESTROYING EVERYTHING.

		Joyce		West		878 West End avenue		New York City		NY		10025		United States		We MUST stop raping the earth and putting all of us at risk when it's clear that the earth is warming at a scary rate.  It makes more sense to do all we can to protect and maintain areas where there is still  hope of stopping
this before it's too late (and it will be if we don't stop piling on more and more pollution. 
Thank you for your attention.
Joyce West

		Dodie		Shepard		1018 N Kenwood St.		Burbank		CA		91505		United States		We must stop raping this planet.  We need old growth, bears tigers,lions, etc.  We must care for this planet, we don't have another.

		Debbie		Meister		1312 Portland Ave		St. Paul		MN		55104		United States		We must stop selling our natural resources for short-term gains for a few.

		Amelia		Hennighausen		139 S 4th St Apt 7R		Brooklyn		NY		11211		United States		We must stop the overuse of our forests.

		Ann		Houston		907 East Capitol Street, SE		Washington		DC		20003		United States		We must take care of our earth, its plant life and its creatures, before it is too late!

		Jill		Wasden		4 Calle Vison		Taos		NM		87571		United States		We must think past today and the important balance nature created. Cutting down old growth trees is short sighted and something we will regret in future.

		Joanna		Klose		1201 Blair Way		Austin		TX		78703		United States		We must treasure these places so they can help the world now and in the future!

		Tricia		Dillard		18501 SE Newport Way		Issaquah		WA		98027		United States		We need a new vision to grow beyond the old destructive ways of the past. To find a way to live in symbiosis with all life. The old ways are not working. We need these trees and natural lands. 

		Victoria		Sadoff		705 Autumn Meadows Dr NE		Rio Rancho		NM		87144		United States		We need ALL OUR TREES               !

		Misty				2372 n tuttle rd		scotville		MI		49454		United States		we need all the old trees we have your wrong to chop any old trees . as a logger daughter who refused to clear cut I m speaking on his behalf that clear cutting displaces wild life and other major  problems to happen ~

		Kathie		Caflisch		75 Pebble Creek Dr.		Lake Zurich		IL		60047		United States		we need big trees

		Beth		Brenneman		PO Box 781		Laytonville		CA		95454		United States		We need every living tree and more to stop climate change!  Don't CHOP! Plant.

		Paul		Black		2031 Kerr Gulch Road		Evergreen		CO		80439		United States		We need every mechanism possible to pull CO2 out of the atmosphere - we need trees, and especially old growth forests.  Apart from that, they are a legacy we inherited - we should leave it for future generations.

		Gay		Williamson		817 Main		Hamilton		OH		45013		United States		we need forests and their diversity more than we need lumber

		Brenda		Macedo				Santa Fe		NM		87505		United States		We need more oxygen!!

		Adrienne		Ross		30470 Pudding Creek Rd		Fort Bragg		CA		95437		United States		We need old growth trees.  We need them for their beauty, their history, their ecological importance, and their emotional connection to the psychological health of all people.

		kathy		wall-polin		511 Bodega Ave		Petaluma		CA		94952		United States		we need old growth trees....

		Norbert		Neel		3995 E 19th Ave		Eugene		OR		97403		United States		We need old growth, it sucks up large amounts of CO2, unlike younger trees. We can't just replace old growth timber!

		B. Rabia		O'Loren				Bayside		CA		95524		United States		We need old growth, not just for it's beauty and animal habitat, but because the trees produce oxygen that we need to breathe.  When we as a nation, as a people continue to chop down our trees, we are on the path to self-destruction.  So wake up!

		Don		Brockway		255 Rollingwood Drive		Athens		GA		30605		United States		We need old-growth systems for ecological as well as human well-being reasons.  Don't destroy these irreplaceable systems just so some big corporations can make a few more dollars.   They are worth far more as intact ecosystems.

		Kathryn		Rose		2749 Lafayette St.		Denver		CO		80205		United States		We need our big old trees.  And the animals need the big old trees.

		Mike		Zehring		891 Siddonsburg Rd		Lewisberry		PA		17339		United States		We need our forests for continual clean air and to protect these delicate ecosystems that support the flora and fauna unique to this environment !  We can not continue to live this way and sell off forests to feed our children at the expense of our grandchildren because theya re the ones that will truly feel the pain of decisions made during our lifetime.

		Margaret		Henke		10951 Coventry Pl		Santa Ana		CA		92705		United States		We need our forests for so many reasons--including their ability to absorb the CO2  that we are creating way too much of--with the resutling climate disruptions we are experiencing.

		Robert		Sanchez		823 N M St		Tacoma		WA		98403		United States		We need our old trees for the future of us all.

		Nellvergne		Zajac		11618 123rd Ave Ct E		Puyallup		WA		98374		United States		We need our trees for every reason!

		Carolyn		Mogavero		4174 36th St Apt 6		San Diego		CA		92104		United States		We need our trees for the air we breathe.  We need to maintain habitat for other life to survive. To protect the balance of the planet. Carolyn Mogavro

		Kimber		Nelson		7827 SE 66th Avenue		Portland		OR		97206		United States		We need sustainable logging practices that protect the little old-growth that remains while managing already logged lands for limited ongoing logging.  These are irreplaceable ecosystems.

		Mindy		Yanish		44 Lily Pond Ln		Katonah		NY		10536		United States		We need the benefits for the environment that only trees can provide.
The planet is heating up..  Please stop selling off the rights to old growth trees.  The law that gives you the 'right' to make these decisions doesn't make it 'right'.  It is wrong for all of us except the logging companies and the corporations that benefit at the expense of everyone.

		Sally		M.Eisenhart		Ridge Road		Willowbrook		IL		60527		United States		We need the forest and so do the animals.   Stop destroying our forest for Big Money People who only thing of the all Mighty Buck $$$$$$$.   Sally Eisenhart

		Betty		Van Wicklen		41 Lake Shore Dr.  #2B		Watervliet		NY		12189		United States		We need the old growth trees for the pollution they capture far more than the timber they produce, the very action of which causes more pollution!

		Mark		Lickerman				Chicago		IL		60617		United States		We need the old trees for future generations!  Do not unnecessarily destroy old trees.

		Vivian		Fahlgren		1530 Rosemary Ct.		Paradise		CA		95969		United States		We need the old-growth forest as well as the deer and wolves on the island.   It is also important as a place of fishing and recreation!!  Please don't destroy it by cutting down the trees!?!?!?

		Mary Helen		Sandoval		3155 W 45th Avenue		Denver		CO		80211		United States		We need the old-growth forests to keep our world in balance.  Please stop the old growth destruction.

		Mary		Riker		166 Ford St		Manistee		MI		49660		United States		We NEED the remaining old growth trees, now more than ever. There are much more sustainable ways to build. Stop the clearcutting before it starts.

		Regina		Bennett		1900 Nicholas Pl		Saint Cloud		FL		34771		United States		We need the trees and so does the wildlife!

		Grace		Neff		800 SE 28TH		ALBANY		OR		97322		United States		We need the trees more than we need lumber and I hope you can realize this before they are all gone.

		Beverly		Curtis		4227 S Meridian Ste C # 461		Puyallup		WA		98373		United States		We need the trees more than we need the wood products. Our environment is far more important than corporate profits.


		John		Pasqua		29572 lilac rd		valley center		CA		92082		United States		we need the trees..

		Robyn		Korn		609 Caren Dr		Virginia Beach		VA		23452		United States		We need them to stay , to be there for the next generations!

		Georgeanne		Matranga		140 Village Green Drive		Port Jefferson Station		NY		11776		United States		We need these essential habitats for life, as we know it, on this earth.

		Karon		Schmitt		76 Prospect Blvd.		Saint Paul		MN		55107		United States		We need these forests to sustain the animals that need it to survive.

		Mary		Markus		10462 Ramona Way		Garden Grove		CA		92840		United States		WE NEED THESE TREES TO SLOW GLOBAL WARMING

		dr michael		stocker		100 Riverside Dr		New York		NY		10024		United States		we need these trees!

		Carolyn		Truesdell		714 everett		kerrville		TX		78028		United States		We need these trees!  Please help preserve them for our and our children's futures.
Thank you...

		Debbie		Notkin		680 66th St		Oakland		CA		94609		United States		We need these trees! You need them, I need them, the planet needs them. Our grandchildren need them.

Please do the right thing.

		Christine		Magnuson		234 Stafford Drive		Mundelein		IL		60060		United States		We need these trees. They help the land and animals.

		Kathleen		Querner		8508 Crosley Rd		Springboro		OH		45066		United States		we need this forest, for food and protection for wildlife, this is not about us, it is about protecting the future!

		Giovstanna		Tonelli		905 Mountan		Philadelphia		PA		19148		United States		We need this to stop.

		Daniel		Fontes		259 Green St.		Lafayette		IN		47905		United States		We need to appreciate the TRUE value of these natural resources and there is a special part of that which comes from the history they are steeped in from their very existence within realms of history that we human-beings can barely touch.  To be able to marvel at this is something priceless!

		Gail		Heath		1603 Brinckle Ave.		Wilmington		DE		19806		United States		We need to be concerned what we leave to future generations, not the greedy, profits for the few. Do your job and stop the chopping spree!

		Pat		Mahre		78 10th Street East #2710		St. Paul		MN		55101		United States		We need to be preserving the old growth forest so that other trees, streams, animals and fish are able to survive.  It's not just about our generation and business as usual that we need to consider.  We have been charged with protecting resources for others.   Hope you will do the right thing!  Pat Mahre

		Andrea		Acosta				Tampa		FL		33677		United States		We need to be the solution in saving our planet and not help destroy it.

		Ramutis		Narkevicius		1300 Angelus Ave		Los Angeles		CA		90026		United States		we need to care for nature not destroy it

		Ordell		Vee		427 2nd st. n.e.		madelia		MN		56062		United States		we need to conserve and protect our forests in our 50 states and around the world...we face catastrophe if we don't wake up to the reality of climate change.

		Amy		McIlvenna		1634 22nd street		Hood River		OR		97031		United States		We need to conserve old growth trees which support animals and give them a habitat .  Stop being so greedy!

		Steve		Hibshman		609 Celestial Lane		Foster City		CA		94404		United States		We need to do all we can to preserve and protect these areas.

		Eva		Havas		51 Sea Breeze Ln		Bristol		RI		2809		United States		We need to do everything we can to prevent further destruction.  Please be on the side of nature and the environment--isn't that your mission?

		Kary		Pierce		1501 Tomasita St NE		Albuquerque		NM		87112		United States		We need to do everything we can to save our eco preservation and these forests help combat negative human impacts on the environment. We must save them!

		Dorothee		Custer		1775 S Merrimac Dr		Merritt Island		FL		32952		United States		We need to find other ways/subsititues for trees, besides destroying our earth and ourselves.

		Diana		Miller		16-1582 Koloa Maoli Rd		Kurtistown		HI		96760		United States		We need to give priority to protecting the environment and areas such as the Tongrass National Forest.  Decisions should not be driven by financial considerations. 

		Sharon		Zelman		4800 Vanalden Ave		Tarzana		CA		91356		United States		We need to hire personnel who manage the forests, trees, not destroyed what little of the natural environment we have left on this Earth. Save every last tree/ animal Do not destroy anything.Thank you.

		Billlie		Watkins		300 W 8th St   Unit 236		Vancouver		WA		98660		United States		We need to keep some beauty around us.

		Dottie		Thompson		10 West Market St., Suite 1500		Indianapolis		IN		46204		United States		We need to keep the trees.

		Mary Kathleen		Jackson		7324 harrison Avenue		Hammond		IN		46324		United States		We need to learn to live in peace with our environment, its animals, trees, & fish. Many of us do live in harmony with nature, but many also destroy with profit in mind.

		John		Snell		17 First Avenue		Montpelier		VT		5602		United States		We need to leave these trees and their ecosystem in place. Their value is far greater left living than taken as timber.

		Lisa		McCorison		46322 Deerfield Rd		Sturgeon Lake		MN		55783		United States		We need to leave what we have left of pristine, old growth forests alone. I live in Minnesota, a state once covered by large trees until it was all mowed down. What's left should be set aside for future generations to enjoy and for future and current animals to have a place to live in peace. Truly wild places are RARE and becoming even more rare all the time. Please leave the Tongass wild.

		Benjamin		Martin		329 Ward St		Wallingford		CT		6492		United States		We need to limit the timber harvesting  everywhere to only what we need and focus on reusing timber from demolition projects.  There are also several type of non timber building materials that could be used.

		Vincent		Fonseca		107 w ashby		San Antonio		TX		78212		United States		We need to maintain our national resources for everyone.  Taking old-growth trees for private profit is not a good thing.

		Dean		Jarosh		1213 W 6th St.		Silver City		NM		88061		United States		We need to maintain what old growth forests we have left. It is shortsighted to cut down every last old growth forest.
Dean Jarosh

		Mick		Robinson		2061 Sandalwood Drive		Santa Maria		CA		93455		United States		We need to manage our economy while protecting our environment.

		Alejandra		Padilla		219 Bear Trl		New Bern		NC		28562		United States		We need to PLEASE stop cutting our trees!!!!! Have you not realized the impact on our Planet?!! This past summer I watched logging trucks just destroying beautiful forest around my home and I just was left heartbroken!!! We only have one Planet let's begin fixing it not destroying it more. The Eco system is also being disrupted!!!

		Martin		Lane		45 Maple Ave.		Cortland		NY		13045		United States		We need to preserve and conserve our few remaining old growth forests before we turn the entire planet into wasted desert.

		Anastasia		Fiandaca		278 30th St		San Francisco		CA		94131		United States		We need to preserve every old-growth tree and reduce the damage to the ecosystem.

		Doris		Buyarski		N20723 Lafave Drive		Fence		WI		54120		United States		We need to preserve not only these valuable trees but our environment, air and water as well.  We need to stop this raping of our earth and move to restoring, preserving and improving....It's that simple.....

		S		M				Tracy		CA		95376		United States		We need to preserve old growth forest for much much more than timber!

		Michael		Bailey		25801 Marguerite Parkway		Mission Viejo		CA		92692		United States		We need to preserve old growth forests to help combat climate change and to ensure endangered plants and animals do not have their habitat destroyed.  Please don't allow clear cutting in the Tongass National Forest.  Thank you.

		Willis		Sutliff		4819 Steamboat		Rapid City		SD		57702		United States		we need to preserve old-growth trees.

		Barbara		Boone		7450 Olivetas Ave.		La Jolla		CA		92037		United States		We need to preserve our trees.   

		Helen		Trepanier		5409 Colfax Ave S		Minneapolis		MN		55419		United States		We need to preserve the forest and protect the inhabitants.

		Paula		Neville		277 Pepperidge Drive		Rochester		NY		14626		United States		We need to preserve the old-growth trees.

		A Michael		Piper		10 Matinicock Ave		Port Washington		NY		11050		United States		We need to preserve the remaining forests as best we can. I can support selective - low impact timber harvesting in almost any forest - humans can help with stewardship as our goal. Leave the native forests that are left alone. We need to develop hemp and bamboo based fiber economies and let the trees clean and oxygenate our air.

		mona		soyoc				Yelm		WA		98597		United States		We need to preserve the trees!! Too much cutting!!


		Sue		Colucci		7155 Hillside		Clarkston		MI		48346		United States		We need to preserve this habitat for the animals who live there and depend on it. This includes local residents who depend on them to live.

		Lawrence		Eagleman		P.O.Box 41461		Tucson		AZ		85717		United States		We need to preserve what came before us so we can have the future we are all a part of.

		Theresa		Cote				Colfax		CA		95713		United States		We need to preserve what is left of our forests.

		Meghan		Skea		81 Hearn rd		Saco		ME		4072		United States		We need to preserve what little nature we have left.  The animals depend on the forest for habitat.  

		Bryan		Hubbard				Winston Salem		NC		27127		United States		We need to preserve what old growth forest and wilderness we have left not cut it down.

		Charles		Phillips		504 Shirleen Lane		Mine Hill		NJ		7803		United States		We need to prevent cutting of ANY of the old-growth forests in the US!

		Angela		Laughingheart		P.O. Box 11392		Milwaukee		WI		53211		United States		We need to protect every bit of Nature,  as Nature was intended by the Creator.  Humans were created to have stewardship over the rest of creation, not decimation.  Stop the logging now.


		Edward		Carey		150-33  20th Road		Whitestone		NY		11357		United States		We need to protect nature at all costs, after spending so many years of abusing & destroying it!!

		Dorothy		Reichardt		47 Kendal Dr		Kennett Sq		PA		19348		United States		We need to protect our forests, not just for their beauty, but to absorb CO2 and to give off oxygen.  This is essential to fight global warming.

		Joy		Schochet		828 W. George St.		Chicago		IL		60657		United States		We need to protect our old-growth forests now.  We do not need timber so much that these forests - which took hundreds of years to reach maturity - should be destroyed for trivial purposes.  So much of this wood is wasted, while it should remain in the old trees to support the forest ecosystem and all of the wildlife and plant life within it.  Logging should not be done in such forests; they are infinitely more valuable as intact forests than as wood products.

		Cathy		Kubik		3231 Piccadilly Cir SE		Kentwood		MI		49512		United States		We need to protect our resources for future generations; not give in to those who are mainly interested in short-term gain.  

		Barb						Rochester		MN		55904		United States		we need to protect our trees. wilderness needs them to have a place to live. take it all away, then they are forced to live in the human world. and then some will be killed for being too dangerous. we have to think of our childrens futures. this has to stop!. 

		Thanice		Petrak		408 dover road		s. newfane		VT		5351		United States		We need to protect our wild places more today than ever before. Our youthful society is losing touch with the environment--I am an educator who wishes places like the Tongass National Forest to be conserved for the old growth inhabitants as well as an example for our future generations.

		Linda		Simpson		4607 Platinum Dr NE		Rio Rancho		NM		87124		United States		we need to protect the old growth forests! There are so few left!!!

		Phoenix		Hawelu-Hills		641 Elmwood Ave.		Buffalo		NY		14222		United States		We need to protect trees and the habitats of the creatures that we have pushed out of their original places. 

		Jack		Eidt		PO Box 50260		Los Angeles		CA		90050		United States		We need to respect the ecological balance of old growth forests and follow the dictates of science rather than a rush to raise money.

		Patricia		Harlow		70 Old State Rd		Binghamton		NY		13901		United States		we need to save & preserve old growth trees for saving our planet

		Ramsay		MacLeod		24 South C Street		Lake Worth		FL		33460		United States		We need to save our forests.  Please take action now before all are gone.

		James		MacRae		10919 NE 344th Street		La Center		WA		98629		United States		We need to save our old growth forests.  Stop all logging in these areas.  Protect what's left of our earth.

		nancy		burke		405 spyglass dr		Eugene		OR		97401		United States		We need to save our trees for our beautiful wildlife!!

		Robyn		Lamoreux		877 W Oliver St		San Pedro		CA		90731		United States		We need to save the old growth forests instead of destroying them.  Please reconsider the future of the Tongass National Forest instead of the immediate dollar value of decimating it.

		Claudia		Ingraham		2952 E 13th Ave		Denver		CO		80206		United States		We need to save the old growth forests.

		Charlene		Boden		6746 5th Street Court North		Oakdale		MN		55128		United States		We need to save the older trees to keep our forests strong and alive.

		Helen		Edwards		RR 1   Box 164		White Hall		IL		62092		United States		We need to save these old growth forests.  Big trees take many decades to grow,  Respect those trees.

		Joe		Riboli		122 Lake St		Point Arena		CA		95468		United States		we need to save what little wilderness there is left for the future now.

		Keith and Gina		Megay		164 Stanhope Ave		Mantua		NJ		8051		United States		We need to stop destroying nature for profit.  Trees clean the air and provide food and habitat for wildlife.  Please do everything in your power to protect them.

		Cindy		Lamb		117 Christopher Circle		Ithaca		NY		14850		United States		We need to stop destroying our important wild places now, or there will soon be   left.

		Cheryl		Zellmer		14455 Turin Lane		Centreville		VA		20121		United States		We need to stop destroying the wilderness and the animals who depend on it. Now!

		Adel		Gresham		87981 Tamora Dr		Springfield		OR		97478		United States		We need to stop environmental damage wherever it happens...Trees are too important to waste.

		Joyce		Naylor		134 W. Atlantic Ave		Clementon		NJ		8021		United States		We need to stop the greed and look ahead to the health and well-being of the future.  Tongass National Forest is in a balanced state, and nature needs to be preserved, not destroyed.

		Kaushik		Patel		3109 Glenhill Pl		Champaign		IL		61822		United States		We need to take better care of our natural resources.

		Anita		Manley		8 Cervantes Cir		Lake Oswego		OR		97035		United States		We need to take care of our beautiful earth and it will take care of us .

		Cyndi		Courter		7450 Crescent Ave		Buena Park		CA		90620		United States		We need to think about our childern & our childrens, children.  We have a responsibility to take care of our planet, and not destroy it. 

		Lynda		West		6341 Crosswoods Drive		Falls Church		VA		22044		United States		We need to trees to clean the air we breathe. Our planet is in enough trouble already.

		PIper		Karie		3230 Eagle Drive		Fort Collins		CO		80526		United States		We need to utilize other renewable resources.  Old Growth Forests ARE NOT RENEWABLE!  They are also home to more species than I can list.  We need to Protect the last of our OLD GROWTH FORESTS! 

		Kay		Batt		16960 129th Ave SE		Renton		WA		98058		United States		We need to value and care for our land, sea, and air as carefully as we care for the children in our family. They are all part of our future.

		Shirley		Smith		25115 E. Broadway Ave.		Veneta		OR		97487		United States		We need trees - take the Tongass off the chopping block!!!

		Yvonne		Ricard		1200 Camino de la Cruz		Taos		NM		87571		United States		We need trees to protect us and wildlife, to provide oxygen and a canopy for the land.  Only environmentally ignorant and greedy would do this to our forests.

		Luke		Foster		2336 Douglas St		Austin		TX		78741		United States		We need trees!

		Lynn		Rogers		50 Newmarket Rd		Durham		NH		3824		United States		We need trees!

		Shirley		Biscotti		5078 Nebbiolo Court		Fairfield		CA		94534		United States		We need trees! They help cool the planet! Be responsible stewards not greedy bastards! 

		Patricia		Layden		17341 Military Rd S		SeaTac		WA		98188		United States		We need wild places more than ever today. Please leave the rest of the old growth forests alone!

		Norman		Toback		3243 0akdell Rd..		studio city		CA		91604		United States		we only  get one shot at this.

		Cheri		Vasek		3673 Loulu St		Honolulu		HI		96822		United States		We only have once chance to protect old growth forests.  Once they are gone, they are gone forever.  
PLEASE do not log this precious area.

		Eric		Dixon		254 Appian Village Dr		El Sobrante		CA		94803		United States		We only have one earth. Let us cherish and protect it.

		Sarah		Richards		706 10th St		Mukilteo		WA		98275		United States		We really must stop this complete desecration of our natural resources and make the protection of our forests, rivers and oceans and their inhabitants the number one priority of this century.  If we continue this wholesale destruction of our forests, rivers and oceans we will learn soon enough what the residents of what we are destroying have known for a while. 

		Catherine		Curtis		212 26th St		Santa Monica		CA		90402		United States		We saw a whole town in Washington buried because of clear cutting.  When are we going to listen to the devastation we are creating around us?  We need old growth trees now more than ever.

		Gay		Kramer-Dodd		372 Lodenquai Lane		Eugene		OR		97404		United States		We seem to treat our natural resources as if they are never-ending and as if decimating them will have no negative effects.  

		Bertha		Kriegler		527 Plymouth Ave		Schenectady		NY		12308		United States		We should be protecting old growth trees, not chopping them down!

		Jessica		Anderson		1350 Piros Drive		Colorado Springs		CO		80922		United States		We should be wise enough by now to value our natural surroundings and realize the true cost of destroying it. Look for another means as it certainly does exist.

		Peggy		Bright		9224 Mullen Rd SE		Olympia		WA		98513		United States		We should continue to protecting the Alaska wilderness not destroying it.

		Leah		Marshquist		12 Wesson Road		Ashland		MA		1721		United States		We should not be selling timber from national forests!  The forests are the people's and should not be exploited for private gain!

		chas.		hall		15169 Lewis Rd		Nevada City		CA		95959		United States		We should not harvest trees we cannot replace!

		Rosalie		Riccobono		9658 Ames Ave		Omaha		NE		68134		United States		We should not upset the balance in nature in areas such as the Tongass National Forest.  Instead of Big Thome timber sales we need to keep the few remaining natural areas such as TNF so we and our future children can get in touch with our Mother Earth.  Pls preserve its beauty and character as you develop activities like fishing, recreation and tourism and boosting the local economy.    

		Julie		Viken		1964 Prior Ave N		Roseville		MN		55113		United States		We should preserve old growth forests not let them get chopped down for wood.  Most likely nothing else like those trees will be able to grow up in Tongass National Forest after they are chopped down.  Look at what they did in the Amazon area of Brazil.

		Gerald and Louise		Blume		198 Keith Rd.		Clermont,		GA		30527		United States		We should protect them for future generations so that our grandchildren and great-grandchildren will be able to appreciate their beauty and value.

		Andrew		Major		2 Church St		Matawan		NJ		7747		United States		We should treasure the old growth forests that are left.
We should rely more on planted forests (tree farms).

		Billie		Mann		551 6th St		Springfield		OR		97477		United States		We shouldn't be sacrificing our old growth forests for profit! This is not sustainable foresting. I wonder how much of this lumber is also going overseas. Stop this now, the cost is the environment is much greater than the short term returns of harvesting these woods.

		John		McPeek		3113 Buccaneer Ct.		Fairfax		VA		22031		United States		We simply can't afford to lose any more old-growth trees!


		Lee		Baldwin		11532 Liggett St		Norwalk		CA		90650		United States		We the People do not want industrial scale or any scale logging in the Tongass. This is one last pristine area just because we have kept developement from RUINING it. Please stop logging in the Tongass. Than ks

		matt		pawlowski		417 Hoyt St		Buffalo		NY		14213		United States		We the People want to be able to appreciate these trees and wild lands as well as wildlife and show them to our children and grandchildren. PRESERVE OUR LANDS. YOUR LEGACY to WE THE PEOPLE is NOW.

		Stuart		Namm		101 Marshview Road		Hampstead		NC		28443		United States		We thought your ffunction was to preserve the forest and the dependent wildlife. Where did we go wrong?

		wendilyn		emrys		pobox 14572		van nuys		CA		91409		United States		We travel to Alaska to visit because of the natural beauty. You will lose far more tourist dollars than you shall gain from lumber special interests.

		phyllis		gutman		11 Rolling Hill Ct		Madison		NJ		7940		United States		We urge you to stop the destructionllllllllllllllllll of the old-growth forest.  The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest and it's inhabitants like the wolf and deer.

		K		Krupinski		6124 Buena Vista Terrace		LA		CA		90042		United States		We want MORE trees and less people!

		C		Kanemori		9733 112th Ave NE		Kirkland		WA		98033		United States		We want old growth trees in the Big Thorne!!!!

		Carol		Leake		503 Henry Clay Avenue		New Orleans		LA		70118		United States		we will be able to look back with regret after this is done, but then it will be too late.

		Suzanne		Williams		8 rockwell ave		savannah		GA		31419		United States		WE WILL BE REMEMBERED NOT ONLY FOR WHAT WE CREATE BUT FOR WHAT WE REFUSE TO DESTROY!!
I have "zip-lined" over part of the Tongass and I cannot imagine cutting those magnificent trees!!!!

		Douglas		Ewart		3714 17th Avenue South		Minneapolis		MN		55407		United States		We will never be able to recover these trees once they are cut. There is a lot of lumber that can be recovered from old building, rivers, lakes and more. We must deliberate long and hard on cutting old trees many times before coming to a decision as these precious items to the stability of our planet. We have cancerous ideas of development and economic growth, and we must cauterize these warped concepts and behaviors to have a healthy planet.


		Douglas		Ewart		3714 17th Avenue South		Minneapolis		MN		55407		United States		We will never be able to recover these trees once they are cut. There is a lot of lumber that can be recovered from old building, rivers, lakes and more. We must deliberate long and hard on cutting old trees many times before coming to a decision, as these are precious items to the stability of our planet. We have cancerous ideas of development and economic growth, and we must cauterize these war


		Jackie		Mason		1970 E Osceola Pkwy # 131		Kissimmee		FL		34743		United States		WE,THE PEOPLE ...SAY: NOT IN OUR NAME! OUR PARKS, OUR NATIONAL LANDS ARE NOT OPEN FOR CORPORATIONS TO DESTROY & PROFITEER!

		Eser		Gulabi		bogazici univ.kuzey yadyok bebek besiktas		istanbul turkey				34342		United States		Well I live far far away but the Earth belongs to us all. Right?
thanking you in advance for your understanding and cooperation I remain...

		John		Eschen		308 E St		Grand Coulee		WA		99133		United States		Well, if people would get the government to allow, hemp production, on a full scale bases. The need for cutting tree's down, wouldn't be so much of an issue.

		Lucinda		Greene		201 W Main St		Harrison Valley		PA		16927		United States		We've already lost so much of our old growth trees. What's left needs to be protected.

		Keith		Heaton		9380 preston place		eden prairie		MN		55347		United States		We've been to the Tongrass. Please don't destroy it!

		Phyllis		LeCure Ryan		1380 S English Avenue		Marshall		MO		65340		United States		We've destroyed too much of our Earth already. Isn't it time we stopped? 

		Phyllis		LeCure Ryan		1380 S English Avenue		Marshall		MO		65340		United States		We've destroyed too much of our Earth already. Isn't it time we stopped? 

		Phyllis		LeCure Ryan		1380 S English Avenue		Marshall		MO		65340		United States		We've destroyed too much of our Earth already. Isn't it time we stopped? 

		Vic and Barby		Ulmer		13004 Paseo Presada		Saratoga		CA		95070		United States		We've lost so muoch of our ancient forests.  STOP NOW!

		Rino		Servadio		158 Cedarhurst Lane		Milford		CT		6461		United States		What a horrific thing to do!!  These trees should be revered as national treasures!!

		Esther		Peterson		22989 Asthre Ln		Battle Lake		MN		56515		United States		What a shame.

		Carolyn		Semiglasow		11505 Gun Fight Ln		Austin		TX		78748		United States		What a short sighted approach to take.  It is not your job to destroy the Tongass, and the American people do not want this to happen.  Get your priorities straight.

		Karen		Laviolette		594 Lakeshore Drive		North Bay		AK		23567		United States		What also isn't mentioned is that Old Growth Forest keep the air healthy for everyone.  Old Growth Forest input a lot more oxygen back into the air rather than the much smaller trees of new growth forest.  Karen Ann Laviolette

		Christopher		Dean		55-699 Kahei Rd.		Kapaau		HI		96755		United States		What are you going to do after the last old growth tree is gone?  ? ? Whatever your answer is; DO THAT NOW.  AND LEAVE THE ANCIENT FORESTS ALONE!

		Beverly		Conway		1011 Cartwright Ln		Greensboro		GA		30642		United States		What are you thinking? You have got to stop cutting down old growth forests for the sake of the planet and the people and animals on it. Stop immediately. Those trees belong to all of us.

		Thomas		Blaney		3741 Windscape Ave.		Oklahoma City		OK		73179		United States		What are you thinking?

STOP!

		Betty		Marr		2121 Bridle Lane		Roanoke		VA		24018		United States		What are you thinking?!  Old-growth forests are not a renewable resource.

		Doe		Kelly		622 Barberry Dr		Longmont		CO		80503		United States		What can they be thinking!? Please protect this old growth forest. Must we cannibalize this planet to within an inch of its very existence, just so humans can have their way?

		Edward		Kelly		4 Cedar Creek Road		Earlysville		VA		22936		United States		What century is this?

		Rita		Clarke		14244 Coral Harbour Ct		Dallas		TX		75234		United States		What could be in the minds of people who choose to clear-cut OLD GROWTH?   Do they have any understanding of the Planet Earth and our shared environment - each species dependent on all the rest - conservation of valuable wilderness for its sake alone - and what will be our legacy?!   Please tell me what I need to tell my great-granddaughter.

		Laura		Glover		6509 Sedgewick Ct		Wilmington		NC		28412		United States		What do these uneducated people think is going to happen when we have no more mature trees? Are they THAT ignorant of how the planet works? Or maybe they think god will fly down and make more of them?

		George		Bourlotos		1 Rutgers Court		Belleville		NJ		7109		United States		What does the Forest service want to do next?  Turn all national parks into parking lots.

		Ralph		Lopez		121 S Hope St Apt 332		Los Angeles		CA		90012		United States		What future are leaving for future generatins and for this planet which we all home.
To return to a home devoid of life and its's ability to sustain itself is totally unacceptable. You disregard your children's future for immediate financial gain. UNACCEPTABLE!

		Margie		Borchers		401 e micheltorena st		santa barbara		CA		93101		United States		What happens after you destroy the balance of nature in the Tongass Forest? How many hundreds of years will it take to restore it? This is a National Forest and belongs to all people.

		Gordon		Stromberg		5423 N. Artesian		Chicago		IL		60625		United States		WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO JOHN MUIR'S VISION OF PROTECTED PROPERTY in America?

		Joe		Futterer		122 Pueblo Ln		Topanga		CA		90290		United States		What in the h*** is the matter with the Forest Service ???

		Jan		Nystrom		527 Adams St		Elgin		IL		60123		United States		WHAT IN THE H*** IS WRONG WITH THIS WORLD.  DO ALL OF YOU SMART PEOPLE THINK BY DOING  THE LOGGING OF THIS AREA, THERE WON'T BE A VERY HUGE PRICE YOU ALL WILL PAY?  SMART U ARE NOT!  STUPID AS A STUMP U ARE!  

		Carole		Jackson		1 Horners Road		Lexington		KY		40502		United States		WHAT IN THE H*** IS WRONG WITH YOU PEOPLE, THE TONGASS NATIONAL FOREST, IS A NATIONAL FOREST FOR A REASON, IT HAS TO BE PROTECTED FROM PEOPLE LIKE YOU, THE FOREST SERVICE & YOU ARE THE ONES THAT ARE SUPOSED TO BE THE PROTECTORS, NOT THE DESTROYERS, DONT DESTROY THE TONGASS FOREST, DO YOUR JOB AND PROTECT IT.

		Harriet		Grifo		87 Sam's Point Road		Cragsmoor		NY		12420		United States		What in the world are you thinking?!!! These trees are some of the best part of our heritage.

		Barbara		Meyer		1270 Yeoman Lake Road		Clarkesville		GA		30523		United States		What is going on up there??  Is there an inch of this planet that humans don't want to destroy?

		Karen		Holsten-Coleman		233 Ridge Rd		Jamesburg		NJ		8831		United States		What is going on with cutting  this wild treasure for more dirty money?

		Jerry		Peevey		1204 W Primrose Dr		Orange		CA		92868		United States		What is going to be left after all the profits have been taken from our planet ?

		Ruth				2625 E. Southern Ave., C-51		Tempe		AZ		85282		United States		What is needed is intelligent removal of unhealthy or dead trees.  If you clear-cut these trees, some real treasures will be lost.  Future generations should be able to enjoy this unique environment with its big trees and irreplaceable wildlife.

		John		English		6869 Main Sail Ln		Gig Harbor		WA		98335		United States		What is the matter with you people? Stop this selfish behavior!

		Vallie		Lenzen-DeBad		36530 yocum loop		sandy		OR		97055		United States		What is the matter with you people? Why are we going back in time and destroying our planet with total abandon? Who is behind this?
STOP THE CHOP!!!! STOP THE INSANITY!!! OUR PLANET IS NOT FINITE> THERE IS LIMIT TO EVERYTHING!!! STOP THE CHOP BEFORE ALL THE BIG TREES ARE GONE. THESE TREES HELP FILTER THE AIR OF THE ENTIRE PLANET. 

		lorene		Laury		1618 Shumway Ave		Faribault		MN		55021		United States		What is the purpose of cutting the old, large timber?  If it is to stimulate new growth, why cut so many?  I would hope this is not for profit, like so many things these days.  Please, do not destroy our natural balance with the animals, and people who live there...Lorene Laury

		Lory		Ono		44-022 Nohokai Pl		Kaneohe		HI		96744		United States		What is the purpose of this senseless destruction??  Very upsetting.

		Wendy		Kelly		43, ALSPATH ROAD, MERIDEN		COVENTRY		TN		37701		United States		What is wrong with Big business, are you blinded by dollar signs in front of your eyes?-- cutting down ancient trees is the same as cutting off our oxygen supply, ?!! 
Destroying the "Tongass" an important valuable  heritage area for American's and indigenous wild life to enjoy, and for the "Forest Service" to be involved with such a vandalous destruction , is unforgivable, - you can stop this happening, stop cutting down ancient trees .

		Roman		Jarosz		5900 Walnut Grove Rd		Memphis		TN		38120		United States		What is wrong with our fellow human beings controlling our resources as they want without guilt? Don't they care about our fellow human beings enjoying God's given gifts--not only for the present but for future lovers of God's limited created nature? You don't buy our world from the Creator of it all and say I'll destroy it as though justified by some finite human selfish law. But let's face it. Man will always be selfish. The more power to control, the more selfish some can be. God made us earth's keepers. Let's work at keeping the limited resources we have for the present and future generations. This century doesn't belong to just this generation...and you can quote me on all that.
Roman W. Jarosz---born of foreign parents in 1935.  

		Marie		Hyder		6553 China Grove Ct.		Alexandria		VA		22310		United States		What is wrong with this country that it cannot realize the importance of such special natural resources and will kill anything in the name of money??   SO sad.

		Sharon		Mackie		10275 Cambridge Dr		Mokena		IL		60448		United States		What is wrong with you people, don't you care. Go live on Mars, you'll be happy there. Because, nothing is there.........

		Andy		Stanger		2813 Tolkien		Lake Oswego		OR		97034		United States		What is wrong with you? Hasn't enough been destroyed already? If logging was really sustainable there would be no need to further destroy old growth forests.

		Suzanne		Kruger		rt.2, box 1008		harpers ferry		WV		25425		United States		WHAT IS WRONG WITH YOU?!!!!!

		Barbara		Hegedus		404 Fox Trl.		Parkesburg		PA		19365		United States		WHAT KIND OF PEOPLE WOULD ALLOW OLD GROWTH FORESTS TO BE DESTROYED - AND ALL THE LIVING CREATURES WHO NEED THEM???  US FORREST SERVICE NEEDS TO GET A GRIP - AND STOP PANDERING TO THE LOGGING PROFITEERS!

		Robert		Winne		20 Stony Hill Rd		Ridgefield		CT		6877		United States		What legacy will we leave behind for our children and their children? It's time for congress to become more earth & wildlife friendly. Say NO to clear-cutting in the Tongass!

		jeff		duflon				Clermont		FL		34712		United States		What on earth is the problem with people NEEDING to kill things? 
Buffalos, carrier pigeons.... the list is too long to spell out already - what good would another paper and lumber product be in comparison the majesty of the old growth trees. Consumerism at it's worst.

		Daniel		Lindsay		2390 Kaiwiki Rd.		Hilo		HI		96720		United States		What part of "multi-use" is hard to grasp?  If you allow old-growth clear-cutting, you deny all other forest uses.

		William		Allison		1340 Fieldbrook Rd		McKinleyville		CA		95519		United States		What part of this is a finite  planet with limited resources and an extremely damaged biosphere do you folks not understand? Stop trying to turn the very earth into commodities.. she is our mother and the source of all life.

		Clurie		Bennis		12415 Fairhill Rd		Cleveland		OH		44120		United States		What right do we have to make trees an endangered species?


		Dorothy		Stewart		2623 W Reservoir Rd		Greeley		CO		80634		United States		What soulless acts to destroy what should be preserved.  shame on all of you.

		Deborah		Van Damme		p.o. box 23		Vermillion		SD		57069		United States		What the heck is wrong with our species, destroying the place that nurtures and loves us most, the forests and all the lovely creatures live on the planet.

		M		Shiel		tudor		Hamburg		NY		14075		United States		what the h*** is wrong with you people? you're willing to devastate the land for money SHAME on YOU

		Meaghan		Simpson		2401 Newburg Road		Fortuna		CA		95540		United States		WHAT THE H***!!!  MANY MILLIONS OF CITIZENS HAVE STOOD STRONG AND LONG TO PROTECT THE TONGASS NATIONAL FOREST!!!   WE DID NOT PROTECT THE TONGASS, JUST SO US FOREST SERVICE COULD COME RAPE, PILLAGE AND STEAL THE OLD GROWTH PRECIOUS GEMS AND THE BALANCE OF PEOPLE, DEER AND WOLVES!!!  WE STOOD WITH THE RIGHTS OF THE OLD GROWTH TONGASS AND LOCAL ECONOMY BEFORE AND WE STAND WITH THEM NOW!!!  Stop destruction of healthy communities by economic gangsters for greed profits of destructions!!!

		James		Jackson		Box 904		Oakdale		CA		95361		United States		What they are doing is 100% wrong!

		Louisa		Clarkson		1251 Exposition Dr		San Francisco		CA		94130		United States		What we have left, must be saved, the air we breath depends on it. 
The wilderness is getting smaller, and smaller on our Planet everyday. 
Do what is hardest, and do not give in to greed. 
Money can not solve all our problems.
Please stop and think before it is too late. 
Thank you, 

		Sandra		Tune		2594 Royal Oaks Dr.		Freeport		IL		61032		United States		What will future generations say if we rob them of the heritage that we were able to enjoy?

		Nancy		Harkinson		Mauna Loa		Saraota		FL		34241		United States		What will it take to stop the utter destruction of every beautiful living thing on our planet?? Is the US government completely powerless in the face of business? Seems so...or you just don't care.


		Holly		Shumate		4440 17th Ave NW		Calgary		OH		45459		United States		What will our children, and their children think of us, if the legacy we leave them is clear-cut land and more extinct species?

		Barbara		Johns				Millersburg		PA		17061		United States		What you are doing is wrong and this should be stopped. Don't do this. Please don't cut anymore trees down. Leave the trees alone. Save the trees. Save the animals that live there. They need the trees to live on. Birds need the trees to have their nest. Stop what you are doing. These trees do not need to be cut down. What is wrong with you people? Leave things alone. 

		Gloria		Howard		12425 N. Derringer Road		Marana		AZ		85653		United States		WHAT-THE H*** ARE YOU PEOPLE THINKING???  OH; I GET IT; YOU'RE NOT!!! STOP THIS STUPID PRACTICE, NOW!!!

		Esther		Allman		984 North Butternut		Frankfort		IL		60423		United States		When actions you permit forever change the face of environment that the USA has always protected, it is time to take a step back and say, "Nature before profits."  It's just THAT simple.

		Denise		Woehrle		92 sheldon laane		litchfield		CT		6759		United States		When all life is dead, how are we going to survive on a pile of money?

		Caila		Cain		280 Railroad Ave		Fields Landing		CA		95537		United States		When are humans going to learn that we cannot survive if other participants in the environment die? We cannot live for long if bees or trees die off. Every existing creature is vital to the earth.

		Thomas		Carlisle		203 Aliso Dr NE		Albuquerque		NM		87108		United States		When Are we going to stop giving resources away that belong to the people, not mega giant corporations who don't pay taxes and use and abuse our country with impunity. We give forests and other resources to the 1% at bargain basement prices. 

		Maion		Barry		9696 junewood lane		loomis		CA		95650		United States		When are you going to learn that when we have cut down our forests and have no habitat for animals, we are on a downhill slide to our extinction.  Wake up people!

		Frances		Luevano		691 College St		Woodland		CA		95695		United States		When does the raping of the planet stop? Our animals that live there need their homes plus as humans we need the trees to live too

		Brenna		Bell				Portland		OR		97219		United States		When far too little old growth forest ecosystems still exist, it is ridiculous to plan the destruction of more.  As an environmental lawyer who focused on federal land forest issues, I know this is complex and there are many stakeholders to please.  But, the timber industry has won out over the environment for the past 100 years, and the result is unhealthy forests and vanishing species.  Its time to stop.

		David		Kagan		885 Torbert Ln		Jersey Shore		PA		17740		United States		When greed for income trumps concern for conservation, we are in trouble, and the U. S. Forest Service should be ashamed.

		Robin		Pasholk		113 High St		Neenah		WI		54956		United States		When I come to Alaska, I'd rather see majestic forests than stumps and bulldozers!

		A		Delaney		11 woody lane		fairfield		CT		6825		United States		When is enough plundering of earth enough? Please respect the beautiful Tongass and the species that live there

		Jerry		Canizares		5129 greenbrook		CHARLOTTE		NC		28205		United States		When is enough, enough !!!  Are not all the signs therre?  The global warming, air quality going to crap, and you still insist on cutting down old growth the Tongass National Forest.  Apply some sense and stop this destructive practice, we need our forests and our wildlife if we want our children's, children's, children's to inherit this planet .  It is systematic suicide otherwise for the human race, and even your ancestors will pay for this kind of greedy sensless destruction.

                           Jerry Canizares

		Leslie		Curley		20-57 Seagirt Blvd		Far Rockaway		NY		11691		United States		When is it going to stop? When nothings left alive anywhere on earth?

		Jennifer		Kirkpatrick		9559 SW Scout Camp Trail		Terrebonne		OR		97760		United States		When old growth forest is gone, it is gone forever.   There is no fixing the mistake, or bringing it back.   With loss of biodiversity there is loss of species, and right now we humans are driving countless numbers of species into extinction.  Lets save what little we still have left while we still have time to do it.  Please save this Forest, these trees.   Thank you.

		Mary		Dabney		258 Hwy 55		Jamestown		KY		42629		United States		When old is gone, it is gone. The creatures who depend upon it are gone also. Please don't join the F&WS and become a destroyer. Begin a new day to preserve.

		Ann		Barker		513 E Derry Rd apt 1		Hershey		PA		17033		United States		when something magnificent is






























































































































































When something tangible is destroyed, it's gone forever..and so it is with old growth trees. Why would anyone, with an a of common decency, cut down these magnificent trees? It's as though we are disrespecting our beloved Ancestors. These trees belong to The People, not a Government hiding behind it's responsibility to All Americans. Put away your chain saws and pens. Do The Right Thing. Haven't we destroyed and plundered too many acres already. Leave these trees as a gift, a legacy, to our children and Grandchildren.
Ann Barker, Mother and a voice in The Wilderness, for my
 Grandsons.

 




-----

		Barbara		Campbell		485 S. Tannahill St.		Vidor		TX		77662		United States		When the big trees are gone, so goes much needed oxygen for wildlife and humans. When we can 't breathe it will be too late. So stop this non sense of money greed and do the right thing.

		Ellen		Kent		107 Hill Valley Dr.		Winchester		VA		22602		United States		When the Big Trees are gone, they are gone forever. 
Please don't chop them down. 

		Gregory		Wallen		127 Farmington Rd.		Utica		NY		13501		United States		When the Earth dies, so will we.  

		Albert		Brutsche		5200 Phillips Blvd		Montclair		CA		91710		United States		When the old growth is gone, we wont see it again in our life time.

		sandra		morey		3461 Laguna Ave		Oakland		CA		94602		United States		When the old growth is logged we lose incredible amounts of biological diversity.  These old forests are whole communities of plants and animals that have evolved together and cannot survive as single organisms without each other.   In additiion to the animals large and small that depend upon the old trees for sustenance and shelter, there are communities of insect life and funguses that have evolved through generations to survive only there.  The tongas can be used as intact forest to draw tourism,recreational use, education and as an intact forest ecosystem can increase the economy into the far future.

		Sara		Elkins		38 barrett st.		northampton		MA		1060		United States		When the old growth trees are chopped  they are gone forever.Those trees belong to all Americans.

		Elizabeth		Grainger		4508 Ramona Drive		Riverside		CA		92506		United States		When the old-growth timber is gone it will be impossible to get it back.  Please do not log 

		Maxine		Goodyear		215-3rd Ave SW		Independence		IA		50644		United States		When these trees are gone they are gone, never to be seen and enjoyed again.  Please don't let this happen.

		June		Vearling		26 N. Ladow Avenue		Millville		NJ		8332		United States		When these trees are gone, they are gone forever.  Don't be so ready to destroy Mother Nature.   Our precious animals depend on them.

		Marcia		Rock		4207 Kinsey Rd		Englewood		OH		45322		United States		When they are all gone we can put up those darling aluminium trees, the kind that turn in circles and a color wheel reflecting. So fetching, why would you ever need those big old things?

		Louise		Dahlgren		6201 Magda Drive North		Maple Grove		MN		55369		United States		When they are gone, that's it.

		Beti		Trauth		2586-C Susan Road		McKinleyville		CA		95519		United States		When they're gone, they're gone forever. Both the trees and all of the inter-related living creatures that depend on them.
Please stop further, irreparable destruction before it's too late!

		Rebecca		Nimmons		6345 - 138th Place SE		Bellevue		WA		98006		United States		When we hurt the environment, we hurt ourselves.  We are too quick to destroy what cannot be replaced.  This is a tragedy.

		Lee		Traband		229 Holroyd Pl		Woodbury		NJ		8096		United States		When we wake up to the fact that by maintaining what remains of our eco-systems we are reducing the ever mounting danger of  humans becoming an extinct species, we will do everything possible to care for and heal the Earth that we've considered a resource and a possession .  That  time is now!

		Edwin		Marker		4208 Kenai Spur Hwy		Kenai		AK		99611		United States		When will it all stop? When every old-groth forest has been sold to China to manufacture chopsticks? Please preserve our American heritage. 

		Carmen		Bonilla-Jones		545 Yale Road		Venice		FL		34293		United States		When will the U.S. Forest Service (or our government in general) get it!  Our National Forests are not for sale to any corporation for any reason.  You can keep trying to get your buddies lucrative deals, but we the people will keep on opposing.

Logging must not be allowed in any of the remaining old growth forest! You are destroying the lungs of planet Earth - which happens to be the only home man currently has.

		Eric		Davis		220 Montgomery Street		Highland Park		NJ		8904		United States		When will the US government take preserving our old growth forests seriously?
Eric Davis

		Elise		Benson		2208 Dietz Pl NW		Albuquerque		NM		87107		United States		When will they learn: these are not replaceable!

		Susan		Hastings		1070 Novelly Dr.		Reno		NV		89503		United States		When will this rampant destruction of nature stop?  Just say NO.

		Bruce		Dickinson		359 E 62nd St Apt 3F		New York		NY		10065		United States		When will Washington wake the hell up and stop doing everything that the K Street Bribery Squads demand of it?

		Susan		Puder		2 Newport Street		Barnegat		NJ		8005		United States		When will we ever learn that cutting old growth forests just releases more CO2 into the air and just destroys habitat that so many depend upon.  I don't want my tax dollars spent on this environmental disaster.

		Andre		Ditto		NYC		Ny		NY		10002		United States		When will we leave nature alone?  Global warming is in effect and we are still trying to poison the envronment. 

		Sean		Salas		18600 Chisholm		Stillwater		OK		74075		United States		When will we pull our heads out of our asses?

		Dave		Dunkak		1902 SE 56th Avenue		Portland		OR		97215		United States		When will we take a long-range, sustainable view of our time here on earth?  When will we take seriously our responsibility as stewards for future generations, not just of human beings but ALL life on earth?  When?  Everybody knows what's right.  I know you do, Secretary Vilsack.  Let's actually do the right thing instead of giving into greed, fear and destruction.

		SARAH		HAMILTON		9087  TIOUGHANACK  RD.		CANASTOTA		NY		13032		United States		When will you ever learn that this is not the right thing to do to our forests?

		Theresa		Mitchell		7239 SE Mitchell Ct.		Portland		OR		97206		United States		When you take your post-FS job with the timber industry, will you still have to lick their boots clean?

		Judith		Ferrell		1077 Greenleaf Blvd. Apt. 314		Elkhart		IN		46514		United States		Whenever a wilderness area is changed it affects all who survive in it.  We need these wild areas maintained as is.

		Janis		D'Angelo		1368 Clove Road		Staten Island		NY		10301		United States		Whenever we meddle with nature, we create a problem.

		Mary		Ayers		1915 Red Rose Way #3		Santa Barbara		CA		93109		United States		Where are the environmentalists?  It appears that the good ole USA is becoming dumb and dumber about our world's needs!

		Scott		Gorn		852 Farmington Avenue		New Britain		CT		6053		United States		Where are we ALL to go when there is NO MORE planet?? If not now, when?

		Lee		Olson		1412 Montague St., NW		Washington		DC		20011		United States		Where are you going to get new big trees ?.....at the big tree store ?    When these are gone they're gone FOREVER !  Save our Tongass........NOW !

		Lou		Plocher		330 S. 5th. St.		Millville		NJ		8332		United States		Where does the unconscionable greed end? 

		Jean				121 E University St		Owatonna		MN		55060		United States		Where is that good Earth we used to know?  Why ruin your piece of it now and endanger people, animals, and the environment?
    Please -end old growth clear-cutting.

		Frank		Hill		11509 Hatteras Street		North Hollywood		CA		91601		United States		Where is the wood from all of this clear cutting going?  Are we supplying wood for the world?  Could all of the deforestation be part of the cause of the droughts?  I do not know the answers but would like to be honestly enlightened.

		georgina		Burns		private road		Alicante				3193		United States		Whether we, or our politicians know it or not, nature is party to all our deals & decisions & she has more votes, a long memory & a sterner sense of justice than we do.  Wendell Berry

		john		guros		2644 S 226th St		Des Moines		WA		98198		United States		which side of history do you want to be on?

		Rene		Suarez		6464 San Marcos Way		Buena Park		CA		90620		United States		While there are some trees left they say "Why non cut them? Look there are some others left.".  When there is only one tree left they say "Why not cut it down? There's only one, what's the difference?  When there are NO trees left, then they are right where they started, except with total destruction."  It's just disfunctional behavior from very unconscious people.  This is a no-brainer.  Don't cut down old growth trees, especially in or near a National Forest.

		Letitia		Yarborough		7517 Mason Landing Rd		Wilmington		NC		28411		United States		Who benefits from cutting down such old trees? Only loggers, a timber company, and probably you. Stop this selfish, greedy behavior. You work for us, not them.

		Mike		Caperelli		107 Highpoint Rd		Normal		IL		61761		United States		Who in the forest service will benifit from thr Big Thorne timber sale?  The people and the animals will not!

		Jacqueline		Jenkins		1033 Wild Flower		Floresville		TX		78114		United States		Who is getting paid to make this decision, and by whom? Whose best interest is being supported here?

		Peg		Miller		1015 17th St N		Moorhead		MN		56560		United States		Whom does the windfall of cash go to?  Big Biz Again.  What does the Forest Service receive for this atrocity????   Trees are what help fight global warming!!!

		alain		filiz		621 NE 55th St		Miami		FL		33137		United States		wht will it take for wisdom to go universal???

		Fann		Harding		1661 Crescent Place, NW #305		Washington		DC		20009		United States		Why  must humans be so destructive of our natural resources.  Timber from old growth for toilet paper and toothpicks and of course profit for a few  is not in the interest for us or our future generations.

		J.		Massetti		31-18 35TH STREET		ASTORIA		NY		11106		United States		WHY ????? WHAT GOD CREATED MAN IS DETERMINED TO "DESTROY !!!! " LIFE SHOULD BE PRESERVED & THE GREED FOR THE ALMIGHTY DOLLAR, THAT WILL BE USED FOR NEEDLESS CRAP WILL BE WASTED........... 

		Jerry		Hicks		245 S Ridgeland Ave		Oak Park		IL		60302		United States		Why and how can we be so stupid to destroy our environment all in the name of greed?  How much good is all the money in the world if there's no air to breathe or food to eat?  

		Laura		Blanchette		715 Laurel Dr SW		Aiken		SC		29801		United States		Why are humans so destructive???? Greed!!!!

		Christine		Morrissey		1102 N Union St		Appleton		WI		54911		United States		Why are the agencies charged with protecting our national wild lands and wild life so hell bent on their destruction instead?

		Brad		Fitzgerald		8337 Silo Ct		Sarasota		FL		34240		United States		WHY are these old-growth forests being cut down? It makes no sense (except I guess dollars and cents)...

		Mary		Parham		2667 NE 205th Ave., D143		Fairview		OR		97024		United States		Why are those who are in control so determined to destroy everything alive and beautiful.  Get a clue: you kill it, it dies and doesn't come back!

		Sherry		Lewis		PO Box 31331		Santa Fe		NM		87594		United States		Why are we destroying some of the LAST great forests available in our country and the world?  Please leave this place for people to enjoy and the ANIMALS to live in.  

		Marilyn		Mueller		6041 Coventry Circle		Alpharetta		GA		30004		United States		Why are we so hell bent on destroying our country and planet?!

		Mary		Ryan		1301 Coventry Pointe Lane		Pottstown		PA		19465		United States		Why are we so intent on killing everything? The trees are there for all to enjoy, not to be turned into paper or someone's fancy end dining room set. 

		Ronald		Neal		RR 2  Box 163		Williamsport		IN		47993		United States		Why are we wanting to destroy everything that God has created?  Are we getting ready for the countries of Saudi Arab, Iran, where there is nothing but sand and storms, fighting, etc.  

Preserve the wild life and these beautiful creation. now!!

		Beverly		Kroening		po box 351		D' Hanis		TX		78850		United States		Why are you allowing this? Does industry trump all of the environment?  Are we to have no natural protected areas? Right now, even the beloved American Bald Eagle is in jeopardy due to hunters leaving lead bullet casings all over the place. We need to clean up our act, not clear out what is left of our natural areas!

		James		Ryan		15 Prest Rd		Edison		NJ		8820		United States		Why are you now ignoring OUR wildlife and environment??? You haven't yet figured it out that it shouldn't always be just about the money?

		Nancy		Wright		41 River Road		Norridgewock		ME		4957		United States		Why are you pushing industrial-scale old-growth clear-cutting, when you know that this type of activity is being phased out.  Who in the Forest Service is behind this effort to denude an ecosystem which depends on old-growth forests?  This land belongs o the people of this country and we expect it to be protected and defended against degradation . 

		Mary		Morrison		6250 Connecticut St		Zephyrhills		FL		33542		United States		Why are you so willing to destroy the Earth????? Does it make you so happy to murder the wildlife ???? I realize that man  is not going to be proud til they have hunted all animals til there is  . Hope you are so very proud!

		Thomas		Carlino		549 Quail Bush Ct		San Jose		CA		95117		United States		Why are you working so hard to destroy our planet? Are you mental?

		John		Essman		PO Box 1381		Healdsburg		CA		95448		United States		Why can't you advocate SUSTAINABLE forestry practices?

		Kirk		Taylor		12525 morris rd		yelm		WA		98597		United States		Why do people with money and power care about nothing but money and power?
Save our planet.  Even if it's one acre at a time.

		Stephen		Sample		5912 E Tally Ho Dr		Cave Creek		AZ		85331		United States		Why do this?

		TJ		Thompson				Gig Harbor		WA		98335		United States		Why do we have to be so userous and greedy as to continue to destroy every natural habitat that still exists.  This forest can not be replaced, and once the habitat is gone, more losses for species that depend on it for their lives, and those who enjoy what is left of the natural world for not only activities, but to connect with the source of all being.   Who is so important that this be sacrificed as a source of 'timber'?  Who stands to profit?  If this is allowed to be destroyed, what is next?  Witnessing the ongoing destruction of the natural world over my lifetime makes me sick, and no longer proud to be a part of what was once a good, thoughtful and great nation.   There are things that are of real value, and money is not one of them.  PLEASE, do the right thing and act to protect this last great forest. 

		Michael		Brouillette		7420 Cedar Ave. So. Apt 5		Richfield		MN		55423		United States		Why do we have to destroy everything on this great earth just so the hand full of rich bastards can just get richer

		Ronda		White		2308 Halsted Rd		Rockford		IL		61103		United States		Why do we need to cut down every tree in this country? I just don't get this greedy mentality.

		Eric		Tussey		647 W Juniper Ct		Louisville		CO		80027		United States		why do we need to cut old growth forest when Colorado and the Rocky mountain states have billions of board feet of beetle kill ready to be harvested?

		Manuel		Sanchez		3007 Sabine Plz		Laredo		TX		78046		United States		Why do we need to remove old growth forests?

		Norman				1440 Amador St		San Pablo		CA		94806		United States		Why do we seem to be going backward on this? As with most everything in the environment, the destruction is greater than the good. The old use of "but think of the jobs for those out of work, is delusional, because the business leaders are the ones who profit, then skip town, leaving the ruins behind. They should be required to post a Cash Bond equal to the sale of the timber, that way, perhaps they wouldn't just destroy the forest/land. Of course, the corruption has to be eliminated, but we can't count on that happening. hink beyond the pocket book, what will the children have if this treasure is destroyed?

		Daphne		Parson		3973 Hanly Rd		Oakland		CA		94602		United States		Why do we want to make this beautiful place ugly?  It seems that even the most beautiful places are not as important as money.  Our children will suffer.

		Maggie		Schafer		4371 Pali Way		Boulder		CO		80301		United States		WHY DO YOU CONTINUE TO WHORE TO SPECIAL INTERESTS?  YOU ACT AS THOUGH THESE FORESTS ARE YOURS TO DO WHAT YOU WILL, BUT THEY BELONG TO ALL OF US AND YOU ARE ABUSING YOUR AUTHORITY!

		Toni		Gilbert		3229 Jefferson Scio Dr SE		Jefferson		OR		97352		United States		Why do you feel it necessary to clear cut the old-growth. There has to be an alternative. I know there is in other countries, like Sweden, they tend to their forests as if they were a precious commodity and do not clear cut....but selectively harvest. 

		Madelane		Coale		2406 rucker ave		everett		WA		98201		United States		Why does everything have to be cut down, ripped out,  clear cut, polluted, and destroyed, just so a few can make an extra buck, at the expense of us loosing the beauty that was once this country!! Corporations should not be allowed to lease, rent, or buy, land in, next to, or near, national parks, or lands of delicate ecosystems. They should leave us something that isn't destroyed by their greed!!!

		Cherry		MIloe		140 Berry Drive		Bayfield		CO		81122		United States		WHY does the Forest Service have to be reminded not to desecrate our forests? Please, stop the old-growth logging plans in the Tongass National Forest! The salmon and bears, and thousands of other live beings thank you!

		Ecolerich		Colerich		1634 pinehurst court		pittsburgh		PA		15237		United States		Why does your Department continue to allow this type of timber sale, whereon no one has any concern for the animals and birds displaced and all for more profit for the loggers? We need to involve animal and forest future in these business transactions.   

		Lynn		Morris		233 E Wacker Dr., #3504		Chicago		IL		60601		United States		Why don't you think of something more positive to do instead of destruction????  These trees support a natural and valuable ecosystem --  Why don't you promote the positive things in nature!!!!!

		Mary		Price		2501 E. Leroy Rd., Cleveland, OK		Cleveland		OK		74020		United States		Why further the death and destruction that always follows human encroachment and greed?  Why not let this area be.

		Christine		Puliselic		180 Broadmoor Lane Apt. M		Winston Salem		NC		27104		United States		Why has this government decided to destroy as many animals as possible?   I guess if you hate Americans, anything in our country is game for destruction.   

		david		porter		150 huie st		jonesboro		GA		30236		United States		Why in the "H - E - double L" would ever consider doing this?????
Zep 1:14-18 [LB] That terrible day is near. Swiftly it comes — a day when strong men will weep bitterly.  It is a day of the wrath of God poured out; it is a day of terrible distress and anguish, a day of ruin and desolation, a day of darkness and gloom, of clouds, blackness, trumpet calls, and battle cries; down go the walled cities and strongest battlements!  I will make you as helpless as a blind man searching for a path because you have sinned against the Lord; therefore, your blood will be poured out into the dust and your bodies will lie there rotting on the ground.  Your silver and gold will be of no use to you in that day of the Lord’s wrath. You cannot ransom yourselves with it.  For the whole land will be devoured by the fire of his jealousy. He will make a speedy riddance of all the people ....

		Cynthia		Hamil		314 Main St		Elkins		WV		26241		United States		Why in the world do we humans think it is OK to just chop down whatever is in the way of money?  It is not OK and we will pay very dearly for our callous and cruel invasion of areas where we have absolutely no business being there, much less tearing down habitat of creatures who have dwelt there for centuries, eons.

		Jane		Hope		1413 Christy Ave.		Louisville		KY		40204		United States		Why in the world would they want to chop  down  old growth trees?  Please chop down trees which are young growth !!

		Carolyn		Shaw		9060 Selborne Ln		Palmetto		GA		30268		United States		Why in the world would you chop down old-growth forest? Only reckless foolhardy, ignorant people do that.  IT'S YOUR JOB TO SAVE THE TREES, keep water clean and protect wildlife.  

		Lynette		Dumont		13990 Crabapple		Golden		CO		80401		United States		Why is greed allowed to destroy so much that's irreplaceable?  Is money all that matters to those who have it and those in a position to do the right thing by our world?  Fighting to preserve the planet we ALL live on.

		Marlena		Lange		23 Royce Avenue		Middletown		NY		10940		United States		Why is it so difficult to save what can never be brought back?

		Cate		Swan		po box 54		Monte Rio		CA		95462		United States		Why is it still legal to cut old growth? There's not much left.

		William		Haywood		PO Box 473		Centralia		WA		98531		United States		Why is it that our environment isn't worth anything to you capitalists until it has been destroyed for a profit.? Did you know there are coming generations of people that will need a viable, inhabitable, planet to live on? What monsters you have become.

		Caryn		Wildwolf		1125 N.W. B Street		Grants Pass		OR		97526		United States		Why is it that the people who are chopping these trees get to do this?Whose permission do they get for damaging the forests?
It shows that most governments are demented & don't understand how to care for our planet.  Our government is allowing  the ruination of our forests, & I for one think they should realize what damaging affects this is having on everything.  We are thinking of moving to Italy due to this governments reckless decisions with our land, horses, & just about everything.   The ones in charge & running things are IDIOTS, & NEED TO GET OUT OF GOVERNMENT.  

		Marika		Evanson		460 rhapsody Road		Sedona		AZ		86336		United States		Why is it that we only realize how important old growth forest's are until we make the fatal mistake to eliminate them, please stop clear cutting Tongass forest before it's too late.

		sharon		Larson		8959 N Westanna Ave		Portland		OR		97203		United States		Why is it we are so hell bent In cutting down every tree with any age to them?  Why are you so ready to sell our future old growth forests just for some dirty kind of profit for someone who's already uber rich!  Why are you all so quick to sell off every thing of any kind of value?  What happens when all the trees have been cut, the rivers and oceans all polluted, the air unbreathable?  What then?

		Paul		Burt		404 Texas St		San Francisco		CA		94107		United States		Why is the forest service so anxious to sell off the nation's forest heritage? A scorched-earth policy is a tragic waste of America's heritage, and short-term gain cannot excuse the permanent destruction of woods and wildlife. Can't you people even think about the future?

		George		Hopkins		217 Hitching Post Drive		Wilmngton		DE		19803		United States		Why is the Service doing the chopping down of old growth big trees in the Tongass National Forest?
George H. Hopkins

		Tony		Chiodo		97 Church Street		Belfast		ME		4915		United States		Why is this even being considered? Is profit the highest good? How long do we keep decimating our ecosystems?

		Diane		Perry		6812 SE Knight St		Portland		OR		97206		United States		Why is this even up for consideration?

		marilyn		closterman		1080 SW Mt Pilchuck Pl		Issaquah		WA		98027		United States		Why is this government agency going along with the timber industry to 
cut and export our valuable non-replaceable old growth trees to the detriment of other more important uses for citizens?

		Diane		Knight		22801 MArlin Pl		West Hills		CA		91307		United States		Why is this Government hell bent on destruction of the Planet?  Old growth forest can not be replaced.  Stop the insanity now.

		Geralyn		LLoyd		20282 Clear River Lane		Yorba Linda		CA		92886		United States		WHY IS THIS HAPPENING????
PROTECT THE PUBLIC TREASURES RIGHT NOW!

		Jim		Healey		65 E. Hawley Lane		West Coxsackie		NY		12192		United States		Why is this still going on?  China needs our Wood?  Tell you what, leave the trees and the animals alone.  Nothing is worth destroying eco systems.  I don't care what pea brained senator is trying to destroy the earth.  Stop them.

		Dave		Kolars		623 Franklin St.		DeKalb		IL		60115		United States		Why must every natural resource be destroyed?  Eventually, this will result in the destruction of many species, including humans.  Obviously no one in power cares about the one planet we all share, or even pretends to understand how it is all connected...  Phooey on the Forest Service!

		Sandra		Keene		1729 Kirby, NE		Albuquerque		NM		87112		United States		Why must humans destroy everything?  It makes no sense!!  Please put a stop to this insanity!!

		Nancy		Grabowski		3631 Vista Trail Dr		Helena		MT		59602		United States		Why must we continue to damage our environment and clear cut old growth forests.  We need to consider the planet, the wildlife and future generations.  I myself do not want to leave this planet in such a disastrous condition...we must consider the future and stop this nonsense immediately!

		GARRINE		PETERSEN		12130 Truesdale St		Sun Valley		CA		91352		United States		WHY MUST WE DESTROY SO MUCH THAT IS GOOD IN THIS WORLD? PLEASE NO MORE. SAVE THE TREES AND THE LIFE THAT DEPENDS ON THEM.

		Luis-Alfredo		Cartagena		199 Chambers Street		NY		NY		10007		United States		Why not listen to concerned scientists once something is destroyed it cannot be created again.

		Henry & Linda		Berkowitz		141 Sperry Young Rd		Sabinsville		PA		16943		United States		Why not selective logging? It saves the habitat and still provides jobs.

		Jean		Ehrman		210 Grove St.		Fort Wayne		IN		46805		United States		Why on earth would you allow the destruction of a non-renewable resource/habitat?  I beg you to reconsider.  I love Alaska, and I'd hate to have the Forest Service allow its destruction.

		Lisa		Kenion		1908 Brainard Ave		Cleveland		OH		44109		United States		Why on earth would you cut these trees, it is a crime against nature and humanity to even consider it, shame on anyone who values money over this real treasure, old growth forest.

		becky		akins		po box 5098		Central Point		OR		97502		United States		Why on earth would you want to ruin something so pristine? Greed? If you are wanting money bring tourist in. Don't butcher your old growth and kill off wild life! Prayers that you find in your heart not to destroy the Natural Beauty og Tongass!

		Ann		Crosby		734 San Fernando Dr		Santa Barbara		CA		93111		United States		WHY on Earthi sthe Forest Service charging ahead with Big Thorne – a timber sale that could destroy so much old-growth forest??  

Please completely stop and preserve old-growth trees in theTongass National Forest and elsewhwere!

		Melissa		Gutierrez		1344 Oak Park Ave		Berwyn		IL		60402		United States		Why push forward if it is detrimental and wrong. Let's not make another mistake when we gave the power to not to. We owe it to ourselves and our future generations to protect it. Please do not destroy the gift that nature has provided to us for our own well being. 

		Melissa		Gutierrez		1344 Oak Park Ave		Berwyn		IL		60402		United States		Why push forward if it is detrimental and wrong? Let's not make another mistake when we have the power to not to. We owe it to ourselves and our future generations to protect it. Please do not destroy the gift that nature has provided to us for our own well being. 

		Betty		Dean		PO Box 428		Sterling		AK		99672		United States		Why should taxpayers have to pay for this destruction of beauty and  life?      Have you ever seen one of these clearcuts in SE Alaska?    They make people want to cry.

		Joseph		Paraszewski		1490 Park Ave		Eugene		OR		97404		United States		Why what is truly the Purpose of doing this. You mean there are not alternatives.

		RC		Reed		735 Bishop St.		Honolulu		HI		96813		United States		Why would the Forestry Service be advocating the destruction of so much old-growth forest?!!  Particularly when it would upset the environmental balance of the area!  Please stop this ill-advised action. 

		Tina		Tanner		Midway Road		Tracy		CA		95377		United States		Why would this even be considered knowing the risks to the  people and the wild life?

		Linda		Vilhena				Eugene		OR		97402		United States		Why would we still log a primary forest? I suppose because of dumbness. There is plenty of secondary, tertiary forests to harvest. Whatever wood the timber companies want to get they shall have to look elsewhere. Our primary forests are too valuable for timber companies to actually pay what they are worth.  Please reconsider selling our birthright for a mess of pottage... 

		Mimi		Harris		5630 N Kenmore Ave		chicago		IL		60660		United States		Why would you be doing such backward and destructive things when I know you know the delicate ecological balance we now experience? Please put the planet and ouor country and our people first.

		Ann		Jacobson		1872 Piccadilly Circus		Naples		FL		34112		United States		Why would you destroy these trees which are part of our national heritage ?  They cannot be replaced !!!!!!!  Please allow them to live to enrich the lives of future generations.  Swapping money for their existence is VERY short-sighted !!!!!

		SFC Cliff		Snedeker		63 Irwin Place		Lawrenceville		NJ		8648		United States		Why would you do this?  For money?  Think of the damage to the ecosystem.  The possible elimination of the wildlife.

		Kimberly		Eldridge		841 Ridge Crest Dr		Pope		MS		38658		United States		Why would you idiots want to ruin our beautiful natural resources they have been here longer than you. You're just contributing to climate change and the eradication of our beautiful creatures you should be ashamed of yourselves FOOLS !!!!!!

		Kimberly		Eldridge		841 Ridge Crest Dr		Pope		MS		38658		United States		Why would you idiots want to ruin our beautiful natural resources they have been here longer than you. You're just contributing to climate change and the eradication of our beautiful creatures you should be ashamed of yourselves FOOLS !!!!!!

		Randi		Ross-Quick		2808 Mollimar Dr		Plano		TX		75075		United States		Why would you plan to jeopardize the environment and wildlife in our national forest?  Leave the trees alone so all can benefit from them.  The Forest Service should be champions of the forest, not the killers.  


		Paula		Bourgeois		108 Cedar Trl		Woodland Park		CO		80863		United States		Why would you want to cut down old growth......money will never replace what you are destroying......why can't you understand that they are needed on this planet more than the human is.......

		June		Whitney		2130 Smith Ln Apt 44		Fortuna		CA		95540		United States		WHY?    WHY?  WHY? ARE YOU KILLING OUR FORESTS.  THESE BELONG TO THE PEOPLE, NOT YOU.  THESE TREES AND FOREST BELONG TO THE ANIMALS, NOT YOU!!!  YOU ARE SETTING UP A GREAT RESENTMENT AGAINST YOU.  WHAT'S THIS ALL ABOUT?  WHO TOLD YOU TO DO THIS?  AND WHY?  
LEAVE OUR FORESTS ALONE, THEY HAVE FLOURISHED THOUSANDS OF YEARS, AND YOU WILL KILL THEM WITH A FEW CHAIN SAWS.  YOU ARE FEEDING GROWING ANIMOSITY AGAINST YOURSELVES....LEAVE OUR TREES AND FORESTS ALONE!!!!!!!!
YES, THIS IS THE LADY THAT IS TALKING TO YOU.  I AM A PERSON, I AM A VOTER, I LOVE THE FORESTS THE WAY THEY ARE NOW...YOU ARE FAST BECOMING THE ENEMY!!!
June E. Whitney      ewtimeflies@gmail.com

		Gail		Kilpatrick		238 Elvan Ave NE		Atlanta		GA		30317		United States		Why?  Aren't you supposed to protect OUR forests?

		Donald		Schwartz		2414 Sugarcone Road		Baltimore		MD		21209		United States		Why?  Stop the insanity.

		Linda		Dezotelle		405 West Mountain Rd.		Allentown		PA		18103		United States		WHY? would you allow this, what is the purpose?

		Deborah		Lee		243 Broadway		Hastings on Hudson		NY		10706		United States		Wilderness is a national treasure, not a short-term business resource, please help protect this.

		Donna		Collett		PO BOX  75		Langeloth		PA		15054		United States		Wilflife have no voice. Please represent them and stand againist destroying their home. How would you feel if a rebel force came and cut down your home and took over your land? 
Be a defender, protect our heretige!-


		Wm		Utley				Sturgeon Bay		WI		54235		United States		Will we ever learn?  Will we ever leave anything for our grandchildren?

		Claude		van Lingen		6213 Amber Pass		Austin		TX		78745		United States		Will we only be satisfied once all the land is covered by corn fields, and the only animals left on this little earth are cows and pigs?
WE have to st0p this madness. Save our planet!!!!!!

		cynthia		olen		2214 Fairfield St		Eureka		CA		95501		United States		With a sluggish economy comes lower demand for construction and the wood products that it uses. There is no reason, then, to harvest these old trees. Leave those trees alone. Even better, protect them and the people and wildlife that depend upon them .

		Heidi		Bresilge		703 Esta Dr		Plano		IL		60545		United States		With all of the environmental tragedies that are happening, we need to do all we can to protect it and the lives in it. This includes stopping the slaughter of old growth trees. The environment needs to to recuperate and heal. Leave the trees alone!

		Robert		Verity		102 Liberty Avenue		Bellmore		NY		11710		United States		With all the talk about Global warming you want to cut down trees. What is wrong with you people. We should be planting trees all over the world to stop Global Warming. Why is it that the solution to Global warming is to remove CO 2 and trees and plants do this for free. 

		Michael		Rodriguez		7801 Arroyo Drive		Rosemead		CA		91770		United States		With climate change as it is happening, there is even more need to conserve and preserve what little we have of 'old growth' areas of the country.  Do not permit any further chopping of this beautiful landscape of trees.

		Howard		Meinke		7075 Peconic Bay Blvd		Laurel		NY		11948		United States		With climate change finally admitted, save trees that absorb co2'

Howard Meinke

		Jim		Rutherford		PO Box 10049		Spokane		WA		99209		United States		With CO2 rising, we need all the old growth we can maintain, it will take centuries to replace these forests, so let's not chop them down.

		Judith		Clister		640 Bolyard Rd		Bruceton Mills		WV		26525		United States		With everything we know about the need for trees and the damage of clear cutting and/or over cutting forest, why is it still allowed?  Yes, we need timber but lets cut it in sustainable ways that creat as little damage as possible to the rest of the flora and fauna.

		Leta		Bishop		6155 Warrensburg Rd		Mosheim		TN		37818		United States		With global warming upon us do we really need yet another thing to speed its coming?

		Melvin		Bautista		4210 E Kiowa St		Phoenix		AZ		85044		United States		With global warming upon us, we need all the help we can get from what is left of trees in our world. Once we trip the balance point, we will have failed our future generations.

		Douglas		Risedorf		PO Box 984		Concrete		WA		98237		United States		With only 5% remaining of ancient forests left in the world, no old growth should be cut.

		Kathleen		Smith		200 Alderpoint Rd		Garberville		CA		95542		United States		With our technology today, why do you wish to destroy something that your kids grandkids could enjoy, do you want them to see a barren land and no animals. I think your all heartless killers and only care about money in your pockets and nothing more. 

		Caralen		MacKenzie-Hicks		19 E. Maple St.		Brunswick		ME		4011		United States		With projects like this, I fear for what will be left for future generations - not only will old growth forests be gone but so will the creatures that call these forests home.  Just another way that industry is upsetting and destroying the ecological balance of our forested areas.  Oregon has saved their old growth forest and they are magnificent; open to the public and an awe-inspiring place to visit and appreciate.  These magnificent forests are another important aspect of the recreational potential of our forests and the people, animals, plants and other natural elements that are in our care.

		Victoria		Signorelli		620 Forge Ct SE		Palm Bay		FL		32909		United States		With so many animals going on the endangered and threatened species lists every day and those disappearing before they could be added, we need more than ever to protect their habitats and that includes the Flora of all kinds including trees, shrubs, etc. 

		Danny		Sal Da Na		60 Cole Rd		Moriarty		NM		87035		United States		With so much of our habitat being destroyed, our wildlife in danger of extinction and our quality of life being destroyed with pollution, keep what we have in the Tongas safe and pristine, for someone to remember what it used to be like.

		Allan		Peterson		5397 Soundside Drive		Gulf Breeze		FL		32563		United States		With so much of our wild lands at risk because of corporate greed and an evident distaste for the environment that the public supports, enjoys and values beyond lumber, who can we look to but persons like yourself that could speak for the people and not for industry.

Deny the big Thorne project.  Make Vilsack mean trust.

		Lucinda		Hannon		73 Mallard Dr.		Avon		CT		6001		United States		With so much plant and animal life endangered by climate change and civilization, please protect this small bit of the natural world.

		wayne		mills		457 Lakewood Farmingdale Rd.		Howell		NJ		7731		United States		With the Earth in massive upheaval from all the damage we've done so far, you morons think it's wise tp destroy more wilderness? The only tji.g that can save us at this point are trees so.ce they are the most effecient regulators of carbon, since they use it to live and give off oxygen as a by product which we use to grow. That cycle has been so disturbed now that we are seeing the ill effects. So let's cut down some more, especially the big old ones who do a lot of that work and really do some damage!!! Earth is expelling us like a disease, and rightfully so, but it doesn't have tp be that way and tbe balance can be restored if morons like you get your heads out of your asses and stop the shenanigans. 

		Michael		Tilander		1385 Yokayo Drive		Ukiah		CA		95482		United States		With the imbecile patrol in charge in D.C. all that will be left for future generations is a ruined planet. Sad but true that these folks could care less as long as they make a buck!
Mike Tilander

		Ian		Tanner		1529 Baywood Dr		Petaluma		CA		94954		United States		With today's geo-engineering of the weather. We are losing trees daily to a premature death. The barium, cesium and aluminum in nano aerosol form infiltrates root systems causing premature sudden death. Monsanto and his evil bag of tricks will not be able to reverse this devistation. We need ALL the trees we have and we need to end this corporate reign of terror on humanity, the environment, the animal kingdom and on earth. 

Thanks for listening,
Ian Tanner

		Tracy		Hyland		7517 SW Capitol Hwy		Portland		OR		97219		United States		With what we know now about forest ecology, there is no longer any reason to cut down old-growth trees. 

		Suzanne		Fouché		707 W. California Way		Woodside		CA		94062		United States		Without trees, will there be a Forest Service?  Or will it just be the roads that it protects on the way to the logging operations?

		Carolyn		Mason		1843 Ridgeview Rd		Prescott		AZ		86301		United States		Wolves are a vital part of the balence of nature.  And in addition wild creatures have the right to live on this planet.

		Curtis		Runstedler		30 Hallgarth Street		Durham		AR		72120		United States		Wolves can tolerate humans, but humans can't tolerate wolves. This is a problem. Figure it out.

		Theresa		Riccitelli		Corbett		Plainfield		NJ		7060		United States		Working in a school we teach our children to respect all living things and the environment. We do this to ensure their future. Please help  by setting the example and preserving care of our forests. 

		Gary		Rejsek		446 rothbury dr.		Bolingbrook		IL		60440		United States		would be a shame to lose one of the last great forests left,having been there,it should be preserved as a whole 

		Clayton		Griffith		17660 East Aspen Circle		Reno		NV		89508		United States		Would think US citizens had learned their lesson about cutting down the public's icons.

		James		Blamey				Makawao		HI		96768		United States		Ya fo real, stop it!!!

		jodi		Lorimer		1711 SE 40th Avenue		Portland		OR		97214		United States		Yee godz. Hasn't 50 years of ecological study taught you anything?? Hello? This is the 21st century and the rest of us are focusing on alternative forms of energy and recycling, as well as protection of endangered species and the last remaining pristine environment. How can you do this, in this day and age???

		Emily		Walsh		11614 122nd Ave Ct E		Puyallup		WA		98374		United States		Yes, I totally agree the Forest Service should leave old-growth timber alone. My father, born in 1912 was sad when he looked at a place he lived and played as a child among old growth timber. If they need wood, why don't they go over to Auburn or another old town and tear down some old houses and reclaim the wood from those to make new home.  It would probably be better in the long run for the  environment and maybe even for the home owner's who are now to old to take care of their homes.  

		Cynthia		Davis		3436 Pennsylvania St		Longview		WA		98632		United States		Yes, old growth wood is beautiful -- but it's like taking a beautiful persona and cutting out him heart. And for what? So that a few rich people can enjoy the pith of something ancient in woodwork that will only be seen by a few? It's heartless and reckless -- it's small-minded for sure.

		Toni		Aguilar		3313 Cork Dr		El Paso		TX		79925		United States		Y'know, I'm so tired, so damn tired, of trying to keep rapists and murderers from destroying our planet and its animals....all innocent victims of man's insensitivity, arrogance, and greed.  Will the evil ones stop at nothing? Well, we're almost down to nothing...glaciers melted, rainforests torn down, woodlands and wetlands torn or polluted, oceans acidifying, marine life disappearing......for god's sake...IT'S TIME TO PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT FROM MEN!

		Deborah		Straker		18 amherst street		lawrence		MA		1843		United States		YOU AND BIG THORNES ARE NOT SERVICING THE FOREST, US  FOREST SERVICE,.   YOU SHOULD CONSIDER A NAME CHANGE TO US FOREST DISSERVICE

		Alline		Thurlow		PO Box 22044		Seattle		WA		98122		United States		You are a representative of me and many like me who believe that we are part of a natural system, a system it is your specific job to protect.  Rather than agreeing with a plan to clear cut an old-growth forest to order to provide local lumber companies with product, why not choose to invest in the long-term local economy by supporting other local activities (fishing, tourism, and recreation) that ensure the forest for generations to come?  

It's your choice and I believe you will make a wise decision, one that touches the future ... our future.   

Thank you.  

Alline Thurlow



		Pam		Ward		po box 611		nashua		NH		3061		United States		You are cutting down our children's heritage & legacy.
All animals need wilderness to regenerate.
Please save these big trees!

Thank you,
Pam w.

		JL		Burgdorf		3060 Hillsboro Rd		Brentwood		TN		37027		United States		You are damaging and killing our future by your ruthless clear cutting of old growth forest. This must stop NOW!


		Moira		Whalen		521 Morgan BayRd		Surry		ME		4684		United States		You are destroying  the balance of nature

		Shannon		Rossiter		47 Middlefield drive		San Francisco		CA		94132		United States		You are destroying our planets' lungs. Do you know what happens when your lungs collapse? You die. You die. Our earth dies.....

		Leslie		Janoe		P.O. Box 196		El Granada		CA		94018		United States		You are entrusted with protecting our common land for ALL US citizens now and in the future.  Do not be shortsighted in your planning.  You have a critical stewardship and management role that includes protecting the Tongass’ big trees before they are gone – along with the forest inhabitants that rely on them.

		Kenneth		Slade		3508 South Marion Avenue		Tulsa		OK		74135		United States		You are in a position to stop this. Please don't let the irreplacable be squandered.

		Jono				54 hanging moss gardens		kissimee		FL		32821		United States		you are not doing your damn jobs and instead, bowing to special interests who line your pockets. Stop misrepresenting the voters and bloody hell, do the right thing for our country and ecology!!!!!!!

		Immanuel		Wallerstein		yale, soc. pob208265		new haven		CT		6520		United States		You are running the risk of endangering essential habitats for folks like us, deer and wolves...even salmon.   Please stop the old growth chopping before it is too late.

		Tricia		Hamilton		10 Maple Lane		Shirley		NY		11967		United States		You are supposed to be intelligent people, yet you don't realize when it gone, it is GONE!!

		Bruce and Wendla		Duncan		7248 Saffron Way		Citrus Heights		CA		95621		United States		You are supposed to be the Forest Service, *not* the TIMBER Service.  Drop this insane plan to destroy the resources you are supposed to be protecting!

		Janet		Wainwright		4001 SW Cloverdale Street		Seattle		WA		98136		United States		You are supposed to be the keeper of the forests for our children and grandchildren. Please do not proceed with the Big Thome timber sale.

Respectfully,
Janet Wainwright

		Joy		Gall		4810 Mahalo Dr		Eugene		OR		97405		United States		You are supposed to protect and preserve our natural forest heritage,, not decimate and destroy it. Revise your plan to support activities that allow the public to enjoy or forests and not to destroy its beauty and health. 

		Dieter		Bartels		POB 915		Clarkdale		AZ		86324		United States		You are supposed to protect our environment not let the greedy destroy it!

		carolyn		kull		97 arbour court		Sewell		NJ		8080		United States		You are the forest service--service the forest and the inhabitants of the forest please.

		Rick		Weddle				Honokaa		HI		96727		United States		You bastards in the timber oilygarchies, and you bastards in positions as 'our' public servants following the first set of bastards around like balloons on strings, are seemingly bent on cutting off our air oxygen supply (ours AND yours).  You all desperately need to exhibit some functional vital signs.  You all also need a good axe-kicking.
Quite sincerely, rw

		Jackie		Johnston		1737 rosemont dr.		ft. wayne		IN		46808		United States		you can build anything from a tree, but can you build a tree? NO you cannot, these big trees cannot be replaced so please have enough sense to realize they must be preserved for future generations.

		Alison		Loris		1005 Warren Ave		Bremerton		WA		98337		United States		You can never replace this beauty  once it's gone.  Remember it brings people from all over the world to visit-- and spend money in Alaska.

		LIsa		Karas		28019 153rd Ave SE		Kent		WA		98042		United States		You can never replace trees that old. If certain groups need trees they can grow their own sustainable/reproducible forests instead of reducing our treasures to a flat prairie!!!

		McGillivary		McGillivary		2484 Benson Ln		Eugene		OR		97408		United States		You can not reverse the damage you are causing.  STOP it!

		Susan		Thorpe		429 E. Lester		Tucson		AZ		85705		United States		You cannot be that  stupid.......do NOT clear-cut any more places in this world.   You know it destroys them forever.  This is sickening.

		Metje		Butler		4514 Camden rd		Madison		WI		53716		United States		You cannot replace what it took centuries to grow !  Manufacturing short-life-term items...nor the profit from selling them... is not in any way equal to the value of these irreplaceable, historic and magnificent trees !  STOP CUTTING THEM DOWN !

		Metje		Butler		4514 Camden rd		Madison		WI		53716		United States		You cannot replace what it took centuries to grow !  Manufacturing short-life-term items...nor the profit from selling them... is not in any way equal to the value of these irreplaceable, historic and magnificent trees !  STOP CUTTING THEM DOWN !

		Suzanne		Kobayashi				Kapaa		HI		96746		United States		You can't ever replace old growth forests but you can use younger commercially planted trees for paper & wood.

		Judith		Petty		226 South St		Chelsea		MI		48118		United States		You can't just CHOP DOWN OLD-GROWTH FORESTS! WHAT ARE YOU PEOPLE THINKING??? SO SOMEBODY CAN MAKE FIVE CENTS FOR ONE MINUTE, YOU DESTROY A PERMANENT FOREST AND TOURIST RESOURCE??? I DEMAND TO KNOW WHY A *FOREST* *SERVICE* WOULD *NOT* *LISTEN* TO *FORESTRY* *SCIENTISTS*. ARE WE MISSING SOMETHING HERE?!?!?!?!?!

		Dale		Wittig		508 Scott St		San Francisco		CA		94117		United States		You can't replace ancient trees.  Whose filthy idea is this?  Whoever came up with this should be chainsawed into six pieces.

		Nancy		Griffith		1120 44th Street		Sacramento		CA		95819		United States		You can't replace old growth trees and the habitat they create. Log tree plantations instead.

		Lee		Rowan		25 Nospam Road		Columbus		OH		43202		United States		You contemptible bastards.  You are supposed to PROTECT our forests, not pimp them out to corporate greed.

		Thomas		S		605 COLUMBIA RD		FORT COLLINS		CO		80525		United States		you cut trees once, you sell vacations for a lifetime get your heads out of your trees

		Dc		Katten		41667 north 51st street		cave creek		AZ		85331		United States		YOU do NOT OWN the TONGASS BACK OFF NOW !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
YOUR DECISION is SICK and INSANE ....WHO BOUGHT you OFF !!!

		Jimbo		Coats		136 H St NE		Miami		OK		74354		United States		You greedy whores never get it, do ya?  How many of you worthless whores are going to fill your pockets from this?  Remember this! You will give something up for everything you gain, when you destroy!


		Paula		Eppler		9840 SE Fuller Rd		Happy Valley		OR		97086		United States		You have greater responsibilities than making sure that timber companies have trees to process. This is not just a crop. This is an ecosystem, a refuge and a remarkable slice of history.  Don't destroy our history for these companies. 

		Barbara		Crow		7817 Alabama Highway 33		Moulton		AL		35650		United States		You have no business approving for cutting ANY old growth forest!  Our forests are the link between global pollution/global warming and our survival.  It's time you and other politicians admitted this.

		claude		guillemard		8209 Thornton Road		Baltimore		MD		21204		United States		You have no right to destroy for future generations what has stood time so far and is so valuable. 
You should be protecting the Tongass forest instead of making deals with Big Thorne. 
The public wants to keep this national forest and it is your duty to preserve it.

		Linda		Fay		2555 Portland Street #18		Eugene		OR		97405		United States		You have the opportunity to help save our planet!
I pray that you will do so!

		Miranda		Parkinson		37 McPherson Drv.		Pietermaritzburg		KS		32001		United States		You have to stop your short sightedness! Old growth is very neccessary to the delicate balance of Prince of Wales Island. If the fact that the destruction of Nature does not bother, maybe consider this, it is also destroying you! That is exactly what you are doing, long term!

		Mary Sue		Rose		c/o Bj Skaggs		Austin		TX		78741		United States		You know it takes an awfully long time to grow those big trees in the Tongass!  Please don't go forward with Big Thorne!

		Lena		Canepa		w roby		warner		NH		3278		United States		you know once you DESTROY THIS LAND it will be gone forever right?? didnt we go through this in CALIFORNIA already like two decades ago?? LEAVE SOME OF THE EARTH TO THE EARTH

		Laurel		McKay		17002 Dolphin Dr		N Redngtn Bch		FL		33708		United States		you know that it's right. I know that it's right. So let's just do this thing. Let's preserve.  Didn't God say that all things on this planet are left in our stewardship? Can't we be good stewards?

		Allen		DeWitt		1021 NE 33d Ave.		Portland		OR		97232		United States		You may know the price the market will fetch for these logs, but do you really know their value if you allow this timber sale; trees which we citizens own in common.  Do not violate this public trust.

		Barbara		Ulman		43988 Trabuco Rd		Coarsegold		CA		93614		United States		You might not value the old-growth trees, but the animals do, and so do many of the people in this country.  Have a heart!


		Rebecca		Kennerly		310 SAVANNAH AVE		Statesboro		GA		30458		United States		You must be delicate care-takers of the land and the animals that live there. Take less, leave more, care for all.

		Elmo		Dunn		208 Harrogate Pl		Longwood		FL		32779		United States		You must end old growth chopping of trees before the big trees are gone.  You need to get it right for a change.

		Saula		Siegel		178-10 Wexford Terr.Jamaica		new york		NY		11432		United States		You must protect the Tongass and the inhabitants who live there, wolf, deeer, bears, et-al.

		Pauline		Merry				Garden Grove		CA		92844		United States		You must read this book! This book is an important book. This book presents the solution to our past the point of no return dilemma of global warming. Ever hear of Leonardo da Vinci or Jules Vern? Their notions about flying plans and submarines seemed far fetched at the time, but as Goodman quotes Arthur C. Clark in this book: New ideas pass through three periods: 1) It can’t be done.  2) It probably can be done, but it’s not worth doing. And finally 3) I knew it was a good idea all along. Well this book presents in well researched, readable, understandable prose an idea that will save humans. It is not about turning off the lights, or recycling, or getting out of our automobiles. It is about not burning more stuff for our needs. It is about capturing energy from the sun in a way that at first blush seems impossible  - remember Jules and Leonardo. It is a revolutionary solution that will save us. It is a good read and must be bought to the attention of everyone, especially decision makers. Let’s get tal

		David		Ross		p.o. box 7543		Santa Cruz		CA		95061		United States		You must save the trees

		Joan		Bykonen		3871 Stikes Dr. SE		Lacey		WA		98503		United States		You must stop this cutting in the Tongass or otherwise you will be allowing the destruction of the complete eco-system which at this moment we still have in our possession.  We are counting on you to do the honest and right thing.  Don't let us down.

		Jane		Robinson		120 KENTUCKY AVENUE		Nj		NJ		8251		United States		You must stop! Think of the children.

		Marc		Olson		608 2nd St # 185		Barrett		MN		56311		United States		You must take a second look at this.  Old growth is increasingly rare and the public has a right to know they will not be cut for short term gain.  The earth is very delicate and cannot stand more of this.

		Al		Mendelsohn		Sea Rd		Kennebunk		ME		4043		United States		You need a change of perspective!  We are watching.

		Lynette		Coffey		4059 La Mesa Ave		Shasta Lake		CA		96019		United States		You need to adopt policies of management that benefit all of America and the wild life that depend on these old forests, not just a few businesses, who are only looking at their bottom line.  I thought we were well past this type of destruction, but apparently money still screams.  How very disappointing.

		Albert		Bechtel		4131 11th Ave Ne		Seattle		WA		98105		United States		You need to cool it as far as chopping down too much of the Tongass National Forest. I thought our National Forests were protected from this sort of thing. If not they need to be. Your not treating our forests the way most Americans want you to. Screw the timber industry the greedy bastards. They have gotten enough of our trees. Save our forests from their greed and do what real Americans want you to. These are our National treasures not a surplus commodity to be wasted.

		T		Garmon				Dawsonville		GA		30534		United States		YOU PEOPLE HAVE LOST YOUR MINDS AND YOUR MORALS....
STOP BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE !!!

		Ann		Roylance		1899 Camino Lumbre		Santa Fe		NM		87505		United States		You service the Forest, yes? How is cutting down old growth trees a service?

		judith		osterman		1007 st. rt. 52		Loch Sheldrake		NY		12759		United States		You should be planting trees to mitigate atmospheric CO2 instead of chopping the existing ones down.  Think of the planet & not the timber industry.

		Charles		Elliott		5853 Greenleaf Ave Apt A		Whittier		CA		90601		United States		You should be preserving these forests for all generations to come, not selling them out for 90-day profits for a few corporate interests. You should rethink your complicity with the final looting of America and you participation in global climate collapse. Stop the wholesale cutting!


		Janet		Hollinger		4812 Sunbrite Ave		Las Vegas		NV		89130		United States		You should be protecting the forest, not destroying it.

		Ron		Marshall		204 Molina Drive		Sunnyvale		TX		75182		United States		You should be protecting the natural world, not trying to destroy it.

		Lee		Cote		4075 N 2250 E		Filer		ID		83328		United States		You should be the protector not the exploiter of this priceless natural resource.

		RRosemary		Graham-Gardner		P.O.Box 3335		Manhattan Beach		CA		90266		United States		You should revisit the song: the Yellow taxi of Joni Mitchel
They cut all the trees and put them in a tree museum and charge the People a dollar and half just to see them..Is this what you want for our future generations? You are a Civil Servant supposed to serve the American Public, not Big Business while on our payroll..Stop being a Whore to the destructive Logging Industry and start reforestation as your main goal..Otherwise, we will have to fire you and your corrupt agency!

		tyler		sall		1908 N Janney Ave		Muncie		IN		47304		United States		you shouldn't be doing anything with old growth forests. leave them be. once they're gone, they're gone forever.

		Martha		Abell		390 Pleasant Street		ROME		PA		18837		United States		You stupid people don't understand how long it takes to grow that old growth forest!  Get a clue!

		Freddie		Williams		p.o. box 12334, benoryn,		benoni		MA		1504		United States		You will regret this, stop before you destroy everything NOW!

		Thomas		Scott		P.O. Box 153304		Irving		TX		75015		United States		Your are Destroying Alaska !!!

		John		Doucette		17 Rosebank Ave		Providence		RI		2908		United States		Your department is supposed to be protecting our valuable wilderness areas for all Americans, not just so companies can make a profit.

		Christopher		Lunn		P.O. Box 576		Genoa		NV		89411		United States		Your facilitating the rapacious loggers at the expense of old growth is a moral and ethical travesty.

		Christopher		Lunn		P.O. Box 576		Genoa		NV		89411		United States		Your facilitating the rapacious loggers at the expense of old growth is a moral and ethical travesty.

		Janice		Ehrenhaft		17525 N Breckenridge Ln		Mount Vernon		IL		62864		United States		Your 'job' is to protect our lands.  It's time to pull up your big boy pants and just do it!

		Susan		Lea		13760 Cr 261		Salida		CO		81201		United States		Your job is to protect our natural and national heritage!!!!  Your job is not to give away the most beautiful parts of our national forests.  Shame on you!!

		Nancy		Hoop		100 Shepards Cove Rd. G-301		Kittery		ME		3904		United States		Your job should be protecting our forests, especially the Tongass National Forest with it's majestic old growth trees. The Tongass is valuable to Americans for fishing, recreation and tourism, and is the home of wolf, deer, and many other creatures of the wild. The future of this forest should be protecting it from destruction, not selling it to the highest bidder for profit.
I urge you to cancel your plans with Big Thorne; it is clearly not in the best interests of the American people nor of all the wildlife who call it home.

		Sylvia		Goodman		280 Eldridge Ave.		Mill Valley		CA		94941		United States		Your job should be to protect our forest and natural habitat for the beautiful wildlife that happens to be Alaska's largest asset.  Do we really need to destroy  everything?  When is it going to stop!!!?

		Marilyn		Britton		16 Long Hill Estates		Peterborough		NH		3458		United States		Your job, your responsibility in fact, is protecting the Tongass.  It would then seem ludicrous that you are planning this timber sale.  PLEASE STOP NOW!!!

		James		Ballard				Villanueva		NM		87583		United States		Your latest sale is a step backwards for you and what you are presumed to be stewarding. Get your priorities straight before it's too late.

		Jane		Heltebrake		564 W 7th St		Perrysburg		OH		43551		United States		Your proposal to destroy this vital forest, is insane!!  Our planet needs the trees.  Man and the animals, benefit..  You would further push the inhabitants of this forest into jeopardy for their lives.  Isn't your agency, to protect, outr land and our animals??  So many of your decisions, destroy..  destroy.  Start thinking about someone beside yourself. 


		Dennis		Anderson		300 20th Ave.		Sidney		NE		69162		United States		Your suppose to be protecting our Forests, not destroying them!

		Michael		Hannan		415 E Muhammad Ali		louisville		KY		40202		United States		You're already late on this.  Please stop it now.

		Charles		Hill		380 Tolman Rd		Warren		ME		4864		United States		You've got the old-growth working for you, why chop it?

The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. 

		Tish		Yarborough		7517 Mason Landing Rd		Wilmington		NC		28411		United States		You've sold our oldest trees for too long. Stop it.

		Terelle		Terry		1701 "O" Street  #101		Sacramento		CA		95811		United States		Ypu must stop!

		Cathrine		Scott		109 23rd Ave E		Seattle		WA		98112		United States		 

		Carolyn		Barrett		5562 Bear Road B 4		North Syracuse		NY		13212		United States		 

		Judith		Worrall		14700 Marsh Lane Apt 226		Addson		TX		75001		United States		We need to save as much forest as possible at present to preserve our environment and atmosphere. Old forest also provides valuable space for wildlife. 

		Katie		Michels		1010 E. Dartmouth Ave.		Englewood		CO		80113		United States		 

		Lisa		Ramaci		534 East 11th Street		NY		NY		10009		United States		The Forest Service’s logging plan is massive enough to disrupt the balance between local residents, Sitka black-tailed deer and wolves on Prince of Wales Island (like the one pictured below), possibly adding the wolves to the Endangered Species List. This is the 21st century, not the mid-20th, and you should damn well know better. It's time to stop large-scale old-growth chopping sprees in the Tongass, before its biggest, most majestic trees and the creatures that rely on them, are gone.

The Tongass is so much more valuable than timber alone. Instead of destroying these grand old giants, the Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism, protect wildlife, and boost the local economy. 

Seriously, get with the environmental program. This plan is pathetic, outdated and just plain wrong.



		Laura		Weiden		91 Solana Dr		Los Altos		CA		94022		United States		 

		Sandra		Lane		4955 Twin Lakes Rd. #59		Boulder		CO		80301		United States		Please do not destroy this important forest for money.  
Please stop this plan.
Please.

		Richard		Mann		152 River Mews Dr		Newport News		VA		23608		United States		 

		Jose		de Arteaga		31st Place		washington		DC		20020		United States		 

		Saab		Lofton		619 Third Avenue		Seattle		WA		98104		United States		 

		Joan		Easley		23015 Del Valle St Apt 1		Woodland Hills		CA		91364		United States		 

		Stephania		Byrd		6740 Creekside Dr Apt C		Madison		OH		44057		United States		We are stewards of the Tongass not consumers!

		Jim		Hanson		1020 Via Merano Ct		Winter Park		FL		32789		United States		 

		Kathleen		Hurley		128 Free Union Rd		Belvidere		NJ		7823		United States		We desperately need to protect our forests to help protect us from global warming.  Allowing cutting of old growth forests in wilderness like the Tongass is irrational and wrong.  As a taxpayer I am infuriated by government agencies set up to protect our wilderness and public lands for our recreational use selling them out to big business.

		Denise		McIntosh		1443 W. Rosemont		Chicago		IL		60660		United States		The U.S. Forest Service is not a public "service" at all.  It is a cog in the timber industry.  "Management" of forests, to the USFS, means getting the best prices for them.  Or maybe not even the best prices, just the readiest buyers.  

		Emily		Lucero		2903 Avenida Alamosa		Santa Fe		NM		87507		United States		The planet cannot afford to lose any more old-growth trees--they are our anchors in this world.

		Terri		Greene		9510 S Snow Rd		Bloomington		IN		47403		United States		The forest is home to many creatures.  Its reported that its destruction could put one of its inhabitants (the Alexander Archipelago wolf) on the Endangered Species List.  Chopping up the forest would also negatively affect the local economy because of the loss of income from activities like fishing, recreation, and tourism.  And, of course, cutting down more trees during a climate change crisis is just plain stupid.  Please put an end to harvesting timber in the Tongass National Forest.

		Karissa		Ostheimer		74 Hammonds Grove		Manchester		ME		4351		United States		 

		Tina		Horowitz		4701 pine street m8		philadelphia		PA		19143		United States		 

		Corinna		Hasbach		589 Smithridge Park		Reno		NV		89502		United States		 

		Carol		Bennett		1229 Geneva Streeett		Glendale		CA		91207		United States		 

		Beatrice		Tiersma		8939 Stein Rd		Custer		WA		98240		United States		 

		Gary		Streeting		9319 Berry Ave.		Rock Hill		MO		63144		United States		 

		Sriyantha		Perera		475 Serrant Ct		Alpharetta		GA		30022		United States		 

		Lisa		Daughenbaugh		1311 Elmwood Ave.		Berwyn		IL		60402		United States		 

		Katie		Levine		1335 Clay St		San Francisco		CA		94109		United States		Clear cutting destroys our climate, habitats, and biodiversity. Logging is of far less long-term value than other benefits that could be derived by saving this land, especially when taking into account the long term costs of removal. Mitigating climate change is expensive! I urge leadership at the Forest Service to end old-growth clear cutting.

		Marilyn		Wright		9 Saint Lukes Place		Cambridge		NY		12816		United States		 

		Paulett		Simunich		135 Leffler Drive		Johnstown		PA		15904		United States		I ask you to be aware of the balance in Nature.   Money cannot be taken with you....how much is enough????  To what end will you go ?????/
In the end,,,,,you will be giving a sentence to your progeny and mine......Please give cinsideration to the future of all of us, Thank you! 

		James & Leslea		Kunz		1218 Coral Reef Ct.		New Bern		NC		28560		United States		If Tongass is truly a National Forest, why don't we keep it that way---and not be nature-destroying hypocrites??

		Rebecca		Burmester		625 Downpatrick Lane		Raleigh		NC		27615		United States		 

		Tierney		Grinavic		4735 Paul Hance Rd		Huntingtown		MD		20639		United States		 

		Julie		Higgins		10801 Gurley Lane		Mendocino		CA		95460		United States		 

		Dr James		Peloquen		255 W 23rd St		New York		NY		10011		United States		 

		Jeremy		Ebenstein		1646 Livonia Ave.		Los Angeles		CA		90035		United States		 

		Beth		Mceldowney		1637 E Montoya Ln		Phoenix		AZ		85024		United States		 

		Joan		Gingeresky		10 Sanford avenue		Troy		NY		12180		United States		 

		Dee		G.		11126 huston st. apt. 7		north hollywood		CA		91601		United States		Don't let your greed destroy the habitat and lives of the Tongass wolves! 

		Pamela		Frothingham		60B HIllcrest Acres		WESTPORT		MA		2790		United States		 

		Mark		Landau		2800 Cerrillos Rd		Santa Fe		NM		87507		United States		Everything done to degrade our environment is now criminal.

		Douglas		Holden		818 Southland Ln		Brookings		SD		57006		United States		 

		Mary		Ferraro		718 Fulton St.		aurora		CO		80010		United States		 

		Albert		Ahronheim		222 E. 80th Street		New York		NY		10075		United States		 

		Kimberly		Mcconkey		2610 E 42nd Ave Apt 1		Anchorage		AK		99508		United States		 

		vera		crumley		1203 Abbey Cir		Asheville		NC		28805		United States		 

		Natalie		Carter		562 Maple Avenue		Newark		OH		43055		United States		 

		Carol		Jurczewski		452 Shensotne Rd.		Riverside		IL		60546		United States		Once these magnificent trees are gone, the forest will never be the same. Please do not cut down these trees!

		Charles		Mann				Santa Fe		NM		87505		United States		God damn you bastards. Stop  selling off the  peoples legacy. Greed is not patrtiotic.

		Lisa		Knight		370 Neff Avenue		Harrisonburg		VA		22801		United States		Please protect our lands - not just for us but for our future!

		Mary Lorna		Greenway		2001 Bering Drive, 6J		Houston		TX		77057		United States		 

		Terry		Hodgin		25851 Jeans Rd.		Veneta		OR		97487		United States		If we dont sustain the Earth,She will no longer sustain us. 

		James		Wayrynen		2331 albin dr.		Entiat		WA		98822		United States		 

		Dennis		O'Brien		104 Wagamons Blvd		Milton		DE		19968		United States		Clear cutting is only good for lumber industry. It will destroy the ecology of the Tongass.

		Rosemarie		Chinni		68 Brookfield Dr.		Fleetwood		PA		19522		United States		 

		Teresa		Horn		1220 Madison Ave.		Memphis		TN		38104		United States		It is time to put a stop to the constant destruction. Wise up before all has been lost and destroyed.

		John		Dulik		209 Rex Avenue		Philadelphia		PA		19118		United States		 

		Donald		Miller		7 Paseo Sudeste		Cerrillos		NM		87010		United States		Please stop the destruction of this old growth forest.It is time to protect it and the wildlife.

		Carol		Noyes		6 Trinity Cir		Bloomfield		CT		6002		United States		It is just wrong to keep cutting down these critical forests.  Shall we now decimate the Tongass and all that is there?

		Randy		Eastman		2205 Bonnie Doon Ave # A		Yakima		WA		98902		United States		 

		Marvin		Koebel		8324 Matt Ct		Louisville		KY		40258		United States		 

		Ellen		Kent		107 Hill Valley Dr.		Winchester		VA		22602		United States		Your actions in the Tongass National Forest are threatening the Wolves. Please stop now.

		Pat		Marriott		1530 Oakhurst Ave.		Los Altos		CA		94024		United States		Please save the Tongass. It's one of the few remaining old growth forests in the US.

		Lyssa		Danehy		2317 Chapman Lane NW		Albuquerque		NM		87104		United States		 

		Lopamudra		Mohanty		1542 River Birch Dr		St.Peters		MO		63376		United States		Please save the trees.

		Barbara		Acheson		1398 Sierra Seneca		San Jacinto		CA		92583		United States		Stop the old-growth chopping sprees and let the land go wild.

		Sue		Dean		33945 . 66TH WAY		SCOTTSDALE		AZ		85266		United States		 

		D.J.		Higgins		10175 Sunnyside Rd. S.E.		Jefferson		OR		97352		United States		 

		Carol		Yost		212 West 16th Street		New York		NY		10011		United States		It's heartbreaking to think that beautiful old trees, and the animals that depend upon them, could be gone forever.  Stop the tree-cutting!

		Scott		finamore		6514 north clayton ave		citrus springs		FL		34434		United States		 

		Betty		Pappas		1342 Van Vetchen Ave		Allentown		PA		18103		United States		This needs to stop, your destruction is harming wild life.  We need to protect much needed trees and animal life,  not let them disappear. 

		david		duncan		4941 Patrae St		Los Angeles		CA		90066		United States		 

		Sue		Archer				Healdsburg		CA		95448		United States		Step in to the 21st century and realize that your antiquated forestry practices are destructive. Bad for the environment, bad for wildlife and bad for people. Wake up!

		Sharon		Byers		13042 stanbridge ave		downey		CA		90242		United States		 

		Christina		Marcus		7 Emily Ct.		Medford		NY		11763		United States		 

		Sarah		Irwin		2360 Magnolia Ave		Petaluma		CA		94952		United States		 

		John		Seehousen		405 Clear Creek Ct		North Wales		PA		19454		United States		 

		Maya		Gorina		connecticut avenew		Kensington		MD		20895		United States		 

		Bente		Videbaek		117 Wilson Dr.		Port Jefferson		NY		11777		United States		We have other sources of "timber," e.g. our enormous amount of plastic waste that can be transformed.
And the planet is challenged enough without us pushing harder. Please stop cutting.


		Dean		Ruscoe		1717 Primrose Ct		Port St Lucie		FL		34952		United States		 

		Jen		Strauss		15501 Fairway Dr		Commerce City		CO		80022		United States		 

		Fernand		Russ		409 w ohio st		Chicago		IL		60654		United States		 

		Odean		Cusack		2730 Butler Pike		Plymouth Meeting		PA		19462		United States		Please end this. We are losing our wilderness and the creatures who live on it at an alarming rate.

		Debra		Bradford		910 Stagecoach Trail		San Marcos		TX		78666		United States		 

		Gabriela		Valentin		172 Calle Los Datiles		Canovanas		PR		729		United States		Use the environment. Don't kill it. 

		ann		burkes		2705 King St.		Endicott		NY		13760		United States		Please don't destroy the environment of the wolves.

		Maureen		Whalen		14703 Arabian Ln.		Bowie		MD		20715		United States		 

		Kim		Hughes		5181 chelsea brook lane		Glen Allen		VA		23060		United States		 

		Arlete		Anderson		P. O.Box 6377		Pahrump		NV		89041		United States		 

		Kathryn		Summers		1111 San Vicente Blvd		Santa Monica		CA		90402		United States		Thank you for acting to protect the big trees!

		marianne		Goerger		17915 s lake rd		argyle		WI		53504		United States		 

		Debra		Chater				Mount Dora		FL		32757		United States		 

		Darnell		Barsness		1618 Pine Street		Hastings		MN		55033		United States		 

		John		fang		1123 Oakland Ave		Piedmont		CA		94611		United States		We owe Mother Nature a big apology ...

		Chris		Seaton		1041-B Via Chaparral		Santa Barbara		CA		93105		United States		 

		Andy		Lupenko		8555 golden avenue		lemon grove		CA		91945		United States		 

		Jane		Bonkoski		401 Ralphs Lane		Carneys Point		NJ		8069		United States		Decency and Compassion  How would you feel if your family was going to be destroyed?  Do the right thing for future generations.  Thank you.

		Richard		Leslie		504c Marshview dr		Waynesboro		PA		17268		United States		 

		Steve		Kent		8111 Robert		Hamilton		OH		45011		United States		 

		Patricia		Nazzaro		10020 Calava Court		Union		KY		41091		United States		 

		R		Brodell		163 South St		Jamaica Plain		MA		2130		United States		 

		Dana		Eulert		11418 Algonquin Rd		Huntley		IL		60142		United States		How many of the world's creatures are expendable? When does it stop?

		Mike		Schiller		219 7th Street #3A		Jersey City		NJ		7302		United States		 

		Peggy		Miros		27 Fahnestock Rd		Malvern		PA		19355		United States		Once these forests are gone then what? What can or will replace them...a shopping mall? Imagine the world that we are leaving our grandchildren. will we only see the natural world on a video screen or exhibit?

		Arlene		Zimmer		1615 Caddington Drive		Rancho Palos Verdes		CA		90275		United States		The Forest Service must support activities that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.
These are precious treasures  that must be cared for an saved!

		carol		hilton		4112 S. Fulton Pl.		Royal Oak		MI		48073		United States		Disgusting and heartbreaking, at a time when this planet needs all of the old growth forests. Short-sighted and, frankly, this stinks to high heaven.

		Jann		Cobb		1 Blueberry Hill Rd		Raymond		NH		3077		United States		 

		Michele		Nihipali		54-074 Kamehameha Hwy. # A		Hauula		HI		96717		United States		 

		Joyce		Greenberg		26 Algonquin Lane POB 238		Highmount		NY		12441		United States		Old Growth forests are the Earth's lungs.  How would you like to have your lungs ripped out?

		Darla		Smith		Milwaukee		Bend		OR		97701		United States		 

		Noelle Kauanoe		Campbell		809 Isenberg St		Honolulu		HI		96826		United States		 

		Pamela		Cote		307 Morrill St		Gilford		NH		3249		United States		 

		Ray		Redd		13619 Mukilteo Speedway		Lynnwood		WA		98087		United States		 

		Joshua		Krasnoff		227 Prospect St.		Oak View		CA		93022		United States		Quit destroying our national heritage. Did you forget that you are in service to the forest, not its destroyer?

		David		Windsor		208 3rd St		Crested Butte		CO		81224		United States		 

		Michael		Cloud		1707 Taylors Lane		Cinnaminson		NJ		8077		United States		 

		David		Smith		777 Excelsior Blvd, Apt 105		Excelsior		MN		55331		United States		Please stop the forest Service Chopping Sprees Threatening the Tongass Wolves.  Please protect the Tongass’ big trees – along with the forest inhabitants that rely on them.

		Rajan		Karunakaran		93 Richards Ave		Norwalk		CT		6854		United States		 

		Ilsa		Lottes		1000 Hilltop Circle		Baltimore		MD		21250		United States		 

		Sally		Rodgers				Port Townsend		WA		98368		United States		How long will it take us to realize that by stripping our world of its natural plants and animals, we will also be stripping away our lives and our children's live and grandchildren's lives.  We need trees to create oxygen, to clean the air and earth, to protect the animals that need the forest  to live.  Certainly the old growth forests should not be touched.  Go to the tree farms if you need timber!



		Tom		Reed		PO Box 1451		Fort Bragg		CA		95437		United States		Years ago I worked for the Forest Service in Tongass National Forest and I have first hand knowledge of the devastation of old-growth forests on Price of Wales Island. Old grown forests have been decimated in the lower 48, with only a few percent of the original forests left. It is time to stop cutting old-growth in Southeast Alaska, before it is as rare as it is in the lower 48.

		Geri		Hunter		1130 Cambridge St		Novato		CA		94947		United States		Please allow these majestic animals survive in the forests where they belong.

		Lisa		Tremaine		1417 adams NE		Albuquerque		NM		87110		United States		 

		Bonnie		Shaffer		283 B St		Ashland		OR		97520		United States		 

		Janine				1008 Portola Avenue		Torrance		CA		90501		United States		You take away all wildlife's habitat s and wonder why, they roam in the cities forging for food!!! Is that all your going to do strip away the old trees?  Without replanting!!! That's a great way to take care of the eco-system!!

		Patrick		Williams		1156 W. Iowa		Sunnyvale		CA		94086		United States		Old growth trees are better at reducing pollution than younger trees. They are also home to an incredible number of species of animals and birds,  in addition to the wolf. Please stop this practice immediately. 

		David		Klinges		Dartmouth College		Hanover		NH		3755		United States		 

		Kathleen		Mason		834 171st Pl NE		Bellevue		WA		98008		United States		Please don't allow any more cutting of the beautiful old-growth trees in the Tongass National Forest. They are a precious part of the ecosystem of the planet and should be cherished and protected.  The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		Jessica		Putney		1704 Stonum Road		Modesto		CA		95351		United States		 

		Croitiene		Ganmoryn		6211 SE 24th Ave		Ocala		FL		34480		United States		The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy. Please end old-growth chopping sprees before the largest of the big trees are gone.

		Jennifer		Lowans		219 Wilkson Lane		Fayetteville		PA		17222		United States		 

		Jay		Robinson		3 Hetfield Place		Moraga		CA		94556		United States		this is an ongoing atrocity that ill happening in a lot of places....our politicians need to be voted out office before they destroy our earth.....

		Jay		Robinson		3 Hetfield Place		Moraga		CA		94556		United States		our Forest Service has proven itself to be bough and paid for by the big money companies---lets close the forest service down and redesign a new Forest Protection Service.

		Genevieve		MacKinnon		826 Boulder Creek Lane		Ashland		OR		97520		United States		 

		Michael		Roberts		260 Norwich New London Tpke		Uncasville		CT		6382		United States		Our environment and the animals we share it with are more important than some timber. Do the right thing and keep the timber operations to to an absolute minimum.

		Arlene		Forwand		8 Hampton Hill Ct.		Huntington		NY		11743		United States		 

		Lolly		Tindol		HC 33 Box 53		Pettigrew		AR		72752		United States		 

		Kimberly		Shaub		566 Cleardale Avenue		Ewing		NJ		8618		United States		 

		Arlete		Anderson		P. O.Box 6377		Pahrump		NV		89041		United States		 

		D		Schipper		Nieboerweg 238		The hague		AL		25668		United States		Stop this cruelty!

		Dannie		Hart		8500 Little Scenic Lane		Tallahassee		FL		32309		United States		I oppose allowing private companies to profit off of American assets that should belong to us all, not just a few. 


		Amelia		Brower		1317 E Olive St		Seattle		WA		98122		United States		 

		Larry		Caudill		4915 Watercress Dr. NE		Albuquerque		NM		87113		United States		Old growth forests have much higher values than just the timber.There are more sustainable uses that do NOT sacrifice the forest for short-term economic gain from timber harvest. PLEASE proptect old growth Tongass trees from harvest.

		John		Hutton		7630 Greenboro Dr Apt 5		Melbourne		FL		32904		United States		 

		Frances		Melott		4305 Southwind Drive		Raleigh		NC		27613		United States		 

		Janusz		Maka		5408 N Moody Ave		Chicago		IL		60630		United States		 

		renee		barnett		6417 SE 58th Ave		Portland		OR		97206		United States		 

		Stephen		Melott		4305 Southwind Drive		Raleigh		NC		27613		United States		 

		Lindsey		Walker		1172 winnell ct.		petoskey		MI		49770		United States		 

		Xyra		Harper-Cann		18579 Dettington Ct		Leesburg		VA		20176		United States		It’s time for the Forest Service to get its priorities straight. The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		Connie		Crusha		1077 Vista Madera Ln		El Cajon		CA		92019		United States		I've been sending comments to stop the logging in the Tongass for 40 years.  Please stop the nonsense and leave the forest alone!

		Janice		Flatto		945 Wright St		Santa Rosa		CA		95404		United States		 

		tamara		beinlich		10289 c.l. 265		carl junction		MO		64834		United States		The Tongass is also home to the largest bear population in the world!

		Mary Jane		Sager		1929 Nanticoke		Dr		NY		13760		United States		 

		Elaine		Simon		7231 Cedar Road		Memphis		TN		38135		United States		 

		Susan		Morance		1513 E Franklin St		Chapel Hill		NC		27514		United States		 

		Jamilah		Awad		3001 Taos Trl		Carrollton		TX		75007		United States		Stop forest service chopping sprees threatening tongass wolves 

		Jason		Smalls		Hempstead		Hempstead		NY		11550		United States		 

		Bob		Thomas		2001 Weaver Rd		Myrtle Creek		OR		97457		United States		 

		Malcolmus		Awsumicus		4518 146th Ave SE		Bellevue		WA		98006		United States		Denuding forest not only harm the ecosystem it will cause the extinction of the entire forest energetics.

		Jeanie		Harvey		20510 maxine st		st clair shores		MI		48080		United States		 

		Robert		Van Kolken		2226 Kent Blvd		Grand Rapids		MI		49503		United States		This appears to be the result of the same corporate political corruption that is destroying democracy, education, media and democracy by ignoring good science and prudent public policy in favor or wealthy special interests. This would be shameful.

		Cindie		Tashima		200 Laurel Ave		San Anselmo		CA		94960		United States		 

		James		Sisti		1628 John Ct		Baldwin		NY		11510		United States		 

		David		Bolman				Leipsic		OH		45856		United States		 It’s time for the Forest Service to get its priorities straight. The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		Randy		Thomas		304 Dover Dr.		Richardson		TX		75080		United States		 

		David		Favello		2677 Oak Rd		Walnut Creek		CA		94597		United States		 

		Eric		Halbeisen		1810 Leverette		Detroit		MI		48216		United States		Biodiversity is about a sustainable world for all of us.

		Jeanette		Stringham (Vonier)		41 Simms St		San Rafael		CA		94901		United States		this type of practice is so harmful to the environment.  It has no place in our National Forest where we should have higher standards and be a steward for preservation.  Furthermore it is a disservice to the public.


		Christina		Frugoli		720 Rancho Rd		Thousand Oaks		CA		91362		United States		 

		Marianne		Lappin		4580 Nogal Canyon Road		Las Cruces		NM		88011		United States		 

		Barry		Rabichow		435 N Oak Park Ave # 1		Oak Park		IL		60302		United States		 

		Pamela		Bolton		1764 Pleasant Rdg Rd		Ramseur		NC		27316		United States		Instead of destroying everything in sight, why not preserve it?  It took decades to grow and you want to destroy it?  For what?  I would be much more likely to travel to see it and its beauty than a bare, gutted land in which wildlife could not survive.  Think of others besides yourselves.  Many wildlife will suffer and die if you make the wrong decision.  

		John		Young		101 Melville Ave		Dorchester Center		MA		2124		United States		 

		Steve		Piku		PO box 1156 ft belvoir		Sprgfld		VA		22060		United States		 

		Linda		Larmon		1509 N. Brazos Ave.		Hobbs		NM		88240		United States		PLEASE LEAVE THE TONGASS NATIONAL FOREST ALONE!!! WHY WOULD YOU WANT TO CAUSE ANY SPECIES TO BE ENDANGERED BECAUSE OF SOMETHING YOU DID? I BEG YOU NOT TO BE THAT HEARTLESS. PLEASE END OLD-GROWTH CHOPPING SPREES BEFORE THE LARGEST AND MOST MAJESTIC OF THE BIG TREES ARE GONE. 

		Pamela		Haun		8747 SW 50th Place		Cooper City		FL		33328		United States		Please stop clear cutting the Tongass National Forest.

		Sheila		Schally		1104 Creekside Circle		Stillwater		MN		55082		United States		 

		Ward and Anne		Stoops		148 East Side Dr		Concord		NH		3301		United States		 

		Gayle		A'Harrah		7-20 Aspen Way		Doylestown		PA		18901		United States		Please don't be closed minded! Don't destroyfragile ecosystems just for short term gratification (i.e.greed)

		David		Leithauser		3624 Royal Fern Circle		DeLand		FL		32724		United States		 

		M		Munroe				Austin		TX		78749		United States		 

		Marianne		Amann		39450 N. Gudrun Av.		Ingleside		IL		60041		United States		We the People own those trees and we don't want them cut down and then sold to us in ne form or another.

		Jud		Meaders		200 E. Academy St.		Canton		MS		39046		United States		Why in the world would you want to destroy old-growth forests? For some nebulous short-term gain? Why not preserve its beauty & value for ALL Americans? Thank you.

		Brian		Laddy		2081 yellowstone drive		ft mill		SC		29707		United States		How many of you "ayatollahs" are getting paid by the forest industry to increase their profits at the expense of the rest of us?

		Kim		Winders		P.O Box 485		Lakeside		MT		59922		United States		Are you completely depleated of any common sense? How will  money serve any of us once our oxygen is depleated?  The part of humanity that is currently in control making all our big decisions is not at all grounded in good common sense. This is wrong, clearly wrong. So much bad will come from this, but then it will be too late. Dumb, greedy, unenligtened creatons should not be at the helm driving the rest of us to hell. Open your eyes!!!

		Ford		Barr		500 Sherburn Ln  #A2		Louisville		KY		40207		United States		I would like for you to promote activities such as fishing and tourism which require old-growth forest as opposed to logging.

		Jessica		Burlew		6216 373rd Avenue		Burlington		WI		53105		United States		Please save the trees and the wolves!

		Mark		Weinberger		391 28th Avenue		San Francisco		CA		94121		United States		Please don't kill the wolves.

		Linda		Miller		445 Hibbard Rd		Horseheads		NY		14845		United States		 

		Gerry		Milliken		3508 East 48th Court		Spokane		WA		99223		United States		 

		J. B.		Van Wely		2210 E Lombard St		Baltimore		MD		21231		United States		 

		Norman		Toback		3243 Oakdell Rd		Studio City		CA		91604		United States		where have all the flowers gone…
when will we ever learn…

		Barbara		Ardinger		1037 E 4th St Apt 2		Long Beach		CA		90802		United States		Shouldn't the Forest Service be PROTECTING FORESTS and WILD CREATURE? Not destroying them? 

		Dominique		Boddorff		373 East Avondale Rd		West Grove		PA		19390		United States		 

		Paulo		Panganiban		Lahug, Cebu City		Cebu City		CA		60000		United States		There are other sources for wood. Please do not endanger this important habitat.

		Mark		Tolson		29982 Running Deer Ln		Laguna Niguel		CA		92677		United States		 

		Miles		Babcock		11441 West St		Garden Grove		CA		92840		United States		 

		Mark		Thompson		14683 Kennebec		Southgate		MI		48195		United States		 

		Anita		Wisch		23709 Del Monte Drive		Valencia		CA		91355		United States		Please think about the environment, and the living beings that this could/would impact. DO NOT go forward with this plan!

		Carol		Carne		1220 tugwell drive		baltimore		MD		21228		United States		 

		Karen		Clarke		4554 S. Rhett Ave.		North Charleston		SC		29405		United States		LEAVE THE TONGASS ALONE FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS!

		Margaret		Beegle		550 Varner Circle North		Golden Valley		MN		55427		United States		Just what does the Forest Service serve?

		margaret		Jensen		617 Washington Ave		Dunkirk		NY		14048		United States		stop killing these beautiful animals, they are needed in natures way of all things

		Alex		Keir		6915 Vanalden Ave		Reseda		CA		91335		United States		Before even one more tree is gone...

		Carolyn		Ross		1310 Red Oak Creek Dr		Ovilla		TX		75154		United States		Save the history of this great forest and the state of Alaska... Do not allow this destruction. 

		Nancy		Roeber		2211 Cavendish Drive		Alexandria		VA		22308		United States		 

		Lindsay		Hoiland		10282 Nickolas Ave		Highlands Ranch		CO		80130		United States		 

		Cherie		Connick		2565 Le Clair Avenue		Crescent City		CA		95531		United States		 

		Grace		Tiessen		714 Prospect Blvd		Pasadena		CA		91103		United States		Respect Mother Earth and Her trees

		Philip		Torres		533 Poppy Cir		Benicia		CA		94510		United States		 

		Roger		Tucker		2423 Acacia Dr		Fortuna		CA		95540		United States		 

		John		Landers		Box 126		Oneida		IL		61467		United States		 

		Craig		Marshall		3460 Julian Ave		Long Beach		CA		90808		United States		I trust that the Forest Service does not employ stupid people, who would clear-cut without regard for the disastrous side effects. My conclusion then is that the USFS is being deliberately insipid and criminally careless regarding the desires of the recreating public (who DO NOT want this clear-cutting to proceed), and placing the interests of big lumber over that of the health and even the very existence of this fragile biosystem and all that dwell in and depend on it.

		Wayne		Kinney		91-1057 Waiinu St		Ewa Beach		HI		96706		United States		It will not be long until all of our children will be living on oxygen takes just to breath because we adults do not know when to stop chopping down our trees. STOPIT!

		Matthew		Baucco		2500 S Ford Ave		Bloomington		IN		47403		United States		 

		Art		Kolter		P.O. Box 20414		Juneau		AK		99802		United States		 

		Morgan		Craig		2200 Arch St Unit 804		Philadelphia		PA		19103		United States		 

		Benjamin		Short		12600 Coleman Avenue		Felton		CA		95018		United States		We must protect the few old growth stands that remain.  They are worth far more in tourism than for timber sales.  There are plenty of secondary growth groves to log (sustainably).

		Dan		Esposito		1510 Rowell Avdnue		Manhattan Beadh		CA		90266		United States		 

		Richard		Berg		113 4 ST SE		Valley City		ND		58072		United States		I’m Richard Berg, the author of “The Greater Universal System.” I advocate for working "United States citizens," and for prosecuting judicial, political, pentagon, Washington, Wall Street, media, and corporate criminals! 

		Carol		Dodson		727 Dial Creek Rd		Elgin		SC		29045		United States		Surely you can find something more constructive to do with our taxpayer dollars than chopping down trees needlessly!

		Elissa		Eunice		1511 Hibiscus Ave		Winter Park		FL		32789		United States		Stop the industrial Scale Clear Cutting in Tongass National Forest.
Preserve this Treasure!!

		Keri		Zacher				Kaunakakai		HI		96748		United States		 

		Richard		Medlock		POB 20412		Cheyenne		WY		82003		United States		 

		Jean		Kennerson		12875 Lantana Ave.		Yucaipa		CA		92399		United States		 

		Patty		Diana		4937 W Myrtle		Glendale		AZ		85301		United States		 

		William Little		Ellison		11252 Butte Falls Hwy		Eagle Point		OR		97524		United States		Quit destroying Old Growth Forests, and Quit destroying the habitat where the Animals live. 

		Stephanie		Vorse		Eddy County		Carlsbad		NM		88220		United States		Please stop the deforestation in the Tongass National Forest. There is already an excessive amount of damaged caused by the power of human error destroying our lands, our waters, our air and our animals. By continuing to view the world as something to possess rather than protect, we are not only eliminating our resources we are eradicating our very existence.

		Mr.& Mrs. Terry		Cadwallader		11587 Joslyn Ct		Saint Louis		MO		63138		United States		TONGASS NATIONAL FOREST BELONGS TO THE PEOPLE NOT CORPORATE AMERICA... NO MORE CLEAR CUTTING!!!

		Alice		Robbins		32 Treaty Dr		Chesterbrook		PA		19087		United States		 

		Sheila		Miller		235 Inverness Lane		Longmeadow		MA		1106		United States		Do not destroy the Tongass National Forest.  Do not destroy the big trees and all that inhabit the forest.  Such devastation would be
irreplaceable.

		LaRoy and Mary		Seaver		1901 Ptarmigan Trail #102		Estes Park		CO		80517		United States		The Tongass Nastional Forest is one of this planets special resources in- volving the trees and the other forms of life.  It is important that  it be pre- served as the natural resource that it is. It is contrary to the best values of our nation to allow industrial-scale old-growth clear-cutting to continue.

		David		Boyer		135 Mosher Way		Palo Alto		CA		94304		United States		 

		George		Hartman		2514 Evans Ave		Louisville		CO		80027		United States		 

		Dorothy		Buchholz		11177 W 146th Ter		Olathe		KS		66062		United States		I abhor anything that would destroy the ecological balance for our wildlife. You need more input before allowing old-growth trees to be cut.  I am a senior citizen now, but when I was getting my teaching degree in Wisconsin we learned about things as soil conservation, clear-cutting, etc.

		Gabby		Sekuterski		Crescent terr		Lake View		NY		14085		United States		 

		Nick		Szumlas		3816 S Court St		Seattle		WA		98144		United States		We should be working for sustainable old growth forestry. 

		Jan		Moore		po box 40		Torreon		NM		87061		United States		 

		Susan		Mackle		165 Division St		Great Barrington		MA		1230		United States		 

		Allen		Royer		1165 Garfield Ave		San Jose		CA		95125		United States		 

		Edith		Cooper		po Box 700		Crestone		CO		81131		United States		 

		Joyce		Cousino		607 Sunday Dr.		Deming		NM		88030		United States		Doesn't anybody have any common sense anymore?

		Conleth		Crotser		134 W. Lincoln St.		Oberlin		OH		44074		United States		 

		joan		black		46 bartlett avenue		arlington		MA		2476		United States		you should be the guardians of our forests not the destroyers....end old-growth cutting


		Leo		Lieber		2385 Hemlock Ave		Concord		CA		94520		United States		 

		Marcy		Gustafson		1522 W. Ardmore		Chicago		IL		60660		United States		Please the children beg you to let nature live.

		Anita		Wisch		23709 Del Monte Drive		Valencia		CA		91355		United States		 

		MaryJo		Louise				Roseburg		OR		97471		United States		Please stop the Big Thorne timber sale. Old-growth forest is an irreversible treasure. The Tongass is valuable to the American people for more than just timber.

		Nicholette		Ronga				Mill Valley		CA		94941		United States		Please consider on chopping through this beautiful forest. 
We are all connected. The forest is home to many of our animals. 
Please reconsider and think with your heart to our animals and Mother Nature. 

		Damian		McDonnell		40 Plain St. #4		Taunton		MA		2780		United States		 

		Pat		Musick		10 Studio Place		Colorado Springs		CO		80904		United States		The Tongass forest's long-term value is inherent in its ancient, old-growth character.  Timber provides short-term economic benefit to a company.  Recreation, wildlife habitat, fishing, clean water, clean air, indigenous people's way of life, tourism are all long-term values (economic and otherwise) whose importance only increases as intact old-growth ecosystems become more scarce.  As a citizen owner of this forest (National forest, belonging to the citizens),  I expect my Forest Service to make the best decision in the long-term interests of the citizens:  No old-growth logging in the Tongass National Forest.

		Rizwan		Ali		1510 S 56th St		El Cerrito		CA		94530		United States		Stop it please

		Barbara		Wyatt		Ravens Crest Drive E		Plainsboro		NJ		8536		United States		LEAVE THE TREES ALIVE AND WHERE THEY ARE. WE SEE
ALMOST DAILY WHAT IT DOES TO THE ENVIRONMENT (e.g.l HUGE MUDSLINDES TAKING HOMES DOWN) AFTER THEY CHOPPED OFF THE TREES.  THE HABITAT BELONGS TO WILDLIFE, NOT HUMANS.

		Marianne		Duke		311 11th Ave Apt 5		San Francisco		CA		94118		United States		Please.

		Hilary		Wild		360 poplar st		half moon bay		CA		94019		United States		 

		Garth		Bjorklund		820 south Tenth street		Goshen		IN		46526		United States		 

		Karen		Stimson		74 Woolsey St		New Haven		CT		6513		United States		 

		Chad		Fuqua		10331 Ocean Dr		Beach City		TX		77523		United States		 

		Hannah		Looney		2112 Crest Terrace		Saint JOseph		MO		64506		United States		 

		SoniaConnors				231 Oliver Road		Santa Barbara		CA		93109		United States		 

		Debbie		Thomas		P.O. Box 2377		Fernley		NV		89408		United States		 

		joshua		salyer		10815 habanero way		Albuquerque		NM		87123		United States		 

		Athena		Huff-Sandstrom		7937 W. 54th Ave. #212		Arvada		CO		80002		United States		Old-growth forests are precious, irreplaceable ecosystems that shelter numerous species and combat climate change. Please halt cutting in them!

		Scott		Denny		2032 shelterwood rd.		Santa Ana		CA		92705		United States		 

		Aeyrie		Eagle		16934 Lake Terrace Way		Yorba Linda		CA		92886		United States		 

		Jeffrey		Hearn		6 Sawtooth Ln		Hatboro		PA		19040		United States		 

		Linda		shabsin		415 Gunsmoke Drive		Diamond Bar		CA		91765		United States		 

		Helen		Tam-Semmens		36 Deer Run		Stoddard		NH		3464		United States		Such logging is extreme and irresponsible. It needs to stop. 

		Dawn		Smallman		1148 SE 50th Ave		Portland		OR		97215		United States		The Big Thorne sale should be halted - its time for the Tongass to undergo a true and immediate management plan transition - immediately stop all old growth cutting. Put your funding into updating lumber mills equipment to process younger trees, instead of supporting cutting old growth.  The time for change is now.

		Eleanor		Harding		1007 Sandy Valley		white haven		PA		18661		United States		 

		John		Neal		5212 S Tryon St		Charlotte		NC		28217		United States		 

		Susan		Gailey		PO Box 737		Kilauea		HI		96754		United States		 

		Janet		McCormack		2414 Calle Zaguan		Santa Fe		NM		87505		United States		It is scientifically established that degrading wolf habitat is detrimental tohuman life.... 

		Kevin		Carvell		19 E Fulton St, #2		Ephrata		PA		17522		United States		 

		Michael		Darling		10075 Cuddy Valley Rd		Frazier Park		CA		93225		United States		 

		Katherine		Kautz		2060 East 112th Place		Northglenn		CO		80233		United States		It's the 21st century and not the 19th.  Stop cutting down all our trees and leave them for wildlife and the people who enjoy them.

		Dora		Gerken		10539 Les Jardins Drive		Dallas		TX		75229		United States		 

		Maxine		Williams-Gboizo		2122 Pico Blvd. Apt, F		Santa Monica		CA		90405		United States		 

		Jeni		Cook		902 Jacaranda Dr		Lady Lake		FL		32159		United States		 

		Alex		Snydman		245 State St		Northampton		MA		1060		United States		 

		Andrea		Reed		6501 Brush Country Rd. #105		Austin		TX		78749		United States		It's time to start protecting the environment instead of destroying it for short-term gain.

		Kelly		Choi		12 N Oak Ct		Madison		NJ		7940		United States		Please protect the Forest!

		O		Lewis		po box 881075		Los Angeles		CA		90009		United States		 

		Carla		Henderson		11a Albert Rd., Devonport		Auckland		NY		10019		United States		 

		Joseph		Haemmerle		1 Bergen Hill Rd		Rockaway		NJ		7866		United States		 

		Thomas		Willette		1035 C Castlebury Drive		Greencastle		IN		46135		United States		 

		Olivia		Moreno		225 Longfellow Ave		Hermosa Beach		CA		90254		United States		The bigger picture is the value of Tongass..preservation 
is priority.  Please end the chopping spree.  The big trees
must be saved.  Thank you.

		Anna		Salanti		7619 SW 26th Ave		Portland		OR		97219		United States		 

		Bette		Berg				Arcata		CA		95518		United States		 

		Sue		Ward		940 S Hurd Rd		Oxford		MI		48371		United States		The region is called Tongass National Forest without TREES it is a FIELD Please stop the clear cutting.

		Vincent		Hardt		29W424 Butternut Ln		Warrenville		IL		60555		United States		This valuable area should be developed for fishing and recreation, not for timber.  Please keep it intact for future generations.

		Dana		Ratay		118 Kaiolena Dr		Kailua		HI		96734		United States		Please protect this unique environment and it's denizens.

		Paula		Hickey		456 Worthington Road		Millersville		MD		21108		United States		 

		Richard		Laubhan		31 Stony Point		Galena		IL		61036		United States		Leave the wild alone -- protect it, don't wreck it!

		LL		Kauffman		643-F Meridian Circle		Cold Spring		KY		41076		United States		The Tongass should be protected ecologically from exploitation. No logging should be allowed in the Tongass. Plus, logging is a huge taxpayer rip-off -- the Forest Service actually loses a huge amount of money on these projects when you factor in the associated costs.

		Bruce		White		11724 80th Ave NE		Kirkland		WA		98034		United States		 

		Gertrude		Wallis		29 Montgomery St		Cambridge		MA		2140		United States		This is a reckless plan that is irreversible. Experts agree that this could upset the balance of life on Prince of Wales Island. We, as a nation, must act more compassionately, and be a model for the rest of the world.

		Colleen		McGlone		3540 Hartland Dr		New Port Richey		FL		34655		United States		 

		tom		sparks				Port Townsend		WA		98368		United States		Stop this insane madness. It's called Global Warning.
What is it you don't understand here?

		Brett		Casper		435 E 79th St Apt 10F		New York		NY		10075		United States		 

		Brett		Casper		435 E 79th St Apt 10F		New York		NY		10075		United States		 

		Kathy		Bergquist		1215 W 14th St		Sioux Falls		SD		57104		United States		 

		lawrence		owen		647 Cochise Cir		Bolingbrook		IL		60440		United States		 

		Francisco		Velez		100 Erskine Place		Bronx		NY		10475		United States		 

		Susantalbot		TALBOT		19967 ESQUILINE AVE.		WALNUT		CA		91789		United States		 

		Patrick		Kelly		648 N. Airlite St.		Elgin		IL		60123		United States		taking care of the environment should always be our first priority.  The removal of trees will mean death to the  wolf species in Tongass.

		John R.		Bartels		6863 SE Henry St		Portland		OR		97206		United States		 

		Jana-Rose		Savit5		148A Daly Rd		E Northport		NY		11731		United States		When is the insanity going to stop? Leave the trees of Tongass alone!

		Andre		Cavalier		818 Closter Dock Rd.		Alpine		NJ		7620		United States		 

		Laurel		Drew		7513 Boyer St		Philadelphia		PA		19119		United States		 

		David		Harris		4485 Hope St.		Ventura		CA		93003		United States		 

		Eva		Landeo		100 W 89th St		New York		NY		10024		United States		 

		Otto		Hunt		1685 Avenida Oceano		Oceanside		CA		92056		United States		I feel that the Tongass is more than timber: it is a national treasure. Please consider the most conservative scientific opinion on this issue.

		Regina		DeFalco Lippert		210 Donegal Way		Martinez		CA		94553		United States		 

		John		Noland				Coos Bay		OR		97420		United States		 

		Jason		Fish		6601 Blue Oaks Blvd #701		Rocklin		CA		95765		United States		 

		Lisa		Thomas		14137 235 th ST SE		Issaquah		WA		98027		United States		Please save the old growth forest and the Archipelago wolves. 

		Kenneth		Wenzer		14011 Chestnut Ct.		Laurel		MD		20707		United States		 

		Nina		Goldin		9111 W 24th St		Los Angeles		CA		90034		United States		 

		Tara		Sanchez		3455 Elm Ave		Long Beach		CA		90807		United States		 

		Isabel		Cervera		GUETARIA, 104		FAITH		NC		28041		United States		 

		Marian		Bauman		917 NE 73rd St		Seattle		WA		98115		United States		 

		Susanna		Hinant		8414 LaSalle		Bean Blossom		IN		46160		United States		 

		Hakan		Ceylan						NY		7330		United States		 

		Susan		Duffy		628 E 58th St		Indianapolis		IN		46220		United States		Please explore other alternatives for economic growth in the area.  Old growth forests are a finite resource, once you destroy them they will not appear again in our lifetimes.  Be smart, be vigilant.

		Kim		Yousey		1048 Rt. 523		Flemington		NJ		8822		United States		Deteriorating forests are not caused by lack of logging

		Jayme		Miller		21050 S Beavercreek Rd		Oregon City		OR		97045		United States		 

		Claire		delevingne		66 day st.		Jamaica plain		MA		2130		United States		 

		Hillary		Melin		3411 Helms Ave		Culver City		CA		90232		United States		 

		Christina		Corser		Burrian		Orkney		CA		11111		United States		You have a duty to maintain these forests for the benefit of wildlife and future generations

		Eric		Parker		8 Douglas St 3		Boston		MA		2127		United States		 

		Victor		Carmichael		5005 Palmetto Ave		Pacifica		CA		94044		United States		 

		Jessica		Tucker		47 W. George St.		Westminster		MD		21157		United States		 

		Lindasy		Lowry		45 Columbia Ave.		Hopewell		NJ		8525		United States		 

		Jan		Stevenson		PO Box 394		Panama		OK		74951		United States		Please, preserve some wild in this world.

		Ken		Miller		1658 Ocean Drive		McKinleyville		CA		95519		United States		 

		Troy		Spatz		17810 W. 310 St.		Bethany		MO		64424		United States		 

		Brian		Gorra		197 Gregory St		Aurora		IL		60504		United States		Leave Tongass alone permanently.

		Jeanne		Long		1842 Columbia Rd		Westlake		OH		44145		United States		The Forest Service is planning the future of the Tongass, and it’s time for the Forest Service to get its priorities straight. The Tongass is valuable to Americans for more than just timber. The Forest Service should support activities like fishing, recreation and tourism that preserve the forest, protect inhabitants like the wolf and deer, and boost the local economy.

		Brian		VanDenzen		4444 Autumn Leaf Ln		Santa Fe		NM		87507		United States		This area is too precious to allow clear cut logging.  Support fishing, wolves, and tourism!

		Cris		Staubach		127 Black Point Road - 35		Niantic		CT		6357		United States		Save the Tongass and its unique biodiversity.

		Linda		Exum		1100 Fieldstone Rd.		Watkinsville		GA		30677		United States		 

		Paul		Ghenoiu		33 West Hill Rd		Plattsburgh		NY		12901		United States		A natural mix heavy with old-growth trees is key to the long-term viability of this very important American natural resource.

		Ramona		sahni		46mallard drive		Pittsburgh		PA		15238		United States		 

		Roberta		Lewis		7260 Acacia Ave		Garden Grove		CA		92841		United States		We the people vote you into office to protect our land not destroy it.  What plan  is in place so that we do not see the clear cutting of the trees in the Northwest.  That was a travisty.  There is only so much timber and old trees left.  The companies do not plant back the correct trees to replace what they have cut down.  Demand that they replace the forest with the correct tree which is native to the area.  My heart breaks when I see how we rape our land.  What will be left for our grandchildren.

		Mandy		Thommarson		1009 N 9th Street		Ballinger		TX		76821		United States		 

		Emily		Withnall		204 Dixon Ave		Missoula		MT		59801		United States		 

		Ken		Miller		1658 Ocean Drive		McKinleyville		CA		95519		United States		 

		Sherry		Korniloff		5051 Dry Well Ct		Columbia		MD		21045		United States		Animals need them for life and we need the animals for our lives. Once theses trees are gone, they cannot be replaced. 

		Alison		Leary		192 Chapel Street		Newton		MA		2458		United States		Please protect our old growth forests.They are irreplaceable in our lifetimes.

		Cristina		Smith		1112 1/2 S Sierra Bonita Ave		Los Angeles		CA		90019		United States		These trees will not grow back the way they are, these forests are irreplaceable.  They must be protected. Once cut down, they are gone forever  Money is not our only value!

		Colleen		Keith		PO Box 2099		Victorville		CA		92393		United States		It is imperative that destruction of old growth trees stop.  Environmentally it is necessary to preserve the rainforest.  The Earth depends on this precious terrain to filter the atmosphere.  Please use responsible alternatives

		Jim		Head		15307 NORTHGATE   APT#102		OAK PARK		MI		48237		United States		 

		Percy		Severn		1076 La Grange		Newbury Park		CA		91320		United States		God made wolves too.

		Erwin		Bol		326 Deepcreek Ct		Danville		CA		94506		United States		Please stop selling out our old growth forests for $$$!

		Susan		McMullen		1568 Greencrest Ct		El Cajon		CA		92019		United States		 

		Leon		Trumpp		1703 W 9th St		Sedalia		MO		65301		United States		Never cut old growth forest . There is much to little to allow this devastating practice .

		Arlene		CunninghamOConnor		51-2  Upland Gardens Drive		Worcester		MA		1607		United States		trees help clean the air we breathe, don't be a part of distruction for future generations.   chop wisely and carefully. 

		Hank		Saxe		PO Box 15		Taos		NM		87571		United States		 

		Lena		Williams		16578 Valdosta Hwy		Valdosta		GA		31602		United States		The balance between nature and man is tenuous. Wolves are vital to our ecosystem, and the forest is vital for them (and the deer and all other wildlife that live and forage there). Please leave the TNF alone...

		Robert		and Bonometti		260 Golds Hill Road		Winchester		VA		22603		United States		 

		marc and Alice		Imlay		2321 Woodberry Drive		Bryans  Road		MD		20616		United States		 

		Margaret		Chatham		2631 Kirklyn St.		Falls Church		VA		22043		United States		We keep learning more about the value of old growth forest for all of us. Keep the big trees while we have them!

		Aaron		Torres		1933 Quaker Hollow Ln		Streamwood		IL		60107		United States		 

		Claudia		Cass		460 Carroll Dr		Pontoon Beach		IL		62040		United States		 

		Madeline		Lavalle		259 winter street		east bridgewater		MA		2333		United States		I am very passionate in asking to reconsider the decision. It's beauty and necessity for all wild life is essential. Threatening species such as the Wolves !!

		Ira		Abrams		5441 S. Kenwood Ave.		Chicago		IL		60615		United States		 




				



Forrest Cole

Forest Supervisor

Federal Building

648 Mission Street

Ketchikan, Alaska 99901

comments-alaska-tongass@fs.fed.us.  



Re:	Comments Regarding Draft Supplemental Information Report on Big Thorne Project 



Dear Mr. Cole:



On behalf of the more than 11,000 Alaska Wilderness League members included in the attached files, we urge you to halt the destructive Big Thorne timber sale.  Each person has sent you a simple message:



“Now is the time to end industrial-scale old-growth clear-cutting in the Tongass National Forest before most of the big trees are gone.”



The current Big Thorne Supplement Information Report shows that the Forest Service is disregarding more than two years of in-depth scientific review by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, which concluded there is “substantial scientific or commercial information” suggesting that the Alexander Archipelago wolf may have to be listed for protection under the Endangered Species Act, in large part, due to the loss of old-growth habitat caused by decades of industrial logging and road building in the Tongass National Forest. The Forest Service also disregarded the findings of retired Alaska Department of Fish and Game biologist David Person, the world’s expert on the Alexander Archipelago wolf.



For four years now, the U.S. Department of Agriculture and the Forest Service have been repeating a commitment to transition out of old-growth logging in the Tongass, but your actions so far have only served to undermine that commitment. Massive old-growth timber sales like Big Thorne are destroying these ancient forests, along with the critical wildlife habitat, pristine watersheds and the economies they support. The Big Thorne timber sale is bad for the Tongass and bad for the economy of southeast Alaska.



Instead of continuing to pour millions in federal tax dollars into a flagging timber industry for another decade and a half, the Forest Service must end industrial-scale old-growth logging quickly. It is past time to support the Tongass, its wildlife, and the sustainable and growing economic powerhouses in southeast Alaska, like the commercial fishing, tourism and recreation industries.



We believe that sustaining a healthy and vibrant Tongass requires a rapid transition away from old-growth logging within the next 5 years (versus the stated 10-15 years that the Forest Service has announced), and conducting massive old-growth sales like Big Thorne stands in direct contradiction to any stated goal of supporting a sustainable forest. 



Please accept these comments as part of the official record on the Draft Supplemental Information Report for the Big Thorne Project.



Sincerely,



Liz VanDenzen

Field Director

Alaska Wilderness League

122 C Street NW, Suite 240

Washington, DC 20001
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Instead of continuing to pour millions in federal tax dollars into a flagging timber industry for
another decade and a half, the Forest Service must end industrial-scale old-growth logging quickly.
It is past time to support the Tongass, its wildlife, and the sustainable and growing economic
powerhouses in southeast Alaska, like the commercial fishing, tourism and recreation industries.
 
We believe that sustaining a healthy and vibrant Tongass requires a rapid transition away from old-
growth logging within the next 5 years (versus the stated 10-15 years that the Forest Service has
announced), and conducting massive old-growth sales like Big Thorne stands in direct contradiction
to any stated goal of supporting a sustainable forest.
 
Please accept these comments as part of the official record on the Draft Supplemental Information
Report for the Big Thorne Project.
 
Sincerely,
 
Liz VanDenzen
Field Director
Alaska Wilderness League
122 C Street NW, Suite 240
Washington, DC 20001
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